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60-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE 


Introducing Borland's New 

Turbo GameWorks™ $69.95 

THE GAMES YOU CAN PLAY, REPLAY, REVISE AND REWRITE BUT 


CANNOT RESIST. 

(Turbo Pascal Source Code included!) 


We give you the source code, the manual, 
lhe diskenes, the 6o-day guarantee and the 
competitive edge. Let the games begin. Chess. 
Bridge. Go-Mok-u. 

Staie-of-the an games that let you be player, 
referee, and rules committee-because you 
have lhe Turbo Pascal soorce code. Which 
means that you can play a game or create a 
game, any time and any way you wanL 

Borland's new Turbo GameWorks lets you 
combine gamesmanship with craftsmanship. 
Discover the secret techniques and moves used 
by the Old Masters. Learn exactly how state-of
the-an computer games are made-so you can 
go off and make your own. Since you have the 
source code, you can always change the game. 
Or rig the game, if no one's looking. 
Pure Magic. That's Turbo GameWor~. And part 
of the "sourcery" - Turbo GameWorks is only 
$69.95. When combined with our new Turbo 
Editor Toolbox in the Turbo New Pack, it's 
only f47.50. 
SHORT CUTS, SECRETS AND 
STRATEGIES. 111e Turbo GameWorks man
ual takes you SU!trby"5tep through all the 
games. How to play them. How 10 modify 
d1en1 How 10 use the power of Turbo Pascal to 
write new games. 

You'll learn genera! problem analysis, how 
to Identify all (>0$ible moves, "rule of thumb" 
strategies, procedures for testing Strategies, and 
ways to rate options. You'll also be introduced 
to "top down" program design, the de'lrelop· 
mem of basic algorithms, the use of constants 
and data Structures and v.•ays to design short 
cuts wlth incremental updating. 

On top of all mat, you'll haVl! a lot of fun 
(if you want to). 

So go to play (and work) with Borland's 
new 1\irbo GameWorks. It's unique. It's fasci· 
nating. And it's brand-new. Be first with me 
latest and greatest-order yoor Turiio Game
Works today. 

4585 Scons Valley Drive, Scotts \ \dley CA 95o66 
Phone (408) 438-8400 Telex 172373 

BORLAND'S TURBO GAMEWORKS AND 
SOME OF ITS MASTE/t PIECES 
Chess, the ultimate strategic gi!me. Agame 
so old that no one knows its exact origins. 
Turbo GameWorks lets )'OU play chess at six dif
ferent levels from the beginner 10 the sophisti
cated user. And you have many ways of playing 
with your Turbo GameWorks. Let the computer 
solve checkmate problems. Set the time limit 
for each game. And d1ere's more. 
Decide whether you or the computer ';goes 
first" Trade plares with d1e computer at any 
point in the game. It's all possible with Game
Works. 
Go-Moku, also known as "Five-in-Line," is a 
l'l!ry old Japanese game played on a board of 
squares. The ftrst player to get five game pieces 
in a row-eitl1er horizontally, vertically, or 
diagonally-wins the game. 

It 's an intriguing game. But you're not 
limited to playing it one way. With Turbo 
GameWorks, you can mod ify it your way. 
Bridge. Play bridge wim a friend or team up 
against the program-you decide which hands 
the computer plays. You can even decide to let 
the program cheat! The program automatically 
bids and plays its own hands. And, since you 
can tinker with me soorce code, you can make 
"your" Bridge unlike any oth~t. 

Inquiry 17 for End-Users. Inquiry t8 for DEALERS ONLY. 



SAVE OVER 30% ON OUR GIFT PACKS! 


Announcing Borland's New 

Turbo Editor Toolbox™ $69.95 


IT'S ALL YOU NEED TO BU/LO YOUR OWN WORD PROCESSOR 

FOR ONLY $69.95! 


You gel all the modules you need 10 build your 
own word procesoor. 

• 	You ge1 read>•·to·compile source code. 
• 	You get a full-featured word processor 


that looks and actS like WordStar"'; we 

call it MicroStar™ 


• 	You get a 200-page manual that tells 

you how 10 iniegrate the ediwr proce

dures and funetions into your programs. 


You can use Turbo EdilOrTuolbox "as is" or 
modify 11 any way you want. 

And you don't get a bill for Royalties. 
Because Borland doesn 't believe you should pay 
for something more than once. 

All this and more for only $69.95. 
And until March I, 1986 you can gc1 Bor

land's new Turbo Editor Toolbox for even less! 
(Only $47.50 when )'OU buy the special Turbo 
New Pack.) 

YOU CAN HAVE MANY WINDOWS ON 
THE WORLD. The new Turbo Editor Toolbox 
fearures windowing, a technique that lets you 
see several documents-or several parts of the 
same domment-at once. You know bes what 
your needs are. Turbo Editor Toolbox lets you 
open the windows you want And to make 
those windows part of your program 
WITH TURBO EDITOR TOOLBOX YOU 
CAN HAVE THE BEST OF ALL WORD 
PROCESSORS IN YOUR WORD PRO· 
CESSOR. You can make WordSlar behave 
like Multi- late. Support windows just like 
Microsoft's® Word~ And do it as fa~t as 
WordPerfect does IL Incorporate your new 
"hybrids" into your programs to achieve 
incredible conll'OI and power. 

Turbo EdilOr Toolbox. It's the kind of tool 
that almOiSt everyone needs-and we're the 
kind of oompany to give it 10 you a1 a reasona
ble price, without any compromise on quality. 
(We're so sure )OO'll be satisfied that we offer a 
60·day money-back guarantee-something no 
one else does.) 

THE CRITICS' CHOICE 

'illrllo l'asal has g<ll IO be lhe best Yalue in bn· 
guages on the mattel 1oda1'-and Borland ln1Cmt· 
uoml, by dl!th'Clfng ex<21lent ~ 21 reasona· 
ble oosts, is leadfng the softw2i! lndll!ll)' v.iiere ll 
has «> go. Twbo Pascal is more llwi 1t& 11 good 
progmn "' a low oast. Ifs al.lo a low-roll, 111!11
coocelltd progmmming ~ mak1ng It~ 
ble for latt o( people 10 produre good prngrnms."' 

Jerry Pournelle, BYTE 

"'This compiler, produced by llorbi1d ln!UIW.ional, 
is one ol the bell programming 1001s prt:Sently 
a<-.Uable for the PC." 

111/chlel Covington, PC Tech Journ11 

.. ~deal d the CClllll!Y...Twbo Pascal." 
Jill DunlltnaRR, PC lll1g1zln1 

I BORIAnD 
IN TERNATIONAL 



Borland's SuperKey And 

SideKick Work So Well Together, 


You'll Hardly Work At All. 

All UNBEATABLE TEAM AT AN UNBEATABLE PRICE/ We've 
teamed tl1e best with the best fO make the greatt'SL ·111e best 
keyboard enhancer. SuperKey®. ·111e best desktor organizer. 
SideKick®. The dynamic duo working hand in hand to 
let you do many different things at once. Away that cuts 
down the keystrokes. so you're working instead of just 
typing. Away that wasn 't pos ible until we Jlaired 
the electronic wizardry of SuperKey with the 
practical efficiency of SideKick. SuperKey 
brings the magic. SideKick does the de· 
tails. Th "S-'leam" works beamil'ully 
together because we designed them 
that way. 

GET SUPERKEY AND 
SIDEKICK TODAY and )'ou"ll 
have an unbeatable te-Jm a1 an 
unbeatable prire - and a SIS 
rebate back in the mail. 

IF YOU USE SIOEKICK. YOU NEED SUPERKEY. 
BECAIJSE SUPERKEY AND SIDEKICK CAii MAKE 
YOUR OAY GO SOMETHING LIKE THIS: 

8'00 1m. \'oo got to work on time, despite the 
44-mpli rurkey ah~<id al )'Qu In ~ie fast lane. If spre-Jd· 
heet ti me. You hii 011e ey. I.oms 1-2 •3 (or 'Wimeiu) Is 

up and running. (One key. IJ«3use Supert(e)' has record I?<! 
:ill the Ol\123 <ENfER >t23< El<"rl'.R> <ENTER> / 
F<F...'<1'ER> R<OO'ER> SAfI.S <F. ITT.R> <P~D11> 
foolislmes.~ and )'llllr one ke)11roke pl~i-ed 3Jl 1hal oock 
l1mantly. One keystroke in 1e:id of a minuet). 

B:OJ 1m. You're imo llM! SflG\':ldlhl.'tt Phone nngs. 
You kick in S1deKid 's Na1epad- wuhCJUl leaving your 
~e;idsheel You talk. You li>ten to Fr•nk. You make mies 
um tell 1·ou Uml Frank is uppillJ! ""' numbers from ) t~r· 
day's ord•r and he n~ a nl!'W prlcf and dclirery d~te. 
tie wanu a lllCtllng. Fasl. hut when? Yoo lmoe SideKick 
fl!I! up )Ulr Calendar. Time agfl'td and nGled-in 
SM:leKick's t'\otePad. Coo~rsatiOn ends. \'our Sfw:tdshctl i 
Slill there. 

B:Ol 1m. You're wau:hing tl1e spreaclsheet l:i.it )~fre 
tli inking abol.J1 the ri.cw bid iuu ha'~ to figure mt So )~ 
i'ta11! SitleKidi's Ca.lcula1or ):Rilled up on 1he scn:en-0\"er 
~ small pic("f of me pread.~heet-which doesn"t go away. 

8:08 1m. SldeKlck is coming up 'Willi new number... 

SuperKI')· keq>s the sprea<kheet oc1 u roll. atislied wiu1 Lhe 

numbers, )'llll have SldeKlck autcrdlal Fr.mk's number. 

l'alk. Talk. Jiang Uf>. • 


8:09 tm. S(lll.':ldsheet abol.Jt done. Yoo' re w:itchin~ 
11. l~t diinkJn~ abaln \111~1 Ft.mk jusl . :1 don d~ pl1ont. 

II liked )'UUr mm1~ lie ordctl!d. lie s3ld. ·1·1t:11 was 

fas1. WI! won't n~ diat meeing, (SideKick cancels 11 

lrom your folendar). And he also s:ud, "Uow did )W ~el 


all that done so quickly?" And )00 sakl. ""!'" gOI a coup!<> 

of new gu)~ worklnK for nm.·· 


Copyright 1985 Borland lntemalional BI·1014 
~ml S.dd:id .,.~ ......_4<1tlorb..t 1n...........i, loc 

-1-~". _._"in..°"'""""" Coql
lftll k. ~ ll'lik11wi rl llllml>Mwl eu.nc.. lb:hlnll Coql 

Inquiry 17 for End-Use~ Inquiry 18 for DEALERS ONLY. 

SIDEKICK INCLUDES: • Calculator • Notepad • Auto dialer & 
1>hone directory * ~Cll table • Perpetual ca lendar & da tebook 

• Help window • Full · creen editor with word-wr p. 

paragraph editing and much much more. 


(Chances are ~1at once you have 

SuperKey and SideKick working 


together for you, you'll never need 10 

use a word-processing program again). 

SUPERKEY INCLUDES: 
•Encryption to keep confidential fi les 

confidential • Programmable keys that 
let you rum a thou and ke; trokes 

imo one ' Keyboard lock • Automatic 
tum-off of your screen after a pre-set 
time so the expensive phosphorus in 

your monitor'> screen isn't etched 
or mined • Secret Password 

protection and more. 

THE CR/r/C 'S CHOICE 
'Jj )YNI r4 rml fix ~1/lmut!I! m S(J{Jhtttrtalrmr. JOU llfNt '1 /frrd "11)' 

tlmJJ:./m1T" mr t!Jf.· bt1flhfhfd nghl nou· fixm &rlmul's Su/A:rK,_, , 
aml s,,/""-.* rombo .. LEON A. WORTMAN. lnfaWarld 

~ BORUlnD 
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Inquiry 118 

ll'1TE 


COMPATIBILITY with the 
new generation of lap-top 
computers using 3.5' disk 
drives . 
CONVENIENCE of rugged 
3.5" disk media. 
CAPACITY of 730K addi
tional storage fo r your PC. 
FLEXIB ILITY of using 
either 5.25" or 3.5" disks. 
DIRECT ACCESS on your 
PC to file generated on 
DG/One, Tl Pro-Lite,GRiD 
Case,HP 110 150 via our 
fl exible, powerfu l oftware 
device driver. 

/111ilt·i11 1•11/1a1:e spike protet'li1111 

FCC-appf'o1•ed 


UL-/i,l<'d p/11g-i11 AC lrul/.\f11r111er 

1.imitc·tl 6-11111111/1 .fcu:lury warr<111ty 


M DPJ di k dri e with an MAPJ-PC 
accessory package forms a complete 

add -on package fo r the IBM P 
or XT. Ab olutcly no tools needed 

fo r insta llation. See your dea ler 
or call direct fo r more information 
and deta il s on accessory packages 

for other computers. 

co:va: SEE LS i\T CO\'llJEX 
'.\OVE\lBER 20-H, 19NS 
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EDITORIAL 

INTEL AND FUTURE IBM PCs 
The planning stages of this issue 
started under a cloud-we thought 
there was nothing else interesting to 
say about the IBM Personal Com
puters. a technology that some peo
ple thought was obsolete when it was 
introduced three years ago. But as 
you 'll see. we were wrong-the PC 
world is richer now than ever before. 

This special issue peers into some 
seldom-seen corners of the IBM PC 
family of machines. Stephen Fried 
presents some startling findings con
cerning the 80287 NDP: Bill Claff and 
Steve Satchell explore the 80286 from 
a programmer's point of view: Tom 
Wadlow explains how to use inter
rupts to write your own desktop ac
cessories; John Haynes demonstrates 
how to use Lotus 1-2-3 to design cir
cuits: Rick Grehan looks at sub-SIOOO 
hard disks: Jon Edwards highlight6 
some of the best available PC public
domain technical software; and more. 

The artwork accompanying the ar
ticles is another special aspect of this 
issue-each of the l8 pieces of art 
was commissioned from one of the 
top female illustrators in the country. 

IBM{INTEL IMPACT 
The IBM PC changed the face of per
sonal computing in 1982 by shifting 
the primary use of the machines from 
hacking to tracking corporate 
finances. databases. and memos. An 
iron ic 1985 turnabout finds the PCs 
being blamed for blunting the creativi
ty of personal computing and sapping 
it of its vitali ty Hardware designers 
gripe about Intel parts. like the 80286 
and 80287. that haven't worked cor
rectly in their first few iterations. and 
programmers complain about the 
headaches of programming in Intel's 
segmented-memory universe. (I vote 
for the following for program mer's 
buzzwords of the year-address 
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paranoia: constantly checking for 
8086 segment boundaries.) Most of 
the newer and more innovative 
machines of the last two years. like the 
Macintosh. Amiga. and Atari ST com
puters. have been based on the 
Motorola MC68000 microprocessor 
rather than the Intel iAPX86 family of 
processors that power the PCs. 

With IBM owning part of Intel and 
apparently wedded to the Intel ar
chitecture. the microcomputer world 
seems to be polarizing around the 
two microprocessor giants. 

TECHNICAL CULTURE 
Some people speculate that definite 
architectural biases are developing 
around Motorola and Intel. Motorola 
seems to be a company with a bias 
toward single-processor systems and 
open. flexible architectures. Intel's 
bias seems to favor complex. multi
ple processor architectures that are of 
necessity more rigid and formal. 
These biases show clearly. for exam
ple. in the companies· respective ap
proaches to memory management 
and in their designs for the VMEbus 
and the Multibus II : Motorola makes 
hardware memory management a 
system designer's option. while Intel 
includes it as a microprocessor func
tion with the iAPX286 and higher pro
cessors: Motorola's bus is nicely 
suited for single-processor systems. 
whi le Intel's design is optimal for 
multiple boards and processors. 

These architectural biases seem to 
favor Motorola hardware for low-cost 
single-user machines and Intel's for 
multiuser computers such as the 
three-user IBM PC AT. Of course. 
either company·s microprocessor can 
power a single- or multiuser machine: 
Many of the high-end supermicros are 
MC68010-based machines. and most 
PC ATS are being used presently as 
single-user machines until a multiuser 

version of MS-DOS appears to make 
the vast PC software base available to 
multiuser ATS. 

A close look at these micropro
cessors reveals that Intel often solves 
problems by throwing hardware at 
them. while Motorola usually just 
hands programmers a toolbox . 

THE iAPX286/386 
One of the principal design goals of 
the 80286 and 80386 microproces
sors was to facilitate high-perfor
mance multiuser and multitasking 
capability. 1b provide the protection 
needed to run separate tasks or multi
ple users in different parts of memory. 
Intel built task swi tching and memory 
management into the silicon of its two 
newest microprocessors. 

Tusk switching is done entirely in 
hardware on the 80286/80386 pro
cessors. Operating systems only need 
to specify which task runs next in the 
Intel environment. and the hardware 
handles the switching. Tusk switching 
is possible due to the addition of 
descriptor tables to the 80286/80386 
programming model that tell the CPU 
where to find the instructions and 
data for individual tasks (or users) . 

Descri ptor tables also facilitate 
80286180386 memory management 
and virtual memory. On-<:hip memory 
management can save 100 to l 50 
nanoseconds in the memory-access 
time cycle-this is the typical time to 
send a calculated logical-memory ad
dress to an external MMU (memory
management unit) to find a physical 
address. On-chip MMUs also save 
t ime by permitting the use of special 
instructions to reduce the virtual
memory delays incurred by the swap
ping of data from disk to memory. 
Using virtual memory. the 80286 can 
address up to l 6 megabytes of mem
ory. while the 80386 can address 

[co111i11ucd) 



Now, Maynard gives you 2MB of Lotus-compatible 
Expanded Memory with Accent '."' Designed expressly 
for your personal computer, Accent ™ adds memory 
power to Lotus 1-2-3: Symphony,* and all other 
Expanded Memory programs so you can create 
larger spreadsheets than ever! An optional mouse 
places speed, access, and customized commands 
at your fingertips, saving time and eliminating incon
venient, multi-key cursor controls. Accent ™ is avail
able at the finest computer retail stores everywhere. 
Contact your local dealer or write to us today for 
product information. 
' Lotus 1-2·3 and Symphony are trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation. 

~Election· 

Shaping tomorrow's techno~ 

430 E. SEMORAN BLVD., CASSELBERRY., FL 32707 
3051331-6402 
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Inquiry 41 

Introducing Periscope II 

Professional Debugger 

and Break-out Switch 


New Peri
scope II 
includes 
a remote 
break-out 
switch that 
does not 
need its 
own slot! 

(Periscope is) "/Ire bes/ ualue in developmrnl 
Joo/s cunenlly 011 the market ... the mos/ 
esmrliaf ele-menl of my 'developer's loo/box'." 

-Jeff Garbers 

"Very powerful fordeb11gging and lesling . .. 
Bet/er 1!11rn Atro11 by fnr." -Wynn Bailey 

The break-out switch "real/y 5et5 Periscope 
apart from the typical software-only debug
gers." Hung system or locked keyboard? 
Press the switch to get control! 

Periscope's symbol support "beats the day
lights out of snooping through a map file and 
making notes". See high-level li ne numbers 
and source code, toor 

"Feel right at home" in no time with com
mands that logically extend Debug's! 

Periscope's speed makes other debug
gers "look absolutely sluggish"! It's written 
entirely in assembler and uses DOS only 
for file access. 

Has all the standard features plus: 
• Debug with over 75 breakpoint options 
New! Write your own bre<1kpoint tests 
New! Traceback 

•Newt Do in-line symbolic assembly 
• Debug using one or two monitors 
• Recall command lines 
New! Debug with high-level source code 
New! Redefine windows while debugging 
New! View text file' while debugging 
• Debug device drivers, non-DOS and 

memory-resident programs 
Newl Customize Periscope via user exits 
Newl Display 8087180287 status 
New! Use Periscope with an EGA 

Periscope requires: IBM PC, XT, AT, or 
close compatible; DOS 2.0 & later; 128K 
RAM; 1 Disk Drive; 80-column Monitor. 

Periscope II, break-out switch, manual. 
reference card and software . .. $145! 

Periscope I also incl udes the write
protected RAM board to protect crucial 
debugger code. It's just $295! 

T he US Navy gets Periscopes from us 
... shouldn't you? Order today! 

Order/Information Call Toll-free: 

GJ soo-722-7006 a!e 
30-Day Money-Back Guarantee 

Data Base Decisions • 404/256-3860 
14 Bonnie Lane • Atlanta, GA 30328 
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I 500 bytes for every man. woman. 
and child in the world (64 terabytes). 

These high-level memory-protection 
and -management capabilities are 
well suited to computers that rely on 
multitasking and multiuser applica
tions. In fact. CPUs with this kind of 
power may well be wasted in ma· 
chines employed by a single user. 

THE MOTOROLA MC68000 
Apple Computer's choice of the 
MC68000 to power the Lisa and the 
Macintosh computers sparked main· 
stream interest in that microprocessor 
even though it was used earlier in a 
variety of other machines. While the 
excitement created by these Apple 
machines had more to do with the 
software developed to run them than 
the CPU. the MC68000 nevertheless 
became suddenly more visible to the 
microcomputer community. 

The MC68000 does not provide on· 
chip hardware support for memory 
protection and management. External 
MM Us are available from Motorola 
and other sources. or programmers 
can manage the 68000's linear ad
dress space in software. Some com
panies have developed proprietary 
hardware to manage memory. 

Similarly. virtual memory on 68000 
machines is a software function. as is 
memory protection for mult iuser/ 
multitasking operations. The newest 
68000. the MC68020. has special in
structions to ensure data security in 
single· and multiprocessor systems 
(see ..The MC68020 32-bit Micropro
cessor" by Paul F. Groepler and James 
Kennedy. November l 984 BYTE. page 
I 59). 

In fact. the design princi ples behind 
the 68000 were stated in BYTE over 
two years ago (" Design Philosophy 
Behind Motorola's MC68000" by 
Thomas W. Starnes. Aprll 1983. page 
70): "They would design it [the 680001 
for programmers. to make their job 
easier. by providing functions in a way 
tha t most programmers could best 
use them." The head start that Apple's 
(and. more recently. Atari's and 
Amiga's) programmers have devel
oped ln creating exciting new software 
indicates that Motorola met its 68000 

design goals. As further evidence. 
consider that the first microcomputer 
UNIX ports were to 68000 machines. 
too. partly due to the 68000's similari
ty to Digital Equipment Corporation's 
VAX hardware and partly to its pro
gramming accessibility. 

THE SILICON BRICK ROAD 
So the Motorola versus Intel biases 
mentioned earlier may boil down to 
a simple matter of orientation- Intel 
designs focus on hardware capabi li
ty. while Motorola's emphasize pro
grammability. 

For example. look at the companies· 
respective approaches to graphics. 
Intel has designed. and plans to ship 
in early I 986. a graphics coprocessor 
(the 82 786) with an on-chip CRT inter
face that provides 640 by 480 resolu
tion with 2 56 colors. or l 02 4 by I 02 4 
resolution with 4 colors_ Motorola's 
68020 adds eight new bit manipula
tors to its instruction set to assist the 
programming of bit-mapped graphics. 
The Intel approach wi ll be faster and 
more powerful but will require addi
tional programming, hence higher soft
ware overhead. and will add sub
stantial bardware costs_ Motorola's 
scheme will be cheaper and well 
suited to CRT hardware developments. 

What this all means is hard to 
predict. of course. but I'll take a stab 
at a couple of certainly debatable 
propositions. First. I thi nk the 
In tel/I BM machines of the future will 
be the more powerful number crunch
ers and will be better suited to multi· 
user and networking environments. 
After all. the second word in the name 
IBM is Business. Second. I expect the 
innovations in software that will keep 
our industry vital to originate on 
68000 machines. Lastly. 1 think the 
classic single-user microcomputer. the 
machine we all want on our desk or 
at home to play and tinker with. will 
be a 68000-family machine. 

What brings all this to mind is our 
current assignment-to bring to BYTE 
readers a special issue. similar to 
the one you·re holding. on 68000 ma· 
chines. Look for it next June. 

-G. Midtae/ Vose 
Senior Tedinical Editor 
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How does WordPerfect 

top 4.0?. 


Extra credit. 


~ rorerfect 4 .1 
Perf~rniance RePort 

A lol of people have been 
saying a lot of good thing abou1 
WordPerfect, lately. In fact , our 
4.0 version ha been called the 
indu cry standa rd for word 
processing . 

Of course, ou r firsl reaction wa 
smiles all around (and a cele
bration or lwo). Our second 
reaction? Back to work on 
WordPerfect. ot because it isn't 
already a great program. But 
becau e the one thing that has 
made WordPerfect a success i our 
commitment to con tanr improve
ment. Reaching fo r perfection . 

The late t result of that commi l
mcnt is WordPerfect 4. 1. And 
with several new features, it cores 
more than a few extra points . 

With a built-in thesaurus, 
WordPerfect 4. 1 lees yo u choose 
ynonyms for any word in your 

document. 

;2-. ~uC1..U?!--
s y spli tting the creen 

Inquiry 175 

horizontally, you can view cwo 
documents at the same time . And 
editing either document or moving 
text be tween 1.he two 1 indows is 
fast and easy. 

Column arc di played side-by
side on 1hc screen . Jn addirion to 

newspaper- tylc columns, 
WordPerfect 4. 1 include parallel 
columns, ideal fo r scripls . 

f.t~J/~ 

Horizontal and vert ical lines can 

be drawn and configu red to form 
boxes or other graphic applica
tion . Many avai lable line styles 
include single, double and 
asterisk ". 

WordPerfecl 4.1 allows you to 
on lines, paragraphs or merge 

file alphabetically. 
ther new Word Pcrf..:cc 4 . 1 

feature include an expanded 
spelling dictionary, improved 

crilical error handling, improved 
proport iona l spacing, three- level 
undelete, type-rhru and more. 

Learn the finer poinls of word 
processing. Get WordPerfect 4 . 1. 
For more information, call or 
wri te: 

SI Sofrwarc 
2 We t ntcr erect 
Orem, rah 84057 
I nformation: (801 ) 227-4020 
Order De k: 1-800-321-4566, 
Toll -free 

SSISoftware 
Reaching for perfection. 
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The overwhelming choice of IBM~ 
PC-ATusers, Advantage! from AST 
sets the standard in high-powered 
multifunction enhancement. 
Advantage! was the first multifunc
tion board for the PC-AT, and it 
remains the leader by providing 
millions ofcharacters ofmemory 
capacity, two serial ports, a parallel 
port and a game port- in a single 
expansion slot. Now we've even 
included SideKick-Borland's mul
tipurpose software selected lnfo
Wor1d's 1984 software of the year
an $84.95 value at no extra charge. 

First In Memory. All it takes i 

• f-'afl 198> BYTE • Inside the IBM PCs 

Advantage! There's no need to add 
hard-to-find chips on the system 
board. Whether you sell 256K or 
512K !( s, our unique memory 
addressing technique lets you add 
up to 3 Megabytes of parity checked 
memory efficiently and econom
ically For flexibility, Advantage! can 
use either 64K or 256K memory 
chips. And of course, it supports 
your AT's high performance 
16-bit bus and fa ter pro
gram processing speed. 

Now you can have the 
full complement of 640K 
memory to run sophi ticated 

business software such as Lotus• 
1-2-3™and dBASE III'."' To utilize 
multitasking programs like IBM' 
TopView. T\I Or for operating systems 
such as XENIX;" and RAM disks 
such as IBM's VDISK utility- both 

ofwhich use the AT's extended 
memory capacity. 

First In 1/0. Here's 
all the I/O capability 

you need now, even if 
you're tarting with 

a base model AT 
Every Advantage! 

card includes an AT 
compatible serial port 
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and a parallel port so you can connect percent. Our complete documenta
FUI1JRES 

printers, plotte.rs, mice and modems. tion means Advantage! is excep ~1cmory E:<pansion 1/0 Expa11Blo11 
• 128 Kb 10 J .OMb in" • Up lo 2 Serl.ii 

single slot fun.< (I optional) 
Or with the appropriate software, you tionally ea y to install and use, but 
can coxmect other terminals to create ifit's not enough we're always here • User Upgrade,1ble with • Parallel Primer Pon 

ellher 64 K or 256K • Optional Came Ponmultiuser environments. to help. 
memory chips

With our optional second serial Four out of five buyer agree, • pli1 Memory Addn:ss
ing rounds o ut Arsport you can attach even more periph the choice is Advantage!-only system memory 10 640K 

erals, while our optional game port from ASI A k your dealer, or call 
lets you plug in joysticks and other our Customer Information Center 
cursor-control devices for business (714) 863-1333 for more informa
or just for fun. tion. AST Research, Inc., 2121 Alton 

First In Quality. AST's reputa Avenue, Irvine, CA 92714 TWX: 
tion is built on quality products, 753699ASTR UR 
quality support and quality Ad\1.lnU'lgel tr.tdC"Jn.1 ;lc of AST Reseaf('.h,. l1'1C. IUM, PC-ATn ndThj)\riew 

Ir.idem.irks of lnt.e:n~.ulon.:11 Uu:iines~ Machlne:j: Corp. SideK;clc. 
1radem.irk ofBortmd lmL'fn.:ldoRil.I. dllA.SE 111 Erad~m.:uk of Ashron
'Cne... Lotus registered lrade:ma.rli. and l·2-3 lr.ldcmark orLonas

service, including a return rate 
we're very proud of, averaging 0.2 p.,~lopm<m Corp. XENIX iradcmark of Mk:rosoll Corp. 

Inquiry 221 for End-Use~ Inquiry 212 for DEALERS ONLY. 

a.nd conlinues memory 
expansio113t 1M8 

Advantage! 
Support• AT• Full 
Program 
l'mcHSing 
Spcl'd 
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ircuit·Board·Artwork Software 

for the De ign Engineer 

For only $895, smARTWORK ' lets 
the deslgn engineer create and 
revise printed-circuit-board art
work on the IBM Personal Com
puter. You keep complete control 
over your circuit-board arlwork
from start lo finish . 

Forget the tedium of toping ii 
yourself or waiting for a tech
nician, draftsman, or the CAD 
deportment to get to your project. 

smARTWORK" is the only low· 
cost printed-circuit-board artwork 
editor with all these advantages: 
O Complete interactive control 

over placement and routing 
0 Quick correction and revision 
0 Production-quality 2X artwork 

from a pen-and-Ink plotter 
O Prototype-quality 2X artwork 

from a dot-matrix printer 

in a Hurry 

0 Easy to learn and operate, yet 
capable of sophisticated 
layouts 

D Single-sided and double-sided 
printed circuit boards up to 
10 x 16 inches 

0 Multicolor or black-and-white 
display 

System Requirements: 
0 IBM Personal Computer, XT, or 

AT with 256K RAM , 2 disk drives. 
and DOS Version 2.0 or later 

0 IBM Color/ Graphics Adapter 
with RGB color or black-and· 
white monitor 

O IBM Graphics Printer or Epson 
FX/ MX/ RX series dot-matrix 
printer 

0 Houston Instrument DMP-41' 
pen-and-ink plotter 

0 Optional Microsoft Mouse 

The Smart Buy 
At $895, smARTWORK ~ is proven , 

convenient, fast, and a sound 
value. Coll us today. And put it to 
work for yourself next week. 

Wintek Corporation Inquiry 211 

1801 South Street 
Lafayette, IN 47904-2993 
Telephone: (317) 742-8428 
Telex: 70-9079 WINTEK CORP UD 

In Europe contac t: RIVA Terminals Lim ited , 
Woking , Suney GU21 SJY ENGLAND, 
Telephone: 04662-71001, Telex: 859502 

"srnARlWORK:' ·w1n1ek" and lhe Wlnlek logo ore 
reglste1ed r rodemork~ or Wmte Corpora tion 



INSIDE THE IBM PCs 

AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 

OF RECENT BOOKS 

Technical topics for the IBM PC family 

~ 

BY DONALD EVAN CRABB 

This se!ect an11otaled bibliograpl1y is (lll attempt to corer rn1ne of tl1c more 
110/('11•orlfiy a11d rl'Cent ()oof?s publis{rcd 011 leclriiirnl /0~1ic deali11!1 irilfr tire 
IBM Personal Computer (PC XT. PCjr. c111d AT) and um1p1111/ile computers. 
Becat6e of the large number of foof?S written i11 tile vast couple of years Urat 
fall into tfris category rBowker's Paperback Book in Print lists 111orc tlia11 
1000 titles llwt a comprehe11sil'l' bi(1/iogrcwl1y would i11dude1 11 111rrnl7er of 
compromises have been made in co111pili11(1 tr1is !isl. 

Tf1is bibliography ref/eels. therefore. my pcrso11al fiias as udl ,1s nrm111 logistirnl 
co11sideratio11s. including the avai/aMi/ity of tl1e boof?s listed. I l11m.' t1ltcn1pted 
lo cover a variety of tecilnical topics wfrile co11crnlrati11fJ 011 tile clrcas of f1t1rci
ware a11d microprocessor ledinolofJ~I of tire PC. 

The boob listed are divided into sen'11 sccU011s: I I) H11rdll'are A1cl1ileclure. 
Expansion . and Maintenance. 12) l1itcl PC Mraoprocessors and 1\ssem&lt1 
umgua~1c. 13 J Higli-Lfvel um~ma~ws. 14 l Gmpliic. 15 l D<llir Conmw11ica
lio11s. (6) Miscellaneous. and 17) References. Encfr section (e\'.cept Miscellaneousl 
is introduced willr a brief descriptio11 of lfrc rnteoor~1 . As i: tfr,' Crbc l!'ilf1 111ost 
annotated bibliographies. 1101 £'1'l'r~I ent n1 carnes 1r1e ::.amc detL1i!e£~ Jew/ of a11
11otation . Tf1e annotations were wrille11 lo rcfled t11e contenl. i11tc11dcd twdie11cc. 
wrili11q style. and l'alue of t{1e boof?s covered. 

One slril~ing fact tfial I discol'ered wllile co1npili11f1 tliis [Jiblio~mwliy a11d 
rel'icwi11q U1e boof~s listed wm Ilic lad< c~J c1 con1,1lete topicc1/ i111ide lo hooks 
080111111.c PC (or 1nicrowmpt1lers i11 gl'nem/) otl'rer tfw11ll1c1·cfcrc11lilll listi11gs 
i11 Bowker's Books in Print a11d Computer Books cine! Serials in Print 
1984 . 

Another fact l discol'ered wlii/e res£'a1d1ing tliis art ic/c fin .April and Mll!/ 
of 1985) was Ifie current /acfz of ~Jood lcli1J1irnl foof0 a6out Ilic IBM AT. 
So111e of 1{1c books discussed be/011· (01·er 1r1c AT 1»111 11011e urc del·oled pri1w1ri
ly lo lfral 111ad1i11e. 

IEdilofs 11ote: BYTE lias cornmissio11ed a 
review. for later publicatio11. of The Practical 
Guide to the IBM Personal Computer 
AT by De1111is L. Foster (Readi11g. MA: 
Addiso11-Weslew. 198 5 .1 

HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE. 
EXPANSION, AND MAINTENANCE 
Tf1is topic is a catchall for books tliat disluss. 
primaril'J. the liardware aspecls of Ifie PC The 

books cover the hardware desig11 a11d architec
lure of the PC (including how tlie micropro
cessor is illlegrated i11lo tlie overall design of 
tf1e tnadii11e and how supporl compm1ents 
work willi iO: flow lo expand 'JOur PC with 
additional memOrrJ. coprocessors. hard disks. 
modems. and external devices: how to repair 
and rnai11lain your PC. f1ow to con11ect your 
PC lo a variel'J of external devices (and design 
the f1ard1vare and sofll.vare i11terfaces 11ecessar1J 

to accomplish rhis); and overall discussions of 
tfie hardware a11d software that comprise the 
PC. 

Tfie books in tftis seclio11 all have a ledr11ical 
flavor to them. but mos/ are wrillen so thal 
nonted111ical readers can gain valuable i11for
111atioll from t(1em. 

Alvernaz. Bil. Expandi11g Your IBM PC. 
Bowie. MD: Brady Communications. 
1984. $16.95 . 256 pages. 
This practical handbook should be 
on the shelf of every PC ow ner who 
plans on adding functions or fea 
tures to the system. The book covers 
how to install boards (memory. 
mult ifunction. graphics. etc.) in the 
expansion slots. how to add mem
ory chips to the PC motherboard. 
how to install floppy- and hard-disk 
drives and controllers. and how to 
install a system-expansion box . The 
discussion of power-supply requ ire
ments is particularly in formative. 
The text provides enough detai l to 
whet the appetite of technical users. 
wh ile remaining easily readable for 
the nontechnical audience. The 
overall focus is toward the beginning 
computer enthusiast. although the 
writing is well done. without a 
rel iance on jargon . 

Coffron. lames W. The IBM PC Co1111ec
Uon . Berkeley. CA : Sybex. I 984 . 
SI 7.95 . 264 pages. 

While the content of Coffron's book 
is much more technically oriented 
than the Alvernaz book. the style is 

(COPilinued) 

Donald Evan Crabb is director of lfre instruc
tional u11dergraduate laboratories at the 
U11iversity ofCf1icago (llOO East 58tfi St .. 
Chicago. IL 60637.) His articles nave ap
peared in several computer magazi11es. 
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still fairly easy to read. The book 
covers a wide range of subtopics fall
ing within the rubric of computer 
control of external devices. Areas 
covered include interfacing software 
for IBM Personal Computer 1/0 (in
put/output). incorporating input data 
from external devices. 1/0 hardware 
for the PC. a sample computer-in
terfacing application (a home
security system controlled by the 
PC). adding voice-synthesis capa
bilities to the PC. analog-to-digital 
conversion and its converse, a useful 
appendix that includes a glossary. 
and data sheets from manufacturers 
of external devices to interface with 
the PC. 

Friedman. Herb. The Complete Guide to 
Care and Maintenance for the IBM PC XT. 
AT. and Portable PC. Englewood Cliffs. 
NI : Prentice-Hall. 198 5. SI 5.95 . 198 
pages. 

Herb Friedman. a well-known author 
of articles on a variety of electronics 
subjects. has produced an easy-to
read. accessible little book on the 
subject of maintaining your IBM PC 
Although the book does not go into 
copious detail about the hardware 
and how it functions. Friedman 
covers all the salienr points of PC 
maintenance. including maintaining 
disk drives and adjusting them. 
keeping dot-matrix and daisy-wheel 
printers running smoothly with your 
PC. installing and using various ac
cessories to enhance your PC com
puting environment (including the 
use of power-conditioning equip
ment. surge suppressors and RF 
filters. and uninterruptible power 
supplies). protecting your system 
from environmental problems (e.g., 
temperature. dust. and humidity). 
and obtaining (or making your own) 
good-quality serial and parallel 
cables and connectors. 

The book contains more than 60 
illustrations and is written in a clear. 
nontechnical style. This book is both 
a good introduction to the subject 
of PC maintenance for computer 
novices and a good reference work 
for technically oriented PC owners 
and users. 
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Markowsky. George. A Comprehensive 
Guide to the IBM Personal Compuler. 
Englewood Cliffs. NJ : Prentice-Hall. 
1984. 519.95. 516 pages. 
Written for the PC user who wants 
to get a firm overall understanding 
of the hardwa re and systems soft· 
ware of the PC th is book does not 
assume the user has a technical 
orientation. Markowsky has com
bined material from the IBM PC 
manuals (the Guide to Operations. DOS. 
BASIC Corr1piler. and BASIC lntepreter 
manuals] with information from the 
IBM PC Technical Reference and the 
Macro A5sembler manuals. The result 
is an easy-to-read and very infor
mative book on the PC and how it 
works. 

The book also conta ins importan t 
discussions on the PCs componen ts 
and programs available. as well as 
how to select a system configuration. 
The technical discussions move from 
how to set up the PC to how to run 
it. The sections on BASIC are useful 
adjuncts to the information in the 
IBM BASIC Manual. Finally. 
Markowsky explains 8088 assembly 
language in a way useful to novice 
programmers and gives you enough 
information to get started with as
sembly la nguage on the PC. 

The book covers just about all the 
aspects of the PCs hardware and 
software. incl uding peripherals such 
as printers. A brief introduction to 
the 8087 coprocessor is also pro
vided. This book is comprehensive 
enough to have been listed in many 
of the other topical categories of this 
bibliography. This book should be 
very useful to new PC owners as well 
as seasoned users. as much for its 
good writing style as for its informa
tional content 

McGlynn. Daniel R. Modern Micropro
cessor Syslem Design: Sixteen Bil and Bit
Slice Architecture. New York: John Wiley 
and Sons. l984 . $29.95. 295 pages. 
Hardcover. 

If you th ink you might want to do 
some major surgery on your PC by 
modifying its design or structure. 
this could be the book for you . 
While it is more of a general mono

graph on 16-bit microprocessors 
and special bit-slice components. it 
provides the basic technical informa
tion that you need to undertake such 
a project. 

McGlynn has further provided in
formation on modern peripheral 
components. such as bubble mem
ories. charge-coupled devices. and 
CRT (cathode-ray tube) interfacing 
devices. This book is strictly for the 
technical reader. The style is a bit 
dry. and the book reads like the 
academic monograph that it is. If 
you want to learn about the design 
of 16-bit microprocessors and how 
they are incorporated into PCs. th is 
book will get you started. 

orton. Peter. Ins ide the IBM PC: Access 
to Advanced Fealtires and Programming. 
Bowie. MD: Robert I. Brady Co.. 1983. 
519 95 262 pages. 

This book is a classic in the field of 
IBM PC techn ical literature. Norton 
writes well and matter-of-factly while 
still communicating the inner secrets 
of the PC. He treats several areas 
in depth. including 8088 segment 
register addressing. disk copy
protection methods. keyboard oper
ation and keyboard codes. the PCs 
memory map. and much more. 
While the writing is clear. it is aimed 
at the technkal use~ 

A good glossary of computing 
jargon is included. as are sugges
tions for including assembly-lan
guage routines into BASIC and 
Pascal programs. Unfortunately. 
what's not included is a disk of the 
programming access tools lth ings 
like ROM BIOS access service 
rou tines) that are described in the 
book. For those. you have to pay an 
additional 565 (plus tax). and the 
overall utility of this work is substan· 
tially diluted when they are omitted. 

Novogrodsky. Seth. Frederic E. Davis. 
and the editors of PC World. The Com
p/ele IBM Personal Computer:The Aulf10r
ilalive Guide to Ha rdware for Expanding the 
IBM PC XT. AT and Compatibles. New 
York : Simon &Schuster. 1985. 516.95. 
28 1 pages. 
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PRIME FEATURES 
• 	 Execute DOS level commands 

in HS/FORTH, or execute DOS 
and BIOS functions directly. 

• 	 Execute other programs under 
HS/FORTH supervision. 
(editors debuggers file managers etc) 

• 	 Use our editor or your own. 
• 	 Save environment any time 

as .COM or .EXE file. 
• 	 Eliminate headers, reclaim 

space without recompiling. 
• 	Trace and decompile. 
• 	 Deferred definition, 

execution vectors, case, 
interrupt handlers. 

HS/
/FORTH 

• 	 Full 8087 high level support. 
Full range transcendentals 
(tan sin cos arctan logs exponentials) 

• 	 Data type conversion and 
1/0 parse/format to 18 
digits plus exponent 

• 	 Complete Assembler 
for 8088, 80186, and 8087. 

• 	String functions 
(LEFT RIGHT MID LOC COMP 
XCHGJOIN) 

• 	 Graphics & Music 
• 	 Includes Forth-79 and Forth-83 
• 	 File and/or Screen interfaces 
• 	 Segment Management 
• 	 Full megabyte - programs or data 
• 	 Fully Optimized & Tested for: 

IBM-PC XT AT and JR 
COMPAQ and TANDY 1000 &2000 
(Runs on al l true MSDOS 
compatibles!) 

• Compare 
BYTE Sieve Benchmark jan 83 
HS/FORTH 47 sec BASIC 2000sec 
withAUTO-OPT9 sec Assembler 5 sec 
other Forths (mostly64k) 55-1 40 sec 

FASTEST FORTH SYSTEM 

AVAILABLE. 


TWICE AS FAST AS OTHER 

FULL MEGABYTE FORTHS! 


(TEN T1MES FASTER WHEN USING AUTO-OPT!) 

HS/FORTH, complete system only: $270. 
Visa Mastercard 

HARVARD 

SOFTWORKS 


P.O. BOX69 
SPRINGBORO, OH 45066 

(513) 7 48-0390 
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Novot;rodsky et al. have provided a 
very readable introduction to the 
hardware of the PC and how to add 
to it. The book covers the PC. XT AT. 
and compatibles It is part of a 
helpful set of books on the PC pub
lished by Simon & Schuster and PC 
World Books and provides all sorts 
of useful discussions of replacement 
keyboa rds and moni tors. multifunc
t ion boards. voice-recognition 
devices. plotters and pri nte rs. 
modems. bubble memories. opt ical 
and mechanical mice. joysticks and 
trackballs. coprocessors. local-area 
networkint; hardware and software. 
and. most importan t. how to hook 
all of th is stuff up to the PC. 

Th is is a very useful reference 
book to have around. whether 
you're a new PC user or an old hand. 
The wri ting style is clear and aimed 
at the nontechn ical user (a lthough 
technical details are provided). The 
authors have also included an ap
pendix that lists the names and ad
dresses of the hardware manufac
turers discussed in the book. I'd like 
to see four-color pictures replace the 
"black-on-blue" halftones used toil 
lustrate hardware examples. but 
that's a minor complaint 

Sargent. Murray. Il l. and Richard L. 
Shoemaker. Tile IBM Perso11al Computer 
from Ifie l11s ide Out. Readint;. MA: 
Addison-Wesley. 1983. $16.95. 488 
pages. 

Sargent and Shoemaker have written 
an excellent technical discussion of 
the IBM PC. its hardware architec
ture. microprocessor. instruction set. 
and assembly language and how the 
unit works as a whole. They further 
cover how to write hardware device 
drivers and how to debug interfac
ing software and hardware. 

The tex t also delves into how the 
PC controls d isk drives. how DMA 
(direct memory access) works. and 
how to control 1/0 interrupts. A 
useful survey of existing software of 
the PC is also included. This book 
is a technician's delight. but nontech
nical users also wi ll find it a usefu l 
reference work. It accommodates 
both of these audiences without 

resorting to the dry prose often 
found in such volumes. 

Sargent. Murray. Ill. and Richard L. 
Shoemaker. Interfacing the IBM Personal 
Computer to tf1e Real World.-Reading. MA: 
Addison-Wesley. 1983. $16.30. 288 
pages. 

If you·re thinking about hooking 
your PC or compatible to a labora
tory instrument (to read telemetry 
data. for example) or to another ex
ternal device at home. in the office. 
or in the lab. this is the book for you. 
The authors give detai led instruc
tions on how to accomplish all of 
this. Step-by-step instruct ions on 
connecting your PC to lights. relays. 
switches. thermostats. sensors. 
motors. laboratory displays. and 
other devices are included. 

The book is written more for tech 
nical PC users than nontechnical 
ones. but the style is sufficiently 
clear to be usable by both au
diences. The emphasis in the discus
sions is on how to design and build 
the interfaces necessary. 

Schweider. Pete H. How To Repair a11d 
Marnlai'1 Your Own IBM PC XT. Carson 
City. NV: Personal System Publica
tions. 1984. . S29.95. 192 pages. Hard
cover. 

This expensive yet well-written little 
tome contains some useful informa
tion about how to troubleshoot 
hardware problems with the XT 
(especially hard-disk problems). Sec
tions of the book will be tout;h go
ing for nontechnical XT users. while 
other parts have been clearly wri t
ten for them. 'Technical users will find 
a decent amount of detailed in for
mation about the nature of hard
ware problems with the XT and how 
to solve them. The emphasis in this 
book is to provide straightforward 
information to get your broken XT 
back in running order. 

Stone. Harold S. Microcomputer l11terfac
i11g. Reading. MA: Addison-Wesley. 
1982. $3 1.95 . 383 pages. Hardcover. 
This is a clearly wri tten textbook that 
teaches you how to interface micro· 
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NOW YOU 

DON'I HAVE TO 

SEARCH 
YOUR MIND 

OR YOUR 
THESAURUS 


FORnlE 

RIGHT WORD 

Now you can find the right word for your thought without taking 
your hands off the keyboard or your eyes off the screen. Just place 1 

your cursor on a word you want a better word for, pop up a window 
showing a list of alternatives, pick the one that works the best-and 
the new word replaces your old one automatically. 

Introducing Word Finder!" a new computerized thesaurus with 
90,000 synonyms for over 9,000 key words. No more looklng Lt up, 
deleting and retyping, 

Word Finder integrates Itself within your word pr-0cessor to 
function as you type or edit l]se it to clarify your mearung and 
improve your writing. It even maintains capitalization from old word 
to new. 

Put Word Finder in your WordStar (3.0 to 3.31 ), WordStar 2000 
Multimate, Word Perfect, Pfs:Write, Microsoft Word, IBM Writing 
Assistant or Easy Writer II now. It's fast, easy to install and operate, 
and it's not copy protected. 

Do It Now For 0nly $79.95 And Save A Bundle Off The 
Regular $124.95 Price. 

SYNONYM FINDER-r------------ ... 

I 
I YES, I want the Word Finder. My check Is enclosed for Including I 

$2.SO shlppl.ng (and NYS sales tax If appllcab le) . I 
Charge my VISA/ MC acct. # . Expires __/__ 

I Name Phone I 
Company ____________________ 

I Address I 

City State Zip ---- 1Word Processor Computer/Op System I 


I Writing C~1i?~~~!~~c.™ I 
I Technlplex Center, Su ite 427, East.Rochester, NY 14445 • Orders only: 800·628·6293 I 

In NYS or for Info: 7I6·377-0130 • Dealers and distributors please c.all or write. 
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processors to memory. to 1/0 
devices. and to other microcom
puters. While this tex t is geared 
toward college jun iors and seniors 
studying computer science or elec
trical engineering, the informat ion it 
contains is well suited to the tech
nica l PC user who wants to know 
more about how the PC's com
ponents interface with each other. 

One area emphasized is commu
nications: connect ing PCs to exter
nal networks. modems. and other 
data-communications devices_ The 
text also covers the microprogram
ming necessary to enable the micro
processor to control external 
devices (real-time programming)_ 
The coverage extends to 8-bit micro
processors and the Intel 8086 16-bit 
processor. Despite the book's in
tended audience and technical bent. 
the author writes in an easy-to-read 
(albeit a bit dry) style. Although its 
price is on the high side. the infor
mation will be of interest to the tech· 
nical user. The book also functions 
as a reference to the subject. 

Williams. Gene B. How To Repair a11d 
Mai11lai11 Your IBM PC. Radnor. PA: 
Chilton Book Co .. 1984. $12.95. 220 
pages. 

This is considerably more affordable 
than the Schweider book. and the 
writing is a bit more accessible. 
Williams provides essentia ll y the 
same information lthe focus is the 
PC. rather than the XTJ. The au
dience is the nontechn ical user who 
has a basic understanding o f how 
the PC works. Technical detail is pro
vided for those users who need it. 

Zaks. Rodnay. From Chips lo Syslems: An 
l11troduction to Microprocessors. Berkeley. 
CA: Sybex. 1981. S\7 .95. 552 pages_ 

This book serves as a technical 
authority about how microproces· 
sors are designed and work. Al· 
though the book covers more than 
the Intel 8088/8086 processor. the 
detailed information it provides 
makes it an important reference 
work for technica l users of the PC 
The d iscussion includes the PC 

(co11linued) 
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microprocessor family's role in the 
microprocessor development cycle. 
moving from a history of micropro
cessors to a consideration of how 
microprocessors are used as the 
building blocks of microcomputers 
and how the microprocessor sup
port components fit into the overall 
final product If you want to know 

more about how your PC works from 
a basic electronic level. start with 
this book and move on to some of 
the more specific listings below. 

INTEL PC MICROPROCESSORS 
AND ASSEMBLY L ANGUAGE 
Tl1e IBM PC famillj features Intel micropro
cessors lhrou9f1out the line. Tfte oldest member 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-, 

If lightning still scares you, 
you're using the wrong file manager. 

Be sure. Bhieve~ 
Lightning may strike. Bu t it doesn't 

have to destroy your database. 
BtrieveTM file management offers 

automatic file recovery after a system 
crash. So accidents and power failures 
don't turn into database disaster . 
Your Btrieve-based applications will 
come up wh nth lights come back on. 

Fast. Btrieve is lightning fast. too. It' 
written in Ass mbly language espe
cially for the IBM P . And based on 
the b-tree file indexing system, with 
automatic balancing and electrifying 
access speed. 

The standard for networking. 
Btrieve/ (network version) set the 
standard for the industry's most 
popular LANs, including IBM' PC 

e twork. 
Full y-relational data management. 

SoftCraft's entire fami ly of products 

gives you a complete, fully relational 
databa e management system. 
RtrieveTM adds report writing capabil
ities. XtrieveTM speeds users through 
database queries with interactive 
menus. 

For professional program mers. 
Btrieve is the fast, reliable answer for 
all your applicat ion development. In 
any dev lopment language-BASIC, 
Pascal, OBOL, C, Fortran, and APL. 
With Btrieve, you ca n develop better 
applications faster. And know they'll 
be safe if lightning strikes. 

SoftCraft Inc. 

P. . Box 9802 #917 Austin, Texa 78766 
(512) 346-8380 Telex 358 200 

of the family. the PC. uses the Intel 8088 
microprocessor chip. running al aclock speed 
of 4.77 MHz. This chip features an 8-bit 
external data patft and an internal 16-bit 
architecture. The IBM PC XT uses Ifie 
same Intel processor as does the ill-fated 
PCjr. 

Tfte 11ewes1 member of tr1e IBM PC li11e. 
the PC AT. uses a different microprocessor. 
the Intel 80286. to improve overall system 
performance (the 802 86 is a true I6-bil 
microprocessor and is docked in the AT al 
6 MHz). The 8087 a11d 80287 fioating
point coprocessor cfiips can also be used in tfte 
PC imd AT. respectively. to improve the speed 
of numeric calculations [the software must be 
especially designed to use tfte instruction set 
of the coprocessors for numerically interisive 
operations). 

Several ma11ufacturers (AT&T. Compaq. 
etc.) of IBM PC-compatible microcomputers 
have chosen to use still otner microprocessors 
from the Int.el 80000 fami/IJ to help ensure 
software compatibility with PC-DOS and 
MS-DOS operati11g systems. while improv
ing overall performance. Tfte two most promi
11ent microprocessors i11 use are the Intel 8086 
and tfte Intel 80186, both true 16-bit micro
processors. The following selection of books rep
resents a sampling of the recent volumes 
devoted to the Intel 80000 microprocessors. 
their i11struction sets. a11d their assembly 
/a11guages. 

Bradley. David/. Assemb/IJ umguage Pro
gramming for the IBM Personal Computer. 
Englewood Cliffs. NJ: Prentice-Hall. 
1984. $21.95. 352 pages. 
If you want to learn how to program 
in assembly language on your PC. 
you can start with this book. Bradley 
ties the concepts of assembly-lan
guage programming into those of 
high-level languages. including 
BASJC and Pascal. and assumes you 
have BASIC or Pascal programming 
experience. Novices may find the 
book tough going but not impos
sible. 

Bradley presents his material in 
four sections. covering the funda 
menta ls of PC operation; how the 
8088 microprocessor works and 
what its instruction set is like; how 
to create. assemble. link. and run 

Sllgges/cd retail 1m'ces: BlriM·'<'. $245; Blril''t•dN, 559.5; Xlr1t'l~'. S/95; Xtriti.'<!I N. $395: Rlrit't~, $85; assembly language programs: and 
Rtri<'l'<'I N, $175. Re1111in-s PC-DOS,., MS-DOS l.X, 2.X, or 3.X. Now avai/11b/e for XENIX. (Cb11li11ued1 
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One out of every five letter-quality printers 
sold is made by Ricoh. 

If that's not impressive 	 market. For example, Ricoh makes laser the market, look into Ricoh's new line 
printers that can print up to twelve of printers and peripherals, backed enough, consider the fact that 
pages a minute. Thermal printers that do by Ricoh's own national service there are 127 printers on the graphics in seven colors. And quiet daisy organizat ion . 

market. wheel printers. 
With 127 printers, made by over 35 We even make the scanners that 

manufacturers, the odds of one man transmit the copy and color pictures of 
ufacturer getting 20% of the market USA Today all across the country for 
aren't too big . How did Ricoh do it? printing early every weekday morning . RICOH®

By making the reliable, state-of-the  So. if you'd like to increase your 
art printers needed in today's computer odds of getting the best printers on We respond. 

800-222-0878. ext.R20. In NJ, 800-222-0879, ext R20. © 1985 Ricoh Corporation. 5 Dedrick Place, West Caldwell, NJ 07006. 
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the uniqueness of the PC assembly 
language and applications written in 
assembly language. 

Technical users will welcome the 
discussions of binary arithmetic and 
data representation. Bradley also 
covers the 8088 microcode. the 
special utilities available through the 
PC Macro Assembler. the additional 
data types and instructions provided 
by the 8087 coprocessor. and the 
registers of the 8088 and how ad
dressing works. A generous use of 
assembly-language code examples 
makes the discussion easy to 
assimilate. Despite the technical 
nature of the topic. the writing style 
is clear and straightforward. 

Dao. Lanny V. Mastering tne 8088 Micro
processor. Blue Ridge Summit. PA: Tub 
Books. 1984 . Sl5.95. 330 pages. 
This technical handbook is more of 
a reference book on the 8088 than 
a text to learn about its operation. 
Dao divides his discussion into 
several areas: the 8088 assembly 
language. the 8088 instruction set. 
integer-arithmetic logical functions. 
data movemen t. control transfer. 
and how to shift and rotate memory 
conten ts and addresses. 

Mastering lne 8088 Microprocessor is 
well organized and thorough . 
Discussion of hardware interfacing 
with the 8088 focuses on the minute 
level of pin-out signals. Dao also 
discusses the 80286 and 80186 
chips and their instruction sets. He 
includes more than 20 sample as
sembly- language programs to il
lustrate the discussions. 

Equipped with an extensive index 
and appendixes. this is an excellent 
technical reference to the Intel 8088 
and 8086 microprocessors and how 
they work. The writing style is quite 
readable. 

Khambata. Adi ). Microprocessors/Micro
compulers: Architecture. Software. and S!JS· 
tems . New York: John Wiley and Sons. 
1982 . 524 .95. 577 pages. Hardcover. 
Designed for classroom use. this 
book also functions as a technical 
reference book. lt covers just about 
all the ground you can th ink of for 
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the technically oriented PC user. The 
text moves .from an introductory 
chapter on digital computers to 
technical discussions of hardware ar
chitectura 1 fea tures of different 
microprocessors (the Intel 8088/ 
8086 chips are used as examples) 
and how they interface with random
access read/write memory (RAM). 

The 8088/8086 is further exam
ined from the point of view of its 
functional parts. including its control 
and timing unit (CTU) and arithmetic 
and logic unit (AW). How the micro
processor deals with serial and 
parallel l/O and direct memory ad
dressing (DMAJ is also covered. and 
there is a chapter on BASIC and how 
it is implemented. 

This book is an excellent. easy-to
read introduction to the digital elec· 
tron ics that make the PC work. 

L.afore. Robert. Assembly l..tmguage Primer 
for the IBM PC and XT. ew York : New 
American Library. 1984. 521.95 . 501 
pages. 

This book from the Waite Group of
fers a practical introduction to imple
menting assembly·language code 
quickly and easily on the PC and PC 
XT. The discussion covers how PC 
Macro Assembler works and how to 
write macros and control peripheral 
devices with assembler routines. 

L.afore teaches you to write one
line programs using the debugger 
and DOS function calls. From there. 
the discussion moves to the Macro 
Assembler and how to write and as
semble longer programs. Numerous 
sample programs and troubleshoot
ing help are provided throughout 
the book. The book moves you to 
consider more interesting assembler 
projects as you learn more about the 
language {one project. a program to 
create color graphics and sound ef
fects on the PC. is particularly 
entertaining). 

Lafore has written for the PC pro
grammer who has some familiarity 
with BASIC programming and DOS 
but who is not necessarily a sophis· 
ticated technical user. Overall. the 
style and structure of this book work 
wel l. 

Metcalf. Christopher D.. and Marc 
Sugiyama. Compute!'s Begi1111ers Guide to 
Machine Language on the IBM PC and PCjr. 
Greensboro. NC: Compute! Publica
tions. 1985. 514.95. 330 pages. 

Another guide to assembly lan
guage on the IBM PC. this book 
serves as both a reference guide and 
a learning text. Specific instruction 
is provided for EDLIN. DEBUG. 
LINK. and ASM . A separate section 
discusses using assembly-language 
routines from Pascal programs to 
improve their performance. 

The authors provide a number of 
sou rce-code listings to help in learn
ing the language. most of which are 
heavily commented. The use of the 
stack and of subroutines is covered. 
as is a complete description of the 
8088 instruction set and addressing 
modes. 

Characterized by a clean style. wi th 
plenty of detailed explanations. th is 
book provides a good introduction 
to PC assembly language for the 
technica l user who has had some 
previous programming experience 
with high-level languages. Nontech
nical users would be better o ff start· 
ing with a simpler introduction to 
assembly language. such as that 
found in the Markowsky book l isted 
above. 

Morgan. Christopher. and Mitchell 
Waite. 808618088 16-bit Microprocessor 
Primer. ew York : McGraw-Hill. 1983. 
521 .95. 355 pages. 

This book is a very readable intro
duction to a com pl ex technical topic. 
Morgan and Waite have put together 
a useful book (as a reference and as 
a self-teaching text) about the 1983 
state of the art in microprocessor 
technology. using the Intel 8088 and 
8086 as examples. 

The authors explain how the 8088/ 
8086 works. how 16-bir memory ac
cess and memory management dif· 
fers from the 8·bit variety, and how 
coprocessors (e.g .. the 8087) can be 
used to speed up system perfor· 
mance. There is also a discussion of 
mu lt iprocessing and how it is imple· 
mented at the microprocessor level. 

(conti,wed) 



Tho JE232CM oll°""' oonnoctlon ol stondortl ..no! AS232 
printers,modems, otc.. lo YoUr v.c...20 eind C-64. A 4-pole 
s.wilcl'I allows the ln't'«lion of tho 4 i;:.ontrol llnot.. com~ 
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• Plugs 1n10 US<>< Fon · Provld"' Sl•ndard RS232 signal 
KMir<S- • Uses 6 Signal.! (Transmit Reoei\oe. Crear to Sood, 
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JE232CM ... . ............$39.95 
VOICE SYNTHESIZER 

FOR COMMODORE VIC-20 AND C-64 
Plu9·ln  Talkin9 in Minutes! 

JE520CM...• .. . . .. . ... . . $99.95 
TRS-80 Accessories 
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IBM PC/XT Compatible 
Keyboard 
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IBM PCXT Equivalent 
130 Watt Power Supply 

UPGRADE YOUR PC! 
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Prometheus Modems 
The PtoModem 1 ZOOBJBS la a l 200/300 baud modem 
cnrd which plugs Into ISM PC end XI Provides a third 
ser.IBI Comport. Two \llerdons avell.able: 12008 twithoul 
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HOOE·1FH ...,,., • ..,,,,..,, . • . • . ••. $219.95 
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All-Purpose 
Keyboard 
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DE-4 UV·EPROM Eraser. ••• • • $74.95 
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Finally. the book surveys the most 
recent programming languages 
available on 8088/8086-based ma
chines. The information contained 
here wil l be of more interest to tech
nical audiences. although the writing 
is su fficiently clear. 

Palmer. lohn F.. and Stephen P Morse. 

Tfie 8087 Pritl1er. New York: John Wiley 
and Sons. 1984. $16.95. 224 pages. 

While th is book. too. is aimed at the 
technical audience. the authors ex
plain the subject in clear detail. The 
Intel 8087 coprocessor chip is 
analyzed from severa l different 
angles: its architecture. how it 's pro
grammed (its instruction set}. and its 

usefulness to appl ications programs. 
The authors are the inventors of 

the 8086 and 8087 chips. so their 
knowledge or the coprocessor is 
unsurpassed. The book explains 
how to program the 8087 for quick 
numeric computat ions. The inter· 
face between the 8087 and 8088/ 
8086-based machines is also de
tailed. The authors also delve into 
the interface of the 8087 with high
level languages and discuss how to 
program and optimize Pascal and 
FORTRAN code for the 8087 . The 
wri t ing style is a bit clinical. but stil l 
usable. 

Rector. Russell. and George Alexy. Tf1e 
8086 Book. Berkeley. CA: Osborne/ 
McGraw-Hill. 1983. $16.99. 624 pages. 

"Copious coverage" is the best way 
to describe this book. The authors 
cover virtually all the technical 
aspects of the 8088/8086 micropro
cessors used in the IBM PC and 
compatibles. The ma jor topic of the 
book is the Intel 8088/8086's instruc
tion set. Well over half o f this large 
book's pages are devoted to that 
topic. 

Rector and Alexy wrote this book 
as a solid reference text for the 
8088/8086. In this they have suc
ceeded admirably. But the book 
goes beyond its reference format 
and is also useful for learning about 
8088/8086 assembly language. the 
differences in the data buses of the 
8088 and 8086 (and how that affects 
assembly-language programming 
and l/0). and a three-chapter discus
sion of the electrical-engineering 
concepts that drove the design and 
implementation of the 8088/8086 
chips. 

The largest single failing in this 
book is its organization and how 
background informa tion is incor
porated into chapters that require it. 
Even technica lly oriented readers 
will find that certain assumptions are 
made about prior knowledge that 
are unwarranted in a book with this 
broad a scope. A related problem is 
the order of presentation. Chapters 
that seem better placed at the 

(co"linued) 



1bose who insist on Ccompiler performance 
are very big on Mark Williams. 

And the compiler is just part of our total CProgramming System. 
~ ,..~ 

.,.,. §"'i' These artd other ptmerfu l 

~&~ utilities now /11c/11ded in die C 

~~~ Programming Sys1em:


x.:f' •make: compiles only what's necc.o;sary 
from mu ltiple modules, a powerful pro

gramming discipline 
• diff: i:dentifie differences between two files 
• m4: macroproccssorcxpression editing 


and subs1i1u1ion 

• egrep: e.\tended pauern search 
• l\licroEMACS: full screen editor with source 

COM.PILF.R FEATURES 
• Runs under MS.-DOS 
• Fu ll Kernighan 8: Ritchie Cwith recenl 


extensions including \'Oid and em1m 

• Register \'3riabtcs for fast, compacl code 
• Full IX™ compatibilit}' and complclc 


libraries 

• L<lrge mul small memorr models 
• MS-DOS linker compalibility 
• 808 Support 
• One-step compiling 
• English error mes.sages 
• ROMable code 
• tinker. assembler. archh·cr 
• Extensin? tlrkd part)' library su11por1 

csd C SO RCE DEBUGGER 

• Debugs al Csource le,'CI withoul assembly 

language 
• Separate t\"J.lu<Uion, source, program and 


history windows 

• Can execute any C expression 
• Capabilities of a C interpreter. but nms in 


real time 

• Sci trace poims on any statement or variable 

e 198 S Mork Williams Conqiani· 

\:NIX b a l'l."J:iil\en:d lr-Jdemark oflld l l.al1$. 


Inquiry 121 

Mark Williams' C compiler has earned a place 
in some very big companies for some very good reasons: 
it proves the benchmarks right with the speed, code 
density, con istent perfonnance and expert support 
required in professional develop1nent environments. 

But a total development tool shouldn't stop w ith 
compiling. Or go on and on w ith extras that add up and up. 

Only Mark Williams' Programming ystems 
includes the csd C Source Debugger with true source 
level d bugging to speed your progranmting job. 

And only Mark Williams' new 3.0 version includes 
utilities like "make" to make quick work of even the 
largest projects. 

From source code to final p roduct, only one takes 
you all the way: Mark Williams' C Progra.nuning System. 
All for only $495. Ask about our 30-day money back 
guarantee when you call 
1-800-692-1700 to order today.* Mark 
You'll be big on the total 11111 Williams 
C Programming System from • Company 

1430 West Wnghtwood Mark Williams too. Chicago, Illinois 60614 
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lnqulry 225 for End·Users. Inquiry 226 tor DEALERS ON LY. 

WRITE YOUR OWN APPLICATIONS IN LESS THAN 1 HOUR 


WITH 

mt-

Generate entire applications, 
Including reports and menus, 
from start to finish with amazing 
speed. 

• 300 fields per logical screen. 
4 physical screens per logical 
screen. 

• Screens are compiled, not 
Interpreted. 

• Predefined VO types of String. 
Real, Integer. Phone and Date. 
User definable types. 

• Bullet·proof Data Entry. 

• Generates entire Database 
programs with Add. Change. 
Inquire. Delete and Backup 
functions predefined. 

• Includes algorithm (and uses) 
resident Binary Tree Indexing for 
no wait lookups. Easy to 
change to other methods. 

Visit us at Comdex, Booth #H8142. 

ZEUS™ 
___ TM 

• Generates easily modifiable 
code. 

• Completely menu driven. 

• Includes Database Generator, 
Report Generator, Menu 
Generator. and l/O Function 
Generator (to define additional 
l/O types similar to phone and 
data types. which are 
predefined). 

REQUIRES: Turbo Ftiscal and 
PC·DOS 2.0 or higher. Soon 
available on MS-DOS. 

$59.95 unprotected (includes 
postage and handling) 

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-JMC-8667 

or 1-404-736-8265 

JMC Research, Inc 
803 Eisenhower Drive 
Augusta, Georgia 30904t• =-= 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 


beginning of the book are wedged 
in toward the end, after the meat of 
the technical discussion has been 
presented. 

The overall content is good. how
ever. and the writing style is read· 
able. but the structural problems will 
probably limit this book's usefulness 
to mostly a reference role. 

Startz. Richard. 8087: App/i~tion Pro
gramming for the IBM PC a11d the Other 
PCs. Bowie. MD: Robert 1- Brady Co .. 
1983. $22 .95 . 276 pages. 
This is a first-rate book. Startz has 
provided a comprehensive overview 
of the 808 7 coprocessor and how 
it's programmed. The discussion is 
useful for both 8087 assembler pro
grammers and users of applications 
that work with the 8087. The text in
cludes a nontechnical overview of 
the capabil ities of the 8087. includ
ing speed benchmarks and buying 
guidelines for software that uses the 
8087. 

For programmers. Startz gives the 
full technical details on the 8087 and 
its instruction set and how to ca ll 
8087 routines from 8088 code and 
from BASIC programs. The discus
sion also covers matrix arithmetic. 
how linear systems work in com
parison to nonlinear ones, and a 
guide to incorporating the 8087 into 
statistical-analysis programs. 

Of all the technical books read for 
this article. this book was one of the 
easiest to read. and its style and 
stucture made reading it from cover 
to cover a pleasure. 

Yeung. Bik Chung. 808618088 Assemb!y 
L.a11guage Pro9rammi119 . New York: John 
Wiley and Sons. 1984. 519.95 . 265 
pages. 

Less technical in its style and con
tent than some of the other 8000· 
fami ly assembly·language books 
reviewed here. this book still 
manages to cover the material from 
a solid technical viewpoint. The 
book is aimed at the programmer 
who has had some experience pro
gramming in high-level languages on 
the PC and compatibles (the ACT 

(wntinued) 
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The new fast mover from 
Hayes. The telecomputing 
leader. When it comes to commu
nications products for personal 
computers. were the leader! Hayes 
Smartmodem 1200'" set the indus
try standards for quality, reliabil ity 
and performance. 

Now our new. faster Smartmodem 
2400 goes even further to lower 
telephone line costs and improve 
user productiv ity. So. at twice the 
speed of a 1200 bps modem. it 
quickly pays fo r itself in any high
volume communications operation . 

Smartmodem 2400 provides a quick 
link to minis and mainframes. Both 
synchronous and asynchronous 
transmissions are supported by an 
advanced version of the well-known 
Hayes "AT' command set. You can 
download from the IBM mainframe 
at the home office. Send data to 
the mini upstairs. And guarantee 
accurate transmission with infor
mation serv ices. 

With worldwide communications 
in mind. Smartmodem 2400 was 
designed to meet CClIT interna
tional standards. It provides a fast. 
cost-effective way to transmit data 
between approved countries. 

New version of Hayes 
Smartcom II® communications 
software creates a complete tele
computing system with Smart
modem 2400. Our new Smartcom 
11. Version 2. I . is available for the 
IBM* PC and many popular com
patibles. Smartcom 11 makes the 
most o f Smartmodem's exceptional 
features. at the same time it makes 
communicating easy for you. And. 
if you· re currently using an earlier 
version of Smartcom 11. Hayes of
fers a $2 5 upgrade to Version 2. I . 

So if you're looking for ways to 
stream tine your communications. 
see your authorized Hayes dealer 
right away. For a hands-on demon
stration of Smartcom II and our new 
Smartmodem 2400. Guaranteed to 
get you moving fast! 

Hayes Microcomputer 
Products, Inc .. 5923 Peachtree 
Industrial Blvd., orcross. Georgia 
30092. 404/441-1617. 

Smartmodem 2400 
• Direct connect • Asynchronous 
and synchronous commun ications 
• Accommodates Hayes-compat
ible modems of slower speeds 
• Meets CCl1T worldwide stan
dards • Keyboard control of al l 
communications parameters • High 
speed indicator • Voice/data 
capabilities • Call progress moni
toring • 1\vo-year limited warranty 
with optional four-year extended 
warranty available. 

Smartcom II 
• Hayes Verification and XMODEM 
protocols • Emulates DEC VT52 
and VTl00/102 • Totally unat
tended operation • Voice/data 
capabilit ies. 

Smart<:om ll i~a rcg,1Mcwd trademark and SmartmodO"m 2400 dnd Smart modern 1200 are Lrademarb of Ha)'es Microcomputer Product5. Inc 
·Trademarks oi their respe<tivc companies. ©198~ Hayes Microcomputer Products. In< 
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Inquiry 110 

WHY SETTLE FOR DOT - MATRIX PRINTING? 

When you can have dot-1natrix 
Typesetting! 

Typesetting! 
DISCOVER 


J>g,~ 

TJ'Pesetting for Your Dot-Matrix 

or Laser Primer 

Only $149 
(include.! 5 s1and.ard type st yle<; 
9 additiona.l styles ju..t Sl9 eachl 

Ask you r dealer for a LePrint 
demonstration and copies of our free 
8-page brochure and lype style 
ca talog . If you prefer , call us roll
free for more information or use 
your credit card to order direct with 
our 30-day refund offer. 

Call To//-Fru 

BOO-LEBAUGH 
(800-532-2844) 


In :-<'cbra>ka 402-733-7600 

Telex 62904952 


LeBaugh Software Corp 
2120 Greene A\'enue 

~k~ Omaha , Nebra.\lta 68 147 

Copyright <D 1985 LeBaugh Software Corp. 
LeBaug.b Sofl ware Corporation . IBM is a registered trademark of lntern•t1oaal BusmcS$ Maciliaes Corporation . 
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'Q!::ppesetti ng! 
9 J/u-'di.i.nc/

P:JPESETT!f"t[j/ 
Typesetting! 

Create professional-looking documents 
Typese ttin g creates a favorable impression and 
increases t.hc readability of i•our material , while 
capturing auention fa r better tha n con ventional doL
mnrix pr in ting. 

LePrint sofiware tum your dot-m trix printer into 
your own personal typesetting machine, he lping you 
produce beller quali ty . . . 

reports brochures pre cntation 
ncwslcn crs lcn crs r.a les proposals 
adveruscments ma nual annou ncements 

... almost any k.ind of document you can imagirle . 

Be expressive with our 14 styles! 
With LePrint you have a vanet)' of expressive styles at 
your fingerLi pS . Only LePrint gives you tota l control 
over the character size , you are not limi ted to one or 
two rixed sizes . From tiny I/12th inch to ma sive 
full -page letters and anywhere in between , LePrint 
pro,•ides exceptionally clean, crisp charac ter . Of 
course you can freely mix sty les and sizes wilhm the 
s.amc document or even on lhe same line! 

• ·or the rnM®PC and compatible computers 
• ' uppons mosl p0pular dot- matix prinlcrs 

Ad printed by LePrin t . LePrinl and l..e Baugb are trademar ks of 
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Apricot is also used in programming 
examples) and who now wants to 
learn PC assembly language. 

In 18 well-packed chapters. Yeung 
covers all the necessary topics. from 
an introduction to the MS.DOS tool· 
kit to how to use the assembler for 
Boolean instructions. Material in
cludes data manipulation. binary 
arithmetic. program branching and 
looping. string manipulation. sub
programming. and direct J/O. The 
author also discusses macros. as 
well as how to interface assembly
language programs with BASIC This 
is a good text on PC assembly lan
guage and can also function as an 
assembly- language reference 
manual. 

HIGH-LEVEL LANGUAGES 
Tlie IBM PC and its compati6/es can work 
witfi a wide variety of ftig/1-/evel programming 
languages (tlirougft PC- and MS-DOS and 
CP/M-86). BASIC (interpreted and com
piled). Pascal. FORTRAN . COBOL. LISP. 
C. and manlJ othershave all been written for 
the PC. The books listed liere teach some 
aspects of high-level language programming 
on the PC while maintaining a technical focus. 

Brown. Jerald R .. and LeRoy Finkel. 
IBM PC Data File Programming. ew 
York: John Wi ley and Sons. 1984 . 
Sl4.95 . 367 pages. Also available with 
a disk of BASIC programming ex
amples for S39.95 . 

This text is a complete. accessible 
study guide for creating. using. and 
modifying BASIC data files on the 
PC. The book lists a number of 
ready-to-run BASIC subroutines that 
perform a variety of fi le access 
methods useful in building business 
applications in BASIC on the PC. 
These same routines are also avail
able on disk for an addit ional 
charge. 

Nashelsky. Louis. and Robert 
Boylestad. IBM PCIXT BASIC Program
miMg and Applications. Englewood Cl iffs. 
NI : Prentice-Hal!. 1984. $14 .95 . 304 
pages. 

A complete book of programming 
methods and how to build BASIC 

(con tinued) 
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THE WORLD'S LARGEST COMPUTER MAIL ORDER FIRM 

.. 

LOW PRICES TO PROFESSIONALS WHO KNOW WHAT THEY WANT AND KNOW HOW TO USE ITI 

ALL MAIL: ConrO'tlaPolnte, Inc. TO ORDER, CALL (800) 547·1289 TELEX 910 380 3980
12060 SW Garden Place, Portland, OR 97223 


HARDWARE & PERIPHERALS FOR YOUR IBM 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS OTHER HARDWARE PRINTERS MEMORY 

us:·r COtiFIO'f 
CDC, 1111orn.11 20 moo " FOR AT !1695 SI 195 
CORE 1'111., ATp!U$20meg kll FOR AT $1595 $1195 

ATpluS 31) meg kit FOR AT $2•95 $1875 
IRWIN, 10 meg TBj>t Ba<:kup Sy5'em $ 195 S 449 

10 meg Tape caMridges lb'; 5MJ ! 25 S 19 
KAMEAllAN. 20 meg ki1 wl<onlrDll!!i $ 9!1S S 695 

MasterlligOI 10 meg WJlllj>ll ~ S1795 
SEAGATE. 10 "'°g wlcontrole• $ 74S S 459 

20 m119 wlcoolro110f S 895 S 61 9 
TALLGRASS,24""'ldoUO...gi'IJl.llllf 13495 $2490 

• •• 
AILDE~ . Colo< 300 - Comi>fAIJlio S 3'9 S 239 

Cc4o< 500  Complll<;RIRGB/Au<fio $ 5is s 319 
:JJOA - 12" ""11Jer1Comp S 19!1 $ 129 
3000. 12" Gr..n/C4mt> S 179 $ 119 
J1DA. 12'" Arnbel PBMJ s 230 S 1S9 

PRINCETON, HX0 12 - H• Ats1AG8 S 7'J5 S 445 
SIJ.12 - HI Res/AGB S 7'Jll S 5911 
MAX-12 - ArnlJer (IBM) $ 241 S 179 

ZElllTH, ZVM-1220 - 12'" lvnl>Or/C<snp $ 159 S 109 
ZVM 0 123Q - 12• o...NComp $ 159 S 109 
ZVM·l24 ! ZVM·lSS IS.25.,,. OFF 

CURTIS, Di•mond, 6""118!&,twit<hod $ 50 $ 29 
Emor•ld , 6 OUllOtl. 6' COid $ 60 S 3S 
Ruby, 6 OUJIO~. 6' eo<d, l.Uor $ 'lO $ SS 
SOJ>Plllto, 3 ..,,1 " · ...n.o11or s eo s •6 
eom....M Cen1or s I80 s 119 

NETWORX. W"U'M. <OUllM,w, &liUl!lO $ 70 S 39 
W•OO.. Plus, 6 OUJI01SllilOr1"'tQO $ I00 $ 59 

PROD TECH I NTI.~-S<llJPll' 
200 Wa•s, PC200 lor IBM-PC S J59 S 289 
300 Wano XT300 tor ll!M-XT •!19 31111 

DOT MATR IX: 
UST COltl!OV 

EPSON, FX85 - 160q1!100.32qio LOS •99 $ 389 
FX165 60cpsD0,32cpoNLOllS"$ 699 S S39 
LXflO-IOOcps00, 16cpsNLOIT111CDS 329 S 259 
LO ISOO - 200 cps DO, 67 cps LO S1295 S 995 

t!E'WLETT·PACXARfl, PmlOls & Plott<n CALL 
OKIDATA,Otdmo1e20-~.Hi ResS 2511 CALL 

182 - 120 cp!/80 col S 299 C.ALL 
192 - 160 cpslBO col/para. S •!19 CALL 
193 - 160 cpsn32 col S 699 CALL 
93 - 160 cps/136 toVpar1. $ 7i9 CALL 

PANASONIC, P1090 - llO cps/ID" S 3'8 S 2411 
P1092 - lllO cp1110· S 59!1 S 4S9 

ST.Ill MICRO, SG.:I - 120 Clll 0000 qo lD S 299 I 249 
SDIO - 160 cpo DO. <0 cps NLO S U9 S 379 
SR1S - !Oil"" 00, !Al 'I" NLO, 16K S m S 679 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS,855- 150Cps S 995 S 795 
TOSHIBA , 351 - 2ll8 cps $16!15 S1 195 

LETIER·Q UALITY: 
JUKI, 6JOO - 40Cpslp.ar•. $ 8!15 $ 699 

61 oo - 1acpslpar&IJ pltcn s 5!1'J s •09 
PANASONIC, PJl51 - 22 cpsn5'11' $ 11!>9 S '25 
TOSHIBA, PrOll. 5poci1g & ~.. graP'MCS: 

1340 - '"'<(>I oa & sc ~LO s m s &19 

SOFTWARE FOR YOUR IBM-PC 
-Dmllmilil.ll&T 

1, 2, JFORECAST,reqw 8'LOTllS1·2·3S 75 s 59 
ANALYTICA . R&Oex S 495 S 335 
ASHTON-TATE, Fr8"'8woi1c $ 695 S 379 

d6a.. Iii S 6115 S 389 
dllas<l II, jroq. PCOOS & 126K) S <95 S 289 

BPI, G°"eralAocl~. AR. AP. 0< PR.... S 595 S 365 
BROOERBUND , Primsllop s eo s 35 

Gtop/>ic& Ubr"'l' S 3'5 S 22 
DAT.I< TRANS., Footn• S r!6 S 99 
DOW JONES, Morl:O! M•nager Plu& S 149 $ 159 

Market Anal~ter S 349 $ 229 
Sjlroad Slleo1 U.k $ 2'g S 159 

FOX & GELLER, O\lici:code Ill s 29S s 1es 
GNP, CPA+ requirM LOtus 1·2-3 S 695 S 469 
HARVARD , Total PtOIOCI Mo..gor S 495 S 275 
HUMAN eoGe, M•ndPtot>or(PC0tJr.) s 5(1 s 29 
18.M, lopvlow I 395 $ 365 
lNFOCOM , Cotnet"1one $ •95 S J 19 
llFETREE. Volk>Wrller 0..IUJCe $ 296 S 159 
ll\llNG VIDEOTEXT , Think T k $ 1!l:I S 109 
LOTUS, 1·2-:! $ 49'1 $ 309 

Symphony $ S!l<I $ U 9 
MOBS , K_g,...n S 500 S 275 
MECA MaM In 'Y'otJr Mone S 199 S 1OS 

UST 
MICRO PRO , E••Y NEWS 150 S 99 

WordSlor (PC) S 350 S 1811 
WordSlar 2000 Plus (coplaWe) S 595 S 295 
Y.'ordS1ar ProtHsional, 4 Pak S 495 S 265 

IOCRORlll, R:Oose Seri•& 5000 S 6115 S 385 
llpgrade <000 10 5000 S 245 S 135 
R:B.,e 4000 S •9S S 259 
R:8•se C1ou1 s 2<9 s 133 
Extendod ROl'.l<>rt WO!lat S ,.50 S 92 

MICROSOn, M<Jiliplon (PC a< Jr) S 195 S 124 
Cnan or Projecl, ..en S 250 S 159 
-d s 375 s 239 

MULTlllA TE, Mulllm1l• Vor. 3 J S <95 S 229 
PALADIN.~ I 129 S 86 
PEACHTREE, Bock 10 8osies s 395 s 239 

Pooch Pok (GUARIAP) I 395 s 219 
SA MNA, Wotd Plus S figS S 349 

Word Ill S !>SO S 279 
SATELLITE, Wo<dPO!lecl (PC} S •9S S 219 
sonW.lRE PUBL. PFS:AepO<l s 12S s 75 

PFS.Wntt, rlt, Gripll, ~ ot A°"", ea. $ 1'D S 84 
PFS:Pfool $ 9S S 57 

WARNER , Desi< OrgMlzor (PC ot .If) $ 9!l $ 63 
XA NAAO l\lrlt.f S <9S S 319 

,,,,,. 
BORLAND, Sldokld< (COPialll•I S 65 I 45 

Turbo Pascal or S"l'Or Moya, ... S 70 S JI 
Turbo Pascal w/ooe7 or BCD, ea. $ 110 S 66 
Tlllllo Pascal w/8061 & BCD $ 125 S 89 
Toolbo• or lUlbo Grllj)hicl , ... $ SS S 28 
Turbo TUlor $ 35 I 19 

CEN1'11AL POINT, C09\' I PC $ 40 S 22 
PC Tools $ 411 s 22 

DIGIT Al RES., Gom O..w $ 150 S Q5 
G•m 0.Skiop S 50 S 32 
CP/M-1!6"' (PCIXT) $ 100 S 64 
OR l000-ll6 (CPIM-ll61 $ 15(1 $ 99 

FUNK SOFTWARE, Si<ltwi'l'S S EO I 37 
LIFEBOAT, LIJlieo C S 4g5 S 279 
ILA(lHIJW, FOlltoJ<' . RAMIOisk 6 spoolet S 50 I 39 
lllCROSOn, Macro...._, s 150 s 911 

·BASIC Compile< « C Comp II or, ea I 385 S 269 
Business BASIC Compllor I •so S 295 
COBOL Compiler ' ?00 S 459 
FORTRAN Compllor I 3SO S 2211 
PASC AL Comp•IM I JOO $ 199 

MICAOSTUF, Crossl k XVI {PC a< Jr) I 195 S 1 10 
NORTON. Ull I (14 p<~ms) w3.0 I LOO S 56 
ROSESOFT P'roke 5 •30 S 90 

256K 
CHIP KIT 

$34 
9 mil, 4256 chips 

150 ns 

64K 
CHI P KIT 

$6 
128K 

CHIP KIT 

$75 
90 Day Wmanty _,,,-'111!1!!1!1!""""' 
CAU FOR QUANTITY PRICES 

Magnum 
EconoRAM Plus"' 

i:~ $179 
384K Multlfunctlon RAM Board 
Worl<s like AST SixP Plus" will> game poo1 
FOllr• • RAM Dis~ and SPQOIOr SoltW•ro 

SIP/CXIG, I Yov Umi1e<j Wanant~. 

EconoRAM'" 384K 
Single Function Board 

~ $99 

LO ST 
BPI, Pe,_al Aocoonling $ 9!l S 63 
Cotn'INEHTAL, Homo Accoonlanl (.If) $ 7S S 45 

Home .le<JOOnlafll Plus (PC) S 150 I 90 
MOllOG!IAM,Jlol1111&Seo&e-ocas1 S 180 S 100 
SCARIOFIOUGH,MU1orT1'1'9 (PCotJr) S CO S 25 

Your Porl!ONI Not llt>rth S 100 I 53 
SIMON l SCHUSTEA, Typing T- DI $ !Al S lJ 
SPRING80AAD, No""oom S 50 S 37 
UNISON, Prlro u...., $ EO s JI 

RECREATIONAL 
BlUECHJP, -...llMTon, r,_.,N. S 
BFIODEAllU.ND. LJtgo kw9nioty In Stock 
ElECTROMIC ARTS.~-,~ St1dr 
HAYDEJI, Saroon 111cn. ..1 s 
INFOOOll. HilchlliU(1 GLido 0t Zor1r I, oa. S 

Zoi1c II "' 111, oldl S 
MICRO PROSE, Sln'\o Eagle $ 
MICROSOn, Alj>'11 SimUlllO! (1'C ot J~ S 
ORIGIN , UllOna Jll (PC or Jr) S 
S!EARA/ON-LINE, Uhima ll{PC or Jr.) S 
SPECTRUM HOLOBYTE. Gaw S 
SPINN.lKEA, Pmidorrt1Cl!olco. Amazon 

i;_:_ahtenh1 ' Re~~ Ill •~t:h 

60 • 35 
CALL 
CALL 

5(1 I 3.4
<O ' 25
•5 S 25 
~ s 23 
!() s 33 
ro s JV
(,() s 43 
<O $ 25 
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applications on the PC and XT (both 
interpreted and compiled BASIC). 
The discussion is structured in a 
manner usable to novice program
mers and those already exposed to 
BASIC. All of the necessary BASIC 
data structures and control methods 
(selection. iteration. sequencing, 
etc.) are covered. Sample applica
tions provide a good tie-i n with the 
concepts being taught. Overall. it is 
a wel l-done effort that should prove 
its worth as an instructional text and 
a reference work. 

Overgaard. Mark. Personal Computing 
witli tlie UCSD p-System. Englewood 
Cliffs. NJ: Prentice-Hall. 1983. $21.95 . 
448 pages. 

This book is valuable for learning the 
p-System and how UCSD Pascal 
works within this system. It can also 
serve as a reference text for the 
system. The book is easy to read and 
is aimed at both novices and expe
rienced PC users. The structure 
moves from a general discussion of 
system features to a more technica l
ly oriented discussion of the devel
opment cools and utilities the p-Sys
tem provides to programmers. 

Topics covered include the system 
editor. file r. and operat ing-system 
menus and how to work in the 
modular environment of the p-Sys
tem. Personal Comp11fo1g witli tfte UCSD 
p-Syslem is must reading for anyone 
contemplating adding the p-System 
or UCSD Pascal to the PC. 

Pollack. Lawrence. and Bryan Cum
mings. Programming in Con the IBM PC. 
Englewood Cliffs. NJ: Prentice-Hall. 
1984. $16.95. 224 pages. 
The UNIX operating system and the 
language it's written in (() threaten 
to remake the world of microcom
puti ng. Because UNIX and C are 
easily ported from mainframes and 
minis to micros. the abili ty to do 
large-scale application development 
on a mainframe or a minicomputer 
for eventual installation or marketing 
on a micro is particularly attract ive 
to softwa re developers. 

A number of good books have 
been published on how to program 

28 • Fall 1985 BYTE • Inside lhe IBM PCs 

in C. but few have been written for 
implementations of C language on 
the IBM PC (regardless of whether 
the PC is running under UN IX. the 
UNIX clone XENIX. or PC-DOS). This 
book addresses that void. The prob
lem is that the C language covered 
here is a portable C. This means that 
no specific C compiler is discussed 
in any detail. So. while the book 
does a good job of teaching the 
structure and syntax of C language 
(just as do other C books). it does 
not give you any information about 
acquiring or using a commercially 
available C compiler for your PC. It 
is also unfortunate that the sections 
that discuss the PC specifically are 
crowded into the front of the book 
and are pretty thin. 

Presley. Bruce. A Guide to Programming 
the IBM Personal Computers. Albany. NY: 
Lawrenceville Press (Delamar Pub
lishers Inc.). 1985. 2nd edition. $18.50. 
360 pages. 

Th is book is an excellent textbook 
for teaching BASIC programming on 
the PC. The layout of the material 
and sequence of chapters also lends 
itself to self-instruction . Presley 
covers just about al l the content you 
cou ld reasonably expect in such an 
effort The discussion moves from 
an introduction to programming 
concepts on the PC through increas
ingly complex topics. including 
subroutines. string functions. 
mathematical functions. sequen tial 
fi les. random-access fi les. and 
search/sorting algorithms. 

Use of program examples through· 
out and student exercises at the end 
of sections enhance the learning ex
perience. A teacher's guide is avai l
able as a companion volume. The 
book is written for the novice pro
grammer and will also work as a 
BASIC reference guide. Altogether. 
it's a good effort at supplying the 
needs for a BASIC textbook on the 
IBM PC with a good substructure of 
technical information. 

Stiegler. Mark. and Bob Hansen. Pro
gramming Languages: Fealurfr1g the IBM PC 
a11d Compatibles . New York Baen Books. 

1984. $9.95 . 413 pages. 
This book is a critical evaluation of 
the different programming lan
guages available on the PC and its 
compatibles. The strengths and 
weaknesses of many languages are 
d iscussed. including BASIC. FOR
TRAN . APL. FORTH . RATBAS. C. 
Pascal. Modula-2 . Ada. LISP. and 
assembly language. 

The authors have worked out ex
amples of each language and use 
charts and tables to analyze these 
samples. This book assumes con
siderable technical proficiency at 
programming. but it is well written 
and clear. This is an important ref
erence book for anyone who does 
application development and pro
gramming on a PC. 

GRAPHICS 
From the first announcement of the PC. pro
granmiers and software ustrs have been in
terested in its graphics capabilities. A number 
of recent books explore the medium- and hi9f1
resolL•lion color grapliics and tlie (1igfi-reso/u
tio11 monocfirome lext and grapftics made 
possible by graphics boards from IBM and 
otfier vendors. The following are a few impor
tant books available 0'1 this subject. from tfie 
most technical discussions of graphics program
ming tftrougfi more accessible. user-oriented 
grapfiics diswssions. 

Artwlck. Bruce A. Applied Concepts i11 
Microcomputer Graphics. Englewood 
Cli ffs. NJ : Prentice-Hall. 1984. $29 .95 . 
384 pages. Hardcover. 

Although this book covers graphics 
appl ications on both the Apple II 
and IBM PC. the book is a useful one 
for the PC owner. A number of con
cepts are explained in a tutorial 
manner. including how to create 
custom color graphics on the PC 
Artwick covers all aspects of micro
computer graphics. from creating 
business charts and graphs to pro
ducing real-time animation on the 
screen. 

The discussion also covers display 
hardware. peripherals. design ele
ments. interactive designs. and high
performance graphics. The book is 
written in a dry technical sty le and 

(conlinued) 



Add-on Products for your IBM PC/XT from the 

Swiss Watch-Manufacturer 


Twix Hard Disk-/Floppy-/ 
Streamer-Controller-Board 

- All in one card. 
- Controls : 

- 2 Hard Disk Drives wrth up to 4 
Disks and 8 Heads per Drive. 

- 2 Floppy Drives with a capacity of 
up to 1 Megabyte per Drive (IBM 
360KB formatted) . 

- 2 Streamer Tapes with built-in for
matter and OIC-02 interlace for 
wide compatibility. 20 MB can be 
transferred in under 4 minutes. 45 
MB Streamer Tape in preparation. 

Twix230W 
w1 c 1ng ower Supply 

The professional power supply. 
- Output + 12 V ± 3% 9 A 

+ 5V±3% 18A 
-12V±3% 1 A 
- 2 V ± 3% 200 mA 

- Separate transformers and switch
ing IC's for + 5Vand+12 V. 

- Switching module with Power Fet's. 
- 110/220 V switchable. 
- High voltage stability: 180- 260 V 

95-130 v 
- ON/OFF switch externally control

lable by rela is. 
- 2 Outlets : 1 Input, 

1 Output with separate 
noise filter. 

- Over- and UndeNoltage protection. 

- Protected against short circuit. 

- Built-in ventilator. 

- Protected against power-interrupts 


of up to 0 .4 seconds. 
- PC-XT compatible connectors. 

Not same dimensions. 

Twix RGB/PAl-SECAM
onver er 

Selling more PC's outside the USA 
- Allows to connect a regular PAL or 

SECAM Color-TV with a 21-pin 
SCART-connector. 

- Image and Sound. 
- To be connected at the RGB-output 

of the PC. 
- Difference between Highlight and 

Lowlight adjustable. 
For your portable at home. schools, 
demonstrations. etc. 

Twix CPU- Board 

- XT-compatible . 

- 8088 16-bit processor. 

- Socket for optional 8087. 

- Up to 512KB RAM. 

- Extended ROM capabi lity of SK BIOS 


and 40K for BASIC or other programs. 
- 1 RS-232 interlace. 
- 1 parallel Centronics-interface. 
- Clock with battery-backup. 
- 8 compatible 1/0 interface slots. 
- Compatible configuration switches. 
- Standard keyboard-interface. 
- Speaker/audio-port reset-output. 
- 4 LED-drivers. 
- 4 programmable inputs . 
- Compatible power connectors. 
- All tri-state buses with pu ll -up 

resistors. 

Twix RAM-Card 

- Uses Short Slot 
- Up to 1 MB. using 64K-Chips or 

256K-Chips. 
- Startaddress switch-selectable. 
- Parity errors cut to a minimum by 

sequence-control. 

Other Twix-made products 

- PC-compatible Extender-Board. 
- PC-compatible Relais-Board for ex

ternal ON/OFF-switching of all kind 
of devices. 

- EMl/RFI noise fi lters. 

- Screens for electronic typewriters . 

- Swiss Quartz Analog Watches. 


See us at COMDEX Fall 
in Las Vegas (Booth M444) . 

OEM's, Distributors and 
Dealers welcome! 

Twix Inc. 
10920 Switzer Avenue 
Suite 100 
Dal las. Texas 75238/USA 
Telephone 214/349 0639 
Telex 758 821 

Twix Vertriebs GmbH 
Augustenstrasse 115 
D-8000 Munchen 40/BRD 
Telephone 089/5239 020C 
Telex 522470 

Twix Equipment AG 
Gewerbestrasse 12 
CH-8132 Egg/Switzerland 
Telephone 01/984 2211 
Telex 826 135 twxe ch 

Twix 
Inquiry 203 
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is useful primarily to technical au
diences. More than 150 illustrations 
are included. 14 of wh ich are in fu ll 
color. lf you are currently working on 
graphics programming or develop
ment work or are planning graphics 
work in the future on your PC. this 
book shou ld prove to be an impor
tant reference tool. !Editor's note: For 
additional comments. see t'1e Book Reviews 
column. September 1984 BYTE. page 66.1 

Conklin. Dick. PC Graphics: Charts. 
Graphs. Games. and Ari on the IBM PC. 
New York: lohn Wiley and Sons. 1984. 
515.95. 182 pages. Also available with 
a disk of 40 BASIC programs for 
$40.90. 

Dick Conklin was the product plan
ner at IBM responsible for the sys
tem software on the PC His familiari
ty with the internals of the PC and 
how best to utilize them for PC 
graphics shows in this small book. 

He covers material from program
ming samples of simple graphics 
images to more complex graphics 
applications (business charts. engi
neering data plots. computer art. 
maps. and games) . 

The book is written for the PC 
BASIC programmer (the features of 
BASICA are used most prominent
ly) who wants to create a variety of 
graphics images and applications. It 
includes 40 ready-to-run graphics 
program list ings that are also avail
able on disk for an additional 
charge. 

The author has produced a clear. 
detailed description of the graphics 
capabilities of the PC fro m the 
ASC II (American Standard Code for 
Information Interchange) graphics 
characters in ROM (read-only mem
ory) to making special characters 
from the keyboard . He covers ani· 
mation. shad ing. slide shows. read

ing data from the screen . and both 
medium- and high-resolution graph
ics. Graphics input and output 
devices (joysticks. light pens. pad 
dles. color printers. and videodiscs) 
are also discussed in considerable 
detail. In short. if you want to know 
anything about graphics capabi lities 
and usage on the PC this book is 
the place to start. 

Hearn. Donald D . and M. Pauline 
Baker. Computer Grcipfiics for the IBM Per
sonal Computer. Englewood Cliffs. NJ: 
Prentice-Hal l. 1983 . 518.95 . 330 
pages. Hardcover. 

These authors have written several 
books on computing and graphics. 
Th is book is among their best. 
Hearn and Baker discuss the topic 
from a comprehensive point of view. 
covering PC graphics from the basics 
of the PC's system unit through the 

tcon!inued) 

Download fast, read over 200 formats easily, reformat rapidly 

T/le more disk lorm1ts you wor\( wllh , the more our 
Disk Make system saves time and money by reading 
and/or wriling disks In any o1 over 200 formats . No mo
dems, no patches , no other special software necessary . 

Of1k Miker nPlus is a Cllmplete, stand-alone syslem 
leaturing both 8" and 5'~"d isk drives wilh oplions for 
3'h" and IBM PCATdrives-up to 12 total drives . With 
ils 6 MHz procesS1Jf and RAM memory drive. Oisk 
Maker II Plus Is lasl! Hardware options include a 15 or 
20 Mb hard disk. an 8086 MSOOS coprocessor and 
memory expansion. 
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Opfion1I soltw11e includss word processor and Compu· 
graphic typeseuer 1ormats and the MicroDrive Tester 
for drive alignmenl lestlng. 

Suppor1ed with comprehensive manual, 6 month war
ranty and continuing software update program. 

Ols~ Maker I is an allernatlve for existing 5-100 sys· 
terns (CompuPro, Zenith Z-100, North Star. etc.) 10 
proYide the same func1ions as Olsk Maker It Plus. 

Write or call today for Information on how Disk Maker ··i 
can save you time and money. 

Jerry Pournelle wrorn atlou t Oisk Maker - : 

"lf's easy to install, easy to use. and darned near 

unique. If you ooecl one, you need it bad." (BYTE, July 

1984! 


lao:ll Mic.Md f"md..ry Ota1 SuCI 2'0li A:.Wn 'IA nD9D 

~ 1'0l l O l · ~~i9 Ore111 l•N ~800) 3M~ll19 


Ot.Jtcr inciuinos. wotcomod 
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software with the 
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PC 1-flAD DISK ••• 

FREE 
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differences between character-gen
. erated graphics (e.g.. the standard 
ASCII graphics characters) and pixel
generated graphics. 

Like other books of its kind. this 
book relies upon BASICA program
ming examples to illustrate the con
cepts the authors discuss. Altogeth
er. this book offers a comprehensive 
introduction and survey of graphics 
programming techniques for the PC 
and its compatibles. 

The book comprises some 14 
chapters. organized around five 
thematic sections (hardware and sys
tem introduction. simple plots and 
color graphics. data transformations. 
three-dimensional displays. and ap
plication of graphics software tools). 
The authors have included more 
than 100 sample programs and 16 
four-color illustrations. 

The book lacks some important 
discussions of new graphics com
mands available in BASIC 2.0 (e.g .. 
the commands on screen coor
dinates). but its content is still very 
useful. The book is intended for 
novice graphics programmers but 
also will serve more technically 
erudite audiences as a handy graph
ics reference work. Another poten
tial use for th is book will be as a col
lege textbook for a semester-long 
course in microcomputer graphics. 
The writing style manages to avoid 
the typical academic dryness of 
such technical discussions. 

Heam. Donald D .. and M. Pauline 
Baker. Microcomputer Graphics: Tecriniques 
and Applications. Englewood Cliffs. NJ : 
Prentice-Hall. 1983. $18.95 . 272 
pages. 

Written by the same team as the 
book above. this text takes a more 
general approach to the subject of 
microcomputer graphics. Besides 
the IBM PC. the authors discuss per
sonal computers from other vendors 
(including Apple. TRS-80. Atari. and 
Commodore) and offer some valu
able comparisons of the graphics 
capabili ties of each machine. 

This book is a valuable companion 
piece to the authors· PC-specific 
book. It is written in a more brisk. 
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informational style than the previous 
book. The text is at its best when it 
combines programming examples 
(again. BASIC is the chosen lan
guage) with illustrations of the ap
propriate graphics screen output. 
The chapter on how to create inter
esting three-dimensional objects on 
the screen (e.g.. chess pieces) is 
easily the best in the book. 

The authors have aimed this book 
at a mixed audience of nontechnical 
novice programmers and of those 
more experienced in programming 
microcomputer graphics. The 
discussion of graphics applications 
(e.g .. business graphics) is enlighten
ing. In short. this is a well-written. 
easily accessible book that offers 
serious discussion of the graphics 
topics at hand. 

Morgan. Christopher. and Mitchell 
Waite. Graphics Primer for the IBM PC. 
Berkeley, CA: Osborne/McGraw-Hill. 
1983 . $21.95. 430 pages. 
These two old hands in the com
puter book field have turned out yet 
another i mportant work about the 
IBM PC. This time the subject is high
resolution color graphics. They have 
produced an impressive. color-filled 
text that should be useful to a vari
ety of readers. 

The authors have written th is book 
in a tutorial style. with copious ex
amples to illustrate the graphics pro
gramming concepts being taught. 
Just about every kind of graphics ef
fect that you can produce with the 
IBM PC color-graphics adapter is 
covered. Animation. charts. maps. 
business graphs. forms. games. and 
three-dimensional images are all 
discussed. and programming ex
amples {BASIC) are provided Ac· 
cessing the graphics video ch ip of 
the color-graphics adapter is also 
discussed ful ly. I found this to be the 
most comprehensive PC-graphics 
programming book reviewed for th is 
article. It is useful as a tutorial and 
as a reference work. 

Traister. Robert J. Graphics Programs for 
lhe IBM PC. Blue Ridge Summit. PA: 
Tab Books. 1983. SI 5.50. 243 pages. 

Once again. PC screen graphics are 
discussed from the point of view of 
the BASIC programmer. Unlike other 
books about PC graphics. Traister 
discusses text graphics for the IBM 
monochrome display as well as the 
standard chapters on color graphics. 

The author"s writing style is best 
termed "chatty." This makes the 
material easy to understand. but it 
limits the intended audience of the 
book as well as its usefulness as a 
graphics reference. The tone of this 
book may annoy more advanced. 
technlcally oriented PC users and 
programmers. In a 243-page book. 
the author needn't take almost two 
thirds of the pages to get to the 
point of the book. as Traister does 
here. Once he arrives. though. he is 
definitely on target. He gives you 
competent discussions of animation. 
fi lling regions with color. and draw
ing shapes on the screen. 

rd like to see more emphasis on 
the printed aspects of graph ics out
put in future editions. as well as a 
greater use of color illustrations. 
Finally. the author"s stated aim of 
allowing you to implement the ·· full 
graphics potential of your IBM PC' 
is simply not achieved. 

DATA COMMUNICATIONS 
Connecting Pa lo a variely of other com
puting and database resources is becoming an 
i11aeasingly imporlant use of personal com
puters. The accessing of remote mainframes 
and minicomputers. public-access data net
works (e.g .. CompuServe. The Source. MCI 
Mail . etc.). and other microcompulers is one 
of lhe most rapidly growing fields in an in
dustry 110/ed for rapid growth. A number of 
logisliui/ and technical considerations are im
portant in connecting a PC through a 
telephone to another machine. 

The few books listed here cover tmmy im
portant related issues. includi119 the technical 
aspects of data communications (parity. data
transrnission rates. handshaking prowco/s. and 
the lille) . !he kinds of terminal-emulation and 
file-transfer protocols (like Kermit and 
XMODEM) that can be used to upload and 
download computer files. and a discussion of 
the remote services available through data
communication hookups with your PC. 

(umti1rued) 
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Derfler. Frank I. Microcomputer Data Com-
1111.mications Systems . Englewood Cliffs. 

J: Prentice-Hall. 1982 . 517 .95 . 129 
pages. 

This book is not a specific work for 
the PC owner. but it gives you the 
vocabulary and background infor
mation needed to explore the in
tricacies of PC data communica
tions. The book is. overall, a well
written effort. although l does suf
fer from a clear lack of focus. 

Microcomp11ter Data Comnwnicatio11s 
Systems is really intended as an infor
mational reference book rather than 
a textbook overview of microcom
puter-based data-communications 
issues. If you use it this way. it will 
supplement nicely the other books 
avai lable on PC data communica
tions. Part icularly useful are the 
discussions about communications 
terminology. The book suffers. how
ever. from a cramped design and a 
small. hard-to-read typeface. 

Glossbrenner. Alfred . Tfie Complete 
Handbook of Personal Computer C.Ommunica
lions. New York: St. Martin's Press. 
1983 . $14.95 . 325 pages. 
Although not a technical overview of 
data communications for the PC 
owner. this book covers the logistics 
fssues of PC communications quite 
wel l. In 12 chapters crammed with 
information. Glossbrenner gives you 
all the initial information you·11 need 
to select communications equip
ment for your PC (modems. commu
nications software. etc.) and a 
remote data or access service to 
connect with. 

The author covers the important 
services. including The Source. Com
puServe. The Dow lanes ews/ 
Retrieval Service. Dialog. NewsNet. 
and a number of others. including 
public bulletin-board systems. Tech
nica l and cost information are both 
provided. 

The writing is well done. combin· 
ing a well-developed structural ap
proach to the contents and an infor
mation-packed format. The informa· 
tion can be used by technical and 
nontechnical microcomputer users. 
Intended as a first-line introduction 
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to the topic. Glossbrenner's book 
also has considerable utility as a 
reference book. Most PC owners 
who contemplate telecommunica
t ion connections should own this 
book. Because the book was pub
lished in 198 3. a revised. updated 
edition would be a good idea. 

Schwaderer. W. David. Digital Com111u
11ications Programming 011 /fre IBM PC. New 
York: John Wiley and Sons. 1984 . 2 2 4 
pages. $16.95 . Also available with a 
disk of BASIC program examples for 
$4 7 90. 

With a good group of BASIC pro
gramming examples. Schwaderer 
shows you how to program your PC 
for a variety of data-communications 
funct ions. It's an all-inclusive book 
covering the programming tech
niques required . and it serves as a 
reference book about data commu· 
nications on microcomputers. 

The book covers modems. com
munications protocols. various com· 
munications applications. and mis
cellaneous communciations hard
ware. Although written as a self· 
paced instruction book. the material 
is organized in such a way that the 
book also becomes an important 
reference book once you 've 
mastered its instructional objectives. 
The writing style is clear prose. with
out a lot of jargon. The book is 
aimed at the programmer with a fun
damental knowledge of the PC and 
of BASIC who wants to expand that 
knowledge to the data-communica
tions domai n. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Wesse. Rick. Decision Mafiing: A Manage
ment Science Gt,ide for the IBM PC. ew 
York: John Wiley and Sons. 1984 
SI 5.95. 224 pages. Also available with 
a disk of 34 BASIC programs illustrat· 
ing the examples in the book for 
$46.90. 
This book offers a pract ical intro
duction to using management
science techniques to solve com
mon management problems with 
the PC. It starts with a concise over
view of management-science meth
ods and then moves onto BASIC 

program examples of forecasting. in· 
ventory. production and allocation. 
quality contro l . distribution . 
marketing. and project planning. 

The writing assumes some expe
rience with management-science 
topics and familiarity with PC opera· 
tion. as well as a firm background in 
BASIC The style manages to convey 
the information without a reliance 
on management-science jargon. The 
primary audience. however, is the 
technical manager who is already 
grounded in management-science 
techniques. 

REFERENCES 
One of the reasons ive compiled this short an
notated bibliograp(1y of tedmicallu oriented 
books for the user or owner of the IBM PC 
and its compatibles was the lack of any other 
rnrrent annotated list of such books. Tfiere are. 
however. several sources for further informa· 
lion about JBM PC books. as well as micro· 
computing boo{5 in general. We have listed 
a few of tfre most important sources below. 

Bowker. R. R.. and Company. eds. 
in Print . ew York: R. R. Bowker Com
pany. 198 5 (published quarterly). Six 
volumes. Hardcover. 5215 . Number of 
pages varies with each issue but ls 
usually greater than 8000 

The standard reference books for 
tracking newly released books. these 
works are usually available at most 
col lege. university. and public librar
ies. as well as at major bookstores. 

Bowker. R. R .. and Company. eds. 
Bowker's Complete Sourcebook of Personal 
Computing 1985. New York: R. R. 
Bowker Company. 1985. 519.95. 1050 
pages. 

This book contains more informa
t ion than just book listings. and it is 
an invaluable sourcebook to have 
around. This issue lists about 5000 
t itles in print (most softcover) on 
microcomputing topics (about a 
quarter of these titles are related to 
the IBM PQ. 

Bowker. R. R.. and Company. eds. Com
puter Books and Serials in Print 1985. New 
York: R. R. Bowker Company. 1985 . 
S59.95. 660 pages. 



This is a reference book of the high
est order. listing vital statistics o f all 
computer books and seria ls in three 
cross-referenceable categories: 
author. title. and subject. A handy 
listing of all publishers in computer
related fields is included in the back 
of the book 

Norton. Peter. Tfie Peter orton Program
mer's Guide to tfie IBM PC Bellevue. WA 
Microsoft Press. 1985. $19.95. 426 
pages. 
This book is a solid reference 
manual for the IBM PC owner who 
expects to tinker with the hardwa re 
and experiment with assembly-lan
guage programming. orton gives 
you an overview of the hardware 
components of the entire PC family: 
PC. XT. AT. Portable. and PCjr. He 
covers floppy disks. the ROM BIOS 
(including the support for video and 
graphics). program linking. DOS 
functions. peripheral device drivers. 
and the whole gamut of system sup
port software. 

The Programmer's Guide is a com
prehensive reference work for the 
entire PC family Although there is 
no glossary. the index is thorough 
enough to allow you to specifical ly 
search just one bit of information at 
a time. The scope of this book is so 
broad it covers the internals of the 
whole of the IBM family. including 
languages. service summaries. il
lustrative charts. DOS information. 
ROM BIOS services. sound. and 
three appendixes. Scattered 
throughout the text are mentions of 
the differences of the AT 

The chapters on the ROM BIOS for 
the PC family are particularly usefu l 
for the application programmer who 
is trying to write programs that will 
run on all IBM PCs. Using special 
symbols to indicate a passage about 
a particular machine. orton·s ex
position can keep you from writing 
code on a PC that works differently 
on a PCjr. 

Tfre Programmer's Guide lo the IBM PC 
also contains numerous code ex
amples in both assembly language 
and high-level languages like 
BASIC. • 

Thinking ofthe 

CLanguage? 


THINK COMPUTER 

INNOVATIONS 


The C language has rapidly become the development language of choice 
for appl icalions ranging lrom Operaling Systems lo Accounling Packages. 
WHY? lls Slruclured approach and extreme portabilily make it perfectly 
suited to today's fast-paced environment. 

OJ al l of the C Compilers available for PC/MSDOS, more programmers 
choose COMPUTER INNOVATIONS' C86. WHY? Because it's part or a 
COMPREHENSIVE family of C products wilh an unparalleled reputation for 
performance, reliability, and slabilily. 

C86 2.3 C COMPILER 
C for PCIMSDOS began with C86 and today it remams perhaps the most solid, stable 

C Compiler available. Even competitor's ads shr:Y-'tf C86 as a consis tem top level performer 
m benchmarlc 1est1ng 

Version 2.3 offers a host ol new features including source level debuggmg support and 
a 40% boost 1n compllal1on speed. C1tll lor complete specif1cations. 
COST: 5395 UPDATE TO 2.3: S35 wl old dislcelles NOT COPY PROTECTED 
CALL ABOUT VOWME DISCOUNTS 

LEARN C INTERACTIVELY WITH INTRODUCING C 
Intimidated by rumors about the d1ff1culty ol leaming C'? Need 10 train your staff quick· 

ly? 1NrRODUCING C can help. INTRODUCING C combines a thorough, self·paced 
manual with a unique C mterpreter to pr<Nide a fast, efficient method of learning C. 
Designed /or both profess16ilal an1i casual programmers, It pr<Nides a comprehenstl/8 
undersrandmg of Important C concepts such as standard K&R syntax and operators, full 
s/fuctures and vnions. arrays, pointers. and data types Requires IBM PC. XT, or AT with 
one disk dnve and 192K bytes of memory 
COST: S125 · NOT COPY PROTECTED 

Cl PROBE SOURCE DEBUGGER 
Take advantage of C86 2.3 source level debugging suppon with Cl PROBE. Cut down 

program development time and save money.' Cl PROBE is highly economical yet has the 
leatures of debuggers costing far more. 
COST: S225 - NOT COPY PROTECTED 

C·TERP C86 COMPATIBLE INTERPRETER 
The C·TERP INTERPRETER is a fv// K&R implementation that al/a.vs yo(J to write code 

and execwe •I 1mmed1ate/y without the compile and link steps. Once you have your pro· 
gram running with C-TERP y;'5iTCiiil compile the code (without alterations) wilh C86 lor 
last, efficient execurFJble Illes. C·TCRP requires 256K, 512K Is recommended. 
COST: C86 version - List Price: S300, Special Computer Innova tions Price S250. 
Combined C86 & Lattice version • List Price: S400, Special Computer Innovations 
Price S350. 

Start With Us, Stay With Us 
Computer Innovations olfers a complete range of products that let you 

enter the C environment and create applications with the most advanced 
set of development tools available. Unparal leled tech support assures that 
you're always at lhe height of produclivity. 

To order call: 800-922-0169 
rm COMPUTER 
~ INNOVATIONS, INC. 

980 Shrewsbury Ave., Tinton Falls, NJ 07724 • (201) 542-5920 
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L) Co11tact us for other low prices 011 hardware and software. ~ 
Nut Duy Air hlr11 

FREE SHIPPING 

NO SURCHARGE FOR Mo •lerCo~ OR ~ 


Call for latest prices. 

10, 20, 33 and 44 MEG INTERNAL,AND 

EXTERNAL HARD DISK SYSTEMS 


33MEG 44MEG20MEG10MEG 

Internal $395 $495 $929 $1129 

Extemal $545 $645 $ 1029 $1229 
Ex ternals mo untrd wll.b illdtp<ndcot power suppl )' 1J1d fall . Full )' DOS t.:I'. or 3.X comparihlc. Both Je ter· 
nab •od Ex tcm•ls boot from lb.rd Dist . H •nd H Meg lmcrnal Dl1k in dude cirlcndcr powe r suppl)'. Th• 
S)'! l<m com.. complcle •nd rnd)' 10 inst:all with the Hard DI k, Cool.roller, Clblcs, ~llnual , o f1 tm<. and 
Mountlng Hard watt. One Yru Wuraol)'· 

10, 20, and 33 Meg Hard Disks are available 
with combined Floppy/Hard Disk Conboller 

Card for additional $75. Half Height 

l'DlllPAa · 

256K, 1 /360K drive, 

10 Meg lntemal 

$2549 
~-
ow using 3'h " bock-mounted Winchester drives. The 

same as used in lhc Compaq Plu " . Also a\•ailablc wi th 
2 balf-hcight drives and 10 MEG HD· $2749 
Or upgr.idc your Compaq to a Compaq Plus'" equivalent 
with our 3 Y.i " shock-mounted Winchester disk kit . lo· 
eludes Hard Disk, Controller, Cable , Manual , oftware, 
and Mounting Hardwa.re. One year warrant y. $S 1

9 
,....,_1~ ~ "' •h"""' ""'•....t.•_..,_, .... ..ic_.,.,..._.,.. .,...- ..."· •r..,,..c••,_,c.,.,... 

l'lllllPAD® CALL 
&J(ffj}fR!Ji!jJ@ 18G. It simpy works better. 

LJ 

640K, 0 e 360K Drive, ramPAa 
0111 10 Meg lntemal Nani Drive 

/t -.u~>l)• •Ht· l<W·t !!!JfilfiJ)((/}i!}if!(ij} "' Tape lackup Unit. 

$~!!!5 
With 20 Meg lntemal Nard Drive- $3595 
With 33 Meg Internal Nard Drive- $4029 
With 44 Meg Internal Nard Drive-$4229 

2!6of~:!"$ Q$11antl1l rsof50 or morc cl

39 29 per cl. LJ 
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http:Hardwa.re


a a 

PRICES AND MACHINES THAT 

OUTRUN THE COMPETITION. 


PC'S LIMITED AT. High Performance 

Competitive Price 
Includes: 80286-based System nit , l024K on 
Mother Board, 1/ 1.2 Meg Drive, Combined Floppy~ii1miiiHlll\lllllllllllll • J)$,995 and Hard Di k Controller Card, AT Keyboard , 192W 
Power Supply, 2 Serials and I Parallel Port, and 

! • ' • • ~ o -' ' ' I . J ' ' . t ' .I ' ~ '-' \ . ~
• 1rrr•r11 •t i.---, Clock /Calendar with Bauery Back up, all on Motherr 1 r r•1 1 1 ' l~ \ Iii~ 1 

Boa.rd. 

Runs all Major Software written for the IBM PC.., PC XP, and PC AT"'. (Processor) Intel 80286 running at 6MHI. 
(Expansion Slots) :8. 7 are available in above configuration. Same Bus Configuration as IBM PC AP. 

@a PC'S LIMITED Tu~~~ $795High Performance 
Include : Sy tern Unit, 640K on Mother Board,Competitive Price 
l 360K Drive, Keyboard, 135W Power Supply. 

Runs all Major Software written for the IBM PC" and PC/XT", 40% faster, without modifications. 
(Processor) 16·bit 8088·2, 4.77 or 6.66 MHZ. Clock Speed. (Ex.pansion Slots) :8; 1 are available in above configuration. 

SOI.VE YOUR POWER PROBLEM. 

XT.. POWER 135W 


$89 

DISK DRIVES 


• I . 

11·8,!!~~~DOO& $95 
~~.!.~.~h~.~~~I $85 
Quantities of 10 or 

more S75 each 

PC'SUMITED Irwin Tape
Six Function Card. 

Backup System-~~ ; ~- ( ~ f : 


:rn~: ;a:.1,.~. 


$595w/384K 
10 or more $495 each$149 

Two ' Cu '£'Jrn nt ,. • Um flopp)' Coo1rollcr C. rd 
• l 'p~n d•bk tu ~8~K • Panll< I Porr • 10.JS Meg Fommitd C.pad 11· 
• lock lC.1lrndar • Seri>! Pori • U,.d In omp•q 0'5kpro. 

111• .Soft ..~rr includrd • {i;;iim~ f ur• u~u lh igh1 • Lo"' Po•·~r 

..._ u... .. _ .... ,,,_•• - . ...... - ••• 

_ .....- .... 1... . . . ...-, ,.,...... • ..,.u. 
,...n.,,..... ln...tl~!Frof-• 

....._,u_-.....,, .. • ~•"'"'• ,.•..,. 
u»-Hw..........,,,., . .. 

·~·-· ·.. ·~' ""''"' ......._. ........
• l 'IA. "I-Ill.~ ._.vu I I.ff"•.. - .. D PC'S LIMITED
,._..,r_~,_,..,..,..,......,i;otM fl,.• 

........... ,... .."' ... --"" ,.. _ 

dU.... lltr"-••.. lo~• 
~ 

OUTSIDE TEXAS, ORDERS ONLY, CALL 1·800-426·5150 
(omp>q. TEAC. 18 .~ , I,.,10. 
:an.d lin 1.d :UC' 1ndc-m~rlr. o( 7801 N. Lamar, #E·200, Austin, Te.xas 78752 felea: No. 9103108316 PC LTD 
thdr n:~p~Cli ,·l' romp11nk AH sales-related calls inside Texas - (512) 452·0323.
Aft br;111d rgmo J.rC' rl;'gistl;'f"~d 
lndC"tn:ut~. u·i: ~re :an AH calls for lechnical support, phone 

,.-. indcp~111d~1H ~j.lcs .Acl nu111ller 410 iU O:rgll'lfi2110n . (512) 452·0372, 452·0373 or 452·0374. 
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The First Idea-Processor For Programmers. 


lS 
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• Fast program entry through single keystroke statement generators. 
• Fast editing through syntax oriented cursor movements. FirsTime·~ • Dramatica lly reduced debugging time through immediate syntax checking. 
• Fast development through unique programmer oriented features. 

Has features no other editor has. • Au tomatic program formatter . 

FirsTime is a True Syntax Directed Editor. 
As the world 's most advanced syntax-directed 
editor, FirsTi me lets you work with ideas by taking 
care of the low- level syntax deta ils of your program. 
For example, you can generate complete statement 
skeletons with one keystroke. Move the cu rsor from 
one procedure to the next with one keystroke. Type 
in code, and it's instantly formatted (you speci fy the 
rules). Type an error, and FirsT ime warns you 
immediately. You can continue working if you wish. 
Later, you can use the search-for -error command to 
find the error and fix it. 

FirsTime Has Thorough Error Checking. 
FirsTime not only checks your syntax, bu t also 
semantics. Fi rsTime identifies: 
• Undefined variables, types and constants. 
• Assignment statements with type mismatches. 
• Errors in include f iles and macro expansions. 

To Order Call: (201) 741 -8188 or write: 

SPRUCE TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION 

P.O. Box 7948 
Sh rewsbury, NJ 07701 

~ 11 sT 1me 1s a 1radema1k al Sp1uca Technology Corporalmn • MS- DOS rs a 
trademark 01 M1<:rosoH Corporaiion • IB M is a trademark ot ln1erna [10nal 
Business Machines Inc • Turbo Pascal 1s a lradernark of Borland ln1!Hna11ona1 
• dBase UI is a trademark ol As~•on·Tate 

FirsTime lets You Work With Ideas. 
The Zoom command gives you a top down view of 
your program logic . 

The View macro command shows the expansions of a 
C macro while in the ed itor. 

The View include file comm and insta ntly shows you 
the conte nts of an include f ile. 

The Transform command allows you to change a 
statement to another similar statement, for 
example, a FOR to an equiva lent WHILE. 

The Search for next error command allows you to 
find errors throughout your program. 

The Cursor movement commands let you traverse 
your program by logical elements, not just 
characters. 

FirsTime Works With Existing Files. 
FirsTime works with standard ASC II tiles. so you can 
ed it any exist ing source files. 

FirsTime for Turbo Pascal $ 74.95 

FirsTime for dBase Ill $125.00 

FirsTime for MS-Pascal $245.00 

FirsTime fo r C $295.00 


In Germany, Austria and Switzerland contact: 
Markt & Technik Software Verlag 
Munchen, W. Germany 
(089) 4613 -0 
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INSIDE THE IBM PCs 

PUBLIC,.DOMAIN UTILITIES 

Build an extensive software library 

for free 
~.., 

BY JON R. EDWARDS 

THE EXTENSIVE public
domain collection for the 
IBM Personal Computer 
and compatibles is a very 
valuable resource. It is 
easily possible to bulld an 
extensive software library 
and incorporate the utili
ties into your home proj
ects or to save consider
able time and effort by 
installing a RAM (ran
dom-access read/write 
memory)-disk and print 
spooler. Most programs in 
the public domain provide 
source code; you can 
learn from the code and. 
more important. you can 
customize the routines for 
your own requirements. 
Undoubtedly. some of the 
software will fill your 
needs. and the more 
obscure programs may 
simply trigger your imag
ination. 

The notion that " free 
means shoddy" does not 
necessarily apply to th is 
software. I suspect that 
most of the free utilities 
were originally written to 
fill individual needs and as 
part of the "hacker ethic" have been shared with the 
publ ic. The programs adequately fill many needs. and they 
have a tendency. as the user community modifies and ex
pands them. to become more and more bug-free and so
phisticated. Most public-domain programs provide limited 
functionality. and their user interfaces and documentation 
are generally less polished than commercial products. but 
it is amazing how many commercial products do very lit
tle more than integra te the capabilities of programs that 
already exist in the public domain. If nothing else. ex
posure to these programs wil l make you more aware of 

ILLUSTR ATED BY SHELL EY JORDON 

what to look for and ex
pect from the products 
you buy. A11d who knows 
-in the short descriptions 
that follow. you may find 
software thars perfectly 
suited to your needs. At 
least the price is right. 

FREE SOFTWARE 

To the best of my ability. 
I have concentrated on 
free. no-strings-attached 
softwa re and not on 
shareware or user-sup
ported software. There is. 
to be sure. a growing 
amount of shareware for 
the IBM family. and much 
of it is excel lent (see 
"Public-Domain Gems" by 
John Markoff and Ezra 
Shapiro. March BYTE. 
page 207). but the prod
ucts often do not provide 
source code. and their 
authors usually request a 
contribution: most users 
legitimately feel that the 
products deserve financia l 
support. 

Natura ll y. I cannot 
guarantee that the soft
ware you down load will 

function as you hope lt will. I certainly hope you find 
dozens· of interesting utilities here and that your investiga
tions lead you to new and exciting things. but I take no 
responsibility if the the programs you download do 
nothing or turn your screen inside out. 

locating free sof ware is getting easier and easier. There 
are more users groups. bulletin-board systems (BBSs). and 
public-domain copying services than ever before. and the 

(co"tim1ed) 

Jon R. Edwards is a BYTE tecfrnical editor. He um be reached at 
BYTE. POB 372. Ha11cock. H 03449. 
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TOTALCONTROL 

with LMI FORTH™ 

For Programming Professionals: 
an expanding family of 
compatible, high-performance, 
Forth-83 Standard compilers 
for microcomputers 

For Development: 

Interactive Forth-83 Interpreter /Compilers 

• 16-bit and 32-bit implementations 
• 	 Full screen editor and assembler 
• Uses standard operating system files 
• 400 page manual written in plain English 
• 	 Options inc lude software floati ng point, arithmetic 


coprocessor support, symbolic debugger, native code 

compilers. and graphics support 


For Applications: Forth-83 Metacompller 
• Unique table-driven multi- pass Forth compiler 
• Compiles compact ROMable or disk-based applications 
• Excellent error hand ling 
• 	 Produces headerless code, compiles from intermediate 


states, and performs conditional compi lation 

• Cross-compi les to 8080, Z-80, 8086, 68000, and 6502 
• No license fee or royalty for compiled applications 

Support Services for registered users: 
• 	 Technica l Assistance Hotline 
• Periodic newsletters and low-cost updates 
• Bulletin Board System 

Call or write for detailed product Information 
and prices. Consulting and Educational Services 
available by special arrangement. 

• • Laboratory Microsystems Incorporated 
,,Post Office Box 10430, Marina de! Rey, CA 90295 
~~hone credit card orders to: (213) 306-7412 

Oveneas Distr ibutors. 

Germany: Fonh-Systeme Angelika Flesch. D·7820 Tili see- Neustadl 

UK: Sys1em Science Ltd., London EC 1A 9JX 

France: Micro-Sigma S.A.R.L. , 75008 Paris 

Japan : Southern Pacific Lid., Yokohama 220 

Australia : Wave-onic Associates. 61 .07 Wilson. W.A. 
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number appears to be growing daily. In assembling my 
list. I have concentrated on some of the larger bu lletin 
boards and copy services. but local bul letin boards have 
a surprisingly large selection; many have well over half of 
the programs on th is list. Give them a call and see. You 
mlght not find precisely the program I've mentioned, but 
another program there may fill your needs or you may 
unexpectedly find new and exciting listings. There is in the 
public domain. for example. a large and growing number 
of .txt and .doc files that review new software and hard· 
ware. give programming tips. identify bugs in hardware 
and software. explain patches to existing software. and 
summarize on-line discussions. Download. read. and be 
informed. 

The largest boards may require a long·distance call. but 
you are very likely to locate 80 percent of all the utilities. 
Among many. you might try Kingcomm at (713) 360-1316. 
The Eclectic BBS at (914) 221-2248. the Fargo Board at 
(70l) 293 -5973. the IBM PC Information Exchange at (312) 
882 ·4 2 2 7. or the Boston Computer Society at (617) 
3 5 3·93 12 . There are. of course. hundreds of other boards 
with substantial col lections: many of the bulletin boards 
maintain lists of active BBSs. Readers who do not yet have 
modems can stil l obtain many of the programs they want 
through their local users group or through the mail from 
services such as PC Software Interest Group (1030 East 
Duane, Su ite J. Sunnyvale, CA 94088) or from the New York 
Amateur Computer Club (Box 106. Church Street Station. 
New York. NY 10008). which will ship you the programs 
you need for a copying fee. 

Most of the utilities are available from a wide variety 
of sources. but some are more difficult to find because 
they seem to have appeared only on CompuServe. I have 
marked these with a [Cl. I have divided the uti lities into 
the following categories: disk· utilities and DOS aids, 
memory and system status. keyboard assistance. text/file 
manipulation, graphics and screen control. application 
software. printer utilities. telecommunications. languages. 
and language aids. Happy public domaining. 

D ISK U TILITIES AND DOS AIDS 
These uti lities are among the most numerous and useful. 
There are RAM disks. applications to examine and modify 
sectors and tracks on your disks. directory and DOS en
hancements, uti li ties for your hard disk. and a variety of 
utili ties to test. fix , or modify your hardware. 

First. a number of flexible RAM disks are available. RAM
DSK l 6.COM and FREE.COM provide a 160K-byte RAM 
disk; later versions of FREE.COM automatically save data 
when you reset. Other RAM disks include OD.COM, which 
requires the Ouadram board. HDS320.EXE and RAM
DSK32.COM. which set the RAM disk for 320K bytes, and 
HDS5!2.EXE. which gives you a 512K·byte RAM disk. 
RAMDISK2 .LBR lets you vary the size of the RAM disk. 

A number of utilities simplify DOS-related tasks. 
SHELL.COM keeps COMMAND.COM res ident. FOR

[um tinuedl 

http:COMMAND.COM
http:SHELL.COM
http:DSK32.COM
http:FREE.COM
http:FREE.COM


SfAlGRAPIDCS: ~~"'~~ 
ONE KEYSillOKE 1URNS ~'=, 

I,lfELESS DATA••• 

IN10VITAL SIMISI'ICS. 

Data. You live with it every day. 

What you need are the tools to make it 
come alive. Comprehensive analytical 
tools. Mathematical precision. And 
graphics capabilities to broaden your 
insights- to help you visualize, 
analyze, and communicate your find
ings quickly and convincingly. 

And now you've got it. With 
STATGRAPHICS-a new 
PLUS*WARETM product from STSC. 
STATGRAPHICS is the only PC soft
ware to fully integrate a wide variety 
of statistical functions with high· 
resolution color graphics. Giving you 
the power and precision you used to 
find only with mainframe software. 

STATGRAPHICS' W1ique inter
active environment allows you to 
generate graphs from within the 
statistical procedures. You can change 
a variable and see the effect-im
mediately. So your job is easier and 
you're more productive. 

MORE OPTIONS FOR MORE 

COMPREHENSIVE ANALYSIS. 


STATGRAPHICS features over 
250 functions for analyzing data 
including analysis of variance, regres
sion analysis, experimental design, 
quality control procedures, multivariate 
techniques, nonparametric methods, 
and extensive forecasting and time 
series analysis. 

It also lets you enter data at the 
keyboard or access data stored in 
standard ASCII fi les, LOTUS® 1-2-3 
worksheets, and DIF files used by 
other popular software packages. 

TELL A CLEARER, MORE 
DRAMATIC STORY. 

STATGRAPHICS includes a wide 
variety of graphics programs such as 
two and three-dimensional line and sur
face plots, bar and pie charts, 
histograms, time sequence plots, and 
quality control charts. 

The graphics are supported on 
color and monochrome graphics boards, 
dot-matrix printers, and pen plotters 
for presentation quality graphics. 

SOPHISTICATED STATGRAPHICS 

IS SURPRISINGLY SIMPLE 


TO USE. 

STATGRAPHICS is completely 

menu-driven, and includes a com
prehensive user's guide, online HELP 
screens, tutorial, and handy reference 
card . And STSC's HELP-Line is only a 
phone call away-giving you ready ac
cess to our staff of technical experts. 

TAKE A LOOK AT 

STATGRAPlllCS. 


AND LOOK NO FURTHER. 

STATGRAPHICS is the most ad

vanced statistical graphics software 
available for PC's. And the complete 
system is just $695. 

To order STATGRAPHICS, or 
for more information, contact your 
local dealer or call 800-592-0050 (in 
Maryland, 301-984-5123). Or write 
STSC, Inc., 2115 E. Jefferson St., 
Rockville, MD 20852. Major credit 
cards accepted. 
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Problem-solvingatthe speed of thought. 
5.-ec SdTAbTG RAdPHdlCS operates on IBM PC's and compallbles under DOS, Version 2.0 o. r later. A mini.mum ol 384K RAM. a graphics adapter and C()rnpatlble moniior and lwo

'I iia ou 1e•s 1 e disk drives or a hard disk arc ro<tulred. An 8087 math coproc:cssor and 512K RAM are recommended ' 
• Coo<ol co~.o••• STATGRAPHICS Is a registered lrMemark or SUUisllcal Graphics CorPQralion . PLUS* WARE is a trademark of STSC Inc LOTUS Is a reglslered trademark ol Lotus 

Development Corporallon. ' • 
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GIVE YOUR SYSTEM 

BACKBONE™ 

STRUCTURE, ORGANIZATION, and FINGERTIP CONVENIENCE 

for IBM PCIXT/AT and COMPATIBLES 
You creale a set of linked menus w1lh Backbone's MENU PROCESSOR : The 
menus you've customiied remain in low memory. Then. a single keystroke 
takes you immed1a1e1y 10 any program, batch process. or simply another 
menu. 

""" do you .... JAtKlON!? 
faperienced users: II Cusiomlze a menu sel Wll Ille 

- Speed up end sfmplily Meoo Proce~ 

your aCIMties. 21 Creale arri "'""be' o1 menu 5'1S, '"'" lot 
l\tiether word pro· each user or ~""Pot users 

3) flaeo fCllf Jl'Dg<ams whereyou W3lll lllom: cessing, data·basing 
,.. l\i!rd do!.!<. vlrllJal d1 , or llcWY 

or programming 4) Exec.Jte IAtKIONl 
-Open your system's 
otterings 10 ooworkers. ITS AS SIMPLE AS THATI 

customers, and 
family members 

Less experienced users: 
- BACKBONE means PUT SOME 

supreme friendliness BACKBONE.-tfo longer any need to remember r------. 
comcilica1ed OOS conmands, ,........_ 
paths. or file names 

_ __ IN YOUR LIFE 
FOR ONLY 

s399s 
TO ORDER CALL 

plus •4 postage 
and handling 

800/237-6360 ext. 314 
800/282-1152 ext. 314 (FL) 

Synchrony SystemsMASTERCARD/VISA 
4191 San Juan Avenue 
Jacksonvllle. FL 32210 

MOST IMPORTANT PC 

ADD ON YOU CAN BUY 


INTERFACES UP TO 5 OUTSIDE LINES WITH 12 TELEPHONES 


ALEXIS, THE PHONE SYSTEM FOR SMALL BUSI ESSES 


• 	 It speaks 10 you 
• 	 I t's user programmab le 
• 	 It records all phone calls & numbers dialed 
• 	 Restricts any number or prefix such as 411, 976 
• 	 A le xi~ uses standard touchtone 1elephones offering access 10 all 

features and l ines 
• 	 A caller can retrieve information from the PC' s diskette usin,g his 

phones ke ypad 

Alexis does not need a PC., but interfaced with one, 
will open a whole new world without interfering with 
the PC s operation. ~ 

~ Ado~lnc. 

INTELLlGE T COMMUNICATIONS FORE TERPRISING BUSINESSES 
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MAT2.BAT formats disks in the A and B drives at the same 
time. CAT.COM. SDIR26.ASM. SD.COM. and LFCOM sort 
directories by filename. extension. date. time, fi le size. and 
other cri teria. XDIR displays an "extended directory:· in 
cluding fi le attributes such as whether the file is a system 
file. a read-on ly file. o r a hidden file. GETDIR.PAS provides 
the Pascal source code for reading the directory. PART
COPYEXE copies files on double·sided disks to two single· 
sided disks. GOEL.EXE and PURGE.COM allow global file 
delete with yes/no verification. VCOPY.COM is a similar 
global file-copy util ity. FDATE.LBR allows you to change 
the file dates. RO.COM marks fi les as read-only. RW.COM 
marks files as read/write. CV2 COM and VOLSER.COM can 
write or change the volume label on your disks. OD· 
COPY.DOC explains how to modify DISKCOPY in order to 
eliminate the prompts. and DCBA.HOW explains a patch 
to DISKCOPY fo r those who need many copies of a disk. 
DSKPATIXT ICI explains how to patch DISKCOPY and 
DISKCOMP for large-memory PCs. FILECMD2.BAS pro
vides severa l DOS commands from BASIC. CLSCOM 
allows you to clear the screen from the DOS prompt. 

DISKMOD.BAS. DISKMODF.BAS. and DISKREAD.EXE 
allow you to examine and modify disk sectors. Pascal 
source code is available fo r the latter. DISKRTN.EXE and 
HI DEFI LE.BAS are dedicated to the task of examining and 
modifying the disk directory. Use them to recover lost or 
deleted files. DIRSORTl.BAS permanently sorts the disk 
directory. Finally. several programs provide a '"switch'" from 
DOS to different graphics and text modes. COLOR40.COM 
and COLOR80.COM switch to the 40- and 80-column color· 
graphics text modes. MONO.COM switches from DOS to 
monochrome 80-column text. COLORG.COM switches to 
monochrome medium-resolution graphics. 

Several programs provide some measure of fi le securi· 
ty. DIRHIDE.LBR hides and " unhides" directories. 
CRYPT.EXE encrypts tex t files. PWORD.BAS requ ires that 
you enter a password before using the system. 

There are several util ities for hard-disk users. FF.EXE and 
WHERE IS.LBR search through all subdirectories for a 
specified file. If there is more than one copy of the pro
gram. WHEREIS.COM wi ll identify the directories in which 
you can locate the file. FORMAT.FIX prevents the acciden· 
tal formatting of a hard disk. IBU.LBR is an incremental 
hard-disk backup utility. BACKSTAT.EXE checks the status 
of hard-disk files tha t have not yet been backed up. 
RED.COM and MOVEFILE.LBR move files from one sub· 
directory to another. DI RENAME.COM renames subdirec
tories. ARAO.EXE erases files across subdirectories. DIR· 
CTY.COM provides sorted directories of your subdirectories. 
LFCOM displays the files on the current subdirectory. 
MENU.LBR is a hard-disk menu system. DISKPARK.LBR 
places hard-disk heads over the shipping cylinder. 

Most bulletin boards have '"squeezed '" files that occupy 
less disk space and download more quickly. To use these 
files. which are usually marked with a 0 in their exten· 
sion. you will need to use an "unsqueezer.'" Most services 

tcontim~edl 

http:RENAME.COM
http:WHEREIS.COM
http:COLORG.COM
http:MONO.COM
http:COLOR80.COM
http:COLOR40.COM
http:VOLSER.COM
http:VCOPY.COM
http:PURGE.COM


WOULD YOU BUY 
APAC 
FROM TEL? 

R 

IBM/PC-based LOGIC LINE-I n• artificial intelligence software is 

so advanced, that coin etitive roducts are to s b com arison. 


TI1erc aren't very many wlm'd stake 1heir 
lives on a toy-swre pacemaker. Luckily. we 
wo n'1 have lo worry about their rancid cells 
pollu ring ma nkind's gene pool very long any
how. Such brain-damaged geeks tend to die 
young. 

If you've rcccnlly spent money on art ilicial 
inte lligence software. you might be wi shing a 
!'cw programmers had croaked before wri ting 
that blithering swil l rhey named Al and pa l
med off onto you. What they cal l un 
"inference engine" is nothi ng more than an 
IF-THE decision tree that can't even do a 
very good job of arithmetic* 

We're Clarity Software. and we're in troduc
ing a product thal can lake a massive amoun t 
of1ex1 !'rum any machi ne-readable source. and 
malhemar ically dis1 ill thought processes for 
query and analysis. Th is process. as dis
tinguished from e .. 171er1 sys1e111s, is referred 10 
as 1w111ral -lcmg11age i111e/lige11ce. 

In this ad. we're going to explain to you 
why you'd be crnzy 11 01 to have our package in 
your portfolio of data-man ipulation :1.~sets. 

DERIVETHE DNA/RNA OF ANY 
WRITER'S THOUGHT PROCESSES. 

LOGIC LI NE-I wa~ the result of the inter
action between a couple of cybcrne1 icis1s and 
.i physici t. with combined experience in 
high-performance learning and pallern-recog
ni t i on programming. The physicist was 
responsible for one of the firs t D AIR A
tracking . ystems (the RNA-off/1011g/11 a.~ser
tion is more 1han just an advenis ing creation). 
We arc nol your ordi nary bunch of yahoos. 

Imagi ne having the eollecred thoughts of 
Vo ltaire on linc. If you were in terested in view
ing Voltaire's 1houghts on ··job security:· yo u 
would enter that 1erm in the sea rch menu. 

Now you're thinking: .. Nu rs1 These yahoos 
arc trying to sel l me something my sup
posedly toy text editor can do with a semch 
command. Righi?" 

Wrong. pu syca1. Your inference process 
was a little quick on the trigger. ever, in any 
of Vo ltairc"s writing, wa 1hcrc ever the phrase 
"job sec urity '. ' 

"Ok:· you rep ly. "You have a dic ti onary of 
synonym . ch ? " Wrong ag<iin . LOG IC 
Ll E- 1 has no dictionary. Interesting? 

Essentially. LOG IC LI E- 1uses a series of 
mathematical transformations on text, the out

pul of which is cataloged in a database analo
gous to a biological DNA/RNA imprint or 
that text. 

111ere arc approx i marcly one dozen param
eters that make up a 1/w11ghr'.1· DNA/RNA. 
Some tran s formation~ fingcrpri111 syntax pat
terns: some look at subjcct/ prcdic.1te rela
tionships via a small dic tionary of several 
dozen noise words. 

Alier si:tting up th.: above Vol taire "job 
security' " query, LOGI LIN ·- l will prcsenl 
you with high-possibili ty '" hits: · You\ ill type 
·· Y" when they are re levant. and " S" f'o r sk ip, 
when 1hcy arc not. 

TI1e liu sevenil " hits" migh t be rejcc red. 
since the rern1 ··job securi1y·· wi ll not be 
found . Once yoll get an acccpmblc entry, 
however. and lock onto an acceptable RNA-of
1/w11g l11 pallcrn. the acc urncy of LOG IC 
LINE- l will be "taggcring. Or we' ll refund 
yollr money. Simple enough? 

"l'M NOT INTO VOLTAIRE:' YOU SAY. 
" WHY DO I NEED LOGIC LINE-1?" 

How would you li ke to be able to turn any 
1cx1base into an cxpcn system '! For example. 
most PC users re ly upo n word processing. The 
problem is. we store our correspondence in 
riles wi th name like " LT062185" or 
·· R JECT2 I " or ""RANDOMT H:· As a 
result. we reinve nt the wheel with each lener 
we compose. Why do 1his? 

Using LOG l C LI E-1. you c.in append all 
your wrillen correspondence i11 10 one tex t base 
file. Sure. any word procc·sor could du a 
straight search [(1r a term like ··qua li1y :· But 
none can do this search as filsl a.-; LOG IC 
LI E- 1. And none could turn up the 
··qual ity" refe rence~ if queried for the lcrm 
.. workmansh ip' ' 

Th us, when wri ring lcltcrs and speeches . 
use LOGIC LINE- I 10 collect previously 
m1ku latcd thoughts on any given subject. 
Whatever your pro!Cssion. be it law. med ici ne. 
engineering or inform<llion management. 
LOGIC LI E-1 is an indispensab le tool fur 
true thought processing. 

Now rhal thousands of h:)(tba.ses are pub
licl y avai lable. LOG IC LINE-I is 1he key 10 
rheir i ntcll igcnt use. Once the compu1cr estab
lis hes associative links in a large body of 
material. many creative appl icar ions are pos
sible. 

TRUE Al! CLONE THE 
GREAT MINDS ON YOUR PC. 

Did Bacon wrile Shakespeare? Did Albert 
Einstein have anyt hing relevant to say on the 
·ubjcct of "generation gap?" How many con
gressmen consisten tly contradict th msclves 
in the Co11i:ressio1wl Remrd~ 

1l1c uses of LOGIC LI E- 1 arc limited 
only by the availability of tcxlbases. and by 
your imagi nalion. 

Do you dare send a tudcnt 10 college wi rh
out LOG I I - I and a PC? Would YOU 
care to compete in business wit h someone 
else who ha lhis leading-edge, decision-sup
pon soflwarc'! 

Einstein shou ld write your papers on re la
tivify. Alfred Nort h Whi tehead ·houl d wri te 
your papers on philosophy. And hakespeare 
shou ld write yo ur Juve lcucrs. 

1985'S SPECIAL $100 LIMITED-TIME 
O~F~R_ WILL BE ~ISTORY IN 1986. 

n1 1s 1s our very hrs\, 51nd_only. announce
ment ad. For the rest ol tlus year. you may 
obtainLOG IC LI - l foronly IOO(nore, we 
didn' t lry ro foo l you with a $99.95 price 1ag; 
we do give you. as well as your computer. 
some credi t for in1elligence). As of January I. 
1986. LOG IC LI NE- I will retai l for $250. 

To find out more about LOGIC LI E- l. 
call 2161729-1 132. You may order by phone 
by calling 800162 1-5839 (or in Illinois. call 
800/972-5855). Ret urn the producr for any 
reason wha1soever ~ i1hin 30 days for a full 
refund. Ir you arc with the U government or 
one of the intelligence :spook shops. LOGIC 
LINE- I is avai !able to ICderallDOD buyers 
through IBIS Corporation, 131 Elden 1ree1. 
Herndon. VA 22070 (call 800/532-3344 or 
703/478-0300). 

You COULD spend your next $ I 00 for 
other softw.ire. You could also ask Weird Al 
Yankovic to install that lcrrific new pacemaker 
from your kids' Yo1111g Doc1or 1oy ki t. Call 
1oday and save more lhan just money. 

~CLARITY 
~SOFTWARE 

A Div. of EXPANSION PGMS INT'L . Inc. 

PO BOX 839 • Chesterla nd, OH 44026 • USA 


(216)729-1132 


•'n11: Qnl)' 01l~r 1 )a 1,,•k;;i:~ vu1th1:n: v.o.n h)' ofd1e l ~hel "an ifi t 11.1l mu: ll·~~ · "'·c· 1:i. fro1n Tt.:k.rnr..,. )i,.·dl!C 11' r'-.1 to Alhl,, amJ we don·, t.'1 1111p.;•t: wid1 d1.:111 ·n...')' b~ 1 1kl ··cx.p...·n ')' ~k'm'.11'.' "-'hile oor cn1f)hai;b 1s n" .. n ~m.Jt:i 1 

~:u1iu.it:<".• ' Y!ioll:m We mi:o nnon lh('m m JQ!-im,g. h~.'C'OU.1 '4' thcy'rnon(: uf Hk: f~· " ~ • IOd ~ur " C'npyr i ~hl 11 l ''K~ hy C' bnl)' SvOvi.';ln,::, LOG IC LIN E· ! '";, a 1rutkmnrk o( Clarit)' S.oftwo;1~ . a.00 n.-qui~:i 118K tllM PC 
'llo ll h ti1 k~I uf1e Uol:cUc Jn "~ ;m~I run::.. t11Mkf MS/DOS 2 I aml 11p. IUM ,,. IDf\l vrp. ri. lr'\FITEL '" rti.fal k l \\~ htlJ"-' Ou; ~""\: 11 )1'.:opJi: ;~I Mil lli:l 'l;ilU l1lk..: ;1 Joke. Ad\'\:" n,~mg & f"R by TRl\A , ~01ll25.S-:?70R . 
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----Votrax Announces----... 

VOTALKER IB & AP 

New Industry Standards For Talking 
Personal Computers. Exclusively 
for IBM PC and XT, Apple 11, and 
Compatibles. From Votrax, The 
Pioneer in Synthetic Speech Systems. 

Give your IBM PC and XT 

and Apple II the 


Power of Speech 


Until Votalker IB and AP, syntheti c speech 
systems lor personal computers were like a 
piano wi th 50 keys, an eag le with a broken 
wing, and a singer w ith a two-octave range. 
When Votrax developed the SC02 speech 
synt hes is ch ip, il was the classic case of 
advanced technology in need ol support 
systems to unlock i t s dormant powers. Now, 
Vota lker introduces a revolutionary fami ly of 
text- lo-speech transla tors - the key to the 
lock. Firs t members of the fam il y are the 
Volalker 18 for IBM PC and XT and the 
Votalker AP lor App le II, App le l ie, and 
Apple Plus. With Vo talker these un its play 
the piano with all 88 keys. Soar through 
unlimited vocabu lary , using 32 in f lections 
and 4, 100 pitch setti ngs. Sing in five octaves, 
and generate sound effec ts in 16 ampl itudes. 

A Newly Designed Circuit Board includes: 
• SC02 ch ip • speaker • audio amplifier 
• vo lume cont rol • external speaker jack. 
The boa rd opera tes in the host computer 
slot, eliminating the need for serial ports and 
cable hookups. Internal editing and smoothing 
ensure cla rity and integri ty o f speech. 

The Text-To-Speech Translator sets Vota lker 
above all other synthetic voice products. 
Text is generated through programs or 
keyboard and transla ted direc tl y in to spoken 
language. The sophisticated software on a 
diskette offers: • unlimited vocabulary 
•l itt le use o f system memory • exception 
table tha t stores and accurate ly pro nounces 
di flicu lt words. 

Other Votrax Products - the stand-alone 
Persona l Speech System and Type 'N Ta lk 
are cu rrent ly used in thousands of 
applicat ions. 

Votalker Prices Begin at $179 

Call Votrax at (800) 521-1350* 
VOTRAX, INC. 
1394 Rankin 
Troy, Michigan 48083 

\YtOO~-
(313) 588-2050 ~ "In Michigan, Ca ll Collect 
(313) 588·0341 

PUBLIC-DOMAIN UTILITIES 


provide them. and it may be necessary to use the utili ty 
recommended by the particular board from which you ac
quire your software. Unsqueezers include USO.EXE. 
NUSOI 10.COM. and ALUSO.COM. Much of the software 
also appears in library files. easily recognized by the .LBR 
extension. Tb use these files. you may have to extract the 
files and then unsqueeze them. LSWEEPI 3.COM and 

ULU.COM are flexible uti li ties that allow you to perform 
both operations at the same time. 

Other utilities include CLEAN.COM. CLEANDRV.BAS. 
and WASH .COM. which exercise the disk during the use 
of disk-head cleaners. SPEEDUP.COM purports to speed 
up disk 1/0. TWOSIDE.COM allows you to address two 
double-sided drives as a. b. c. and d. There are a number 
of disk-drive maintenance programs. including DRJVE
TSTBAS and DSKTSTBAS: they can determine the speed 
of your drives and if your d isks have bad sectors. 
ALIGN .BAS. a disk-head alignment utility, provides con 
trol over disk-arm movement. 

M EMORY AND SYSTEM STATUS 

Many public-domain programs. including LOOK.COM. 

SCREEN .PAS. MEMDUMP.BAS. and CORELOOK.COM. ex· 

amine the conten ts of specified addesses in memory. 

SYSTATCOM and PCS.COM display general system status. 

EQU IP.COM and CHECKOUT.BAS assess your serial and 

parallel interfaces and equipment 8087TEST.EXE checks 

the 8087 REGDISP.ASM displays 8088 registers in rea l 

time. MTESTCOM detects PC memory errors. 


IOYSTEST.BAS is one of many joystick testers. LPEN· 
TEST BAS checks your light pen . SEESWITCH.BAS displays 
the computer sw itch settings. DIPSETBAS lets you con
figure them. MEMORY.COM sets memory size without 
your having to alter the switch settings. PARITY.COM dis
ables parity checking. and both PARINT.COM and PAR
CHK.LBR provide a parity-check intercept handler. With 
the latter two. you can save your fi les before testing the 
system for the problem that caused the parity check. PAR
BN K.HEX. a modification of PARCHK. reports the bank 
number that had the error. Finally. MEM640.ZAP modifies 
the BIOS to allow 640K bytes of memory. 

KEYBOARD ASSISTANCE 
There is a general assortment of utilit ies that provide key
board assistance. A number of routines. including BASIC
KB.EXE. KEYBOARD.EXE. and PCKEY.COM. purport to 
provide co llections of keyboard utilities. Several programs. 
including KYBDBAS. output keyboard input to the printer 
like a typewriter. Other programs. like BUFFER.COM. 
KBD_FIX.COM. BUFFI 59COM. and KBBUFFBAS. extend 
the keyboard buffer. CED. for command editor. provides 
a command stack in DOS and allows you to edit DOS com
mands with the cursor keys OUICKREF.BAS creates 
templates for keyboard reference. 

Many programs provide extended keyboard contro l. 
BIGANSl .SYS. an enlarged version of ANSLSYS. lets you 
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MICROWAY'S 8087 RUNS 1-2-3™! 

MicroWay is the world's leading retai l· 
er of 8087s and high per1ormance PC 
upgrades. We stock a complete selec
tion of 8087s that run at 5 and 8mhz.. All 
of our coprocessors are shipped with a 
diagnostic disk and the best warranty 
in the business - one year! We also 
offer daughterboards for socketless 
computers such as the NEC PC and 
PCjr, and a board which increases the 
clock speed of the 80287 from 4 to 8 
mhz. Our NUMBER SMASHER'" in
cludes512K ram. It wil l run the IBM PC 
at clock speeds up to 1 Omhz and 
achieves a throughput of .1 megaflops 

SPEED UP YOUR AT 
WITH 287TURBO" · Sm hz 

NUMBER SMASHERN The Worlds Fasl
estAcceleratorCardforthe lBM PC, XT,andCom
patiblesl Includes an 8086 and 8087 pair tested 
lo 10mhz, and 512K bytes of high speed ram. 
Compalible wilh a ll software, operating syslems 
and hardware! Your pr0gram speed is increased 
by a factor of 2.5 lo 4_0. Floating poinl programs 
run up lo 2.8 times faster on the PC than on an 
80287 equipped PC AT ... . -- ... - ... .. - . S1049 

MATRIXPAK~ manages a MEGABYTE! 
Written in assembly language, our runtime pac
kage accurately manipulates large matrices at 
very fast speeds. Includes matrix inversion and 
the solution of simullaneous linear equalions 
Callable from MS Fortran 3-3, 87MACRO, and 
878ASIC/INLINE . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ... each $150 

87 FFTN Written in assembly language, per· 
forms Forward and Inverse FFTs on real and com
plex arrays which oocupy up to 512K bytes of 
RAM. Also does convolutions, auto correlations, 
hamming, complex vector multipHcalion, and com
plex to radial conversions. Callable from MS For· 
Iran, 87MACRO, C, TURBO PASCAL or 
87BASIC/INLINE .. . .......... . . ..... . . . .. $200 

87FFT-2'" perfonns twcxlimensiona l FFTs. 
Ideal for image processing. Requires 87FFT $ 100 

GRAPHICS PACKAGES 
Grafmatic for Fortran or Pascal ... ... .... S1 25 
Plotmatic for Grafmatlc. .. . .. . . ...... . . ... $125 
MultiHalo (one language) ... . . . . ..... . ... $189 

DFixer'" - Eliminates the AT hard d isk p ro
ble m! A disk which thoroughly checks PC or AT 
hard disks for bad sectors and updates the MS 
DOS file allocation table accordingly ...... $ 149 

EPSILON '" - our favorite in-house editor lets 
you simultaneously edit up to 11 source files and 
concurrently run a compiler or linker. A real 
timesaver1 .. .. . . . . . . . .... . . .. . .. ... . .. . ... $185 

European Customers: Please ca ll MicroWay in London at 01-223-7662. 

with 87BASIC/I NLINE, Intel Fortran, or 
Microsoft Fortran. Software reviewers 
consistently cite MicroWay software 
as the best in the industry! Our cus· 
tamers frequent ly write to thank us for 
recommending the correct software 
and hardware to meet their specific 
needs. They also thank us for our same 
day sh ipping ' In addition to our own 
products which support the 8087 and 
80287, we stock the largest supply of 
specialized software available any
where. For information cal l us at 

617-746·7341 

87BASIC/INLINE'" converts the oulput of 
lhe IBM Basic Compiler into optimized 8087 
in linecode which executes up to seven times fas
ter than 87BASIC. Supper1s separately compi led 
inline subroutines which are located in their own 
segments and can contain up to 64K bytes of 
code. This allows programs greater than 128K! 
Requires the IBM Basic Compiler and Macro 
Assembler. Includes 876ASIC ........ . ... $ 200 

87BASIC"' includes patches to the IBM Basic 
Compiler and bolh runtime libraries for USER 
TRANSPARENT 8087 support Provides super 
fast pertormance for all numeric operations in· 
eluding trigonometries, lranscendentals. addition, 
subtraction. mult iplication. and division . . , . S1 50 

87MACRO/ DEBUG'" - con tains all the 
pieces needed forwriling 8087180287 assembly 
code including 8087 macros, object libraries for 
commonly used funclions, including transcen· 
dentals. tngonomerrics and conversions between 
strings and rea l numbers Our 8 7DEBUG com
pletes the p;;1ckage ... .. . .. ... . ... . ... .. .. $199 

OBJ -.ASM'" - a multipass object module 
translator and disa.ssembler. Produces assembly 
language lislings which include public symbols. 
external symbols, and labels commented with 
cross references. Ideal for patching object mOO
ules for which source is not available .. .. . $200 

ATOS · REAL TIME OPERATING SYSTEM 
ATOS is a mult~user, multi-tasking rea l lime oper
ating system. It includes a configured version of 
lntel"s iRMX-86, LI NK-86, LOC-86, U&86, OH-86, 
and MicroWay's 87DEBUG. Runs on lhe IBM· PC. 
XT. PC·AT and COMPAQ. . .... . ... S400 

INTEL COMPI LERS 1 

FORTRAN-86 .. _. . _ . _. . . . . . .. . . _. . . $750 
PASCAL·86. . ......... . ..... . ... . . ... . . ... $750 
PUM-86 .. .. . . . . .... .. . ..... . ............. $500 
ASM·86. ... . . . . . . _··-- . -···· .. . . · -·- . . ... $200 
•Requires ATOS °' •RMX-66 "" 1n1e1 comp11C• names an(! 
iA'-1X·86 TM Intel COIO-

Micro

Way® 

8087Support 


For the IBM PC, PC XT, PC AT and Compatibles. 

FASTBREAK™. . . MicroWay's 
software turns on your 8087 during 1· 
2-3'" execution. Recalculations run up 
to 36 times faster. When used wi th the 
NUMBER SMASHER'" it can provide a 
total increase in 1-2-3·· execution 
speed of up to 79 to 1. FASTBREAK 
provides you with the unique capabil ity 
for running other programs on top of 1· 
2-3. These prog rams can be written in 
BASIC, PASCAL, Fortran or C and can 
access the current va lues in your 1 ·2·3 
worksheet ... . ... . . .... .. ...... .. $79 
FASTBREAK& 
NUMBER SMASHER . . ....... $1099 

8087 5mhz __ _ _ _ _$109 
Including DIAGNOSTICS and one-year warranty 
For IBM PC and compatibles. 

8087-3 5mhz............. $175 

For the Tandy 1200. 

8087-2 Bmhz ....... .. .. ... $175 

For Wang, AT&T, DeskPro. NEC, Leading Edge. 

80287-3 5mhz........... . $199 

For the IBM PC AT and Compaq DeskPro 286. 

287Turbo"' 8 mhz..... $395 
With Reset Button and Diagnostics. 

64K RAM SeL ... ...... ...... ._$8 

256K RAM Set.. ... .... ...... $29 

256KCMOS RAM Set ... $39 
128K RAM Set PCAT ... . s1so 
AST Advantage'" .. .. ... . .. .. .... .. .. S439 
JRAM-2 ,. (l/)K)_... . .. $169 

JRAM"' AT((/)K) _--·- -... ... .... $229 

JRAM-3'" (128K) ... .. .. .. .. .. ... .... S275 
MAYNARDACCENT _ _, __5225 

FORTRAN, C and BASIC 
Microsoft Fortran Version 3.3 .... .. ..... . . $229 
IBM Professional Fortran . . . . , . . . , . . . . . , . . . , 545 
Ryan-McFarland Fortran ... . ... . ....... ... . 399 
FORUB+ or STRINGS and THINGS_.. ... . 65 
Lattice C or Microsoft C Version 3.0 .. . _... . 299 
FLOAT87 . .. . . .. . .. ... .. .......... . ........ 150 
I BM Basic Compiler Version 2.0 . . .. . , .. . ... 445 
Microsoft Quick Basic . . . , . . . . . . . . . , . . . , . . .. . 8 9 
Summit BetterBASIC ~ .. .... . ... ... ........ . 175 
True Basic . . . . .. . . . . . ...... . . , ... , . ..... . . 1 0 5 
MACRO ASSEMBLERS 
IBM Assembler with Librarian V. 2.0 , . ... , . . 155 
Microsoft Assembler Version 3.01 .. • .... . . • 1 25 
PASCAL and APL 
Microsoft Pascal Version 3.3 . _.. . . . ........ 199 
Borland Turbo wilh 8087 Suppor1 . .... . . ..... 85 
STSC APL* PLUS/ PC. . .. . . .. . . .... 450 

STATGRAPHICS. __ . _. . .... _. 59 5 
COSMOS Revelalion_.. __ . -· _ ... ___ ... _. _-· 750 
Phoenix Plink86., . . ... ... . . . .......... . ... . 295 
SPSS/ PC ... . ...... , . . ... . .... ... ... , .. .. . . 595 
FAST13AE.AK and NUMBCR SMASl-IEA 3•C troocmatks of 
M1Cr0Way, ~nc L04uS a..-c1 t ·2<l are tradu.marks o f lOluS 0C'w' cl
apmont Cop, 
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Marchant Since ia10 
A Division ol Addmaster Corporation 
Los Angeles London 

9-TRACK V2" MAINFRAME TAPE 
SUBSYSTEM FOR THE IBM 
PCIXT/AT WITH FREE BACK-UP 

interchange 
• 	 Automatic tape 

loading 
• 	 High-speed hard 

disk back-up FREE 
• 	 Dual density at 

BOO or 1600 BPI 

access under any 

language supported 

by DOS 2.0 


(A Telebyte exclusive) 

ti:Li:i!l~ti:rECH-NO_L_O_G_Y_l_N_C_---8_0__ _(	 ma_35--3-29_8
270 E. Pulaski Road A Public Company

Greenlawn, NY 11740 TWX 510·226-0449 (516)423·3232 
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redefine up to 40 keys. ANSl2 K.LBR is another form of 
ANSI.SYS with a 2K-byte buffer. KBRATE.COM and SPEED· 
KEY.COM change the rate at which the keys repeat. The 
latter also claims to speed keyboard 1/0. EWKEY.BAS 
reassigns the 10 function keys. while FKREST.COM resets 
the keys to their o riginal functions. FKEYS.LBR redefines 
the Alt-function key combinations. KEYSBAS.BAS and 
OPKEYS.BAS program the function keys for BASIC pro
gramm ing. SETKEY.EXE and DEFKEY.COM are keyboard 
reassignment programs: ORIGINAL.KEY contains the 
original keyboa rd configuration. C TRLBK.BAS demon
st rates how to disable Ctrl·Break. SHIFTBS.COM converts 
the backslash key into a left shift key; SHIFTIBM.COM con
verts it b ck. KEYLOC.EXE and KEYH ELP.COM make the 
shift. A lt. and Ctrl keys in to toggles. a useful feature for 
handicapped users. FLIP.COM, UP UM.COM. and KEY· 
FLAGS.COM provide further control over the Caps Lock 
and Num LDCk keys. 

TEXT/FILE M AN IPULATION 
You may find some useful public-domain utilities if you 
frequently have to convert from one text format to an· 
other or if you common ly need to manipulate text files. 
TXTPRO.EX . ASCFILTR .BAS. and FI LTER.BAS are fi lters 
that remove control and non-ASCII characters from ASCI I 
fi les. Use them. for example. to remove con trol charac
ters from downloaded fi les. CR.BAS filters BASIC files. 
ADDCR.BAS and CRETURN.BAS. other useful programs 
for manipulating downloaded files. add carriage returns 
to the end of every line in a text file. WS-FIX.COM. WS
ASCl l.BAS. UNWS.EXE. and many other programs strip 
the high-order bits from WordStar fi les to convert them 
to ASCII. WS-JNDEX.COM indexes WordStar files. EZW2
ASCl. BAS converts EZWriter files to ASCII. 

CHOP.LBR sections large text files. ADD·LF.BAS adds 
linefeeds to files tha t contain on ly carriage returns. 
JUSTIFY.EXE allows right and left justification of text files 
DETAB.EXE expands tabs in a file to a specified number 
of spaces. LOWER.COM and UPPER.COM convert text files 
from and to lowercase and uppercase. WC.EXE counts the 
number of words in a text file. DOCA AL.LBR IC! analyzes 
the line length to help you decide how to prin t the file. 
DUMPFILE.PAS produces hexadecimal and ASCII dumps 
of disk files. BIHEX.BAS. HEX.BAS, and HEXCO V.BAS 
convert files among binary. hexadecimal. and ASCII. 

Several uti lities ease string-related tasks. DEFINE.EXE 
is a string-replacement macro. KWIO.LBR. FIND.EXE. and 
UTSCAN.EXE scan for occurrences of text strings in files: 
SORT.EXE sorts them: CHANGE.EXE replaces them. There 
are several sequentia l fi le utilities. For example. DATA· 
FIX.BAS adds or removes line numbers. and KILL
NU LL.BAS removes nulls. 

GRAPHICS AND SCREEN CONTROL 
There are also a number of useful public-domain graphics 
and screen-control programs. lf you' re concerned about 
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Introducing New SIDEWAYS 'MVerston 3. 
Sideways has always been the favorite way to print nearly every

thing thats too wide for a printer. Not surprising. 
Its quick. It's easy. And it makes clean, one-piece printouts as 

wide as you like. So you get spreadsheets that real ly spread out. 
Pert charts that peer far into the future. All kinds of extra-wide 
reports without staples, glue or tape. 

But now Sideways Version 3 goes even further. 

Especially for 1·2·3™and Symphony. ® 
Now you can make short work of those wide l · 2 ·3 spread· 

sheets. No need to make print files. Just highlight a range and 
print right from your worksheet file using familiar Lotus-like menus. 

Mix bold, underlined and expanded type. all on the same page. 
Print through or skip over perforations. Make the finest extra-wide 
printouts this side of typesetting. 

Using Symphony? Sideways chimes right in to print any 
worksheet you've loaded without ever leaving your Symphony 
session. 

printers. Available now at computer dealers nation

We've goneto great widths 

to make you look good. 

No matter what software you use. 
Spreadsheets, databases, word processors, project planners. 

Whatever you use. you'll get more out of new Sideways. 
Choose f rom nine different type sizes, from "minuscule" to 

"mammoth:' Print bold, underlined or expanded - whatever your 
software can create. Even foreign language and line-drawing 
characters. Plus. there are so many ways to adjust margins. 
spacing and page size. it stretches the imagination. 

Sideways Version 3 for the IBM® PC and all popular dot-matrix 

wide. Or directly from Funk Software with 
your check, Visa or Mastercard. 

At just $69.95 a copy, 
you'l l never want for width 
again. 

Special upgrade offerr 
Just send $20 along with 

your current Sideways program 
disk and manual directly to Funk 
Software. We'll send you Version 3 
right away. 

Funk Software. 222 Third Street. Cambridge, MA 02142. Phone (617) 497-6339. 
Copyright 1985. Funk Software, Inc. Sideways is a trademar1< of Funk Software. Lotus, 1-2-3 and Symphony are registered trademarks of lotus Devetopmenl Corp. 
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PC-XT Mother Board 
IBM' fully Campotible 

81)88 jl)·~IM:l!UGf 

" • h 8U1 M•lh p..,, Sock11. 
B 1111 Slab, 1~K 0. llNJd l'I 

A.utnlb1td 6 Tts.ltd &o.d & iU i'.Mn pantril1 

1 - S229 3-4 S219 4-1 0 S200 
Over 1D Call 

PC·XT Compatible Incl 

640 KII.AM 1 • DS1DO °'"-' 360 l 
13! Wiii P"'" Su~ 
1· AS131 s..,a1 Powu I P••I l'on 
Rul fitnt C100. - C.I Bat Bld:up 
RAM 01sl Pi1n1 Spoold 
Anernbl d & l n:ttd• t..-cr,ttung nnrJI 
OUgl Cl & C.d 
1 - Sl .059 2-J Sl.000 4-10 5975 
20 Mt<J VmK>n , Sl.575 

135 Watt 
Power Supply 

• 4 Oirri. u Powtt P1ue• 
• Sid• Swnch. dtl 

olJl!.1 ',~-~...... 

I - $109 

[ny, Ouitk,.c~s. 
Fit1 IBM PC 11(1 

Mo1Mt &oaiitd 2 • " O.wn 
Han!w lllt b Mou4ri; °'*" C...H - AJt Mtl al 

1 - $79 2-3 S75 4-10 $70 

Enhanced Keyboard 
for IBM PC 

4_- 10 SBO 

Multifunction Card 
PRICE BREAKTHROUGH 

2 Serial POf'ls 
Game Pon Prin 1 e1 Pon 
Aul-Time Clock-Ca end111 
Rem Oisk Prinl Spool11 

2·3 S105 ._" Wnh 384 RAM ....... $229 

4- lO SlOO -~'11fi,~.t!P'~· :.--1--J-c_1 m_c_11._._. _ .._. _. . _._. _. s_19_9_--I 

We also carry a complete line 
of PC PLUS 1 

" Add-Ons for 
all IBM™PC & Compatibles 

• ' 1'"-800'.822:·1~2'1';'"""
In PA: 215·822·7727 

COMPUTERS 252 Bethlehem Pike, Colmar, PA 18915 PC11 

TERMINAL EMULATION FOR THE IBM PC 
• TWO COMPORTS - allows two •BAUD RATES 

terminal sessions simultaneously to 9600 
• EMULATES VT100 and nine other •CODE 


popular terminals 
 TRANSLATION 
• PROGRAMMABLE 	 by user table 
• MODEM support for the D.C. • PHONE directory 

Hayes standard •ASCII and 
• DOS access with a single XMODEM file 


keystroke transfer 

• ASCII • EBCDIC code translation • HELP screens 
• KEYBOARD DEFINITION for all 	 • USER DEFINED 

fu nction keys XON·XOFF 
• CHARACTER filtering characters 

$49.95 

PLUS SJ.00 FOR POSTAGE AND HANDLING 


TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE - 1-800-237-6360 

IN FLORIDA CALL 1·800·282·1152 


ASK FOR OPERATOR 222 

MASTEACHARGE, VIS.A, CHECK OR MONEY QROER 


OR WAITE: LANG-ALLAN, INC. 

2431 ALOMA AVE. SUITE 103 


P. O. BOX 1341, WINTER PARK, FL 32790 
(305) 677-1539 

IBM and D.C. Haye$ are regislered tradema1ks ot IBM CORP, and HAVES 

Microcomputer Products. 
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burning out the phosphors on your monitor. get COL
BLN Kl.COM or MONBLNKl.COM. which blank the color 
or monoch rome display when no keys have been pressed 
for about five minutes. If you are bored with the default 
screen. try CL.COM. which sets the background to blue. 
sets the foreground to yellow. and provides a block cur
sor. KOLOR.COM. which allows you to set the foreground. 
background. and border colors. or CLOCK.COM. which 
puts a digital clock in the upper right-hand corner of your 
screen. CRL.COM alters the size and shape of the cursor: 
NOBLINK.COM stops the cursor from blinking. 

GFX.COM provides a graphics driver for color screens. 
MACH II.EXE is a graphics editor. MONl1DR.COM toggles 
between monochrome and color display. The set of BASIC 
subroutines in MONITOR.BAS helps you to format dif· 
ferent screen displays. AMBER.COM sets the color display 
to amber. EDITNO.BAS formats numeric output. ZIP· 
CLEAR.BAS clears and SCROLL.ASM scrolls a designated 
screen area. RE-VIEW.LBR allows you to scroll all d isplays 
up or down. VIDEO.ASM provides a Pascal-callable routine 
for BIOS video interrupts. PC-COLOR.BAS !s a color moni· 
to r test. OVERHEAD.BAS assists you in making overhead 
transparencies for display. 

APPLICATION SOFTWARE 

A large and growing body of shareware often provides 

an excellent alternative to commercial software. BYTE has 

already reviewed much of this software. but free publ ic· 

domain software is also a good source for text editors. 

database managers. mailing-list programs. and the like. 


DBMS. U-MIND.BAS, EFS.BAS. and AU1DFILE.BAS are 
database systems. EDITXT.BASE ICI. RV-EDIT. BAS. 
FSED.LBR. FU LLEDIT.BAS, EDIT.EXE. FRED.EXE. and 
SCREEN.EXE are several of the text editors. PROOF· 
ER.BAS is a proofreader for text files that claims to learn . 
MAILIST2 .BAS and MAILI .BAS are mailing-list programs: 
the firs t has search and alphabetic-sort capabil ities. while 
the second sorts indexes on four fi elds. PIBCALCl.LBR is 
a programmable ca lculator. BIGCALC is a calculator with 
100-digit precision PC-PAD and MINICALC.BAS are 
spreadsheets. SPELL.LBR is a spelling checker for ASCII 
text fi les. Several utilities. including PC-LIB.BAS. PC
DISK.PAS. DC4 .LBR. and DIR201.EXE. catalog your disk 
library. BIBLIOGHY.LBR generates bibliographies. PRG
TIM.EXE ICI keeps a log of your user t ime. 

CALCHK.EXE provides a memory-resident calendar. CAL· 
ENDAR.LBR has a calendar and a phone book/dialer. There 
is also a set of book-indexing programs. INPUT.EXE. 
SORT.EXE. MERGE.EXE. and BUILD.EXE. all with Pascal 
source code. INDEXI 3.LBR creates a keyword index for text 
or WordStar files. TESTER.BAS is a mini course-authoring 
system; it creates question-and-answer flies on any subject 

PRINTER UTILITIES 
The public domain can provide you with a wide variety 
of print spoolers. screen-dump utilities. personalized print 
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Industry Standards Upgraded! 

The Models 6JO And 640 Create New Dynamic Standards 
In Text And Graphics Resolution! 

100% Compatible 
with t he new 
genera tion of 

Artist II~, STB 400~ 
and others for 
t he IBM PC, XT. and AT. 

A perfect upgrade/replace· 
ment for the standard IBM 
color graphics monitor and 
Gird, the Taxan model 630 
and SSS®create a h igher 
resolution at a greater 
savings! 

Super High 
Resolution Te 

Super•or Text 
and Graphics 24.75Khz Scan 
Beyond IBM. Frequency 

640!HI x 200jV ) 
Resolution 
1640jH) x 400/V) used w ith the 
Non-Interlaced 
Resolution 
available I) RetaII 

Compatible with AT&T 6300Computer 

IBM Display TAXAN 630 
IBM CGA TAXAN 555 
Color Adaptor SCG Bo a rd 

S924.00 S890.00 

IBM TAXAN 

I .. : .. 
t....---.- - -- - 

Screen Test-This actual unretouched photograph 

demonstrates the superior text resolution created by the 
 -
TAXAN 630 monitor and 555 color card l For maximum 
resolution and ease of viewing, Taxan's the wlnnerl 

The Taxan 555 js.basically 
equivalent to t he ISM 
standard color board. H 1is 
means that t he 555 Is 100% 
compatible w ith all IBM 
softwareI 

IBM TAXAN 

16 Colors 16 Colors 

4 Colors 4 Colon 

I Cojor I Coror 


8 X 8 IOX 16 
15.75 Kitz 24.75 Khi -

RGB Color, 
and 
FOUR Monochrome 
Capablllties 
In 
One 
MonitorI 

RGS REVERS.E SWE 
~WffrJJJ«IU.W. 

No one 
else offers the 
monochrome options 
available with the new 
Taxan 600 series! 

The Taxan 630 & 640 moni· 
tors offer Green. Amber, 
B&W Reverse. and a W hite 
on Blue Background as their 
total spectrum of mono
chrome options. 
Only Taxan offers such 
a wide variety of mono
chrome capabllltfes. GREEN 

Total CADICAM 
Compatibility 
7ZO x 400 
Resolutions 

~ 
T he Taxan 640 
The Ultlmate In 
Monitor Resolut lon. 

640/Hl x 400(V) 
Non·lnterlaced 
Resolution 

4.000 Charaaer 
Display Capability 

0.3 1mm Dot Pitch 
graphics boards S745.00 Suggested24.75Khz Scan Taxan j555J, RetallFrequency Persy st B.O.B.~ 
Sigma 400®, 

TAXAN CORPORATION 
18005 CORT N EY CT., P.O. BOX 8698, CITY OF INDUSTRY, CA 91748 
(818J 810·1291 19SS T:uonC0<po1atlo n Inquiry 195 for End•Users. Inquiry 196 for DEALERS ONLY. 

i~~~=H~ ~~!~: ~~~E~;:rt:i~~s~~0::1ii'~~~r:~r~~:~~~h~~f&~!~~~f1(:c01d ;;:;:;~k1~Jf.:1rC:,mc':!:~1 1S~t~~~a5~1~Ja;~~:du=,:~.~0~r'sl'18s~:.;~':sYST-ttO.B.-

PRICE/PERFORMANCE RATIO 

0.37mm Dot Pitch 

100% compatlble 
w ith IBM PC, XT, 
and AT® when 

Taxan 555 board. 
S645.00 Suggested 

COMPATABIUTY 
Text Mode 
320 x 200 
640 X 200 
Alphanumeric Text Resolution 
Ch~rac1er Sell 
Scan Frequency 



E-Z-DOS-IT 

Processing Power of 

4 Computers For $59.95! 
Wirh E-Z.DOS-rP" ConcurNo Copy 
rent Processing, your 	PC, 

Protect 	 PC/XT, or PC/AT can pro· 
cess up to four programs 
simultaneously. For example, 
comm unicate in the back
ground wh ile you are work
ing at the screen. ldeal for 
PCs with 256K or 320K of 
memory. And E-Z-DOS-IT is 
compatible with the most 
popular software on the mar
ket, and it only takes SK 
of RAM! 

To Order Call: 

USA 1-800-228·9602 

CA 1-800-423-5592 

Ask for Operator #24 

NHAMMER 
Rnlcfin i n ~ Ynur PC r -mducti,,i, 'I-'· 

lolilmm1.~r Com1>uler s)'Mt:'m~ . Inc. 
900 Larkspur landini:Cirdc,Suitc 150 
Lirbpur. CA 94919. 

SEND ME E-Z-DOS-IT 

Name. ________________~ 


Company Name _____ ________ _ 


Address._________________ 


City ________________ _ _ 

Stat~________ Zip ________ 

For DOS 2.012.1 @ 59.95 _ _________ 

For DOS 3.1 @ 79.95 _________ 

Subtotal: __________ 

California Residencs add 6% --------- 

Shipping @ $6.00/copy - --------
Total __________ 

Method of payment: V1SA MC BANK DRAIT C HECK 
Account # _________ Exp. Date ___ 

Signarure ________________ 

(CQD'1o & pun;h.a;c o rdeor.a. will no t hoe ac::<:epted'). Allow up tQ 6 wh. fo r Delivery 

HAMMER COMPUTER SYSTEMS, !NC., 

900 LARKSPUR LANDING CLRCLE, IZSO 

LARKSPUR, CA 94939 OP24 
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PUBLIC-DOMAIN UTILITIES 

routines. label makers. print ro rmatters. and programs to 
set the para meters of your printer. 

There are many versions or print spoolers. MSPOOL
2.COM. for example. allows spooling of up to four printers 
simultaneously. supports both parallel and serial printers 
in any combination. has a user-definable buffer up to 63 K 
bytes in 7K-byte chunks. and permits the immediate 
cancellation of ongoing print jobs. Other spoolers include 
SPOOLERl.COM for monochrome display cards and 
SPOOLER 2.COM for color display. OSPOOLCOM provides 
a print spooler for those with a Ouadram board . 

Many programs dump screens and graphics to the 
printer. GRAFTRAX.COM. fo r example. permits screen 
dumps for Epson. EC. and C ltoh printers. GDUMP 
dumps medium-resolution graphics to the C. ltoh 8510 and 
the NEC 8023 . OKIDUMP.COM converts graphics for Oki 
printers. PR! TGRl .BAS and PR1NTGR2.BAS print medium
and high-resolution graphics upright and sideways. OUIK
GRAFEXE allows those with color graphics cards to use 
their printers to make graphs. FASTPRT.COM speeds the 
print-screen funct ion. and SERIAL.BAS allows the PrtSc 
key to funct ion with a serial printer. 

If you have recently purchased a new printer. there are 
several programs that aid installation. IBMPRJ T.BAS and 
EPSON.BAS set options from a menu for Epson printers: 
FX_SETU PBAS and SETPRTR.C can set the options for 
your FX-80 and MX-80. The fi rst o f these can also load 
user-defined characters. CPRINT.BAS and GPRI T.BAS do 
the same for the C. ltoh 8 5 l0 and some IBM printers. re
spectively. GEMINI. BAS works for Gemini printers. Word
Star users may find useful OM .BAS and LO.BAS. which set 
up dot-matrix and letter-qua lity prin ters under WordStar. 

There are a variety of other utilities. TWRITE.COM turns 
your PC into a typewriter. PRINT.BAS and NICELIST.BAS 
prin t ASCI I files with title banners and page numbers 
PRINTNECBAS functions like PRI TBAS for the NEC 8023 
and the C. ltoh 8510. NECLABELBAS and LABELS.BAS 
prin t mailing or other types of labels; the first of these 
works for the NEC 802 3A. SPOOLDSK.LBR and 
VPRI T.COM redirect printer output to a disk file. a usefu l 
program ir you have an appl ication that will print specific 
formats but wi11 not save them to the disk. SERIAL.BAS 
routes printer output to the serial port. SWAPPRTS.LBR 
and LPTl2 SET BAS toggle between LPTI and LF'f2. 
OSWAP.COM does the same thing for those with Ouad
ram boards. ADDRFLCD.BAS and 3BY5.LOR allow you to 
prin t text on 3 by 5 cards. BANNER.BAS prin ts sideways 
banners. COVER.LBR prints directory summaries in con 
densed print for disk jackets 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
Noc surprisingly. there are numerous communica tion sys· 
terns in the public domain. and virtually every bulletin 
board and users group can provide you with sufficient 
capabilities to send and receive files. to set up you r PC 
in terminal mode. o r to act as a host compu ter. 

lamti1111ed) 
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let David Rose 

tell you about 
our 1'9-Werful 

newPr0Key4.0. 

D~'· i <I Rose, inventor of ProKey. 

Spend 2 minutes learning how to add a 
powerhouse of function to your keyboard 
with a terrific new version of ProKey! 

"Suddenly others have discovered what Ro eSoft 
has known since we invented the ProKey concept. If 
your keyboard could work a whole lot harder, your 
life would be a whole lot easier. 

The original idea behind ProKey was a program 
that would let you store strings of keystrokes you 
could recall at a touch. Now there's ProKey 4.0 and 
it's better than ever." 

ProKey 4.0 keyword macros unsnarl 
PC use. 

"If you're a serious PC user, you probably use a 
variety of software programs. Spreadsheet. Word 
proces ing. Database. Communications. Plus the 
special-function programs you us to run your busi 
ness or department. 

And all these programs have different complicated 
commands that are tedious to type and easily forgot
ten. How much easier life would be if all you ne ded 
to operate your program was a small vocabulary of 
sensible words. 

Want to log onto Dow Jones with your communi
cations package to check on how your IBM s tock is 
doing? Just type the keyvvord you previously selected 
for this function, "IBM". Need to print a profit and 
loss statement? Typing " p&l" is aU it takes. 

B hind the scenes, ProKey 4.0 checks it memory 
for the string of commands required to carry out the 
task and executes them automatically. Forgotten what 
functions you have available? Just call up the built-in 
menu that describes them in plain English. 

Need to add a function? Enter the commands. 
Enter a description. Store them both away without 
leaving the program you're working with. 

Built-in editing, English language menus, multi
character macro names and the ability to instantly 
change sets of functions . These are just four of the 
exciting new features that make ProKey 4.0 the most 
powerfuJ macro processor you can buy." 

ProKey 4.0 lets you customize your 
keyboard. 

" Only ProKey has the unique Layout program that 
lets you redesign your keyboard to correct design 
flaws the manufacturers built in. You can change the 
location of any key, create a DVORAK layout, or make 
a duplicate set. of arrow keys away from the keypad." 

ProKey Is the Industry Standard. 
"ProKey has all the features you need to make 

your life a whole lot easier. And RoseSoft has three 
years experience supporting customers who use 
macros. Including over 80% of the Fortune 100. 

Don't be misled by the recent claims of ProKey 
imitators; they're comparing themselves against old 
versions of ProKey. 

The choice is simple. Do you want an unknown, 
untested product in its first generation, or ProKey 
4.0's power and features? The difference in price will 
hardly pay for dinner. The difference in performance 
is like night and day. " 

ProKey 4.0 runs on IBM and other compatible 
MS-DOS computers, and works with 99% of the soft
ware they use. $130 suggested retail price at software 
dealers everywhere. Or call RoseSoft. (206) 524-2350. 

<!)RoseSoff 

4710 University Way .E. 
Seattle, WA 98105 
(206) 524-2350 
Inquiry 1 7 ~ 



INTRODUCINC THE ~=testern ~~- .. 
Newesr Compatible in the Persona l Computer 
Market !!! By the OEM Manufacturer o f the Most 
Advanced IBM PC Compatible- The "Weste rn 
PC Tu rbo :· 

Some outstanding Features 
of the "We tern AT': 

• 	 6MHz or Optional 8MHz CPU 
•	 Up to !MB RAM on the Mother Board 
• 	 16MB in System Protected Virtual 

Address Mode. 
• 	 8 1/0 Expansion Slots 
• 	 On Board Battery ,Backed Clock-Calenda r 
• 	 Socket for 80287 Nlath Co-Processor 
• 	 20/40MB mchester Disk Memory 
• 	 2 Se · 1. I Parallel 
• 	 Op 10nal 4 Serial, I Game Port 
• 	 20-60M BTape Streamer Back-Up 

~-=====----, 

some outstanding Feat ures 
of the "Western PC TUrbO'':T• $1495. 

•	 Dual Clock Speed of 8MHz-4.77MHz Giving 

65% Faster Operation . 


•	 Up to lMB RAM on the Mother Board . 

Optional RAM Disk Software to Address 

above640K. 


• 	 l Serial. 1 Parallel Port on the Mocher Board . 
• 	 Optional Clock Calendar and 1 Serial Port , I 


Parallel Port on Floppy Disk Controller. 

• 	 10. 20, 40MB Internal Winchester Disk Capability. 

IBM J'C 1s.1 r·c:,R~1c:red '1.«1..c1Tu.1k D1 IA~I Lbtp 
IA'\ tr1huion. 0.:JletJ6c0t..A1 Wel(l,,'lfrli:; 

§.=testern Computer 
138 1 Warnm Arwc .. Warner Cmpor;Uc Parll: . Smte B 

Tus11n. CA 92680 
(71 4) 544- d'r·IO. 544 -.t7"'3 . 5•t·l -47•16 

TELEX 756731 
An.swer98Ck WC:!;ICU\ Com1) 

Inquiry B 2 for End·Users. 

$ •
2795

PUBLIC-DOMAIN UTILITIES 


MODEM.COM . MODEM7.COM. and XMODEM _COM. re
written versions of MODEM? for CPIM machines. incor
porate Ward Christiansen's XMODEM protocol. Other sys· 
terns include OMODEM_COM. which uses windows. Ml !
TEL.EXE. BCOM.EXE. and IBMODEM.BAS. CIS.EXE and 
CSDEC.COM are term inal programs that specifica lly sup
port CompuServe protocol file transfers_KERM IT.EXE is 
the Kermit Commun ications System that includes the so
ph isticated Kerm it file·transfer protocol developed at Co
lumbia for downloading files from mainframes to micros 
(see the two-part article "Kermit: A File-1tansfer Protocol 
for Uni versities" by Fran k da Cruz and Bill Catchings. June 
and Jul y 1984 BYTE). SIM 3278. BAS. developed at the 
Univers ity of Missouri. is another PC-to-mainframe com
mun ications package_ CMS_BAS is a CMSITCO telecom
mun ications program. GLASSTTY.PAS is a simple dumb 
terminal. HOST BAS permi ts remote use of your PC if you 
have a Hayes Smartmodem. 

If you' re interested in sta rting your own bu lletin board . 
FIDO (approximately 5 50K bytesJ and RBBS-PC (approxi
mately 300K bytes) provide you wi th sufficient software_ 
The RBBS software has source code in BASIC and ade
quate documentation_The latest versions permit ring-back 
bulletin boards and contain menus and sign-ins both with 
and wi thout graphics_ 

Other utilit ies include SEARCHER.BAS. wh ich auto-dials 
up to 999 nu mbers. CH RONSET.BAS and COM
CHRON_ BAS set and read the Hayes stack chronograph . 
APPLECOM.BAS faci li ta tes communications wi th Apple 
computers_ ASYNC.ASM ICI drives the asynchronous port 
(COM l ) via in terrupts. 

LANGUAGES AND LANGUAGE AIDS 
The public domain also offers several programming lan 
guages and a large number of programming aids_ For the 
FORTH community. Moun ta in View Press released MVP 
FORTH. including the source code. into the public domain: 
there are also severa l versions of FIG-FORTH: F83 is an 
8086 FORTH . and FORTH.BAS is an implementation of 
FORTH in BASIC. XLISP is an experimental LISP. RATBAS 
is a structu red BASJC preprocessor. TU RTLE.LSP is an in
teractive Logo programmed in LISP. PIL. LSP is a micro
PROLOG interpreter written in LISP. C·COMP.LBR and 
CPC.EX E are Small-C compilers. 

ASMGEN.LBR is an 8086/8087/8088 disassembler: it 
crea tes an assembler input fi le from an executable pro
gram. COM2ASM2.BAS is another disassembler. MPUB
LLC ICI reads in all you r va riables and helps to bui ld a 
fu ll macro fi le for use with symbolic debuggers_ WIN
DOW.LBR IC! demonstrates how to use color windows in 
your assembly-language programs. CVTBIN.SAL ICI pro
vides a tool fo r structured assembly code. Those in 
terested in learning assembly language can also benefit 
from the numerous tutoria ls in the public domain _ 

There are a great many aids for BASIC programming. 
BASICAID.BAS provides BASIC program development 

(co1iti11 uedJ 
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Corporate Information Sharing. It's been described 
as the key to Increasing a company's productivity. It's 
also why large networks of PC's are becoming more 
and more common In the workplace.. . in spite of the 
fact that they're costly, d ifficult to install, and Incompat
ible with much existing software. 

Finally, there's a solution to this corporate dilemma. 
Its name Is LANlink~M 

A Software-Driven LAN That Uses Standard, 
RS·232 Ports. A major breakthrough In local area net
works, LANLlnk™ uses your computers' existlng serial ports 
and runs under PC-DOS. 

Because all of the lntelllgence the network requires Is 
on the server and satellite d iskettes. expensive network 
Interface boards aren't required. 

A Powerful Network That's Cost·Consclous. If 
you've been pricing board-driven LAN's. you already 
know that they con cost over $1,000 per workstation. 

LANLink'M Is different. 
Boasting a data transfer rate In excess of 100,000 BPS, 

LANLfnk'M is compatible with a wide range of programs. 
And because special boards aren't requ.lred, Installa
tion costs are one-third that of a traditional network. 

A Network Designed the Way Business Works. With 
LANLlnk!M you're able to customize your network along 
departmental lines using a data-shoring hierarchy and 
password-protected access. 

Get Started With LANLlnk™ TODAY. Coll The Software 
Link TODAY for complete details and the authorized 
dealer nearest :you. The LANLink1

M Starter Kit, priced at 
$495, comes complete with network software for both a 
server and o satellite computer. For o limited time, 50 
feet of RS-232 cable will be Included free of charge. 

LANLlnk'"" Is Immediately avollqble and comes with 
a money-back guarantee. VISA, C, AMEX accepted. 

TM 

THE SOFTWA E LINK, INC. 
Developers of MultiLinkTM and MultiLlnk AdvancedTM 
8601 Dunwoody Place, Suite 632, Atlanta. GA 30338 Telex 4996147 SWLINK 

CALL: 404/998-0700 
Dealer Inquiries Invited 

THE SOFTWARE L INK, INC./CANAOA 
400 Eana Part< Orlve, S\Jlte 18, Toronto (Markham). Onl. L3R 3K2 CALL: 4181477·5480 

MulllLlnk, MultlLlnk Advanced & LANUnk are trademarilsof 

Tho Sollworo Link, Inc. PC.COS Is o lrodemark of ISM Corp. 




Inquiry 161 

MODULAR DATA 
ACQUISITION SYSTEM 

We Bring Engineers. Scie ntists And The IBM
PC Togethe r. Ou r uni qu e high-performance 
modular da ta acquis iti on sys tem al lows you 
to pu rc hase the c onfiguration that exac t ly 
meets you r re q uirements. 

8-BIT AID 

SYSTEM 


$490 
12-BIT AJD 

SYSTEM 


$690 

(i) QUA TECH, INC. 
478 E. Exchange St. Akron OH 44304 
(216) 434-3154 TLX: 5101012726 

Serial ~ 111111111 t Parallel 

Convert What You Have 

To What You Want! 


• RS232 Seria l · Centronics Paral lel 
• 8 Baud Rates • Handshake Signals 
• Latched Outputs • Compact 31, x 4f. x 1:.\ 

No longer will your peripheral choices be I lmiled by the type 
of port you have available! Our new High Performance 700 
Ser ies Converters provide the missing li nk. Based on the 
latest in CMOS technology these u ni ts feature fu ll baud 
rate selection to 19.2K. with handshake signals to max imize 
transfer elflclency. Detailed documentation allows 
simpll lied installation . Order the Model 770 (Ser/Par) or 
Model 775 (Par/Ser) Today! 

r-;:::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~ only $89.95 
9u lle r@d Model '• +. • 

A Yailabte! lllEYIYQnlC.S c onnecoor Opllon s10.oo 
J •'lco-Ofi'"t ~ .LJ CA Reslidents 6 ~'o la x 

273 .. -C J(Jhnsotti ori"'e UPS Shlpp' no $.3.00 
Post Ol hee Box. 3717 

veru-ur Calflorn1a 93006 

CALL (805) 658-7466 or 658-7467 

,O J For FAST Delivery :::E 

PUBLIC-DOMAIN UTILITIES 


tools. B·SIMPLE.BAS is an aid for structuring BASIC. PRO
FILE.MEM is a coresident BASIC optimizer. FORMAT.BAS 
ICJ automatically reformats the screen so that words are 
never split over two lines. XREF. BASXREF. PCREF.BAS. 
and CROSSREF are cross-reference utilities. EXPUST is an 
expanding lister utility. REMREM. PSOUISH. and SQUISH 
remove REMs from programs. SPLTSC.BAS !CJ permits split 
screens in BASIC SCREEN provides BASIC input routines. 
GS-UNNUM.EXE (and PRECOMP.EXE) and GS-RE· 
NUM.EXE remove and replace line numbers from unref
erenced lines prior to compiling. EDITNO.BAS is a numeric 
editing subroutine. BAS1DDOS.BAS allows you to access 
DOS functions from BASIC. You can interface DIR4.ASM 
ICJ with a BASIC program to read the disk directory into 
arrays of names. lengths. dates. and times. BASPRM.BAS 
ICI reads parameters entered at the DOS command level. 
INPUTSUB.BAS is a BASIC input subroutine. COLORPIC.BAS 
helps programmers to choose colors. LORES.LBR contains 
low-resolution graphics routines. MONl1DR.BAS provides 
a fu ll-screen menu facility. WINDOWS.LBR allows you to 
set up windows anywhere on the display. ADVANCED.BAS 
sees if a program requ ir~s BASICA. ADVBAS.LBR has ad
vanced functions for compiled BASIC. TRS2PC.BAS part
ly converts TRS-80 BASIC to PC BASIC. BASTOFOR.BAS 
cla ims to convert BASIC to FORTRAN . 

The advent of Turbo Pascal brought numerous program
ming aids into the public domain. THELPCOM provides 
help windows. PIDOLENT.LBR has a number of data-entry 
rou tines. PTOOLSCR.LBR provides data-entry rout ines. 
PTOOLWIN .LBR is a window routine. PTOOLTIM.LBR is a 
time-conversion routine. PIBMENUS.LBR ls a pop-up win
dow and menu facility. TURBOCOM.PAS provides several 
communications routines. CR FONTS.PAS is a color graph· 
ics font generator. SHRINK.PAS is a run-time size shrinker. 
XREFPAS.PAS is a cross-reference program. SCR EEN .LBR 
and TBVIDEO.LBR have Turbo Pascal screen functions. 

C users may enjoy MATRIX.LBR and STRING.LBR. which 
provide matrix and string operations. CC.LBR is a C debug
ger. XC.C is a cross-referencer. DISASSEMB.C is a C disas
sembler. WINDOW4C.LBR provides window routines. You 
can interface DIRGTASM !Cl with IBM Pascal or Latt ice 
C to read the disk directory into data structures. It func
tions much like DIR4.ASM for BASIC. 

The following are some of the C utili t ies on disk 216 of 
PC-SIG. READS.C reads a string from STDIN. CHOSIT.C dis
plays a menu and a prompt and waits for a response. SCR
INITC intializes the screen and keyboard arrays. CURSOR.C 
moves the cursor to given coordinates. GETLINE.C reads 
a record from a file to a string. CUR DOWN C. CURUPC. 
CURFOR.C. and CURBACK.C move the cursor in the in· 
dicated direction. MENCON.C opens and displays a menu 
file on a screen. 

I hope. as you have read through th is list. that you have 
found a number of useful uti lities and aids. Look for them 
at your local users groups and in regional and national 
BBSs. Enjoy the downloads and, by all means. uplo.::id a 
few programs of your own. • 
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2400 bps modems: 

Do you

Really need 
anottier speed? 


Inquiry 136 for End-Users. Inquiry 137 for DEALERS ONLY. 

For more information, call us toll-free at 
1-800-328-9717 (in Minnesota, cal/ 1-612-631-3550) . 

• Is the shift from 300 to 1200 bps going to repeat itself 
at 2400 bps? The answer is both yes and no. There 
certainly are applications for 2400 bps asynch dial-up 
modems, but we shouldn't expect 1200 bps to die 
overnight. 
• 2400 bps modems can improve throughput, thereby 
getting tasks done quicker and more economically. 
However, 1200 bps has become the virtual standard for 
professional dial-up communications, and most users 
are satisfied with it. So why consider a 2400 bps modem 
at all? 
• One reason is flexibility. If the modem you select 
operates at all three speeds (300, 1200 & 2400) in 
accordance with accepted industry standards, it will 
serve virtually all dial-up applications now and in the 
foreseeable future. 
• The modem you select should be the 
MultiModem224. It is Bell 212A and 103 compatible at 
1200 and 300 bps, and CCITT V.22bis compatible at 
2400. It is also 100% compatible with the Hayes 
command set, meaning that it will work with virtually all 
communications software packages, at all three speeds. 
Other features include both synchronous and 
asynchronous operation, full intelligence and a phone 
number memory. 
• The MultiModem224 is available in both desktop and 
IBM PC 'M internal card versions. (There is also a rack
mounted version for central sites.) And as a bonus, we 
provide free offers from ten of the most popular on-line 
information services, including CompuServe '7 Dow 
Jones '" and The Source'." 
• A 2400/1200/300 bps modem is just a plain good 
investment. Why not let the MultiModem224 provide your 
communications for both today and tomorrow? 

Multi17st~!1· 
The right answer every time. 

82SecondAv SE NewBnghlon M 55112 16 21631·3550 TWX 910-563-3610 

MultiModem224 
2400/1200/300 BPS Intelligent Modem 
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FOR BOTH I BM PC™ and AT™ 

THE COMPANION CARD™, can dramatica lly increase 
the product ive li fe of your IBM PC1

"' ,AT1M, and 
compat ib les. It's really two memory cards in 
one . It can f i ll in conventiona l memory be
low 640K and if you need to expand your system 
memory, you can do so. Up to four megabytes can 

be addressed beyond 640K (2 megabytes per compan ion 

card) for newly re leased Rrograms such as Symphonyr1o1 

re lease 1. 1, Lotus 1-2-3 "' release 2, and Frameworkr.., 

(su pport during th ird quarter of 1985) . It's all available as 

regu lar work space memory, so that spreadsheets can grow 

up to f ifteen t imes the ir current size ! Better yet , we know 

how va luable slots are in the system and THE COMPA

NION CARD™ occupies on ly one slot 


THE COMPANION CARD PLUS™ does all this; but in 

addit ion, it can provide comm unicat ions which are so vital 

to the system. The card comes with a seria l port , parallel 

port , game port, rea l time clock, and on ly takes up one slot . 


MORE ABOUT INTEL-LOTUS 


Expanded Memory Specification 

To go along with THE COMPANION CARD™ hardware, 

MEGA-OMEGA SYSTEMS, INC. provides Expanded Mem

ory Manager software. It 's implemented as a true DOS 

driver making software deve lopment extremely straight 

forwa rd . 


THE COMPANION CARDrM also provides a un ique memory 

diagnost ics feature. Every time you boot you r system, this 

featu re checks for any defect ive memory ch ip, noti fi es you 

of their existence , and bypasses them. When the chi p is 

eventually replaced, the Expanded Memory Manager 

senses it and the new memory is made available. 


CONVENIENCE FEATURES 


THE COMPANION CARD™ includes a pr int buffer, 

RAMd isk, and menu driven installat ion programs. 


Print Buffer. 

One key feature is the abi lity to pause or stop from within 

your applicat ion program thru the use of pop-up men us 

provided. 


RAMdisk. 

The RAMd isk can be configured as large as eight mega 

bytes and part it ioned as many as eight RAMdisks. The 

problem with most RAMdisk is that a sudden flicker of the 

I ights or sudden loss of power to the system would resu It in 

data being totally lost. THE COMPANION CARD™ comes 

with a unique feature. By attaching the opt ional battery 

back-up unit to the card you ca n virtua lly have a 

nonvolatile RAMdisk. 


OPTIONAL BATTERY BACK- UP UNIT 

Installation. 

THE COMPA NIO N CARDn. comes with a menu driven in

stallat ion program that wi II al low you to ins ta 11 the print 

bu f fe r to the AUTOEXEC. BAT f i le and the Expanded Mem

ory Manager DOS driver or RAMdisk to the CON FIG.SYS 

f i le. 


Warranty. 

MEGA-OMEGA SYSTEMS, INC. otters a fi ve year limited 

warranty on THE COMPANION CARD™ and THE COMPA

NION CARD PLUS™ . 


Com pare features and price at your favor ite computer store 

and then buy THE COMPANION CARD™ to resolve your 

Memory Fu ll problem today. 


MEGAOMEGA

TM 

THE COMPANION CARD™ 

Suggested 
Retail 

OK $177 
256K $204 
5 12K $23 1 
768K $258 
l MB $285 
2 MB ( Includes MXT Ca rd) $480 

THE COMPANION CARD PLUS'fM 

OK $297 
255K $324 
512 K $351 
768K $378 
1MB $405 
2 MB (Includes MXT Card) $600 

lnctodes se.na l, para l lel . game t)Ort . a"d f"-tal •imt ctocll . 

THE COMPANION MXT CARD™ $195 

COptfonal C3 r'd wlth l MB 1nsl3 l led for bo~h 
THE COMPANION CARD ond THE COMPMllON CA~O Pl.US) 

The BBU™ (Battery Back-Up Unit) $ 177 

Tt-IE COMPA NI O CAR03nd THE COMPANIO CAAO .PlUS ate o.nd m3rks oi Mega ·Ornega Systems, Inc . • IBM PC 1sa 1eg1stered ltiJdema.rlc..anCf AT is.a Lr3demarkor l n terna11on.a l Business Machine-5 
Corporat ion_ • 1·2 ·3 ·~ .3 r@R•~IN~d Lradt!mar:lc and SYMPl-tONY IS. a tractem.tuk. or Lo1us. Devek>pmen.I Corporahon • fRAMEWORi< I'S 3 lracJemar of Ashton· hi(! . • LOTUS J-2-3 suppor1 for THE 
COMPANION CARO woll b ..vao l oblo m lho lall ol 1985 FRAMEWORK suPPofl for THE COMPANION CAROw1 ll 1>e ava1loblo on'"" th"d Qua~e<al 1985. • ,.,, 1985 MEGA-OMEGA SYSTEMS, INC. 

MEGA-OMEGA SYSTEMS, INC. , 5217 Ross Avenue , Suite 710 LB 122, Dallas , TX 75206, (214)828-0960 

f .O.B. OALLAS • TERMS - C O.D .• NET 30 UPON APPROVED CREDIT. • Prices and terms sub1ec1 10 change without no1ice. Effective 7126185 • All Prices U.S. Funds 
VISA, MASTERCARD & AMERICAN EXPRESS ACCE PTED 
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A NEW SOLUTION from 
Microcomputer Accessories, Inc. 

Solved 
ar last, 

THE FEED &FOLD SOLUTION 

PRINTER STAND'\arson! 

What ' that, Holm 

The proliferating paper problem . ow we 
can feed and refold paper in a spa e hard I}' 
larger than o ur printer 's footprint. 

Footprint , you ay? 

Look undt:r the primer, Watson.. The pap r 
tracks from that lower tray,. feeds up through 
the botcom or rear of the primer, and refolds 
back underneath , into the upper tray. 

Track ? Poorprints? Holme , I'm baffled . 

Ve ry observant, Watson . These unningly 
de igncd baffles are the ecret of it preci e, 
mooth operation . 

A smooth operator? 

Even w ith it back LO the waU, Watson! 

Are we tracking the footprint of a smooth 
operat0r? Holmes, I haven't a lue ... 

It 's no ecret, Watson-all orher printt:r 
stands arc now ob ·olete. Meet the Mi roFold! 

Mu:ra[amputer ._.. 
Fkcessanes. Inc. ~~~~ 

Mod el #930 ModcJ N940 
80 colunJn pr ln1·cf st;iud 132 column prloLCr scand 

USA : P.O. Bax3725, C11l11erCUy, CA 90231. Telopbone 2131641-1800. BUROPJJ: R11e dc F/ore11ce 37, 1050 Bruxelles, Belgique. Thlepbone 021538. 61.73. 
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INSID E THE IBM PCs 

ROM BIOS EXTENSIONS 

FOR THE PC AT 


Excerpts from 
The Peter Norton Programmer's Guide to the IBM PC 

ea-
BY P ETER NORTO N 

Editor's note: The fol/owing exr;erpts are 
reprinled from The Peter Norton Pro
gramme(s Guide to the IBM PC. pub
lished in June by Microsoft Press of Bellevue. 
Wasfi.ington . The eXlerpts. wf1id1 detail Ifie 
BIOS extensions specific to Ifie IBM PC AT. 
were ta~n from chapters I0. 12 . and 13 of 
Mr. Norton's book. For a roundup of other 
technical books for the IBM PC. see Don 
Crabb's m111olated bib/iograph~ on page 11 . 

THE S TANDARD ROM BIOS 
DISK SERVICES 
Since a disk drive can do only a few 
simple things. there are only six stan
dard BlOS disk services common to 
all IBM PC models. The IBM PC AT. 
having introduced a more compli· 
cated disk drive. has added several 
new services to the ROM BIOS. These 
additions are discussed separately. 

THE AT FIXED-DISK SERVICES 
The AT uses disk drives different 
enough from the drives used in the 
other models that several new BIOS 
disk services were added. They are 
designed to support the high-capacity 
disks and the variety of fixed disks 
that the AT can use. we·11 outline the 
new services here. but we won't go in
to any great detail. Our main concern 
is to explore general principles and 
programming practices. !Editor's note: 
Tfie 11exadecima/ equivalents of the i1'1terrupl 
and service numbers are given in parentheses.I 
SERVICE 8 
Get Current Drive Parameters: Service 
8 returns disk-drive parameters. DL 
reports the number of disk drives 
(from 0 to 2): DH repor the max· 
imum head/side number: CH returns 
the maxim um cylinder/track number: 
and CL returns the highest sector 
number. 

SERVIC 9 
Initialize Fixed-Disk Parameter Tables: 
Service 9 is used to set the disk base 
tables for two hard-disk drives. The in· 
terrupt vectors for interrupc 65 (41 
hexadecimal) and 70 (46) are used to 
provide the table addresses. This ser
vice would be used only to install a 
"foreign" disk drive. 
SERVICES 10 A D 11 
(A AND 6 H EXADECIMAL! 

Read and Write Long: Service 10 
reads. and service 11 writes. "long"' 
sectors on 20-megabyte fixed disks. A 
long sector includes a 4-byte error 
code called the ECC. which provides 
hig -level error checking and error 
correction of the sector's data. 
S ERVICE I 2 (CJ 
Seek to Cylinder: Service 12 performs 
a seek operation that positions the 
disk read/write heads over a particular 
cylinder on the hard disk. Register DL 
provides the drive ID. DH the head 
number. and CH the cylinder number. 

S ERVICE 13 (D) 
Alternate Disk Reset: Service 13 
performs an alternate drive-reset 
operation for the fixed-disk drives. 
The drive is specified in register DL. 
This service operates the same way 
as disk service 0. 
SERVICE 16 (10) 
Test for Drive Ready: Service l6 
tests to see if the fixed -disk drive is 
ready The drive is specified in register 
DL. and the sta tus is returned in 
register AH. 
SERV ICE 17 (I I) 
Recalibrate Drive: Service 17 recali
brates individual fixed-disk drives. The 
drive is specified in register DL. and 
the status is returned in register AH . 
SERVICE 20 (14) 

Controller Diagnostics: Service 20 
invokes an internal diagnostic routine 
in the ATs disk controller. The status 
of the controller is returned in reg· 
ister AH. 
SERVICE 21 ( 15) 
Get Disk T'ype: Service 21 is used to 
inqu ire about the type of disk drive 
installed. Given the drive ID in register 
DL. it returns in register AH one of 
four disk-type indicators: If AH is 0. 
it means no drive is present if AH is 
I . it indicates the presence of a disk 
drive that cannot sense when the disk 
has been changed (typical of most 
disk drives): if AH is 2. it indicates the 
presence of a disk drive that can 
sense a change of disks (such as the 
ATs high-capaci ty disk drives): final
ly. if AH is 3. it means that a fixed-disk 

(co11li11ued1 

Peter orton is a well-known autnor of books. 
magazine articles. and software utilities for 
IBM PCs. He can be reached clo Miaosofl 
Press. 10700 ort/1up Way. Box 97200. 
Bellevue. WA 98004 . 
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R 0 M B I 0 S EXTENSIONS 

Table I : A partial stmm1ar!:f of l~e ROM BIOS services (in terrnpts give11 !11 hexadecimal) . 

Service Interrupt Register Descripl ion 

In pu t Output 

Wn e string ; 10 AH = 13 
don't move cursor AH= OO 

BL = attribute 
BH = display page number 
DX= starling cursor 
position 

e x= length of string 
ES:BP =pointer o s1art 
of stri ng 

Write siring; move 10 AH = 13 none 
cursor after string AL=01 

BL = attnbu e 
BH = display page number 
DX "' starting cu rsor 
position 

ex = length of stnng 
ES:BP= pomter to start 
oi s rmg 

Write st ring 10 AH= 13 none 
ol al terna Ing AL .. Q2 
characters. attributes, BH = display page number 
don~ move cursor DX"' starting cursor 

positi on 
e x "'length of string 
ES:BP =pointer to start 

or stnng 

Write string 10 AH = 13 none 
o alterna ~ng AL = 03 
charac ers. a1tnbutes, BH = display page number 
move cursor OX = starting cursor 

position 
ex= length of stnng 
ES:BP = pointer 10 start 
of stnng 

Disk Services 

Get current drive 13 AH =08 DL = number of d rives Status codes in AH · 
parameters DH = maximum number or see disk service 01 

sides 
Cl = maximum number of 

sectors 
CH= maximum number of 

tracks 
CF"' success/failure flag 
AH = status code 

ln11 1alize two 1xed·disk 13 AH =09 CF= success/failure drives lnterrup 41 points to able 
base tables AH = status code for drive 0 

Interrupt 46 points o table 
for drive 1 

Status codes in AH 
see disk service 01 
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ROM BIOS EXTENSIONS 

Service Interrupt Register Description 

lnpul Output 

Read long 13 AH=OA CF= success/failure Hag Status codes in AH . 
DL,,,drive ID AH "'status code see disk service 01 
DH= head number 
CH"' cylinder number 
CL "' sector number 
ES:BX =pointer lo buffer 

Wnte long 13 AH=OB CF = success/failure Hag Status codes in AH: 
DL ,,,drive ID AH "' status code see disk service 01 
DH=- head number 
CH= cylinder number 
CL= sector number 
ES:BX =pointer to buffer 

Seek to cylinder 13 AH =OC CF= success/failure llag Status codes m AH : 
QL .. drive 10 AH =stalus code see disk service 01 
DH= head number 
CH= sector number 

Alternate disk reset 13 AH= OD CF= success/fai lure Hag S1a1us codes 1n AH: 
DL ,,,drive 10 AH = status code see disk service 01 

Test for drive ready 13 AH= 10 CF= success/failure flag Status codes 1n AH. 
DL .. dnve ID AH =status code see disk service 01 

Recalibrate drive 13 AH= 11 CF =success/failure ag Stalus codes 1n AH: 
QL .. drlve ID AH = stalus code see disk service 01 

Con roller diagnos ics 13 AH "' 14 CF= success/failure flag Status codes 1n AH : 
AH = sta us code see disk serv1ce 01 

Ge1disk type 13 AH= 15 AH "'disk type 
DL ,,,dnve ID CX, DX=number of 

512·by1e sectors 
when AH.:3 

Change of disk status 13 AH"' 16 DL =drive thal had disk 
change 

AH =disk change status 
00 = no disk change 
01 =disk changed 

Dlsk types: 
AH"' 0: disk not there 
AH"' 1: disk, no change 
detection present 


AH= 2: disk, change 

detection present 


AH = 3: fixed disk 


Set disk type 13 AH"' 17 Disk type sel 1n AL: 
AL "'disk lype AL= 00: no disk 

AL,,,01 : regular disk in 
regular dnve 

AL "' 03: high-capacity 
(1 .2-megabyte) disk in 
high-capacity drive 

tro11Unuedl 
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ROM B I OS EXTENSIONS 

Service Interrupt 	 Register Description 

Input 	 Output 

Serlal PM Services 

-
14 AH=OO 	 AX= serial port status Initialize serial port Status bit settings: 

parameters DX= serial port number 00, 01 =word length 
10=7 bits: 11 =8 bits 

I 02=stop bits: 0= 1; 1 =2 
03, 04 .. parity 
00. 01 .. none; 01 - odd; 
11 =even 

05, 06. 07 • data·transmlssion 
rate (bits per second): 

000 .. 110 
001=150 I 

010-360 
011 .. soo 
100= 1200 
101 ·2400 
110=4800 

;;l 111 =9600 (4800 on 
Pejr) 

Extended Services for the AT 

Device open 15 	 AH .. 80 none 
BX= device ID 
ex= processor type ..t 

I 15Device close AH=81 none 
BX= device ID 

I ex= process type 

IDevice program 15 AH=82 none 

terminate 
 BX-=device ID 

. 
Even wait 

• 
AH .. 83 none 
AL= subservice 
0 =set interval 
1 .. cancel 

ES:BX"' pointer to caller's 
memory 

CX, DX= number of 
microseconds lo wait 

15 

I 
I 

Joystick support 15 I AH .. 84 	 AL= switch settings 
DX "' 0 get current switch AX= A(x) value 
settings BX"' A(y) value 

OX • 1 read inputs CX = B(x) value 
DX"' B(y) value 

ISystem-request 15 AH=85 	 none 
key press AL -= 00 press 

AL=01 break 
I 
IWait 15 AH=86 	 none 

ex, DX= number of 
Imicroseconds to wait 

before return 

(conti"ued) 
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ROM B IO S EXTENSIONS 


Service Interrupt Register Description 

Input Output 

Move block 15 AH=B7 none 
CX =number of words 

to move 
ES:Sj =pointer to table 

Get extended memory 15 AH =88 none 
size 

Switch to virtual 15 AH=89 none Caution: See BIOS listing 
memory mode before use 

Device busy loop 15 AH=90 none See BIOS listing 
AL= type code 

Se flag and complete 15 AH .. 91 none See BIOS listing 
interrupt AL = type code 

Table 2: The 12 extended services for 1'1e AT available tfirougf1 interrupt 21 (15). 

Service (hexadecima l) Description 

80 Device open 
81 Device close 
82 Program 1erm1nat1on 
83 Event wait 
84 Joystick support 
85 System-request key press 
86 Wait 
87 Move block 
88 Get extended memory size 
89 Switch to virtual memory mode 

(Caution : See BIOS listing before use) 
90 Device busy loop 
91 Set flag and complete interrupt 

drive is installed When the drive type 
is 3. the register pai r CX:DX acts as 
a 4-byte integer that gives the tota l 
number of disk sectors on the drive. 
SERVICE 22 (16) 
Change of Disk Status: Service 2 2 is 
used to inqui re about a change of 
disks for drives that can sense when 
a disk has been changed. li ke the ATs 
high-capc;city drives. Register A H is 
set to 0 to indicate no disk change 
and to 6 to indicate a change of disk. 
Register DL returns the number of the 
drive tha t had a d isk change. 

The change-of-disk sensing in ser· 
vices 21 and 2 2 is very useful to pro
grams that need to know if a d isk has 
been cha nged. For certa in critical disk 

opera tions. such as reading a fi le 
allocatlon table {FAT). it helps to know 
if the disk has been changed or not. 
If it has been changed. then any disk 
data held in memory may have to be 
discarded and reread. When a disk 
drive can·t report a d isk change. the 
program usually has to assume that 
it might have been changed and react 
accordingly-at a cost to program 
efficiency. When design ing programs 
that control a disk drive. it is clearly 
useful and mor efficien t for them to 
be able to check thi5 information. 
5 ERVICE23 ( 17) 

Set Disk 11ype: Service 2 3 is used to 
set the disk and d rive combination for 
the AT. If AL is 0. there is no drive: 

if AL is I. it indica tes a regular disk 
in a regular drive; if AL is 3. it in
dicates a high-capac ity d isk in a high· 
capacity drive. This service is used 
with the format service to set the disk 
type to be formatted. 

ROM BIOS SUMMARY 
Table l presents ROM BIOS services 
and shows the register usage for in
put and outpu t pa.rameters for the 
ATs BIOS. 

E XTENDED S ERV ICES 
FOR THE AT 
Several new BIOS services were intro
duced with the AT to support the ATs 
extended memory and some of its 
more advanced features. They are 
called through interrupt 21 {15) just 
like the cassette 1/0 {i nput/output) ser
vices. with the service number (rang· 
ing from 80 through 91) placed in the 
AH register (see table 2). 
TH E AT T IME·OF-D AY SERVICES 

As in other members of the IBM PC 
fa mily. interrupt 26 provides the time
of-day services. Services 2 through 6. 
also invoked through interrupt 26. 
were introduced in the AT version of 
the BIOS. Services 2. 3. and 4 read 
and set the real-time clock. provid ing 
both time-of-day and date informa
tion. and services 5 and 6 set an alarm 
to interrupt up to 24 hours from the 
present t ime. • 
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Whydid 61,862 

non-programmers send for a 


Cornerstone'" demo disk? 



CornerstoneTM is the only sophisticated data
base management system created specially for 
non-programmers. 
The 61,862 people who asked for our demo disk 

were all looking for the same thing: A truly 
flexible database system that under

stands how bu iness people think. One 
that you never have to program. One 
that makes database building easy 
-without sacrificing the power you 

need to effectively manage information. 

''.. . Far easier to use than any other 
database package released so far." 
- Erik Sandberg·~imen l, The New J&rk Tlm e11 • 

Created by lnfocom, Cornerstone wa designed 
to break down the ban·iers between business 

people and computers. 
Cornerstone makes building and 

using a database easier than 
you've ever imagined. Because 
Cornerstone is different from 

anything you've ever seen. 
It's the only system with personalized 
interactive ''Help" and "Options" key 
to assist you. Menus, prompts, and 
questions guide you through the entire 
operation. 

Cornerstone won't let you make a mis
take. It tells you what's 
happening - why - and 
how to fix it. 

"Cornerstone could 
easily save months of dBASE II 
or dBASE III programming... 

I'm sold on Cornerstone:' 
- Ira Krakow, Bwiine118 C<JmputerSgsleltUl 

The key to Cornerstone's power is 
its flexibility. 

You can make changes anywhere, 
any time. Even with data already 
in the database. You can add a file, 
field, or index, change a report or 
relationship. 
Cornerstone features variable length 
fields. You never have to detennine 

field length in advance- and you can 
enter pages of notes in your data

base.Any field can be multi
valued, and you can even have 
records within records. There 

are no rutificial constraints. You can search, or 
sort, on any field. 
Comerstone's flexibility extends to reporting. 
With no limit to the number or kinds of reports 
you can create. 

"Cornerstone is the best 
program I've ever used. 
Ifyou need a relational 
database, buy 
Cornerstone:' 
- Kerry uichtman, PC Week 

Cornerstone is now avail
able for the IBM®PC, PC 
XT,TM PC ATni and compati
bles, and soon for the 'Thndy® 
1000, 1200HD and 2000. Sug
gested list price $495. 

Free Cornerstone Information Kit 
and demo disk. 
Call today, 1-617-574-0644. Or complete and mail 
the pos~e-gaid card to Infocom, Corne1:stone 
Demo DiSk, Department "D;' 125 Cambndge
Park Drive, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02140. 
We'll send you a free Cornerstone Information 
Kit, including a free demo disk. You'll see why 
this database system has received outstanding 
reviews from business and PC publications
why busine s people are making it their way to 
manage information-and why Cornerstone has 
quickly made its way to the Softsel® Hot List® 
and other software best seller lists. 
Find out for yom'Self why 61,862 other non::PrO
grammers ru·e asking about Cornerstone. Call or 
mail the card today. (Better hurry! This offer 
lasts only while supplies last.) 

dB:ise I l [~a regi•tered trademark of Ashton Tht.e. dBa.se Ill is o tnidema"k of Ashton 1\tte. All remaining products mc1ilioned ~re tradernarks or registered trademarks as indioaLed. 

'The Ni.w York Tinws quote from the May 5, 1986 issue. 
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INS 1IDE THE IBM PCs 

THE 8087/80287 

PERFORMANCE CURVE 


802 8 7 performance does not 

provide the same degree 


of processor enhancement as did the 808 7 

~ 

BY STEPH EN 5. FRIED 

THE INTEL 8087 is a specialized 80-bit coprocessor that extends the 8088 
and 8086 microprocessors to Include floating-point operations Because 
of the size of its registers and internal data paths (80 bits). it does floating· 
point arithmetic 50 to 100 times faster than the 16-bit processors it works 
with. Today. an IBM Personal Computer software product is expected to 
include 8087 support. and most do. However. a lot of 8087 software is 
still only 5 to 15 percent efficient and just barely takes advantage of the 
chip's speed and accuracy. 

In 1985. however. a lot of fol ks who own IBM PC A1S are discovering that 
much of their software shows no gain or even slows up when they install 
an 80287. the Al's counterpart to the 8087. Needless to say. if some sales· 
man just sold you an AT based on its blinding speed. you might be a little 
annoyed when you discovered that adding an 80287 had little effect on 
programs that were advertised to have 8087 support. In fact. the only reason 
lots of users never complained about 80287 performance is that they got 
the same numeric speed out of the AT's 80287 as they were getting from 
their PCs 8087. The dilemma of why a supposedly better processor fai ls 
to improve PC performance is part of a complicated story that is the main 
theme of this article: evaluating the performance of processor/coprocessor 
systems as the "qual ity" of the numeric processor and its support is 
changed. 

This article builds on concepts introduced in my previous article ("Evaluat
ing 8087 Performance on the IBM PC," BYTE Guide to the IBM Personal Corn· 
puters. Fall 1984). The purpose of this article is threefold. First. 1·11 review 
some of the myths and history of the 8087 and 80287. touching on manu
facturing. labeling. reliability. and chip validation. Second. I'll pick up where 
the first article left off by reviewing sign ificant new 8087 software that has 
come on the scene in the last year. including three spreadsheets and a 
number of BASICs. Third. r ll explore the effect on overall process speed 
of changing the throughput of either processor in a processor/coprocessor 
pair. such as the 8088/8087 . 8086/8087. or 80286/80287 . 

One of the things that we will uncover below is that 80286-based ma· 
chines are more sensitive to the quality of 80287 support than 8088-based 

\l011l imledl 

Stephen Fried is pri11cipal scie11 tist a11d vice president of R&D al MicroWay l11c. (POB 
79. Kingston . MA 02364). which produces 87BASIC and 87BASIC Jn/ine. 
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8087/80287 PERFORMANCE 

machines were to the quality of 8087 
support. The bottom line for the AT 
and its look-a likes is that the range of 
applications that really need 80287 
support has been reduced to those 
that are generated with native-code 
in-line compilers or make extensive 
use of transcendental and trigono
metric functions. On the positive side. 
the 80286 really shines in problems 
in which the calculation of the ad
dresses of floating-point numbers 
takes longer than the arithmetic be
ing performed. For example. mu lti
dimensional (typically three or more 
dimensions) array arithmetic really 
benefits from the 80286's increased 
integer throughput. especially when 
the indexes of the arrays are 3 2-bit 
integers. 

8087 HISlORY. MYTHS, 
AND VALIDATION 
A number of different grades of 
8087s are available. Some are more 
reliable than others. and a number of 
them will not run on machines that 
they theoretically ought to. Using a 
chip that has not been thoroughly 
tested in the machine it is installed in 
is very risky in the case of an 8087. 
In addition. validating 8087 operation 
in microcomputers is an important 
subject that manufacturers have com
pletely overlooked. 

The 8087 is an 80-bit Intel sole· 
source (i.e.. Intel has a monopoly) 
microprocessor that works in conjunc
tion with the l6-bit Intel 8088 or 
8086. It uses its 80-bit registers (there 
are a total of 8) to store and manip
ulate floating-point numbers. which it 
holds internally in an extremely 
precise format called "temporary 
real :· The 8087 can perform simple 

operations such as addition. sub
traction. multiplication. division. com
parison. and finding sq uare roots in 
a single operation about 100 times 
faster than an 8088 or 8086 using 
floating-point software routines. In ad
dition. it can be programmed to cal· 
culate all transcendental and trigo· 
nometric funct ions a factor of 50 
times faster than software routines. 
Accomplishing these feats requires a 
large number of gates (transistors). 
and the 8087 has roughly three times 
as many as the 8088 or 8086. Lots of 
gates imply lots of heat: A typical 
8087 dissipates 1.5 watts and will 
have a surface temperature that 
ranges from 45 °C to 55°C in an IBM 
PC. The surface temperature of the 
8087 depends on the heat dissipated 
by other nearby devices. the cooling 
provided (the newer machines have 
larger fans). and the outside air tem
perature. When the surface tempera
ture exceeds the Intel-rated tempera
ture of the chip. anything can happen 
(and occasionally does). 

Because of the large size of the die 
(the piece of silicon that makes up the 
chip). the first 8087s were very dif· 
ficul t to fabricate. Intel's yields on the 
component started off in the 15 per
cent range: i.e.. only one in seven of 
the chips on a silicon wafer passed all 
tests and made it to market The chips 
that did pass all tests were divided 
in to two bins. those that worked at 5 
MHz and 70°C and those that worked 
at 4 MHz and 70°C. About every six 
months after in itial production 
started. a better version of the chip 
was developed and a new "step" of 
the component came out. With each 
succeeding step came higher yields. 
smaller devices. less heat dissipation. 

Table I: 8087 and 80287 specifications. 
OLD STEPS HMOS1 NEW STEP HMOS3 

Part II Max Freq Max Temp Part II Max Freq Max Temp 

C8087·4 4.00 70 
C8087·6 4.77 50 
C8087-3 5.00 70 C8087 5.00 70+ 

C8087·2 8.00 70+ 
C8087-1 10.00 70+ 

C80287-3 5.33 70 
C80287-8 8.00 70+ 
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better speed. and lower prices. Each 
step also involved shrinking the die 
and would also be accompanied by 
an interruption in 8087 supplies. lead· 
ing some people to speculate that 
8087s were always in deliberate short 
supply. The most recent step. which 
occurred in November 1984. also in
volved a change in the semiconduc
tor fabrication technique or process 
It resulted in much faster 8087s but 
also required computer manufac
turers to use better decoupling and 
sockets. The last step was such a 
significant improvement in the chip 
that Intel decided to change the way 
it labeled 8087s and 80287s. The 
labeling of Intel NDPs (numeric data 
processors) is summarized in table l . 

The components in the left-hand 
column of table I were manufactured 
using the first three steps. There is an 
incredible difference in operating and 
electrical characteristics between the 
first three steps and the fou rth (right
hand column). For example. the com
ponents in the left-hand column often 
fail right at their upper temperature 
limits. On the other hand. the newer 
components often run to I 30°C. 
which is 60 degrees above specifica· 
tion. We expressed this by placing a 
+ after the official Intel upper tem
perature limit Of course. running a 
component over specification is not 
recommended practice and often can
not be accomplished without the use 
of special sockets and other com po· 
nents. 

Looking over table I. one notices a 
"funny" component. tested to run at 
precisely the frequency of a PC The 
-6 is an 8087 that didn't pass the -3 
specification but was found to work 
in a PC if the 8087 surface tempera
ture did not rise above 50°C Accord· 
ing to Intel. this obsolete component 
was never put on the open market. al· 
though about 20.000 were sold to a 
large OEM (origina l equipment manu· 
facturer) who decided to use them "in 
house:· We believe the -6 is actually 
a retested -4. and while it may work 
in your PC it should be used with cau
tion in any machine that is " loaded 
up.. or in machines that run in hot en· 

(amti11uedJ 
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vironments. The fact of the matter is 
that even a -3 can be run out of limits 
if you push your machine too hard or 
neglect to keep the room temperature 
below 85 °F. lb guarantee that you 
don·t get stuck with a potential lemon. 
make sure the 8087 you are buying 
is a C8087 with no dash number or 
a -2 if you have an 8-MHz machine. 

Finally. rll end with a discussion of 
validat ing 8087 /802 B7 performance. 
When IBM decided to venture into 
the PC business. it assembled a spe
cial quality-assurance team to develop 
acceptance standards for the semi

conductors to be used in the new 
machine. They also designed a suite 
of programs to test the components 
used in the PC. This suite is in the 
ROM BIOS. where it is run every time 
your PC is booted. 

Unfortunately, there is no ROM 
BIOS routine that validates correct 
8087 performance The odds are your 
NDP works great all the time. But 
there is about a 0.1 percent prob
ability (this number may be smaller 
and is a function of your machine and 
the 8087) that when you run your 
8087 hard or near its upper limits it 

Savage evaluates: 
A"' 1 

FOR I= l TO 2499 

A = TAN(ATAN(EXP(LOG(SOR(A•A))))) + 1 

NEXT I 


The Savage expression for cell A21 in 1-2-3 is: 
@TAN(@ATAN(@EXP(@LN(@SQR(A20·A20))))) + 1 

Common Subexpression evaluates: 
A"' O 
FOR J = 1TO10 
FOR I "' 1 TO 1000 
B "' (A+ 1)•(A + 2)/(A+3) + (A +3)•(A+ 1)/(A + 2) + (A+ 2)•(A + 3)/(A+ 1) 
NEXT I 
NEXT J 

Megalopolis evaluates each of the following expressions 1800 times: 
1.2 + 3.4 ; 2.3 - 4.5; 2.3 • 4.5; 2.3/4.5 

The FORTRAN benchmark evaluates array manipulations: 

Subroutine 1. one-dimensional array (10.000 loops): 
DO 100 N "' 1, 1000 
DO 100 I = 1 . 100 
W(I) = Z(I) + X(I) •Y(I) • Y(l)/Z(I) 
R(I) "'W(I) + Z(l)-Y(I) 

100 CONTINUE 

Subrouti ne 2. two-dimensional array (20,000 loops) : 
DO 100 J = 1, 1 . 
DO 100 N "' 1, .1000 
0 0 100 1=1 , 100 
W(l ,J) = Z(l ,J) + X(l ,J)•Y(l,J)/Z(l,J) 
R(l.J) = W(l ,J) + Z(l.J)•Y(l.J) 

100 CONTINUE 

Subroutine 3, three-dimensional array (30,000 loops): 
DO 100 K .. 1, 1 
DO 100 J = 1, 1 
DO 100 N = 1, 1000 
DO 100 I = 1 , 100 
W(l ,J,K) = Z(l,J ,K) + X(l.J,K)•Y(l,J,K)/Z(J,J,K) 
R(l ,J.K) = W(l,J,K) + Z(l,J,K)•Y(l, J,K) 

100 CONTINUE 

Figure I: Tlie be11chmarks used to evaluate 8087/80287 performa11ce. The Savage 
a11d Common Subexpressio11 code is i11 BASIC. witft a Savage expression also coded to 
work witft l:Dtus 1-2-3. 

wil l lose accuracy. Since any failure of 
a processor to yield repeatable results 
is a complete failu re. th is means even 
a loss of l bit in 63 is a failure of your 
8087. Because the 8087 starts failing 
gradually. it is impossible to detect a 
bad processor without running an 
8087 processor diagnostic program. 

When fa ilures are induced by rais
ing the surface temperature or oper
ating frequency of an 8087. they ini 
tially appear about once in l00,000 
operations. As the condition gets 
worse. the errors get more frequent 
and increase in magnitude until a very 
high percentage of all 8087 opera
tions are erroneous. Often. the errors 
are small. only a few bits out of 63. 
As the test continues. the accuracy 
continues getting worse. Finally. some 
sort of catastrophe will occur. prob
ably involving 8088-8087 synchroni· 
zation. and the PC will crash. Cool the 
8087 back down. and it will be as 
good as new. The point here is that 
a calculation made with a chip that is 
on the edge of fa iling could seem 
perfectly okay on the surface until 
compared with a calcu lation made 
with a properly running chip. The best 
way to guarantee accuracy is to stay 
well within the chip's tested operating 
guard band. 

The 8087/80287 NDP is a valuable 
addition to an IBM PC or AT. Like all 
the other parts of your machine. it 
should be prudently used. It pays to 
buy the highest quality processors 
and use them within the manufac
turer's operating envelope. It is also 
very important to validate processor 
operation in your PC at both the cold 
and hot operating points and before 
and after any critical run. 

COMPARING N EW P ROCESSOR 
IMPLEM ENTATIONS AND SOFTWARE 
Unfortunately. the only way to learn 
about the speed of processors and 
programs. short of counting cycles or 
buying a logic analyzer. is to write and 
run benchmarks. This article uses five 
benchmarks run on four different pro
cessor combinations to gain insight 
into the relative speed of both the 
processors and the software used to 

(amti11ued) 
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MS-DOS, PC.DOS, CP/M-86, XENIX, 
8086/80x86 ROM 

Manx Aztec C86 
·;.\ compil>r that hus many ~tgth ... quite mluabl~ 
for n<NtS u-ork" 

Computer Language m·iew, February 1985 

Great Code: ~13nx Aztec C86 generates fa.st cxcculln,g 
compact code. Tiu! benchmark results below arc from a 
study conducted by Marne. The Dh11~ tone benchmark 
(CACM l 27:10 plOl ) measures performance for a 
S}'j;tems software instruction m L~. The result.I are with· 
out reitister 1-ariables. With register "ariables, Manx. 
Mkrosoll. and ~fark Williams run proportionate Ii• faster, 
Lattice and Computer Inn01oation.s show no imprO\'e· 
menl. 

Exec ution Code Compile/ 
Time Sile Link Time 

Ohryslone B.?nc hmark 
~lanx Ailee 3.3 34 secs 5.160 93 secs 
Microsoft C3.0 34 secs 7.J.46 119 secs 
Optimized C86 2-20J 53 SCCS 11 ,009 l72M!CS 
Mark Williams 2.0 56 ecs 12,9 113 5('(:$ 

l..attice 2.14 9 secs 20.404 117 secs 

Great Features: ~1anx Azlcc C86 is bundltd with a po11"Crlul 
arra)' of ~~II cklcument.cd producti\•il:)• tool;, libra11• routines 
and features. 
Optimized Ccompiler imbolic 0 bugger 

6 Macro Assembler L.'\ Owria)' Linker 
80186l802S6 pporl Librarian 

7/8()2 7 nsing Ub Profiler 
fatensni: •'IX Llbrar> DOS. rcen. & raphics Lib 
l..a.rge lemor> Model Intel Object Option 
Z(\i) Sou11:e Editor< CPIM 6 Ubrat>' < 
ROM Support Package< IJ\TEI. HFrX 'tiUty < 
Ubrar> Source Code < ML~ed memo11·models< 

MAKE. OIFF, and CREP < Soun:e Debugger < 

One ye<ir (updates< PIM-86 Lihral")' ·C 


Manx offers two commercial dC\·elopmenl system . 

1\ zlec C86-c and Aztec C86-d. Items marked ·C arc 

special fc.itures of the A~tec 6-c system. 


Aztec C86-c CommerciaJ System $499 
Aztec C86-d De\-eloper's System $299 
Aztec C86-p Personal System $199 
Aztec C86-a Apprentice System $49 

All systems are upgradable by paying the difference 
In prke plus 510. 

Third P:i.rty Sofh1•are: There are a number of high qual
ity support packages for MilllX Aztec C86 for scr ·en 
management. graphics. database management, and. oft
ware dl:\oelopmcnt. 

Ctree S395 Greenleaf $185 
PHACT S250 PC-lint S98 
HALO S250 Amber Windows $59 
PRE-C $395 Windows for C $195 
WindScreen $149 Firmme S295 

unScreen $99 C Util Lib $185 
PANEL $295 Plink· 6 $395 

MACINTOSH, AMIGA, XENIX, 
CP/M-68K, 68k ROM 

lanx Aztec C68k 
"librar!I handling is t'1'f!/ flexible . . docume11tutio11 is 
excel/rol ... /he shell a plea.sure to u·ork m , . . blou·• 
auYJy the compelitio11 for pure compi/~ S/1<' '<i ••• an c.r
cellerrt cfforl." 

Computer L.m!ltiai:ie n.~·1~"'- April 1985 

Azt c C68k is the mosl 11-idely used commercial C com· 
pilcr for lh Macintosh. Its qu lity, performance. nd 
completeness place ~I n" ,\ztec C68k in • position b · 
i·ond comparison. 1t is a••ailable in !IC\-Cral u1lgradable 
•·ersions. 
Optimized Cr~tcs Clickahl ·Applications 
Macro Assembler ~l ouse Enhanced SllELL 
O''Cflay l.inker Easy Access to Mac Tuolbox 
Resource ompller 1 IX Librar> Functions 
Debuggers Terminal Emu la tor (Source) 
Librarian Clear Detailed Documentalion 

urce f,ditor C tuff Ubrary 
~1acRam Disk ·C UniTools ,,, m ke.diff,J!rep) • 
Librar> Source -c On )ear of Updat ·c 

llems marked ·C are a'"aila.bl only in th 1anx Aitc 
6·c system. Other features are in both the All c016-d 

and Aztec C86-c systems. 

Aztec C68k-c Commercial ystem $499 
Aztec C68d·d De\•eloper's System $299 
Aztec C68k-p Personal System $199 
Ctree database (source) $399 

AMIGA, CP/M-68k, 68k lNIX call 

Apple D, C()mmodore, 
65ia, 65C02 ROM 

Manx Aztec C65 
"The Azr£ C system r:S 011e of the !i11est sofitmro: 
packages I ha1•e seerf' 

NIBllLI~ r(~·it'<. July 198'1 

J\ '-ast amount of business. consumer. and ctlucation;1I 
software is implemented in Manx >\ ztcc C65. The qtwlil)' 
and comprchensi,-cness of this S)'Slem is compelili•-c 
with 16 bit C si tems. The system inc ludes a full opllrn
izcd C compiler, 6502 assembler, linkag • editor, 'IX 
librar,: screen and graphic~ libraries. shell, and much 
more. The Apple II version runs under DO 3.3, and 
ProDOS, Cross \'ersions are il\'ailable. 

The A:ttec C65-dl.28 Commodore S)'Stem runs under 
the Cl28 Cfl. I environment and gcn(:rates programs for 
the C64. Cl2 , and CP/M cn,1ronmenl5. Call for prices 
and a"ailabilit)' of Apprentice, P rsonal and OC\-cloper 
\-Crsions for the Commodore 64 and 128 machines. 

Aztec C65-c ProDOS & DOS 3 .3 $399 
Aztec C65-d Apple DOS 3.3 $199 
Aztec C65-p Apple Personal system S99 
Aztec C65-a for learning C $49 
Aztec C65-dl28 C64, Cl28, CP/ I S399 

DI trlbullon o{ Man.Y Aztec C 

In lhe . Manx ft "-are ). terns is the sole and ex· 
dush-c distributor ol Aztec C. An)' lclephone or mail 
order $31 other than through Man are unauthorized. 

Manx Cross De'\lelopment Systems 

Cross d<?\"eloJl('d programs are ed ited. compikd. assem

bled. and linked on one machine (the HOST) and trans· 

ferred lo another machine (the TA RGET) for execution. 

This method is usdul where the target machine is slower 

or more limited than 1h HOST. ~1anx cross compilers 

arc used hca\'il)' lo dC\-clop oft~"arc for businc . 

consumer. scienlilic, indu trial. research. and education· 

al applications. 


HOSTS: AX , IX (S-1000), PDP-U UNIX (52000). •'1 • 
DO tS750). CP/M (S750). MACINTO H (S750). 
CPIM-Gl'k (S750). XENIX ( 750). 

TARGETS: M DOS. Cf'IM- 6, Madnt<"-lh, CPIM·68k. 
CPIM-80. TRS· 0 3 & ~ . Apple II, ommodore C6-1, 
80ll6180x 6 RO.'I . 68xxx R ,'1 . 0 0 0 51280 RO~I. 
65xx ROM. 

The first TA RGET is included in the price of the HOST 
system. Additional TARGETS are 300 lo S500 (non 
VAX) or SlOOO (VAX). 

Call Manx for informalion on cross dl'\'l:lopmcnt to the 
68000. 65816. miga. Cl2 • CPIM-6 K. \IRTX. and 
others. 

CP/M, Radio Shack, 
8080/8085/Z80 ROM 
Manx Aztec CD 
"/ i •e had a /01 ofe.\peri1mce U'ith diffen."111 C mmpilers, 
bt1t lhe ; I :tee CIJO Com1lilo?r arrJ Pmfessiorwl Det..,/01>· 
mc-111 Syst m is the hc.•t ll •e ~cri." 

0-Micro, December. Hl84. John B. Harrell Ill 

Aztec C D·c (CPIM & ROM) $349 
Aztec C 11-d (CP/M) $199 
Ctree data.base (source) $399 
Aztec C80-c (TffS.80 3 & 4) $299 
Aztec C80-d (TR -80 3 & 4) Sl99 

How To Become an Az lec C ser 
Tu become an Aztec C user call 1 00·221-0440 or call 

l-800-832-92731 OO·TEC WARE). In C'IJ or outside the 
L: •\ call 201-530-7997. Orders c;ui also be tele."d to 
499.1{112. 

Payment can be by ~he<:k, COD. American Express. 
VISA, "laster Card, or Net JO to qualified customers. 

Orders can also be mailed lo Marne ftware S)'stems. 
6o.x 55, Shrewsbury, J 07701. 

How To Get ~l ore Information 
1b g t more information on Man.' Azt c C and related 

products. call 1-800·221·0440, or201·530-7997, or wrile 
to Manx Software Si•stcm 

30 Day Guarantee 
Any Man.' Aztec Cd<?\-elopment system can be return· 

ed within 30 days for a refund if it fails lo meet )'Our 
needs. The only restrictions are that the original pur· 
chase must be direct[)• from Manx, sh ipped within the 

!\, and the pac.kllJ!e must be in resalable condition. 
Returned items mu t be rec.ei•oed b)· .'lanx within 30 
dai-s. Asm11.ll restocking fee ma)' be required. 

Discount.I 
There are special discounts a"ailable lo proressors. 

students. and consultants. A discount is also a,-aiJableon 
a"'trade in'" basis ror U$eTS ofcompetlng s)'Stems. CaJJ for 
rnformation. 

http:C65-dl.28
http:a'"aila.bl
http:cklcument.cd
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code the benchmarks. It was our in
tention here to create benchmarks 
that test the different floating-point 
properties of the coprocessors and 
the ability of different compilers to 
produce high-quality floating-point 
code. The benchmarks are displayed 
in figure I. They were written in 
BASIC. FORTRAN. and using Lotus 

1-2·3 and Symphony l.l. One aspect 
of the benchmarks that we did not 
pursue in th is article is accuracy. The 
Savage benchmark in particular is 
used as a measure of both speed and 
round-off error. All of the products 
tested benefited from the accuracy of 
the 8087 and showed reduced round
off error when run with the 8087. 
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Th is article will compare three pro
cessor combinations, the 8086/8087. 
80286/80287. and the 8088/8087 
used in the original IBM PC. The first 
two processor pairs will be compared 
with the third. a standard PC 

Even though the 8086 preceded the 
8088. it was not the first Intel 16-bit 
microprocessor to get used in large 
commercial numbers. The 8088 with 
its 16-bit internal registers and 8-bit 
data bus was the first processor that 
was widely accepted. That was a 
natural consequence of its choice by 
IBM for the IBM PC 

The first processor combination I' ll 
compare is the 4.77-MHz 8088/8087 
of the standard PC with a card feat ur
ing a 9.54-MHz 8086/8087. Why. for 
example. does this card execute some 
things two times faster than a PC and 
others four times faster? In the pro
cess of comparing these two CPUs 
(central processing units). you should 
develop a better feeling about what 
defines a good 8087 program. 

The performance of the 9.54·MHz 
8086/8087 board is comparable to 
that of a number or microcomputers 
that use the 8086 or 80 186 CPUs at 
frequencies of up to 10 MHz. 

The 8086-8088 comparison is best 
understood if we break up all com
puter operations into two groups: 
register operations that are limited by 
the ALU (arithmetic and logic unit) in 
the processor and 1/0 (input/output) 
operations that are limited by the 
time required by the processor to ac
cess memory or ports. Since all reg
ister operations are synchronized with 
the system clock. all register opera
tions increase linearly with the clock 
speed: double the clock and you'll get 
twice as many operations. Both the 
8086 and 8088 have identical regis
ters and both use identical 8087s. so 
doubling the clock speed and chang· 
ing from an 8088 to an 8086 would 
only double the speed if a program 
were register-bound. However. it's rare 
to find a microcomputer program that 
is so well written that it is reg
ister-bound, and it turns out that the 
time to fetch information from 
memory ends up playing an impor
tant role in most programs. 
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Memory fetches in an 8088 or 8086 
are controlled by the depth of the pre
fetch queue and the data-bus band
width. The data-bus bandwidth is a 
measure of a bus·s speed at trans
ferring Jnformation. In the case of the 
9. 54-M Hz 8086/8087 board. the 
bandwidth of the board is a factor of 
4 greater than that of a standard PC. 
This increase in speed has two con
tributors. each of which adds a factor 
of wo: the doubling of the clock 
speed and the doubling of the data
bus width. To determine the improve
ment that a 9.54-MHz 8086/8087 
board provides over a PC. one must 
consider the mix of operations that 
a particular line of code performs. If 
one chooses a non-floating-point pro
gram that is wri tten with a middle-of
the-road compiler. one discovers that 
a typical program executes a factor of 
2.8 to 3.0 times faster on a 9.54-M Hz 
8086/8087 board than on a PC. This 
speedup can be explained by the 
following naive model: On average. 
our hypothetical program spends half 
Its time accessing memory and half its 
time doing register- in tensive opera 
tions. In the 9.54-M Hz 8086/8087 
board. memory accesses run a factor 
of 4 faster. while register operations 
run a factor of 2 faster. The average 
of 2 and 4 is 3. which explains why 
most nonnumeric programs run a fac
tor of 2.8 to 3 0 times faster. 

This idea can be quantified using 
the notion of code kinetics developed 
in my previous article. Readers con
tent with our simple explanation are 
permitted to skip the equations. We 
assume that any computer program 
can be broken into pieces that can be 
thought of as either 1/0-bound or 
register-bound. We now gather to
gether all the 1/0 -bound parts o f a 
program and execute them in a line. 
If each piece is assigned a weight that 
is proportional to the time it takes to 
execute it. we can describe the time 
to execute the entire 1/0 port ion as 

( I) 

where 11'° represents the number of 
1/0 operations for each step. N'° is the 

total number of 1/0 operations. R1bmfo 
represents the rate at which an IBM 
does 1/0 (units of 1/0 operations per 
second). and r.. is the time in 
seconds We can write a simi lar rate 
equation for reg ister operations: 

= N,.,T 	 (2)
"' Ribmr~6 

where all the symbols have nearly 
identica l meanings. except that we 
have replaced the subscript io with reg 
(register) to indicate that these pro
cesses are register-bound. For a par
ticu lar stretch of code. we can now ex
press the time to execute both the 1/0
and register-bound portions as 

T,.m = ~ + N,.ll (3) 
Ribmio Ri bm,.cg 

This puts us in a position to compute 
the relative speed of a 9.54 -MHz 
8086/8087 board with a standard PC. 
Replacing the ibm in equation 3 wi th 
11s for the 9.54-MHz 8086/8087 board. 
we can write an equation for the 
9.54-M Hz 8086/8087 board to com
pute the same line of code 

(4) 

and now dividing equation 3 by equa
tion 4 yields the ratio o f speeds of the 
two processors: 

. s d r.....RIe at1ve pee = -	 - = 

r., t5l 

(~ + ~) + (_!:l.::!__ + ..!:!.i!...) 
T l bmt'•fl T i b m io RnSl' t!fl RJUlo 

If we wanted to. we could divide any 

program into 1/0 and register portions 

and. using the standard op code tim

ings in the Intel iAPX processor hand

. books. figure out the values of N. This 

would be a long, arduous task most 

su ited to a compu ter. Instead. we will 
examine the equation and make some 
simpli fying assumptions that lead us 
to interesting numbers in a hurry. 

First. notice that N1o and N .. , are 
cha racteri stics of the program we are 
using to test the relative speeds. whlle 
R,..mfo· R1bm"•· R.,,•. and R.,,., are rates 
that are characteristic of the pro

cesses and the two machines we are 
compari ng. We can immediately con
clude that the relative speed is a func
t ion of the program used to bench· 
mark the systems. Equation 5 can be 
simplified if we assume that the rate 
at which the IBM does 1/0 is the same 
as the rate at which it does register 
operations: 

R ;;;;a: R( b.m{o - Rl bnVIJj (6) 

and also take into account what was 
said above about the relative speeds 
of the register operations and data
bus bandwidth : 

(7) 

(8) 

Combining equations 5 through 8 and 
simpl ifying yields an expression for 
the relative speed of a 9.54-MHz 
8086/8087 board to a PC: 

Relative Speed = 	 41 1 + N,.IN,.,) (9) 
(2 N10IN,..) 

that is a function of the rat io of the 
number of 1/0 to register operations 
If this function is reasonable. it should 
asymptote to 4 for 110 -bound se
quences of code and to 2 for register
bound sequences. If the underlying 
assu mpt ions are accu rate (and 
theoret ical models are on ly as good 
as the guesses they are based on). 
then we can infer from this equation 
that a program that executes three 
times as fast on a 9.54-MHz 8086/ 
8087 board has a rat io o f two 1/0
bound operations to every registe r
bound operation. 

Having developed a pretty model. 
we decided to examine the premises 
it was built on . First. were there any 
pu re 1/0-bound operations that ex
ecuted a factor of 4 faster? The most 
obvious place to look for 1/0-bound 
operations ought to be fast 1/0 in
structions. The 8086 has a whole set 
o f bui lt-in string instructions. one of 
which can be used to move b locks of 
bytes or words from one location in 
memory to another. To use the In
struction you set up pointers to the 
two blocks. tell the processor how 

(w11tinued) 
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many words or bytes you want to 
move. and then turn the block move 
on. Unfortunately. the speed increase 
was exactly a factor of 2. ind icating 
that block moves are bound by the 
time it takes the CPU to compute and 
increment the addresses of the blocks 
being moved. The next candidate for 
an 110-bound operation would be in· 

structions that execute very fast once 
loaded into the 8088. Any instruction 
whose internal execution time is much 
less than the time required to fetch 
the instruction into the processor will 
have a total execution time that is 
limited by the time required to fetch 
instructions. We made up a simple 
program that consisted of a loop that 

All the ty~ in this ad was prinied on an inexpc!l>h•e dot malrix 
printer with Fancy Font, the program that ll'orks with almost any word 
proceosor to produce high rcoolution , proportionally opaced , letter 
<1uality printing. 

No special hardware or installation is required , so you'll be u•ing 
Fancy Font as soon as you get it. 

Fonts, including Roman, Sans Serif, Bold, !la/ic , :!.,.,.;pl, ®lb iim3 litllj 
and more , from B to 24 point. come slandard with Fancy Font.. 

FLEXIBLE. Fancy Font comes with a compl~le set of o"er ISOO 
mathematical, foreign language and other special sy mbol•. 

Hundreds of adclil.ional font.s in sizt"l from 6 to 72 points are 
available, at a nominal add itional charse, from our growing font library. 

You can edit any character and al•o create your own characters or 
logos, up to l inch bi· I inch. 

Powerful fonnatting lealur let you center, ju$tify, wo rdwrap and 
type fl ush left or right, with or withouL running headers and footers 
even with different fonts and sizes on the same line. 

COST EFFECTIVE. You buy Fancy Font from your local dealer or 
direct from us, the software developers, for only $180. 

You get near type•et quality at a. small fraction of the time and cost 
of using art or typ~lting services. 

Fancy Font runs on PCDOS, MSDOS and CP/M sy5tems with Er.>Wn, 
Toshiba and compatible dot matrix printers. 

You'll be tuming out ltl'Cat looking reports, newsletters, prcoentations, 
letters, mat..hcrnatical text..!;,, overheads o r invi&a.lion:s after gctling your 
copy of Fancy Font. The applications are limited only by your 
i_maglna.t.ion. 

Call or write now lo order Fancy Font or "-'k for additional 
information including act ual samples and independent review•. 

CALL TODAY 1-800..361-0600 MuterCht.tJ•••d V1H Amp1"'1 

SoftCraft, Inc. 
222 State St reet, Madison, WI 53703 (608) 257-3300 
:fa~,c is a registered trademark of SoftCraft, Inc. 
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executed 30 inter-register moves in a 
line: 

MOV BX.AX 

This line of 30 moves executed 3.96 
times faster on the 9.54-MHz 8086/ 
8087 board. When we examined in
dividual instructions with a logic 
analyzer. the ratio turned out to be 
4.0 for individual moves. For those in· 
terested. the MOV instruction is 2 
bytes long and executes internally in 
two cycles-420 nanoseconds (nsJ in 
the case of the PC and 210 ns in the 
case of the 9.54-MHz 808618087 
board. However. fetching in 2 bytes of 
code takes 1680 ns for the PC but 
only 420 ns for the 9.54-MHz 8086/ 
8087 boa rd. Since the moves take 
place in much less time than the 
fe tches. this instruction is fetch (I/OJ 
limited. O.E.D. 

This is a good example of the classic 
von Neumann bottleneck: A pro
cessor's execution speed can be 
limited to the time required to fetch 
instructions from memory. The other 
interesting situation that the logic 
analyzer pointed out is that the in· 
crease in speed is a strong function 
of the state of the prefetch queue. As 
we reduced the number of MOVs in 
our loop. the speedup was reduced 
because of the fact that the processor 
would have to refill the queue at the 
end of every loop. As the number of 
MOVs approached zero. the speedup 
approached 2 because the LOOP in
struction is a long·ru nning register
bound operation. 

From benchmarking average non
numeric programs we know that the 
average 9.54-MHz 8086/8087 board 
speedup is a factor of 3 and is com· 
posed of operations that run any
where from a factor of 2 to a factor 
of 4 faster. The question now arises: 
What kind of speedups shou ld be ob
tained from 8087 code? At first 
glance. one would expect 8087 code 
to be limited by the increase in clock 
speed. Most 8087 instructions take at 
least 100 cycles to execute and are 
dominated by the time it takes the 
8087 AW to perform floating-point 
ari thmetic. Even 8087 operations that 

(continued~ 
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NOTHING DOWN. 
Even the best of personal computers 
can have a bad day. Blackouts happen. 
Usually at the worst possible time. 

But power interruptions don't need to 
be business interruptions. And lost power 
shouldn't result in lost data. Not with the 
POWERMAKER Micro UPS from Topaz. 

Designed specifically for hard disc and 
critical-use business systems, Powermaker 
Micro UPS ensures a continuous supply 
of smooth sine wave power even during 

Inquiry J99 for End-Users. 

a total blackout. 
And there's more. Powermaker Micro 

UPS also removes spikes and other 
error-producing transients from incoming 
power, protecting your PC's sensitive 
circuitry. 

So, if your PC needs a little help once 
in a while, give it Powermaker Micro UPS 
protection. For nothing down. Call us 
today at (619) 279-0831, or contact your 
local Square D distributor. 
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load or store numbers spend at most 
30 percent of the time doing 1/0. in· 
dicating that 8087 operations on 
average ought to be register-bound. 

One of the most number-intensive 
benchmarks available. the Savage. is 
a good test of the ability of the 8087 
to perform trigonometries and tran
scendental functions. Our intuitive 
feeling about 8087 code being regis· 

ter·bound is borne out by the Savage 
benchmarks in table 2. This table in· 
dicates that the best (fastest) Savage 
benchmarks run 2.14 times faster on 
the 9. 54-MHz 8086/8087 board than 
on an 8087-equipped PC. 

Row 2 contains the times for 
BASCOM. the IBM BASIC COMPILER. 
The fact that the compiler speeds up 
the calculation by only a factor of 5 

Table 2: Tf1e Savage berichmark results for Ifie IBM PC. in botf1 a staridard 
configuration and witf1 an 8086/8087 board for teslirig the 8086. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

Frequency 
of 8088/8086 

Frequency 
of 8087 

BAS I CA 
(no 8087) 

BASCOM 
(no 8087) 

87BASIC 
(with 8087) 

87BASIC 
lnline compiler 
(with 8087) 

True BASIC 

BetterBASIC 

Professional 
BASIC 

MS 
FORTRAN 

Ryan-McFarland 
FORTRAN 

1-2·3 
Retrieval 
Recalculation 

1·2·3 with 
8087 support 
Retrieval 
Recalculation 

Symphony 1.1 
Retrieva l 
Recalculat ion 

• FAST ROM enabled 

SAVAGE BENCHMARK 
IBM PC 

(lime in seconds) 

Slandard PC 9.54-MHz 808618087 board 

4.77 MHz 4.77 MHz 9.54 MHz 9.54 MHz 

O MHz 4.77 MHz 0 MHz 9.54 MHz 

891 - 757/318. -

169.5 - 64.7 -

- 5.74 - 2.53 

- 3.35 - 1.56 

160 10 - 35 

873 12 - 5.2 

420 15 335 6 

- 6.92 - 3.26 

- 3 85 - 1.81 

23 - 12 
374 - 177 

23 - 12 
- 10.2 - 4.8 

25 - 14 
478 17.5 - 10.2 
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over the interpreter indicates that 
Savage really bogs down BASCOM 
with arithmetic (comparisons for 
other programs will generally show 
that compiled BASIC usually runs a 
factor of 10 to 30 faster than BASICA). 
Neither row I or 2 used an 8087. 
Rows 3 and 4 show results for 
87BASIC and 87BASJC lnline. Com
paring rows 2 and 3 demonstrates 
that the first-generation code makes 
a 30 to I improvement for the bench
mark on the PC. We deduce this by 
comparing the 169 seconds for 
BASCOM running on a PC without any 
8087 to the 5.74 seconds of 87BASIC 
and the 3.5 seconds of lnline. 

Rows 5. 6, and 7 give the times for 
three other well-known BASICS: nue 
BASIC. BetterBASIC. and Professional 
BASIC. These other products include 
8087 support. but their forte lies in 
other areas such as easy debugging. 
modularity. large arrays. or incremen· 
tal compilation. Even though they are 
compiled BASICs. they compile to 
p-code instead of in-line native code. 
In general. to really get the true speed 
of an 8087 requires efficient code. 
and p-code is rust not that efficient. 

Lines 8 and 9 are the times for two 
of the more popular FORTRANs. 
Microsoft 3.3 and Ryan-McFarland l.O 
(both are also separately marketed by 
IBM). The Savage benchmark is more 
dependent on the quality of the 
trigonometric and transcendental 
libraries of the compiler being 
checked than the efficiency of the 
code that links library calls together. 

SPREADSHEET BENCHMARKS 
There are two different kinds of prob
lems spreadsheet users encounter. 
The first involves recalculating work
sheets that contain many tran· 
scendental and financial functions, 
such as NPV or IRR. The second in
volves recalculating worksheets that 
are fi lled up with cells that contain 
financial information but that are at 
best connected by formulcis that in
volve the four simple numeric opera
tions. To analyze the relative perfor· 
mance of these sheets with different 
processors. we again fell back onto 

[conli11t1ed) 



PERSONAL 
COMPUTER 
PHOTOCOPIER 
Have you ever wished that there was a machine 

for your PC that could scan your photographs. 
arrwork or documentsjust like a photocopier? And 
was as easy ro use and understand? As we~ as COr:o/ 
and store in color or black-and-whrte onto your hard 
drive for editing? 

W e", there is such a machine nOJV. It's caned the 
SpectraFAX digraJ photocopier: We got tired 

of trying to use digitizing tablets. cameras. mice and 
everything else that has been invented. The 
SpectraFAX machines will scan any and all of your 
art. photos. forms or text for storage in your PC . 
Images that you can cut-and-paste into your word 
processing or database programs. Our SpectraFAX 
200 will scan and store your color or black-and-white 
images for editing and prrnting at resolutions up to 
200 dots per inch. Then the SpectraFAX Graphics 
Editor software that we bundle with the scanner w~I 

ahN you ro rut-and-paste your images. rotate them. 
enlarge and reduce whatever pictures you choose. 

That's not all. Our digital photocopiers are based 
on open-archftecrure design. which means that 

as new uses for this technology develop. add-on 
cards can enhance our SpectraFA X digital photo
copier. But we didn't want to wait for third-party 
vendors. so we invented two optional boards of our 
own: the SpectraFAXimile1

"' Card and the 
SpectraFAX TEXreader1 

M. 

The SpectraFA Ximile card takes advantage of the 
200 dots per inch resolution of the scanning 

device to turn it into a facsimUe machine. compatib le 
with arl Group U and Group Ill facsfmJ/e machines 
worldwide. 

The TEXreader board is a revolution in itself - fuJJ
scale OCR lopcical charaaer recognition) to read 

typewritten pages wfth the SpectraFAX machine 
rnto your word processor without having to re-type 
what somebody else has already typed. 

W hat's most amazing about the SpectraFAX 
product line. though, are the prices. Our 

digiral photocopiers cost about the same as a regular 
office copier. Because we know high tech has to be 
affordable. 

Spectrae?~corp. 

2000 Palm Street 5. • Naples. Florida 33962 • (813) 775-2737 
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two benchmarks. the Savage and a 
simple expression of consta nts 
evaluated 2 500 times. Megalopol is. 

Because the time requi red to go 
from cell to ce ll is much less than the 
time required to eva luate the Savage 
fu nction. Savage resul ts for spread
sheets with 8087 support can ap
proach that of good compilers. Lines 
10. l 1. and 12 of table 2 are the times 
for Savage run on l -2-3. 1-2-3 with 
8087 support. and Symphony I.I with 

8087 support. 1\vo quick observa
tions: 1-2-3 seems to be tighter than 
Symphony and as a result is a betcer 
candidate for 8087 support 8087 
support for 1-2-3 improves Savage by 
a factor of 36.66. while Symphony I. I 
runs the Savage 2 7. 3 times faster 
when run with an 8087 _ 

The Savage is the ultimate 8087 
benchmark in that it is so number
intensive that it can make even ineff i
cient compilers look good. provided 

Table 3: Tfie Common Subexpression and Megalopolis benchmark results for the 
IBM PC and the IBM PC witfi the 8086/8087 board. 

COMMON SUBEXPRESSION BENCHMARK 
IBM PC 

(time in secondsl 

Freq uency 
of 8088/8086 

Standard PC 

4.77 MHz 4.77 MHz 

9.54-MHz 808618087 board 

9.54 MHz 9 .54 MHz 

Frequency 
of 8087 0 M Hz 4.77 MHz 0 MHz 9.54 MHz 

(1) BASICA 
(no 80287) 

862 - 769/274' -

(2) BASCOM 
(no 80287) 

53 .17 - 18.92 -

(3) 87BASIC 
(with 8087) 

- 27 .29 - 10.11 

(4) 87BASIC 
lnl ine compiler 
(with 8087) - 4.73 

-
2.1 6 

(5) True 
BASIC 74 48 

-
17 

(6) Betle rBASIC 3 10 93 - 42 

(7) Professional 
BASIC 1023 129 320 53 

(8) M S 
FORTRAN - 5.92 - 2.9 

(9) Ryan-Mcf arland 
FORTRAN - 5 .1 - 262 

MEGALOPOLIS BENCHMARK 
(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

1-2-3 
(no 8087) 15.9 - 6.9 -

1-2-3 with 
8097 support - 7.B - 33 

Symphony 1.1 21 .2 16.2 8.3 6 

• FAST ROM enabled 

they have good run-tlme libraries. 
Tuble 3 compares the ability of the 

same BASIC compilers. FORTRANs. 
and spreadsheets to evaluate expres
sions. The spreadsheets were com
pared with a single worksheet that 
added. subtracted. multiplied. and 
divided four constants and was 
repeated 2500 times. We call this 
Megalopolis because it is typical of 
the kinds of long-winded sheets that 
end up accumulating when inexperi
enced users keep adding cells to their 
first and only worksheet (a real prob
lem. I am told)_ Looking at the results 
for l-2 -3 (1 5.9 seconds) and 1-2-3 with 
8087 support (7 .8 seconds). we see 
that there is only a factor of 2 increase 
associated with adding an 8087_ 
Looking at the results for Symphony 
I.I. we see that adding an 8087 makes 
an improvement of only 30 percent. 
Megalopolis is actually a little severe. 
Normal use seems to deliver speed
ups of between 3 to I and 10 to I and 
higher. What this says is that most 
worksheets incorporate at least a few 
of the bui lt-in 1-2-3 functions or a lot 
of built-in functions. In genera l. the 
larger the number of built-ins ca lled. 
the greater the speedup. 

The BASICS and FORTRANs were 
compared running 10.000 loops of an 
expression that has three common 
subexpressions repeated three times 
each. This benchmark was clearly de
signed to highlight the use of the 
8087 stack. The more use a product 
makes of the stack. the faster it will 
run this benchmark. True BASIC does 
the best of the p-code compilers in 
both this and the Savage. It should be 
pointed out that the stack could also 
be used to hold "hor· global var i
ables. an optimization not being done 
by any of these compilers but that is 
a normal techn ique employed by as
sembly-language programmers. 

In this benchmark we intended to 
force the compiler to generate a lot 
of long-lived temporaries. which in a 
good compi ler will end up on the 
8087 stack_ We did this uslng com
mon subexpressions. However. a 
good compiler evaluates a common 
subexpression on ly once. and it is 

(cm11inued) 
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AT™ Pfantasies for your PC or XT.™ 

Want belier speed and memory on your 

PC or XT \ it hout buying an ATI 
You ·vc got it! 
Phoeni~\ new Pfaster"''286 co-processo r 

hoard turn. your P or XT i ruo a high
spced engine 60 percent fa ·ter than an 
AT. Three time. fa. ter than an XT lt even 
·upport s PCs wi th th ird-party hard d isks. 
But that ·sonly the beg inn ing . 

You can handle spreadsheets and programs 
you never thought possible. Set up RAM d isks in 
both 80 8 and 80286 memory fo r lin k;1ge ed itor 
ove rlays or uper-high-speed dis k cachi.ng. All with 
Pfastc r286 ·s l mb of tandard RA 1. expandable to 
2rnb. and dual -mode clcsi gn_ 

You ca n develop 8086/ 186/_86 so ftware on your :XT 
faster. Execute 95 perccm of the appliu1t ion packages 
that run on the AT. excluding tho se that require i"~mcy 1/0 
capabilit ies your P or XT hardwa re just isn "t des igned 
Lo handle. Queue mull i-copy. mu lt i- f"orm at pr int job ~ for 
spooling. Or. switch to native 8088 mode to handle 

hardw;ire-clcpendcnt programs and 
back aga in wi thout rebooting. All 1.vi th 

Pfa. tcr286"s compat ible ROM softwa re . 
A nd. Pfastcr286 docs the job unin trnsi cly! 

No mothc r·boa r I to excha nge . No wires to 
~o l der. No ch ips 10 pull . J u~s 1 plug it inio a 

standa rd card slot. and 1ype 1he 
mag ic wo rd. '" PFAST " 

I f you rea l Iy didn ·1 \\~m t an AT in the fir ·t 

place. just wha l ii could cln fo r you. ca ll or 
wri te : Phoeni x Com pmcr Proclu cts Corp .. 
320 No rwood Pa rk Sout h. No rwood. MA 

02062; (800) 344-7200. Jn Massachuseus. 
617-762-5030. 
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possible that some of the BAS!Cs {we 
know this is true of BASICA) may not 
have performed this optimization. 
thus contributing to the discrepancies 
between the p-code compilers. 

On the other hand. RM/FORTRAN 
clearly added an optimization that we 
didn't expect. forcing us to change 
our benchmark so that RM/FORTRAN 
would generate 8087 code that was 
evaluated in the loop RM/FORTRAN 
discovered that the variable A was 
loop invariant and could be moved 
ahead of the loop. thus effectively 
eliminating the entire execution time 
associated with repetitively evaluating 
the expression. 

INTERPRETING 80287 
BENCHMARKS 
The 80287 is the coprocessor de
signed to work with the 80286. It is 
identical to the 8087 from the stand
point of how you wri te programs to 

run it. except for the issue of identi
fying that there is a coprocessor in the 
system At least one product with 
automatic 8087 sensing does not 
work with the 80287 as a result of this 
difference. lb understand the perfor
mance-related issues that determine 
whether or not you should add an 
80287 to your PC AT. it is necessary 
to first look at the 80286 and the in
terface between the 80286 and the 
80287. The 80287 also adds a new 
feature to the processor/coprocessor 
system: It can be used with an op
t ional asynchronous clock that can be 
used to speed up the 80287 AW. 

The 80286 is an upgraded version 
of the 8086 that is designed for use 
with multiuser and multitasking 
operating systems. It has two modes 
of operation. real and protected. and 
is substantially faster than the 8086. 
The added speed is obtained by in
creasing the amount of parallelism in 

the 80286; it has four internal units 
that each independently do a piece 
of the total processing job. in com
parison to the two independent units 
of the 8086. In protected address 
mode the 80286 can address 16 
megabytes of memory and manage a 
virtua l address space of a gigabyte. In 
real address mode. it emulates an 
8086. addressing a megabyte. Most of 
the programs and operating systems 
currently in vogue work in the real ad
dress mode only and do not use 
either of the extended addressing 
capabili t ies of the 80286. 

The 80286 is a substantial upgrade 
of the 8086 in all respects except the 
interface to the 80287. In the 8086/ 
8087 pair. the 8086 and 8087 each 
have thei r own BIU (bus interface unit) 
that allows either processor to inde
pendently acquire data from the sys
tem. When an 8087 gets passed an 

tw11li11ued1 

BACKUP YOUR SOFTWARE WITH 
LOCKSMITH/PC™. 

You needn't feel helpless when a copy
protected program disk fa ils. Keep on working... 
w ith backups. LOCKSMITH, the o rig ina l 
backup/copy program that took the Apple 
world by storm, is now avai lable for the IBM/ PC 
and compatibles. 

LOCKSMITH/PC featu res: 
• Backup protected softwa re 
• FAST unprotected disk backup 
• HARD DISK support 
• Disk, t rack and sector util ities 
• File and di rectory utilit ies 
• Easy to use 
• Fast mass-duplication for software developers 
• Create " protected" diskettes 
• Repair damaged disks 
• Map d isk & fil e allocation 
• Compare fil es 
• Easy-to-use tutorial 
• Examine/modify sector data 
• File encryption/decryption 

Don't gel caught with your hands lied. Order 
LOCKSMITH/PC· today. 

LOW INTRODUCTORY PRICE $79.95 
for IBM/PC, PC/ XT. PC jr and compatibles. 

LOCKSMITH/ PC is NOT copy-protected. 
Available from your computer dealer or directly from: 

Alpha Logic Business Systems, Inc. 
41 19 North Union Road 
Woodstock. IL 60098 

(815) 568-5166 IVISA I 
"" Alpha Logic Bvsiness Syslems.. •nc 1905 

Lix:k:sm11n ~nd Loc ksml1h/ PC am 'OfJ•S;lOrcd 1radomar.ks ot Alpha Logic Busmnss Sysroms. Inc . 
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Now Showing 
In Black And White 

•
1f you own an IBM-PC 

or PC work-alike, 
Roland's new MB-142 
monitor lets you show off 
your text and graphics in 
today's hottest colors
black and white. That's 
right! The MB-142 gives 
you black characters on a 
paper-white background
just like people have been 
reading for centuries. You 
can also have white char
acters on a black back
ground with just the touch 
of a button. 

Both of these black and 
white display formats are 
easier on the eyes and 
less fatiguing than the green 
or amber phospho r used in 
standard monochrome 
monitors. The MB-142 's 
large 14-inch screen, com
bined with its ultra-high 
720 x 350 resolution 
can display characters 
that are larger and 
more legible than what 
you can get with ordi
nary monochrome 
monitors. Another 
great plus is that the 
MB-142 plugs directly 
into the monochrome 
board of your IBM or com
patible-just like your pres
ent monochrome monitor, 
with nothing more to buy. 

Because of the MB-142's 
advanced electronic cir
cuitry, you even have the 
abil ity to mix graphics and 
text on the same display 
when using graphics and text 
boards from leading manu
facturers such as Persyst, 
STB, Paradise, Hercules, AST 
and many others. What makes 
it all possible? The same 
sophisticated technology 
used in color monitors. 

Inquiry 173 

Push a 
bulton for 

ins/ant reverse 
screen 

t he MB-142 
supports ,,,,.,,,,......_...,...,. 

all th e 
winning 
cards 

f or business. 
black and 

white makes 
more sense 
than green 
and black 

t he big difference is 
that the MB-142 

monitor does the job for 
significantly less money. 
The MB-142 is designed 

to interface economically, 
too. Imagine seeing your 

favorite busin ess graphics 
or CAD/CAM packages, 

such as Lotus 1-2-3, Ener
graphics, Chart-Master, 

AutoCAD, CADDraft and 
VersaCAD, in ultra-high 

resolution black and 
white. Also, take full 

advantage of your pro
gram's windowing 

capability using the large 
14-inch screen. 

Take a good look at the 
differences that set the 

MB-142 apart from the rest. 
No other monochrome 
monitor gives you the 
fatigue-free black and 

white viewing, text and 
graphics capabilities 

and easy interface. 
Naturally enough, 

the MB-142 is from 
Roland DC-the 

new computer 
peripherals company 

that's pointing the way 
to the future. Look fo r 
this and other Roland 
products at fine com

puter dealers 
everywhere. 

For more information, 
contact: Roland DG, 

7200 Dominion Circle, Los 
Angeles, CA 90040. 

(213) 685-5141. 

Tht .so{l t,ti.~arc progrnms Ii.sled ar~ tradrm::ukj
of the fo ll owing companie:s: Aul oCA D, 

AUTODESK. Inc.; CADDroft. Per>on•I CAD 
S)'s.tl!ms.. Inc,; Ch:tirl·""bster. O~cision 

Rcsou:rcc-.1. Inc. : Encrgrnphia, EnerCronic 
Researc h, Inc.; Lolus 1·2·3. l,olus 0el'e1op
mcnl Corp.: Ve rs.lCAD. T&W Syslems. Inc. 
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instruction. it uses its BIU to compute 
the addresses of operands and then 
generates the required signals to load 
or store the specified operands. While 
the 8087 is doing this. the 8086 is free 
to execute other instruct ions. includ
ing ones that access memory. 

The 80286 substant ially compli
cates this scenario. It has a memory
management unit (MMUJ that is made 
up of two of the four 80286 processor 

units. Duplicating the 8086/8087 inter· 
face with the 80286 processor wou ld 
have requ ired a second MMU on the 
80287. However. duplicating an MMU 
on the 80287 would have been a 
much bigger task than placing the BIU 
o n the 8087. The designers of the 
80286/80287 therefore opted for an 
1/0 arrangement for passing op codes 
and data to the 80287 . This interface 
is implemented with several dedi

cated ports on the 80287 that are fed 
by a dedicated DMA (direct memory 
access) channel on the 80286. The 
fi rst word of every 80287 op code 
tells the 80287 how many (if any) 
words of data will follow. Once the 
80287 has decoded its op code. it 
waits for its operands and then goes 
and performs the desired operation . 
One of the conclusions we draw from 
ou r bench marks is that both pro-

Table 4: The Savage bencfirnark results for the IBM PC AT running al 6 arid 9 MHz . The 80287 runs at 4. 6. 
a11d 8 MHz . 

SAVAGE BENCHMARK 
IBMAT 

~ t i me in secondsJ 

(1 ) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

Frequency 
ol 80286 

Frequency 
of 80287 

BASICA 
(no 80287) 

BASCOM 
(no 80287) 

87BASIC 
(with 80287) 

87BASIC 
lnline compiler 
(with 80287) 

True 
BASIC 

BetterBASIC 

Professional 
BASIC 

MS 
FORTRAN 

Ryan-McFarland 
FORTRAN 

1·2·3 
Retrieval 
Recalculation 

1-2-3 with 
80287 support 
Retrieval 
Recalcu lat ion 

Symphony 1. 1 
Relrieval 
Recalculat ion 

6 MHz 

0 MHz 

303 

44 .76 

-

-

I 
50 

29 

-

-

-

123 
104 

-

119.9 

6 MHz 

4 MHz 

-

-

5.55 

3.46 

50 

7 

9 

6.39 

4.15 

-

27 
8 .4 

38 
12 

6 MHz 6 MHz 

6 MHz 8 MHz 

- -

- -

4.16 3 .85 

2 42 2 .2 

50 50 

6 5 

7 7 

5.18 4.58 

3.15 2 .64 

- -

24 24 
7 6.8 

37 36 
11.2 l0.8 

9 MHz 

0 M Hz 

196 

29.2 

-

-

32 

150 

-

-

-

84 
68 

-

78.3 

9 MHz 9 MHz 

6 MHz 8 MHz 

- -

- -

3 .68 3 .1 4 

2.31 i.87 

32 32 

5 4 

6 5 

4.24 3 .62 

2.77 2.28 

- -

22 21 
5.5 5. 1 

23 24 
8 7.5 
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cessors get tied up during the inter
face procedure and that for fast ex
ecuting 80287 instructions the inter
face time is a substantia l percentage 
of the total execution time. 

To help compensate for this loss in 
parallelism. the designers of the 
80287 decided to incorporate an op
tiona l asynchronous clock that could 
be " turned up" when faster 80287s 
became available. To take advantage 

of this feature requ ires the computer 
manufacturer to build in an asyn
chronous clock. Since IBM and other 
manufacturers did not. I developed a 
card that allows the user not only to 
run an 80287 asynchronously but also 
to increase the clock speed as better 
80287s are made available by Intel. 
Without such a card. the 80287 in an 
AT does arithmetic at 4 MHz. With the 
card. the speed of the 80287 AW can 

be increased up to 8 MHz or higher. 
In all the benchmarks in this article I 
give AT figures for the 80287 running 
at 4. 6. and 8 MHz. 

Tubles 4 and 5 are the Savage. Com
mon Subexpression. and Megalopolis 
benchmarks run above for the PC AT 
board. We now start to exam ine the 
bizarre side of the 80287. Looking at 
the second and th ird rows in the Com

1co11ti11ued1 

Table 5: Tfie Comrno11 Subexpression and Megalopolis benchmark results for Ifie IBM PC AT running at a variety of clock 
speeds. 

COMMON SUBEXPRESSION BENCHMARK 

IBM AT 


(time in seconds) 


(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

Frequency 
of 80286 6 MHz 6 MHz 6 MHz 6 MHz 9 MHz 9 MHz 9 MHz 

Frequency 
of 80287 0 MHz 4 MHz 6 MHz 8 MHz 0 MHz 6 MHz 8 MHz 

BASIC A 
(no 80287) 

304 - - - 195 - -

BASCOM 
(no 80287) 

18.34 - - - 11.1 2 - -

87BASIC 
{with 80287) 

- 17.9 15.38 14.66 - 11.81 10.71 

87BASIC 
lnline compiler 
(with 80287) - 5.82 4.23 3 .79 - 3 .9 3.25 

True 
BASIC 24 24 24 24 16 16 16 

BetterBASIC 228 43 39 39 58 29 27 

Professional 
BASIC - 63 54 53 - 39 36 

MS 
FORTRAN - 7.2 5.73 4.86 - 4.79 4 

Ryan-McFarland 
FORTRAN - 6.51 5.05 4.32 - 4.33 3.6 

MEGALOPOLIS BENCHMARK 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

1-2-3 
Recalc ulation 

1·2·3 with 
80287 support 
Recalculation 

Symphony 1, 1 
Recalculation 

5.3 

-

7 

- - 3.5 -

3 .8 3.6 3 .5 -

5.9 5.6 5.5 44 

- -

2.4 -

3.7 -
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mon Subexpression benchmark 
resul ts (table 5). we notice that the 
IBM BASIC compiler code running on 
the AT takes l8.34 seconds and that 
87 BASIC took 17. 9 seconds. Put an
other way. adding a 4-MHz 80287 in
creased the speed by only 2 .4 per
cent. Examining the 6- and 8-MHz 
times. we see that even doubling the 
80287 clock results in on ly a 2 5 per
cen t speed improvement over the 
unaided compiler in line 2. The 9-MHz 
times show that the unaided 80286 
runn ing at 9 MHz is actually faster 
than a 9-MHz 80286 running with a 
6-MHz 80287 . 

We did not include a sample bench
mark that slows up when an 80287 is 
added to an AT. However. such pro
grams exist and typically perform little 
floating-point arithmetic. What they 
actually do is use the 80287 for mak
ing floating-point comparisons. It 
turns out that the old Microsoft binary 
representation for floati ng-point 

numbers is more convenient for com
paring numbers than the IEEE format. 
Consequently. a BASCOM program 
whose floating-point time is domi
nated by comparisons runs faster if 
the comparisons are done in the 
80286 than if they are done in the 
802 8 7. For compiler writers who like 
to keep all their noating-point routines 
running on the same processor. it 
means there is now a reason to con
sider writing special code for the AT 
that uses the 80286 for floating-point 
comparisons. However. I don't th ink 
you'll ever see anyone wasting time 
on this project. Other bizarre results 
include the Megalopolis result for 
Symphony II : adding an 80287 im
proved this benchmark by only 18 
percent on an AT. Again. increasing 
the 80287 speed to 8 MHz only in
creases the l 8 percent speedup to 27 
percent. To understand these resu lts 
we have to examine the relative 
speeds of the two processor sets that 

we are comparing. 
To explain the small or nonex istent 

speedups observed when an 80287 
is added to an AT and run with ineffi
cient code. we have to look at the 
relat ive power of the processor com· 
binations at doing floating-point 
arithmetic. If we add an 80S7 to a PC 
and get a factor of 3 speedup. this 
tells us that the 8087 does floating
point arithmetic in hardware three 
times faster than an 8088 using soft· 
ware. If we now take the same pro
gram and run it on a machine with a 
slower numeric processor and a faster 
main CPU. the speedup upon adding 
the numeric processor wi ll be less 
significant. This is exactly what hap
pens in the AT. The 80286 is three 
times as fast as an 8088 at doing 
arithmetic. and this makes the slight
ly slower 80287 look much less effec
tive at speeding up programs. A pro
gram that gives us a factor of 36 

(umli11ued) 

Table 6: Tfre FORTRAN arra~-ma11ipulatio11s be11cf1mark results for both the PC and tfre AT. 

MS FORTRAN ARRAY-MANIPULATIONS BENCHMARK 
fkiloflops) 

Small Memory Model, lnteger•2 

IBM PC IBM PC AT 

Frequency 
of processor 4.77 MHz 9.54 MHz 6 MHz 6 MHz 6 MHz 9 MHz 9 MHz 

Frequency 
of coprocessor 4.77 MHz 4 MHz 9.54 MHz 6 MHz 8 MHz 6 MHz 8 MHz 

Subroutine 1 13.7 32.2 13.9 17.8 21 24.6 
One dimension 

Subroutine 2 

20 

5.9 14.4 11.85 14.1 6 15.2 17.8 20.4 
Two dimensions 

Subroutine 3 8.4 9.4 2.8 6 .6 9.06 12.7 13.5 
Three dimensiom 

Large Memory Model , lnteger•2 

Subroutine 1 
One dimension 

8.3 2 1.3 12.5 14.9 16.5 18.9 21 .3 

Subroutine 2 
Two dimensions 

4.5 11 .2 10 7 11 .8 12.5 16.1 17.5 

Subroutine 3 
Three dimensiom 

1.7 4.1 5.5 5.6 5.8 8.2 8.5 
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speedup upon adding an 8087 to a 
PC gives us a factor of 12 speedup 
upon adding an 80287 to an AT. How
ever. a program that gives a factor of 
3 speedup on a PC gives us a factor 
of 1. Le .. nothing. For example. the 
Savage mark for J-2-3 showed a 
speedup of 36.6 when run on a PC 
but only 12.4 when run on an AT This 
rule of a 3-to- J reduction does not 
apply strictly as speedups get smal l. 
For example. Megalopolis eva luated 
with 1-2-3 speeds up 100 percent on 
a PC but only 39 percent when run 
on an AT. Looking at the Symphony 
resu lts. we see that the 30 percent 
speedup for the PC goes down to 18 
percent for the AT. 

For the Common Subexpression 
benchmark the excellent performance 
of the 8087 in comparison to the 
80287 is a resu lt of the nature of the 
code. Because it makes good use of 
the stack. in-line code consists most
ly o f in ternal stack operations. These 
operations involve very little 8087 1/0. 
and because they execute the fastest 
they are also the most affected by the 
80286-80287 interface losses. For the 
sake of argument. assume that the 
80286- 80287 interface takes up 30 
percent of the numeric time in a stan
dard AT running with a 4-MHz 80287 . 
Doubling the 80287 clock to 8 MHz 
would have an effect on the numeric 
portion of the cycle only. Since our 
assumption is that the interface takes 
30 percent. that means the arithmetic 
at 4 MHz. takes 70 percent. Halving 
the 70 percent resu lts in a process 
that takes 65 percent as much time 
(instead of 50 percent) . This is virtual
ly the result we get comparing the 4
and 8-MHz. columns in table 5 for fast
running compilers. 

Looking at table 4. we finally see an 
area where the AT really shines: run
ning Inefficient spreadsheets fast. For 
example. wh ile the fastest time for 
Savage is Lotus 1-2-3 on a 9.54-MHz 
8086/8087 board (4.8 seconds versus 
5.1 for the souped-up AT). the fastest 
Megalopol is time is on the AT (2.4 
seconds versus 3.3 on a 9.54-MHz 
8086/8087 board) . Comparing Mega
lopolis run on Symphony. we now see 
that the souped-up AT comes in at 3.7 
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seconds versus 8.3 for the 9.54-MHz 
8086/8087 board . In going from an 
effic ient spreadsheet to a not-so
efficient spreadsheet. our souped-up 
AT went from a 50 percent advantage 
to a JOO percent advantage. Unfor
tunately for the AT. we had to run the 
80286 well out of limi ts to get the 
good times. 

The last resu lt was to be expected. 
Early in our AT experiences we dis
covered that the one area in which the 
AT shined was in computing indexes 
in multidimensional arrays Th is is 
clea rly shown in table 6. which com
pares three FORTRAN subroutines 
that do simple array arithmetic. 

The core of the first subroutine has 
an inner loop that gets executed a 
tota l of 100.000 times. The operations 
performed in the loop include mult i
plication. division . and addit ion be
tween members of five single-dimen
sion arrays. The tota l arithmetic per
formed is 500.000 floating-point oper
ations. Dividi ng the number of the 
operations by the time to perform the 
tota l benchmarks yields the processor 
throughput in kiloflops (thousands of 
floating-point operations) per second. 
The second subroutine is nearly iden· 
t ical except that it performs the same 
sequence on members of two-d imen
sional arrays. The third subroutine 
repeats using three-dimensional ar
rays. All three routines were compiled 
using MS FORTRAN . integer•2 in
dexes. and the small and large mem
ory models. The results are simi lar for 
integer•4 indexes but not shown. 
Comparing the AT with a PC. we see 
that the times for both. machines for 
vector operations are nearly the 
same. while the AT takes the lead for 
the matrix operations and takes a 
commanding lead for the tensor oper
ations. For the small model. these 
results can be interpreted as meaning 
that the PC and AT are 8087- or 
80287-bound for the vector case. but 
the PC is index-bound for the matrix 
and tensor cases. while the AT is 
almost number-bound for the matrix 
case and definitely index-bound by 
the tensor case. Looking at the large 
model. we see that the indexes 
dominate the PC execut ion and are 

just starting to dominate the AT vec
tors. while they definitely dominate 
the matrix and tensor operations. 
Although we do not show it. the times 
for RM/FORTRAN are better. In 
general. the souped-up AT fa res bet
ter against the 9.54 -MHz 8086/8087 
board. tying it for vectors. running 50 
percent faster for matrices and l 00 
percent faster for tensors. These 
resu lts are similar to those for Sym
phony. where the souped-up AT was 
100 percent better than a 9.54-MHz. 
8086/8087 board for running Mega
lopolis. In fact. since addressing and 
floating-point arithmetic are going on 
concurrently in both of these ex
amples. we can conclude that array 
addressing takes twice as long on a 
9.5 4-MHz 8086 as it does on a 9-MHz 
80286. 

While the work just done suggests 
that the AT is superior fo r matrix 
work. that's really not the case. These 
benchmarks were written to test the 
quality of micro-generated indexing. 
!n a mainframe FORTRAN it would 
have been possible to remain num
ber-bound through all th ree subrou
tines. In addition . hand-coded 
rou tines that use pointers to address 
matrices are number-bound for the 
9.54-MHz 808618087 board and run 
faster on it than the AT. While it is not 
always pract ical to rewrite floating
point programs so that they are really 
number-bound. it usually is possible. 
If this is done we can make a genera l 
statement: Any problem that can be 
cast into a number-bound algorithm 
will run fastest on the machine with 
the fastest numeric processor. We 
make this last statement by deduc
tion . Numeric processors by defini
tion are devices that do floating-point 
arithmetic faste r than the processor 
they work with. If a floating-point pro
cessor were beat by a non-floating
point processor. then it could hardly 
claim to be a float ing-point processor. 
Therefore. any problem that is bound 
by numerics will be solved fastest by 
the fastest numeric processor. 

The last benchmark typifies the kind 
of problem I really wanted to concen
trate on in this article. For integer•4 
indexes. the vector marks are domi
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nated by floating-point operations. 
while the matrix and tensor marks are 
dominated by the overhead asso
ciated with computing the addresses 
in the matrices and tensors. If we 
change to integer•2 . we discover that 
the vector and matrix times are the 
same. indicating that they are both 
floating-point-bound and the tensors 
bind in addressing. This is the kind of 
problem that can be handled well 
with analytic techniques. and the abili
ty to change relative speeds of pro· 
cessors provides a nice basis for veri
fying concepts about throughputs for 
processor/coprocessor systems as a 
function of the clock speeds and code 
being run . 

CONCWSIONS 
For number-bound programs. the 
fastest computer will always be the 
one with the fastest numeric pro· 
cessor. This was the case for all the 
benchmarks we ran when they were 
coded with the most efficient com
pilers. Unfortunately. if a program is 
not number-bound but bound by 
other system bottlenecks such as ad
dressing variables. then the fastest 
machine is not always the one with 
the fastest numeric processor. Often 
problems that appear to be number
bound turn out to be CPU-bound. 
This is especially the case with pro
grams that do not use native in-line 
BOB 7 support. 

It was also discovered that the 
80286 in the AT was much closer in 
numeric speed to an 80287 than the 
8088 was to an 8087. In general. this 
resulted in a reduction in the speed
up obtained when an 80287 is added 
to an AT. As a rule of thumb. the 
80287 speedups observed for an AT 
are one-third those obtained when an 
8087 is added to the PC. In situations 
where programs speed up less than 
a factor of 2 on a PC. they can slow 
up when run with an 80287. especial
ly when floating-point comparisons 
become an important part of a prob
lem. 

One of the disappointments of the 
80287 support is spreadsheets. Whi le 
8087 support for spreadsheets is 
usually good enough to be worth

while. adding an 80287 often results terpreted code much faster than an 
in speedups that are less than 50 per 8088. and the best times for the huge 
cent. This is especially true of the sheet. Megalopolis. were turned in by 
types of worksheets that many users a souped-up AT running a 9-MHz 
like to generate. That's because most 80286 with an 8-MHz 80287. 
spreadsheets run as interpreters. After examining 80287 perfor
which are much less efficient than mance we came to the conclusion 
native-code compilers. On the posi that the 8087 is slightly more efficient 
tive side. the 80286 does execute in- (conrinued) 
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than the 80287 for execu ting well
written programs. Even our experi
mental AT turned out to be 40 per
cent slower than the 9. 54-MHz 8086/ 
8087 boa rd for running number
bound problems. Extrapolating this 
result to future machines. it takes an 
I I-MHz 80286/80287 to keep up with 
the 9.54-MHz 8086/8087 running in· 
line code. However. since we are cur
rently running experimental 9.54-MHz 
8086/8087 boards at 12 MHz. it wi ll 
rea lly take a 14-MHz 802 8 7 to keep 
up. We conclude that for number
bound applications the 8086/8087 
upgrade path is a viable alternative to 
80286-based machines and will re
main so for the next one to two years 
and possibly longer depending on the 
availabi l ity of 8087 upgrades. 

With improved 8087s or their equiv
alent. it is theoretically possible to 
achieve floating-point improvements 
of up to a factor of 10 over the cur
rent 8087 without changing the exist
ing processor/coprocessor interface 
or software. Whether or not thls will 
happen is a function of the large semi
conductor manufacturers. In their 
eyes the 8087 is a niche market. which 
may or may not warran t additional 
R&D expenditures. From a marketing 
standpoint. souping up your com
petitor's architecture is not necessari ly 
good business. However. because the 
Intel architecture has now assumed 
the stature of a standard. it is fa ir 
game as an aftermarket. In fact. at 
least one semiconductor house. NEC 
has an 808 7 upgrade in the pipeline 

that is supposed to be pin-for-pin- and 
software-compatible and a factor of 
2 faster than the 808 7. The other con
tenders in this marketplace include 
National Semiconductor and Motor
ola. The late-to-the-market Motorola 
68881 runs up to a factor of 7 faster 
than a 5-MHz 8087 doing simple 
operations and up to a facto r of 2S 
faster doing trigonometries. The 
Motorola part is not pin- or code
compatible with the 8087 . Whi le it 
might be possible to glue lt into a PC 
bus. the overhead would end up elim
inating a good part of the speed 
gained. 

If a user is running his or her own 
programs and doesn' t mind recompil
ing. there are a number of new 
devices coming on the market that 
will make it possible to ach ieve PC 
floating-point performance in the I- to 
4-megaflop (mi llions of fl oating-point 
operationsJ-per-second superm ini 
range for about $2000/megaflop. All 
o f these new devices require the use 
of boards. special interface software. 
and/or special compi lers. The com
pilers will be trickier than even the 
current 8087 compilers because these 
new devices perform floating-poin t 
arithmetic about as fast as an 8086 
performs an inter-register move. Since 
code and data will have to get moved 
onto such a board for it to run up to 
its potential. it wil l have to have large 
chunks of data and code preloaded 
and repetitively used. 

An example of the latest generation 
o f floating-point devices that can be 

used to construct a coprocessor is the 
Weitek 1164 /1 165 chip set Like the 
68881. it would have to be glued into 
a PC with discrete logic. This pro
cessor can be memory-mapped and 
designed with a high-speed register 
cache that holds up to IOOO double
precision constants or variables. Leav
ing hot variables in a processor 
reduces 1/0. and. since the instruction 
set of this processor includes primi
tive branches. it is possible to down
load whole code fragments that wi ll 
execute in the coprocessor at very 
high speeds. In fact. the Weitek chip 
set discussed here is capable of 
achieving floating-point throughputs 
in excess of 2 megaflops. which is a 
factor of 50 greater than an 8087 . 

In the last three years microcom
puters have gone from floating-point 
speeds of !000 operations per sec
ond up to 80,000 operations per sec
ond. The next three years promise an 
explosion in this field with new 
players. new devices. and new 
methods of organizing float ing-point 
calculations. The expectation of hav
ing user workstations whose speeds 
are measured in megaflops by the 
year l 988 seems quite probable. 
Some OEMs are talking about dedi
cated boards running in microcom
puters that perform specific opera
tions such as matrix inversions and 
fast Fourier transforms in the I00
megaflop speed range. While much 
of this new technology will be expen
sive. it will still be very cost-effec
tive. • 

BIOS 
EPROM

Immediately Available-Large Quantities 

The ATl-1000 ...presented by ATI 
IBM AT* Compatible Motherboard 
• Up to 640-kb main memory (1 Mb on -board optional) 
• 81/0 Slots 
• Same Dimensions as IBM AP (12x13 inches) 

Suggested OEM price $1 ,095. (orders of 10 un its or morel : volume discounts availab le. 
Also available: Power Suppl ies. Cases ancl Keyboards. 

"10 .., ,, , t'$ :t 1 r. 1 rt~·rt1.1r i. u l ln~ 1· r na 1 1nn..1I Bu..,m 1J~:. M .tch11\1''. 

New Product 
ATl-2000 

• SM Hz w/o Wait Slate • 67% Faster than IBM AP • Call !or price 

ATronics Interna t ion al, In c. 
520 Valltty Way • Miipitas. CA 95035 • (4081943-6629 • [408) 263·6533 

On -boa rd baUe ry 
(optional) 
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INSIDE THE IBM PCs 

MOVING 

FROM THE 8088 

TO THE 80286 


Important differences you need to know 
to make your programs transportable 

~ 

WILLIAM J. CLAFF 

TH IS GUIDE to writing assembly-language code for the IBM PC family pays 
particu lar auention to the impact o f the 80286 on current programming 
methods. With the growing number of 80286-based machines. including 
the IBM PC AT (and probably the anticipated IBM "PC2""). the differences 
between the 80286 and the 8088 become quite important to the software 
developer. This is especially true when multitasking and mu ltiuser operat
ing systems acquire a larger installed base. These differences also highlight 
the ever-present need to structure programs for change. 

This article is not a primer. It assumes that you are familiar with assembly
language concepts and does not cover the expanded instruction set of the 
80286 or how to write systems software. Its primary aim is to acquaint you 
with the specific differences between the 80286 and the 8088. It also at
tempts to convey that change is inevitable and programs must be struc
tured accordingly. 

Since the 80286 is a su perset of the 8088. let's review that chip first and 
then cover those features of the 80286 that are important to applications. 
as opposed to systems. programmers. 

THE 8088 MICROPROCESSOR 
Figure l shows an elementary block diagram of the 8088. This processor 
has two sepa rate processing un its: the execution unit (EU). which executes 
instructions. and the bus interface un it (SIU). which is responsible for the 
8088's communication wi th the outside world. The EU provides a logical 
address to the SIU. which translates it into a physical address. This transla
tion. ca lled the physical-address computation. uses two 16-bit quantities: 
a segment register and an offset. The notation used for logical addresses 
is segment:offset The segment registers (parts of the BIU) are code segment 
(CS). data segment (DS). stack segment (55) . and ex ra segment (ES). The 
o ffset is usually supplied by the EU. 

To compute the physical address. the 8088 shifts he segment reglster 
left 4 bits and adds the offset in the BIU's dedicated adder. r: .Segments are 

(conlin~ed] 

William J. Cfa{f (7 Roberts Rd.. Wellesley. MA 02 18 l ) is manager of special pro;ecls 
for Spinnaker Software Corporation . He has also run Ms own microcompu/er retail and 
consulting business since 1978. Mr. Claff holds an M.S. in applied matriemalics from 
Harvard University. 
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FROM 8088 TO 80286 

For increased 

efficiency, the BIU 

pipelines hytes. 

64 K-byte relocatable pieces of the 
I ·megabyte physical-address space. 
They are located on 16-byte bound
aries ca lled paragraphs. Since assem
bly-language programs are written in 
logical segments. the placement of 
these segments in memory is a func
tion of the linker and DOS. They can 
be overlapped. contiguous. or dis
jointed . 

The address of the next instruction 

to be executed is CS:IP (code seg
ment:instruction pointer) . For in· 
creased efficiency. the Bl U pipelines 
bytes {prefetches them and puts them 
into a queue). To facilitate this calcula
tion. the instruction-pointer register is 
kept in the BIU. 

The EU contains eight 16-bit reg
isters. any of which can be used in 
computations. Four of these registers 
comprise the data group. They are the 
accumulator JAX). base (BX). count 
(CX). and data (DX) registers. The 
8088 can also access the high and low 
8 bits of each data register. The two 
halves of the accumulator register. fo r 
example. are AH (accumulator high) 
and AL (accumulator low) . The 
respective halves of the BX. CX. and 

DX registers are similarly named. 
The next two general registers. the 

stack pointer (SPJ and the base 
pointer (BP). constitute the pointer 
group. These registers manipulate the 
stack. When a subroutine is invoked. 
SS:SP (stack segment:stack pointer) 
stores the return address on the stack. 
SP points to the top of the stack and 
BP to the base. SP is automatically 
decremented by calls and incre· 
mented by returns. The stack is also 
used to pass subroutine parameters. 
BP accesses these parameters. 

l\vo other general registers. rhe 
destination index (DI) and the source 
index (SI). make up the index group 
and are used primarily in string opera
tions. l\vo segment registers are re

AX AH 

BX BH 

ex CH 

DX DH 
GENERAL 
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Figure I: An 8088 elementan.J block diagram (see reference 1) . 
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quired to perform moves or compar
isons on memory more than 64K 
bytes apart. This is why there is an ES 
in the BIU in addition to the DS. The 
destination in a string operation is 
always ES:DI (extra segment:destina· 
tion index) 

Many of the registers in the EU have 
special uses. Table I shows these 
registers and their uses. 

8088 ADDRESSING 
The EU generates an effective address 
!ofrset) using one of several methods 
called addressing modes. An effective 
address has one or more of the 
following: base. index. and displace· 
ment. A base can be BX or BP: an in
dex can be either SJor DI : and a dis
placement is a 16-bit signed number. 

If you do not specify a segment reg· 
ister. the 8088 uses the DS register. 
lf you specify the BP register as the 
base. it uses SP as the segment reg
ister. Supplying a segment register 
other than the default is called using 
a segment-override prefix . However. you 
cannot override the IP. SP. or DI reg
ister in string opera tions. Figure 2 
shows how the various addressing 
modes in the EU and the BIU com
bine to form the physical address. 

8088 INTERRUPTS 
The 8088 does not distinguish be
tween interrupts invoked by the as
sembly-language instruction INT and 
those generated by the hardware. 
There are 256 interrupts. vectored 
through a table of double words 
found at location 00000:00000 hexa
decimal. Each double-word entry in 
the table corresponds to the CS:IP of 
the subroutine that the interrupt in
vokes. The 8088 uses interrupts 000 
through 004 hexadecimal for the 
followi ng errors: divide by zero. single 
step. nonmaskable interrupt. break
point. and overflow. 

THE 80286 CENTRAL 
PROCESSING UNIT 
Figure 3 shows an elementary block 
diagram of the 80286. This processor 
has four separate processing units: 
the EU. the bus unit (BU). the instruc· 
tion unit (IUI. and the address unit 

Table I: The 8088's implicit use of general registers (see reference I) . 

!AU) . The 80286 operates in either 
real-address mode or protected 
vi rtual-address mode {protected 
modeJ Bits in a new register. the 
machine status word (MSW). control 
the processor mode. The machine 
status word also activates a featu re of 
the 80286 that allows for the emu la
tion of coprocessors such as the 
80287 . Let's examine the components 
as they operate in real-address mode 
first. 

The JU is a further refinement of 
pipelining. The BU prefetches up to 
6 bytes of instructions: however. in-

Register 

AX 
AL 
AH 
BX 
ex 
CL 
DX 
SP 
I 
DI 

ENCODED 
IN THE 

INSTRUCTION 

EXPLICI T 
IN THE 

INSTRUCTION 

ASSUMED 
UNLES S 

OVERRIDDEN 
BY P REFIX 

Operations 

Word multiply, word divide, word 110 
Byte mull iply, byte divide, byte 110. tra nslate, decimal arithmetic 
Byte multiply, byte divide 
Translate 
Stri ng operations, loops 
Variable shift. variable rotate 
Word multiply. word divide. indirect 1/0 
S1ack operations 
Siring operations 
String operations 

SINGLE INDEX 

ex 

OR 

BP 

OR 

SI 

OR 

Dt 

{ 

PHY SICAL ADDA 

r--
+ DISPLACEMEN T 

I...--

cs 0 000 

OR 

SS 0000 

OR 

OS 0000 

OR 

ES 0000 

DOUBLE INDEX 

ex 

OR 

6P 

SI 

OR 

DI 

1 
EU 

j 

l
BIU 

j 
Figure 2: The 8088 memory-address computation {see reference I). 

stead of being decoded by the EU as 
in the 8088. the JU decodes them in 
parallel execution with the EU. This im
proves the speed of the 80286 but 
has no impact on programming. 

The 80286's BU and AU operate in 
essentially the same way as the 8088's 
BlU does. Specif ically, the AU ca lcu
lates the physica l addresses in the 
same manner. 

80286 EXECUTION U NIT 
While the EU executes a superset of 
the 8088 instruction set. some instruc

(conri11ued1 
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80286 MEMORY-MANAGEM ENT SYSTEM 


I n designing the 80286 in 1982. Intel 
implemented what most of us think 

of as virtual memory. But how does it 
work? Quite simply. a virtual-memory 
system takes the address or a memory 
request from a processor and trans
lates it to reference a location in RAM 
!random-access read/write memory). 
The translation from the logical ad
dress to the physical address is per· 
formed by dedicated hardware. The 
logical-memory space can be smaller 
than. the same size as. or larger than 
the physical-memory space. 

Let's illustrate with the 8086 fami ly 
of processors. First. the 8086 has a 
physical-address space of I megabyte. 
but a logical-address space of lour 64 K· 
byte segments. or 256K bytes. There
fore. we are mapping a smaller logical
address space onto a larger physical 
one. Whenever the 8086 executes an 
instruction that accesses memory. the 
base address in the desired segment 
selector is added to the offset from the 
instruction. The segment selection is 
either explicitly specified or implied by 
the instruction executed. The resulting 
20·bit address is placed on the system 
bus as the address of the operation. 
The map function is simple in the case 
of the 8086: Take the segment selec
tor. multiply by 16. and add chat to the 
offset to give you the physical address. 

When the total logical-address space 
is larger than the physical-address 
space. pare of the data is stored out· 
side of physical RAM. usually on a disk 
or drum store. The memory system 
then needs to know what locations are 
present in physical RAM. When the 
memory system cannot find a re· 
quested location. it generates an inter· 
rupt to the operating-system software. 
The operating system then takes cor· 
rective action. usually by loading the 
desired data from disk into physical 
RAM. This is called "swapping." 

High-performance mainframes use 
rwo or more levels of memory. The first 
level is very fast-IQ-nanosecond ECL 
(emitter-coupled logic) cache RAM
and very expensive. The second level 
is slower-400-nanosecond NMOS 
(negative-channel metal-oxide semi
conductor! RAM- and much less ex-

BY STEVE SATCHELL 

pensive. The third level is disk. which 
is very cheap in comparison to the cost 
o f the ECL RAM . 

Most modern virtual-memory sys· 
terns also implement access checking. 
When the program requests access to 
a memory location. the memory hard
ware makes sure that the access is 
val id. Customary tests are for read ac
cess. write access. and inSfruction fetch 
(execute access). The 8086's virtual· 
memory system does 11ol have any form 
of access checking at all. 

T YPES OF V IRTUAL-M EMORY 
SYSTEMS 
NONMAPPED MEMORY: The simplest 
memory system has identical logical 
and physical addresses. The translation 
is fixed by design. You wouldn't call this 
a virtual-memory system. but it is a 
very basic form of one. The 8080 and 
8085 are good examples of this 
scheme. A given logical address always 
references the same RAM location. 
regardless of the state of the processor. 
PAGED MEMORY: Early designers first 
increased the amount of physical mem· 
ory on a system by setting aside a 
block of logical memory and mapping 
two or more physical blocks-ca lled 
banks-into that one logical space. This 
enabled systems to grow above the 
limited address space and was usual· 
ly used fo r multiuser systems. Then the 
designers defined multiple blocks that 
allowed two or more banks to be 
mapped in at the same time You could 
then move data from one bank to an
other instead of switching banks all the 
time. 

If you carry this process to its in· 
evitable conclusion. the designer 
defines a set of pages. all the same 
size. in both logical and physica l space. 
The system maps logical pages into 
physical ones using a table. The logical 
address is then broken into a page 
selector and an orfser. The address
translation hardware replaces the page 
selector with the upper 11 bits of the 
physica l-page address and passes the 
offset through as is. This then becomes 
the physical address. 

Fitting new processes into a paged 
memory system is relatively easy since 

the operating system doesn't have to 
find a block of memory big enough to 
hold the process; it must only collect 
enough pages to satisfy the space re· 
quirements for the program. eed to 
add memory for the program? Get an
other page. 

Such a system also allows limited 
data sharing. especially if access check
ing is implemented. If you have multi
ple users or the same program. you 
can save time and RAM by having 
everyone use the same copy. Then you 
need one set of pages to hold the pro· 
gram and a small working set of pages 
for each user's data. 

The main problem wi th paged mem· 
ory is wasted RAM. U you have many 
programs and each program is not op· 
tim ized to fit exactly in one or more 
pages. you lose on the average hair a 
page per program. U you choose too 
big a page size. the losses mount rapid
ly. If the page size is too small. you in· 
crease the size of the mapping table. 
thus increasing system cost and de· 
creasing system reliability. 
SEGMENTED MEMORY: You can also 
vary the size of each memory area to 
fill your needs. As a minimum. you 
need to know the segment's physical 
starting address. Some segmented 
memory systems use a portion of the 
logical address to select the segment 
[as in the paged system) while the re
mainder defines the onset within the 
segment. Others. like the 8086 and the 
8088. keep the segment specification 
separate from the rest of the logical ad
dress. Jn reality. the 8086 doesn't have 
a 16·bit logical address; it has an 18-bit 
one: 16 bits of offset and 2 bits or seg
ment specification. 

Systems with access checking also 
carry the size of the segment to be 
sure that the access request is within 
bounds: if il is not. the operating 
system is informed. 

Si nee the segment is only as large as 
it needs to be. you can tightly pack 
RAM with code and data. However. in 
multiuser systems. programs come and 
go with great frequency. so you can 
end up with a lot of chunks of free 
memory too small to use. 

If you don't have enough contiguous 
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space for a new program. you need to 
garbage-collect your RAM to gather 
those chunks of unused memory 
together and readjust the segment 
definitions accordingly. This is a lime
consuming process and. if done fre
quently. can really kill system through
put. Sometimes. however. it can mean 
the difference between a system that 
runs and one that doesn·t. 

THE 80286 M EMORY MODEL 
The 80286 implements segmented vir
tual memory by using in-memory 
tables that contain copies of informa
tion abour segments currently in use 
on the RAM chips. Each memory seg
ment has associated with it a descrip
tor containing the segment's physical
memory base address. its length in 
bytes. its access restrictions. and two 
bits for memory systems that swap 
segments in and out. present and ac
cessed. Whenever the system loads a 
selector into a segment register. it 
saves the old descriptor and loads the 
new descriptor from memory into the 
80286. 

These descriptors are grouped into 
tables. which are described by higher
order descriptors. There isone descrip
tor table for each task in the system 
and a global descriptor table as well . 

The actual implemen ation involves 
a chain of memory segments and 
tables. For complete information on 
how these work. see reference 4. 

EFFECTS ON OPERATING 
SYSTEMS AND APPLICATIONS 
Operating systems and application pro
grams are sensitive to the environment 
in which they run. Since the memory 
system for the 80286 protected mode 
differs significantly from the memory 
system for the 8086. there are some 
effects. 
MS-DOS: MS-DOS was developed 
specifically for che 8086 family of pro
cessors. Microsoft tended to ignore the 
Intel guidelines for program structure. 
Intel developed these guidelines to 
minimize the pain of upgrading from 
one processor to the next. such as 
from the 8086 to the 80286. 

Further. for the sake of speed many 

applications were written in assembler. 
instead of in high-level languages like 
C or Pascal. Th is means that you must 
examine your code and. where you 
made use of specific details of the 
8088/8086. modify that code to run in 
the 80286 environment. High-level 
language program s require con
siderably less modification. 

The operating system is most af
fected by the 80286.s new design. MS
DOS must be extensively modified to 
run in the protected environment. even 
for single-user. single-task work. The 
tables requ ired to let programs run in 
protected mode must be set up. mak
ing it difficult for existing programs and 
MS-DOS to move into the 80286's pro
tected environmenr. Since most soft· 
ware changes required by the 80286 
center on the operating system. it 
could mean a complete rewrite. 
UNIX: The 80286 was developed with 
U IX in mind. and many of its features 
are appropriate to a UNIX kernel. The 
80286 is best suited to UNIX tasks that 
are small and numerous. as opposed 
to gigantic programs. since the 64 K· 
byte-per-segment restriction is still 
present with the 80286. 

The IBM PC Al however. is a single· 
processor machine with no easy 
method of inserting additional 80286 
processors. Coprocessors cannot use 
the PC AT system RAM directly. Th is 
means the AT must remain as a high
end. single-user and low-end. multiuser 
machine. Most serious UNIX machines 
use one processor for applications pro
grams and one or more for 110 (inpuli 
output). For example. the Sun Micro
systems 211 20 system uses a 68000 
microprocessor for computation and 
at least one 80186 processor for 110 
funct ions. 
GRAP HI CS. SC I ENTIFIC APPLICA· 
TIONS: Graphics applications and the 
80286 are not suited for each other. I'm 
not talking about Lotus 1-2-3 pie charts. 
but CAD (computer-aided design). pie· 
ture processing. and windows on large 
displays. These graphics applications 
require large arrays to store and 
manipulate the information they need. 
Just to display 1024 by 1024 dots in 
256 colors requires I megabyte of dis· 

play memory alone! 
Scientific processing must also take 

a back seat. since some statistical 
algorithms require very large arrays. 
Currently. the systems using the 
Motorola 68000 family-such as the 
Macintosh and the AT&T U IX PC
and the ational Semiconductor 
32000 family are better su ited to those 
tasks. 

INTEL 80386 VS. 80286 
The 80386. lntel·s second 32-bit micro
processor. is forthcoming. Unlike the 
iAPX 432. the 80386 will build on the 
concepts started with the 80286 and 
add some more interesting capabilities. 

If you combine the two different 
methods of implememing virtual mem· 
ory. segmented and paged. you can get 
the best of both worlds. Segment 
descri ptors carry all the access
checking information. and it is easier 
o swap fixed-size pages to and from 

disk. If a page-modi fied or ..dirty" bit 
is assigned on a page basis. you don't 
need to swap out an entire segment 
just because you changed one word: 
you can just swap the page. 

Limited garbage coll.ection is much 
easier with this combined memory 
scheme. since you only need to manip
ulate parts of pages instead of entire 
segments: this is especially true if a 
segment starts in the middle of a page. 
Full garbage collection is just as 
tedious. however. since you need to 
move data around in all the pages of 
the segment. 

Intel has shown plans to implement 
a combined segmented and paged 
virtual-memory system on the 80386 
that is upward-compatible from the 
80286 system. Segments carry access 
restrictions just as they do on the 
80286. bUl a paged system makes 
memory allocation and deallocation 
easier. Instead of swapping segments. 
you have your choice of swapping 
pages. segments. or some combination 
thereof. 

Stephen Satchell is t(1e owner of Sarcf1ell 
Evaluations t16 Searing Ave.. Morristown. Nl 
07960). He fias spe11 I 12 years in comp14ter 
producl deve /opme11t and evo/ualio11 . 
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tions operate slightly differently. pos
ing a compatibility problem. These 
differences are summarized as follows 
but are of no consequence in most 
applications programming: 

• Shift counts are masked to reduce 
the maximum instruction time. The CL 
register is masked when it is used as 
a shift or rotate count. 
• PUSH SP works differently. Due to 
protected mode. the va lue of PUSH 

SP is different on the 80286. If th is 
is important. you should use the 
following instructions: 

PUSH BP 
MOV BP.SP 
XCHG BP.(SP] 

• Flag word has a different value. The 
upper 4 bits of the flag word are 111 1 
on an 8088 and 0000 on an 802 86 
operating in real-address mode. 
(Note: This provides a way of telling 

Table 2: Tfie 80286'5 predefiMed inlerrnpt vectors (see reference 31. 

00 Divide-error exception 
01 Single-step interrupt 
02 Nonmaskable interrupt 
03 Breakpoint interrupt 
04 INTO detected overllow exception 
05 Bound RANGE exceeded exception 
06 Invalid op-code exception 
07 Processor-extension not-present trap 
08 Double protect.ion exception 
09 Processor-extension segment overrun exception 
OA Task segment formal exception 
OB Segment not-present exception 
oc Stack under-/overflow exception 
OD General protection exception 
OE-OF Reserved 
10 Processor-extension-error interrupt 
11 - 1F Reserved 

these processors apart program
matically.J 
• Quotients of 80 or 8000 hexadeci
mal are possible. 
• Divide error is restartable. 
• Segment wraparound causes excep
tion D hexadecimal. 
• External interrupt handlers cannot 
be single stepped. The priority of the 
single-step interrupt has been 
changed. This keeps an external inter
rupt from being single-stepped if it oc
curs whi le single-stepping through a 
program. 
• Interrupts can occur after MOV/ 
POP OS/ES. The 80286 only ignores 
interrupts after a MOV/POP SS 
instruction. 
• Do not rely on NMI lnonmaskable 
interrupt) interrupting the NM! 
handler. The 80286 disables NMI and 
processor-extension interrupts after 
recognizing an NM I: they remain dis
abled until the first IRET is executed. 
• Place a far jump at FFFFO hexadec
imal. The 80286 starts execution at 
FOOO:FFFO hexadecimal as opposed 
to FFFF:OOOO for the 8088. 
• Do not duplicate prefixes. The 
prefetch and instruction unit impose 
a 10-byte instruction-length limit that 
you can reach only if you code redun· 
dant prefixes. 
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Figure 3: An 80286 internal block diagram (see reference 21. 
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• Do not use undefined op codes. in 
particular POP CS or MOV CS.op o r 
POP/PUSH mem with undefined 
encodings. 
• Self-modifying code may not work . 
Since the 80286 can prefetch further 
ahead. you should jump to self
modifying code. ( ate: Self-modifying 
code will not be compatib le with the 
80386 microprocessor.] 
• The numeric-exception handler 
must use interrupt 10 hexadecimal. 
• The numeric-exception handler 
must allow for prefixes. 
• The numeric-exception hand ler 
must not use the 82 59A-chip INT 
signal. 
• FN DISI and FDISI do not disable 
numeric in terrupts. 
• Do not perform 1/0 (input/output) to 
ports F8-FD hexadecimal 
• Avoid operations that the iAPX 286 
may restri ct to ensure system integri
ty. low interrupt latency. or low bus
request latencies (for example. shift/ 
rotate with shift count greater than 3 l . 
locked CMPS/STOS/SCAS/LODS. STI, 
CU. HALT. and 1/0 instructions). 
• Do not rely on the value pushed 
onto the stack by PUSH SP . 
• Do not rely on processor instruc
tion-execut ion times. 

80286 INTERRUPTS 

Another difference between the 8088 
and the 80286 operating in real 
address mode is in their handling of 
interrupt vectors. Table 2 lists the 
80286's predefined interrupt vectors. 
These new interrupt vectors would not 
be a problem if IBM had avoided 
using lntel·s reserved interrupts in de
signing the PC For example. a pro
cessor-ex tension error (interrupt 10 
hexadecimal for the 80286 in table 2) 
causes a random video interrupt !the 
IBM PCs use of in terrupt 10 hexadec
imal) to occu r. These new interrupts 
are unlikely to occur in real-address 
mode. and you can trap them in pro
tected mode, so this may not turn out 
to be as great a problem as it appears. 

PROTECTED MODE 
Examination of the processor com
ponents as they operate in protected 
mode brings the most significant dif· 

fe rence between the 8088 and the 
80286 to light. Since most 80286
based systems are currently operating 
in real-address mode. this difference 
has not yet become a major problem. 

Figure 4 shows the complete 80286 
register set when operating in pro
tected mode. There are severa l new 
registers. some of which are not pro· 
grammer accessible. In protected 
mode the AU provides full memory 
management. protect ion. and virtual· 
memory support To do this. the AU 
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sets up opera ting-system control 
tables in memory that describe all of 
the machine·s memory. and then the 
hardware enforces the informa tion in 
these tables. 

The 80286 extends the 8088's 16-bit 
segment registers into 64-bit segment 
selectors by appending a 48-bit seg
ment descriptor taken from a descrip
tor table that uses the segment 
register as an index . Using the seg
ment descri ptor to hold this in forma

(co111i11ued~ 
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Figure 4: The full register set for Ifie 80286 (see reference 3) . 
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8 7 2 0 

I : : 
Figure 5: Tfie formal of a selector. wfiere Tl means table indicator and RPL means 
reqiiested privilege level (see reference 4) . 
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Figure 6a: Data-segmenl descriptor. wfiere P means present bit : DPL. descriptor 
privilege level : ED. expansion direc!ion : W. writable: and A. accessed jsee reference 4) 
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0 

Figure 6b: Executable-segment descriptor. wflere P means present bit: DPL. descriptor 
privilege level; C. conforming : R. readable: and A. accessed (see reference 4) . 
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Figure 6c: System-segment descriptor. wflere P means present bit and DPL. descriptor 
privilege level (see reference 4) . 

tion is called an explicit cacfie. This is 
more efficient since the indexing takes 
place only when you set the segment
register value. ra ther than each time 
you use it 

Figure 5 shows the format of the 
selector. The requested privilege level 
refers to reducing the privilege level 
required to access a particular seg
ment. The table indicator lets you 
choose between using the global 
descriptor table {GDT) and the cur
rently active local descriptor table 
(LDT) . There is only one global 
descriptor table: it is established 
when you enter protected mode. The 
currently active local descriptor table. 
if any. is a segment within the global 
descriptor table. The 14-bit index por
tion of the selector and the 16-bit off
set combine to allow a I-gigabyte 
logical-address space. 

Descriptor tables are segments and 
can contain up to 8192 8-byte descrip
tors. There are four types of descrip
tors: data-segment. executable-seg
ment. system-segment. and gate. 
Figures 6a through 6d contain the for
mats of these descriptors. 

Data-segment descriptors contain 
system or application data including 
stacks. Executable-segment descrip
tors refer only to segments that con
tain instructions. System-segment 
descriptors contain data structures 
that are recognized directly by the 
hardware such as the descriptor 
tables themselves. A gate descriptor 
provides a pointer to an exported en
try point. The call gate offers an ad
ditional level very much like a soft
ware interrupt. A particular call gate 
can represent the entry point of an 
operating-system function by number 
so that no explicit binding of ad
dresses is req ui red. 

The present bit (Pl and the accessed 
bit (A) are used in implementing vir
tual memory. The other bits hold pro
tection and privilege information of 
interest if you are writing operating 
systems. The 24-bit base address for 
a segment means that the I-gigabyte 
logical-address space is mapped into 
a 16-megabyte physical-address 
space. The 16-bit limit means that 
segments in the 80286 address space 
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FROM 8088 TO 80286 

can be less than 64 K bytes. 
There is also an interrupt-descriptor 

table UDT). This makes it possible for 
different tasks in a multitasking en
vironment to have their own interrupt 
handlers. This table is conceptually 
like the real-address mode vector 
tables except that the entries are 
descriptors and not double words. In· 
specting or changing interrupt vectors 
in protected mode is necessarily an 
operating-system function. 

DIFFERENCES 
The different view of memory that 
each of these machines takes implies 
several rules for programming on the 
80286. 

• Since segments can be less than 
64K bytes. keep all references within 
the logical-segment boundary. For ex
ample. do not use a label at the end 
of a data segment as if it were the off
set to free memory. 
• Keep all data and code references 
with in logical-segment boundaries 
and consistent with the segment's 
attributes. 
• Do not rely on the iAPX 86 relation· 
ship between the value in a segment 
register and the selected physical 
memory. Programs should be as in
dependent of the physical-memory 
address in which they reside as pos
sible. 
• Do not write self-modifying code. 
• Do not use overlapping segments. 
• Do not store temporary values in 
segment registers. 
• Use intersegment calls to invoke 
operating-system functions. 

CONCWSION 
By applying good programming tech
niques and by paying attention to the 
differences between the 8088 and the 
80286. you can greatly simpli fy the 
writing of easily transportable pro
grams. As microcomputers become 
more complicated. proper program
ming structure and practice become 
more important. You should write 
modular programs that use operat
ing"System-provided facilities as heavi
ly as possible. For the 80286 th1s is 
especially true of memory manage-

p DPL 0 0 

I 
RESERVED FOR fAPX 386 
MUS T BE ZERO 

TYPE X X X WORD COUNT 
ONLY FOR TYPE •00 

DESTINATION SELECTOR x x 

DESTINATION OFFSET 
NOT USED FOR TYPE • 01 OR 11 

+6 

+4 

+2 

Figure 6d: Gale descriptor. wfiere P means present &it ; DPL, descriptor privilege 
level ; and X. not used (see reference 4J. 

ment and 1/0 facilit ies. Many software 
developers have already adopted this 
approach because it results in ··well· 
behaved" programs in the IBM Top
View and Microsoft Windows environ
ments. Your modifications are more 
likely to be localized and well defined 
if you take this approach. • 

REFERENCES 
I . iAPX 86.88 User's Manual. Santa Clara. 
CA: Intel Corp .. 1981. 
2. iAPX 286 Hardware Reference Manual. 
Santa Clara. CA: Intel Corp.. l983. 
3. Introduct ion lo tlie iA PX 286. Santa Clara. 
CA: Intel Corp .. 1982. 
4. iAPX 286 Operating Systems Writer's Guide. 
Santa Clara. CA: Intel Corp .. 1983 . 

PC-A COMPUTERS CAN GROW UP! 
WINCHESTER STORAGE 
WITH OPTIONAL BUILT-IN 
TAPE OR LASER OPTICAL '' oa I::-·DISK BREAKS 32mb .. ... ~ 

,._. ;..J.•BARRIER I 

FREE 
lnstallatlon thru 12131/85 
•some restrictions apply •.. ADD 8 INCHES OR MORE! 
Mainframe: NMS mass storage,dlsk, tape back up, and laser optical memory systems 
provide economical, compact, and high performance disk storage with capacities of 84mb, 
168mb, 335mb, 474mb, and 689 mb. Each controller supports any combination of two 
disk capacities, up to 1,300 megabytes! 
Performance: Access times of 17 milliseconds and data rates of up 10 2.4 mb/sec ...Fastl 
Leading Edge: Single board SMD/SCSI dl•c/tape/laMr optical controller, occupies 
only one slot while supporting two SMD disks and your tape or laser optical memory 
tool NMS systems utilize Winchester technology exclusively made by Fujitsu ... including 
Fujitsu model 2333 and new 2361 . 
Laser Optical : Your choice of 400 mb, or 1000 mb of removable, fast, laser optical, read· 
write, storage.(NMS 007 series). 
Tape Back-up: NMS provides ANSI-IBM format 112 inch tape systems and 60 mb of file
by-fife/streamer Y4 inch cartridge tape systems. (NMS 9000 and PC.25 series). 
Networks: Compatible with most major networks, NMS storage systems are the highest 
performing file servers available ... rel iable too with 60,000 MTBFI 
Warranty: Controller ... 24 months (ATV), and 12 months (ATV) all other system parts. 

Don't settle for 5V4 inches 
when you can get eight! 

National Memory Systems Corporation N ationa l =::.... 
355 Earhart Way, Livermore, CA 94550 Memorv ~eS.

Systems :: 
TWX 91031MilSOfi 

(415) 443-1669 CORPORAi iON 
f[l..U 1211f1NMSUO 
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HARD DISK 

vJhO 


Chuck is the guy respon
sible for the Order Today, 
Shipped Tomorrow 
promise. He controls a 
small army of product 
testers and order packers. 
And Chuck's crew of bill 
ing clerks won't charge 
you extra for UPS surface 
freight and insurance or 
credit cards. If you're in a 
hurry, 2-day UPS service 
is available. 
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Discover 

It takes more than a low price to keep customers 
satisfied. It takes the service and support 
from theStaffofOubie'. 

Don is part of a team of 
technical support people 
who can answer ques
tions, after you buy. All of 
our products come with an 
easy-to-understand 
user's manual. And don't 
worry about getting lost 
during installation, Don is 
asc~seasyourphone. li 
you should have a prob 
lem, our 48 Hour Turn
around on warranty 
repairs insures you'll be 
back up in no time. 

Kellie is just one of a dozen 
people who can answer 
your questions about any 
of our products. She can 
explain our exclusive 
money-back No Risk 
Guarantee and extended 
warranty Preferred Cus
tomer Plan. All of our 
products include a one 
year limited warranty. 
Besides explaining and 
answering, Kellie can also 
take your order. 

SUBSYSTEMS 
PC20 (Internal) $599 
PC20E (Edernal) $'149 
Wilh Spooling Tape Baclmp, Add $400 

20 Megabyte Capacity • Boot 
From The Hard Disk -- No 
Software Patches Or Drivers 
To Install• Runs All The 
Popular Software ·· DOS 2.0 
Or Later • Low Power Con
sumption• 5 1/4" Controller 
Card • High Reliability And 
Durability -- Specially Plated 
Drives• Faster Access Time 
Than XT -- Changeable 
Interleave Value• Full Height 
And Half-Height Bezels • 
Includes Cables, JDIR 
"Visual Shell" and 
Zy!NDEX "Info Searcher" 
Software 

External Model (PC20E) 
Includes Case And Power 
Supply • Auxiallary Power 
Supply For Internal Model 
(PCPWR) Available 



PC owners now know. 

"The user manual is 
the best written and 
organized of those 
reviewed...its 
bargain basement 
price, excellent doc
umentation, 
drive replacement 
policy, and changeable 
interleave, may be the 
best deal going. 11 

PC WORLD 
August 1985 

"Perfect for anyone 
wanting to get XT per
formance without 
paying the price. 11 

PC WEEK 
September 25, 1984 

ENHANCED KEYBOABD 
H51&1 $159 NEW 
Solid-State Capacitive Key 
Switches• Familiar Key 
Legends • Keys Give Tactile 
Feedback• Extra Wide 
Return Key • Finger Homing 
Bumps On Home Row Keys • 
LED Indicators On All Lock 
Keys• Separate Cursor Con· 
trol Cluster • 3-Position 
Height Adjustment• Left 
Hand "Control" Key Is 
Adjacent to The "A" Key • 
Clustered Function Key Row 
•Sturdy Coiled Cable• 
Plugs Into PC, PC/XT, PC AT 
or Compaq Deskpro 
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SPOOLING TAPE BACKUP 
BT/SPIOE $499 

Handy Portable Ca.se • Uti
lizes Self-Threading Tape 
Spools Which Hold Up To 10 
Megabytes Each • Includes 
Cable And Software That 
Allows You To Backup 
Larger Drives Requiring 
Multiple Tapes • Plugs Into 
Rear 0£ Floppy Drive Con
troller • Can Be Accessed Like 
A Floppy Drive • Tape Reels 
( $12.95 Each Or 6 For 
$59.95) 

CABTRIDGE TAPE BACKUP 
BT60 Streamer $895 

Utilizes Standard DC300 
Cartridges • Backup 5 
Meqabytes Per Minute • Both 
Backup And Restore Is Per
formed With Read/Write 
Verification• Includes 
Software, Cables, 6 1/4" 
Controller Card • Tape 
Cartridges Available -- Dif
ferent Densities and Lengths 

NEW 


No Bilk Guarantee 
If you are not completely 
satisfied with your pur
chase, you may return it 
within 30 days for a full 
refu.nd, including the cost 
to send it back. If you can 
qet any dealer or compet
itor to give you the same No 
Risk Guarantee, buy both 
and return the one you 
don't like. 

For fastest delivery, send 
cashier's check, money order, 
or order by Mastercard/Visa. 
Personal checks, allow 18 
days to clear. Company pur
chase orders accepted, call for 
prior authorization. California 
residents, add 6% sales tax. 

Hours: M ·F 8 •m · 5 pm PTZ 
Sat 8 ilm • 12 pm PTZ ••• 

v~· 

London (01) 223-4569 
Paris (01) 321-5316 
Sydney (02) 579-3322 

• 

Canada (403) 434-9444 

Outside California 

800-821-4479 
In1ide California 

805-987-9741 

QUBIE' 

Deparbnent B 
4809 Calle Alto 
Camarillo, California 93010 
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INSIDE THE IBM PCs 

WRITING DESK ACCESSORIES 

Design your own memory...resident programs for the IBM PC. 

available at the touch of a key 
~ 

BY TOM WADLOW 

YOU 'RE EDITING A 
Pascal program and need 
to multiply two hexa
decimal numbers. You 
could search around the 
house for your HP I6C 
Programmer's Calculator. 
or you could save your 
current file and write a 
quick and dirty program 
to print out the answer 
you need. Instead. you 
call up SideKick. and a lit
tle window appears in the 
center of the screen. You 
select the Calculator. set 
the mode to Hexadecimal. 
and perform the calcula
tion. You leave SideKick. 
and you 're back in your 
edi t with the answer. 
Elapsed time: just a few 
seconds. 

You 're working on the 
budget for the next 
quarter. The phone rings. 
You could search for 
paper and pencil to take 
notes. or you could drop 
out of the spreadsheet 
program and ca ll up the 
text editor. Instead. you 
call up the Spotlight note
pad and type the notes 
into a file directly. After hanging up 
the phone. you pop back into the 
spreadsheet. exactly where you left 
off. 

Jn many jobs. work is often a series 
of interrupted tasks rather than a 
single operation pursued to comple
tion before another is begun. Most 
programs, whether business products 
or programming tools. are not de
signed to be interrupted. Most pro-

ILWSTRATED BY LAURA CORNELL 

grams are expensive. in terms of your 
time. to start and stop. So you prob
ably would not use your personal 
computer to take notes while on the 
telephone because it takes a long 
time to stop what you 're doing and 
start a text editor. And it probably 
takes a comparably long time to 
return to what you were doing before 
the phone rang. 

On more expensive computer sys-

terns. this problem might 
be solved with concurren
cy. With the ability to have 
several programs running 
at the same time. you can 
leave a text editor running 
in a separate window and 
then switch to that win
dow when it is t ime to 
take notes. 

True concurrency is 
qu i~e difficult to achieve 
on the IBM PC. however. 
This is due to several 
technical reasons. primari· 
ly the way in which the 
IBM operating system. PC· 
DOS, was designed . 
Because of these design 
limitations. only one task 
can be active at a time. If 
you are willing to abide by 
th is limitation. however. 
you can simulate concur
rency on the IBM PC. 

Several products. most 
notably Borland lnterna
tional's SideKick and Soft
ware Arts' Spotlight. have 
done exactly that. They 
provide you with a pro· 
gram that "'hides" in your 
processor's memory. A 
special keystroke activates 

it. suspending whatever you were do
ing before. When you have finished. 
the suspended task is reactivated as 
though nothing had happened at al l. 
fypically. these products provide 
several functions. such as a notepad. 

(CO"l i"utdl 
Tom Wadlow 1vorks as an e11gi11eer at the 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. He 
can be contacted at POB 2755 . Liverm'ore. 
CA 94550. 
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Your team just 
got a new manager. You. 

Here comes your chance to manage the major leagues. 
"APBA Major Leagµe Players Baseball." The sophisticated, 

realistic computer* version of the best-selling APBA Baseball 
board game. It's the first baseball program to take full 
advantage of the power of your personal computer. You can 
draft teams from a list of 676 big-league players or play 
with the rosters of all 26 real teams. Each play is based on 
actual performance measurements, so players perform 
for you just as they do in the ball park. 

This 1985 Master Edition includes the program disk, a 
1984 records and ratings disk, a 52-page instruction manual 
and 2 manager's reference cards-all in a hardback slipcase. 
What's more, each year the records and ratings disk is 
updated to make it a whole new ball game year after year. 

Available wherever software is sold. Or call 1-800-638-6460 
(in Md., 1-800-492-0782).

c£ili RAND~OUSE 
llas<"<l on APBA Major League B:lseball MosterGon1t". LlcenSt.'<I by the Ma jor Leo1:ue Baseboll Pla)'t'fS Association . 

Program O..>sign and lmplement.1tion : Roswell C. Miller, Kenneth !l. Miller. 


'For ll!M l'C. Pq r. XT or AT. with color or monochrome adapters. () 1'185 R.1ndom lio u>e Inc. All righl> reserved . 


D E S K 

ACCESSORIES 


a calculator. an appointment calendar. 
In other words. the sorts of things that 
you normally have to in terrupt other 
work to deal with . 

These "desk accessory" programs 
work in two phases Typically. you 
receive a program such as a .COM file 
that you execute once when you boot 
your system. By placing the command 
in your AUlDEXEC. BAT file. this will 
happen automatically. The actual 
desk-accessory program is sur
rounded by an envelope of code that 
loads the program. initializes it to 
work on the correct activation signal. 
and then terminates. leaving the pro· 
gram permanently stored in memory. 
Running the installation program 
slightly decreases the amount of 
memory avai lable to later programs. 
The desk-accessory code. in effect. 
becomes a part of your operating sys
tem (until you reboot or the system 
crashes). 

The second phase is execution. De
pending on the design of the desk ac
cessory. the newly installed code is 
run when a specific event takes place. 
In many cases. this event is a special 
sequence of keystrokes. For example, 
SideKick is activated by pressing the 
Ctrl and Alt keys at the same t ime. 
Other signals besides keystrokes are 
possible. For instance. you may want 
to run a clock display on your screen. 
In that case. you would choose the 
timer interrupt ra ther than the key
board interrupt (see the tex t box "In· 
terrupts·· on page 120). Even so. the 
theory behind the construction of 
interrupt-driven programming is the 
same. 

If you want to write your own desk 
accessories for an IBM PC. you should 
acquire several tools. First. you will 
need the IBM technical reference 
manual. Even if you are an experi· 
enced assembly-language program
mer. you will probably find this 
manual to be a bit difficult to read; 
but there are valuable technical 
details buried in there that are to be 
found nowhere else. (All page refe r
ences in this article are to the first edi· 
tion. August 198 1. They may differ 
from subsequent printings.) Second. 

(ro111i11ued) 
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DESK ACCESSORIES 

Listing I : This is a trivial and fair/!J useless example of a basic keyboard 
interceptor. Tfie wfiole purpose of this routine is eitfier to del£d tfie typing of an 
uppercase Z and return a lowercase z or to detect a lowercase z and return a'1 
uppercase Z. ifs not very useful. but it is a good (and fairly harmless) way of 
finding out if you've successfully installed the code. 

: TRIVIAL.ASM - A trivial example of a keyboard interceptor 

: Written April 1985 by Tom Wadlow 


: Definition of constants used by this code 

DOS_keyboard_io equ 16H : The keyboard 110 vector number 

DOS_replace_vector equ 15H : Make this 1SH for debugging 

DOS_lunction equ 21H : The DOS function interrupt 

DOS_terminate_resident equ 27H : Terminate-but-stay-resident interrupt 

geLvector equ 35H ; DOS function number for get-vector 

seLvector equ 25H : DOS function number for set-vector 


CSEG SEGMENT 

assume cs:cseg,ds:cseg : These govern choices made by MASM 

org 100H : All .COM files start at 0100H 


: The next instruction will be the first one executed when TRIVIAL.COM is 

: run from the DOS prompt. Since the only function of TRIVIAL.COM is to 

: install the interceptor, we don't want to do anything but that. This 

: is still in the part of the code that will stay resident, so the only 

: thing we should do here is jump past the resident code to the transient 

: installation program. 


start: 

jmp initialize 


: Application code should start here 

: Any variables that our application needs can be placed here. This section 

; will remain resident. Don't forget that these variables must be in the 

: CSEG. not the DSEG, since we are sneaking all this code in the back door 

: via the DOS terminate-but-stay-resident interrupt. 


old_keyboarc:Lio dd : Set aside a double word for the old keyboard vector 

; This is the actual keyboard interceptor routine. It checks to see 

; what keyboard function is requested. If the function is READ (AH - O) , 

: then it simulates a DOS interrupt to the old function, which returns 

: the character read in AL. II that character is a lowercase Z, then it 

: is replaced in AL by an uppercase Z, and the interceptor returns 

; from the interrupt. 


II the request is not a READ, we sim ply jump into the old function 

: that processes the request as it normally would and does our IRET for us. 


keyboard_ inlerceptor proc far 

assume cs:cseg, ds:cseg ; Tell the assembler about delault segments 

sti : Turn interrupts back on 

or ah.ah ; Is this a READ request (AH • O)? 

jnz ki2 ; II so. then do the special routine 

pushl : Push flags, to simulate an INT call 

assume ds:nothing : so that we need not rewrite the old 

call old_keyboard_io ; keyboard handler, we just use it. 


; Check for lowercase z. If found convert to uppercase Z 

cmp at, 'z' : Old handler returns, char in AL 

jne kiO : II not lowercase z. do next test 


tconlinuedl 

you will need an assembler. I used 
version 1.0 of MASM. the Microsoft/ 
IBM Macro Assembler. 

It is possible to write desk acces
sories in some high-level languages. 
but in many ways it is neither feasi
ble nor desirable to do so on the IBM 
PC. Remember. this program is going 
to permanently use up part of your 
available memory. so you want it to 
be as small as possible. A Turbo 
Pascal version of TRIVlAL.ASM (list
ing I) would compile to approx imate
ly 12 K bytes. Turbo loads many Pascal 
library functions for even the smallest 
program. The assembly-language ver
sion of TRIV!AL.ASM is only 81 bytes. 
Also. the code generated by many 
high-level languages has undesirable 
side effects when running from within 
an in terrupt handler. It is possible. 
however. to build a toolkit of high
level language programs to help you 
write desk accessories. Later in this 
article I discuss two such tools. 
TEST.PAS and VECTORS.PAS. both 
written in Turbo Pascal. (All the Turbo 
Pascal programs were compiled to 
COM files using the Compiler Options 
setting.) Turbo is powerful enough to 
do the job. It also has quite a few 
built-in functions for dealing with the 
idiosyncrasies of the IBM PC and PC
DOS. The whole package is small 
enough to copy to your working disk. 
In fact. alt the assembly-language ex
amples in this article were written and 
debugged using the Turbo text editor. 
The fast built-in editor and compiler 
make Turbo Pascal a pleasant system 
for developing tools. 

A BASIC D ESK ACCESSORY 
TRIV!AL.ASM shows the code for an 
extremely simple-minded desk acces
sory. The funct ion of this code is to 
detect when the letter Z has been 
typed and invert its case. Thus. an 
uppercase Z becomes a lowercase z 
and a lowercase z becomes an upper
case Z. Not very useful. but it pro
duces an easily detectable and harm· 
less effect when installed. In addition. 
except for the few lines of code that 
do the actual case shifting. the bulk 
of the code can be used to install any 

(continued) 
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DESK ACCESSORIES 


mov al,'Z' : II our special char, then change it 
imp ki 1 : Go to interrupl return 

. Check or uppercase Z. If found convert to lowercase z 
kiO. 	 cmp al.'Z' : Is this an uppercase Z? 

jne ki 1 : If not. return unchanged character 
mov al .'z' : If so, then lowercase it 

. Return from the interrupt 
k11 · 	 iret : Return from the interrup call 

: This processes an AH < > O call to the interrupt handler by simply 
: transferring control to the old handler. which already knows about 
, doing these requests 

assume ds:nothing : Turn off all assumptions (IMPORTANT) 
jmp old_keyboard_io 

keyboard_ interceptor endp 

: Application code should end here 

mov bx.cs : Make DSEG ~ CSEG through BX because 
mov ds,bx : of inadequate 8088 instruction set 

: Get the old keyboard 110 vector and put it in its variable 

mov al .DOS_keyboard_io : The vector we want is keyboard 110 
mov ah,geLvector : Use the DOS function call to get it 
int OOS_lunction : See page 0-33 of DOS 2.0 manual 
mov old_keyboard_io,bx : Old vector is returned in ES:BX 
mov old_keyboard_io[2),es : Save it to varia.ble 

: Set the keyboard 1/0 vector to our routine 

mov bx.cs ; DOS function wants vector in DS:DX 
mov ds,bx : so put seg:ofs of interceptor there. 
mov dx,offset keyboard_interceptor 
mov al.DOS_replace_vector ;Use the DOS !unction call to set it 
mov ah,seLvector : See page D-28 of DOS 2.0 manual 
int DOS_function 

mov bx.cs : First expendable address is that of 
mov ds,bx : initialize. so put seg:ofs in DS:DX 
mov dx.olfset initialize : End program but leave keyboard 

int DOS_terminate_resident : interceptor resident 

CSEG ENDS 
END START 

Listing 2: Tfris program is inlended lo test a replacement for lfre keyboard 110 
interrupt handler. Since tftal handler is a critical portion of tfte operating system 
for tfre IBM PC. direcl testing of unlrustwortfty code is difficult. By assembling 
the handler to replace tfre cassette 1/0 vector (interrup! I 5 frexadecima/) rather 
than tfre keyboard 110 vec!or. lfre new fiandler can lest in relative safelfJ, keeping 
Ifie system mostl!I operational. 

(" TEST.PAS - lnterrup handler test program 
Written by Tom Wadlow, May 1985 ") 

program test: 
(wHli nued) 

keyboard-driven desk accessory. 
While it might be possible to sim

ply type in TRIVIAL.ASM and run it. 
you may have a hard time extending 
that basic program to do anything in· 
teresting. The reason is this: You will 
probably make a mistake (or several). 
When you are debugging a regu lar 
program. a mistake means that your 
program dies and control reverts to 
the operating system. But here. you 
are changing the operating system. If 
you replace the keyboard interrupt 
handler with a bad one. your key
board wi ll no longer work. You must 
reboot: but since Ctrl-Alt-Del involves 
keystrokes. you may not be able to 
reboot that way. Since the IBM PC has 
no reset button. you must turn the 
machine off and on again and wait for 
it to reboot. It doesn·t take many of 
these delays to cause you to give up 
desk-accessory programming. 

Since it is inconvenient to replace 
a vital system interrupt handler with 
an undebugged program. why not use 
an unimportant interrupt until the pro
gram works? I chose the cassette-tape 
interrupt handler INT ISH (read as in
terrupt 15 hexadecimal) because on 
older PCs (like mine) an electro
mechanical relay gives an audible 
click when activated by the function 
AH-0 of the ROM (read-only 
memory) cassette handler. Chances 
are good that you do not make use 
of your cassette 1/0 (input/output) 
port (if you own an older PC that has 
one). If you run the test program and 
the relay clicks. you 've installed it in
correctly. In this case you should ter
minate the program and turn the PC 
off for a few seconds to let the relay 
open. Leaving the relay activated for 
a short time should not damage it. as 
it was designed for such use. To avoid 
the necessity of turning the PC off. 
you might write a version of this pro
gram that does an INT 15 H function 
AH .. I. which turns the relay off. 
Rapid cycling of the relay should be 
avoided. Newer PCs may not have the 
built-in cassette relay. in which case 
any noncritical interrupt may be used. 
Both TEST.PAS and your application 
must agree on the interrupt. however. 

(coMtimmf) 
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cluding powerful PolyWindows'"' 
DeskPlus desk top software) to 
deliver maximum power 

404-923-6666. 

Quadram presents

the multifunction test 


that AST fulled. 

Silver Quadboard· 

Reliability: Advanced 256K tech
nology combines with 64K technology 
for greater reliability.

iJ Features: Two serial ports standard. 
Game port standard. 

J Warranty: 5 year extended warranty 
with 384K (factory installed}. 

~Compatibility: 100% PC compatible. 

!il Software: RAM Drives, spooler 
and productivity software. 

~ Price: Hundreds of dollars less 
than you would expect to pay. 

The su~ 

SixPakPlus• 

0 Reliability! Limited to 64K 
technology. · 

0 Features: One serial port maximum. 
Game port costs extra. 

0 Warranty: 2 year warranty. 

rJCompatibility: 100% PC compatible.

rLSoftware: RAM Drives, spooler 
and productivity software. 

D Price: Hundreds of dollars more 
than you should pay. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

Silver Quadboard: Memory expansion in 64K or 
256K increments, two serial ports, parallel port, 
game port, clock/calendar, QuadMastei- Ill with 
RAM drive and spooler software, PolyWindows 
OeskPlus sofi:ware. 

Check the facts. You'll see why Silver Quadboard 
outperforms the competition everytirne. Only Silver 
Quadboard combines so many standard features (in

compatible system. A nd, with its advanced·te€hn ology 
design, Silver Quadboard does it better than any other 
board on the market, for hundreds of dollars less than 
what you'd expect to pay. 

So before you buy a new multifunction board, check 
the facts yourself. Then check with your local Quadram 
dealer for a free demonstration. Or contact us at One 
Quad Way, Norcross, Georgia 30093-2919; 
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canst 
INTERRUPT ~ $15; (. The interrupt we are testing ·) 

type 

(• The following variant record is for 8088 registers and allows you 

to read and write the A- D registers as either words or byte registers. 

rL means low-order byte, rH means high-order. where the register (A through D) 

is r. See page 208 of the Turbo Pascal 3.0 manual. ·i 


PCregisters "' record 
case Integer of 

1 : (AX, BX, CX, DX, BP, DI , SI , OS, ES, Flags : integer); 
2 : (AL, AH. BL. BH, CL. CH, DL. OH : byte) : 

end; 

hexWord "' string[4); ( • Four-character string for the hex converter ") 

var 
registers : PCregisters: ( • Record for use in calling DOS ·) 

(' The function hex takes a 16-bit integer as its argument and returns a four· 
character string that is the hexadecimal equivalent of that number ') 

function hex(v : integer) : hexWord; 

const 
map : array [0..15] of char"' '0123456789ABCDEF' ; 

var 
tmp : hexWord: 

begin 
tmp[4): =map((v and $7ftf) mod 161: (' The AND masks ott the sign bit ' ) 
tmp[3): "'map[(v shr 4) mod 161; (" SHA means shift right ') 
tmp[2]: "' map[(v shr 8) mod 161; 
tm p[1]: ,,,map[(v shr 12) mod 16); 
tmp[O]: = #4; ( • Byte O is the length of this s ring · ) 
hex: "'tmp; 
end; 

procedure showRegisters; 


begin 

writeln; 

write(' AX:', hex(registers.AX)): 

write(' BX:' .hex(registers.BX)); 

write(' CX:',hex(registers.CX)); 

write(' DX:' ,hex(registers.DX)) : 

wrile(' BP:'.hex(registers.BP)); 

write(' DI:' ,hex(registers.DI)): 

write(' DS:' ,hex(registers.OS)): 

wri te(' ES:' .hex(registers.ESJ); 

writeln ; 


( • Show the flag bits. ·) 
if ((registers.Flags and $0001) > 0) then write( ' CF'): 
ii ((registers .Flags and $0004) > 0) then write(' PF'); 
ii ((registers. Flags and $001 OJ > O) then write(' AF') ; 
11 (( registers.Flags and $0040) > 0) then write(' ZF '): 

if ((registers.Flags and $0080) > 0) then write(' SF '): 

if ((registers.Flags and $0100) > 0) then write( ' TF '): 

if ((registers.Flags and $0200) > 0) then write(' IF'); 

if ((registers.Flags and $0400) > 0) then write( ' DF'): 

if ((registers.Flags and $0800) > 0) then write(' OF '); 

writeln; 

end: 


r· Testing code begfns here ·i 

(' This function prompts lor a character, then reads it by 

performing an interrupt with the appropriate function code. 

State of the registers is shown before the call and afterward. ') 


(continued) 

By using INT I SH you leave the vital 
keyboard driver untouched and work· 
ing. For purposes o f illustration. let's 
say you were debugging TRIVIA L. 
ASM. You could make the constant 
DOS_replace_vector equal 1SH 
and use TEST.PAS (see listing 2) to 
simulate a call to the keyboard 1/0 
handler through INT l 5H instead of 
the correct INT 16H. TESTPAS also 
prints the entry and exit states oi the 
PC registers around each call. Th us. 
when your experimental code fails 
(a nd it will) . the chances are pretty 
good that your system wlll not crash 
with it. When you feel confident that 
your code is working properly. re· 
assemble it to replace the constant 
DOS_replace_vector with INT l6H. 
the keyboard l/O interrupt. 

Another tool you may find helpful. 
VECTORS.PAS (listing 3). is a Turbo 
Pascal program that dumps the cur· 
rent interrupt vectors to the screen or 
to a file. By comparing these hexadec· 
imal numbers to the default sett ings 
listed on page 3-3 of the IBM tech
nical reference manual. you can see 
if your installation went as planned. 

LOADING THE NEW 
INTERRUPT HANDLER 
Su rrounding the code that actually 
performs the appli ca t ion is an 
envelope of code that does the in 
sta 1lation and setup of the new inter
rupt handler. As I said earlier. th is is 
the code that is actually run during 
phase one of the execution of this 
desk accessory. 

When you ask PC-DOS to run a 
.COM file by typing its name at the 
DOS prompt. it does two things. First. 
it copies the entire file into memory. 
Second. it does a subroutine call to 
location !OOH in the new code seg· 
ment. running whatever code is there. 
So your initialization code need not 
actually copy the new program from 
a separate disk file. DOS does that for 
you. 

The function that makes these desk
accessory programs possible is INT 
27H (terminate process and remain 
resident). You provide this function 
call with a pointer to the next free ad· 

(G011ti"ued) 
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ASYST high-resolution gmphics now include error New color gmphics enhance comparison of 
bars, labels, axes, grids, and multiple colors. experimental data with filtered dota. 

ASYSTaxonometric plots simplify analysis of Contour plotting adds an alternative approach to 
complicated 3-dimensional surfaces. meaningful 3-D representation. 

ASYST adds new muscle. 

More hardware s~pport, more analysis 


capabilities for the IBM PC. 

ASYST'" Scientific Software turns your 
IBM PC, XT,·• AT, or compatible into o 
complete scientific workstation. And 
now it's even more versati le, with: 

• Exponded analysis capabilities 
• High -resolution color graphics 
· GPIB/IEEE-488 hardware support 
• Axon a metric and contour plotting 
• Additional AID hardware support 

Minicomputer speed and precision 

at a fraction of the cost. 

ASYST on on IBM PC does o 1024-pt. 

FFT in less than 3 seconds (as fast os 
1.2 on some compatibles). For the some 
task, an optimum performance routine 
on a DEC 11123 + minicomputer using 
FPF 11 '"took 2 seconds-ot 5 limes 
the price! 
Built-in routines. Full programmability. 
Straightforward, pre-programmed com
mands, such as '/:'(.DATA PLOT, FFT, and 
ND.IN, put you in total control right 
oway. Commands can be used interac
tively, or combined and modified as 
needed-from simple macros lo fully 
customized programs. And oil com 

monds co-reside in memory- no disk 

shuffling. 


ASYST is four separate, 

fully-integrated modules: 

Module 1: System/Graphics/Statistics 

establishes the environmenl. It provides 

basic mothemolics operolors, descriptive 

statistics, array manipulation and control, 

automatic plolling ond color graphics 

support (including IBM standard/ 

enhanced and Hercules boards), a lexl 

editor, fi le 1/0, ond o built-in program

ming language. 

Module 2: Analysis reduces and 

analyzes doto. Includes eigenvalues, 

eigenvectors, polynomials, ANOVA, 

oxonometric and con tour plotting, least 

squares approximations, curve fitting, 

convolu tions, integration, differentiolion, 

smoothing, ond fast Fourier transform. 


Module 3: Data Acquisition allows 

communication with lob equipment and 

analog signal sources. Includes AID 

and D/A conversions, digital 1/0, liming, 

ond triggering. Supports standard inter

face boards including IBM DACA. 


Module 4: GPIB/IEEE-488 allows 
additional interfacing to some 10,000 
instruments through o variety of plug-in 
cards. 
• Purchase Module l alone-or with 
any combination of the other modules
to toil or the system lo your specific 
applications. 

Try ASYST for 30 days. For details, coll 
(800) 348-0033; in NY, (212) 702-3241. 

/Afm

MACMILLAN SOFlWARE CO. 

An Alfiliole of Mocmillon Pl.lblishing Company 
866 Third Avenl.le, New York, NY 10022 
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procedure testCodeO; 

var 
c : byte; 

begin 
c: = O: 
while (c < > 3) 
DO begin 

registers.AH:= O; 
registers.AL: .. Q; 
registers.BX: = O: 
registers. CX:= O; 
registers.DX: =0: 
showRegisters; 

(" Exit with CTRL-C ') 

(' Set the function code ') 
(' Zero everything else, so that change is obvious ') 

write('Enter a character: '); 

intr(INTERRUPT, registers): (' Turbo function to perform INT ') 

showRegisters: 

writeln('Character = [',ord(registers.AL), '] (',chr{registers.AL),')'): 

writeln(' -··········· .. ••• '): 

c: =registers.AL: 
end; 

end; 

begin 
testCodeO; 
end. 

Listing 3: This pro9ram displalJS the current values of tlie interrupt vector 
settin9s on tfie IBM PC. Tlie initial values of tfiese settin9s can be found in Ifie 
IBM technical refem1ce manual 011 page 3-3. Their addresses and additional 
descriptive i11for111atio11 can be fou11d on page 3- 2 I . 

{$P256} 
(' VECTORS.PAS written in Turbo Pascal 3.0 by Tom Wadlow 
The P256 compiler option is used to permit the table printed by VECTORS to be 
re-directed into a file. II you use an early version of Turbo Pascal , this option will 
not work. If your Turbo compiler supports redirection. then the vector table can be 
written to a lile by compiling to a .COM file, and then typing: 

vectors > VECTOR.LST 
at the DOS prompt. where VECTOR.LST is the name ot the file that you want lhe 
table to go in. ') 

program vectors: 

type 
vectorName = string(30] : 
hexWord = string(SJ: 

(' HEX takes a 16-bit integer as its argument and returns a five· 
character string that is the hexadecimal equivalent of that number ') 
function hex(v : Integer) : hexWord; 

const 
map : array 10..15] of char = '0123456789ABCDEF': 

var 
tmp : hexWord; 

begin 
tmp[S]: "' map[(v and $7fff) mod 16]: ( • The AND masks off the sign bit ') 

tmpl4): = mapl(v shr 4) mod 16]; 
tmpl3]: = map[(v shr 8) mod 16): 
tmp(2J: - map[(v shr 12) mod 16]: 
tmpl1}: ,.. '$ ': ('Turbo hex constants are preceded by$") 
tmplOJ: ""#5; (' Byte O is the length of this string ') 
hex: =Imp; 

(co111inued) 

dress in memory: it will terminate the 
current program. resetting the base 
address (where the next program wi\I 
be loaded) to the address you specify. 

ln TRIVIAL.PAS. the first code ex
ecuted is a jump to the in itialization 
code at the end of the program. ln 
order to minimize the amount of 
memory permanently taken up by the 
interrupt handler. put all the initializa
tion code at the end of the COM file. 
When you call INT 27H with a pointer 
to the start of this code. all the ini
tialization code is effectively flushed. 
but the new interrupt handler is not. 
Only the few bytes of the first jump 
remain as ""overhead... and this is 
usually quite acceptable. 

In this case. the initialization code 
must perform three separate func
tions. It must save the old value of the 
keyboard interrupt. It must replace 
the old keyboard interrupt with the 
address of the new one. And it must 
terminate gracefully. leaving the inter· 
rupt code but allowing the space 
taken up by the installation code to 
be reclaimed for later use. 

One rule of thumb for writ ing these 
interrupt handlers is: Never reinvent 
the wheel. There is no point in wasting 
space duplicating something that 
DOS can do for you. That is why it is 
a good idea to save the old value of 
the keyboard in terrupt. 

The reason that DOS uses software 
interrupts to call funct io ns is 
modularity. If DOS used a predefined 
address for a given routine. it would 
be impossible to rewrite different por
tions of the code. as we are attempt
ing to do in this article. Every program 
would have the special address for 
each function "wired in ... and it would 
be impossible to change without 
changing every piece of code written 
for the IBM PC. By using software in
terrupts and a jump table. every piece 
of code is independent of the current 
settings of the interrupt vectors. But 
software interrupts are not magical. In 
fact. they differ only from subroutine 
calls in that the processor automati· 
cal!y pushes all of the system state 
flags onto the stack before the return 
address. So if you know the address 

((011linued1 
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MAKE THE CONNECTION . . . 

Our Connection systems will solve your problem 

of trying to read and write diskettes or tapes from 
almost any computer system using your PC. 

The Diskette Connection is a hardware system 
that enables the IBM PC or compatible to read and 
write most 8 inch, S 1/4 inch, or 31/2 inch diskettes. 

With our File Connection software programs you 
can transfer data files between most computer 
systems, including CPIM, DEC, Honeywell, Univac, 
IBM 3740, Sil , S/3, S/23, S/32, S/34, S/36, and S/38. 

Our Word and Typesetting Connection programs 
use IBM standard Document Content Architecture 
(DCA-RYfl to transfer document files between 
most word processing and typesetting systems, 
including Compugraphic MCS, CPT, Displaywriter, 
OS/6, Multiset, NBI, Quadex, Xerox, and Wang. 

Our Tape Connection system will read and 
write IBM or ANSI standard 112 inch 1600 BPI 
magnetic tape. A full size 2400 foot tape can 
store a 45 MByte file and be written in 6 minutes. 

Since 1982, we have supplied thousands of 
systems to customers around the world, including 
IBM, NASA, AT&T, Kodak, and General Motors. 

Our specialty is conversion systems and we can 
provide a solution to your problem. Call us today 
to discuss your requirements. 

This ad is one of a series featuring NASA missions. 
For a free poster, send us your written request. 

Box 1970 Flagstaff, AZ 86002 
(602) 774-5187 Telex 705609 
Inquiry 64 for End-Users. Inquiry 65 for DEALERS ON LY . 

SEE YOU AT COMDEX 
BOOTH RB724 . . . FLAGSTAFF ENGINEERING 
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end; 

( • PRINTVECTOR takes an interrupt number and a descriptive string 

and prints the value of the corresponding interrupt vector on the 

standard output device ') 


procedure printVector(v : integer; s : vectorName); 

(' Since the addresses are stored in with thei r bytes in least 

significant order, we can get them a byte at a time and rearrange 

them to word byte order. This could probably be done in a single 

complex statement, but I prefer to separate it for clarity. ') 


var 
a,b,c,d : integer: 

begin 
a: ~ Mem[OOOO:v'4); (' MEM is a Turbo array that can be used to ') 
b: = Mem[OOOO:v'4 + 11: (' read or write any byte in memory') 
c: ~ Mem[OOOOv'4 +2]; 
d : = Mem(OOOO:v'4 + 31: 

writeln(hex(v).s:30,' ',hex((d shl BJ + c), ': ',hex((b shl 8) + a)) : 

end; 


(' The main program sim ply calls printVector repeatedly with information 
gathered from the technical reference manual. Interrupts 6,7.A.8.C,D are listed 
as RESERVED by IBM and are not shown here, though it would be trivial to 
add them. In addition. table entries for the Video Initialization ($1 D) 
and Disk Parameters ($1 E) were omitted so that the remaining 
listing would fit entirely on one screen. ') 

begin 

printVector($00.'Divide by zero'): 

printVector($01 ,'Single step'); 

printVector($02,'Nonmaskable interrupt'); 

printVector($03, 'Breakpoint '): 

printVector($04 . 'Overflow'): 

printVector($05,'Print screen'): 

printVector($08, 'Timer'): 

printVector($09 . 'Keyboard '): 

printVector($0E, 'Disk'}; 

printVector($10.'Video 110'); 

printVector($11 , 'Equipment check'); 

printVector($12. 'Memory check') : 

printVector($13,'0isk 110'); 

printVector($14, 'RS-232 110'): 

printVector($15. 'Cassette 110'); 

printVector($16.'Keyboard 1/0') ; 

printVector($17,'Prinler 1/0'): 

printVector($18. 'ROM BASIC entry'); 

printVector($19,'Bootstrap loader'): 

printVector($1A.'Time of day'); 

printVector($1 B,'Get control on KBD break'); 

printVector($1C,'Gel control on timer') : 

printVector($1 F.'Graphics character table'); 

end . 


o f an interrupt routine. you can call can be simulated by 
it directly by pushing the flags your

Function 0 is read-character self. A normal interrupt cal l to get a 
MOV AH . 0 character from the keyboard and 

Push processor flags on stack return it in the AL register that looks PUSHFlike 
: Call ROM routine directly 

CALL <address>: Function 0 is read-character 
MOV AH , 0 where <address> is where the 

: Keyboard 1/0 software interrupt original routine is located. When the 
INT 16H IBM PC is first booted. that address 
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is SFOOO:SE82 E (using Turbo Pascal's 
notation for a hexadecimal segment 
and offset as the program VEC· 
TORS.PAS would print it out). You 
could code that address directly into 
a keyboard Interrupt handler. but that 
would make it impossible to run your 
handler with any of the other com
mercially available interrupt-driven 
programs. like SideKick or Spotlight. 
that replace the keyboard vector. 

DOS provides a function. 3 5H. that 
reads the current value of a given in
terrupt vector from the jump table 
and returns it to your program . By 
using this function. you can place the 
old value (which may not be the same 
as the ROM value) into a variable in 
memory and call through that vari· 
able to run the old handler. There may 
be other reasons why SideKick or 
Spotlight or the others will not run 
with your specific code. however. 

Since DOS has a special function to 
read an interrupt vector. you might 
guess that there is a simi lar function 
to set an interrupt vector. Indeed 
there is: function 2 5H. (A complete 
listing of all the DOS functions can be 
found in section D of the DOS 
manual.) 

WRITING AN INTERRUPT 
HANDLER 
A litt le skepticism is a healthy thing 
when writing a desk accessory that 
hides inside an interrupt handler. 
Many functions that are perfectly 
legitimate inside a regular program 
are difficult and dangerous inside an 
interrupt handler. By calling a system 
function incorrectly from within an in
terrupt handler. you may change the 
state of the system that the inter
rupted application returns to. This can 
have disastrous results. For example. 
if your desk accessory moves the cur
sor (by writing to the screen. for in· 
stance). the application may not 
detect this change. Subsequent input 
based on cursor location would be in
correct. Thus. you should be careful 
to place the cursor back where you 
found it before leaving the interrupt 
code. Probably the most dangerous 

(co11ti11uedl 



Thi s is d~aft printing 
at 12 cha~acte~s pe r inch and 
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Sekctfast draft quality printing with a Vi 
throughput Then flick theswitch ... 

Th i s is NLQ printing 
at 10 c ha r acters per inch 

NLQ DRAFT 
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... to sekct NLQ printingfor your wordprocessing. 

You can assign the 80-column Facit 4513 and Or proportional printing. 
132-column Facit 4514 to whatever printing tasks All at the :flick of a switch. 
your application requires. The printers incorporate both the IBM/ 

From wordprocessing NLQ printouts with Epson and Epson FX command sets. And thus 
automatic sheet feeding to high-speed draft easily make friends with both IBM PC:s and 
printing. Select 10, 12 or 17 characters per inch. UNIX supermicros. 

Naturally, the printers handle any output 
from your graphic software packages - logos, 
business graphics, pictures, semi-graphics, etc. 

And when it comes to reliability, the 
component materials, printhead life and stringent 
testing ensure that your Facit 4513/14 printers 
will deliver many years of quality printings. Just 
like every other printer in the Facit family. 

Switch to Facit 4513/14 matrix printers ! 

FACIT Inquiry 61 

Head Ortic : Fad/ AB, S-17291 Su11dbyberg. Sweden. P/Jo11e: (8) 7643000. 
USA: Facit Inc. P.O. Box 334, Merrimack. NH 03054. Phone: (603) 424-8000 

ll~M i& 1 u:adr11u1rk ut I rn~rr.111l Fo:n:.J 
flu!l.l.nC1o'4 1acblnt"J Corp, 

~tlX1~:'~":~~f~-f&T~~ll labs~ 
AUSTR.:LJA: EA! Electronics Associates Pty Ltd., 427-3322. AUSTRlll: Ericsson Information Syslcms GmbH. 0222-613641. BELGIUM: Ericsson S.A. , 02-24382 11. 
CANADA; Facit Canada Inc. , 416·821·9400. CYPRUS: LBM (LillytosJ Ltd 5164634. DENMARK: Facit NS. 02·922400. FINUND: OY Fac:it , 90-42021. FRANCE: Facit 
S.A.. l-7807117. GREAT BRITAIN : Facit, 0634-401721. GREECE: Computer Application Co .• Ltd .. 01 ·6719722. HONGKONG: Gilman & Co. Ltd., 5-7909555. 
/CELANO: GisliJ.Johnsen HF, 354-173111. IND/A : Forbes ForbesC:lmpbell & Co. Ltd., 22-268081. /REL.AND: Memory lrelandComputen; Ltd. , J-989733. /TALY: Fac:it 
Data Products S.p.A., 039-636331. JAPAN: Electrolux (Japan) Ltd., 03-479-34U. TllE NETNERL4NDS: Ericsson lnfonnation Systems B.V .. 03480-70911. NEW 
ZEAL4ND: McLean Information TechnQIOgy Ltd., 50Hl01, 501-219. NORIJ(ltY: Ericsson lnfom1atiQn Systems AJS. 02-~i.55820. PORTUGAL: RegiscontJ Sari, 1-560091. 
SINGAPORE: Far Eas t Office Eqpts Pte Ltd., 7458288. SPltlN; Facit, 91-45711 U. SWEDEN: Ericsson Information Systems Sverige AB, 08·282860. SWITZERL4ND: 
Erlc$$nn lnlonna t ion Systems AC, Ol·391 9711. WEST GERMJI}.' Y: Ericsson lnfotrnution Systems GmbH, 021J -61 090. 



DESK ACCESSORIES 

List ing 4: Tfiis program installs a ke~board interce17lor into PC-DOS. Tire 
interceptor keeps a record of the last full command tyr>ed to DOS (or any otfier 
program that uses the DOS ke~board 110 calls). Pressing Ctrl- \ makes the 
previous command repeat. one character at a time. A more extensive version of 
KEYSfROK.ASM is available from the author for $2 5 (S 15 if ~ou send your 
own disk a11d a self-addressed stam17ed disk mailer). 

: KEYSTROK.ASM 
; written April 1985 by Tom Wadlow 

; Definition of constants used by this code. 

DOS_keyboard_io equ 16H : The keyboard interrupt number 
DOS_function equ 21H ; The DOS !unction interrupt 
DOS_terminate_resident equ 27H : Terminate-but-stay-resident interrupt 
get_vector equ 35H ; DOS function number for get-vector 
set_veclor equ 25H ; DOS function number for set-vector 

CSEG SEGMENT 
assume cs:cseg,ds :cseg ; These govern choices made by MASM 
org 100H : All .COM files start at 0100H 

start: 
jmp ini tialize 

: Application code should start here 

old_keyboard_io dd : Set aside a doubleword for the old keyboard vector 
outline db 80 dup(O) : Where the last line is stored 

dw O : Just to make sure it is terminated 
inline db 80 dup(O) ; Where the current line is stored 

dw 0 : Just to make sure it is terminated 
outplr dw 0 ; Pointer inlo outline 
inptr dw 0 ; Pointer into inline 

keyboard_ interceptor proc far 
assume cs:cseg, ds:cseg ; Tell the assembler about default segments 
sli : Turn interrupts back on 
push ds ; Save the registers used in this code 
push bx 
push di 
mov bx. cs : Set the Data Segmenl = Code Segment 
mov ds, bx 
cmp ah. o : Is this a READ request (AH = O)? 
jne ki1 ; If not, then use the ROM handler 

; Simulate an interrupt call to the old keyboard 110 handler 

ki : 	 push! : Push nags, to simulate an INT call 
assume ds:nothing : so that we need not rnwrite lhe old 
call old_keyboard_io : keyboard handler, we just use ii 
cmp al , 28 ; Look for CTRL- \ 
je ki3 
crnp al, 8 : Look for backspace 
je ki4 
cmp al. 13 ; Look for carriage return 
jne kiO 

; After CR we reset output to point to start of keyslroke buffer 

k100: 	 assume ds:cseg 
push si ; Save the registers used 

Skepticism is a healthy 

thing when writing an 
accessory that hides in 
an interrupt handler. 
area is file 1/0. It is possible to safely 
open files from a desk accessory. but 
great care must be taken not to in
terfere with any file act ivities of the 
interrupted program. It would be easy 
to confuse DOS by opening the same 
file with your pop-up notepad and 
your normal text editor at the same 
time. 

You can perform many useful desk
accessory functions without using any 
disk J/O. Calculators or clocks are a 
good example. If you can possibly 
avoid going to the disk in a desk ac
cessory. lt is probably a good idea to 
do so. lf not. then test your code ex
haustively for bugs and side effects 

Some DOS functions may not work 
at all from within an interrupt handler 
because of the way PC-DOS is written. 
For any function you in tend to use. it 
is important to thoroughly test the 
calls from with in an interrupt handler. 

TRIVI AL.ASM shows a minimal 
desk accessory with almost no l/O at 
all. Surrounded by the envelope of in
scallation code. the appl ication itself 
is rather small. Note that the interrupt 
handler checks to see if the function 
is a read (register AH = 0). If it is not 
a read. then the old interrupt-handler 
code handles any other functions. in 
cl uding IRET (return from interrupt). 
If the function is a read. then a 
simulated interrupt call to the old key
board interrupt handler returns the 
next character in the input buffer. By 
doing the simulated interrupt. you can 
let the DOS and ROM routines do the 
work they were designed to do and 
keep your desk accessory confined to 
its special function The old rout ine is 
supposed to return the character read 
in register AL. so compare that with 
the target characters lin this case. 
uppercase or lowercase Z.J By modi

(continuedl 
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Good News! 
People have gone to omc preuy great extremes 10 

so lve their wide prin ting prob lems. 

Luckily, you don't have 10. Side tepfM 

let your dot ma trix printer print as wide a 

documenl as you need by turning each letter on its 

side - electronically! Sid'• tep frees you from 
gluing. taping, and tapling wide prin touts 

toge1her. You get a document of virt ually infinite 

wid th automatically. 

it/1•Step docs everyt hing other sideways printing 

program. do. and more : 

• Fast operation 

• Ea t to learn and use 
• Con1ex1-scn itive online help 
• No limit on file size or prin t width 
• 18 combination of size and quality 
• Allows double-strike and e mphasized printing• 

2340 State Road 580, Su ite 244, Clearwater, Florida 33575 

• Lcuer q ua lity on To. hiba and LQISOO 

• Suppo rt high-speed drart mode• 

• Speed optimized for each printer 
• Features elec tro nic spread heel "pasting" 

• Pri nts IBM graphic characters 

• Prints Greek and math sym bols 

• Fully compatible with TopView 

• Command o ptio ns can be saved for reuse 

• Can run from the command line 

• Complete hard disk path support 

• Allow wi ld cards 
• Directories a lwi1y available 

• an run from batch file 

• upports ou tput to disk fi les 

• Supports color monitor 

SideStep your wide prin tout problem . 
Order ideStep today! 

id1•Stcp run on the 113M side l 
PC. P / XT, PC / AT. P j r. 


and compatible compute rs under DOS VJ 

2.0 and later and requires I 28K memory. t""+-
SideStep works with popular prin ters (l) 
from IBM .. Ep~o n . HP. To hiba, IDS, ~ 
OkiData, T l. C. ltoh, ' EC. Datapro

ducts. OTC. Ci1i1.cn. a nd more. Ask for SideStcp 

from your local dea ler or call today and order Sid£~ 

Step directly . 

To Order Call Toll Free 

1-800-255·7526 

30-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE 

VISA AND MIC ACCEPTED 
!Dealer UJq<mres ff'lv•led) 

~ ...... .:::, ~ - .-=91&.® ,_..,,,,_ ., -~ - ., ,..~.. ......_._ - - - ...~- -----...--- -- -----
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DESK ACCESSORIES 

P C-DOS is an interrupt-driven oper
ating system. It might be possible 

to write a similar system without the 
use of interrupts. but that would in· 
volve the software equivalent of trying 
to look in all directions at once. Inter· 
rupts greatly simplify the way an oper
ating system is written. 

An interrupt. as the name implies. is 
an event that diverts the flow of a pro
gram from what it normally would be 
doing. Interrupts can happen at any 
time: they are. in technical parlance. 
asynchronous events. They happen to 
people dozens of times in the course 
of a day: to computers. they usually 
happen many thousands or mlllions of 
times. For people. the scenario is a 
familiar one: You are writing your 
memoirs when your daughter comes 
in and asks you to tie her shoelaces. 
You do so. she leaves with her request 
satisfied. and you continue with your 
writing. For computers. it is similar: 
Your program is executing merrily 
away. computing the next Mersenne 
prime number. when you strike a key. 
Your prime-number task is suspended: 
the interrupt handler reads the key
stroke and places it in the input buffer 
to be given to your application pro
gram the next time it requests a key
board read operation ~which may be 
several million years hence if you are 
computing Mersenne primes on an 
IBM PCI. With the character safely in 
the input buffer. the keyboard interrupt 
handler relinquishes control to your 
application. 

One major use of interrupts is the 
coordination of external hardware 
(such as keyboards and disk drives) 
that performs functions and must 
report the results to the processor. 
Another use of interrupts is internal. 
Machines like the IBM PC use software 
interrupts to allow application pro· 
grams to communicate with the oper
ating system. If each application were 
required to know the address of each 
specific operating-system function, it 
would be very difficult to change the 
operating system (to fix bugs. for ex
ampleJ. By using software interrupts. an 
application program need not know 
where a function is located in order to 
have it performed. 

INTERRUPTS 

The IBM PC operating system pro

vides two types of interrupt-driven 
utilities: ROM interrupts. which are built 
into the hardware of the machine. and 
DOS interrupts. which come with the 
disk operating system. DOS interrupts 
are higher-level functions that use the 
low-level ROM interrupts as building 
blocks to do more complicated and 
useful things. Functions refer to an in
terrupt that does one of many things. 
depending on its parameters. Most 
DOS functions are performed b~· INT 
21 H. The different functions are chosen 
by selecting the appropriate function 
number (from 0 to S7H for DOS 2.0) 
and placing it in the AH register. 

An interrupt signals the processor to 
perform some special operation. On 
the IBM PC. the interrupt vector table 
governs the choice of operation. This 
table is located in the first few hundred 
bytes of memory. Each entry in the 
table is an address that's 4 bytes long. 

This address indicates the absolute 
location in memory of the interrupt
handling routine for that particular in· 
terrupt. When an interrupt occurs. the 
8088 processor first pushes the current 
value for all system flags onto the stack 
and then executes a long subroutine 
call to the appropriate interrupt 
handler. The processor determines 
which handler to use by multiplying the 
interrupt number by 4 (the number of 
bytes in a table entryl and fetching the 
long word at that address. When the 
interrupt routine is finished. it executes 
an IAET instruction. which pops the 
flag values off the stack. restoring them 
to the state they were in before the in· 
terrupt. and then does the equiva lent 
of a retum-from~subroutine instruction 
to return control to the interrupted 
task. 

Murphy's Law says that interrupts. be
ing asynchronous events. will occur at 
the most unfortunate time during the 
execution of a program. SO computer 
designers allow the programmer a 
method by which interrupts can be 
held at bay for a short time. The CU 
(clear interrupt-enable flag) instruction 
prevents any further interruptS from be
ing recognized. to allow some par
ticularly critical code to exec ute. One 
of the most disastrous times for an in

terrupt to occur is during the actual 
processing of another interrupt 1b pre
vent this. the 8088 is designed to im
mediately suspend interrupt process
ing when an interrupt occurs. Interrupts 
are turned on again explicitly by the 
STl (set interrupt-enable flag) instruc
tion. which you usually find right at the 
beginning of an interrupt handler. 

You might think that you woujd 
rather turn on interrupts at the end or 
an interrupt handler. just before return
ing control to the main task. This turns 
out not to be the case. however. Most 
computers have only a limited ability 
to remember what interrupts have oc
curred while interrupt processing was 
suspended. Any external aaivity. such 
as keyboard input or disk 1/0. may be 
lost slnce the interrupts were not pro· 
cessed in time. It is very important for 
the design of an operating system to 
minimize the time in which interrupts 
cannot be processed. It is usually 
possible to interrupt an interrupt 
handler with another interrupt request. 
These routines are designed so that 
this is possible because the inability co 
do so will drastically reduce the per
formance of the operating system. 

On the IBM PC. one special case or 
this interruptibility is not available. It 
is not possible for many interrupt 
handlers to be interrupted by them· 
selves. In industry jargon. they are 
called nonreentrant routines. For exam
ple. two keyboard interrupts spaced 
too closely together would fail in 
strange and mysterious ways. The 
reasons for this usually lie in the 
special-purpose buffers. such as the 
keyboard input buffer. that each 
routine maintains. Imagine many pea· 
pie writing a message on the same 
small blackboard. each unable to see 
what the others are writing. You might 
get all the messages clearly. but 
chances are you would simply end up 
with an unreadable mess. For single· 
user systems. this is not much of a 
problem. Reentrant routines are 
primarily used for multiuser systems. 

Interrupt programming is primarily 
done for operating-system functions. 
and thus it usually involves some of the 
trickier facets of both the operating sys
tem and the hardware involved. 
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For any function you 
intend to use, it is 
important to test the 
calls from within 
an interrupt handler. 
fying register AL. you can change the 
character that will be returned to DOS 
or the appl ication program . If you 
choose. you could find a special. 
seldom used character (such as 
Ctrl-\ . for example) and use that to 
start up a much more complicated 
desk accessory. 

KEYSTROK.ASM (list ing 4) is a 
somewhat more complicated desk ac
cessory that employs Ori-\ as its ac
t ivation character. This program uses 
exactly the same installation code as 
TRIVIAL.ASM. KEYSTROK.ASM is a 
simple line editor with a one
command history function . As you 
type a command line into DOS. the 
new keyboard interrupt handler 
copies it into an internal buffer. 
KEYSfROK.ASM remembers all (or at 
\east the first 80 charactersl of the 
previously typed line. You can feed 
that old line back as a new DOS com
mand by repeatedly pressing Ctrl-\ . 
For example. if you find you 've 
mistyped one character at the begin
ning of a long complicated DOS com
mand. it is possible to redo the com
mand with a minimum of fuss. lt also 
allows you to repeat various com
mands with a minimal var iation. such 
as 

ERASE FOO.OBJ 
ERASE FOO.COM 
ERASE SAMPLE.FOO 

Note that KEYSTROK.ASM is in
tended more as an instructional exam
ple for this article than an actual pro
duction tool. For purposes of clarity. 
I've ignored certain special cases that 
must be considered in an actual tool. 

lt is always useful to elaborate the 
exact steps necessary to turn some

1w11ti,.medl 

push di 
push ex 
push ax 
push es 
mov si. ds 
mov es. si 
mov si. offset inline 
mov di , offset outline 
mov bx, inptr 
mov 
mov 

byte ptr (si +bx]. 0 
ex, ao 

rep movsb 
pop es 
pop ax 
pop ex 
pop di 

ki02: 
pop 
mov 
mov 

si 
outptr. 0 
inptr . O 

jmp ki01 

: Source segment in OS 
; Destination segment in ES 
; Source offset in SI 
: Destination offset in DI 
; Null terminate the input string 

; Repetition count in ex 
; Move byte string 
; Restore registers 

; Restart in and out buffers 

: Put a character in the incoming buffer 

kiO: assume ds:cseg 
mov di, offset inline ; Use input buffer 
mov bx. inptr ; Go to next empty space 
cmp bx, 80 ; Take no more than 80 chars 
jg ki01 
mov [di + bx). al ; If less than ao chars, add char 
inc inptr : and advance pointer 

; Return from interrupt after restoring the register state 

ki01 : pop di 
pop bx 
pop ds 
iret ; Return from the interrupt call 

; Let the ROM routine handle everything, including the return from interrupt 

ki1 : pop di 
pop bx 
pop ds 
assume ds:nothing : Turn off all assumptions (IMPORTANT) 
jmp old_ keyboard_io 

: Send the next byte or a string back as though it had been typed at the kbd 

ki3: assume ds:cseg 
mov di. offset outline 
mov bx , outptr 
mov al. [di+ bx) 
cmp al. 0 
je ki01 
inc outptr 
jmp kiO 

: Use output buffer 
; Advance to next char to be sent 
; Put char in AL 
; Have we used up buffer? 
: II so, return NULL 
: If not, advance output pointer 

: Don't save the backspace. Instead. back up input pointer by 1 (unless it' s 0) 

ki4: assume ds:cseg 
cmp inptr, 0 ; Is input buffer empty? 
je ki01 : If so, just return 
dee inptr : If not, back up input pointer 
jmp ki01 : And return 

tcontinutdl 
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keyboard_1nterceptor endp 

, Application code should end here 

1n11ialize: 
mov bx.cs : Make DSEG ~ CSEG through BX because 
mov ds.bx : of inadequate 8088 1nstruc11on set 

; Get 1he old keyboard 1/0 vector and put it in its variable 

mov al ,16H : The vector we want is keyboard 110 
mov ah.geLvector : Use the DOS function call to gel it 
int DOS_function : See page D-33 of DOS 2.0 manual 
mov old_keyboard_10,bx : Old vector is returned in ES:BX 
mov old_keyboard_10(2].es : Save it to variable 

; Set the keyboard 1/0 vector lo our routine 

mov bx.cs : DOS function wants vector in DS:DX 
mov ds.bx ; so put seg :ols of interceptor there. 
mov dx,offsel keyboard_ interceptor 
mov al,DOS_keyboard_io : Use the DOS function call to set 1t 
mov ah,seL vector ; See page 0-28 of DOS 2.0 manual 
int DOS_lunction 

mov bx.cs ; First expendable address 1s that of 
mov els.bx : initialize, so put seg:ofs in DS:DX 
mov dx.offset initialize : End program but leave keyboard 
int DOS_terminate_residen1 : interceptor residen 

CSEG ENOS 

END start ; Starting address is start 


thing as finicky as an assembly-lan
guage source into an executable ap
plication program. Quite often the 
reader and the writer make different 
basic assumptions about what is go
ing on: explicit instructions can help 
put everybody on the right track. 

All the assembly-language pro
grams in this article were assembled 
using this basic set of commands: 

MASM <name > : 
LIN K <name > ; 
EXE2BIN < name > 
RENAME <name > .BIN 

<name > .COM 
ERASE < name > .EXE 

where < name > .ASM is the name of 
the source code. 

You'll notice that the example as
sembly-language files are assembled 
to .COM files rather than .EXE fi les. 
This is to simplify the code and speed 
the execution of the installation pro
grams. The .COM format for PC-DOS 
programs is intended for small. fast 
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utilities. Thus. they have no separate 
stack segment and are limited in thei r 
choic s of code and data segments. 
They begin execution at loca tion 
IOOH rather than at OH . When writing 
a program intended to be a COM file. 
you should not define a stack seg
ment. and the first line of executable 
code should come after an ORG 
100H statement. When th is code is 
being assembled. the IBM assembler 
generates a warning that you r code 
has no stack segment. This is no 
cause for concern. and you should ex
pect it to occur. 

DEBUGGING AN INTERRUPT 
HANDLER 
One of the most difficult parts of 
wr iting a replacement interrupt 
handler is getting it to work. It is. in 
effect. a new part of the operating sys
tem . Small bugs in a new keyboard 
handler or video interrupt handler will 
be magnified since much of the rest 
of the operating system depends on 

these routines. A technique I dis
cussed earlier involves replacing a 
less consequential interrupt vector for 
part of the debugging phase. Another 
important technique is prototyping If 
you are writing a really large interrupt 
handler. you should try to build and 
test each portion of your code as a 
normal program before placing it in 
an interrupt routine. For example. if 
you design a scheme for pop-up win· 
dows. be sure that it works from a nor
mal program first. If you can. push the 
system dependencies as far down in 
your code as possible. If you need to 
get a character from the keyboard 
rather than scatter DOS calls all 
throughout your code. encapsulate 
the DOS call in one special routine 
and then have your application call 
that. Don't be afraid to write litt le test 
programs that try out one thing at a 
time from within an interrupt handler. 

Assembly-language programming 
brings out a tendency to optimize. to 
try and make programs as small and 
as tight as possible. This can be good. 
but it can be dangerous to be too 
tricky. A program that is too big or too 
slow isn't of much use. but one that 
is that is impossible to understand a 
month after you write it. or impossi
ble to modify. is equally bad. A sense 
of purpose and balance is important 
here. Be tricky only when you have to. 

These techniques should be familiar 
to anyone who has ever written 
modular code before. They are basic 
principles of software design. A good 
book on this subject is TJie Mytliical 
Man-Montfi: Essays on Software Engineer· 
ing by Frederick P. Brooks Jr. 
(Addison-Wesley. 1974) . 

Assembly language is not for every
one. And interrupt handlers are by far 
the most finicky type of assem
bly-language programming you can 
attempt. But if you are careful and 
persistent. you can have a lot of fun 
adding special-purpose functions to 
your IBM PC. • 

Editor's note: Tfie source-code files for tfte 
listings in this article are available for 
downloading fro,11 BYTEnet Lis/i11gs. Prior 
10 November I . phone (617) 861-977 4: 
thereafter. pftone (617) 861-9764 . 
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THE FORTIS DH45, THE START OFANEWBUSINESS GENERATION 

DAISY OR DOTS ... Have it your way Don 't settle for one or the other ... get both. 

The revolutionary FORTIS DH45 dual head printer combines the speed and bit 
image graphics of a dot matrix with ahigh quality daisy wheel for crisp letters. All 
this in one compact unit that saves desk space and at aprice that is less than you 
would pay for one printer. It is also compatible with IBM • PC and most other 
personal computers. 

Imagine the advantage of having two heads in one printer. Need graphics or 
condensed print spreadsheets or a rough draft of a long letter. just touch the 

-----===cJ control panel. How about important correspondence to impress a potential client. 
t-~===1 again, just touch the control panel to switch to the letter quality daisy wheel. 

Indeed, 
the old saying TWO HEADS ARE BETTER THAN ONE. really holds true in the DH45. 

,~ -~---___ .... .... ~·.. 

DYNAX, INC. OFFICES r - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
• HEADQUARTERS 6070 Rlckonbncker Rd .. Commerce, CA 90040 • (213) 727-1227 YES! Plea~e send me more informauon on the FORTIS DH45 Dual Head Printer 
• NEW JERSEY One Modlson SI .. Easl Rulherford , NJ 07073 • (201) 471--0100 I Name Tllle 
• T£ XAS 6012 Campus Cirda, Suite 250. l<Vln9, TX 750!12 ° (214) 2$7-1700 
• IL l.INOIS 533 We.st Golf Ad .. Arll n91on Hei9hts, IL 60005 • (312) 228-0707 Company Phone 
• MASSACHUSETTS 400 w. Cummings Perk. Suite 5300. Woburn , MA 01801 • (617) 933-8162 I --------------------
• N. CAl.IFORNIA 12S5 Ookmoad Parkway, Sunnyvale. CA 94086 • (40ll) 730-1712 Addte&s Cily Slate ZJp 

Mall lo: DYNAX, INC. Cuolomer ServlC. / FORTI S OH45 
ittquiry 111 I 6070 Rlc~enbacker Aoed, Commerce, CA 90040 
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Take aclose look at Canon's line of printers. The first thing you'll notice is how good they make you look. 
That's because Canon's experience in high·tech optics really shows.For instance, Canon was among 

the first to make a desktop Laser Beam Printer. At a price that's within any business's reach, the Canon Laser 
Printer can produce eight pages a minute with a quality that's more in common with aprofessional print shop 
than a personal computer. 

Canon also developed the ingenious Bubble·Jet Printer technology, finally making it possible tor a 
printer to not only work extremely quickly but also incredibly quietly. 

Our Ink-Jet Printer can produce exceptionally sharp, high-resolution graphics in seven colors, even on 
transparencies. While the Thermal Transfer Printer has three kinds of print modes, including letter quality, 
at a very competitive price. 

And the Canon Impact Matrix Series, for regular and extra·wide column paper, makes printing 
very fast, very economical. 

'II7elcome to 
~estchester 
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Visit your local computer store and judge the complete line of 
Canon printers firsthand. 

You'll find the print quality is absolutely 
crisp.The graphics are remarkably clean. And 
the reasons for buying one are perfectly clear. 

For more information, 
call 1-800-323-1717, ext. 300 (in Illinois, 
1-800-942-8881, ext. 300). Or write 
canon U.S.A., Inc.• Printer CanAlf 
Division, P.O. Box CN 11250, U 
Trenton, NJ 08650. PR INTERS 
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QUANTEK 


QUANTEK 2000 AT 

FEATURES AND SPECIFICATIONS 

• 	 IBM - AT compatible motherboard with: 
6MHz 80286 CPU 
640Kb Main Memory 
ROM Bies 
Eight 1/0 expansion slots (six with 62 
and 36 pins. two with 62 pins only) 
CMOS clock/calendar with battery back-up 
Socket for 80287 math co-processor 
Seven-channel direct memory access CDMAl 
16 level interrupts 
Three programmable timers 

• 	 192 Watt Power Supply 
• 	 Fixed and Floppy Disk Controller 

• 	 1.2Mb/360Kb Diskette Drive 
• 	 IBM-AT compatible Key-board 
• 	 Security Key Lock 
•	 Options 

Serial and Parallel Port 
3Mb RAM Memory 
20Mb Rxed Disk Drive 
40Mb Fixed Disk Drive 
20Mb or 60Mb Tape Drive 
360Kb Diskette Drive 
Color Monitor with adapter 
Monochrome Monitor with adapter 

QC is a registered trademark of Quantek Corporation 

IBM is 11 registered trademark of International Business Machlnes Corporation 
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INSIDE THE IBM PCs 

A MIDI RECORDER 

Store and play back keyboard musLc 

COMPUTERS HAVE been 
used in music and related 
areas for some 3 O years. 
but. until recently, only by 
those wi th access to the 
costly and scarce comput
ing resources available at 
large institutions such as 
universities. Now. the 
technological advances 
that gave rise to the per
sonal cornpU[er are being 
appl ied to a new genera
tion of musical instru
ments. promising to bring 
computer music within 
reach of a wide range of 
eager participants. At the 
center of this activity is 
the musica l instrument 
digital interface. or MIDI. 
a specification for the ex
change of information in 
digital form among in
telligent musical instru
ments. The specification. 
standardized by several 
prominent manufacturers 
of synthesizers and elec
tronic musical instruments 
in 1983. defines both a 
hardware standard for 
connection of MIDI 
devices and a software 
protocol for data interchange. 

In the past two years a flood of new 
MIDI products. from keyboard syn
thesizers to music computers. has ap
peared. As has been the case with 
personal computers. M!DI hardware 
has often preceded the software. 
However. we are seeing more and 
more MIDI software. rangi ng from 
simple recording and playback pro
grams to elaborate composing sys-

ILWSTRATED BY KATHERINE MAHONEY 

with your IBM PC 
~ 

BY DONALD SWEARINGEN 

, ... 
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terns capable of converting music 
played on a synthesizer keyboard to 
standard music notation. 

The subject of th is article is a sim· 
pie MIDI recorder program. capable 
of recording a performance played on 
the keyboard of a MIDI-equipped 
music synthesizer and faithful ly re
producing the performance on play
back. My program. MPU401 .PCF. writ
ten in Laboratory Microsystems· PCJ 

FORTH for the IBM PC. 
provides for the recording 
and playback of MIDI data 
on any of eight separate 
tracks. It communicates 
with a MIDI-equipped 
music synthesizer lsee 
figure ! ) via the Roland 
Corporation MPU-401 
MIDI Processing Unit 
(MPU). an intelligent con
troller that relieves the 
IBM PC of much of the 
processing load asso· 
ciated with the real-time 
MIDI information. IEdi!or's 
note: Tfie source code for 
MPU401.PCF is available for 
downloading via BYTEnel 
Listings. Call (617) 861-977 4 
before November I : tfiereafter. 
call (617) 861-9764 . You will 
need PGFORTH in order lo 
use the program.) 

The basic record/play
back function is a good 
starting point for explor
ing the possibi lities of 
MIDI software. In addition 
to MIDI considerations. 
my MIDI recorder pro
gram addresses several 
other issues of in terest to 
IBM PC programmers. 

Among these are the processing of 
real-time interrupts. the use of execu
tion vectors. and memory allocation 
via calls to PC-DOS. 

Before I discuss the software itself. 
you should be aware of a few of the 

(rn111i11ued) 

Donald Swearingen (100 Valencia #261. 
San Francisco. CA 94103) is a freelance 5'Jft
ware developer. consultant. musician . and 
wmposer. 
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technical details of the MIDI standard 
and of the MPU-401. For the sake of 
brevity. I will limit my discussion to 
those items that are crucial to an 
understanding of the application at 
hand. 

THE MIDI STANDARD 
The MIDI standard allows you to con· 
nect MIDI-equipped devices in a sim· 
pie bus network via an asynchronous 
link. The standard MIDI interface 
operates at 31.SK bps (bits per sec
ond) with I start bit. 8 data bits. and 
I stop bit. for an effective transfer rate 
of about 3K bytes per second. 

A MIDI device (see figure 2) nor
mal ly contains both a receiver (MIDI 
input) and a transmitter (MIDI output). 
Some MIDI devices also contain a 
repeater module. which routes the 
receiver section·s unaltered input to 
an additional output (MIDI Thru out
put) for connection to other MIDI 
devices. By daisy-chaining the Thru 
output of one MIDI device to the in
put of the next. you can connect up 
to 16 receivers in a MIDI bus network. 
However. you can only have one 
transmi tter in a given network 

Figure I : lrrterfacing a music synthesizer with an IBM PC via the MIDI Processing 
U11il (MPU). 

MIDI 
I NPUT 

RECEIVER 

MIDI T HRU 
OUTPU T 

t----..i REPEATER 

--~ INTERNAL ELECTRONICS 
OF MIOI DEVICE 

ANALOG 110 

TRANSMITTER 1---<-• MIDI 
OUTPUT 

Figure 2: The i11lerrial cornpo11e11ts of a typical MIDI device. 

because there is no bus arbitration. 
You can configu re MIDI devices in 
many other interesting ways: basically. 
any combination of output to input 
connections is allowable. even in the 
sa me MIDI device. 

All commun ication among MIDI 
devices is carried out by the transmis
sion of MIDI messages containing both 
data and commands for MIDI devices. 
A MIDI transmitter originates MIDI 
formatted messages. while a MIDI 
receiver recognizes and acts upon 
messages in standard MIDI format. 
MIDI messages consist of a status V1Jle 
and one or two da!a VIJles. Status bytes. 
8-bit values with the high-order bit 
always set (i.e.. > = 80 jhexadecimal!J . 
indicate the type of command or 
function to be performed (or being 
performed) by a MIDI device. Data 
bytes. 8-bit values with the high-order 
bit always reset (i.e.. < 80 lhexadeci
mall). follow the status byte and serve 
as parameters or modifiers to the 
commands. 

(co11ti11ued) 
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A MIDI RECORDER 

MIDI messages are generally di
vided into two types: dumnel messages 
and system messages. To understand my 
MlDl recorder program. you need 
only be concerned with a subset of 
the channel messages-the cftannel 
voice messages. Channel voice messages 
(see table I) include Note On/Note Off 
even ts (i.e.. a key being pressed or 
released). control changes (volume. 
modulation. etc.). and program 
changes (the selection of unique 
"patches" on music synthesizers). 

All channel messages contain. in the 

low-order bits of the status byte. a 
4-bit number that directs the MIDI 
message to one of up to 16 MIDI 
devices attached to the MIDI network 
lsee figure 3) . 

Each MlDI device attached to the 
bus is responsible for recognizing its 
channel number and responding ap
propriately to the MIDI message. A 
receiver of a channel voice message 
always adopts the command status in
dicated by the last status byte it 
received. This is referred to as the 
channel 's running stalL4S and the 

receiver remains in this state until a 
new status byte is received. Thus. if 
a given status is to be repeated. it may 
be optionally omitted. and only the 
proper number of data bytes for that 
status need be sent. Consider. for ex
ample. the MIDI dala stream (MDSJ. 
consisting of several MlDl messages. 
shown in figure 4. 

Note the manner in which the run
ning status is used to reduce the 
number of bytes required to specify 
a MIDI message. When a device must 
send long strings of data for the same 
command !e.g.. Note On/Note Off). it 
can realize a considerable savings in 
the number of bytes transmitted by 
using the running status. 

THE MIDI PROCESSING UNIT 
Roland 's MPU-401 (see figure 5) is an 
intelligent interface containing its own 
CPU (central processing unit) and an 
LSI (large-scale integration) hand
shake controller for the MIDI network. 
The MPU connects to the JBM PC via 
a parallel interface. It uses the IRQ2 
interrupt to initiate data transfer be
tween itself and the IBM PC. The use 
of a smart interface allows the IBM PC 
to perform other tasks while the MPU 
is recording or playing. The MPU 
operates independen tly. managing 
the MIDI bus: it interrupts the IBM PC 
only when a data transfer is required. 
Because of this the IBM PC can per
form such tasks as disk 1/0 (input/out
put) and screen update while the 
MIDI record/playback process is in 
operation. The use of IRQ2. which has 
a higher interrupt priority than disk 
and other 1/0 interrupts. ensures that 
no MIDI data will be lost. 

When instructed to start recording 
MIDI data. the MPU transmits MIDI 

(co111im1ed) 

Table I : The MlDl channel voice messages. All data bytes are iri the ra11ge 
from 0 to 12 7 unless otherwise specified. A velocity of 0 for a Note On 
message indica/es Note Off. allowing the use of running states for st rings of Note 
On/Note Off messages. 

Command 
Field of 
Status Message Data 

Byte 
 Descriplion Byte(s) 

key000 Note Off 
note off velocity 

001 Note On key 

velocily (note off ii velocily=O) 


010 Polyphonic key pressure key 
pressure 

011 Control change control II (0- 121) 
control value 

100 Program change program II 

101 Channel pressure pressure 

110 Pitch wheel change pilch wheel least significant byte 
pilch wheel most significant byte 

BIT 

VALUE 

76543210 

I COMMAND CHANNEL 

MOS Ml DI MESSAGES 

CH. I RUNNING STATUS 

90 20 50 

90 

20 00 21 60 21 00 CO 04 

co 

6 

90 30 65 

90 

30 00 

Figure 3: Tfre MIDI status b!}te Figure 4: A MIDI data stream (MDSI co'1sisling of several MIDI messages with the 
for channel voice messages. running statL4s sf1own. 
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A MID I RECORDER 

messages received at its MlDI input 
to the I BM PC for storage. A si ngle 
MIDI data stream transmitted to the 
lBM PC during the record process is 
referred to as a track. Each of the 
eight tracks is allotted a separate area 
of the IBM PC's memory for storage 
and for later playback In playback 
mode. the MPU requests the transfer 
of track data for performance at the 
appropria te ti mes. 

Through the use of an internal 
clock. the MPU manages all timing 
and synchronization for the MIDI data 
stream. The MPU's internal clock rate 
controls the basic tempo for the 
record/playback process and can be 
va ried between 8 and 2 50 beats per 
minute. In turn. each beat is subd i
vided into smaller units accord ing to 
the va lue of an internal time base. The 
interna l time base can be set to seven 
values. ranging from 48 to 192 divi
sions per beat At initial ization. the 
interna 1 time base defaults to 120 
divisions per beat. Therefore. for a 
tempo of 60 beats per minute. each 
division of the internal time base 

would be equal to 1/120 of a second. 
When the recording process begins. 

the MPU sets a record counter. used for 
timing of incoming MIDI messages. to 
0. Thereafter. it increments the record 
counter by one fo r each count of the 
internal time base. The record counter 
is allowed to range in value from 0 to 
239 (00 to EF lhexadecimal!J and can 
thus represent tim ing interva ls in the 
range from Oto 2 beats. When a MIDI 
message is received at the MPU's 
MI DI input. the current value of the 
record counter is copied and used as 
a prefix to the MIDI message to form 
a track event. The track event is then 
transmitted to the IBM PC and stored 
in the computer's memory. The record 
counter is then reset to 0 and the pro
cess is repeated for the next MIDI 
event. If the record counter reaches 
2 3 9 before a Ml DI message is re· 
ceived by the MPU. the counter is 
reset to 0 and a timing overflow in
dicator [F8 [hexadecimallt is trans
mitted to the IBM PC indicating that 
no MIDI messages have been re
ceived during the preceding 240 

MIDI MIDI 
IN RECEIVER 

MIDI MIDI 
OUT TRANSM ITTER 

MI DI MIDI 
OUT TRANSMITTER 

OTHER 
1/0 CONTROL 

ROM/RAM 

L SI 
CONTROLLER 

CPU 

l /O · MAPPED 
PARALLEL 
INTERFACE 
TO HOST PC 

Figure 5: Tl'te Roland MPU-401 MIDI PrOlessing Unit. 

counts of the internal time base (null 
MIDI event). Such a sequence of track 
events is referred to as a track da/a 
streat11 . With the addition of the relative 
timing va lues. the MIDI data stream 
above would be transmitted to the 
IBM PC as shown in figure 6. 

Here the event t imes represent the 
sum of all preceding timing bytes in 
the MIDI event st ream : for example. 
the sum of the timing bytes of the first 
three events [00+ 60+ 10) is 70 [hexa· 
decimal). and the event time (0.93 
second) represents the actual offset 
of the third event from the start of the 
MIDI event stream {70 jhexadecimall 
- 11 2 !decimal!. 112 + 120 divisions 
per second .. 0.93 second) . 

In playback mode. the MPU assigns 
a unique play counter to each active 
track . When the playback process is 
begun. the MPU requests a MIDI 
event for each active track. The tim
ing value of the MIDI event is copied 
into the play counter for the track and 
the MIDI message is temporarily 
stored . The play counter is then 
decremented by one for each count 
of the internal time base. When the 
play counter reaches 0. the MIDI 
message is transmitted to the MIDI 
bu s. The MPU then requests the next 
MIDI event for that track from the IBM 
PC and the process is repeated. A 
MIDI event stream received from the 
MPU in record mode can thus be sent 
unaltered to the MPU in playback 
mode for a faithful reproduct ion of 
the origin al sequence of MIDI mes
sages. 

The exchange of track events dur
ing the record and playback pro· 
cesses consti tutes the bulk of the in
teractions between the MPU and the 
IBM PC. In addi tion to the track 
events. the MPU sends other MPU 

3 ~ 8 

TR ACK EVENTS 00 90 20 50 60 20 00 10 21 60 80 2100 F8 20 CO 04 40 90 30 6S AS 30 00 

EVENT TIMES 0.00 0 .80 0.93 2.00 4.00 4.26 4.80 6.20 

Figure 6: A track data stream based on tl'te MIDI data stream from figure 4 
witn lne addition of relative timing values. 

messages (see table 2) to the IBM PC in
dicating various conditions. The IBM 
PC. in turn. controls the actions of the 
MPU by sending MPU conmiands (see 
ta ble 3) . It should be emphasized that 
the tables represent only a small por
tion of the repertoire of commands 
and functions the MPU is capable o f 
performing. A more complete picture 
of the MPU's capabilities is hinted at 

1co11tim1edJ 
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A MIDI RECORDER 

in the section of my program labeled 
··MPU-401 Control Words." 

One further note concerns the 
MPu·s use of a simple handshaking 
scheme for synchronizing its com
munications with the IBM PC. When 
it sends an MPU message to the IBM 
PC. the MPU remains in a software 
loop until the enti re message has 
been read by the IBM PC. The MPU 

can accept no new commands or data 
from the IBM PC until it completes the 
message_ 

Without th is condition the IBM PC 
could send a command to the MPU 
while the MPU was simultaneously 
sending a byte to the IBM PC (the first 
byte of an MPU message) . The MPU 
would then expect the IBM PC to read 
this byte (as well as the rest of the 

Table 2: Tfte MPU tnessaqes sent by the MPU to Ifie computer to indicate 
various conditions. Note tf1al the MIDI recorder program ignores 1'1e MPU 
commands F9. FC. FD. and FF. All message numbers are in frexadecima/_ 

MPU 
Message Message Description Comments 

00- EF Track event In record mode, the first byte (timing 
byte) of a track event to be read by 
the host IBM PC 

FO- F7 Track data request In playback mode, the MPU 
requests the next track event for 
tracks 1 (FO) to 8 (F7) 

F8 Timing overflow The record counter has reached 240 
during record mode 

F9 Conductor data 
request 

The MPU requests the next track 
event tor the "Conductor" track 

FC All end Indicates all tracks have finished 
playing in playback mode 

FD Clock to host Clock tick to host (see MPU 
commands 94, 95, and E7) 

FE Command ACK Acknowledgment that the MPU has 
received a command from the IBM 
PC 

FF Syslem-excl usive 
message 

MIDI system-exclusive message 
follows 

MIDI SYNTHESIZER 

t.IPU-401 

Figure 7: lnlel'faci119 Ifie MPU-401 to a MIDI sy11tfresizer. 
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MPU message) while the IBM PC 
would want to send the rest of its 
command. 

To prevent this situation from 
occurring. the MPU employs a com· 
mand acknowledgement (ACK) 
character (FE lhexadecimall) . When 
the MPU accepts a command from 
the IBM PC. it transmits the ACK 
character. indicating that the IBM PC 
can now transmit succeeding data 
bytes [if any) associated with the MPU 
command_ 

MIDI MUSIC SYNTHESIZER 
The music synthesizer used in our ex
ample has both a MIDI input and a 
MIDI output. It is connected to the 
MPU·401 by two cables. as shown in 
figure 7 _ 

All notes played on the synthesizer"s 
keyboard are transmitted to the 
MPU-401 through the synthesizer's 
MIDI output. and all notes received at 
the synthesizer's MIDI input are per
formed by the synthesizer as though 
they had actually been played on its 
keyboard. 

THE FORTH ENVIRONMENT 
My program. MPU401.PCF. is made 
up of a number of objects that work 
together in the FORTH environment 
to perform the functions of a MIDI 
recorder. The program·s organization 
reflects FORTH·s prohibition of for
ward references. Since FORTH com
piles new programs into its workspace 
in a one-pass operation (in the same 
manner that it interprets keyboard in· 
put). MPU40l.PCF is organ ized 
"bottom-up." with the more primitive 
definitions preceding those at higher 
levels. 

At first glance. the listing appears 
similar to a standard 8088 assembly
language program. and. indeed. many 
of the tradit iona l elements of assem· 
bly language are present On closer 
examination. however. you may notice 
a number of differences that will seem 
strange if you are unfamiliar with 
FORTH programming conventions. 

To begin with. FORTH·s use of a 
stack for the passing of arguments 
and data among procedures {words 
in FORTH) requires you to use 



reverse Polish notation to form ex
ecutable FORTH statements. As a 
result. many FORTH programs appear 
to be "backward" to those accus
tomed to more traditional computer 
languages. 

In FORTH. the key word CODE in· 
forms the FORTH compiler that the 
following statements. up to the word 
END-CODE. are to be compi led as 
code words using FORTH's buil t-in 
8088 assembler. Ordinarily. code 
words end with the statement NEXT. 
allowing them to be used interactively 
with the FORTH i nterpret~r in the 
same manner as other FORTH words. 
Code words intended for this kind of 
usage always end with the statement 
NEXT. rather than with a traditiona l 
return (RETJ statement. 

The MIDI recorder program uses 
two such code words. FREE_MEM 
and GET_MEM. which are intended 
for use as traditional FORTH words. 
receiving thei r inputs and returning 
their outputs on the FORTH stack. All 
other code words in the MIDI 
recorder program. however. are in
tended as objects of internal CALL 
statements and therefore contain RET 
statements. as would normal assem· 
bly-language subrout ines. Regarding 
the call ing of code words that contain 
RET statements. you must use a 
special sequence of instructions to en
sure that you actually jump to the ex· 
ecutable code (parameter field 
address) of the subrout ine. skipping 
a pointer (code field address) FORTH 
places at the beginning of code 
words. This is accomplished by a 
statement of the form : 

' MPU_RECD >BODY CALL 

The same convention applies to 
jump (JMPJ statements. Those familiar 
with traditional 8088 assembly lan
guage should have little difficulty with 
the format of the FORTH code words. 

Until recently. FORTH programs 
were customar ily created using 
"screens:· I K-byte blocks of memory 
that cou ld readily be displayed. 
edited. and stored in a smal l-com
puter environment. Today. many ver
sions of FORTH offer the alternative 

(co11ti11ued~ 

Ta ble 3: Tf1e MPU commands the cm11puler uses to contml the MPU. 

Command 
Byte Command Description Comments 

22 Start reoord process The record counter is cleared and 
the recording process is begun . 

11 Stop record process 

QA Start playback process Playback is begun for all active 
tracks as set by the SET_AC_ TRK 
command. 

OS Stop playback process 

2A Start overdub process The record and play processors are 
activated simultaneously. 

15 Slop overdub process 

FF Reset MPU-401 Reset the MPU·401 to the power-up 
defaults. 

33 Disable MIDI Thru MIDI Thru function from MIDI In to 
function MIDI Out is disabled. 

86 Screen bender data Bender (continuous) data is not 
transmitted to the host IBM PC. 

87 Allow bender data 

0c Disable measure end Measure end marks are not sent to 
the host IBM PC. 

BD Enable measu re end 

8E Disable conductor track The conductor function is disabled . 

SF Enable conductor track 

94 Disable ciock to IBM PC 

95 Enable clock 10 IBM PC 

96 Screen system-exclusive MIDI system-exclusive data are not 
data transmitted to the host IBM PC 

97 Allow system-exclusive data 

BS Clear play counters The play counters are cleared for all 
active tracks. 

BA Clear record counter The record counter is cleared . 

EO Set tempo The tempo is set to the value 
indicated by the following data byte 
10 the MPU. 

EC Set active !racks The active tracks for playback are 
set according o the following data 
byte. 
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of compiling FORTH source code 
from traditional text files. This alter· 
native is provided by PC/FORTH 
through its INCLUDE statement. J 

created MPU40 I .PCF using a standard 
text editor and compiled it using the 
INCLUDE feature. The appearance 
and maintainability of the source 
code are greatly enhanced by the use 
of a text editor that allows you to 
create code segments and commen· 
tary of arbitra ry length. 

FORTH aHows the free use of com
ments between a freestanding left 
parenthesis and a right parenthesis. 
I made liberal use of comments in the 
program listing to improve its read· 
abi lity and maintainabli lty. 

T HE MIDI RECORDER PROGRAM 
MPU401.PCF begins with the defini· 
tion of the data structures (constants. 
variables. buffers. pointers. etc.) to be 
used by the various routines. Items 
such as the 1/0 port addresses for the 
MPU. the track size. and the number 
of tracks are defined as constants. 
Following are the definitions of five ar· 
rays to be used in the management 
of track data. For each track. T _SEG 
will contain a pointer to the segment 
of the 8088's memory-address space 
where the data for that track are 
stored. T_RPTR and T_PPTR will 
contain. for each track. a pointer to 
the offset (within the track's memory 
segment) of the next location to be 

used for recording or playback of 
track events. T _RST is used to hold 
the current running status for each 
track. and T_NDAT stores the 
number of data bytes associated with 
the cu rrent running sta tus of each 
track. The variable ACK_RCVD is 
used to coordinate the sending and 
receiving of MPU communications. 
PREV_IRQ2 is used to retain the 
previous contents of the IRQ2 vector 
for later restoration . REC_ TRK con· 
tains the number (0-7) of the track 
currently being recorded. MPU_ 
VEC is used by the IRQ2 interrupt 
routine to vector execution to the 
proper character handler. and MPU_ 
VEC_RST contains the address of 
the routine that handles the first char
acter of an MPU message. used to 
reset MPU_ VEC after an MPU 
message has been processed. 

The code definitions begin with two 
functions used to allocate memory 
outside the FORTH workspace. Th is 
memory will be used for the storage 
of track data in order to reserve 
memory within the FORTH work
space. which has a 64K-byte limit. for 
additional word definitions. Another 
benefit of this approach is that you 
can make your track-data buffers as 
large as you wish. subject only to the 
available memory and the 64K-byte 
limit imposed by 8088 segment ad· 
dressing. FREE_MEM releases all of 
the IBM PCs unused memory for use 

Interpret MPU Message 

(note: the MPU character handler vector is initially sel to the address of MPU_MSG 
to process the first character of an MPU message) 

MPU_ MSG: 
begin 
if command byte is MPU ACK then 

set command ack nag (ACK_RCVD) to signal com mand received 
jump to end·of·interrupt 

else ii command byte is a timing value then 
jump to track event recorder routine (MPU_RECD) 

else ii command byte is a play request 
jump to track event play routine (MPU_PLAY} 

else 
jump to end-of-interrupt 

end 

Figure 8: Tfte algorithm for Ifie MPU message interpreter. MPU_MSG . 
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by other processes. returning the 
num ber of available memory para
graphs (16-byte sections) on the stack. 
GET_MEM is used to allocate 
memory from this available pool. It 
accepts as input the number of re
quested paragraphs and returns a 
po inter to the allocated memory 
(seg). the number of paragraphs ac
tually allocated (n_alloc). and a PC 
DOS error code (0. if no error) . 

The nex t section contains defini
tions of rout ines used to send data 
and command output to the MPU. 
Each object in th is section is defined 
both as a FORTH word and a callable 
assembler subroutine so that the 
funct ion it performs will be usable in 
either application. Of particular note 
here is the manner in which the word 
!MPU_CMND. which sends a com
mand to the MPU. utilizes the ACK_ 
RCVD flag. Before a command is sent 
to the MPU. the flag is set to 0. After 
sending the com mand byte. !MPU_ 
CMND waits in a loop unti l ACK_ 
RCVD is set to a nonzero va lue by the 
routine MPU_MSG. which handles 
messages from the MPU. 

Following the MPU output words 
are the routines that handle entry and 
exit from IR02 interrupts. When an 
IRQ2 interrupt occurs. execution is 
vectored to IR02_ 1NT. IR02_ 1NT 
saves all appropriate CPU registers. 
reads the character from the MPU 
data port. and then jumps to the MPU 
character handler pointed to by the 
vector MPU_ VEC. After the charac
ter has been processed. IRQ2_ 
INT_EN D is executed. It sends an 
end-of-interrupt (EOIJ signal to the 
PCs 82 59 interrupt processor. re
stores the CPU registers from the 
stack. and retu rns from the interrupt. 

The nex t section includes the basic 
routines used in the recording and 
playback processes. MPU_RECD 
and MPU_PLAY. Following that is 
the MPU message interpreter. MPU_ 
MSG. which processes the firs t 
character of all MPU messages. These 
routines constitute the core of the 
recording and playback process. 

MPU messages (see table 2) consist 
of ei ther a track event (to be re
corded) or a single-byte message. 



A MIDI RECORDER 

MPU_MSG is responsible for taking 
an appropriate action in response to 
the MPU message_ The algorithm for 
MPU_MSG is shown in figure 8. 

MPU_RECD is responsible for the 
recording of track events received 
from the MPU (see the algorithm in 
figure 9) . nack events {see figure 101 
may be from I to 4 bytes in length. 
In the interrupt environment. you only 
receive one character at a time. and 
it is not possible to scan ahead in the 
input stream in order to make deci
sions about how to handle multibyte 
messages. MPU_RECD solves this 
problem through the use of the MPU 
character handler vector. MPU_ 
VEC. After a track-event character has 
been processed. MPU_VEC is set to 
the address of the rout ine that will 
handle the next character of the track 
event when the next interrupt occurs. 
After the entire track event has been 
processed. MPU_VEC is reset to the 
address of MPU_ MSG in order to 
process the next MIDI message. 

MPU_PLAY (see the algorithm in 
figure 11) is responsible for transmit
ting a track event to the MPU in 
response to a track-data request. the 
inverse of the operation performed by 
MPU_ RECD. Here. by contrast. ex
ecution vectors are unnecessary since 
you are transmitting to the MPU. 

The remainder of the routines in the 
program listing are written as stan
dard FORTH colon words. using the 
words and data defined in the 
preceding sections. 

The interrupt control words are 
responsibl0 for initia lizing the IRQ2 
and MPU character handler vectors 
and for enabling or disabling the 
IRQ2 interrupt. They demonstrate the 
sequence of actions necessary for the 
proper activation and deactivation of 
prioritized interrupts (IRQO-IR07) on 
the IBM PC. 

The MPU contro l words consist of 
the standard MPU commands and the 
record/playback control words. 
MPU_ INIT initializes the state of the 
MPU at start-up to the state that is re· 
quired for proper interaction with the 
MIDI recorder program. MPU_ON 
and MPU_OFF are short words that 
are used to activate and deactivate 

Record Track Event 

(process timing value ol track event) 
MPU_AECD: 
begin 
record liming value for track event 
if not a null track event (timing overflow) then 

set MPU character handler veelor to routine that will process 
the second character of the track event (MPU_ RECD-2) 

jump to end-of-interrupt 
end 

(process second character of track event) 

MPU_ RECD-2: 

begin 

if character is an MPU mark then 


record the mark 

reset MPU character handler vector to MPU_MSG 

jump to end of interrupt 


else 
set MPU character handler vector to routine that will process 

lhe data bytes of the track event (MPU_RECD_3) 
compute and store the number of data bytes for the currenl running 

status of the track being recorded 
if character is not a status byte then 

jump to routine to process data bytes of the track 
event (MPU_ RECD_ 3) 

else 
store the new running status 
compute and store the number of data bytes for the new 

running status 
jump to end·ol-inlerrupt 

end 

(process data bytes of track event) 
MPU_AECD_3: 
begin 
store data byte 
decremenl count of data bytes for current track event 
if count is 0 then 

reset character handler vector to MPU_MSG 
jump to end-of-interrupt 
end 

Figure 9: Tf1e algorithm for the track event recorder. MPU_RECD. 

MPU communications_ 
The record/playback control words 

are at the highest level in the hier
archy of modules in the MIDI recorder 
program. They are the words that con
stitute the program·s simple user in· 
terface. Once compiled into the 
FORTH dictionary. they can be ex
ecuted interpretively from a keyboard 
or included in more sophisticated 
programs. 

RESET_ RPTR resets the record 
pointer for a given track to 0. in ef
fect erasing the contents of the track 
(a nonzero record pointer always 

points to the byte fo llowing the end 
of a track's data) RESET_ PPTR 
resets a track's play pointer to 0 so 
that its track data will be performed 
from the start. 

Before any track data can be re
corded. you must ·at locate the mem
ory to be used for track-data storage. 
RECORD_INIT invokes FREE_ 
MEM and GET_ MEM to obtain the 
necessary memory and stores 
pointers to the track buffers in the 
T_SEG array_ It then loops to reset 
the record and play pointers for all 

(co111 i11ued1 
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MIOI 
MESSAGES 
US ING 
RUNNING 
STATUS 

} 

MIDI MESSAGES 
SETTING NEW 
RUNNING STATUS 

BYT E I 
(TIMING VALUE l 

BYTE 2 BY TE 3 BYTE 4 

A MIDI RECORDER 

[!:!] TIMI NG OVERFLOW (NULL TRACK EVENT I 

NO OPERATION } 

. MEASURE ENO MARK MPU MARKS 

DATA END MARK 

Figure 10: Tlie format of track events received from tfie MPU. All track events are 
in hexadecimal. 

Recording and playing 
of track data goes on 
in the background, 
so you can execute 
other FOITTH 


commands as the 

process continues. 


heard. RECORD is invoked with the 
number (0-7) of the track to be re
corded on the stack. The statement 0 
RECORD starts the recording process 
and records data on track 0. As a con
sequence of the interrupt scheme. the 
actual recording and playing of track 
data is carried out in the background. 
al lowing you to continue executing 
other FORTH commands while the 
process is in operation. The recording 
process is ended by the command 
RECORD_ OFF. 

OVERDUB fu nctions similarly to 
RECORD. except that all other active 
tracks are played back while the over
dub track is being recorded. Using 
OVERDUB. performances on the 
MIDI synthesizer can be " layered" on 
up to eight tracks. 

The PLAY command simply plays 
back the track data for all active 
tracks. No track data is sent to the 
IBM PC by the MPU. 

CONCWSION 
The MIDI recorder program provides 
a foundat ion for the development of 
an expanded programming vocabu
lary for the musical instrument digital 
interface. Although I have only 
touched the surface of issues perti 
nent to MIDI programming. the func
t ions provided by MPU401.PCF con· 
stitute a useful and inst ruct ive 
introduction to this subject. In the 
near fu tu re. we can look forward to 
new developments in MIDI software 
that will greatly stimulate musical 
creativity. • 

Play Track Event 

MPU_PLAY: 
begin 
if track buffer is empty then 

send data end to MPU (OO.FC) 
jump to end-of-interrupt 

read timing value from track buffer 
send timing value to MPU 
if timing value was overflow (FS) then 

jump to end-of-interrupt 
if next character in track buffer is an MPU mark then 

read mark from track buffer 
send mark to MPU 
jump to end-of-interrupt 

if next character in track buffer is a MIDI status byte then 
set running status for teack to new status byte 
read status byte from track buffer 
send status byte to MPU 

compute and store the number of data bytes for the current running status 
repeat 

read next data byte from track buffer 
send data byte to MPU 
decrement count of data bytes for current running status 

until count is 0 
reset play pointer for track to reflect data played 
jump to end-of-interrupt 

Figure 11: The algorithm for the track event performer. MPU_ PLAY. 
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tracks. Once MPU_ON and RE
CORD_INlT have been executed. 
you are ready to begin the record ing 
and p layback process. 

RECORD is responsible for record· 

ing a performance on a single track. 
When RECORD is used. the MPU 
does not request track data for per
formance on other tracks. Therefore. 
only the track being performed is 



"My VOICE MESSAGE capabilities help 
you stay in touch ... with complete 

privacy. Personal ID codes make sure the 
right message gets to the right person." 

"My VOICE MAIL system means 
business ... 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week. I let you take orders or exchange 

information from any touch-tone 
telephone, anywhere in the world." 

"Every business with a~______..__liliiliiiiiilliiiiiiiiiii~i;;;;;in 
IBM PC, XT, AT or compatible 


needs me. I can even run in 

BACKGROUND MODE while you 


use your PC for other tasks. " 


Talk to Watson Yourself. 

Call 1-800-6WATSON 


(617-651-2186 in Massachusetts) 

for a demonstration. 


"I'm a true 
BUSINESS 

MODEM; 


handling both 
VOICE and DATA. 

I'm also 100% 
Hayes compatible, 

300/1200 Baud 
and use most 

popular 
communications 

software." 

"My TIME 
MANAGEMENT 
system plans your 
business day. On

line features 
include a Voice 
Calendar. Alarm, 
Auto-Dfal Phone 
Book, and much. 

much more!" 

Natural Microsystems Corporation 

6 Mercer Road, Natick. MA 01760 617-655-0700. 
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PC NETWORK . . . -··. . . 
BUY HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE AT WHOLESALE +8°/o, 

AND GET 14-30 DAV SOFTWARE RENTALSt ... 
Every few months , The NETWORK saves its Listed below are just a few of the over 20,000 products available 
members more than $24,000,000 and processes at our EVERYDAY LOW PRICES! 
over 100,000 orders. 

The nation's largest corporations depend on 
PC NETWORK! 
On our corporale roster are some of the nation"s largest 
financial Industrial and professional concerns including some 
of the most important names in the computer industry: 

AT&T General Motors 
Barclays Bank G!llerte 
Bell & Howell Hewlett Packard 
Citibank Hughes Aircraft 
Columbia University IBM 
Dala General ITT 
Exxon Kodak 
Farm Bureau Insurance Multimate 
Fronlier Air/Ines Uniled Nations 
General Mills Yale University 
General Electric Veteran 's Administration 

plus thousands of salisfied consulting firms, small businesses, 
user gmups, municipali ties . government agencies and value· 
wise individuals ACROSS THE NATION! Their buyers know 
that purchasing or renting lrom PC NETWORK saves them 
time, money and trouble. They also count on us for product 
evaluation, professional consultation and the broadest spec
trum of products and brands around. 

CALL TOLL FREE 
1·800-621-S-A-V-E 

In llllnors call (312) 280-0002 
You! Membership Validation Number: B3XX 

You can validate your membership number and, II you 
wish, place your firsl money-saving order over the 

t 
phone by using your VISA , MASTERCARD or 

It AMERICAN EXPRESS. Ou1 knowledgeable service 
consultants are on duty Moo.-Fri. 8 AM 10 7 PM. SAT~J 
9 AM to 5 PM CST. ·• 

) 
PERSONAL COMPUTER NETWORK '  "l 

320 West Ohio • ' 
Chicago, llllnols 60610 -........_ / 

Call now.. . Joln the PC NETWORK ind 1!11rt saving today I 

-----------------------------------~PC NETWORK• MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 
YESI Pl<1ase enroll me as a member in the PC NETWORK·· ancl rush my 

catalog featuring thoosands ol computer prO<liJCls, all at just 8% above 

DEALER WHOLESALE PRICES. I will also perio<fically recel"e "THE 

PRINTOUT'", a special up-dale on merchandise al pric11s BELOW even those 

it\ my wholesale catatog. ancl all Iha other e•clus1Ye. money·savlng seiv1ces 

available to Members. 3XX c:=J 
Iam under no obli9at1011 IO buy any!hing. My complete sat1stactle>n Is 
guaranleed. Please ched< ("')all bO•es lllal apply: 


Ba•lc Memberahlp Speeltol Y.l.P. Member•hlp' 

WU.ft. 'I• D•y• 9'•nttt:f WJth 30 O.t1ya Aenl•J. 


0 One-yearmembersnlpl0<S8 O One·year membe<shlplor$15 
0 Two-year me~rsliip tor o Two-year membetshlp tor $25 

$t5(SAVE$1J ($AVES5) 
0 	 Business Software Rental O BOTH Business aJ1d Game 

Library lor $2!) adcl 'I. pe< Software Rental libraries lor S30 
year-with 14 day rootals acld1. pet year-with J{] day rruitals 

0 Games Softw&1e Rental "VIP members receive adval1(lll 
Library tor$ 1 O add1. per year nollco on ~milcd quanllty 

m<1rchandlse specials 
D Bill my credit card: 0 VISA O MasterCard O American Express 

~~::, l I 111 11 11 111 11 111 
Exp. Date ______ _ 

mo. year 

D Checl< or money order enclose(j 10< S------ Name ________________________ 

A(l(lresS---------------Afll. No. -- 
City ___________ State ______ Zip ___ 


Te1eph0ne ( >---------------- 
Pl•••• provide lfl• followlng lnlormallon to ln•ure compaUbllltw 
with rour •r•t•m (check •II bo•e• lhtot •PPlw); 
D APPLE lie D APPLE lie D APPLE 11 + 0 IBM·AT 
0 MACINTOSH D LISA 0 APPLE Ill 0 IBMPC 

GAMES & EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 
(PIHM•ddS1.-blpPlnSj1nd'*"3Ung for,.chlltltotdlt9d from btlaw.) 

WholMll•....... 

2$.2$'
i-.n· 
45.00' 	 Z7.K'· 
11..oo+ 	 i1.oo· 
>7.25" 	 It.DO· 
S2.00" 	 :IG.DO' 
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25.l'S" ,.._... 
2-1.00' 	 :M.tt· 
2Cl.50' :IG.,,.. 
%7.00' 21 .DO' 

~:Zl 
(250/ 
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, 0 

soo· •!Iii), 
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~,'.fj 
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CAU 

CAU 

C• U. 
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....... (!rOO 


TU»1 440~RuRGBG:P400> 4D5..00" lf069} 
~~Avat!Dlil:I WoriQ PotsyU 

ztftltl'I ZV1.f· f2JGtW1Higi'IRot TLOCr {2..50} 

0 Olh•r:----------------------- tRENT BEFORE YOU BUY - M11mbers are eligible to join The NETWORK'S Business and Game Sollwaro 
Rontal Libraries and evaluate procluCIS for a full 14 (~ular) or 30 (VlP) days to see If it mools your needs.SignaMe----------------------  And The NETWORK'S rental cnarges are tar less tt\an other soltw!lfe rental s&!Yloes- JUST 20% OF THE (Slgnalute req.,lred 10 validate membership) MEMBER WHOLESALE PRICE. Wa !aature ovor 1,000 available Ulleti in IBMIApplelMAC ond CPIMCopyright C 1985, PC NETWORK iNC. Formats. Hardware prn:;e5 h1ghll1ed b"' ~ rertec• recenl ma,jor prlc,& feductJons 



IBM PC BASE IBMPC 
SYS EM HARD DISK SYSTEM 

IBM PC w/256K IBM PC w/256K 
Floppy Drive Controller FlopP'f Drive Controller 
2 Double Sided Double 1 Double Sided Double 

Density Disk Drives Density Disk Drive• 
Half Height 10M8 1~1111111111111-

Disk Subsystem•itJ~:-·:.· ',','.' .. ::· f:l fl f.\ .
$1,495.02* $1,749.00* 
------ r-------.... 

CALL FOR cus:row 
U.nsTISM CONFIGURATIOHS 

ANNOUNCEMENTS WELCOME 

r11111PAa TM 
PORTABLE DESKPRO SYSTEM 

HARD DISK SYSTEM WITH TAPE BACKUP 
w/256KI 1 Floppy/Hard Disk 640K CPU! 1 Floppy/Hard Disk 

10MB Tape Drive/Monitor

•
: ..... ·· --] -

$2,235.00* w/10MB $2,951.94* w/10MB 

$2,369.00* w/20MB $3,151.94* w/20MB 

Wholesale Prices Change Rapidly... if you ever see a lower price advertised 
anywhere please call! You will find the Netwo rk's Price will always be the best! 

64K IBM PC MEMORY EXPANSION KITS ••Quantity Discounts Avai lable. 
Guaranteed for Li fe!

•• Quantity of 100 Sets 

$3.96* pers•ll 

Set of 9 Chips 

$5.40* 
BRAND NAME DISKETTES 

OS/ DD Box ol 10 Guaranteed for Life! Nol Generic ........... $8.9 5 * 
OS/DO Bulk Pack Special 

Packaged in 50 Guaranteed for Life! .. . .. ... . ... .... Each . 79* 
1/2 HBGHT OS/DD 

DISK DRIVES 
The Netwoi-k buys direct 

and mak<>S lontastlc deals 
with manutactumts like 

Tandon/CDC/Shugart/Oume/ 0 

TE.AC/HI-Tech an<l othe<s to 
bring you lantastlc priceson 

• Name Brarld drlYeS lot your
PCIAT/ '/CT/jr/0< Compatible. 

$69.00* 

$265.00* 

INTERNAL PC HARD DISK 
Low Power/Automatic Boot Works on $1andard PC's 
and Compatibles, Includes <lrl\'C/ controller/cables/ 

mounting hardware and instruction~ 
Full one year warranty! 

10MB 

$330.00* 
20MB 

$420.00* 
Ouanlily Discounta Available 

MultiMateTM 

Professional 
Word Processor 

$200.00* 
•Members pay 8% above this wholesale price plus shipping. 

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-621-S-A-V-E (m=:~~.) 
In Illinois call (312) 280-0002 Validation code: B3XX 

TM-Reg~t&rod t,_ark ol IBM and COMPAQ 

PC NETWORK 

... WITH THESE 15 

UNIQUE BENEFITS 

1 COST + 8% PRICING -The NETWORK purchases mil

lions of dollars in merchandise each month. You benefit in 
receiving lhe lowest price available and all at just 8% above 
published dealer wholesale price. 

2 OUR 600 PAGE WHOLESALE CATALOG-Members re· 
ceive our 600 page wholesale calatog oontalnlng over 20,000 

hardware and software products for the IBM PC, APPLE and over 
50 other popular compu ter systems. THE NETWORK'S CATA
LOG IS THE LARGEST SINGLE COMPILATION OF PERSONAL 
COMPUTER PRODUCTS AVAILABLE TODAY. NOW UPDATED 
QUARTERLY! 

3 IN·STOCK INSURED FAST HOME DELIVERY -The 
NETWORK maintains a giant mull l·mllllon dollar Inventory 

of most popular products, allowing us to ship many orders from 
stock. Non-stock ilems are typlcafly maintained in local ware
houses just days away from The NETWORK and YOU . We pay all 
insuranc'e expenses on your shipment. EMERGENCY OVER· 
NIGHT SERVICE IS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST. 

4 10 DAV RETURN POLICY - If you are not satlsfled , for 
any reason with any hardware component purchased from 

The NETWORK within 10 days of receipt, we will refund your 
entJre purchase (less shipping) with no questions asked. 

5 MEMBERSHIP SATISFACTION GUARANTEE- If for 
any reason you are not salislied with your membership within 

30 days, we will refund your dues IN FULL. 

6 EXPERIENCED CONSULTANTS-TheNETWORK hires 
consultants, not order takers, to aid you In product selection . 

Our consulting stall possesses in excess ol 150 man years of per· 
sonal computer product experience. We back our consultants 
w ith our money back guarantee: IF ANY PRODUCT RECOM
MENDED BY OUR CONSULTINGSTAFFFAtLS TO PERFORM 
AS PROMISED- WE WILL TAKE IT BACK AT OUR EXPENSE 
FOR A 100% REFUND. 

7 FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT- The NETWORK supports 
every product It sells. Our qualified TECH-SUPPORT stall wilt 

help you assemble your system, interprel vendor documentation 
and get your software and hardware to work. WE Will GIVE YOU 
ALL THE HELP YOU NEED, WHEN YOU NEED IT- FAEEf 

t 8 OPTIONAL BUSINESS RENTAL LIBRARV-AUmem· 
bers can join our BUSINESS RENTAL LIBRARY feaWrfng 

over 1000 available titles fo r just $25 PER YEAR above !he base 
membership fee, This entitles you to rent business software AT 
JUST 20o/oof the DISCOUNT PRICE FOR A 14 DAY PERIOD. If 
you decide to keep the software, the entire rental lee Is de
ducted f rom the purchase price. VIP MEMBERS GET A FULL 
30 DAYS for just S30 above the V.l.P. base fee . This also in · 
eludes the game library pr i vileges for a SS combination 
savings. 

tg O PTIONAL GAME SOFTWARE RENTAL LIBRARV 
The Game Ren tal Ubra ry is avai lable lo members for just $10 

PER YEAR and pe rmits evaluation (or Just enjoyment) of any 
game or educational software product as above . 

10 SPECIAL SAVINGS BULLETINS- THE PRINTOUT 
- Issued Ouarlerly at no charge to Network members only I 

The Printou t conta ins all the New Product listings and price 
changes you need to keep your Catalog up to date. Also. we buy 
excess dealer inventories, and store bankruptcy closeouts, which 
we turn aro und and make available to our members at fantastic 
savings via THE PRINTOUT. 

11 DISCOUNT BOOK LIBRARY-Work.ing with numerous 
pub4ishers and distri butors. The NETWORK has assembled 

a library ol over 1 000 computer related books and manuals at sav· 
ings of up lo 75% from the normal store price. 

12 MEMBERSHIP REFERRAL BONUS-Our most valu
able source ol new members Is you! To dale almost 40% of 

our members have been referred by word of moulh from other sal· 
lslled members. For those of you who refer new members, The 
NETWORK will cred it a cash bonus to your account applicable to 
any fulure purchase. 

13 CORPORATE ACCOUNT PROGRAM - Almost 50% of 
The NETWORK's members ate corporate buyers and users 

(see oppos ite page left) . The NETWORK can establish open 
account status and assign designated account managers lo ex· 
pedlte orders, and coordinate multiple location shipments. 

14 QUANTITY DISCOUNTS- For large corporations. clubs. 
and repeat or quantily buyers The NETWORK can extend 

additional single order discounts, when available to us from our 
manulacturers and distribut.ors. 

15 PRICE PROTECTION-The PC Industry is crazy!! Prices 
change not yearly or monlhly or even weekly but often day 

by day! These changes are sometimes up but are mostly downlll 
THE NETWORK GUARANTEES THAT IN THE EVENT OF A 
PRODUCT PRICE REDUCTION, BETWEEN THE TIME YOU 
PLACE YOUR ORDER AND THE TIME THE PRODUCT SHIPS 
YOU WILL ONLY PAY THE LOWER AMOUNT!! 
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The Warp Speed~ Light Pen. 

Works As Fast As You Think. 


First there was the keyboard. Then there was the 
mouse. Now the most powerful and versatile input 

device is the WARP SPEED LIGHT PEN with its 
powerful CONTROLLER software. What once 

required many keystrokes or taking your mouse 
for a walk, now occurs with the touch of a pen. 

Instant Compatibility 
Instantly you're working faster. Simply plug the WARP 

SPEED LIGHT PEN into the light pen port on your monitor adapter 
card. The WARP SPEED LIGHT PEN with the push tip actuation 
switch is completely compatible with the IBM PC, AT, JR, XT, 

and almost all IBM compatibles and clones. The WARP 
SPEED LIGHT PEN works on all screens, even the 

difficult IBM P-39 green and Amdek 310 Amber. 
For additional speed and less fatigue, THE 

THE 
WARP 

SPEEDWARP SPEED LIGHT PEN'S lightweight 
LIGHT 

Aluminu"!l design is the lightest ever. PEN 

The Fastest Draw In The ~st 

Run circles around the mouse with the new 
converter program PEN MOUSE. It converts all Mouse operated soft

ware to light pen control. So now the light pen has more soft
ware applications than the mouse, including PC Paintbrush, 

WARP SPEED LIGHT PEN $199.99 
Includes free CONTROLLER sof tware. A complete f ile 
management system. 
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INSIDE THE IBM PCs 

CIRCUIT DESIGN 

WITH LOTUS 1~2~3 


Use the famous spreadsheet to design circuits 
and print out schematics 

~ 

BY JOHN L. HAYNES 

SPREADSHEETS. espe· logical opposite of 0. 

cially those with graphics. 
 These actions are easily 
are not just for business simulated using the 
applications: they can be logical @IF function. It is 
of great help to circuit structured as @IF(A B.CJ 
designers or anyone else and means IF A THEN B 
designing systems that ELSE C. That is. if the 
can be described by logical condition of A is 
equations. true. then the function 

As an example. let's take equals B. Otherwise. the 
a look at the application function equals C. Setting 
of one spreadsheet. Lotus the variables as@IF(C- 1. 
1-2·3 . to one technical D.0). we can interpret the 
problem. electronic circuit state of the function as: If 
design and analysis. We'll the clock C is true. the 
look at both digital and state is equa l to D: other
linear circuits. wise. it remains 0. The O' 

output is handled with the 
DIGITAL CIRCUITS #NOf# operator. 
Digital circuits are built Given the ability to 
from logic building simulate logic compo
blocks-inverters. NAND nents with spreadsheet 
gates. flip-flops. etc. We functions and operators. 
can simulate each of these let's now look at how we 
components with the can use this technique to 
equations in a cell of a build a simple digital cir
spreadsheet using the cuit. The synchronizing 
spreadsheet's buil t -in circuit of figure 2 is a com
logical operators shown in monly encountered ar
figu re I. For instance. in rangement. Known vari
the spreadsheet portion ously as an edge detector. 
of Lotus 1-2-3 . the equiv a synchronizing circuit. 
alent of an inverter is the and a digital differentiator. 
operator #NOf#. struc it develops a pulse one 
tured as #NOT#(A"' 1 ). This structure since its output depends not on ly on clock period long when an external. 
means the state of the operator its input conditions but on the transi \conlinl(edl 
#NOT# ls not true. or equal to a tion of a clock pulse. For simplicity. Joh11 L. Hay11es is associate director of the Bee· 
logical 0. if the state in the paren let's assume that there is a narrow 1011 Dickinso11 Research Center. Research 
theses is true. This is equivalent to the clock pulse that triggers the flip-flop Triangle Park. NC 2 7 514. He fias been ··ac
output of an inverter circuit whose in· whenever the clock pu lse is true-in tive in tfie R&D of computers since tfie 
put is A. Simila rly. the model of a other words. whenever its logic state vacuum-tube days (64 bytes of RAM!) ·· He 
NAND gate. #NOf# (A= I #AND#B - is a logical I. The 0 output remains fias spe11t tfie last 18 years i'1 fiealtfi-care 
11. is not true if input A and input B in its present state until the clock is product development. His interests are pfio
are both true. true: it then assumes the state of the lograpfiy. ru11ni11g. comput.ers. a'1d his '1ew 

The flip-flop is a bit more complex. input D. The O' output is the gra11dchild. 
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asynchronous 
Table l : These are 1he named ranges in the worksf1eel of figure 3. Naming tlie 
ranges for Ifie variables makes the equations in range K6.. Kl I easier lo follow 
and understand. whenever the 
Named Range Cell 

CLOCK K6 MEMR' 
MEMR' J7 signal.) 
001 JB 
001' J9 
002 J10 on page
READY J11 

DIG ITAL LOGIC COMPONENTS 
OUTPUT EQUATIONS 

35 

10 

5 

0 

COMPONENT TYPE LOGIC SPREADSHEET 

30 

INVERTER --f>-- NOT A #NOTf(A-1) 

-25 

~ 
' 

NANO NOT(A•B) INOTl(A= 1,VANONB"' 1)
20 

15 NOR ~ NOT(A+B) #N0Tf(A• 1 (iOR/IB - 1) 

-

~·· H D (at c - 1) GIF{C • l .D,O) 

FLIP-F'LOP C O' NOT 0 INOTl(O=I) 

0 20 40 60 

Figure I: l...o9ic components simulated bv lotus 1-2-3 . 

EDGE DETECTOR 
SYNCHRONOUS LOGIC 

30 

28 

26 

24 

22 

20 

,,8 

16 

, 4 

12 

10 

8 


6 


4 


2 

0 

0 20 40 oO 
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM 

READY 

MEMR' 01 01 02 02 

Cl 0 1' C2 02' 

CLOCK 

15- Aug - 84 

Figure 2: Edge-detector schematic drawn b!J Lotus 1-2-3 . 

event occurs. In this 
case. it is configured to give a negative 
pulse. synchronized with the clock. 

MEMR" input goes 
negative. (In a microprocessor circuit. 

might be a Memory Read 

The edge-detector circuit (see the 
text box "Schematics on Lotus 1-2-3'" 

146 for an explanation of 
how the circuit was drawn) uses two 
D flip-flops and a NAND gate. Starting 
at the left side. we need to describe 
the input signals for MEMR" and 
CLOCK. use them as inputs for the 
first flip-flop. and then take the flip
flop's output to the second flip-flop 
until we reach the output of the 
NAND gate in the upper right The 
spreadsheet to accomplish this is 
shown in figure 3. It is laid out in two 
major sections. Variables and Plot 
Values. 

The equations for each of the out
puts of the logic components of figure 
2 are displayed in text format in col
umn K of the Variables section . The 
cell at K8 gives the output equation 
for 01. The formula used is that of the 
D-type flip-flop component described 
in figure I . modified to show that the 
DI input value is MEMR". This has the 
effect of specifying the circuit connec
tion from MEMR' to DI. 

For clarity. the variables in the for
mulas in column K refer to signal 
names. that is. cell names. rather than 
cell coordinates. The names used in 
the formulas are shown in table I (you 
input them using the commands 
/RANGE. NAME. CREATE). Note that 
all the named ranges are in column 
). with the exception of the CLOCK 
signal. which is in column K. This 
makes the state of the outputs in col· 
umn K dependent on the values in the 
preceding column. J. Column J holds 
the initial values for each independent 
state. The flip-flop names used in the 
formulas are OOx rather than Ox to 
avoid confusion with column 0 cells. 

The formulas in cell range K6.. K 1 l 
have been copied in to L6 ..BM6. This 
creates a series of logic states that can 
be interpreted as the time sequence 
of states for each variable. 

The two input signals are not 
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created by the logic components of 
our circuit but must be specified by 
us. The ini tial value of MEMR'. in cell 
17 . is set to I. Each succeeding cell in 
row 7 is a I until cell AA7. which has 
been set to 0. That value continues for 
the rest of the row. 

The CLOCK signal is a li ttle trickier. 
Its formula. in K6. is set to repeat the 
value of the cell A6. which is 10 col
umns back. Repeated along the whole 
row. this makes each clock state 
dependent on the state 10 cells back. 
This gives a series of zeros in cells L6 
to 56. as each cell looks back to a 
zero-containing cell 10 columns back. 
At cell T6. however. things change; it 
looks back at the initial value in cell 
16. which is set to @TRUE. so T6 is a 
I. This sequence repeats each 10 col
umns. The next positive clock pulse 
is in AD6. 

Looking now at the logic states of 
the logic components. as represented 
by rows 8 to 11 . we see that the out
puts remain the same at each column 
until the clock signal is positive. as in 
col umn AD. Then the outputs of flip
flop 01 change state as MEMR' is 
strobed into it. (No change happened 
at the clock signal in column T 
because 01 was already in the same 
state as MEMR'.) While very useful. 
the sequence of Is and Os is not near

ly as satisfying as a graph. 
To plot the results of the logic states. 

we need to stack them one above the 
other for clarity. as in figure 4 . This is 
the function of the Plot Values section. 
The logic state o f the CLOCK in cell 
L6 is added to the offset in cell A 17 
and placed in cell L 17 . The formula in 
L I 7. + L6+SA 17. is copied to the en
tire region from Ll 7.. BM I 7. As a 
result. each logic state is added to its 
appropriate offset and placed in the 
Plot Values region. When the formula 
is copied into LI 8. the copy logic of 
l-2-3 wi ll make the cell fo rmulas 
re lative. so the formula in Ll8 
becomes +L7+SA18. and the MEMR' 
logic state is added to its associated 
offset value of 9. The SA notation 
means that the column reference is 
absolute rather than relative: this en
sures that when the formula is copied 
in to succeeding columns it continues 
to use the offset values of column A. 
The six output states are now ready 
to be plotted as graphs A to F The 
graph type chosen is Line. formatted 
as Line Only. 

To plot the results. we must assign 
regions for each graph. Let's start by 
concentrating on the first line of the 
plot. the CLOCK signal. plotted as 
graph A. The region assigned to 
graph A is the entire row 17. 

A 17.. BM 17. a total or 66 columns. The 
Line mode of 1-2-3 plots that as 
fo llows: The horizontal axis is divided 
into 66 equal segments. and the value 
of each cell is plotted at the ap
propriate vertical location . ln Line 
Only format. on ly points in adjacent 
columns are plotted Isolated points 
are not plotted. 

These features determine the look 
of the graph of the CLOCK signal. 
There are no ad jacent non blank cells 
until column L. so the graph doesn't 
start to plot until the twelfth horizontal 
tick mark. That leaves a blank begin
ning space for the label. 

The label is inserted using the Data
Label facility of 1-2-3 . Selecting graph 
A. we assign the range as cell A6. 
aligned right. This will print the label 
"CLOCK" in cell A6. to the right of the 
value in cell Al7 . 

Each of the remaining five graphs 
is plotted and labeled the same way. 
The names of A6.. A 11 also serve as 
tl-.e labels for each graph: the offsets 
of A I 7 ..A2 2 serve to locate the labels. 
The columns B to J serve two func
tions: They provide the space at the 
start of the graph for the label and 
al low the CLOCK formula in K6 to 
look 10 columns back to set up the 
clock. 

1co11tinuedl 

A OCOH G.il l K l ..i H 0 P \f R S T U V II X Y Z AA AB AC AO AE AF Ali Ali Al 
I 
2 - ------------- Vi\Rli\BLES ---------------
3 INl TIAL 
4 NAlit: VALUES FORMULAS LO\i lC STATE V~ TIME ····> 
~ -----· 
6 Cl.OC~ llTRUE +A6 u 0 0 ll <I 0 u 0 I 0 u 0 0 u 0 0 0 0 1 0 I.I 0 0 u 
1 MfJ,R ' OTR UE "~£MR' I 1 l I 1 I 1 l I 1 l I I l I u 0 u u u u ll u 0 

llTRUE ~IF (CLOCK=l ,MEtlR' ,QQl) I I l I I I l l I I I I l 1 1 1 1 l 0 u 0 l) 0 0 
d9 Q ~ l' · •~OH (QQl• l I 0 I.I u u 0 0 0 u 0 u 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 1 I 1 I 

10 ~ ~TRUE @l rlCLOCK=I , Lm , l)Q2) I l l I 1 I l I l l l 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 
11 REA;JY -NOH(tNl' • l iAUOllQ~2 • 1 l I 1 l 1 1 I I 1 I 1 I I 1 l 1 I l l l 1 0 0 0 u 
12 
13 ···· --- -~ ----- PLOT VAL UES ----·----------
14 
IS OFFSET GRAPH: PLOT VALUE VS TI ME ----> 
16 ------
17 11 A: II 11 11 II II 11 11 11 12 11 11 11 11 II II II 11 II 12 11 11 11 11 11 
18 9 B: 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 LO 10 10 10 10 10 10 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
19 7 c: 8 8t188t188888 8BB88tl8777777 
20 5 0 : 55555555555555SSS5566666 
21 l E: 44 444444444444444444444 
22 1 F: 22 zzzz222z22~z2i2221111 

A BWEFt..H l L fol II 0 P Q R S T tJ V \I X Y Z AA AB AC AO Pl. AF AC Alt Al 

Figure 3: Spreadsheel to anal~ze edge-detector circuit. 
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SCHEMATICS 

ON LoTUS 1·2·3 


A very crisp. professional-looking schematic can be drawn by using the 
graphics mode of a spreadsheet. The results in figure 2 speak for them

selves. Chances are you've never considered using Lotus 1·2·3 to draw a 
schematic. So how is it done? Just a simple XY graph. drawing lines rrom point 
to point. 

What's the secret? Lotus draws no line if a point is missing in a range: this 
allows us to put blanks between groups or data to draw numerous unconnected 
components. We can then interconnect them at will. using additional groups 
or data to draw the connections. 

The spreadsheet in figure 10 contains the data to draw figure 2. It's organized 
in two groups; the first. Al..138. handles the components and their labeling. It 
is shown in the lert column of the figure. The group on the right. A40.. 17 5. handles 
the interconnections and completes the labeling. 

STEP I: DRAW THE COMPONENTS 

The seven pairs or numbers in the range 86.. Dl 2 define the first flip-flop. FFI. 

The pair ( 15.8) is the lower left-hand corner of FFI . The next five pairs of numbers 

define the four corners and mark the the two input ports. The last pair (15.8) 

closes the box back at the starting point. If components are used more than 

once. you may want to generate a component primitive table as in figure 11 . 

The shapes can then be copied to the desired location by adding the appropriate 

offset to the X and Y values. 


The next group. in range Bl4 ..D20. defines FF2 in the same way. The last group, 
in range 822 ..037. outlines the NANO gate. The curved outline requires far more 
points than the rectangle of the flip-flops. The isolated point at (48.2 5) will pro
vide the label to put an 0 on the NANO output to provide the little circle that 
signals that it is an inverting output. Using the 0 saves drawing another 8 to 
l 0 points to draw a circle. 

Defining the graph type as XY. set the X graph range to B6..B37. Set the A 
range to 06.. 037. Set the scale manually to get a 30 by 60 plot. 

STEP 2: ADD THE INTERCONNECTING LINES 

The data in the right-hand group B45 .. D68 defines the connections. Each con· 

nection is labeled for function in the Comments column. 1b plot the interconnects. 

extend the X and A ranges to include their data: the X range is now 86.. B68. 

and the A range is 06.. 068. 


STEP 3: ADD THE LABELS AND THE DATESTAMP 

Extend the X and A ranges down to include rows 69 to 74 and pick up the 

date stamp and input signal label points. Then use the Data-Label option to 

define a label range for graph range A. This is the set of labels in column E. 

So the label range is set to E6..E74. Select location Right from the menu when 

defining the data labels to put the labels to the right of the selected points. 


The label will plot about one character to the right of the plotted point in 
graph range A . Notice how nicely th is puts the li ttle circle on the NAND gate. 
The date in cell E70 is a @TODAY function, so it keeps the data sheet and 
schematic up to date automatically as changes are made and saved. 

Use the Titles option to set up your titles at the top and bottom. and the graph 
of figure 2 results. 

All the figures in this article were done using Lotus 1-2-3. 

The resulting graph of figure 4 is 
very easy to follow. It's now clear how 
the circuit works to put out a syn
chronized pulse when MEMR' goes 
negative. The next CLOCK signal (the 
second pulse of our figure) strobes 
the logical zero state into 01. driving 
01 · positive. Since 02 is unaffected at 
this clock time. its output is stil l a 
logical one. With both inputs of the 
NANO gate now positive. its output 
goes negative. starting the READY 
signal pulse. The next ClDCK purse 
strobes the logical zero output of OJ 
into flip-flop 02 . sending its output to 
zero. This pulls the B input of the 
NAND to ground. sending its output 
positive and terminating the ~EADY 
signal. It's clear that the READY signal 
will be exact ly one clock period long. 
synchronized with the CLOCK signal. 

The circuit of figure 2 is a good ex
ample of the power of a spreadsheet 
program to diagram a digital circuit. 
analyze it. and plot the resu lts. If the 
results aren't what you want. it's easy 
to change the design. For example. 
what if the input for the NA D gate 
is taken from the opposite outputs of 
the flip-flops? 

LINEAR CIRCUITS 
The analysis of transient effects and 
frequency response in linear circuits 
can also be modeled very effectively 
using spreadsheets. The added graph
ics of Lotus 1-2·3 can show the result· 
ing waveforms at the press of a key. 
allowing an interactive modification of 
the circuit to get the desired response. 

No differential equations need be 
solved. no integrals evaluated. All that 
is necessary is to model the incremen· 
tal changes that occur in a brief time 
period. 

The three important linear circuit 
elements-resistors. capacitors. and 
inductors-are modeled in figure 5. As 
in the digital case. we can set up equa· 
tions that describe the behavior of the 
elements: those equations can then 
be modeled in the equations of a 
spreadsheet cell. 

The simplest linear element is the 
resistor. whose behavior is described 
by Ohm's law: The ratio of voltage to 

[con/b1ued) 
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1 · 2-3 CIRCUIT DESIGN 

current is the resistance. 
The behavior of a capacitor is a little 

more complicated. The nature of a 
capacitor is to resist changes in 
voltage. The equations of figure 5 
show that the current I flows into a 
capaci tor C. for a period of time DT. 
to build up the charge necessary to 

change the capacitor voltage VC by 
an amount DV. 

The larger the capacitance. the 
smaller the voltage changes for a 
given current change. The new voltage 
is the sum of the previous voltage, VC. 
plus the incremental change caused 
by the previous current flow. /: 

12 

11 CLOCK 

10 

9 MEMR' 

a 
7 01 

6 

5 01' 

4 

3 02 

2 

READY 

SIGNAL TIMING DIAGRAM 

Figure 4: Timi11g diagram for edge-detector circuit. 

LINEAR CIRCUIT COMPON ENTS 
CIRCUIT EQUATIONS 

30 

2a 
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20 

1a 
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10 

a 
6 

4 

2 

0 
20 40 60 

-
-
-

0 

COMPONENT TYF'E 

RESISTOR -./W

INDUCTOR __/Q'-._ 

CAPACITOR --1~ 

CIRCUIT SPREADSHEET 

V = 1•R V ... 1• R 

DI - v•DT/L DI - v • oT/L 

OV = l"DT/ C OV ,. l • DT/ C 

Figure 5: Linear circuil components simulated by Lotus 1-2·3 . 

VC = VC + DV 

VC ~ VC + l•DTIC 


The behavior of the inductor is the in· 
verse of the capacitor behavior: that 
is. the inductor resists changes in cur
rent when a voltage is applied across 
its terminals. The voltage VL must be 
applied for a time DTto build up flux 
in the Inductor and allow a change DI 
in current flow. The larger the induc
tance. the smaller the change in cur
rent for a given applied voltage. The 
new current is the sum of the previous 
current I plus the incremental change 
caused by the previous voltage VL: 

I = I + DI 

I - I + VL•DTIL 


These circuit elements can now be 
combined to form a number of cir
cuits that we can then analyze with 
our spreadsheet modeling techn ique. 

For example. let's look at the sim· 
pie circuit of figure 6. The capacitor 
C is charged through the resistor R. 
What is the resu lting response to a 
step input V,.? Those with circuit ex
perience will recognize that the 
capacitor does not change voltage in· 
stantaneously: it charges up at a rate 
related to the amount of current flow
ing into it through the resistor. This is 
the behavior shown by v • ..,. the out· 
put voltage taken across the capacitor. 

The spreadsheet that generates 
figure 6 is shown in figure 7; it is 
simi lar to the sheet that generated 
figure 4. The section added at the top 
describes the circuit operating condi
tions. The input is a 5-volt (V) step. 
stored in cell E2. The resistor and 
capacitor values are in cells E4 and 
ES . 

The Variables section assembles the 
formulas for the circuit components 
in to a circuit: the resul t ing matrix 
describes the circuit operation. Cells 
in the formulas block. K13 Kl8. define 
the circuit. Once defined. the formulas 
are copied into range L13 .. DFl8. 
which lays out those values versus 
time. 

The time clock is in cell K 1 3. It 
copies the previous value and adds 
to it the value of one clock tick. DT. 

(conti1ruedl 
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DT is set at 1 microsecond tµs) : we·11 
come back and review this choice 
later. The input voltage. v1• • is set to 
quasi-DC: it repeats whatever va lue it 
had previously. The exception is cell 
014. which is set to the value in cel l 
E2 in the Circuit Parameters section . 
This gives us the desired 5-V step in
put at t~ 5 µs. 

Cell Kl 5 contains the most complex 

of the formu las It sets the value of the 
capacitor vol tage VC. As described in 
the circuit element equations of figure 
5. the value is the previous value J 15. 
plus the incremental voltage change 
from the previous /, flowing in C for 
the interval DT. 

Next we calculate the voltage avail
able to the resistor. The sum of the 
voltage across the resistor and 

capacitor must equal the input 
voltage. Since the input and capacitor 
voltages are known. the resistor 
voltage can be calcu lated as their dif
ference. V,. - VC. This is the formula 
in Kl6. 

The current I is our easiest calcula
tion-just divide the resistor voltage 
VR by the resistance R. Notice in col
umn 0 that the initial effect of the 
step-input voltage is seen entirely 

LINEAR CIRCUIT ANALYS IS 
RC RESPONSE 

7 

6 

Vin 
5 

I\ 
I 4 I 

I 
 Voul 

(/) 

R.. 10~ .3
0 
> 

2 ,.4,.", 
0 20 40 60 60 100 

TIME (USEC) ---> 

across the resistor: a 0.5-ampere cur
rent flows as a result. 

For clarity. the output voltage VOh• 

is given its own row. I8. This is iden
tical to the capacitor voltage. VC. Note 
how the value of V..... builds up as time 
progresses from column P through 
column X. Figure 6 plots the input 
voltage v,. from row 14 and the out
put voltage Vo•·• from row 18. 

PLOTTING THE GRAPH 
To get the desired smooth curve. the 
format for all curves is set to Line 
Only To get the maximum flexibllity. 
the graph type has been set to XV. 
This will be necessary when we get to 
the schematic diagram and is a help 
in labeling the curves. 

The column labeled Graph tEl2 .. 
E20) shows what we've plotted to 
generate the curves. This takes the 
place of the Plot Values section of the 
digital sheets. It lets us know thatFigure 6: Sd1etnalic and voltage-versus-lime graph of RC circuil. 

(coruimmi) 

A BCD E ~li!H J K l M 0 R S T U V W X 
I •••••••••••••• CIRCUIT PARAHETERS ------ --- - ------ •••••• • HAMEU WGES ·······-· 
2 VJ/4 = 5. 0 volt step at t=S • tcrosec 
J R E4 •• E4 X: JIJ •• EF!J 
4 R 10.0 ohms C E5 •• E5 
5 C • 0.47 lbicroforads UT E6 • • E6 A: Jl4 .• Uf l4 
6 OT = 1.0 mlc.-osec UT MUST OE LESS THAN R•C • 4. 7 mlcrosec VIM K14 . • Kl4 8: JIB .• Llfl<I 
1 VC Kl5 •• Kl5 C: J20 .• ff2U 
8 VII Kl6 ••K16 
9 - -- - - ········· VARIABLES ···············- I Jl7 •. J17 C:DATA·LABEL J21 •• EF21 

10 WITIAL 
II HAHE GRAPH VALUES FORMULAS VALUE YS TJllE --·-> 
12 - --- - - --- - - ------ - - -- - - - - - - - - --- - - - --- - - - - --- - -- - -- - --- - -- - - -- -------- - --- --- - - - --- - ---- -- - --- - --- --- ----- - -- 
\J TIME X: ZERO tJIJ•SOT 2 3 4 5 6 I ti 9 lU l l 12 13 14 15 16 
14 VIN A: ZERO "114 0.0 o.o o.o 5.0 5. 0 5.U 5.0 s.u 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.U s.o 5.0 
15 VC ZERO •J15•t•SOT/$C o.o o.o o.o o.o I.I l. g 2.6 3 . I 3.5 3.8 4 . l 4 .3 4. 4 4 . 5 4 ,ii 
16 VR ZERO +Vltl-VC 0.0 o.o 0.0 5.0 3.9 J.l 2.4 1.9 1.5 1.2 0.9 0.1 0.1> 0.5 0.4 
17 l ZERO +YR/SR 0.0 0.0 0.0 U.5 0.4 U. 3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0 . 1 0. 1 .0 . 0 
18 VOUT B: ZERO •YC 0.0 D.O 0.0 0.0 1.1 l. 9 2. 6 3.1 3. 5 3.8 4.1 4. 3 4.4 4. S 4.6 
19 
20 LAS.EL C: 5. 3 3.5 
21 OATA·LABEL YI n Vout 
22 
23 

A BCD [ FG/il H N 0 Q R ll z 

Figure 7: Spreadsheet to aria/yze RC circuit. 
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'~ -
disk fl::::::11~1::::11I ::: ~Mm ~N1v 

11111111111 • 11111111111 

I $49.95* 
SP-ecial Introductory Price 

Tunes Your Disk Files For Highest Performance 

The Disk Optimizer organizes your disk to make your 

PC run faster. You'll discover faster program loading, 
faster file loading and sorting, faster file creation, faster 
backups to diskette. And the disk Optimizer reduces 
the chances of error during your disk 1/0. 

DOS IS SLOWING YOU DOWN! 
Whether you realize it or not, the more you use your 

hard disk, the slower it is likely to react. This is because 
the operating system (PC-DOS/MS-DOS) stores 
things (programs, overlays, batches, etc.) randomly, 
wherever unused disk space is available. Your operat
ing system doesn't keep pieces of the same file 
together. This means slower access time. Lost speed. 
Lost productivity. 

fnqulry 182 

TURN THE THROTTLE BACK UP! 
Now, the Disk Optimizer puts the zip back into your 

hard disk! The Disk Optimizer collects all the scattered 
pieces of your files and re-stores them together in 
neat, well-organized areas on your disk. The result: 
immediate performance improvement .. . faster 
loading programs (and their overlays) .. . faster 
sorting ... faster loading and storing spreadsheets 
or document files. 

BONUS EXTRAS - at no extra cost 
v 	 DISK ANALYZER 

Displays a visual performance analysis .. . shown in 
percentages . .• for any disk or diskette. 

v 	 PERSONAL FILE SECURITY 
Password protect any file or program. 

v 	 FILE PEEKER 
Now you can visually examine any file on your system. 

"Pl" SS.00 Shlppl,g & H~dl.. $49.95
* 

SoFTLoGIC 
SOLUTIONS 
Creators of DoubleDOS 
530 Chestnut Street, Manchester, NH 03101 
1-800-272-9900. In NH, call 627-9900 
Disk Optimizer works with IBM PC's and true compatibles. 
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1-2-3 CIRCUIT DESIGN 

curve X is taken from row 12 . curve 
A from row 13. etc. The actual ra nges 
plotted are shown in the range name 
table included on the sheet in the 
upper right-hand corner. 

Lotus 1-2-3 does not have a com
mand to display named ranges. The 
Named Ranges table is a good idea 
to include in all your spreadsheets as 
pa rt of the documentation. to show 

which ranges have names. The for
mulas in column K have the names of 
a number of circuit parameters mixed 
in with the cell locations: this makes 
the formulas more self-expla natory. 

Since there is quite a bit to label in 
figu re 6. two rows have been added 
for labeling. rows 20 and 21. The C 
curve allows us co spot unplotted 
points and to plot line segments on 

LINEAR CIRCU IT ANALYSIS 
RLC RESPONSE 

7 

I\ 
I 

I 

I 


Ill 
':i 
0 
> 

a 100 

6 

5 

3 

2 

Vout 

R= IO L- 100 

""4 v""' 
20 4 0 60 60 

TIME (USEC) ---> 

Figure 8: Schematic and voltage-versus-time graph of RLC circuit . 

the figure. The value in cell 020. for 
example. spots an unplotted point at 
K= 5 and !J= 5.3 . The Data-Label below 
it prints the label '"Vin" on the figure 
to the right of this point. Remember 
that the point doesn't plot. because 
the Line format does not plot isolated 
points-it only plots cells that adjoin 
nonblank cells. The other labels are 
treated similarly. The data for the 
schematic diagram is in the region 
DH 13..EA2 I. It's plotted in the way 
described in the text box. 

How do we pick a reasonable value 
for the time interval !YT' For our dif
ference analysis to be accurate. the in
cremental change in the capacitor 
voltage must be small compa red to 
the voltage VR. which determines the 
current /. Let's write that as an 
inequali ty: 

l•DTIC :< < VR 

Rearranging the inequality to solve for 
/YT: 

!YT << (VR/IJ•C 

But from Ohm's Jaw. we know that 
VR// equals the resistance R. so: 

DT << R.. C 

This tel ls us that the time interval !YT 
must be small compared to R•C. The 
RC product is a term familiar to cir

tco111i11uedJ 

A BCD E FGHI J X L H ~ 0 R S T U V W 

I •••••••••••••• CIRCUIT PllRAMETERS •••••••••••••••• ------- NAMED RANGES -------- 

2 vrn = 5 volt step H t=S mlcrosec L EJ .. (3 X: J13 • . EFIJ 
l L • 100 microhenrles R E4 •• E4 
4 ~ 10 ohms c £5 . . [5 A: J14 .•0fl4 
S C = 0.47 mlcrofarads OT E6 •• E6 8: Jl9 .• DF19 
6 OT • I microsec DT ;o!UST BE « SQl!T(L'Cl • 6.85 microsec VIN Xl4 .• Xl4 C: J21. .EF2l 
7 VC Kl 5.. KIS 
8 VR Kl6 • • Kl6 C:OATA· lA9EL J2Z ..EEU 
9 •••••••••••• • VAR I ABLES ---------------- VL Jl7 .. J17 

10 INITIAL I J 18 .. Jl8 
11 111\ME Gi!APH VALUES FORMJLAS VALUE VS TlllE ---- > 
12 ----- . .... - ------- ------- ---------- ----------------------·--------------··-··-·············------------------ 
13 THIE X: ZERO of\JIJ•Slll 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 I2 13 14 15 lb 
14 VlN A: ZERO ->J 14 0.0 u.o o.o 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5,0 s.u 5 , 0 s.u s.u 5.0 s.u s.u 
15 VC ZERO of\J 15•! •!UT/SC o.o 0.0 a.a 0.0 o.u O. I 0 .3 O.ti l.O l. 5 2.0 2.5 3.U 3.6 4. l 
lb VR ZERO + l .. SR 0 . 0 u.o u.o 0.0 o.u 0.5 l.O 1.4 1.8 2. l 2.J z.s 2.5 2.S 2.5 
17 VL ZERO +YlN·VC·VR O. D O.o o.u 5.0 5.U 4.4 3. 7 2. 9 i.2 1. 4 o. 7 0.1 - 0 . 6 -1.l -1. 6 
ld I ZERO • l HL ..SOT /SL o.u o.o o.o o.o 0.1 0.1 O.l 0.2 o.~ 0.2 0 . 2 O.J 0 . 3 0 .2 0 .2 
19 VOUT 6 : ZERO +YC o.u o.o 0.0 o.o 0 . 0 0.1 0. 3 O,b 1.0 1. 5 2.0 2.5 3. 0 3.6 4. 1 
2U 
21 LABEL C: 5. 3 
22 ~ATA·LABEL Vin 
23 
24 

A BCU E FG~I J K M ~ 0 P Q R S w x 

Figure 9: Spreadsheet to analyze RLC circuit. 
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When it comes to printing out 
spreadsheets, most IBM~compatible 
graphics boards come up short. 

But not ·he Genoa Spectrum"' 
Color/Mono/Graphics Board. 

what you're doing. On the screen. 
And on paper. 

But the best pa1t is, you don't 
have to pay more to do it Here's why: 

Up until now, if you wanted 

11ze Spectrwn OJ/or/Orapllics Board is /J1emostrompalihle OOo.rd you cm1 buy. Whichmemi~ ·ii. r1.m.~ tJ1e11U)Sl 
SQftware. !11cludmg Flight S'imJJlo.101;'" lotus"1-2-S," Svnzphony," SideKick," PC lbi:11J," and 11111ch, much 11101-e 

I goes aU the way to 132 columns. both graphics and color, you had to 
The largest text display of any 
graphics board you can buy. There's 
even aspecial dliver that'll show 
you 132 columns of Lotus, which 
nonnally only has 0. 

And together with yom 132
column printer, the Spectrum can 
also print every one of those 132 
columns. So you can see mor of 

buy two boards. One for hi-res 
mono graphics, one for col01: 

But the Genoa Spectnun puts 
color and graphics cm the same 
board.So you save yow'Self a slot. 
And about $250. 

You can also save yoW'Self the 
price of a color monitm: Because 
Spectrum wiJJ emulate your color 

Sf"-'(lntm is a1111demork of C<inoa Syst nt$ <AlfPOfl1UDn. () 11185 C:cnoo Syswms Corpora1ion. 

Inquiry 72 

software in monochrome. And for 
your monochrome software there,s 
a720x348 hi-res mode. 

So either way; you're covered. 
Spectrum is compatible with all 

color and monochrome monitors. 
So you'll always get 16 beauti
ful colors in color. Or 16 shades 
of monochrome in mono. 

Fbr all the technical specs 
or the Genoa Spectrum dealer 
nearest you, just call us at 

408-945-9720.Or write Genoa 
Systems Corporation, 73 E.Tiimble 
Road, San Jose, CA 95131. 

The Genoa Spectrum. It's the 
only board you'll ever need for cola~ 
graphics, and full size output 

Anything else is either too much 
money or incomple 

G~~!12~ 
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1-2-3 CIRCUIT DESIGN 

A H 8 0 F G 
I
2 

:---------:------------------:------------------: 
: GRAPH X : GRAPH ,\ COMHEH TS 

I
2 4041 ·--------: GRAPH X ------------------:------------- - ---GRAPll A COMl4E~TS 

4041 

3
4 

-------- ------------------:------------------:
UATA : UATA LABELS : COMPONENTS 

J
4 

42
43 

--------
: DATA 

-- - ------------- :-----------------
OATA LAOELS : CONNECTIONS 

42
43 

5 
6 

: ~····· · ·· = ···,·· · ·· ·· ·· ··· · ·= ·············~· =~=: 
15 8 : NAME H I 

5 
6 

44 
4 5 

·===·===== 
111 

=·====··==========:·==========•====== 
1 7 HE HR - - > 0 I 

44 
4 5 

7 15 1 1 01 ~ I 7 46 15 17 4o 
8 
9 

15 
I 5 

17 
2 0 

Cl 01' :LOCATION: 
XU• I 5 

8 
9 

47 · --------
48: 12 

-------- - ----- - :-----------------
5 CLOCK --> Cl 

47 
48 

I 0 2 4 20 Y0 = 6 l 0 49 : 12 11 49 
11 
12 

13
14 

24 B 
15 B 

: -------- : ----- ------------:------------------: 
: JO : 8 :~AME FF2 

11 
12 

13
14 

S 0 

51
52 
53 

: IS 

: --------
: 10 
: 28 

1 1 

------------------:-----------------
5 CLOCK --> C2 
5 

51) 

51
52 
5 J 

l S : JO : 11 02 QZ 15 54 : 28 11 54 
16 : JO : II C2 ~2' :lOCATIO~: 16 55 : 30 11 : 5 5 
I 7 3 0 : 2 0 XO • 3 0 l I 56 :- - -- - - ----------- - ---· -- - ---- ------ - 56 
18 J9 : 20 YU= 8 18 51 24 11 QI' --> tlllllO i\ 57 
19 39 : 8 19 58 26 11 58 
211 JO : 8 20 59 26 26 5~ 

21
22 
23 

--------
4S 
45 

------------------:-------------- -- :
23 :NAHE ~ANW 
Z4 B :INPUT LABEL 

21
l2 
23 

60 

61
62 

4 s 
· --------

39 

26 

----------------- : ---- -----------
1 7 ~2-->NAIOB 

t.0 

61
o2 

24 45 26 A : I IPUT LABEL 24 63 42 17 6J 
~5 45 27 25 64 42 24 64 
26 41 27 26 65 45 24 65 
27 : 
28 : 
29: 

48.32 
4<1.Jl 
48.94 

26.5 
26 

25 . S 

:LOCATION: 
XO• 
YO• 

45 
23 

27 
l6 
29 

66 :--------67 24 
68: 30 

- - -------- ----- -: -- -------------
17 QI - > D2 
17 

66
67 
68 

JU 
JI 
.J2 
n 

49 
48.94 
48. n 
48.H 

25 
24.5 

24 
23 . 5 

Jll 
31 
n 
Jl 

b9 :--------
70 42 

71 :--------
72 2 

---------------- - : - ---- -----------
2 26-Aug-84 :DATE STA MP 

- - --- - -------- : ---- ------------
17 i'tEMR' : rnPUT StGNAl 

6~ 
7U 
71
72 

34 
35 
36 
37 : 

4 7 
45 
rlA 
48 : 

23 
l3 
NA 
ZS 0 READY 

: 
: O~TPUT LA8EL : 

J4 
3$ 
J6 
37 

73
74 

75 

· --------

--------
A 8 

--------- --------:-----------------
5 CLO CK :UPUT SIQNAL 

---------------···:--··-· - -- - - ----
E F G H 

7J
14 

7S 

Jij : - - ---- --:------------------·- -- -------------:
AB CD EFG ti l 

36 

Figure I 0: Spreadsheet to draw edge-detector circuit. 

C D £ F G H 
97 :-- ·------- --------- --- ------- --------: 97 
98 COHPO!~rnr PRIH IT!VES 98 
99 :================== :==================: 99 

100 RES ISTOR CAPAC ITOR : l 1)0 

l 0 l : - ------- -- ---- ----: - -- ---- -- ---- --- --: IQ 1 
102 X-AXIS Y-AXI S X-AXI S V-AXlS : 102 
103 : 103 
104 Q I) 0 2 : J1)4 

105 O. 7S 0 o.75 2 t 1!)5 
l06 -0.5 -1).75 2 : !06 
107 !. 5 r) , 5 : 107 
100 2 -0. 5 -0.75 2. S : IOB 
IO!f : 2.S o.s 0.75 2. 5 : 109 

'!110 .. - 1), 5 0 2.S : 110 
! II : ~.5 0.5 0 s : 11 i 
l 12 : 3.75 0 : t ! :· 
I!3 : 6 0 : 113 
114 :---------- ----- ---:- -- -- ----------- ·-: i l4 

c E F G H 

cult designers: it's a measure of the 
response time of a circuit. historical
ly called the circuit " time constant." 
So the comment in row 6 tells us that 
we should pick the time intervals on 
our spreadsheet analysis so that they 
are small compared to the circuit re
sponse time RC-a very reasonable 
restriction. 

The results of the our work are sum
marized in the graph of figure 6. Sure 
enough. the output voltage rises to 
the input value as a familiar exponen
tial curve. So far, so good. But. you 
say. I could have estimated that result 
far faster without all that work. True 
enough. A simple RC circuit isn·t all 
that impressive. unless you remember 
that we did the analysis with a spread
sheet program. 

ow all the "what if" power of the 
spreadsheet is at our disposal Want 
to see the effect of a smal ler capac· 
itor' A different value resistor? The ef· Figure 11: Digital a11d linear compone11I pri,nilives. 

1conli1med) 
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OUR PLU&-11 CARD 

GIVES YOU 

PLUG-II 


CONTROL. 

PC¢0488 allows your IBM PC/XT/AT or com
patible to control IEEE-488 instruments. 

WHAT ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE 
DO I HAVE TO BUY? 

None. PC<r>488 supports all pop

ular programming languages 

including interpreted and 

compiled BASIC,TBASIC 1~ 

Microsoft® Pascal, Turbo™ 

Pascal, C, and FORTRAN. 

You can use Tektronix® 

Standard Codes and 

Formats and emulate 

HP controller stateme 

PC<r>4BB also runs IB ' 

IEEE-488 software a ell as 

application progr s. 


You just plug it in. PC<x>488 is totally self-contain 
with all software packaged in read only memory. 
Documentation includes acomplete tutorial and 
programming reference,plus more than thirty 
application programs. 

WILL IT WORK WITH ALL 

MY INSTRUMENTS? 


You bet! More than 500 companies, 
including every major instrument 
manufacturer in the U.S. and 
Europe, are currently using 
PC\1>488. 

That's the best part. PC <x>488 costs just $395 
including software support forall popular pro
gramming languages,extensiveapplications 

library,and the programming and refer
ence manual.Order today by calling 

(617) 273-1818 or Telex 247316.

• 

Capital Equipment Corporation 

1 O Evergreen Ave., Burlington, MA 01803. 
\ (617) 273-1818 , Telex247316. 
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1-2-3 CIRCUIT DESIGN 

feet of a 5 percent change in each of 
the elements? Just key them into the 
Circuit Parameters cells and push FIO 
to see the modi fied graph. Now that's 
power. 

Let's add an inductor L in series with 
our resistor. as shown in figure 8. First. 
we add the inductor value in the Cir
cuit Parameters sect ion in row 3. then 
we add a new row 17 for the inductor 
voltage VL in the Variables section. 
pushing rows 17-2 3 down to make 
room. Next. we add an equation that 
describes the behavior of the induc
tor to the Formulas section. based on 
the equations of figure 5 We now 
modify the formulas for VR and I to 
reflect the dominating role of the in
ductor in setti ng the circui t current. 
The result is the spreadsheet shown 
in figure 9. Finally. we make some 
small changes to the schematic draw
ing sect ion to add the inductor to the 
schematic of figure 8. 

As before. the cell equations of the 
formulas in range K 13 .. K 19 are copied 
to the adjacent 99 columns. Now 
we're ready to analyze an RLC circuit. 

Figure 8 shows the resulting graph. 
Sti ll easy for our spreadsheet method. 
but it would have been a fa r-from· 
trivial task with any other method. 
The circu it values are easily modified 
in the Circui t Parameters section if the 
results are not sat isfactory. Higher 
values of R. for example. will reduce 
the overshoot if that is undesirably 
large. The resu lts of any value change 
are always avai lable at the touch of 
Fl O. the LOTUS GRAPH command. 

These circuits are only examples of 
what can be done with linear circuits. 
With a litt le more work. some very 
complex networks can be stud ied. 
Nonlinear elements such as d iodes 
could be added: they are a natural for 
a table lookup. Circui t gain elements 
such as ampl ifiers are easil y added. 

The technique I' ve shown here can 
be ex panded to more complex appli· 
cations. However. where ci rcuits of 20 
or more nodes are involved. a spe
cial ized application program such as 
Micro-Cap or TUTSIM should be con· 
sidered. 

While the examples are all elec
tron ic circuits. nothing would prevent 
extension of the general technique to 
design and analysis of mechanical sys· 
terns. chemica l reactions. biological 
modeling. etc. Any process that lends 
itself to description by a simple model 
should be fair game for analysis by a 
spreadsheet. 

The technique is ideally suited for 
the PC environment: all operations 
are out in the open and con trolled by 
the user. The technique shou ld be 
useful for students as well as expert 
designers. lry it-it's great for those 
small problems you wan[ to look at 
in detail. • 

Emulation Without Limitation 

Built in Communications Language 

Finally there's a communications program that does 
what you want. 

The Impersonator. Its built-in programming language 
offers virtually unlimited capabilities in designing terminal 
applications. 

It 's the most flexible a ynchronou communicat ions 
software on the market today. Maybe that's what prompted 
the experts to say, " .. .The Impersonator looks hard to beat." 
PC Tech Journal. 

Flexibility in Communications 
Designed for the IBM PC, The Impersonator comes 

with 12 preprogrammed emulations including ADM-3A , 
DEC VT 52 & VT 100, Televideo 912 & 950, IBM 3101 
(Models 10 & 20) , DG D-210, and NCR7900 te rminals. 
It can also be con figured to emulate almost any asyn
chronous terminal. 

Now you can create entirely new communications appli
cations. You can speed function s, simplify data transfers , 
modify exi ting emulations, and even create your own custom 
configurations. 

Best of all , The Impersonator saves time by e liminating 
the need to develop a prog ram from scratch . Jfyou need to 
access a variety of public data bases, remote main frames, or 
other micro computers, you no longer need multiple emula
tion packages. 

With The Impersonator you can literally write your ticket . 

Our 30 Day Money Back Guarantee 
That backing, a long with the cooperation of our on

line technic-al staff, convinced companies like Holiday 
Inns, Underwrite rs Laboratories, Union Carbide, Hughes 
Airc raft , Rockwell International , and Rolm Corporat ion to 
choose The Impersonator for thei r communications needs. 

Flexible. Programmable. Powerful. 
You won't find another communications package on 

1he market that will claim to do this much and then do it! 
Empowe r yourself with The impersonator. 

Call the toll-free number below for more information . 

The Impersonator 

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-443-8080 (In Colo. 303-442-8080) 

DIRECT.AID 

P.O. Box 4420 Boulder, Colorado 80306 
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Comes standa 
with 512K RAM, 

expandable to 640K 

increase 

Compatible with 
IBM Basica programs 

That's right, guaranteed 
performance. The Univation 
Turbocharger will triple the pro
cessing speed of your IBM PC, 
PC/XT, or 100% compatible. 

Just think, the data process
ing speed and performance of a 
PC/AT without the expense. 
Plug it in, and your PC will do 
everything it did before, only 
300% faster. 

Best of all, the Univation 
Turbocharger works with all 

your existing PC software 
automatically. Nothing to lea 
nothing to change. Speed sprea 
sheets, databases, graphics, even 
IBM Basica programs. The Turbo
charger will spark each and every 
program you use. 

To ensure complete reliability, 
our Turbocharger is extensively 
tested. It's available for immediate 

Normal/BM speed 
emulatwn switch 

to ~rovide all 
e processmg power 

you'll ever need. 
So why not make your life a 

little easier and do your work a 
lot quicker with the Univation 
Turbocharger. 

See it at your local computer 
dealer today. For the dealer in 
your area call: (408) 745-0180. 

delivery. And, b t of all, it's =~--= 
guaranteed. Guaranteed to I I a 
work exactly as promised E if! JN/VAT' N 

~YOUR EXPANSION COMPANY 

7037 North Fair Oaks Ave.Dealer and distn'butor inquires invited. Sunnyvale, CA 94089 
lllM PC. f•CJXT and PC/AT are t.r•dematks ol lnte rnnionol l!usi """' Machines Corp. (408) 745-0180 
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VAX USERS WIN! 

NEW POLY-COM/220 FOR THE 
IBM PC PROVIDES LEAGUE
LEADING FEATURES. 
ST; WUIS.Polygon increases your lead with a new 
IBM PC packai?e: poly-COM/220. This newest 
member of the "Polygon family of communica
tion software products combines the reliability 
and exacting accuracy of previous Polygon 
products with many new features. 

This super-star software package lets you use 
your IBM PC as a DEC VT52, VT102, or 
VT220 tenninal, and allows the tr.tnsfer of 
files between your IBM PC and another PC, 
minicomputer or mainframe. 

New features and functions incorporated in 
poly-COM/220 include: 

• "Hotkey", allowing instant switching 

hetlreen poly-COM/220 and MS-DOS or 

another application 


• Host-control, allowing a host computer 

!such as a VAX) to control the PC through 

poly-COM/220 


• Full VT220 functionality 

The result is a product of unparalleled power, 
sophistication and functionality at NO 
increase in price. 

Upgrades are available and orders are 
shipping immediately. The price of 
poly-COM/220 is $200. 

Join a winning team! For more information 

on poly-COM/220, or any of the other 

Polygon communication software products, 

contact the Polygon sales department at 

314/576-7709. 


® Pss?}iX§.~n~~ 
1024 Executive Parkway 

Saint Louis, MO 63141 

314-576-7709 


Polygon and paly-, are registered trademarks of PolY\)on Associates. Inc_ DEC, VT, 

VAX are trademarks of Oigilal EQuipment Corp. IBM is a registered lrademark ol 

International Business Machines Corp. 


-
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INSIDE THE IBM PCs 

ADDING A HARD DISK 

TO YOUR PC AT 


You can save money and get increased performance 
~ 

BY JON SHI ELL AN D JOH N MARKOFF 

THE IBM PC AT has rapid
ly become a new perfor
mance standard in the 
world of IBM and IBM· 
compatible personal com
puters. Because of the 
open-system philosophy 
of the IBM PC fami ly. a 
thriving third-party in· 
dustry has sprung up, of
fering both price and per
formance enhancements. 

The PC AT comes in two 
models: the basic system 
without a hard disk and 
the enhanced system. 
which includes a hard 
disk. extra memory, and 
1/0 (input/output) ports. It 
is possible to convert a 
basic model into an en· 
hanced system merely by 
adding a th ird-party hard 
disk and multifunction 
board. Purchasing a hard 
disk independently can 
also offer cost savings and 
increased performance. 

The multifunction card 
is parcicularly attractive 
for this application 
because of significant cost 
savings and increased sys
tem versatility. You can 
configure a PC AT with more than B 
megabytes of main memory. However. 
operating systems now available for 
the AT cannot productively use this 
memory. It is doubtful that even a 
9-megahertz (MHz) PC AT can effec
tively use this much main memory. 
(See the text box "Crystal Change 
Enhances PC AT's Performance" on 
page 161.) 

It Is possible to put 230 megabytes 

ILLUSTRAT ED BY BLAIRE THORN LEY 

of hard-disk storage on an 8-mega
byte 9-MHz PC AT and reduce access 
time to half that of a factory-standard 
AT 

For most people. the best way to 
purchase a hard disk is in kit form. 
This precludes the necessity of hard
formatting the disk and generally 
sim pl ifies the installation procedure. 
However. if you are scavenging a hard 
disk from another system or have 

bought a third-party prod
uct you will need to ob
tain special mounting side 
rails and hard-format the 
disk isee the text box 
"Hard-Formatting a Disk 
Using the AT Advanced 
Diagnostics" on page 16 1). 

Everything you need to 
know about physically in 
stalling and soft-format· 
ting the disk is explained 
in the AT lnstallatio11-a11d
Selt•P Manual. 

The first step is to deter
mine the drive type. Refer 
to table I and table 2 and 
compare the parameters 
listed to the information 
supplied with you r hard 
disk. Don't be surprised if 
you have to trim your disk 
to fit. Most kitted disks 
come with information 
about suggested drive 
types. IBM has predefined 
14 types of disk drives 
(see table I). 

In addition. type 15 has 
been left open for user
defined drives. Tuble 2 
shows disk-drive type 
numbers for some com
mon hard disks. In some 

cases. the drive has been trimmed to 
fit by not using all available cylinders. 
It is also possible to trim a drive by not 

(co11l i11ued) 

John Markoff. a tech110logy writer for the San 
Francisco Exami ner. is a former BYTE 
editor. He can be readied al 1 I 0 Fi{tf1 St .. 
San Francisco. CA 9412 3. 

)on Shiel/ is a system architect and micro-
programmer. He carr be reached at POB 
61195 . Sun11yvale. CA 94088. 
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ADDING A HARD DISK 

Table I: Definitions of predefined drive types. 

Disk Write Landing zone Capacity 
type Cylinders Heads precompensation (cyl inder) per drive 

1 306 4 128 305 10 Mb 
2 615 4 300 615 21 Mb 
3 615 6 300 615 31 Mb 
4 940 8 512 940 54 Mb 
5 940 6 512 940 48 Mb 
6 615 4 no 615 21 Mb 
7 462 8 256 511 31 Mb$ 
8 733 5 no 733 31 Mb 
9 900 15 no 901 115 Mb 
10 820 3 no 820 21 Mb 
11 855 5 no 855 36 Mb 
12 855 7 no 855 51 Mb 
13 306 8 128 319 21 Mb 
14 733 7 no 733 44 Mb 

$ 4 megabytes unused because only 462 out of 51 1 cylinders are used 
Capacity per drive "' cylinders · heads · 17 sectors/track • 0.5 Kb/sector 

(heads 1s the same as tracks/cylinder) 

Table 2: Sample drive-type definitions. 

Disk Capacity 
type per drive Examples of this drive lype 

10 Mb Cogito CGF912: MM1 M212 and M312: Seagate ST412 , 
ST212, and ST112: Rodime R0202: Tandon TM252 and 
TM502: Fujitsu M2233: Shugart 712 %: MiniScribe 2012 
and 3412 

2 21 Mb Tulin TL226 %, Qume R200 %. Shugart 724 % 
3 31 Mb Tulin TL240 % . Oume RJOO % . Rodime R0206 
4 64 Mb Atasi 3080 % 
5 48 Mb 
6 21 Mb Seagate ST4026 
7 31 Mb Quantum 0540 % 
8 31 Mb Seagate ST4038 
9 115 Mb Maxtor XT-1140 % 
10 21 Mb Micropolis 1302 %. Vertex V130 11% 
11 36 Mb Vertex V150 11 % 
2 51 Mb Vertex V170 11% 

13 21 Mb Seagate ST425. MMI M225 and M312, Rod1me R0204. 
Fujitsu M2235 

14 44 Mb 

010 Not all cy11nde1s used: o use all you must define it as a type 15 
11 The Vertex drives are an extreme case of trimming to fit. as they actually 

have 987 cylinders. so only 83 percent of the V130 and 87 percem of 
the V150 and V170 are used 

using all read/write heads. but this 
tends to be especially wasteful. Using 
only five out of six heads wastes about 
l7 percent of the drive·s capacity. 

After the disk ls physically installed. 
use the AT diagnostic disk-setup op
tion to set the drive-type nybble in the 
configuration RAM (random-access 
read/write memory). Unlike the PC 
and the XT. which use switches to tell 
the BlOS (basic input/output system)/ 
DOS (disk operating system) what 
equipment is attached to the system. 
the AT uses a CMOS (complementary 
metal-oxide semiconductor} RAM 
with a battery backup. The RAM (50 
bytes) is contained in a Motorola 
146818 chip. which also contains a 
rea l-time clock. The RAM-configura
tion-data format and typical entries 
for 11 drives are given in table 3. 
Figure I is the CMOS RAM map. 
showing the address offset and con· 
tents of each byte in the configuration 
RAM . 

Byte 12 holds the fi xed-disk-type in
formation for the C and D drives. Bits 
0 through 3 (single hexadecimal digit) 
specify the drive type for drive C. Bits 
4 through 7 (single hexadecimal digit! 
specify the drive type for drive D. A 
value of 0 hexadecimal indicates that 
no drive is present. 

After the configuration RAM has 
been modified (using the diagnostic 
disk-setup option). complete the In· 
stallation using the normal procedure 
for standard IBM fixed disks. Simply 
run the FDISK and Format programs. 
following IBM's instructions 

When partitioning your disk with 
FDISK. keep in mind that DOS cur
rently supports a maximum of ap
proximately 64K sectors per disk or 
partition. This requires that d isks 
larger than 32 megabytes be split into 
a number of 32-megabyte partitions 
Most kits for these large disks contain 
the software required to allow use of 
more than one active-but only one 
bootable-partition. Tuble 3a. for use 
with FDISK. shows the relationship be
tween number of data heads. number 
of sectors per cylinder. and maximum 
number of cylinders allowed for 64K
sector DOS partitioning. Tuble 4 

(co111i"ued1 
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CRYSTAL CHANGE ENHANCES 

PC AT's PERFORMANCE 


Changing the timing crystal voids 
the warranty• You should not 

change the crysta l before the machine 
has had time to shake down for at least 
90 days. 

The speed of your PC AT is con
lrolled by the crysta l lhat determines 
the clock rate of the 80286 processor 
and its support chips. Th is clock rate 
is half of the crystal's frequency (the 
standard 12 -MHz crystal gives a clock 
rate of 6 MHz]. 

Tuble A is a list of the common 
crystal frequencies and the clock rates 
they yield. 

You should have a number of crystals 
with different frequencies because 
some AlS run faster than others. The 
ones we tested varied between 8 Ml-!z 
and 9.8 MHz. 

Your clock crystal should be tested 
with all add-on and multifunction 
boards present. some high-perfor
mance multifunction boards wil l run al 
speeds of 8 MHz or higher. so test your 
system fully configured to be sure. 

Table A: Crystal frequencies and 
dock rates for tne PC AT. 

Crystal Clock 
freq uencies rate 
(MHz) (approK., MHz) 

12.0000 6.00 
14 .3181 7.16 
15.0000 7.50 
16.0000 8.00 
18.4320 9.22 
19.6608 9.83 
20.0000 10.00 

Crystals are available at most major 
electronics supply houses for less than 
55 each. The ones we used were from 

ymph and BME and had HC·l8 cases. 
The Nymph crystals had long. thin 

leads that needed to be lrimmed. 
To change the crystal: 

I . Turn the machine off and unplug it. 
2. Remove the cover and locate the 
12 -MHz crystal on the morherboard. 
lt"s above and to the left of the 80286 
chip as you look from the front of the 
machine. Before removing the old 
crystal. touch the chassis to ground 
yourselr. Use a thin flat-bladed screw
driver to remove the old crystal (be 
sure that you don't damage any traces 
on the motherboardl. 
'3 . Insert the new crystal (save the old 
12-MHz crystal). Which side or the 
crystal is face up doesn't matter. 
4 . Close the cover and give it a lry. 

lry lhe fastest crystal first if the 
crystal is too fast. the machine will not 
show the memory check or boot. In 
some borderline cases the machine 
wil l run fine after it has warmed up. but 
it may need to be rebooted first. li'y 
each crystal starting with a cold 
machine. 

HARD...f ORMATTING A DISK 

USING THE 


AT ADVANCED DIAGNOSTICS 


Before beginning. note that the 
disk type must have been set in 

the configuration RAM prior to hard
formatting. 

If you get a 17 XX error when the 
system powers up or resets. press the 
Fl button to continue. 

Enter the fixed-disk test menu and do 
an unconditional format by selecting 
the following: 

1. System-checkout routine (option 0) : 
Enter "y" if the options list is correct: 
otherwise. go back to setup and cor

rect the list. 
2. Run tests one at a time (option 0). 
3. Test fixed-disk drive !option 17) : If 
at this point another menu is not dis
played. but instead the test begins. you 
know that you are not using the ad
vanced diagnostics. 
4. Select format menu and drive letter 
!options 7.c or 7.d). 
5. Select unconditional format {option 
2) . 

The current screen should ask you to 
enter the known flaws. A list of known 

flaws is printed on a label on the top 
of all hard disks. The list contains the 
cylinder. head number. and byte offset 
from the index. but you need enter 
only the cylinder and head numbers. 
After you have entered all the flaws 
listed on the top of lhe drive. press " y" ' 
to format the disk. 

You now have a hard-formatted disk. 
Enter 9s to get back to the main menu. 
The next step is to run FDISK. then the 
normal format program on the DOS 
partition. 
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Offset Contents 

00 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
OA 
OB 
OC 
OD 
OE 
OF 

Seconds 
Second alarm 
Minutes 
Minute alarm 
Hours 
Hour alarm 
Day of the week 
Day of the month 
Month 
Year 
Status register A 
Status register B 
Status register C 
Status register D 
Diagnostic status byte 
Shutdown status byte 

Get your dedicated system to 
market months sooner with the PC 
Bus. Full board-level implementa- · 
lion by I-Bus lets you plug together 
system components from hundreds 
of PC Bus board manufacturers, and 
directly execute software developed 
on and for the IBM®PC. 

I-Bus has board-level CPU's with 
8088 or 80188 processors, full disk 
or diskless operation and up to 160K 
of EPROM, 256K of RAM on board. 
We have the most complete line of 
system packaging for the PC Bus, too. 

Start cutting your schedule 
today-give us a call today at 
(800) 382-4229. In California, call 
(619) 569-0646. 

[ ;c 

I-Bus 

SYSTEMS 

9235 Chesapeake Drive 
San Diego, CA 92UJ 

10 Disk-drive type for drives A and B 
11 Reserved 
12 Fixed-disk-drive type for drives C and D 
13 Reserved 
14 Equipment byte (corresponds to switch 1 on PC and XT) 
15-16 Base memory size (low.high) 
17 18 Expansion memory size (low,high) 
19- 20 Reserved 
21 - 20 Reserved (not checksumed) 
2E- 2F Checksum over bytes 10 through 20 ( l~, high) 

30- 31 Expansion memory size as determined by power·on routine (low.high) 
32 Date century byte 
33 Information flags (set during power-on) 
34- 3F Reserved 

The Alarm function is used by the operating system/BIOS to drive the Wait 
function, INT15h ah= 90h 

The drive·type bytes use bits 0:3 for the first drive and 4:7 for the oth<lr 
Disk-drive types; 
O No drive present 
1 Double-sided disk (360 Kb) 
2 High-capacity disk (1.2 Mb) 

3-F Reserved 
The equipment byte is used to define the configuration for the power-on 

diagnostics 
Base memory is all memory below the 1-megabyte line. the range is 256 Kb to 640 Kb 
Expansion memory is all memory above (at) the 1-megabyte line. range between 

0 (none) and 15 Mb. although you can currently get only to 3 Mb with 64K·byte 
RAMs without using an expansion chassis (which doesn1 currently exist) 

Bytes 00- 0Dh are defined by the chip for timing functions, and OE-3F are 
defined by IBM 

To 	access the configuration RAM : 
1) Write the byte address (00- 3F) you want to access to 110 port 70h 
2) Access (read/write) the data via 110 port 71h 

Figure I: CMOS RAM map. 
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Table 3: Sample drive-lype e11lries. for use as lype-15 disks. 

MMI 
M206 

Tandon 
TM503 

Tandon 
TM703 

Quantum 
0540 

Vertex 
V170 

Mini Scribe Micropolis 
6085 1324 1325 

Maxtor 
XT-1105 

Maxtor 
XT-1140 

Largest 
defined 
disk 

5 Mb 15 Mb 30 Mb 35 Mb 59 Mb 71 Mb 52 Mb 70 Mb 85 Mb 117 Mb 139 Mb Disk capacity 
Byte 
0 306 306 695 512 987 1024 1024 1024 918 918 1024 Number of cyl . 
2 2 6 5 8 7 8 6 8 11 15 16 Number of heads 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Not used 
5 0 128 0 0 0 0 0. 0. 0 0 0. Write precomp. 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Not used 
8 0 0 0 256 0 0 0 0 8 8 8 Control byle 
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Not used 
12 306 306 695 512 987 1024 1024 1024 918 918 1024 Landing zone 
14 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 Sectors/track 
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Not defined 

The TM503 is a "generic 15-megabyte hard disk"; many other disks, like the 
Seagate ST419, would also use this setup 

The Maxtor XT-1 140 appears here 10 show how it would be defined for 
maximum capacity 

Largest defined disk is the largest (highest-capacity) disk that can be 
delined under the PC AT BIOS; a dedicated servo is assumed 

Write precompensation depends on the aclual drive used; an asterisk by a 0 write 
precompensation means that a dedicated servo is used and has a whole platter instead 
of just one side dedicated to it (thus the even number of data heads) 

Offset 
0 Number of cylinders on the drive [0- 1023 allowed, for 1024 cyL ] 
2 Number of heads per drive (0-15 allowed, for 16 heads] 
3 - n/u (starting reduced write current cyl. on PC XI) 
5 Starting cylinder for write precompensation 
7 -n/u (maximum ECC data·bursl length on PC XT) {recheck not used} 
8 Control byte 

Bil 
7 Disable disk-access retries 
6 Disabl.e ECC retries 

5-4 - n/d (zero) 
3 More than eight heads 

2-0 - n/u (drive oplion on PC XI) 
9 -nlu (time-out values on PC XI) 

12 Landing zone, cylinder to use as a 
14 Number of sectors/track [0- 17 allowed, 17 is the IBM standard) 
15 - n/d 

-n/u Field not used by PC AT 
- n/d Field reserved for lu1ure use 

Table 3a: Disk-parlilioning data . 
for use with FDISK. 

Maximum 
number 
of cylinders 

Number Number allowed in a 
of data of sectors 64K-sector 
heads per cylinder DOS partition 

3 51 1024 
4 68 936 
5 85 771 
6 102 642 
7 119 550 
8 136 48• 
9 153 428 
10 170 385 
11 187 350 
12 204 321 
13 221 296 
14 238 275 
15 255 257 
16 272 240 

Figure 2: Formal of a drive-type entry. 
(conti"uedl 
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Table 4: Comparison of drive performance. 
Seagate Qume Quantum Tandon Vertex MiniScribe Maxtor 

PC XT ST425 PC AT A300 0540 TM703 V170 6085 XT-1140 

Type 1 13 2 3 7 15 15 15 9 
Disk capacity 10 Mb 20 Mb 20 Mb 31 Mb 31 Mb 30 Mb 59 Mb 71 Mb 115 Mb 
Number of cyl . 306 306 615 615 462 695 987 1024 900 
Number of heads 4 8 4 6 8 5 7 8 15 
Cyl. capacity 34 Kb 68 Kb 34 Kb SO Kb 68 Kb 42.5 Kb 58.5 Kb 68 Kb 127 5 Kb 
Access times$ 

Track to track 16 ms 23 ms 14 ms 19 ms 10 ms 5 ms 5 ms 3 ms 5 ms 
Mean 85 ms 65 ms 52 ms 93 ms 45 ms 45 ms 30 ms 30 ms 30 ms 
Maximum 205 ms 170 ms 97 ms 213 ms 80 ms 65 ms 65 ms 50 ms 48 ms 

$ Access limes include head-settling time; average latency for all o! lhe above disks is 8.33 ms 
The access times lor the XT are based on lhe Seagate ST412 
The access times for lhe Maxtor XT-1105 are the same as those ol the XT-1140 

!um per J 18 remaps the second 2 56K 
bytes of memory from the system 
ard into the lit> channel. so that non

IBM expansion boards can be used. 
Thus. you don't need to buy the 256K· 
byte motherboard RAM option if you 
buy a minimum system. We used a 
Sigma Designs 512K-byte (w ith 384K 
bytes enabled) multifunction card. 
scavenged from a PC. in our AT until 
we cou ld get a 16-bit AT version. 

You can't use 64K· o r 256K·byte 
RAMs in the AT motherboard because 
the pin-outs of the I 28K-byte DRAMS 
are different from industry standards 
tsee table B). 

You can add ROM to the AT mother
board in sockets U 17 and U3 7. It ap
pears at address EOOOO to EFFFF hexa· 
decimal. The ROM must have the same 
header as an 110 channel ROM except 
that byte 2 (ROM length) is not used. 

The two 8-bit slots on the AT are 
wired for the addition of the 36-pin ex· 
tended connectors. 

RANDOM NOTES 


Table B: Pin-outs for standard DRAMs verst1s I BM I 28K·b1,1le DRAMs. 

Standard 64K/256K 

signal name PC AT 128K• Pin number 

N/C Din 1 
Din WE 2 
WE ·RAS1 3 
AAS ·RASO 4 
AO AO 5 
A2 A2 6 
A1 A1 7 
PWR PWR 8 
A7 A7 9 
AS AS 10 
A4 A4 11 
A3 A3 12 
A6 A6 13 
Dout Doul 14 
GAS GAS 15 
GND GND 16 

• IBM 128K-byte DRAMs are actually two 64K-byte dies encapsulated in 
piggyback fashion. One die is connected to RASO, and the other is connected to 
RAS1 . Otherwise. they are the same. 

shows the relat ive performance char You must first build a drive-type en fixed-disk-type nybble in the con
acteristics of some popular drives. try like the sample shown in table 3. figuration RAM to I 5 hexadecimal. 

You can define your own drive Place the address of the drive-type This tells the system that your disk is 
types: for example. you may want to entry in INT 46 hexadecimal (at ad a type I 5. See figure I for a complete 
add your old 5-megabyte drive. left dress 0: 118 hexadecimal). defin ition of the configuration-RAM 
over from your PC. as the second hard Using the setup program on your contents. Figure 2 shows the format 
disk (drive D. fixed disk I). PC AT diagnostic disk. change the of a drive-type entry. • 
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Seehow you can 

automate testing withyour 


IBM PC or HP Touchscreen PC. 

Now you can perform test and measurement tasks easily, PC Instruments now available include: 
quickly and cost-effectively with affordable, rackable • 4 Vi Digit Digital Multimeter 
PC Instruments from Hewlett-Packard. • 50 MHz Digital Oscilloscope 

Soft front panels make HP PC Instruments easy to • 5 MHz Function Generator 
use. By simply touching the HP Touchscreen or using a • 100 MHz Universal Counter 
mouse with the IBM PC, you can set functions, ranges • Relay Multiplexer 
and values, and take measurements. • 12 bit Dual Voltage Digital-to-Analog 

You can also develop programs faster. A few Converter 
easy-to-remember commands, like OUTPUT and • 16 bit Digital Input/Output 
MEASURE, control your PC Instruments from • Relay Actuator 
Microsoft® BASIC. And you can use the soft 
front panel to enter many of the instrument 
parameters that have been traditionally 
typed into a system. In addition, with 
optional HP Data Acquisition Software, 
you can be doing voltage scanning and 
temperature measurement in no time at all. 

Add-on HP-IB libraries can also turn 
your PC into a versatile HP-IB instrument 
controller. And you can use them to control 
both PC Instruments and HP-IB instruments 
from the same BASIC program. 

See a live demonstration 
of PC Instruments. 

Call 1-800-344-2525 (in the Continental U.S.) Microsoft® a.nd Microsoft BASIC- are 
U.S. tqi$tered trademarks of Miero$0ft Corporation. or 1-800-348-8181 (in NJ) for details. 

A02101552 


r0;,m HEWLETT 
~~ PACKARD 
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INSIDE THE IBM PCs 

FIXED DISKS AND THE PC AT 

A comparison of speed and performance 


that matches the PC AT against the PC XT 

~ 

BY JON SHIELL AND JOH N MARKOFF 

THE IBM PC AT provides 
more flexibility and com
puting power than its 
popular predecessor. the 
IBM PC The AT is based 
on the Intel 80286 micro
processor. which executes 
instructions faster and 

I .more efficiently than the t - 
PCs 8088. 

The AT provides a mem
ory space potentially 16 
times larger than the PC's. 
This is an unexplored 
realm for personal com
puter software developers 
that is certain to prove 
tempting. 

The introduction of the 
AT set a new standard for 
fixed-disk capacity and 
performance for micro
computer systems. The AT 
provides double the disk 
capacity of the PC XT and 
offers a simple method for 
the user to install up to 
two hard disks with capac
ities of almost 140 mega
bytes each . 

WHY THE AT IS 
FASTER THAN THE XT 
There are a number of rac

Despite this obvious im
balance. however. most 
comparisons lean marked
ly in favor of the AT. A 
comparison of each com
puter's system bus reveals 
that the AT has a 16-bit 
data bus: the PC has an 
8-bit data bus. Using an 
8-bit bus for a 16-bit 
microprocessor (as is 
done in the IBM PC) costs 
15 to 20 percent in system 
performance. This. com
bined with the approxi
mately 25 percent in
crease due to the dif
ference in clock rates. still 
gives a speedup of less 
than 50 percent. so there 
must still be other factors 
that contribute to the AT's 
speed advantage. 

Significantly. the 80286
powered AT runs with a 
single wait state: if it ran 
no wait states. RAM ran
dom-access read/write 
memory) with a maximum 
access time of less than 
120 nanoseconds (ns) 
would be necessary. By 
adding the wait state it is 
possible for the AT to use 

tors. some obvious. some more sub clearly deflned. For example. the AT's standard RAM (150-ns access) . The 
tle. why the AT exceeds the XTs per math coprocessor. the 80287. runs at use of the wait state cuts the effective 
formance. First. the raw clock rate of only one-third the frequency of the processing rate by less than 2 5 per-
the AT's 80286 chip is 12 MHz. !The AT's raw system microprocessor clock (co,11inued) 

80286 divides this by 2 internally.) The 112 MHz)-that is. 4 MHz. This com· Ion Shiel/ is a system archileel a11d micropra
XT's 8088 clock rate is 4.77 MHz. pares unfavorably to the IBM PCs grammer. He ca11 be reached at POB 61195. 
Therefore. even if everything else were numeric processor. the 808 7. which Sunnyvale, CA 94088. 
comparable between the two systems. runs at the full speed of the PC- Jon11 Markoff. a technology writer for tlie 
the AT would still be a little more than 4. 77 MHz. The math coprocessor San Francisco Examiner. is a former 
26 percent faster than the PC. doesn't help the AT's performance as BYTE editor. He can be reached at 110 Fifth 

However. everything is not that much as might be expected. St.. Sa11 Francisco. CA 9412'3 . 
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FIXED DISKS 

cent on the average. according to Intel 
benchmarks. 

At the microprocessor level. the 
80286 is dramatically more efficient 
than the 8086. The 8086/8088 mere
ly overlaps the instruction fetch (IF) of 
the next instruction with the execution 
of the current one. 

The 80286 architecture is. ··pipe
lined·· and adds an additional level of 
parallelism by overlapping the fetch 
of a third instruction with the decod

ing of a second instruction and execu· 
tion of the current instruction. In fact. 
the amount of instruction overlap in 
the 80286 is roughly comparable to 
that in some of IBM's mainframe 
computers. 

When combined with the additional 
hardware speedup of some instruc· 
tions and internal bus and clock 
speed enhancements. the 80286 runs 
between two and six times faster than 
a 5-MHz 8086 or the PC XT's 

4.77-MHz 8088. which is slower and 
uses an 8-bit data bus. 

Another interesting point of com
parison is in the speed of DMA (direct 
memory access) . the dev ice-to· 
memory transfer that doesn't involve 
the centra l processing unit (CPU). 
Here. the ATs performance is 
sign ificantly slower than that of the 
IBM PC. 

The PC ATs system DMA rate is 
1.66 microseconds (1-LSJ per transfer 

FACTORS AFFECTING DISK PERFORMANCE 


F our major physica l faccors deter
mine overall disk performance: ac

cess t ime. cylinder size. transfer rate. 
and average latency. 

Access time is the amount of t ime it 
takes to move the read/write heads 
over the desired tracks (cylinders) . 
Once the heads are over the desired 
tracks. they must sett le down from the 
moving height to the read/write height. 
Th is is called the settling time and is 
normally included in the access time. 
Specifications for AT and XT disk·drive 
options are shown in table A. 

A cylinder is composed of all tracks 
that are under the read/write heads at 
one time. Thus. tracks per cylinder is 
the same as the number of data heads 
in the drive. Cylinder size is defined as 
tracks/cylinder x sectors/track x 
bytes/sector. 

The Quantum 0540. for example. has 
four platters and eight data heads. 

while the Vertex Vl70 has four platters. 
seven data heads. and one servo head. 
The difference is that the Quantum 
drive uses an embedded (or wedge) 
servo. where the servo signa l is 
embedded on the data tracks. preced· 
ing the data portion of each sector on 
the disk. The Vertex drive uses a 
dedicated servo that requires its own 
surface. This difference means that the 
Quantum drive has 8.5K bytes more 
data available to it before it must seek 
the next track: if all other factors were 
equal (which they arenl). the Quantum 
would be slightly faster in those cases 
that required reading that "extra·· 8.5K 
bytes. 

Transfer rate is the rate at which data 
comes off the disk. lt depends on rota· 
tion rate. bit density, and sector inter· 
leaving. The first two factors are prac· 
tic.ally the same for all AT--compatible 
5!4·inch hard disks. but not for all 

floppy disks (the AT's spin 20 percent 
faster than the other PC floppies). 

Sector interleaving is used to cut 
down the effective transfer rate. The in· 
terleave factor of 6 used on the XT cuts 
the effective transfer rate from 5 mega· 
bits per second to 0.833 megabit per 
second. Note that embedded servo 
disks. such as those used in the XT and 
the AT. actually spin about I percent 
slower than 3600 revolutions per 
minute (rpm) to allow for the increased 
density due to the servo. 

Average latency is the time required 
for a disk to spin one-half of a revolu
tion. For hard d isks. which spin at 3600 
rpm. the average latency is 8.33 ms 
(l/3600 rpm x 60 seconds/minute x 
0.5 = 8.33 ms per half revolution). This 
is due to the fact that after the heads 
finish seeking and settling. you must 
wait for the requ ired sector to come 
under the heads. 

Table A: Sample transfer rates and a wmpari.son of specifications for llie disk--drive options available for lhe IBM PC AT and PC 
XT. Note tfrat tfie interleave factor is lhe only difference between the last llW entries in Ifie table; tfie drive is tlie same for both 
e11tries. 

PC XT AT 360K·byte AT 1.2·megabyte PC XT PC AT PC AT 
Floppy Disk Floppy Disk Floppy Disk Hard Disk Hard Disk Hard Disk 

Rotation 300 rpm 360 rpm 360 rpm 3600 rpm 3600 rpm 3600 rpm 

Base rate 250K bits/second 300K bits/second SOOK bits/second 5 M bits/second SM bits/second SM bits/second 

Interleave none none none 6 3• 2· 

Actual rate 31 ,250 37.500 62.500 104,167 208,333 312.500 
in bytes/second 

• The AT technical reference manual shows an interleave factor of 2. but the advanced diagnostics and the "IBM PC 

Seminar Proceedings" claim that the interleave factor is 3. 
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!fi ve AT cycles per transfer at 3 MHz). 
This yie lds the channel bandwidths 
shown in table l. 

The DMA rate of the PC XT is I byte 
per five cycles (l.05 µS) for a OMA 
channel bandwidth of 0.952 mega
byte per second. This bandwidth is 
the result of lBM designing the AT 
with 5-MHz DMA controllers. 

The ATs DMA controllers cannot 
ru n at the full 6-MHz rate of the AT 
system clock, and it is difficult to at
tain clock rates that are not simply an 
integer division of the system timing. 
The design decision was to set the 
OMA rate at 3 MHz. This is not as 
critical a shortcoming for the AT as it 
may fi rst appear. because few devices 
[hard disks excluded) can saturate the 
ATS DMA capability. 

It is interesting that the AT does not 
use DMA for hard-disk input/output 
(1/0). Instead. the AT's hard-disk con
troller has a 512-byte sector buffer 
that is accessible by the 80286 as a 
16-bit device. 

When the buffer is full or empty. the 
controller interrupts the 80286 (using 
INT l 4 hexadecimal), wh ich then 
moves the data via programmed 1/0 
lthat is. Rep lnsw for reads and Rep 
Outsw for writes) to or from memory 
at a rate of 2 megabytes per second. 
This transfer rate is approximately 
twice that of the XT. 

The 2-megabyte transfer rate of the 
AT for string-move operations is the 
result of using three cycles I including 
one wait state) to bring the data (16 
bits) into the processor and another 
three cycles (including another wait 
state) to move the data into memory. 
This process uses six cycles per 2-byte 
transfer. At a clock rate of 6 MHz. a 
single clock cycle takes 167 ns. Six 
cycles therefore require 1002 ns for a 
2-byte transfer. which corresponds to 
an effective rate of 2 megabytes per 
second. 

Z ERO WAIT STATE 
IBM has provided a special line ca lled 
the zero wait state (OWSJ signal on the 
bus ro suppress rhe wait states. This 
is useful if you have high-speed mem
ory and an expansion card that sup· 
ports this signal. 

For example. in the preceding case 
performance could be improved by 
one-sixth because the memory card 
used in the transfer could suppress 
the wait state. However. the ATs disk 
controller won't suppress the wait 
srate when transferring data from its 
sector buffer. Therefore. a savings of 
only one cycle per transfer is possi· 
ble. By using the O\VS signal we can 
speed up the transfer rate from 2 
megabytes per second ro 2. 5 mega
bytes per second. 

In addition to bus factors. the ATs 
1.2-megabyte floppy disk holds more 
than three times as much data as the 
XTs 360K-byte floppy disk. It also has 
a data-transfer rate that is twice that 
of the XT's and an average latency 
that is 20 percent less than that of the 
XT's. Furthermore. the AT's floppy disk 
has somewhat faster access times. 

Of course floppy-disk speeds are 
not that significant. as the floppy disk 
plays a much Jess important role in 

(w11 tin~ed) 

Table I : Cfrmmel bandwidt.fr data for tfre IBM PC AT 

OMA Channel Transfer Width Channel Bandwidth 

0-3 1 byte 0.6 megabyte/second 

4 used to cascade channels 0- 3 
5-7 2 bytes 1.2 megabytes/second 

CAN THE AT 

S UPPORT NONINTERLEAVED 


HARD DISKS? 

IEditor's note: An interleave factor of I: I implies a no11i11terleaved disk.I 

Let's do some quick back-of-the-napkin calculat ions to answer this question. 
At 3600 rpm one rotation takes 16.67 ms. and one rotation per track of 

17 sectors results in less than I ms per sector. There are about 10.416 bytes 
per unformatted track. again at one track of 17 sectors; this gives us about 6 12 
bytes per unformatted sector. 

There are 512 bytes of data in a formatted sector. thus about one-sixth o f 
the sector is not data 1512 data bytes out of 612 possible) . If we assume that 
during this period the ATS track buffer is available to the 80286. then we have 
one-sixth of I millisecond or about 150 µs to fill or empty the buffer. This assumes 
that the buffer is single-ported and doesn't support interleaved access. which 
seems to be the case for the AT. 

Programmed 1/0 normally transfers one word every six cycles. which means 
a data rate of 2 megabytes per second. To move our 512 bytes of data will take 
about 250 µs. assuming INTl4 hexadecimal (the buffer full/empty interrupt l 
overhead is 0. which it isn't. 

We expect that without interleaving we have less than 150 µs to fill or empty 
the buffer. while the 80286 would need at least 2 50 µs. Consequently. the sec
tor buffer wi ll not suppon 1: I interleaving but will probably support 2: I interleav
ing withou t any ma jor problems. This is due to the fact that we have almost 
I mill isecond to fi ll or empty the buffer when 2:1 interleaving is used. 
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the system design of the AT tha n it 
does in the PC. 

COMPARING THE AT AND 
XT HARD DISKS 
Let's compare the hard disks that are 
standard equipment on the XT and 

the AT. We will also discuss a 140
megabyte disk. the Maxtor XT· 1140. 

Looking at the relative access t imes 
(including latency) for the XT. the AT. 
and the Maxtor shows the Maxtor to 
be by far the fastest d rive: however. 
we also find that the AT's disk is about 

Table 2: A wmpariso11 of disk performance for tfie AT and tfie XT witfi 
sta11dard disks a11d tfie AT with tfte Maxtor disk. 

Track-to-track access time + latency Index 

Maxtor 5 ms + 8.3 ms "' 13.3 I 22.3 .,, 0.60 
PC AT 14 ms + 8.3 ms = 22.3 I 22.3 = 1.00 
PC XT 16 ms + 8.3 ms "' 24 3 I 22 3 = 1.09 

Mean access time + latency Index 

Maxlor 30 ms + 8.3 ms = 38.3 I 60 .3 "' 0.64 
PC AT 52 ms + 8.3 ms = 60.3 I 60.3 = 1.00 
PC XT 85 ms + 8.3 ms = 93.3 I 60.3 "' 1.55 

Maximum access lime + latency Index 

Maxtor 48 ms + B.3 ms "' 56.3 I 105.3 = 0 53 
PC AT 97 ms + 8.3 ms = 105.3 I 105.3 "' 1 .00 
PC XT 205 ms + 8.3 ms = 213.3 I 105.3 "' 2 03 

40 percent faster on the average than 
the XT's (see table 2J . 

But access time is not everything. 
Table 3 shows the comparative times 
for a 127.000-byte read 1assume all 
sectors are contiguous and start with 
sector I. head 0). 

A lthough the Maxtor's access time 
for this operation is about 3 50 per
cent faster than the ATs. which is 
about l 5 percent faster than the XT's. 
its access time gets swamped by the 
transfer t imes. The apparent dif
ferences are shown in table 4 . 

The XT appears to be about 8 5 per
cent slower than the AT. which is only 
about 14 percent slower than the 
Maxtor. The Maxtor's faster access 
time is swamped by the 609 mi llisec· 
ands (ms) it takes to transfer the data. 
and it has no advantage in transfer 
rates. However. for a smaller [more 
normal size) file. say 34K bytes. we 
would get the t imes shown in table 5. 

The XT appears to be about 80 per
cent slower than the AT. which is 

Table 3: fo11e required for a 127.000-byle read operation . 

Drive 
Type 

Bytes/ 
Cylinder 

Cylinders 
Required 

Average 
Access 
Time 
tnote ll 

Cylinder·to-Cylinder 
Access Time 
(note 21 

Interleave 
Factor 

Average 
Latency/ 
Track 
tnote 31 

Aggregate 
Access 
Time 
tnote 41 

Transfer Rate 
(bytes/second) 

Transfer Time 
(note 5) 

PC XT 34K four es (3) x 16 6 8.3 166.2 104,200 1219 
PC AT 34K four 65 (3) x 14 3 8.3 140.2 208,333 609 
Maxtor 127K one 30 n.a. (one cylinder used) 3 8.3 38.3 208,.333 609 

Notes 
1. Average aocess rime is the average time required for the disk heads to move 

from any cylinder to any other cylinder on the disk (including settling time before the heads can read data). 

2. Cylinder-to-cylinder access time is the time required to move the heads from one cylinder on the disk to an adjacent cylinder on 
the disk Onciuding settling time). 

3. Average latency is the time required 	for a disk to spin one·half revolution. For hard disks. which spin at 3600 rpm, the average 
lalency is B.33 milliseconds 

(1/3600 rpm x 60 seconds/minute x 0.5 "' 8.33 ms per hall revolution). 

This is due to the fact that alter the heads finish seeking and settling. you must wait tor the required sector to come under the 
heads before reading data. 

4. Aggregate access time is determined by 

average access + [number of cytindeHo·cylinder changes x cylinder-to-cylinder time] + [number of cylinders x average 

latency]. 


5. Transfer time is determined by 


[127K bytes divided by transfer rate in bytes/second] expressed in milliseconds. 
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about 40 percent slower than the 
Maxtor. If the file were spread over 
two cylinders on the XT and the AT 
ta more normal case due to their 
significantly smaller cylinder size). the 
ratios would be as shown in table 6. 
As expected. the Max[Or looks even 
better in this more typical case 
because it doesn't need the additional 
track-to-track access and associated 
latency. Also note that the ATs 
relative performance slipped a bit due 
to the small difference in AT and XT 
track-to-track access times. 

Access time is most important when 
doing a lot of disk accesses in a short 
period of time. for instance. when 
searching a large database or work· 
ing on a file that. due to fragmenta
tion. is spread out over the entire disk. 
For example. to read a 34K-byte file 
tI 7 clusters on the AT's 20-megabyte 
disk) on a very fragmented disk could 
take up to 17 average accesses for a 
total of more than I second (102 5 ms 
= 17 x (52 ms + 8.3 ms)) . 

It takes 163 ms to transfer the data. 
So our effective 110 time is 1188 ms 
as opposed to 236 ms for an un
fragmented disk. Even if we assume 
less fragmentation- say the file is split 
into four parts-we get total access 
time of about 241 ms (4 x (52 ms + 
8.3 ms)): adding the transfer t ime 
gives us 404 ms. or about a 50 per
cent decrease in the disk's effective 
··speed:· 

This points out the importance of 
not lett ing your disk get very frag· 
mented. as this results in much longer 
effective access times. 

Let's look at another example using 
our big fi le of l 2 7 K bytes. If it's all in 
three continuous cylinders. it will take 
about 117.9 ms. as we·ve shown. for 
the access portion of the read (assum
ing that the file allocation table IFATJ 
and the directory are already in mem
ory) . But the worst case is where the 
file is spread out over the entire disk. 
with only one cluster per cylinder and 
the cylinders in random order. 

It could take approximately one 
mean access per track over 64 tracks 
112 7K bytes divided into 64 clusters 
or 2 K bytes each; one cluster per 
track) for an effective access time of 

Table 4: A comparison of access time. transfer time. and performance index 
for the AT and the XT with standard disks and the AT with the Maxtor disk . 

Drive Access Transfe r 
Type Time Time Total Performance Index 

PC XT 166.2 ms + 1219 ms = 1385 ms I 749 ms = 1.85 
PC AT 140.2 ms + 609 ms = 749 ms I 749 ms = 1.00 
Maxtor 38.3 ms + 609 ms = 647 ms I 749 ms = .86 

Table 5: Transfer !irne and performance index for a 3 4 K-byte transfer. 

PC XT drive: one average access 
85 ms + 8.3 ms = 93.3 ms 
34,000 bytes at 104.200 bytes/second = 326 ms (interleave ol 6) 

PC AT drive: one average access 
65 ms + 8.3 = 73.3 ms 
34,000 bytes at 208.333 bytes/second = 163 ms (interleave ol 3) 

Maxtor drive: one average access 
30 ms + 8.3 = 38.3 ms 
34,000 bytes at 208,333 bytes/second = 163 ms (interleave of 3) 

Results in: 
Drive Access Transfer 
Type Time Time Total Performance Index 

PC XT 93.3 ms + 326 ms = 419 ms I 236 ms = 1.78 
PC AT 73.3 ms + 163 ms "' 236 ms I 236 ms "' 1.00 
Maxtor 38.3 ms + 163 ms = 146 ms I 236 ms = .62 

Tab le 6: Transfer time and performanGe index for a 34K-byte file contained on 
two cylinders. 

Drive Access Transfer 
Type Time Time• Total Performance Index 

PC XT 93.3 ms + 326 ms + 24.3 ms = 444 ms I 259 ms = 1.71 
PC AT 73.3 ms + 163 ms + 22.3 ms = 259 ms I 259 ms = 1.00 
Maxtor 38.3 ms + 163 ms + 0.0 ms = 146 ms I 259 ms "' .56 

• Track·to-lrack access time plus average latency 

almost 4 seconds (3859 ms = 64 x 
60.3 ms including latency) So we get 
disk l/O times of about 749 ms versus 
4468 ms (almost 4.5 seconds) ; thus. 
the fragmented disk appears to be 
about six times slower than the un
fragmented one. 

If you want to get an idea of how 
fragmented your hard disk is. the DOS 
CHKDSK command. when given a 
filename. displays the number of 

discontinuous areas occupied by the 
file. While this is not as useful as it 
cou ld be (what we really want to know 
is how many cylinders the file is 
spread across). it gives us a fair idea 
of the amount of fragmentation . 

CWSTER SIZE 
An additional factor. cluster size. is 
purely an operating-system function 

tw11ri11ued) 
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but it does affect disk performance. 
A cluster is the number of contiguous 
sectors that DOS allocates each time 
disk space is needed. The FAT is what 
DOS uses to keep track of which 
clusters are allocated to which files 
and which are available for use. Begin
ning with DOS 3.0 there are now two 
types of FAlS. depending on the size 
of the partition . An FAT that uses 
12-bit entries is used for disks holding 

less than 20 megabytes. and one with 
16-bit entri es is used for disks holding 
20 megabytes or more. 

On a IQ-megabyte disk or partition. 
each cluster is 4K bytes or eight sec
tors. and the FAT takes up 4 K bytes. 
Using a 12 -bit FAT entry results in 
4096 possible clusters. DOS uses a 
4 K-byte cluster with a 12-bit FAT This 
results in a max imum disk size of 16 
megabytes (4096 clusters/disk x 4096 

bytes/cluster) without using a larger 
cluster size. All floppy disks use th is 
scheme. 

On disks or partitions of 20 mega
bytes and more. the cluster size is 2K 
bytes or four sectors. For a 20-mega
byte disk. th is means that the FAT is 
20K bytes. and for a 32-megabyte disk 
or partition . the FAT occupies 32K 
bytes. 

USING DEBUG TO DETERMINE THE 

CLUSTER SIZE OF A DISK 


The first and last register dun:ips are AX number of sectors per cluster. DX total number of clusters on the 
for the C drive. while dump 2 is four for the hard disk and one disk 

a 1.2-megabyte floppy disk. ror the floppy disk 
The reglster meanings are as follows: Therefore. the hard disk has a DOS 

If the AX register contains FFFF hexa BX number of free clusters partition of 15.630 (3DOE hexadecimal) 
decimal on return. then the drive clusters at four sectors per cluster. for 
number was invalid and the rest of the CX number of bytes per sector. a total of 62 .520 sectors or 31.26 mega
registers are meaningless. Otherwise normally 200 hexadecimal or bytes 1using a Quantum 0540. 'fype 7 
the registers contain the following: 512 bytes drive). 

>debug 
-a 
XXXX:0100 ; Remember that debug works only with hexadecimal numbers 
XXXX:0100 mov ax,3600 ; Load AH with the function code (36 hexadecimal) 
XXXX:0103 mov dx,0000 ; DL = drive number (0 .. default, 1 "'A, 2 = B. 3 "'C. ... ) 
XXXX:0106 int 21 ; Call DOS to do the function 
XXXX:010B nop ; Space saver to stop at 
XXXX:0109 
-g = 100 108 ; This is for Drive C 

AX= 0004 BX= 2F6e ex= 0200 DX= 3DOE SP= xxxx BP= xxxx SI= xxxx DI= xxxx 
OS= XXXX ES= XXXX SS"' XXXX CS= XXXX IP= 0108 XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX 
XXXX:0108 90 NOP 
-a 103 
XXXX:0103 mov dx,0001 ; Now let's look at the 1.2-megabyte fioppy 
XXXX:0106 
-g = 100 108 

AX= 0001 BX .. 0458 ex - 0200 OX .. 0943 SP"' xxxx BP .. xxxx SI= xxxx DJ= xxxx 
OS= XXXX ES= XXXX SScXXXX CS=XXXX IP«0108 XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX 
XXXX:01 OB 90 NOP 
- a 103 
XXXX:0103 mov dx,0003 ; Now let's look at Drive e 
XXXX:0106 
-g =100 108 

AX = 0004 BX= 2F6C ex= 0200 DX= 3DOE SP= xxxx BP= xxxx SI =xxxx DI =xxxx 
OS= XXXX ES= XXXX SS= XXXX CS"' XXXX IP"' 0108 XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX 
XXXX:0108 90 NOP 
-q 

> 
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Inquiry 211 

Statistical Tools for 

PROFESSIONALS 
111> easy to learn 111> fast 111> comprehensive 
.... easy to use 111> accurate 111> reliable 

StatPacTM 
Complete statistical package proven for over 5years 

A.Goodness-of-Fit™ 
T Advanced regression package for interactive model building 

Forecast PlusTM 
Over adozen graphical time-series analysis techniques 

Call for Information 1-800-328-4907 

WALONICK ASSOCIATES 
6500 Nicollet Ave. S., Minneapolis, MN 55423 

(612) 866-9022 

For users ol IBM PC, 
AT, XT, PCjr and 
mosl IBM compatibles. PRINTQ .. 
* *DOUBLE PC OUTPUT. 

ENHANCE PRINTER CONTROL. 
Get the first real "mainframe" PC print spooler for just $69. 

PrlnlQ is a complete1 independent print 
control subsystem that increases PC 
productivity so dramatically, it's like having 
an extra PC. Only better. PrintQ not only
lets you run apphcations in the foreground 
while it controls your printer In the back
ground, it actually gives you greater printer 
control than ever before. PrintQ gives you 
the power to: 
• Re-start at any page after form jams 
• Print up to 255 copies 
• Get help via bullt-in text 
• Minimize form changes 
• View documents without printing 

I . PRINTO, Sollware Directions, Inc. 425 Route 10, Randolph, NJ 07869 • Ir•••• ----------- •• ·---------~ 
:;;..- ~'I YES. Rush me PrintOlor just $69, which includes poslage and ha11clling. Alter I

• ~_:r,.s.i) usin~ PrinlQ, ii I'm not convince<! ii increases my PC"s productivity, I'll relurn ii 

-~ lit"~ wi1hin 30 days lor a lull refund . 


. <~::~·~ Name 
-~ -----------------

<!:..-

• Hold documents for later printing 
• Simplify forms alignment 
• Print In any order 
• Control printer at any time via pop-up display 

• Store as much data as your disk can hold 
• Interface with existing programs 
• Boot directly 
Save time. Save money. Get maximum 
productivity from your PC and printer 
whether you're an advanced or beginner 
user. Call now or mail the coupon to order. 
1·800·346·7638 
In NJ, Call 201-361·1550 

FIXED DISKS 


The actual calculation for FAT size. 
assuming a 2K-byte cluster. is: disk or 
partition si ze/2K bytes x 2 bytes/FAT 
entry, which reduces to IK byte of FAT 
per I megabyte of disk or partition. 
The reason for increasing the number 
of clusters on the disk instead of just 
increasing the size of each cluster is 
that. while large clusters are good for 
access time. most files fit in just a few 
clusters. thereby minimizing the frag
menting of the disk. 

A large cluster is inefficient in terms 
of space. Assume that we use an 8K
byte (16 sectors) cluster size for our 
20-megabyte disk. This lets us map 
the disk into an FAT with 12-bit entries 
(20 megabytes at I cl uster: 8K bytes 
is 2560 clusters) . But because files are 
allocated space in units of 8K bytes. 
on the average each fil e wastes 4K 
bytes (half of its last cluster). 

This 4K bytes of waste per fi le can 
really add up. Let's say we have 512 
files on a d isk. Th is means that 2 
megabytes. or 10 percent of the total 
space on the disk. is wasted (512 files 
x 4K bytes per file). By keeping the 
cluster size at 2K bytes (four sectors). 
the amount of wasted space is great
ly reduced. but a penalty is paid both 
in the size of the FAT and in the speed 
with which the disk gets fragmented. 

The reason we care about the size 
of the FAT is not because it uses up 
more disk space but because DOS 
keeps a copy of the FAT of the act ive 
disk(s) in memory. And whi le 20K 
bytes for a 20-megabyte disk (or 32K 
bytes for the biggest disk or partition 
DOS supports) is not so bad in a 
256K-byte system. it can add up. 

One last relevant feature of the AT 
is that its hard-disk controller sup
ports overlapped (buffered) seeks. 
Also. the controller board supports 
one floppy-disk and one hard-disk 
data transfer at the same time. The 
fixed-disk interface is ST4 I 2. Over
lapped seeks allow a system with two 
or more hard disks to overlap opera

City _________ State - --- Z41 - -
tions. This is done by sending multi

D Check enclr1Sed o Visa o Mas1ercard o American Express ple step (seek) pu lses to a drive that 
Actt. No. ---------EX!JirationOaie ____ then disconnects and does the step

ping without the controller. The con 

L add 6'4 sales tax. IBMisa registered trademark of lntcmatlorial Busilless Machiries CclrPCJ(ation. Bto .I 
I MJ residenls Signature ________________ _ 

troller is then free to work with its re
maining drive(s) . • 
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A FEW GOOD REASONS 

TO BUYA NEW CANON PERSONAL 


COMPUTER. 

Canon Personal Compll_ten runall 

popular IBM PC-compatible software. 
If you're in the market for a smart, fast. 

modestly priced personal computer that's 
IBM-compatible'. look n~ further. Canon has 
just created the ideal senes. 

The Canon Personal Computer A-200 
Series can run hundreds of programs 
designed for the IBM PC fam ily. Without 
modification. Even the layout of the keyboard 
is compatible with the IBM PCs. And "'.'ith its 
16-bit microprocessor, memory and display 
adapter, each can proce.ss complex data in 
record time. 

They expand as you expand. 
As your needs change, so can Canon 

Personal Computers. Each comes with built-in 
parallel and serial ports. And with expa~sion 
capabi lity in most models, you can modify the 
system according to your own need~. 

You can add optional IBM-compatible 
hardware, too. Uke the Canon memory 
expansion board. Or one of Canon's full line 
ofquality printers, including the advanced 
laser beam printer. 

canon's t11ree·tor-a11. 
The Canon Personal Computer A-200 

Series offers three ways to enter the world of 
personal computers. 

The standard floppy disk model is a 
ready-to-run, compact system with 256K 
bytes of memory. expandable to 512K bytes. tt 
offers a choice of monochrome or color 
graphic display and two 5 YI" 360K byte 
drives. 

The powerful hard disk model runs 
complex business software with even mor~ 
speed and greater storage memory capacity. 
It comes witn a 5 W' 360K b}'.te floppy d 1sk 
drive and a IOM byte hard disk dnve. 

And the transportable modelweighs in at a 
low 19 pounds, so it's perfect for the business 
professionalon the move. It features a 512K 

byte memory. full -sized graphic LCD screen 
and two 360K byte flopPy disk drives. Plus. 
the RGB color monitor interface lets you use 
the transportable model with a color graphic 
display. And the transportable model has a 
built-in 300/1200 bps modem. 

What's in aname? 
Plenty. when that name is Canon. Every 

Canon PersonalComputer is the product of a 
company world-renowned for quality and 
innovation. So when you enter the computer 
age with Canon, you know yru're in good 
company. 

For more information, see your local 
computer dealer or call 1-800-323-1717. x325. 
(In Illinois, 1-800-942-8881, x325~ 

--~~----

Canon* 
Canon U.S.A .. Inc	.. One Canon Plaui, lake Suc<:e.s. NV 11042. 

© 1985 Canon US.A. Inc. 
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~M1!~re~=tio~ of the ~~~~=~~=~~~~~~~~~)
future is now avai lable. ~nd Mu lti-Processor implementa-
C onvert your IBM PC, XT, AT or 
Compa tibles to a true multi-user 
system while maintaining display, 
keyboard and software compati
bility. 

Since the KT-7/PC display is the 
same as your PC monochrome 
monitor, with its look-a like 
keyboard, operators will feel 
they're using an IBM PC and can 
also use the same software manual. 
Kimtron's multi-user solution in
cludes fi le and record locking, 
shared data access, and commun
ication between users. It is the 
intelligent alternative. 

The KT-7/PC supports Time 
Sharing, Enhanced Time Sharing 

NOTE: IBM PC. XT, AT. PC DOS. MS DOS, UNIX. XENIX , CPM 86, MulU·Link . Concu rrent PC DOS oro 
reqlolered lrodemarkso! IBM Corporollon, Micro:ooft C0<p., 6"oll Lobo., 0 1911111 R- orch rnc., Sollworo Llnl fri<;. 
r<!spectlve ly. 

tion under PC DOS, MS DOS, 
UNIX, XENIX, CPM 86, Multilink, 
Concurrent PC DOS, and other 
compatible multi-user operating 
systems. 

Kimtron's multi-user solution may 
be tailored for cost effectiveness; 
as low as $1095 for an additional 
user, and for speeds more than ten 
times faster than LAN. You can add 
one or as many as 31 additional 
users per PC . Kimlron delivers the 
future now by allowing an ever
widening network of multi-user 
PC's. 

The KT-7/PC may be comple
mented with one (or more) I/O 
Card, Memory Card, 8086 Speed 

Enhancer Card, 80286 AT Card, 
8088 Multi-Processor Card, 80186 
Speed Enhancer Card, 68000 
Card, and related software. 

For more information about Kim
tron's Multi-User Solution, or 
general video data terminals for 
other mini or micro multi-user 
systems, call your local computer 
dealers, d istributors or Kimtron 
Corporation Today! 

(408) 286-8790 
TWX 910-338-0237 

..:: 1705 Junction Court 
- Building 6160 

San Jose, CA 95112 

_ ~ l:iirntron 
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INSIDE THE IBM PCs 

A SURVEY OF DEBUGGERS 

A detailed look at the features 

you should look for in a debugger 
~ 

BY FRANK DRA KE JR., ARTHUR MCCAFFREY, A ND JOHN SADOWSKY 

A WIDE RANGE of peer 
pie use debuggers. The 
novice programmer curi
ous about IBM PC archi
tecture. the end user mak
ing an occasional patch to 
software. the hacker ex
ploring existing code. and 
the software developer 
wanting to make the best 
use of his time all need 
some way to see inside 
the IBM PC and its soft
ware. (See the text box 
"How Debuggers Work." 
page 180. for a discussion 
of debugger techniques.) 

Recent developments 
have brought many new 
debugging features to the 
IBM PC We plan to show
case some of these fea
tures and describe some 
tips for getting the most 
out of Microsoft's Debug. 
a program that is included 
with MS-DOS. Debug is an 
extremely reliable pro· 
gram. Its more common 
uses include trac ing 
through and disassem
bling object code. dump
ing data. and read ing ab
solute disk sectors. Since 
anyone who owns MS-DOS owns 
Debug. it is the cheapest and most 
common debugger for the IBM PC. 

One of the important needs that 
Debug fills is for a standard debugger. 
When you want to illustrate some 
technical feature of the IBM PC. you 
can be sure that everyone has Debug. 
Using input redirection. you can 
simplify the distribution of a patch for 
a program that is already on the mar-

ILLUSTRATED BY ALEXA GRACE 

ket. The best way to distribute this 
patch is to create a file that contains 
the keystrokes of a Debug session that 
would fix the program. You could 
send it to software distributors. who 
would then be free to give a copy to 
anyone who needed it. You would 
only have to execute Debug. using in
put redirection to get its input from 
the debugging session file. If the file 
containing these keystrokes is named 

PATCHES.TXT and the 
program to be patched is 
BAOPROG.COM . the 
command li ne would be 

A > DEBUG BADPROG. 
COM < PATCHES.TXT 

Debug is lacking in sev
eral areas. It does not sup
port symbols On this arti· 
de. symbols refer to mne· 
monies that represent 
memory locations within 
your program). Its tracing 
capabilities are weak. It 
has only 10 breakpoints 
and as soon as program 
execution stops. all break
points are cleared. 

When Debug and the 
program being debugged 
share the same output 
device. Debug overwrites 
the program's output. One 
way around the problem 
of overwritten screens ls 
to redirect Debug·s output 
to a printer. Then the 
printer acts as a terminal 
and the screen is free. To 
accomplish this, enter 

A > DEBUG > PRN 

(co11ti1111edl 
Frank Drake Jr. 134 Farrwood Dr.. Andover. 
MA OI 8 IOJ is astudent and employee of tlie 
Universit!:! of Lowell. Arthur McCaffre!:J 198 
Neponset Ave.. Hyde Park. MA 02 I 3 6) fras 
been involved in various a.specfs of computers. 
programming. and analysis since the early 
I960s. /oh11 Sadowsky (Atlas Distributing 
Corp.. 44 Southbridge SL. Atiburn, MA 
0 I 5 0 I) is a self·taugflt programmer who uses 
microcomputers extensive/!:! in small-business 
management. 
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lust look to your printer for Debug·s 
output. You should remember that 
most printers are line-buffered and 
will not show Debug·s prompt or what 
you type until you hit the carriage 
return. Also. note that this technique 
does not work for programs that write 
their output to the standard output 
device; in this case. the program's out
put will also go to the printer. 

O PERATING MODES 
Because a programmer might spend 
many hours of his day with a debug
ger. the user interface is an important 
factor. 1\vo approaches are terminal 
and windowed output. Terminal out
put. like that used by Debug. is more 
common. Usually programs with ter
minal output have command-driven 
input where you type a request and 
the debugger either completes the 
given task or supplies the requested 
in formation As the screen fills. 
the oldest data scrolls off it. An ad
vantage of the terminal interface is 
that you can look back and see what 
you have done over the last few 
commands. 

A windowed interface makes it easy 
to view several kinds of information 
at once. You might have a window 
with a memory display. a second win
dow with a disassembly of the code. 
and a third window for the registers. 
(Pfix86 from Phoenix Software 
Associates Ltd . uses this kind of out
put interface. along with a Lotus 
1-2-3-style menu-driven input inter
face.) You might even have a stack win
dow that grows down or up. depend
ing on how you like to picture the 
stack in your mind. 

PC Probe (Atron Corp.) mixes the 
features of both worlds. It has a ter
minal 110 (input/output) interface like 
Debug. but it also allows definition of 
macros and windows that can be 
linked together. For example. you can 
create a macro that will display the 
registers and specific memory loca
tions. Once linked to a window. the 
registers and values at the memory 
locations are displayed in that window 
after each debugger command has 
been completed. This interface lets 
you make the best use of your screen. 
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displaying exactly what you want 
when you want it. 

SYMBOLIC D EBUGGING 
Among the most important debugger 
features is support for symbols. It is 
usually a good idea to break down 
large programs Into small modules so 
you can work on portions of the pro
gram. then link them all together. 
When you have multiple segments. 
you can no longer use the offsets 
found in the .LST file to determine the 
location of the program counter or 
data. Symbols let you refer to 
memory locations by the name used 
in the source file. 

Since debuggers use executable 
code (the .EXE or .COM file being 
debugged) as their main input. they 
do not have direct access to the sym· 
bols used in the source file and must 
obtain the symbols in other ways. A 
common way to obtain symbols is by 
reading the .MAP file produced by 
the linker (although you might have to 
convert it to the debugger's own read
able format). In order to obtain sym
bols this way. you must meet two con
ditions. You must define the symbols 
as public (global) symbols when the 
source is assembled or compiled. and 
you must link the program using the 
linker's /MAP option to place all the 
symbols it encounters into the .MAP 
file. You can use this process to your 
advantage in that you can enter sym
bols into your .MAP file after linking. 
Unfortunately. generating a new MAP 
file will overwrite the old one. and any 
symbols entered this way wi ll be lost 
if you link again . 

One debugger. SYMD from D & V 
Systems. can get its symbols from the 
.LST file (if you are debugging a .COM 
program) so that publlc and local 
symbols will be available while debug
ging. The keyboard is another source 
of symbols. Advanced Trace86 from 
Morgan Computing Co. Inc.. Code
Smith-86 from Visual Age. PDT-PC 
from Answer Software Corp.. and 
Pfix86 Plus from Phoenix Software 
Associates Ltd. all let you define sym
bols during the debugging session. 
CodeSmith-86 lets you take a "snap
shot" of the session and write it to 

disk but does not save the new sym
bols in the main symbol file. You can 
reload this snapshot later so you can 
resume a past session and restore all 
the symbols entered at the keyboard 
during that session . On the other 
hand. Advanced Tl'ace86 saves sym· 
bols in the executable file. Pfix86 Plus 
saves them in a symbol table file. 

Symbols make it much easier to 
follow the flow of the program. espe
cially in a debugger that presents a 
window on the disassembled code. 
When you look at disassembled code. 
it is much easier to understand a JMP 
ERROR_EXIT than a JMP 1271:1045. 

Several debuggers allow symbolic 
debugging in overlays. Pfix86 Plus 
gives the symbolic output of overlays 
linked with Phoenix Software's Pl ink86 
program linker. PDT-PC and PC Probe 
also support symbolic debugging of 
overlays with Plink86. 

BREAKPOINTS 
All debuggers support the abili ty to 
stop execution when the CS:IP (code 
segment:instruction pointer) combi
nation reaches a specified address. In 
Debug. for example. you can set such 
a breakpoint with the G ADDA com 
mand. where ADDR is either an off
set in the code segment or a segment/ 
offset combination. You can set up to 
I 0 such breakpoints. 

Other debuggers go far beyond De
bug's rather rudimentary treatment of 
breakpoints. Symbolic debuggers let 
you set a breakpoint at a user-defined 
symbol rather than at a numeric ad
dress. This allows you to concentrate 
on program flow rather than on the 
hexadecimal addresses in a program 
listing. SYMDEB. the symbolic debug· 
ger included with Microsoft's Macro 
Assembler version 3.0. is a symbolic 
superset of Debug. In the example 

-G = START_ OF_ PROG SUB1 

SYMDEB would start execution at the 
location represented by START_ 
OF_PROG and would execute until 
it reached either the point repre
sented by SU B1 or the end of the 
program. 

Some debuggers not only allow 
(co11lim1ed1 
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How DEBUGGERS WORK 


A n assembly-language debugger 
provides at least two major func· 

tions. First. it runs your program one 
instruction at a time. After each step. 
your program stops so you can ex· 
amine the effects of every statement 
in your code. A debugger also runs 
your program at full speed until a par
ticular instruction is reached. These 
capabilities are called single-step trace 
and breakpoints. 

Since the need to debug programs 
is well known. Intel designed the 8088 
with special features to support trac
ing and breakpoints. This makes it easy 
to write a simple debugger. 

INTERRUPTS 
To help you understand how the 8088 
architecture incorporates support for 
debuggers. I will first review interrupts. 
People process interrupts all the time. 
Suppose that you are filling in your 
income tax form. You suddenly realize 
that you can't go on without pausing 
to calculate your deductions. While you 
are adding receipts. the phone rings. 
You must complete the phone call. 
then complete the addition. and final
ly continue filling in the form. 

Because the 8088 must react to the 
real world . it too must process inter
rupts. Its interrupt mechanism must let 
the processor save what it is doing. 
tend to the important process that 
generated the interrupt. and then 
resume its original task. Interrupts can 
be generated by hardware devices. 
such as keyboards and modems. or by 
instructions in a program. In the human 
example above. the telephone is 
analogous to a hardware interrupt. and 
the calculation is like a software 
interrupt. 

There can be many difrerent reasons 
for interrupting the 8088. Each hard
ware device o r interrupt instruction has 
its own interrupt type. which is a 
number from 0 to 255. This number 
tells the 8088 what caused the inter
rupt and is used to calculate what 
needs to be done. For every interrupt 
type. a program somewhere in 
memory tells the 8088 how to respond. 

BY JORDAN LEE WAGNER 

Such a program is called an interrupt 
handler. 

The 8088 presumes that there is a list 
of addresses beginning at memory 
address 0. Each address in the list is 
4 bytes long. The first 2 bytes of each 
address are used as an offset. and the 
second 2 as a segment. This list of ad
dresses is called the interrupt-vector 
table. The first address in the list tells 
the 8088 where to jump to when an in
terrupt of type 0 occurs. the next 4 
bytes contain the address of the pro
gram that handles interrupts of type l. 
and so on. These are the addresses of 
the interrupt handlers. 

When an interrupt occurs. the 8088 
pushes the current flags on the stack. 
This saves them so that they can be 
reinstated later. Then the IF (interrupt 
flag) and TF (trap flag) are cleared. I will 
discuss the significance of clearing TF 
later. The IF determines whether or not 
the 8088 will respond to interrupts. 
Once IF is cleared. the 8088 can·t react 
to further interrupts until IF is set with 
an STI (set interrupt-enable flag) com
mand. This ensures that an interrupt 
handler will not itself be interrupted 
prematurely. Next. the current contents 
of the CS lcode segment) register and 
then the IP (instruction pointer) are 
pushed onto the stack. This enables 
the 8088 to find its way back after tend
ing to the interruption. Finally. the 8088 
uses the interrupt-type number to find 
the appropriate entry in the interrupt
vector table and loads the values it 
finds there into CS and IP. 

Interrupt handlers return control to 
the interrupted process with an IRET 
(interrupt return) instruction. This in
struction restores the CS. the IP. and 
the flags from the stack. Note that no 
other registers are automatically saved 
and restored. The interrupt handler is 
responsible for pushing and popping 
anything else that It disturbs. 

SINGLE-STEP TRACING 
Normally the 8088 in your PC executes 
instructions sequentially until it finds 
a loop. interrupt. return. jump. or call 
statement in your program. However. 

when the TF is set. the processor ex
ecutes one instruction and then gen
erates an INT 1. If the debugger has 
put its own address in the interrupt
vector table. it regains control after 
each instruction. Since the INT instruc· 
tion clears TF after saving the flags. the 
debugger's instructions will not gen
erate any further INT 1s. 

The part of the debugger that 
handles INT 1s saves your program's 
display. shows you the contents of reg
isters and memory. and processes your 
commands. When control is to return 
to your program. the debugger re
instates your program·s display and ex
ecutes an IRET instruction. This· 
transfers control to your program and 
sets the trap flag when the flags are 
popped. Your program will still be in 
single-step mode and the process will 
be repeated . 

An interesting problem arises when 
you consider how a debugger can 
begin single-stepping. If it transfers 
control to your program before setting 
the trap flag. single-stepping will not 
occur. But once it sets the flag. it will 
single-step its own next instruction 
before control can go to your program. 
What you need is a single lnstruction 
tha t both transfers control and sets 
flags. 

The IRET op code solves the prob· 
lem. If the debugger is passing control 
to the program for the first time. it can 
push the flags and the program's CS:IP 
onto the stack before an IRET. If the 
debugger has been reached by an in
terrupt. it can modify the flags on the 
stack to turn single-stepping on or off. 
This example shows how to begin 
single-step trace mode. 

; point to the top of stack 
MOV BP. SP 

; get pushed flags in ax 
MOV AX, SS:[BP + 4] 

; turn on single-stepping 

OR AX,00000001000000008 


; put back modified flags 

MOV SS:(BP + 4), AX 

; start tracing the program 
IRET 
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The OR statement sets the trap bit and 
leaves the others unaffected. 

BREAKPOINTS 
A debugger can execute your program 
at full speed until it reaches a particular 
address. It does this by replacing the 
instruction at that address with an INT 
instruction. The debugger must put its 
own address at the appropriate place 
in the interrupt-vector table in order to 
regain control. The debugger must also 
save the instruction that was replaced 
so that it can restore and execute the 
instruction later. 

Most interrupt op codes on the 8088 
are 2 bytes long. One of the bytes iden· 
ti fies the instruction as an interrupt. 
and the second byte is the interrupt's 
type number. However. there must be 
at least one l·byte interrupt instruction 
if breakpoints are going to be possible. 
Otherwise. the debugger would have 
lo replace 2 bytes in order to set a 
breakpoint. This would work fine for 
setting breakpoints at 2- or 3-byte in
structions. but it would not work for 
I-byte instructions. The reason is that. 
if a program had a jump to the byte 
following the I-byte instruction at 
which the breakpoint was set. the sec
ond half of the 2-byte interrupt would 
be executed as an op code. On the 
8088. INT 3 is a special interrupt that 
generates a I-byte instruction and is 
the instruction inserted by debuggers 
to implement breakpoints. 

The program segment in listing A 
shows why it is necessary to have a 
I-byte interrupt. If a debugger used a 
2-byte interrupt (say INT 50. which is 
CD50 in machine language) to set a 
breakpoint at address CS:0007. then 
the bytes at address CS:0007 and 
CS:0008 would be replaced with CD 
and 50. respectively. The result is 
shown in listing B. This program will 
crash because the jum p at position 
CS:0003 will transrer control to the 
middle of the breakpoint interrupt and 
execute the instruction at CS:0008. The 
instruction at CS:0008. 50 hexadec
imal. is the machine code for a PUSH 
AA. The next instruction executed would 
be E074. E074 will cause the program 
to decrement ex and then jump rorward 
74 bytes if the zero flag is not set. But 
if the zero flag is set. the next instruc
tion will be fetched . This is FB. which is 

an STl instruction. At this point the 
debugger is executing nonsense rather 
than the program you were trying to 
debug. Even if execution proceeds nor
mally from CONTINUE. at the very least 
the stack and ex are ruined. 

Some debuggers let you set many 
breakpoints at once. In t his case. the 
debugger's INT 3 handler can examine 
the stack to figure out which break· 
point was reached. 

In summary. a simple debugger con
sists of a mainline program and two 
resident interrupt handlers. A debug· 
ger can also include an INT 2 handler. 
This allows recovery from crashed sys· 
terns by using a hardware accessory 
that generates INT 2s. 

The mainline program must place the 

addresses of the INT 1 and INT 3 
handlers into the interrupt-vector table: 
call SETBLOCK (DOS function call 4A 
hexadecimal) to free memory for the 
program to be debugged: build an 
ASCl lZ string (string terminated by 
zero). file control blocks. and a 
parameter block for an EXEC call (DOS 
function 4B hexadecimal): and use the 
EXEC function call to start the program 
to be debugged. 

The cwo resident interrupt handlers 
should display registers and process 
debugger commands. such as turning 
tracing on or off and setting or clear
ing breakpoints This simple debugger 
model presumes that an INT 3 has 
been placed at the beginning of the 
program being debugged. 

Listing A: Here is a program segment tltat illustrates an instance where 
using a 2-byte interrupt i11slruction to set a breakpoint at a I-byte 
instruction would cause the program to aasfi. 

CS:OOOO AOB917 MOV AX, DATA ; address of DATA js 1789 hexadecimal 
0003 EBOS JMP COMPARE 

LOOP_1 : 
0005 01C3 ADD BX, AX 
0007 48 DEC AX 

COMPARE: 
0008 38EO CMP AL.AH 
OOOA 74FB JE LOOP_ 1 

CONTINUE: 
oooc 

Listing B: If !JOit use tlte 2-byte interrupt instruction INT 50 to set a 
breakpoint at address CS:0007. tfre jump at position CS:0003 will 
transfer control to Ifie middle of tfre breakpoint interrupt and begin 
executing nonse1m ratfrer than tfre program !:IOU are debugging. 

CS : 0000 AOB917 MOV AX, DATA : address of DATA is 1789 hexadecimal 
0003 EB05 JMP COMPARE 

LOOP_1 : 
0005 01C3 ADD BX, AX 
0007 CD ; first byte of INT 50 

: lf reached, control returns 
: to the debugger. 

COMPARE: 
0008 50 PUSH AX : second byte of INT 50 
0009 E074 LOOPNZ + 74 ; What's left of CMP AL, AH 

: combined with beginning 
: of JE LOOP1. 

0008 FB STI : second byte of JE LOOP1 
CONTINUE: 

oooc 
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temporary breakpoints that are 
cleared when program execution halts 
on a breakpoint. but also provide for 
fixed breakpoints that remain set un
til program execution ends or you 
specifically clear them. Advanced 
Trace86 sets temporary breakpoints 
with the GO command and uses a 
separate command to set up to 10 
fixed breakpoints. In Phoenix Soft
ware's Pfix86. you can scroll through 
the text of code and mark instructions 
as temporary breakpoints. Fixed 
breakpoints are handled with a dif
ferent command at the menu level. 

A good number of debuggers let 
you enable and disable breakpoints 
without clearing them. This faci li ty is 
even more useful if you can enable 
and disable the breakpoints in sets. 
For example. one set of breakpoints 
might be turned on for following one 
subroutine. then turned off when you 
are debugging another area of the 
program. Advanced Trace86 and 
CodeSmith-86. in particular. are quite 
thorough in their support of this 
facility. 

Setting a breakpoint at an address 
is nice. but the ability to stop execu
tion when a given condition is met 
allows you much greater control. For 
example. it might be useful to see ex
actly when one of the registers 
reaches a certain value or find out 
when a memory location is changed. 
Pfix86 is outstanding in this area. It 
lets you perform quite complex tests 
using 22 operators (arithmetic. JogicaL 
and bitwise) in the expression. 
Another debugger that is extremely 
flexible in this regard is Advanced 
Trace86. where you can define break
point conditions that look like 
assembly-language instructions (e.g .. 
CMP Dl ,600). 

You might not always want to stop 
execution the fi rst time an instruction 
is reached. but on the third. twelfth . 
or six-hundredth time through a loop. 
Several debuggers on the market can 
break on a given iteration. including 
SYMDEB. Advanced Trace86. Pfix86. 
and CodeSmith-86 . Wlth Code
Smith-86. you can also set a counter 
to see the number of times a given 
instruction is executed. 
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Some debuggers let you define a 
specific action to be taken at the 
breakpoint. Pfix86 allows a choice of 
four possible actions when either an 
address or a conditional breakpoint 
is reached. You may elect to stop ex
ecution. ca ll a subroutine. or enable/ 
disable a subsequent breakpoint. 

BACK TRACING 
What do you do when you are trac
ing through a program and would like 
to back up to see how you got to the 
present point? One option is to echo 
the output from your debugging ses
sion to a printer so that you can study 
previous screen displays at any time. 
Another possibil ity is to use a debug
ger that saves the state of the registers 
after each instruction and lets you 
read it back at a later time. Reading 
back through previous states of the 
machine to see how you got where 
you are is ca lled backtracing. 

Several debuggers offer backtracing 
capabili ty. and each one approaches 
the problem differently. IBM's Profes
sional Debug Facility saves its display 
in a buffer after each instruction . 
Scrolling through this buffer lets you 
see what the debugger displayed after 
each of the last 2340 instructions. 
SYMD has a command that lets you 
see what the state of the machine was 
after each of the last 2 5 5 instructions. 

A breakthrough in backtracing is the 
UNDO function of Advanced 1race86. 
This command does more than save 
a display of the machine's prior state: 
it actually steps backward through the 
code. You can run the code ln reverse. 
one instruction at a t ime. for up to 20 
instructions. There are some limita
tions. since certain types of instruc
tions cannot be undone (e.g .. inter
rupts or writing to disk). However. in 
many situations th is backtracing capa
bility is an invaluable tool. 

MODIFYING CODE 
tf you want to modify the program 
you are debugging. you have to enter 
the machine-language equivalent of 
the instructions you want. Many 
debuggers have an in-line assembly 
feature where you enter new instruc
tions in their mnemonic form. then 

the debugger translates them to ma
chine language and overwrites old 
code with the new instructions. In-line 
assembly lets you concentrate on the 
problem at hand (finding the bugs) 
rather than figure out the machine 
code of the instructions to be in
serted. 

Code insertion (inserting new code 
between two instructions of existing 
code) is another breakthrough in de
bugging. Embedding code in a pro
gram can be a problem because once 
the new code is inserted. address ref
erences in existing code might no 
longer point to the correct locations 
in memory. Advanced Trace86 pro
vides many ways to do code insertion 
in its trace and disassemble modes. 
Once new instructions are embedded 
in the program. the debugger adjusts 
any affected code. You can also delete 
existing code. However. both of these 
features are restricted to .COM files. 

CodeSmith-86 takes a different ap
proach . The source code is inserted 
in sequence on the screen (where you 
can wri te it out later to disk for re
assembly) but is not really embedded 
in the program. The new machine 
code is placed elsewhere in memory 
and reached by an INT 3. The display 
shows the true CS:IP address of the 
" inserted " code on the screen. This 
is for temporary patches only. as ac
cess to the new code is quite slow and 
it might not perform properly in a 
time-dependent program. 

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
For programmers who lose sleep won
dering if they have chosen the best 
algorithm or fastest code. the program 
performance analyzer is a nice feature 
available with several debuggers. PC 
Probe. PDT-PC and SYMD all have per
formance analyzers. You set up parti
tions in your program and can then get 
several kinds of outputs that show 
where time is being spent and where 
you should be optim izing. 

Screen displays show the percent
age of execution time that is spent in 
each partition. PC Probe and PDT-PC 
come with hardware that lets you time 
execution (in mill iseconds) with in a 
range. Although these two hardware 
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models can retrieve information at 
close to full speed, they are expensive. 
and performance analysis is an add
on option in PC Probe. PDT-PC and 
SYMD include analyzers with their 
debuggers. 

DEBUGGER ISOLATION 
An ideal debugger should have com
plete independence from the pro
gram being tested. The debugger 
should not interfere with the pro· 
gram·s execution nor should the pro
gram's unanticipated behavior cause 
the debugger to crash. If the program 
were to enter an infinite loop. for in 
stance. the debugger should be able 
to regain control rather than force you 
to reboot. The feature of not affecting 
or being affected by the program be
ing debugged is referred to as "de
bugger isolat ion ... 

The debugger-isolation problem 
can be solved partially with software. 
Some debuggers resolve screen con
flicts by letting you toggle between 
program and debugger output 
screens. Microsoft's SYMDEB lets you 
access an ASCII terminal via a com
munication (COM) port in order to 
debug a program without disturbing 
its screen activity. 

Sharing memory is a more delicate 
problem. Normally the debugger re
sides in RAM (random-access read/ 
write memory) ahead of the program 
to be tested. But a runaway program 
can overwrite the debugger. This 
problem led to the development of 
debuggers that use add-on boards 
with RAM that can be protected. 
Debuggers such as Periscope (Data 
Base Decisions) and PC Probe use 
add-on hardware that aids isolation in 
two ways. Once you load the debug
ger into RAM. the RAM is write
protected and cannot be overwritten . 
They also provide a button that you 
can push to generate an NM! (non
maskable interrupt). letting you re
cover from the hung system and 
similar disasters without rebooting 
the system. But even the Ml switch 
won·t work if the interrupt-vector table 
is overwritten. 

Debuggers that provide software 
plus a hardware (NM! switch or pro

tected RAM) add-on board can best 
be categor ized as hardware-assisted 
debuggers. PC Probe and PDT-PC are 
hardware debuggers. They Include a 
40-pin socket that you insert between 
the 8088 and the socket in the 
motherboard. Now the debugger has 
the power to monitor the PC's hard
ware. You have the power to set 
breakpoints in ROM (read-only 

memory) . break on a read or write 
from RAM. break on a read or write 
from an 1/0 port. and even monitor 
OMA (direct memory access) lines. 
Although these units are more expen 
sive than software debuggers. they 
give you new power for system moni
toring. Since PC Probe can redirect in· 
put and output to a COM port. it is 
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AOVA CED TuACE86 

Morgan Computing Co.. Inc. 
POB 112730 
Carrollton. TX 75011 
(214) 245-4763 

CODESMITH·86 

Visual Age 
642 North Larchmont Blvd. 
Los Angeles. CA 90004 
(213) 439-2414 

DEBUG (included with MS-DOS) 
SYMDEB 
(included with Macro Assembler 
version 3.0J 
Microsoft Inc. 
10700 Northup Way 
Bellevue. WA 98004 
(206) 828-8080 

J21CE 


Intel Corp. 

3065 Bowers Ave. 

Santa Clara. CA 95051 

(408) 987-8080 

IN-CIRCUIT EMULATOR 

Microcosm Inc. 
14 3 5 5 Southwest Allen 
Beaverton. OR 97005 
(503) 626-6100 

PC PROBE 
SOFTWARE SOURCE PROBE 

SOURCE PROBE 
Atron Corp. 
20665 Fourth St. 
Saratoga. CA 9 5070 
(408) 741-5900 

PDT-PC 


Answer Software Corp. 


20863 Stevens Creek Blvd. 
Cupertino. CA 95014 
(408) 253-7515 

PERISCOPE 

Data Base Decisions 
14 Bonnie Lane 
Atlanta. GA 30328 
(404) 2 56-3860 

PFIX86 

PFIX86 PLUS 

PLINK86 
Phoenix Software Associates Ltd. 
Suite IOI 
1420 Providence Highway 
Norwood. MA 02062 
(6171 769-7020 

PROFESSIONAL DEBUG FACILITY 

IBM Corp. 
Entry Systems Division 
POB 1328 
Boca Raton. FL 33432 
(305) 998-2000 

RTCS/UDI 

Real-Time Computer Science Corp. 

1390 Flynn Rd. 

Camarillo. CA 93010 

(805) 987-9781 

SOFT-SCOPE 

Concurr.ent Sciences Inc. 
POB 9666 
Moscow. ID 83843 
(208) 882-044 5 

SYMD 
D & V Systems 
22 Fox Den Rd. 
Hollis. NH 03049 
(603) 465-7857 
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even more isolated from system 
hazards. 

One way to ensure total debugger 
isolation is to give the debugger its 
own hardware: a CPU (central pro
cessing unit). an input device. an out· 
put device. and its own memory. The 
in-circuit emulator (ICE) is hardware 
that is independent of the PC. It re· 
quires a second computer to run and 
can fully monitor processes going on 
in the machine being debugged. 
Microcosm·s In-Circuit Emulator and 
Intel's 121cE are two such debuggers. 
They are several times more expen
si ve than the two previously men
tioned hardware debuggers and so 
are appropriate only for a very small 
group of developers. 

SOURCE-LEVEL DEBUGGING 
The concept of source-level debug
ging is already in use in interpreters. 
When using an interpreted high-level 
language. such as Microsoft BASIC. 
you can stop execution of a program. 
monitor progress through a program. 
view data. and make changes to the 
program without waiting for compil
ing and linking. In languages that are 
more commonly compiled. such as C. 
Pascal. and FORTRAN. this is not pos
sible. The debugging process can be 
tedious and extremely aggravating. 
Recently. several source-level debug
gers have appeared on the market. 
Some basic features found in most of 
these debuggers include symbolic 
referencing of variables. displaying 
lines of source code. single-stepping 

• type .employee_reoord • 

record 


through source code. and setting 
breakpoints in the code. Single-step
ping through source code prevents 
you from spending most of your t ime 
deciphering assembly language in an 
effort to determine which line of 
source code you are on. 

A useful feature is the ability to view 
data whi le stepping through a pro
gram. Many symbolic debuggers 
allow referenc ing a data item by sym
bol rather than memory address. The 
problem with this feature is that the 
debugger does not know the data 
type of the memory location. One 
source-level debugger. Soft-Scope 
from Concurrent Sciences Inc .. gets 
this information from the object code. 
which must be in Intel's Object 
Module Format (OMF). It is easy to 
ask the debugger what data type a 
symbol represents. regardless of how 
complex this type might be. For ex· 
ample. if employee_ record is a 
memory location that points to a data 
record. figure I shows what the de
bugger displays if you ask what data 
type employee_record is. 

A drawback of Soft-Scope is that on 
the IBM PC it runs only under the 
RTCS/UDI (Real-Time Computer Sci
ence Universal Development Inter
face) shell. IEditor's 110te: We fiave been. in
formed /(1at a version of Soft-Scope tftat will 
run. directly un.der MS-DOS is under deve/op
men.t.] It also works only with lan
guages that use the Intel object-code 
format. which are slightly more ex
pensive than MS-DOS languages. In· 
formation regarding the data types of 

NAME . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .... ...... . . .. . . .. array [15J of char 

ADDRESS ..........................•...... record 


STREET ........•. .. ... . ...•.. . .. . . . ...... array [25] of char 

CITY .. . ... .. .. ...... •. .. ..•.• .. . . . . . .. ... array [15) of char 

STATE . ...........• . .......... . ........... array [2) of char 

ZIP_CODE ............. '. •.. ......... . .. .. longint 


SEX . .......... . .. .... • ........ ..•.. ... ... enumerated (MALE, FEMALE) 

SALARY ... . ...... .. ..••..... .. ....• .... . . real 

AGE . ..... ......... ..•. ......... •... ... .. integer 


Figure I: Soft-Scope is a symbolic debugger tfiat allows referencing a data item by a 
symbol rather tftan a memory address. It can tell you what type of data a symbol 
represents. as sfiown in this sample printout. 
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variables can be found in object 
modules using the true Intel OMF. 
Microsoft object files are a subset of 
the Intel OMF and do not contain th is 
information. Maybe someday MS
DOS compilers wi ll have a switch that 
lets you produce Intel object files or 
a separate file that contains this 
information. 

Atron's Source Probe. which needs 
the PC Probe hardware. and Software 
Source Probe are source-level debug
gers that run under MS-DOS. Al· 
though they don·t have access to 
data-type information as Soft-Scope 
does. they support macros that allow 
viewing data in a user-defined format. 
The Source Probe and Software 
Source Probe macro language even 
includes conditional and looping 
commands for complex macro design. 

If you have ever debugged a sub
routine and wished you could see the 
call ing sequence by which it was 
reached. you will appreciate the abil
ity to trace that path back to the top 
level of a program. It is found in both 
Source Probe products and in Soft
Scope. After tracing down into a 
subroutine with Source Probe. you 
can use the NEST command to see 
the path that got you there. Source 
Probe will then display the module 
name and line number where each 
call was made. Soft-Scope wi ll give 
that information along with the depth 
of each ca ll in the program and. op
tionally. expand this display to show 
the line of code that did the calling. 

CONCWSION 
After seeing these debuggers in ac· 
tion. we realize that the designers of 
each debugger had a specific prob
lem to address. Some programs were 
designed to be an enhancement to 
Debug at a minimal cost. while others 
were designed to be absolutely 
bombproof. no matter what the cost. 

If you are looking for a debugger. 
decide what features are important to 
you. Remember that spending a little 
more on a debugger might pay for it
self in time saved with the first prob· 
lem it solves. And before you make 
your investment. ask a dealer what 
new features have become available. • 



Introducing!
Unsurpassed Surge Suppression••. 


...only from GTE. 
Finally. AC power protection that 
offers the best technology. And 
from GTE ... a name you can trust. 

The Smooth liner~A surge pro
tector with a strong heritage and 
known performance. Fully proven 
on major telephone installations and 
other sophisticated communications 
systems around the world. 

Flexibility and Convenience? You bet 
Smoothline has a six-foot extension cord 
with four grounded and sw~ched outlets. Plus, 
there's a lighted on/off rocker switch for circuit 
status and control. And, for added protection, 

a built-in 15 Amp circuit breaker. 
Ultra-fast response time is assured with 
Smoothline. Even for voltage surges as 

short as one nanosecond. And, for maxi
mum protection against EMI, RFI and other 

common interference, theres multi-stage 
solid-state circuitry. 

So relax. Use Smoothline and get 
maximum protection from lightning storms, 
power fluctuations, pc.mer surges or voltage 
transients. Your computers and other elec

tronic equipment will be glad you did. 
Call GTE sales today at (800) 392-3908 

or (207) 642-4535 for your nearest dealer. 
Ask for the SmoothUne at 'fOUr local computer dealer 

ControlSYLVANIA liji@Devices 
Inquiry 76 



Thenexttime 

an IBMsales rentellsyou


he'll meetYwOU 
you'llknowWhathemeans. 


, 

IBM SPERRY 
PERSONAL COMPUTERAT'"' THE NEVVPC/IT ,. 

DISK
SIDRAGE
20MB 

BASIC 
MEMORY256KB 
.ttUSERS3 9 


You've just been introduced to the Sperry PC/ TT. computer for networking and multitasking applications. 
A resourceful, IBM compatible, new desk-top com And, not surprisingly, that's only half our story. With 

puter that's literally twice as powerful as the one IBM all this power and performance, the PC/ IT is priced to 
calls "the most powerful personal computer IBM make any prospective IBM customer think twice. 
has ever made". For further information, or Lo arrange a demon

The Sperry PC/IT has twice the basic memory stration al a Sperry Productivity Center, contact 
of the IBM machine, and exJlands to a whopping your local Sperry office or you r authorized Sperry 
5MB (2MB more than the AT) . And it has more dealer. Telephone toll-free 1-800-547-8362, ext. 72. 
than twice the hard-disk capacity than the AT. Or write Sperry Corporation, Box 500, Blue Bell, 

The Sperry PC/IT is also faster. Process PA 19424-0024. 
ing speed is 45% faster. About a third faster 
for disk access. Th SP-m:rY.ecLl'r Ifwe ~'0 it anymore

So you can store more data, process it, powet;we couldn'tcall it aPC
faster and retrieve it more quickly. All of 

which makes the PC/IT the performance 


I B~l 1.md Pea·sonnl Compu w r Nr urc n.•~i · t~ rl.~I Lrm.hi nm rks of 
lnle t""n r.. tlo n 11l Business ~ lnc:hi 1H~.9 Con)orll t ion. 
PC/ IT is a r oi;tisLered tr:Hlema_rk o{ Sperr)• (.:01·pora tlon. 
~Sparr,)' orr.ot:i L on 198!> 
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INSIDE THE IBM PCs 

IBM COMPATIBILITY ISSUES 

Making life difficult 


for independent software developers 

~ 

BY MARK DAHMKE 

OF LATE. tBM has 
seemed to adopt a " let's 
keep changing it" phi
losophy. This philosophy 
can be one of the most 
powerful tools a large 
company has to keep its 
customers from purchas
ing third-party plug
compatible computers. 
add-on boards. and soft
ware. but this same phi
losophy can force a giant 
like IBM into a difficult 
position. 

I refer mainly to the IBM 
PC AT and IBM's TopView. 
Because of a poor operat
ing-system design and lit
tle concern on the part of 
software authors for 
writing well-behaved ap
plications programs (see 
the text box "The Levels 
of Software Behavior" on 
page 188). both of these 
products have features 
that make life miserable 
for anyone trying to write 
programs that will run cor
rectly on the entire line of 
IBM Personal Computers 
and compatibles. 

TopView is an add-on 
operating-system product that turns 
an IBM PC into a multitasking system 
capable of supporting windows and 
concurrency. Because of poor plan
ning back in the days of PC-DOS 1.1. 
it has several major performance 
problems. 

First. device ownership is rarely 
checked by off-the-shelf software. This 
means that programs are written with 
the assumption that all hardware 

ILLUSTRATED BY K ME RCEDES McDONALD 

devices are owned implicitly by the 
program and are at Its disposal at all 
times. Some application programs 
even reprogram the serial ports. 
counter-timer chips. OMA (direct 
memory access) channels. and video
display adapters without bothering to 
see if any other program (or the oper
ating system) is using them. 

A large number of the most popular 
application packages read and write 

characters directly to or 
from the video-display 
buffer. In bypassing the 
BIOS (basic input/output 
system) in the ROM (read
only memory). the pro
gram gains speed but 
severely limits the ability 
of the operating system to 
retain control of all physi
cal hardware devices. 

BASICA. the Microsoft 
BAS!C interpreter. re 
programs the serial ports 
because the BJOS doesn't 
support all the error
checking and time-out 
functions the language re
quires. This means that if 
another program is using 
the serial ports. or if one 
or both serial ports are in 
use as multiuser consoles. 
BASJCA can crash the sys
tem. 

In terms of hardware. 
IBM has stated that it will 
maintain compatibility 
with the following features 
in future products: 

I. The sound channel of 
the counter-timer. Chan
nels 0 and 2 control the 

time-of-day interrupt and the speaker 
(co"tinued) 

Mark Dahmke. a co11lribuU119 editor for 
BYTE. ow11s a computer consulting business 
in Lincoln. Nebraska . His interests i11clude 
operati119 systems. computer graphics. video
discs. and au/hori119 /anguages. His new book 
Introducing Concurrent PC DOS has 
just been published by McGraw-Hill Book 
Company. He can be reached do BYTE. POB 
372 . Hancock . NH 03449. 
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and cassette ports. 
2. The game-control adapter. port 201 
{hexadecimal) . 
3. The interrupt-mask register. 
4. Absolute addresses of the video
display buffers for the color· and 
monochrome-adapter cards. 
5. The ROM BIOS data area. 

What this means is that IBM will. in 
all future products. support these ab
solute hardware memory and 1/0 {in
putloutput) port addresses. 

WINDOWS 
TopView and Digital Research's Con
current PC DOS and GEM (Graphics 
Environment Manager) are the three 

main contenders vying to become the 
standard in window technology. All 
three must deal with the problems 
created by programs that directly ac
cess the video buffer. IBM gets 
around this problem by adding a soft
ware interrupt vector that returns the 
address of the video buffer for the 
window the appllcation is running in. 
This lets the application modify the 
buffer as if it were the real video
display card and then call another in
terrupt vector to update the video dis
play from it. If this procedure is not 
followed. a program may rewrite the 
screen or. even worse. reprogram the 
display (such as switching from 80-col· 
umn by 25-row text mode to medium-

THE LEVELS 

OF SOFTWARE BEHAVIOR 


Level I: 111-be.haved programs 
Programs at this level override all or most operating-system (DOS and BIOS! 
services and deal directly with the hardware. They do not check device owner
ship. and they do not perform equipment determination. 

Level 2: Somewhat well-behaved programs 
At this level programs use the disk 1/0 services of the DOS but modify the 
contents of the video-display buffer directly to improve performance.. They 
do not check device ownership or perform equipment determination. 

Level 3: Moderately well-behaved programs 
These programs use DOS and BIOS function calls ror most services but still 
deal directly with the hardware in some cases (e.g.. video buffer. counter-timer 
chips1. They do check ownership firsr where possible. 

Level 4: Well-behaved programs 
These programs check ownership or all devices and use system calls for all 
functions including writing to and reading from the video buffer. 

REQUESTS 

TO OPERATING-SYSTEM AND 


BIOS DESIGNERS 


Please supply funct ion calls to determine what equipment is installed on 
the computer. Also supply a function to request the serial number of the 

computer or at least the serial number of the DOS. 
Provide function calls to formally open and close all hardware devices and 

to check for ownership of the device. Treat counter-timer chips and DMA con
trollers as devices with thei r own device names. 

Please include function calls to perform hardware speed-independent timing 
loops so the program doesn't have to reprogram a counter-timer to accomplish 
rhis. 

resolution graphics mode) without 
telling the operating system about it. 

SOWTIONS 
IBM's choice of PC-IMS-DOS 1.1 and 
its original BIOS have practically eli
minated any hope of standardization 
and have made it very difficult to write 
well-behaved programs. {It is interest
ing to note that choosing TopView as 
a multitasking/windows add-on to PC
DOS doesn't necessarily give you 
more compatibility than buying Con· 
current PC DOS. In fact. in my ex
perience. Concurrent PC DOS may be 
the better choice.) 

Several things should have been 
done (and could still be done) to solve 
these problems and make the IBM 
standard a viable one (as viable as the 
S-100 or the Apple II) for the next 10 
years. First. there should be an easy 
way to do equipment determination 
through the DOS (disk operating sys
tem) or BIOS calls. There is no excuse 
for writing programs that don·t look 
to see how many disk drives there are 
and whether there is a B: drive in
stalled. Similarly. well-behaved pro
grams should at least tr~' to check out 
device ownership. For example. sup
pose you load a program that installs 
itself into the system like the PRINT 
command or Borland's SideKick. The 
program replaces interrupt vectors 
and reprograms a counter-timer chan
nel for its own purposes. You then 
load a second application program 
that also tries to reprogram the 
counter-timer channel and modify in
terrupt vectors. The result is a crashed 
system and no clues as to why. 

Copy-protection schemes are 
notorious for reprogramming the 
hardware. especially the disk-con
troller board. IBM points out in its 
documentation that certain schemes 
may not work on the PC AT with its 
new high-capacity disk drives. Either 
copy-protection schemes should be 
abandoned. or the BIOS should have 
a "return serial number" interrupt call 
(! prefer the former) . Whatever 
method is used. the copy-protection 
scheme shouldn't reprogram the 
hardware without telling the operating 

~wntiiwedJ 
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• low low Prices 
• No Surcharge for MasterCard 

and VISA 

1-800-231-9842 
WESTERN REGIONAL ORDERS 

• COMPUTERS • 
IBM ENHANCED AT . . . . 5355 

IBM ENTRY LEVEL AT . . 3298 

IBM PC, 1 DSDD DR, 

256K .. . ... . . ... .... 1501 

IBM PC, 2 DSDD DR, 

256K . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1616 

IBM PC, NO DRIVES, 

&-iK ... . . . .......... 1293 

IBM PC, 2 HALF/I iYfES, 

256K .. ..... . . ..... . 1631 

JBM XT, 1DSDD 

DR/lOMB, 256K . . . . . 3355 

IBM XT, lDSDD DR/ TANDON 

HD, 256K . . . . . . . . . .. 2491 

COMPAQ, 2 DSDD, 

256K .. . .. ...... .... 2153 


COMPAQ PORTABLE 286 

MODEL 2 . . . . . . . . . . 5292 


COMPAQ DESK PRO 

MODEL3 .. .... . . .. 3304 


COMPAQ DESKPRO 

MODEL 2 . . . . . . . . . . 2156 


•MONITORS• 
AMDEK 300G .. . .. . . .. . 116 

AMDEK 300A . . . . . . . . . . . 132 

AMDEK 310A . ....... . .. 140 

AMDEK 600 RGB 

COLOR .............. 409 

AMDEK 710 SUPER 

HJ RES COLOR ....... 447 

IBM COLOR ..... . .. . .. . 616 

IBM MONOCHROME ... . 235 

PRINCETON MAX-12 E .. 162 

PRINCETON HX-12 RGB 

COLOR ..... . .. . ..... 446 

PRINCETON SR-12 . . . . . . 575 

PRINCETON HX-12E 

COLOR .. .. · · · · · .. · 510 

QUADRAM 

AMBERCHROME ... · · 150 


QUADRAM 

QUADCHROME II . . . . . 426 


• DISPLAV CARDS• 
STB SUPER HI RES 400 . 402 

HERCULES COLOR . . . . . 145 

IBM MONOCHROME . . . . 215 

IBM COLOR . . . . . . . . . . . . 226 

EVEREX GRAPHICS 

EDGE ... . . ... . ...... 328 

GENOA SPECTRUM ... · 289 

TECMAR GRAPHICS 

MASTER .. .... . . ..... 459 

PARADISE MODULAR 

GRAPHICS .... ... . . . 261 


•BOARDS• 
AST SIX PACK PLUS. 

64K .. . .. .. . . . .... . .. 223 

AST MEGAPLUS, 64K ... 281 

AST MP-2, 64K .. .... .... 228 

AST ADVANTAGE, 128K . 384 

AST 1/0 PLUS . . . . .. . . . . 122 

JRAM-2 ..... ... ... . .... 169 

QUADRAM QUADBOARD 

0K ........ . .... . .... 186 

QUADSPRINT . . . . . . . . 418 

TECMAR CAPTAIN, 0K . . 162 

TECMAR FfRST MATE, 

0K ... . .............. 200 

TECMAR WAVE XT, 64K . 187 

TECMAR JR CAPTAIN, 

128K .... .. . . . ... . ... 295 


•MODEMS• 
HAYES 2400 ..... . . . ... 627 

HAYES 300 . . . . . . . . . . . 138 

HAYES 300/1200 .... · · · · 407 

HAYES 1200B w/ 

SOF1WARE .......... 380 

HAYES 12008 ........ . . 351 

VEN-TEL HALF CARD . .. 374 

VEN-TEL 300/1200 

INTERNAL . . . . . . . . . . . 341 

AST REACH HALF CARD 

1200 .......... .... .. 362 


--M?lTlcR
'-'-' MARr 
1901 S. TAMIAMI TRAIL. VENICE, FL33595 


2820 W. CHARLESTON. LAS VEGAS. NV 89102 


•PRINTERS• 
OKIDATA 83A, WIDE 

CARRIAGE ... . ...... . 545 

OKlDATA 84P, WIDE 

CARRIAGE . .... . ..... 660 

OKIDATA 92P .. . ... . ... · 392 

OKIDATA 93P, WIDE 

CARRIAGE ... . . . . . .. · 597 

OKIDATA 2410P . . . . . .. 1782 

OKIDATA 182 .. . ....... · 215 

OKIDATA 192 .. .. .. .... . 363 

OKIDATA 1825 .... . .. . . . 259 

OKfDATA 184 . . . . . . . . . . 660 

EPSON FX-80, 


TRACTOR ........... 371 

EPSON LX-80 . . . . . · · · · · 248 

EPSON FX-185, WIDE 

CARRIAGE . .... . ..... 517 

EPSON FX-100, WIDE 

CARRIAGE ....... .... 531 

EPSON JX-80 COLOR 

PRINTER . .. .. ...... . 531 

EPSON LQ-1500 


PARALLEL ....... ... ·1002 

NEC 2050 .. .... .. . . . ... 682 

NEC 3550 .. .. . .. . .. .. . 1045 

NEC 8850 ........... · · 1458 

JUKI 6100 .. . .. . . . . ... . . 362 

JUKI 6300 .............. 695 


•ACCESSORIES • 
OKIDATA82192 


TRACTOR .. . . . .. · · · · · 44 

NEC Bl-DIRECTIONAL 


TRACTOR ..... .. .... 15l 

NEC CUT SHEET GUIDE . 63 

JUKI 6100 Bl-DIRECTIONAL 


TRACTOR . .. . ... .... 105 

JUKI 6300 BJ-D!RECTIONAL 


TRACTOR .. .. . . · · · · · 124 

MEMORY, 64K CHIPS . . . . 8 

MEMORY, 256K CHIPS . . . 39 

PRINTER CABLE . . . . . . . . 10 

MICROFAZER BUFFER,8K 131 

Call for noo-a0"11Cfl1sed and lov.-er currant f)nCC$ IBM 
~ s 3 reg istered Tradematk. o! 1n1ernac1onal BLJS)ness 
M;1Ci'11nes Pnc:es su1>iec1 to c hange We accep1 all 
maror crcct11 ea•ds. money orders. and pcrsona1 
ctlee'<s ?"- surct\3rgtl for sh1pp1ng . h(JnCJlu'WJ ano 
COO $hJpmenls, anid purch.3.se orders S 100 mm im.um 
Returns. are s.ubiect to a ,5 .. resloclong fee All sales hna1 

IN FLORIDA CALL 813-493-2736 
IN NEVADA CALL 702-8n-3988 
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COMPATIBILITY ISSUES 

SUGGESTIONS 

TO SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS 


I f you have to write directly to the screen buffer. try to do some equipment 
determination and check to see if you are operating in a windowed or con

current environment. 
If you must write to the screen buffer. don't change the video mode (e.g .. from 

medium-resolution graphics to text) by writing to the video-controller chip. Use 
a BIOS call for this funct ion. 

Allow flies to be assigned to physical disk drives. Don't assume that everyone 
has two rloppy-disk drives.. 

Don't use undocumented 8088 instructions in programs. The 80186 and 80286 
probably won't support them. and any redesign to the 8088 itself could change 
or eliminate undocumented machine instructions. 

Try not to use the scan-code values returned by the keyboard. as they may 
not be supported in future products. 

Don't write code that loads at absolute memory addresses. 
Allow print files to be sent to disk instead of directly to the printer. Future 

operating systems will probably provide print·spooler function calls that allow 
your program to write a print file to disk and issue a spool command to send 
it to the physical printer. 

system about it first. (See the text box 
"Requests to Operating-System and 
BIOS Designers" on page I 88 .) 

A ll software developers inevitably 
want to squeeze as much processing 
speed out of a microcomputer as pos
sible. The old cliche is that programs 
expand to use the available resources. 
Because of inherent limitations in the 
hardware and the operating systems 
of current microcomputers. it is some· 
times necessary to reprogram the 
hardware to gain maximum efficien· 
cy. (See the text box "Suggestions to 
Software Developers"" at left.) Regard
less of what programming methods 
software developers use. it is in their 
best interest to at least allocate 
devices through the operating system 
and avoid device contention . This 
technique will save them a great deal 
of recoding when new hardware and 
software products are introduced by 
the manufacturers. • 

SUNFLOWER REMOVABLE 


IIAl~I> DISK 

WHEN RELIABILITY REALLY COUNTS 


Sunflower Removable 
Hard Disk Systems are 
today's technology. The firs t 
choice for online, unlimited 
hard disk capacity and 
data security. 

• Availab le fro m 10 Mb to 
40 Mb. • Compact foo tpri nt. 
• Full networking capability. 
• PC DO S compatib le. 
• Com patible with IBM PC, 
XT, AT, Tl and AT&T 

• Fast and easy insta llation. 
• Modular design make 
on-site servicing easy. 
• One year warranty. 

For more information 
on Sunflower contact you r 
local dealer or call 
toll-free 1-800-445-DISK. 
In Kansas call 
1-913-492-1400. 

SUNFLOWER SUBSYSTEMS 

MORE THAN JUSTA BOX 


Kustom Elcmonics. Inc./ Twenty years of electronics innovation ./ 8320 Nieman Road. Lenexa. KS 66214 / Telex WUD(0) 437437 
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A a manager. you know the 
key to a successful project is good 

M 

planning. You can't afford to overlook 
critical costs and deadlines. 

COMPREHENSIVE 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
The Project Scheduler Network will 
help you meet deadlines and beat cost 
targets using effective project scheduling. 
resource planning. costing. and status 
tracking. 

Advanced screen graphics. Produce 
Network diagrams. Gantt charts. and 
color graphs to provide the concise 
information you need for timely decision 
making. 

Work Breakdown Structure (WBS). 
Organize project activities to produce 
summary level schedules and reports. 
Multiple projects can be integrated to 
present project level schedules and total 
resource utilization. 

BaseUne schedules. Save them to 
compare with current schedules for 
schedule tracking. Actual. original plan, 
and current plan costs can be graphically 
compared for cost tracking. 

= SCITOR 


Comprehensive report generator. 
Simplify communications with manage· 
ment by synthesizing project information 
into presentation-quality hardcopy 
reports and graphs. 

SCHEDULE WITH THE 
CLICK OF A BUTTON 

The Project Scheduler Network provides 
the most advanced software technology 
available. Start with our mouse-
controlled menus to select spreadsheet
style input templates to enter your 
project data. 

Graphically build your dependency 
Network with only a "click of a button." 
Zoom to view the Network at selectable 
resolution levels. Now use the mouse to 
edit the Network to your satisfaction. 

Select a Gantt chart and obtain sched
ules at any WBS level with a single dick. 
Window resource graphs with the sched
ule to analyze resource allocations. And 
finally. select our integrated graphics to 
view color histograms. bar charts. and 
line plots of project resources and costs. 

FEATURES 

• CriticaI Path Method 
• Network Analysis 
• Gantt Chart 
•Work Breakdown Structure (subtasks) 
•Multiple Project Integration 
• 1tacklng wlth Baseline Schedule and 

Complete Status 
• Resource Scheduling 
• Financial Planning and 1tacklng 
• Presentation-quality Graphics 

REQUIREMENTS 

• IBM"' PC. XT. or AT 
• PC-DOS 2.0. 2.1. or 3.0 
• Monitor plus IBM graphics adaptor 
• lBM or Epson graphics printer 
• 320K RAM !minimum) 
• Mouse !Microsoft compatible) 
• Turo disk drives (one double-sided) 
• IBM or HP plotter optional 
•Profec1Schec!uler Neiwork Is a 1rademarl< al Sdlor 

Corpor3tlon, 


•1BM Is a reglsiered tradem<>rk of I n1ematlonal 8'.Jsiness 
Machines Corparadon 

(415) 570~7700 

SCITOR CORPORATION 250 Lincoln Centre Drive, Foster City, CA 94404 



Operating System and Network :~1~¥~~i=&iiiiiiflexibility is yours for the asking. DOS 
2.X, and 3.X will get you started. But, your 
Emerald subsystem can also support 
multi-user operating systems such as 

IX, VENIX, QNX and PCllX and 
01•e ll, IBM.PC Net, 

et, 

High performance, 
high capacity hard 
disk subsystems 

A Single DOS Volume up to 240 
formaued MBytes in size on your PC is 
only the beginning of Emerald subsystems' 
footures. However, ii is a very important 
one to many of our customers. 

Mo t erious micro computer users ore 
familiar with the infamous 32 MByte DOS 
Barrier. Some of you have only read about 
it; others have run up against it head on 
when trying to run PC Focus or a 
downloaded mainframe program. 

If you are one of those who have hit it 
head on you'll be pleased to know that/or 
almost a year Emerald has been shipping 
fu:ed di.sk subsystems that solve your 
problem. Subsystems. Plural. 

All Emerald subsystems can be operated 
as a single volume up 10 their formatted 
capacity. That includes our 36, SO, 70 and 
140 MBytc subsystems, in addition to 
the 280. 

C>chkdsk 

i" e us•r fil.. 
availabl• o" disk 

262144 byt•• total ••1110ry 
aes1s2 byt•• fl".. 

.4ctun l printout nfCllKf) K 011 24QJ\f8yte 
n1/111nf'. 

You Determine how many volumes 
exist in your PC, and what size they are. 
You can have as many as 24 volumes, 
and make each one exactly the size it 
need to be. 

Set-up is menu driven and as simple as 
''How many do you want'' and "How big 
sltou/d this one be?" 

Integrate your exi ting hard drive 
into your new subsystem. emerald's Disk
Meld technology makes it possible for 
your XT's IO MByte, or AT's 20 MByte drive 
to become part of a single large volume. For 
example, if you have an AT with a 20 MByte 

drive and an Emerald 
subsystem with a 70, 
you can use all your 
storage as a ingle 90 
MByte volume. Disk
Meld makes it easy 
to combine Emerald 
drives with each other or 
your existing drive to get 
the storage capacity 
you need. 

XE 
networks such as 
Ungermann-Bass, 3 COM, X
10 Net, D A Systems... 

Additional Feature include password 
security, 30 millisecond average access time, 
automatic retreat to a safe Ian.ding zone in 
the event of power failure or hutdown, and 
a long li l of PC and AT compatible micro 
computers. 

High performance 
1 I,,'' tape backup 

60 MBytes in 12 minutes is FAST 
backup, bu t there's more. If your files are 
larger than 60 MBytes, Emerald's Backup 
and Restore Utility (BRU) software 
will automatically break your file into 
60 MByte ection and prompt you for a 
new cartridge. Of course, restoring i ju t 
as easy. 

ComfNJl."l lllfJ<' tlrire fits i11 tire llT'1 fnmt pBnt!I 
expn11sinr1 spnce. 60 MByle rarlridf:fl!S llN! 
rertified for high 11erft1rmn11c11n11d . 11pplictl lf'ith 
color n1<il'll l11l1PI•. 

Emerald s11bsy~tem., 1cerc tfosif!11ed for tire PC, 
llT D11d COlllfNl tibles sur/111" llw AT&T 6300 a,,,J 
Comvaq Desk·Pro. 

Menu driven software makes it simple, 
even for novices, to backup or restore 
exactly what is needed, and no more. 
Choose one or more files that were 
modified after a Specified Date and Time, 
one or more Specific Files or Directories, 
or All Files and Directories on a DOS 
Logical Vol"me. 

Restore data on a different micro 
if you li.ke. Backup up your company's 
Emerald subsy tern in Portland, Maine and 

in Los Angeles. Because 
hip the tape to your office 

of the defect mapping 
technique used 
on Emerald 
hard disks, the 
subsystem in L.A. 
will imp')rt your 
data error free. 

s,,.,t:i11/ defect 111np11ing 
1et:/111ique al/01cs data to be re~torod 011 
sub•> tams other t/11111 1/w orif(inal .. 011rcc. 

The BRU software automatically checks, 
and adjusts to, the defect map of every 
Emerald subsystem before restoring 
data to it. 

IBM PC. XT, AT. & PCl lX'" lruerna1ian.1l Bu1in~ ;\h('hinef Car11.-AT&T.... A~urinn "fdcphon<.' and T('l('gnph CC11~. -Cump&q & Ord.Pro"' ComJJ•q Compu1.-r CoqJ..-Ut1getrnill\n·B• i•• Un"f''f"mnn·B••s.., Inf'. 

F. mrrtld. Did.Md1J. 8 RU & M•info1mir Stora1t- fo,r Mi r.ros""' E.m"r•I~ Sy1tirm 1. Corp.- UPS"' "I 1.rd P1 re-ea Srrvlrro.-3 CO' 1 •· 3 CO M Colp, -0N' A S~ :Hrm-."" Nrt ""nr k Dl' ~' C""lo pmrnc Cor~-PC f',..,.ui., '"' I nrorn111 ion 
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Configured for 
today's Micros 

The P hysical Design of the Emerald 
subsystems lets you determine the 
configuralion that will best serve your needs. 
Many of today's high performance micros 
have sacrificed expansion space in favor of 
compact size; others offer plenty of room for 
additional drives, tape units and expansion 
cards. Emerald subsystems provide you with 
rhe expansion ability you need. And, they're 
designed to allow you to continue to expand 
as your needs 
continue 10 

grow. o 
mailer which 
PC you have, ••----
there is an 
Emerald 
subsystem 
that will 
meet your 
needs. 

SubsyAtem• are avaiillble for the PC, AT and true 
camp81ibl1Ui in a twriery of configuralirm... 

Internal Expansion is easy on the 
IBM AT and XT. Emerald subsystems are 
pre-initialized and pre-formatted-just 
slide the tape or hard drive you have 
elected into one of the existing expansion 

areas, plug in a couple of cables, tighten 
a few screws and replace lhe system cover. 
Elapsed rime: 10115 minutes. 

The AT accepts 280 MBytes or any 
single drive up to 140 MBytes and a 114" 
tape drive. The XT accepts any Emerald 
hard drive up to 140 MBytes in size, or the 
114" tape drive. 

External and Portable expansion is 
easy and practical with the Emerald Portable 
Subsystems. These IBM color-matched 
subsystems have their own power supply and 
are available with hard drives up to 140 
MByte in capacity or with a 1/411 tape drive. 

Ordering a tape host adapter card for 
each of your PCs and physically moving 
the 1/4~ portable tape sybsystem to where 
il is needed will save you thousand:; of 
dollars O\'er the cost of individual 
portables for each micro. 

The portable hard drive configuration is 
ideal for security sensitive environments. 
The hard disk is password protected and 
the entire subsystem i small enough to be 
locked in a standa.rd safe or filing cabinet. 

"Exptmsion 
chassis'' 
sllbS)"$lem also 
11rovide.• 
6 Hddilional 
~fl"CCS loHdd 
cams1oyo1tr 
PC. 

The 6 Expansion Slots in the 
Emerald expansion subsystems will be a 
welcome addition to many micros. If you 
don't have enough expansion room in your 
micro, or, if you've used every available 
slot, then one of these subsystems is just 
right for you. They are closely matched to 
the IBM PC in size and color, and have 
their own, built-in, power supply. 

Expansion subsystems are available with 
drive sizes to 280 MBytcs in capacity, with, 
or without, a built-in l/4 11 tape drive. 
When coupled with an AT a truly powerful 
computer system results. 

The real backup 
procedure 
Standing Behind You all the way is the 
company that broke the 32 MByte DOS barrier. 

--- ~ 

. 
· 
~,
~ 

. '\l . .· '. 
~ . 

Docunumtntion . .l~ost tJdavter ranl. 8ofi1fi1re 1111d 
cables 11re illcluded irith e;1'•1• s1Jbs,·stem . 

First, we provide e\•erything needed to 
get you up-and-running quickly. Then, we 
back you up with special ists, to help with 
network implementation, applications 
support , XE IX and technical questions, 
and 10 provide 48 ho1u in·and·o/Jt repair 
service. 

Del.ivery and Warranty are important 
considerations. Your Emerald subsystem 
will be shipped within 14 days of order, 
via UPS, and comes with a 30 day money 
back guarantee and a 120 day warranty. 
Warranty extensions are available for 
1 and 2 year periods. 

Fast service and fast 8hippirtl( arc compimy 
policie&. 

Users with large database 
applications in factory automation, 
CAD/CAM, accounting, medical, R&D, 
Point-of-Sale and many other areas arc 
already telling lheir Criends about 
Emerald. A large percentage o[ them are 
in Fortune 500 companies, and many 
others are on their way to Fortune status. 

If your company fits one of tho e 
categories, or, if you're a smaller company 
with an application you thought could only 
be done on a mainframe or mini, pick up 
the phone. Call Emerald. An Applications 
Engineer is standing by to answer your 
questions, send you li terature and refer 
you to an installed site in your area. 

Let one of our customers tell you, first 
hand, how Emerald helped give his 
AT Power. 

Emerald 
Systems Corporation 

Mainframe St0tage for Micros 

4757 Morena Blvd . 
San Diego. CA 92117 
(619) 270·1994 
U.S.A. 
Telex: 353458 EM EASYS 
Easy1ink: 62853804 

~ NIX" '-hcroJO (I Corp.-VE IX ,.. Venun Co1n - QNX '• Quant1,1m Sofh._·mrr-N'ov!!ll"• Nl>\'t'll. lnr.-X·N,1"' XCOMP. Lnr.-10 Nf!'t '" Foit Rt,ttarc-h. lnc. 
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••• AT CONQUEST COMPUTER INDUSTRIES, WE 
MEASURE PERFORMANCE BY WHAT IS MOST 
IMPORTANT: QUALITY, CAPABILITY, FLEXIBILITY 
AND DURABILITY WITHOUT THE HIGH COST . .. 

These features enhance performance and e.;ise of operation 
without altering the compatibility to the worlds largest software 
based microcomputer-the IBM PCIXTIAT. 

The CC?NQUEST computer srstem mpports standard industry 
operatrng systems: PC-DOS, MS-DOS, XENIX, CPIM86 and con
current CPIM . . • plus utilizeNll of the applications software 
such as: LOTUS 123, SYMPHONY, FRAMEWORK, dBASE Ill, 
VISICAI., WORDSTAR, MULTIPLAN, AUTO-CAD, P-CAD, 
FLIGHT SIMULATOR, and most of the popular IBM PC soft
ware products. 

•  : =-;f.t I If?~lf"\lfl~~ 
l·-~·-1k·f-" ~~ 

• ~ I • I I 

1 
.i. COMPUTER INDUSTRIES 

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME 

2630 Walnul A venue, 
Unit c; 

Tustin Calilom a 92680 

·

IBM PC, lsareg.is111redtrademark of IBM Corp. 
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TELEX Answer Rack: 
5106004210 CONQUEST (714) 838-9583 
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INSIDE THE IBM PCs 

BENCHMARKING THE CLONES 

BYTE ran a variety of IBM PCs and 

work.-alikes through benchmark tests 
~ 

BY JON R. EDWARDS AND GLENN HARTWIG 

BE CHMARKS ARE ob
jective. reproducible 
measures of performance. 
Engineers use them to 
measure precision and to 
identify poorly perform· 
ing components or bot· 
tlenecks in a system's 
design. Many users. on 
the other hand. use 
benchmarks as a means 
to determ ~ ne the speed 
with which specific sys· 
terns perform a general 
class of functions. 

The BYTE benchmarks 
were devised to exercise a 
computer under review by 
running it through a series 
of task-oriented tests. The 
benchmarks provide re
producible results. they 
are relatively easy to run 
and time. and they 
measure system elements 
upon which users com
monly depend. The Sieve 
anr.1 Calculations tests. for 
example. are a measure of 
processor speed. while 
others time disk access. 

Tuble l and table 2 pre· 
sent the results of BYTE's 
system benchmark tests 
for the IBM family of personal com
puters. including the IBM PC. XT. AT. 
and PCjr. as well as a wide range of 
MS-DOS work-alikes. 

Use the benchmark information to 
give yourself an introduction to the 
relative capabi lities of a broad selec
tion of equipment. Just as important. 
do not use this information as the sole 
basis of your evaluations. 

Before running the benchmarks. 

ILWSTRATED BY DIANA BRYA 

reviewers adopted a standard con
figuration with 256K bytes of memory. 
two 360K-byte disk drives. and PC
DOS 2.0 or M&DOS 2.0. All tests were 
run at least three times; the reported 
time is the average of the trials. When 
configurations could not be dupli
cated. reviewers set up the system to 
be as close as possible to the stan
dard machine. Exceptions are noted 
below. 

We are not attempting 
to rate the computers 
competitively. nor can we 
provide assurances that a 
computer will be suitable 
for a specific application. 
Benchmarks are useful in 
measuring the time re
quired for specific hard
ware/software combina
tions-especially if these 
combinations reflect the 
intended use of the sys
tem-but benchmarks are 
imperfect indicators. They 
provide litt le or no 
evidence. for example. 
regarding ease of use. 
rel iability. compatibility. 
maintainabili ty, and sup
port. /erry Houston gave 
some good advice ("Don't 
Bench Me ln:· February 
1984 BYTE. page 160) on 
how to research a prod
uct: read reviews. talk with 
friends and fellow users. 
and find a reputable 
dealer. Still. the bench
marks do distinguish time
savers from time-en
slavers. 

We used readers and 
national users groups to 

help perform benchmark tests for 
those computers we did not have in
house: we could not obtain results for 
a few machines. including the MAD-I. 
the Pronto Transportable Solution. 
and the Sharp PC 5000. No manufac
turers or retailers were involved in any 

(c.o11li11ued) 

)0'1 R. Edwards and Glenn Hartwig are 
BYTE ted111kal editors. Both ma!J be reached 
at BYTE. POB 372 . Hancock. NH 03449. 
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BENCHMARKS 

of the testing. We selected the com· 
puters that are listed in table 2 on the 
basis of figures from Future Com· 
puting (8111 LBJ Freeway. Dallas. TX 
752 51) on the installed base of the 
computers through the end of 1984 . 

THE BENCHMARK TESTS 
The first four tests to follow are BASIC 
tests and are written in Microsoft 

BASIC. "Compatibles" were tested 
with bundled or recommended ver· 
sions of CW-BASIC Certain BASIC in· 
terpreters and compilers cou ld not 
run the programs exactly as written. 
In those cases. the programs were 
modified slightly. but with the "spirit" 
of the test preserved. Disk writing and 
reading were performed with a blank 
formatted disk. The last two bench· 

marks test the most commonly used 
system functions. 

Since June 1984. every system 
reviewer for BYTE has performed the 
following benchmark tests. 

WRITING TO DISK 
The Writing to Disk test measures how 
long it takes the system/interpreter to 

tconlinuedl 

Table I : Comparative fmicftrnark results. 

BASIC TESTS 
Formal 

Writing Reading and 
to from Sieve of Copy File 

Computer Name Disk Disk Eratosthenes Calculations Disk Copy 

AT&T PC 6300 32 30 87 27 11 10 
Canon A-200 57 29 132 41 11 13 
Columbia 31 30 194 59 10 8.8 
Compaq Deskpro 57 53 186 59 12 8.4 
Compaq Plus 54 51 168 56 7.8 
Corona Desktop PC 57 55 201 61 17 11 
Data General/One 56 55 229 69 7.8 12 
Epson QX-16 58 30 179 54 12 6.9 
Ericsson PC 57 31 182 56 12 9.3 
Hewlelt·Packard HP 150 35 34 148 49 11 
Hewlett-Packard HP 110 42 28 114 38 
IBM PC 56 46 191 69 9.6 5.8 
IBM PC AT 26 24 80 27 39 
IBM PCjr 82 55 236 85 8.5 
IBM PC XT 59 41 209 70 5.1 
ITI XTRA 33 32 185 56 11 8.8 
Kaypro 16 56 30 184 56 11 7.3 
Leading Edge PC 32 29 153 46 13 92 
Micromint MPX-16 58 54 216 72 7.7 9.4 
Mindset PersonaJ Computer 58 55 301 54 12 12 
Morrow Pivot 82 56 313 96 14 11 
NCR Plus 4 57 30 182 56 25 13 
NEC APC lit 30 29 86 29 4.0 6.5 
Osborne 3 59 56 273 83 14 15 
Otrona Attache 31 30 78 24 11 10 
Panasonic Sl Partner 30 29 184 56 11 5.8 
Polo 31 56 448 72 17 9 .9 
Sanyo MBC·775 31 29 113 35 4.1 8.0 
Sanyo MBC-550 32 29 267 93 13 7.7 
Scottsdale Systems Inc. Color Fox 59 56 241 73 11 11 
Seequa Chameleon Plus 32 29 215 65 24 9.6 
Stearns 31 29 76 24 7.2 6.2 
STM PC 32 30 79 24 12 7.7 
Tandy 1000 56 55 226 68 12 7.9 
Tandy 1200 HD 59 55 223 69 7.3 
Tandy Model 2000 30 29 79 24 10 9.8 
TeleVideo TS 1605 60 57 184 56 15 11 
Texas Instruments Professional 31 31 171 52 8.8 9.5 
Texas Instruments Pro-Lite 34 33 155 51 11 
Visual Commuter 57 45 182 56 9.3 7.0 
Zenith Z-150 32 30 193 57 10 8.4 
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Key 1iunic is 

Offering s50 for iOur 


NewIBM*PC or XT*Keyboard. 

The reason why Key Tronic is having a special $so trade-in offer is because we want youto get the most from your TBM PC or XT! 


send you $50!
Buy a KB 5151 and send us your unused IBM PC or XT keyboard, and Key Tronic will 

TYJ>e on the KB 5151 and feel the difference! Then take one home. 

key Ironic KBS!~t 
/'11Jjo~iu1111I S.·rw" 

Ea1y to 
Identify 

Status Lights on 
"Lock" Keys. 

l<ey Tronic is the world's largest 
ndependent manufacturer of full 
ravel keyboards, and offers a 
omplete line of integrated input
evices, 

Take advantage of this limited 
11e offer. Contact your local 
•aler or call 1-800-262-6006 today! 
ulry 103 

"Shift" & 

"Return " Keys are 
in familiar 
Typewriter 
locations. 

kevtronic 
771e R.esf!Q.nsi.1!£ Input Company 

Spokane, Washington 
509-928-Booo 

\If Jnd XT are registered trademdrks of IBM CorporJtion 

Separate Numeric 
Pad is Great for 
Spreadsheets. 
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WRITE A 64K·BYTE FILE TO DISK 

" 


" 




BE N CHMA R KS 


write a 64K-byte sequential file onto 
a disk in 128-byte chunks. 

Note that in the tests of BASIC disk 
access for the Sanyo. the test file was 
written to and read from the default 
drive. Sanyo BASIC apparently cannot 
access other disk drives. The same 
procedure was used in one-drive sys
tems. like the IBM PCjr. 

100 A$"' "123456781234567812345678 
12345678" 

120 8$,,,A$+A$ + A$+A$ 
140 NR ,,, 512 
160 OPEN "BJEST" FOR OUTPUT AS #1 
180 FOR I "' 1 TO NA 
200 PRINT #1, 8$ 
220 NEXT I 
240 CLOSE 
260 PRINT "DONE" 

READING FROM DISK 
The Reading from Disk test that 
follows measures how long it takes to 

read the above sequential 64K-byte 
file in 128-byte segments. 

300 NA= 512 
320 OPEN "8JEST" FOR INPUT AS #1 
340 FOR I = 1 TO NA 
360 8$ = INPUT$(12B,1) 
380 NEXT I 
400 CLOSE 
420 PRINT "DONE" 

T HE SIEVE OF ERATOSTHENES 
PROGRAM 
Eratosthenes. the head of the Alexan
dria library around 200 B.C.. dis
covered this technique for finding 
prime numbers. The program tests 
how long it takes to do one iteration 
of the Sieve of Eratosthenes prime
number program. 

800 SIZE = 7000 

820 DIM FLAGS (7001) 

830 PRINT "START ONE ITERATION" 


840 COUNT=O 
850 FOR I= 0 TO SIZE 
860 FLAGS (I) = 1 
870 NEXT I 
880 FOR I= 0 TO SIZE 
890 IF FLAGS (I)= 0 THEN 970 
900 PRIME "' I +I +3 
910 K= I+ PRIME 
920 IF K> SIZE THEN 960 
930 FLAGS (K) = 0 
940 K=K +PAIME 
950 GOTO 920 
960 COUNT =COUNT+ 1 
970 NEXT I 
980 PAINT "DONE: ";COUNT;"PRIMES 

FOUND" 
990 END 

CALCULAT ING WITH 
SINGLE-PRECISION NUMBERS 
The Calculations test measures how 
long it takes to perform 10.000 multi
plication and 10.000 division opera
tions using single-precision numbers 

~~ Onlyone * ~ 

1miJ~ki::1dsof ~~~ 

• 

Finally, there's ~:::~:~::uter ~n b~f) ' ~ 
the proliferation of software transferred to and shared by p
in your word processing your company's UNIX®
environment. based and VAX"'lVMS super-

lt's called WordMARC1
M - mini computers. Or vice versa. 

the single full-featured word In addition to being compati
processor that runs an iden- ble with all kinds ofcomputers, 
tical program on some 35 WordMARC also get along • 
different makes and models with all kinds of users. 
of computers. Its documentation is 

And with its companion 
program, linkMARC , Word- computer system 1t will Co 
MARC files created on a operate on. Its self-teaching ~~ 
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II 

B EN CHMARKS 

with convenient function keys. .... for more information 
It's available for many ~ at 260 Sheridan Ave., 
different operating systems, w Ste. 200, Palo Alto, 
including MS-DO Sr... and Californ ia 94306.• 


•
llii9 MARC sonwARE INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
• 1-800-831· 2400. In California 1-800-437-9900. 

and also gives a rough indication of 
the error Involved. 

500 NR = 5000 
520 OEFSNG A - Z 
540 A=2.71828 
560 8=3.14159 
580C=1 
600 FOR I = 1 TO N R 
620 C= C•A 
640 C=C•B 
660 C= C/A 
680 C=CIB 
700 NEXT 1 
720 PRINT "DONE" 
740 PRINT "ERROR = ": C - 1 

FORMAT AND COPY DISK 
The Format and Copy Disk test 
measures how long it takes to format 
and copy a disk using the diskcopy 
command. The test is done only on 
floppy disks. Copies are made onto 
previously unformatted disks. Since 

disk size can vary. the time is adjusted 
to reflect the number of seconds per 
40K bytes of disk space. 

The tests on several of the units 
(STM. Morrow Pivot. Tandy 2000) 
t imed format and diskcopy separate
ly and combined the results. Jn addi
tion. the STM time includes automatic 
verification after formatting. 

Units with hard-disk drives in their 
standard configuration (or in the case 
of the Stearns. for which the review 
system contained an optional hard 
disk) will not have results for this test. 

Results on this test could not be ob
tained for the IBM PCjr and the HP 
110. which have only one disk drive. 
or for the HP 150. because the utility 
diskcopy is not included with the 
operating system. 

FILE COPY 
The File Copy test measures how long 
it takes to copy a 40K-byte disk file to 

The Format and Copy 
Disk test is done only 
on floppy disks. 

a blank formatted floppy disk. The 
tests on units with hard-disk drives 
measure how long it takes to copy the 
40K-byte fi le from the hard disk to a 
blank formatted floppy disk. Other
wise. reviewers copied the file to 
another part of the same disk. There 
are no results for the HP 110. which 
had only one disk drive. The results 
for the IBM PCjr reflect copying to 
another part of the same disk. • 
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guide helps novice users get 
q uickly up to speed. And it's 
supported by a special "800" 
number hotline. 

WordMARC's many ver
satile features include 
technical and scientific 
symbols, foreign language 
characters, a what-you

see-is-what-you-get screen , 
and menu-driven operation 

UNIX, and supermini pro
prietary systems including 
VAXNMS. 

And WordMARC can also 
be integrated with other pop
ular applications software. 

So put your word processing 
software resources back under 
control with WordMARC. The 
U ncommon Denominator. 

Contact MARC Software 
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The worlds best selling monochrome 

graphics card for the IBM PC. 


There are more Hercules_ 
Graphics Cards in more IBM 
PCs, XTs and ATs than any 
other monochrome graphics 
card in the world. 

Over a quarter of a million 
demanding users around the 
world use a Hercules Graphics 
Card to improve the perfor
mance of their software. 
The Lotus"1-2-3 Booster. 

Consider Lotus 1-2-3. 
Hercules gives an off-the-shelf 

copy of 1-2-3 
·fi the highest 

1·' ~- ./; resolution..~:-.·~ 
~.-,,, 

-~ _.._,_ possible 
on an IBM 

PC, XT or AT. More 1-2-3 
users choose the Hercules 
Graphics Card to get crisper 
text and sharper graphics 
than any other monochrome 
graphics card. 

And we bring the same 
performance to other integrat
ed programs like Symphony'; 
Framework'; and SuperCalc 3. 

But we don't stop there. 
The Hercules Graphics Card 

improves all kinds of software. parallel printer port. Our 
Like Microsoft" Word, a unique static RAM buffer pro-

word processor that enables vides sharp 9 x 14 characters 
you to display text with sub- and flicker-free scrolling. Our 
scripts, superscripts and italics. exclusive safety features help 

Or pfs: Graph, an easy-to
use business graphics program 
that converts your data into 
presentation quality graphs. 

Or Microsoft"Flight Simu
lator, the high flying game for 
the overworked executive. 

Or our own Graph X'; a 
library of graphics sub
routines that eases graphics 
programmmg. 

Or AutoCAD'; a computer 
aided design program that 
offers features normally asso
ciated with expensive CAD 
systems. 

And we supply free soft
ware with each card 
to do hi-res graph
ics using the PC's 
BASIC interpreter. 
State-Of-The-Art Hardware. 

The Hercules Graphics 
Card gives you graphics res
olution of 720h x 348v and a 

prevent damage 
to your monitor. 

State-of-the-art 
custom IC technology 

delivers unsurpassed reli
ability. Ordinary graphics cards 
use up to 30 !Cs to do what one 
Hercules IC does. By using 
fewer parts, we reduce the pos
sibility of component failure. 

Which is one reason we 
warranty the Hercules 
Graphics Card for two years. 

Unbeatable reliability. 
Advanced technology. Proven 
by over a quarter of a million 
users. Why settle for anything 
less than Hercules? 

Call 1-800-532-0600 Ext 408 
for the name of a Hercules 
dealer nearest you and we'll 
rush you our free info kit. 

Hercules. 
We're strong on graphics. 

Addre•o: 2550 Ninth Si. , Berkeley, CA 94710 Ph: 415 540·6000 Telex: 754063. Tradema rks/Owners: Her<ufo'!t Graph X/Herculo•; 1.2.a, Symphony/Lolus; IBM , XT, 
AT/I BM; Framework/A•hlon·Tllto; SuperCoklSot<'lm· !US; MicrosoftJMlcrnsor1; pfs:/Sortwnrn Pu bl; AutoCA u lA uloDe•k. 
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INS I DE THE IBM PCs 

FOUR HARD DISKS 

FOR UNDER $1000 


Inexpensive help for your disk storage space woes 

IF YOU ARE a peruser of 
the back pages of BYTE 
like most of us. you can
not have failed to notice 
the plummeting prices of 
hard-disk systems. par
ticularly those available 
for the I BM Personal Com
puter. It is commonplace 
to find a complete subsys
tem. including hard disk. 
controller card. and soft
ware. for under SIOOO. 

The advantages of a 
hard disk should be ob
vious: Its speed. conve
nience. and storage space 
eliminate most of the 
agonies involved with 
managing a large pile of 
floppy disks. If you 're in
terested in setting up a 
personal bulletin-board 
system. the purchase of a 
hard-disk system should 
be your top priority. 

I selected four hard-disk 
systems from the pages of 
BYTE and other computer 
periodicals. My on ly 
criter ion was that the 
complete system must 
cost less than S1000. This 
article by no means ex

~ 

BY RICHARD GREHAN 

Photo I: From left to right . the Sider. Rodime. Syquest. 
and Kamer111an Labs f1ard disks. 

to. say. copy one floppy 
disk to another. Best of all. 
you are spared the trou
ble of digging through the 
technical manuals to dis
cover which switches on 
the PC's motherboard you 
have to flip to configure 
the IBM as a one-floppy 
system. 

The Sider comes in a 
rather large (7Vi inches 
tall. 16!12 inches long. and 
3!t2 inches wide) cream
whi te molded-plastic 
housing. The hard disk is 
mounted on its side. and 
the mechanism is convec
tion-cooled via the case·s 
slotted top. {Th is slotted 
top warrants caution : 
Small objects and certain
ly fluids could be unwit
tingly dropped into the in
ner workings of the unit. 
inflicting heaven knows 
what damage.) Since the 
unit is taller than it is wide. 
I experienced a not
unjustified fear of knock
ing it over. A rather stiff 
but comfortably long 
cable connects the drive 

hausts all the under-51000 hard disks company. An external drive. it is con
advertised. but it should give you an sequently the easiest of the four to in
idea of some possible trade-offs and stal l. This also means that the drive 
troubles if you decide that a hard disk has its own power supply: the only 
is your PC's next peripheral. Perfor added power burden to your PC is the 
mance and price information is pro interface card. Additionally. since the 
vided in table 1. Sider does not replace one of your 

system's floppy-disk drives (all of the 
THE SIDER internal drives reviewed install in 
The Sider is from First Class place of one floppy-disk drive). you 
Peripherals. a Carson City, evada. lose no functionality when you need 

PHOTOGRAPHED BY P1\ Ul AVIS 

to the Interface card. 
The instal lation and operation guide 

that comes with the Sider is a small 
31 -page booklet. It is clear and easy 
to read. obviously written for people 
with an absolute minimum of hard
ware knowledge. It includes numerous 
illustrations of what goes where and 

fconrinued~ 

Rid1ard Crefian is a BYTE teclinical editor. 
He can be contacted at POB 372. Hancock . 
NH 03449. 
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U N DER - $1000 HARD D I SKS 

even a diagram of the on-board 
jumpers and their proper configura
tion-handy in case one of the 
jumpers jumped off during shipping. 
I had no trouble following the instruc
tions or getting the Sider operational. 
No special software is required. l sim
ply set up a DOS partition using the 
FDISK program. and then I executed 
a FORMAT C:/S to format the partition 
and write an image of the system onto 
it. For more details on the software 
provided with the hard disks. see the 
"Software" text box on page 205. 

When you power up a PC with a 
Sider attached. you must turn on the 
Sider 30 seconds prior to the com
puter or (according to the manual) the 
computer won't recognize the hard 
disk's existence. The Sider hums plea
santly while operating: head move
ment is accompanied by muffled 
thumpings. not the grating squeak of 
some hard disks I've heard. The 
benchmarks showed the Sider's 
speed to be slightly faster than some 
of the other drives. especially when 
copying a file from one spot on the 
hard disk to another. 

All in all. the Sider is quite a value; 
it is easy to install. you get to keep 
both floppy-disk drives operational. it 
comes with a full year's warranty. and 
the price is right. I should also point 
out that if you find yourself outgrow
ing the I 0 mega bytes provided by 
one Sider. you can daisy-chain a sec
ond onto the rirst-no additional in
terface card is required. (You cannot 
daisy-chain an extra Sider on an IBM 
PC XT. however.I 

THE RODIME HARD D ISK 
I received two of the hard disks from 
Micro Design. The first is an amazing 

little drive manufactured by Rodime 
Inc. I say "amazing" and "little·· 
because it is a full 10 megabytes in 
a package measuring Jess than 4 
inches wide. 6 inches Jong. and 2 
inches thick. ot surprisingly. it is a 
low-power drive-the manufacturer 
promised me that it required no more 
power than an IBM floppy disk. 

The drive itself is mounted in a 
metallic frame that has extended 
sides and a large front bezel so that 
i t will fill the hole left by the 5 ~-inch 
floppy-disk drive. There is more empty 
space to it than hardware. 

Installing an internal. as opposed to 
an external. drive adds several 
degrees of difficulty. First. since the 
drive will be replacing your right-hand 
floppy disk. you must remove that 
drive and find some dead space in 
your PC to stuff the now-unused extra 
length of floppy-interface cable. Next. 
you have to alter the setting of DIP 
(dual in-line package) switches on the 
PCs motherboard to tell it that you 
now have only one floppy-disk drive. 
Finally. you install the hard disk and 
the interface board. hook all the 
cables up. and turn the system on to 
observe your success or failure. 

I took my time removing the floppy 
and installing the Rodime. managing 
to get through the whole procedure 
without killing anything. The instruc
tions provided by Micro Desigr. are 
much Jess polished than those pro
vided by First Class Peripherals. but 
if you follow them diligently you 
should survive the installation without 
a hitch. The documentation consists 
of 40 photocopied (on one sideJ 
pages and includes numerous draw
ings that are adequate and under
standable. Apparently. Micro Design 

Table I: A comparison of the four ftard-disk syslems. Write. read. and copy 
limes were measttred tising the BYTE benchmarks. See June 1984 BYTE. pages 
3 3 4 and 336. for details. 

Sider Rodime Syquest Kamerman Labs 

Write (seconds) 40.0 41 .0 41 .0 27 .0 

Read (seconds) 29.0 29 .0 29.0 27 .0 

Copy (seconds) 2.5 4.7 4.7 2.0 

Price $795 $520 $995 $995 

sells several d ifferent controller 
boards as well as drives. and I had 
some difficulty at first determining 
which drawings related to the par
ticular hardware I was working with. 

When I finally got the Rodime 
bolted in. I stepped back and noticed 
that the front bezel was lopsided. 
Ultimately. I discovered that a 
socketed 40-pin PROM (program
mable read-only memory) on the hard 
disk's circu it board !which was 
mounted underneath the unit) was 
pressing on the metal plate on which 
the floppy disk had originally rested. 
This was unsightly and potentially 
dangerous; Micro Design should look 
at mounting this hard disk a little 
higher behind the bezel. Fortunately. 
since the ceramic body of the PROM 
was nonconducting. it caused no 
problems. 

The Rodime performed wel l. It cer
tainly performed quietly. It also lived 
up to the claims of low power: the PC 
I used it on held the floppy-disk con
trol ler card. a monochrome adapter 
card. a 2 56K-byte Ouadboard. and a 
hard-disk controller card . 1 en
countered no problems running 
everything fu ll tilt. Since it ran so 
smoothly. I was unable to verify one 
of the Rodime·s more interesting fea
tures. If the drive·s on-board micro
processor detects an error condition. 
it flashes the binary code of the er
ror on one of the drive·s front-panel 
LEDs (light-emitting diodesJ: long 
flash = I. short flash = 0. 

THE SYOUEST HARD DISK 
Easily as amazing as the Rodime hard 
disk is the Syquest drive. a whopping 
30 megabytes in a 5!4 -inch half-height 
package. Also from Micro Design. the 
Syquest uses the same interface card 
as the Rodime. except with different 
PROMs and jumper settings. Installa
tion . too. is almost identical. (In fact. 
the same documentations serves for 
both.I Amazingly. this drive also re
quires no modifications to the PC's 
power supply. 

The Syquest fit neatly in place of the 
removed floppy : there was no PROM 
tilt ing the front plate sideways. The 
only problem was that when I sl id the 
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drive all the way into place. the power 
connector (a large 4-pin Molex con
nector) jammed against the IBM's 
power supply. placing a noticeable 
strain on the connector itself and the 
hard disk's printed-circuit board to 
which it was attached. I tried to flex 
the supply wires some. but it was still 
a tight fit-the manufacturer should 
have mounted rhe connector 
vertically. 

Understandably. formatt ing the Sy
quest took a little longer than format
ting the other drives. but the end 
result was worth the wait: 31.819. 7 7 6 
bytes of formatted disk space. In 
operation it was the noisiest of any of 
the drives. although not nearly loud 
enough to be annoying. In the bench
mark figures it turned out to be prac
tica lly identical to the Rodime hard 
disk. 

One irritating side effect of all that 
space is how long a DIR (directory) 
command took. When you execute a 
DIR. it whisks out the filenames and 
then calculates and displays how 
many bytes remain free on the disk. 
A DIR command on the Syquest took 
a full 6 seconds to calculate and dis
play the bytes-remaining figure. and 
this was after the filenames had been 
listed. (Of course. I had configured the 
hard disk into only one 30-megabyte 
pa rti tion. One solution would be to 
divide the disk into. say. two I 5-mega
byte partitions.) 

Although the Syquest barely makes 
it into the under-$ I 000 bracket. the 
amount of storage that fits into that 
little package is frightening. And if 30 
megabytes isn't enough. remember 
that it's only a half-height drive. so you 
could easily mount two in the place 
of one floppy. (The controller card is 
equipped to handle two hard-disk 
drives. but you'll want to be careful 
about power requirements.) 

THE MECAFLICHT JOO 
The last hard disk I installed was the 
Kamerman Labs Megaflight 100. a 10· 
megabyte interna l hard disk with a 
Kamerman CT· I 00 controller card. 
This half-height 5 v.; -inch drive comes 
with a full-height replacement front 
bezel. It isn·t a low-power drive: the 

documentation clearly states that the ly. r tested th is drive on a Zenith Z· l 50. 
.\i\egaflight may require more power which has the power-supply capabili· 
than your system can supply. (This ties of a PC XT. (Kamerman Labs 
warning doesn't appear unti l page 6. points out in the documentation that 
after you·ve opened your PC and in its system will not work on all PC 
serted the CT-I 00 card.) Consequent- tco11t im1ed) 

SOFTWARE 

Every one or the systems reviewed was shipped with disks carrying various 
amounts of software to ease the job of bringing the hard disk on line. In 

many cases. however. you don't need any more than is already provided with 
the PC·DOS operating system. 

FDISK is a PC-DOS program that IBM supplies for managing what are known 
as ··partitions" on a hard d isk. You can think of a partition as an area on the 
hard-disk drive that acts like an independent "'logical disk:· 

For example. a IO-megabyte hard disk could be partitioned into two 5-megabyte 
logical disks that the operating system would see as two independent disk drives. 
Basically. FDISK writes information onto the hard disk that te ll s DOS where the 
partitions are located. 

Many systems provide a hard·disk low-level formatting and verification pro· 
gram. The Sider"s version is called XUTIL: the Micro Design program is called 
WUTIL The Megaflight system incorporated the program into its INSTALL pro· 
gram. Such a program typically performs exhaust ive write and read operations 
using selected bit patterns designed to locate failed sectors on the hard disk. 
rr bad sectors are found, the program will then tag them so that the operating 
system is certain not to use them during normal operation. 

Finally. some companies simply throw in additional programs as part of the 
package. For instance. the Micro Design International hard disks include a CACHE 
program. CACHE allows you to set aside a designated porcion or your computer's 
memory as a disk cache. 8K bytes minimum. CACHE monitors all disk accesses 
and keeps the most recently accessed sectors in the allotted memory buffers. 
New sectors are read only as required. and swapping disk and memory sectors 
is controlled by the least recently used access technique. 

ITEMS DISCUSSED 
THE SIDER (IBM PC versionl SYOUEST 

IQ-megabyte external hard disk with Internal 30-megabyte ha lf-height 
case. power supply. interface board . hard disk with controller board and 
and cables cables 

First Class Peripherals Micro Design International Inc. 
3579 Highway 50 East 6566 University Blvd. 
Carson City. NV 89701 Winter Park. FL 32792 
(800) 538-1307 (305) 677-8333 

RODIME MEGAFLIGHT 100 

Internal IO·megabyte 3Yi -inch hard Internal IO-megabyte hair-height 
disk with controller board and hard disk with controller board and 
cables cables 

Micro Design International Inc. Kamerman Labs Inc. 
6566 University Blvd. 8054 Southwest Nimbus Dr. 
Winter Park. FL 32792 Beaverton. O R 97005 
(305) 677-8333 (503) 626-6877 
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and Gem, and all TM 

version -you get a fuU-power tele 1880 enrury Park East, u i Lc 300. 
communication tool featuring incred L. A., CA 90067 • (21 ) 5 6-221\ 

ible flexibility that includes DEC VT- TOLL FREE 800 62 1-0849 ext. 441 
100N T102 full terminal emulation, 
complete Chri tensen (XMODEM) l..&..111 !'0-1 
and Kermit pr0tocols, as well as 
pas word-protected unattended oper
ation . upports all multi-tasking and ASCII 
w indow in environments includin PROTopview, Window 
2400 baud modems. 

Tap into remote 
computer and informa
tion ervice w ith grear
er ea e and peed than 
ever b fore. ASCII Pro 
i the telecommunica
tion o ftware you 've 

ASCII Pro Telecommunications Software 

Regularly $189.95-a steal at $84.95 


AS II Pro is available for IBM P , XT, AT, PCjr ancl c;om pat i h h:.~. ASCII Prn :md IBM, are registered trnclem:trks of n iu:d Soflw;1rc lndustrii:s. In,· .. 
and l ntcrna1ion:1l Bu incss fachincs Corpora tion . 
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clones. In fact. the manual lists a 
couple of the uncooperative ones. 
The Z-150 was not among them.) 

The Megaflight's documentation is 
undoubtedly the worst of the lot. It 
consists of l 4 photocopied (on one 
side} sheets stapled in the upper left
hand corner. The illustrations in
cluded are barely adequate. and the 
text is an absolute maze. Attached to 
the front of the manual are 5Vi pages 
list ing changes made to the upcom
ing 14. and some programs are men
tioned that I never found on the 
enclosed disk. It never became clear 
just where to fit some of the errata in 
the original manual. Endurance on my 
part finally paid off. and in spite of all 
the confusion I got the drive going. 

A point for owners of PC clones to 
remember- not brought out in any of 
the installation documentation I saw
is that all dual-floppy systems consist 
of a controller card operating the two 

ow you can take 
advantage of an unbe
lievable value with thi 
introductory offer. ASCII 
Pro at a fraction of its 
sugge red retail price. 
This i not an edited 

p been waiting for - now 
priced o low you can ' t 
afford to wait an longer! 
Order direct from nited 
oftw are toda . 

drives via a single cable: one floppy
disk drive attaches to the cable some
where along its length. and the other 
attaches at the cable's end. If. when 
removing one of the floppies, you 
remove the one at the end of the 
cable. the odds are good that you are 
removing the one that has a neces
sary terminating resistor pack in
stalled. This is an integrated circuit 
usually located near the cable con
nector. and it must be moved to the 
empty socket at the same spot on the 
remaining floppy. You should consult 
the hardware manual for your floppy 
drive concerning the resistor pack's 
location. or. if you are at all unsure of 
the hardware. have a trained tech
nician check it out. Owners of IBM 
PCs will find the resistor pack on the 
rear right or the left-hand floppy's 
printed-circuit board as a blue 16-pin 
IC-it does not have to be moved 
when you replace the right-hand flop-

PY disk with a hard disk. 
What the Megaflight lacked in docu

mentation. it made up for in perfor· 
mance. ln the benchmarks. it scored 
the swiftest figures. It was also the 
quietest of the drives: head move
ment was inaudible over the faint 
rushing noise that it made. 

CONCLUSION 
Considering the variety and number 
of hard-disk systems available. there 
certainly seems to be something for 
everyone. With patience and care. you 
should have little trouble following the 
instructions provided with most hard 
disks. Or lf you want to keep your 
tampering inside your PC to an ab
solute minimum, an external system 
like the Sider reduces your job to not 
much more than a board Installation. 

If you can afford an IBM PC. cost is 
now no excuse for not upgrading it 
with a hard disk. • 



SOLVE PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS 

THE WAY YOU THINK. 

PURE AND SYMBOL. 


APL*PLUS®PC 

IS THE ANSWER. 


The shortest distance between 
two points is a straight line. But 
unfortunately, that's not the case in 
programming. 

Most languages require you to go 
through an enormous number of 
steps before an idea becomes reality. 

That's why the APL*PLUS PC 
System is such a dramatic and ex
citing software tool for serious PC 
programmers and application 
developers. 

Instead of requiring you to 
learn-and write-long-winded and 
complicated programs, APL is 
based on your instinctive ability to 
deal in symbols. And once you 

begin using APL's quick notations, 
you'll find it the ideal programming 
environment for all your applica
tion needs. 

The incredible shortcuts you get 
with APL will let you spend less 
time on drudgery, and more time 
creating. Intricate calculations and 
modeling on PC's are a snap. 

And only with APL* PLUS PC 
do you get: 
• full-screen editing 
• a built-in terminal emulator 
• communications 
• graphics primitives 
• and report formatting. 

Plus concise notation for 
programs like sorting, matrix 
inversions, string searching, 

and more. And the complete package 
price is just $595 with major credit 
cards accepted. 

Act now, and we'll send you a 
free Convincer Kit. Contact yom 
local dealer, or call 800-592-0050 
(in Maryland, call 301-984-5123) to 
order your system, or for more in
formation about om other 
APL*PLUS products-from our 
UNIXrn version to the 
new streamlined Pocket APL:M 

Or write STSC, Inc., 2115 East 
Jefferson St., Rockville, MD 
20852. 

You'll see how symbol 
PLUS*WARE products are 
to use, the very first time 
you use them. 

Problem-solvingat the speedof thought.TM 

APL• PLLIS PG Syslem requires 1921<. A sett che<ecler set can be used for oompulers with IBM compallbl• graphics board. A cMracler generator ROM or 
soflwere Is lneludod lor lhe IBM PC or sele<:lcd eompalibles. 
PLLIS •WARE an<l Pocke1 APL ere l•ademarks of STSC, Inc. APL'* PLUS ts a mglslernd service mark and trademark or STSC. Inc. UNIX is e 1rodemark of 
AT&T Bell Lal'.>Ofa toriBS. 

STSC 
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we wrote 
the books 

on c .. . j 
Ecosoft's Eco·C88 C Compiler. $49.95 

This has to be one of the best values on the market today. Eco·C has all 
operators and data types (except bit fields), has 80 7 support, and comes with 
one of the most complete libraries available - over 180 functions including 
funct ions for color and memory files. The compiler produces fast, efficient 
code (as shown in the table) at one-tenth the cost of other compilers. 

You also get a UNIX-like cc with "mini-make" that makes the compiler a 
nap to use. For a limited time, you will also get the Eco-C88 editor(described 

below) free of charge. Works with all IBM PC's and M DO machines. 

sieve 
lib 

deref 

Eco·C88 
12 
43 
14 

L (1 

11 

58 
13 

C86 I MS (1) MW(l 

13 11 12 
46 109 

10 11 
matrix 22 29 27 28 29 

I. Computer Language, Feb.. 1985. p. 79. Reprodu«dwilh pennission , 

The employees at Ecosoft think everyone should 
explore what C has to offer. To further that goal, the 
books listed at right were written by the employees at 
Ecosoft to get you up and going as quickly as possible 
and to expand your understanding of C. Over 100,000 
readers have placed two of the books on the best sellers 
Iisl. 

r ----  -The ECOSOFT family of C products 

The C Programming Guide (Purdum, Que Corp.). S20.00 

This best seller walks you through the C language in an 
easy-to-read manner. All aspects of the language are 
co ered 1 ith plenty of examples. Many of the error 
messages issued by the Eco-CS compiler have pag 
numbers that reference this book making the compiler and 
book perfect for the beginning C programmer. 

The C Programmer's Library 

ORDER FOR 1 This new book i designed for the individual that is
I DC Compiler $49.95 __________ • learning Con their own. The book is filled with questions

0 Programming Guide $20.00 answers and many examples about C and illustrates many 

I of the tips, traps., and techniques in that may take yearsI DSelf-Study Guide $17.00 to learn therwise. Although written to complement the 
D Programmer's Library $20.00 Guide, it can be used with any introductory C text.

I 0 Program Editor $29.95 ------- 
I Total• (Ind. res. add 5% tax )_______ 	 (Purdum, Leslie, StegemolJer, Que Corp.). $20.00 

•Please add $4.00 for shipping. This bests lier is an intermediate text designed to teach
I Payment: VIS MC AE you how to write functions in a genera li zed fashion. The 

Credit card expir. date_________ book contains many useful library addilions. including a 
complete !SAM file handler, plus sections on severalI 	Card#------------- advanced C topics. ame _______________ 

I Address______________ 

City. state ------------ 
1	Zip Phone ______ 

Ecosofl , Inc. •
I 6413 . College Ave. ~$ 

Indianapolis. I 46220 ~,;. 

L
(317) 255- 476 . :30-4:30 •co•o•T INC, 

TIWIE)l \~K,.-; t:CO-t:!lt<. Et'O~IT. Tl 'Rl~l l',\.'i!:,\I. llONl.AS ll 1~1· 1 . 

CED Program Editor. $29.95 

You 're gonna love CED (pronounced "'sa id'"). It was written specificall)' for 
use with lhe Eco-C compi ler. (CED creates a programming environment 
similar to that ofTul'bO Pascal.) You create the source file with CED. compi le 
the protlram and, if there are any errors, CED automatically reloads the source 
file and places the cursor on the offending section of code. CEO also has 
windows for editing multiple files , macro capability, and is configurable to 
suit your needs. CED is fast and has many features found only in editors 
costing up to ten times a much. Perfect for use with Eco· 
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INSIDE THE IBM PCs 

PROGRAMMING THE ENHANCED 

GRAPHICS ADAPTER 


Writing assembly--language drivers for the new graphics card 
~ 

BY RICHARD WILTON 

IBM"s Enhanced Graphics points-addressable (APA) 
Adapter (EGA) for the IBM graphics modes are sup
PC is what many people ported by the hardware 
thought the older Color/ and in ROM. with the ex
Graphics Monitor Adapter ception of the 320- by 

200-pixel " black and(CGA) ought to have been. 
The EGA can generate 16 white'" APA graphics 
color bit-mapped raster mode intended for com
graphics with resolution posite video displays. 
that ls good enough to EGA users will probably 
display text without caus find this to be a minor 

shortcoming.ing eyestrain . It provides 
If you know how to profor dynamically modifi

gram the CGA. you shouldable character sets. allows 
have no trouble writinghorizontal and vertica l 

pixel-by-pixel panning. programs that run on 
both the CGA and thesupports several types of 
EGA. The major source of video monitors. and does 

a good job of emulating incompatibility between 
the Color Graphics the EGA and the CGA is 

related to the video-conAdapte(s function. 
Unfortunately. program troller ci rcuitry. 

Although the EGAs cusming the EGA is not a 
tom video-controller chips trivial task. The hardware 

has a complex. sophisti· can emulate the function 
cated. ·and somewhat idio of the Motorola 684 S 

video controller on thesyncratic architecture. but 
it is rarely obvious from CGA. the 1/0 port and reg· 
the technical documen ister assignments on the 

EGA video controller do tation just what all that 
not correspond exactly to complex hardware does. 
the registers on the CGA'sThe on-board ROM (read

only memory) BIOS (basic 
input/output system) does 
a good job of performing basic video 
110 (input/output) functions. but BIOS 
support for bit-mapped graphics is 
rudimentary and slow. Despite these 
obstacles. the EGA can be rewarding 
to program at the ''bits and bytes·· 
level. 

Jn this article. I will stick to the 
basics of graphics programming on 
the EGA. Once you are familiar with 
the EGA's graphics architecture and 

the capabilities of its ROM BJOS. pro
gramming other EGA functions be
comes much easier. 

CGA COMPATIBILITY 
Programmers who have spent some 
time working with the IBM PCs Color 
Graphics Adapter will be relieved to 
find that the EGA can emulate virtual
ly 100 percent of the CGA's function . 
All the CGA's alphanumeric and all

684 5. Because of this. 
programs that write 

directly to the CGA"s video controller 
(for example. to modify video-display 

[conllnutd) 

Ricfiard Wilton is a software developer wilfr 
Laboratory Microsystems Inc. (tfie creators of 
PC/FORTH). 3007 Wasfiington Blvd.. Ma
rina Del Rey. CA 90295. He recently com
pleted tfie development of the Enhanced 
Grapfiics Support Package. wfridr provides an 
interface between tfie EGA and FORTH 
programs. 
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modes or to control the cursor) per
form quite unpredictably when they 
are executed on the EGA. 

Another difference between the 
EGA and the CGA is in the ROM 
BIOS. The EGA BIOS supports several 
new function calls in addition to the 
ones in the CGA BIOS. These func
tions support character sets loadable 
from RAM (random-access read/write 
memory) and return information 
about the EGA's configuration. 

HARDWARE CONFIGURATIONS 
If you want to write graphics software 
for the EGA. you must take into con· 
sideration two important aspects of 
the adapter's hardware configuration: 
the type of video-display monitor 
attached to the adapter and the 
amount of RAM used on the adapter. 
The available graphics modes and 
graphics memory mapping vary with 
the hardware configuration (see 
table I). 

You configure the EGA via a set of 
DIP (dual in-line package} switches 
and jumpers to support one of three 
different types of RGB (red-green
blue) video-display monitors. The 
adapter can provide alphanumeric 
and bit-mapped graphics support for 
both the IBM PC monochrome dis· 
play (5151) and the IBM PC color dis· 
play (5 153) or their equivalents. Also. 
IBM offers an enhanced color display 
(5154) that provides better resolution 
than the 51 53 does. 

The graphics resolution on the IBM 
monochrome display is 640 by 350 
pixels. somewhat less than the 720· 
by 348-pixel resolution provided by 
the Hercules monochrome graphics 
card. The best graphics resolution on 

the IBM color display is 640 by 200 
pixels. You can use the enhanced 
color display in both 640- by 3 50-pixel 
and 640- by 200-pixel modes. 

Only one monitor can be attached 
to the EGA at a time. However. the 
EGA can be placed in the same sys
tem as a Monochrome Display Adapt
er or a Color Graphics Adapter. so it 
is possible to use the EGA as part of 
a dual-display configuration. 

The EGA comes with 64K bytes of 
RAM reserved for use as a video-dis
play refresh buffer. The piggyback 
Graphics Extender Card adds up to 
three more banks of EGA RAM in 
64K-byte increments. up to a total of 
256K bytes. 

The additional RAM provides for 
dynamically loadable character sets 
and for video paging similar to that 
performed by the CGA. Also, with an 
Enhanced Graphics Display but only 
64K bytes of EGA RAM. the highest 
resolution (640 by 3 50 pixels) graph
ics mode is limited to four colors. At 
least l28K bytes are needed to dis· 
play 16 colors at the same time in this 
graphics mode. 

An EGA graphics program can be 
written so that it executes properly in 
each of the different video modes 
demanded by the various hardware 
configurations. I will discuss some of 
the programming details later in thls 
article. 

GRAPHICS CHIP PORTS 
AND REGISTERS 
The programmer directly controls the 
operation of the custom LSI (large
scale integration) logic on the EGA. 
Your program configures the EGA dis
play control logic to perform the vari-

Tuble I: Enham:ed graphics modes. 

ROM BIOS mode Pixel Number 
(hexadecimal) resolution of colors Type of display 

OD 320 by 200 16 color, enhanced color 
OE 640 by 200 16 color, enhanced color 
OF 640 by 350 4 monochrome 
10 640 by 350 4 enhanced color (EGA 

RAM ; 64K bytes) 
10 640 by 350 16 enhanced color (EGA 

RAM > 64K bytes) 

ous bit-manipulation and video-dis
play functions you need to display bit
mapped graphics. The configuration 
is controlled by the contents of vari
ous special-purpose registers defined 
on the EGA chips themselves. 

You program the EGA registers by 
writing data bytes to a set of pre
defined 1/0 ports. At the assembly
language lever. you do this via the 
OUT instruction. The IBM PC BASIC's 
OUT statement also performs this 
function. 

Often. several EGA registers are 
mapped onto the same 1/0 port. In 
this circumstance you generally need 
to specify a register number at one port 
address and the contents of that regis· 
ter at another port address. For exam
ple. the Graphics Controller port at 
address 3CE hexadecimal maps nine 
different registers. To store a byte of 
data into one of those registers. you 
first OUT the register number to port 
3CE. Then you OUT the data byte 
itself to port 3CF. 

You can find examples of how this 
is done in source listings 2 to 5. 

THE ARCHITECTURE 
OF EGA RAM 
Like the Color Graphics Adapter. the 
EGA contains its own on-board RAM. 
This RAM is used primarily as a 
refresh buffer by the EGA's video
controller circuitry. Individual pixels 
on the screen correspond to groups 
of bits in the EGA's RAM. 

As on the CGA. it is up to the pro
grammer to set the individual bits in 
the EGA's display RAM. This can 
place quite a computational burden 
on the PC's main microprocessor (the 
Intel 8088 in the PC or the 80286 in 
the AT) . especially when many pixels 
must be modified over a large area of 
the screen. 

Display RAM on the EGA differs 
from its counterpart on the CGA in 
several important respects. Unlike 
CCA RAM. which always starts at seg· 
ment address B800 hexadecimal. the 
starting location of EGA RAM can be 
modified. The address of the first byte 
in EGA RAM can be programmed to 
appear at any of three segment ad
dresses: 8800 hexadecimal for ROM 
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BIOS modes 0 through 6. which in EGA RAM. Its value is determined upon the graphics mode being dis· 
emulate the Color Graphics Adapter; by setting the corresponding bits in played. For example. consider the 
8000 hexadecimal for ROM BIOS bit planes 0 and 2 to I. and the cor configuration for a 640- by 350·pixel 
mode 7. which emulates the Mono responding bits in planes I and 3 to 0. four-color graphics mode on an EGA 
chrome Adapter: and AOOO hexa The EGA's Graphics Controller per with only 64K bytes of RAM. 
decimal for enhanced graphics modes mits all four bit planes to be ad In this case. to display 224.000 (640 
OD. OE. OF. and JO hexadecimal. dressed at the same time. When you x 350) pixels. each bit plane must 

The memory map of pixels in EGA read I byte at an address in EGA contain 28.000 (224.000 + 8) bytes. 
RAM is different than on the CGA. On RAM (say. with an 8086 MOV instruc which is more than the 16K bytes 
the CGA. alternate rows of pixels are tion or a BASIC PEEK). the Graphics available per bit plane. 1b solve this 
mapped into two separate halves of Controller can read 4 bytes. 1 byte problem. the EGA's video logic is set 
the display buffer. In contrast. all EGA from each bit plane at that address. up to chain the bit planes together 
enhanced graphics modes map pixels The Graphics Controller latches all 4 (plane 2 is chained to plane O: plane 
in linear sequence, from left to right bytes during a graphics read. That is. 3 is chained to plane I) . 
and top to bottom across the display. the 4 bytes of data are stored in With chained bit planes in this 

In enhanced graphics modes. the registers internal to the Graphics Con graphics mode. the value of a pixel is 
first displayable pixel is represented troller. where they can be modified determined by bit planes 0 and 2 if 
by bit 7 (the high-order bit) of the byte and subsequently rewritten-again. all the byte containing the pixel is at an 
at address AOOO:OOOO. Thus. one row 4 bytes at the same time-to the bit even address. and by planes I and 3 
of 640 pixels requires an address planes in EGA RAM. if the byte is at an odd address. If you 
space of 80 (50 hexadecimal) bytes. The way in which bits in the four bit are reading or writing pixels in this 
With this addressing scheme. the ad planes are arranged to specify the particular configuration. you must 
dress of the first pixel in the second value of a pixel depends upon the be very carefu l to use the correct bit 
row of the screen is at bit 7 of the byte amount of EGA RAM present and (w11timledl 

at A000:0050. the second pixel in the .---------------------------
row is at bit 6 of that byte. and so 
forth. 

Finally-and this is a major architec
tural difference from the CGA-the 
EGA display RAM consists of four 
parallel bit planes. For example. an 
EGA with 64K bytes of RAM is actual
ly configured as four 16K-byte bit 
planes. all four of which share the 
same address space (e.g.. starting at 
AOOO:OOOO for enhanced graphics 
modes). Since four banks of RAM 
share the same address space. the 
EGA contains special logic for access
ing each of the bit planes individual
ly and in tandem. 

BIT PLANES AND PIXELS 
It helps to visualize the logical con
figuration of EGA RAM as two-dimen
sional. Imagine one row of 640 pixels. 
This row of pixels is 640 bits (80 bytes) 
"across" and 4 bits (1 bit per plane) 
"deep:· You find the address of an in
dividual pixel by counting "across" 
the row. The value of that pixel is 
represented by the bits set in each of 
the four bit planes at that address. 

For instance. a pixel whose value is 
5 (binary 0101) in the upper left corner 
of the display is addressed by the 
high-order bit (bit 7) of the zeroth byte 

Inquiry 204 

courier 2"400 
8100 McCormick Blvd., Skokie, IL 60076 
Phone: (312} 733-0497 
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planes for each pixel. 
In general. a program that manipu

lates pixels in EGA RAM should be 
"aware" of the EGA's hardware con
figuration as well as the current video 
mode. ROM BIOS function l 2 hexa
decimal of interrupt 10 hexadecimal 
returns this information. A graphics 
program that does not test the hard
ware configuration properly will get 
into trouble manipulating pixel bits in 
different EGA graphics modes. rn fact. 
the EGAs ROM BIOS read-dot func
tion contains exactly this type of bug: 
it appears in monochrome graphics 
mode OF hexadecimal on an EGA 
with 64K bytes of RAM (see listing I 
and table 2). 

How To WRITE A PIXEL 
The conceptually simple task of set
ting a pixel·s value requires that you 
become familiar with several key func
tions of the EGA's Graphics Controller. 
For this reason it is worth examining 
the sequence of events carefully. A 
comparison of the sample subroutine 
listings with the following discussion 
should be helpful. 

On the EGA. you can set the value 
of individual pixels in three different 
"write modes.·· These modes have 
nothing to do with the video-display 
modes discussed earlier. They de
scribe different methods of program
ming the EGA Graphics Controller 
chip. 

The EGA's ROM BIOS uses Write 
Mode 0 as its default. so I will de
scribe its use in detail. 1b set the value 
of a pixel in Write Mode 0. you per
form a five·step sequence of opera
tions (see listing 2). 

First. you must calculate a byte ad
dress and bit mask for the pixel With 
integer arithmetic and 80 bytes per 
row. the byte offset of a pixel at loca· 
tion (X.!/) is at (!/ x 80) + x/8 and the 
bit number to be set (where bit 7 is 
the left-most or high-order bit) is 7 
(x mod 8). 

You generally need to program the 
EGA Graphics Controller with a bit 
mask rather than a bit number. The 
corresponding bit mask can be calcu
lated by r(7 - (x mod 8)) or, more 
efficiently. with a simple lookup table. 
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Listing I: A FORTH routine Ifiat demonstrates a bug i'1 the EGA's ROM 
BIOS read-do/ rouli'1e. Tile pixels are wrille'1 proper/!! b!I the write-dot routine. 
but tile re.ad·dot procedure doesn·t return tile correct value (see table 2J . 

HEX 
: WRITE_DOT ( x y value - ) \ use ROM BIOS to store pet 

>R SWAP R > \ stack: - y x value 
0 SWAP OCOO + \ stack: - y x o OC +value 
video-io 4DROP: \ do INT 1Oh , discard stack 

: READ_DOT ( x y - value ) \ use ROM BIOS to fetch pel 
SWAP 0 0000 \ stack: - y x 0 0000 
video-io \ stack: - DX CX BX AX 
>R 3DROP A> OFF AND ; \ slack: - value 

DECIMAL 
: BUGDEMO ( - ) 

640X350 VMODE BNV CLS \ select mode, clear the screen 

0 0 15 WAITE_DOT 0 0 READ_ OOT 

CR ." WRITE dot in even byte, READ dot in even byte: ". 


8 1 15 WR ITE_DOT 8 1 READ_DOT 

CR ." WRITE dot in odd byte, READ dot in odd byte : ". 


0 2 15 WRITE...;DOT 8 2 AEAD_ DOT ...CR . " WRITE dot in even byte. READ dot in odd byte 

CR ." End of demo." CR ; 

Tuble 2: Sample output from /isling I. The firs! value is correct; the sec.o'1d 
value should be 15. and t~e third value s~ould be 0. 

WRI TE dot in even byte, READ dot in even byte: 15 
WRITE dot in odd byte. READ dot in odd byte : 0 
WAITE dot in even byte. READ dot in odd byte : 15 
End of demo. 
Ok 

listing 2: Sample subroutine using Write Mode 0. 

wpO proc near ; call wilh 	 AX "' y-coordlnate 
BX = x·coordinate 
ex = pixel value 

push ex 	 : Preserve the pixel value on the stack. 
; (It gets popped into AX later on ... ) 

; Calculate byte address (segment & offset) and bit mask 
mov dx,OAOOOh 
mov ds.dx ; DS : "' EGA buffer segment address 

mov dx.80 

mul dx ; AX : = (y • 80) 


mov cx,bx ; ex := x 
shr bx.l 
shr bx,1 
shr bx, 1 ; BX : "' x/8 
add bx.ax ; BX : = (y • 80) + x/8 (offset) 

and cl,7 	 ; CL : = (x mod 8) 

(continued] 
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xor cl,7 
mov ch ,1 
shl ch.cl 

; Set the Bit Mask register 
mov dx.3CEh 
mov al.B 
out dx,al 

mov dx,3CFh 
mov al.ch 
out dx ,al 

~ Set all 4 bits in the pixel to o 
mov al ,{bx) 

mov al,O 
mov (bx],al 

: CL : = 7 - (x mod 8) 

: CH ; = 2 ~ (7 - x mod 8) (bit mask) 

: Graphics Controller port add ress 

: select register 8 

; load the bit mask into register 8 

; Read al address AOOO:offset 
: This latches all 4 bit planes_ 
; (The byte " read" is ignored.) 

: Write at address AOOO:ottset 
; This sets the bit-masked bits lo o 
; and stores the latched bytes to the 
: bit planes 

: Set bits in the appropriate bit planes to 1 

Second. configure the EGA Graph
ics Controller to perform the write 
operation. You need to specify the 
write mode. the bit planes to be 
modified. and the bit mask. The ROM 
BIOS always leaves the Graphics Con
troller in Write Mode 0 with all four 
bit planes enabled, so all that you 
need to specify is the bit mask for the 
pixel. 

; Sequencer/Map Mode port address 

; Select Map Mask register 2 

; AL : ~ map mask (i .e., pixel value) 
; Load the map mask into SMM register 2. 
; This enables the appropriate bit planes_ 

: Latch the bit plane data. 

; Set bits to 1 in appropriate planes. 

: Again, select .. . 

; ... Sequencer/Map Mask register 2. 


; Default map mask 

: Enable all lour bit planes 


; Again, select . .. 

; . . . Graphics Controller register 8 


; Default bit mask 

; Restore default bit mask 


Load the Graphics Controller's Bit 
Mask register (register number 8) by 
storing 8 to 110 port 3CE hexadecimal. 
(Use the 8086 OUT instruction.) Then 
store the bit mask to the data port 
3CF. 

Third. reset the value of the pixel to 
zero by setting the bits in all bit planes 
corresponding to the pixel to 0. 10 do 

(c.ont!"ued) 
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MEGA-MATH@ 

Engineers, sclenllsts a nd staf1stlcla ns ore 
d iscovering the l ime saving capab ility ol 
New " Mega Mafh" 11. A lib rary of over 45 
assembly tonguoge subroutines for fast 
numeric colculofions, up to 11 t imes lasler 
than your p resent complier. 

The p retested routines use the 8087 or 
80287 coprocessor for optimum perfor
mance. The routines reduce development 
time. code size and testing time. 

..Mega Math" II Includes: 
MATRIX OPERATIONS 
VECTOR OPERATIONS 

VECTOR SCALAR OPERATIONS 
STATISTICAL OPERATIONS 

FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM 
CONVOLUTION 

SOLUTION OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 

The library Is callable from Microsoft 
Fortran. Basic ...C" and Poscol compi lers. 
Al so IBM ProlessfonoJ Fortran ond Macro 
Assemb ler. 
Gef "Mega Mafl1 " II Perfonnonce for only 

$299.00 (U.S.) 
Also o vo lloble ts the "Mego Matti" A.T. 

"Booster''. A single PC board. designed to 
reduce execution llme In numeric processing 
applica tions. 

If yovr IBM AT Is equipped with 111e 80287 
coprocessor, the "Booster'' will enhance Its 
p erformance b y up to 50%. 

PRICE $249.00 (U.S.) 
For Increased perf01monce of Mega Molfl 
Routines,' Inquire about Mlcray's high parlor· 
monce floating point processor for Ifie IBM 
AT or compatib les. 

=- .= = ...=.=... ='=. ~- -== ~m~~ r ECTR- NI.=. LTD. 
(403) 250-1 437 
Boy 1. d001A • 19 Streef N.E. 
Cotgarv. Alberto. Conodo T2E 6X8 
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1Ni!;RNATIONAl BUSINESS MACHINES 


(MIC ROSOFT) MICROSOFT CORPORATION 

(MEGA MATH) MICRAY 
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mov 
mov 
out 

mov 
pop 
out 

mov 
mov 
mov 

dx,3C4h 
al,2 
dx,al 

dx,3C5h 
ax 
d:x ,al 

al.(bx) 
al, 11 1111 11 b 
[bx),al 

: Restore default EGA graphics status 
dx,3C4h 
al,2 
dx,al 

dx,3C5h 
a1. 1111 b 
dx,al 

dx.3CEh 
al,B 
dx.al 

dx.3CFh 
al, 11111111 b 
dx,al 

wpO 

mov 
mov 
out 

mov 
mov 
out 

mov 
mov 
out 

mov 
mov 
out 

ret 
endp 



YOU JUST BOUGHT AHAYES 

MODEM FORYOUR IBM PC? 


SORRY, YOU BLEW 11 

SMARTMODEM ZOO:\ lit\H11 ) ! :M 

1200B pc: 1200 

100% SMARTMODEM COMPKflRLE 
Complete Hardware and Software ompatibility 

MICROPROCESSOR EPROM 
Permits Hardware pll,n1des 

CALL PROGRESS TO EDRTECTION 
With MCI/Sprint Capability 

DEMON DIALI G 
Automatically Reaches Busy lumbers Fast 

TOUCl-fTONE DETECfOR OPTIO 
With Auto-Answer Password Securit)' 

SK BYTE RAM OPTIO 
For Background Electronic Messaging 

EXTENDED"ZT" COMMANDS 
For M?re Proll,ramming Power 

HIGH-SPEED 16450 UART 
Recommended fo1- IBM PC AT 

AUDIO I .PUT JACK 
To Send Voice to a Remote Caller 

CLOCK/CALENDAR OPTION 

v' 
v' 

v' 
v' 
y 

v 
y 
y 
v 
y 
y 
y 

COMMUNICArlONS SOFTWARE I CWDED SMARTCOM PFS:ACCESS 

MADE WHERE? USA USA 

WARRANTY 2YEARS 2YEARS 

s GGESTED RETAIL PRICE $549 $499* 

Z 0 0 MI 

PC 

1200 


MODEM 
Ca/I 11sfor the name ofyour nearest Authorized ZOOM Dealer: 800-631-3116 or 617-423-1072 in Massachusetts 

De~lc:u.; The WOM/MODE.M PC 1200 is in s10ck now :it tAe kading n:u ional ~ nd r~giona1 d isulbutots. 
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this. read I byte at the byte address 
you calculated and then write a data 
byte consisting of 8 zero bits to that 
address. 

When you perform the byte read. 
the Graphics Controller stores 4 bytes 
from the bit planes into its internal 
latch registers. (You can ignore the 
byte you read.) When you write the 
data byte. the Graphics Controller 
uses the bit mask to copy bits from 
the data byte to the bit planes. Only 
masked bits are copied. The resu lt is 
that a zero bit is copied to each of the 
four bit planes. and the value of the 
pixel is zero. 

Fourth. set the bits to I in the ap
propriate bit planes for the pixel. Do 
this by enabling only those bit planes 
that are to contain a I bit. Bit planes 
are enabled by storing a "map mask" 
in the Graph ics Controller's Se
quencer/Map Mode register (regis
ter 2) . 

The map mask is a 4-bit pattern (the 
low-order nybble of I byte) with I bits 
that correspond to the bit planes to 
be enabled. Since the value of a pixel 
likewise corresponds to the bits set in 
each bit plane at a given address. the 
map mask is the same as the value of 
the pixel. Thus. when you OUT a 2 to 
110 port 3C4 and then the value of the 
pixel to 1/0 port 3C5. you enable the 
appropriate bit planes for the I bits 
in the pixel. 

To store I bits in the enabled bit 
planes. you must again latch bytes 
from the bit planes by doing a byte 
read. Then. write a data byte of all I 
bits. As before, the Graphics Con
troller uses the bit mask to determine 
which bits in the data byte to copy in
to the bit planes. However. this time 
only the enabled bit planes are up
dated. The result is that a I bit ls 
copied to each of the enabled bit 
planes. and the pixel has its new 
value. 

Fifth. you must reconfigure the 
Graphics Controller to the default 
status assumed by the ROM BIOS. Re· 
enable all four bit planes. (OUT a 2 
to port 3C4 and then binary 1111 to 
port 3C5 .) Finally. set he Graphics 
Controller's bit mask to binary 

(continued) 
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LaserJet Printing Using WordStar® 
Multiplan®and Lotus 1-2-3® 

PrintMerge1
m uses all the features of LaserJet &. LaserJet PLUS 

Po.laris. Prin.tMerge1
m is the print control program that prints WordStar and ASCII 

prmt files !Jke ~otus 1-2-3 and Multiplan Pri nt File-s. Polaris PriotMergetm creates 
the most professionally perfect print ing possible by the LaserJet. Print camera ready 
Documentation, Proposals, Spreadsheets, Reports , Manuals and Newsletters. Here's 
what others are saying about Polaris PrintMergetm: 

lnPfoLWorld Review "Polaris PrlntMerge1
m takes the worry oul ot using the 

aserJet effectively with WordStar and 1-2-3. Do we like Polaris* H 
PrintMerge? YOU BET," 

* John C. Dvorak, lnfoWorld & PC World said: "I highly recommend It." 

Fn~ HEWLETTRecommended by 
~~PACKARD 

Easily Prin t Tables & SpreadSheets Correctly Using Proporllonal Fonts * ~ 

Print Text with Forms * Full Utilization of New Line Functions & Shading 

Use Our Software Symbol Sheet1m($49.95J6"tg' +• : O ffi //I 
$ 99.00 copy protec1ed 
$ J24.00 not copy prolected 
$ 5.00 s & h (tax in Ca.) 

Money Back Guaran1ee 

Call or Write for Your Copy Today 619 471-0922 
3/0 Via Vera Cruz. Suite 205. S an Marcos. CA . 92069 

PC or MS DOS '198K RAM fBM PC, XT, AT, or 100% Compa~lblH & 38tK R.AM HP 150 

HOW TO JUSTIFY ALASER PRINTER 

You·d love ro have one of those high- peed laser printers. 


Bur <uen"t th ey hard to cost-justify? Not if yo u 

have two or more computers that you 


want to hook up . 


WITH PrintDirector 
Wha t' PrintDi rector? 


It 's a product fa mily of buf
fe r d, intelligent printer mana

gers that a llows you to more th an 

cost- ju tify th at laser printer. It lets you 


hook up minis, PCs, mode ms multiple prin 

~ers , para llel and seria l ... you name it. A ny 


mix of models and make . It can even be a Print 

S ~ver in a larger ~AN. The buffer (60KB to 500KB) 


provides concurrent 111put and output . It handles d ifferent 
. ba~d rates a nd protocols. o cable or switch flipping. No mod 
1ficat1ons to your hardware or softwa re. For more information on 

PrintDirector. the ultimate in printer manager call or write: 

PrintDirector 
Digital Products Inc. • The imple Network Solution ompany 

600 Pleasant treet, Watertown MA 02172 

(617) 924-1680 (Outside Mass., call 1-800-243-2333) 


Prices start at $645. 
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11111111 . (OUT an 8 to port 3CE and 
then 111111 I I to port 3CF.) 

In Write Mode I the Graphics Con
trol !er simply copies the contents of 
its latch registers (presumably loaded 
by a previous latched read) into the 
bit planes. This function is particular
ly useful for copying one region of 
EGA RAM to another. since all four 
bit planes can be updated ln a single 
memory cycle. 

You can also use Write Mode 2 to 
set the value of an individual pixel. 
The technique differs from that of 
Write Mode 0 in that you do not need 
to selectively enable the bit planes in 
order to set bits. Rather. bits in the ap
propriate planes are set according to 
a data byte you write to the pixel's 
byre address. 

The programming sequence is as 
follows (see listing 3). Calculate the 
byte address and bit mask for the 
pixel. Then set Write Mode 2 by 
writ ing a 2 to the Graphics Controller 
register 5. the Mode register. (OUT a 
5 to port 3CE. then OUT a 2 to port 
3CF.l Set the bit mask for the pixel. 
(OUT an 8 to port 3CE. then OUT the 
bit mask to port 3CF.J Next. latch the 
bytes at the calculated address in the 
bit planes. Write a byte containing the 
value of the pixel to the calculated ad
dress. The bits in this byte are copied 
into the corresponding bit planes (bit 
0 to plane 0. bit I to plane I. and so 
on) for the bit specified in the bit 
mask. Finally. restore the default 
Graphics Controller write mode and 
bit mask. 

fn addition to providing three dif· 
ferent ways of writing pixels. the 
Graphics Controller can also be pro
grammed to perform certain useful 
(and maybe not so useful) bit manip
ulations. You can set any or all of the 
8 bits in the bit mask so that up to 
8 pixels at a time can be modified In 
a single write operation. This is espe
cially handy in setting groups of pixels 
to the same color (to draw a hori
zontal line. for example). Bitwise AND. 
OR. or XOR operations on the data 
in the bit planes can be specified by 
modifying bits 3 and 4 of the Graph· 
ics Controller"s Data Rotate/Function 
Select register (register 3J. In Write 
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Listing 3: Sample su6routi11e using Write Mode 2. 

wp2 proc near ; call with AX = y-coordinare 
BX "' x-coordinate 
ex "' pixel value 

push ex ; Preserve the pixel value on the stack. 
: (It gets popped into AX later on ... ) 

: Calculate byte address (segment & oHset) and bit mask 
mov dx,OAOOOh 
mov ds,dx 

mov dx,80 
mul dx 

mov ex.bx 
shr bx,1 
shr bx ,1 
shr bx,1 
add bx ,ax 

and cl,7 
xor ol.7 
mov ch,1 
Shi ch.cl 

: Select Write Mode 2 
mov dx,3CEh 
mov al.5 
out dx,al 

mov dx,3CFh 
mov al,2 
OU dx.al 

: Set the Bil Mask register 
mov dx,JCEh 
mov al ,8 
out dx.al 

mov dx,3CFh 
mov al .ch 
out dx.al 

; Latch all four bit planes 
mov al .[bx) 

: Write the pixel 
pop ax 
mov [bx).al 

. Restore default EGA graphics status 
mov dx.3CEh 
mov al ,5 
out dx.al 

mov dx,3CFh 
mov al ,O 
out dx.al 

mov dx,3CEh 
mov al ,8 

: DS : "" EGA buHer segment address 

: AX : = (y • 80) 

: ex :"' x 

: BX ; ... x/8 

; BX : "' (y • 80) + x/8 (offset) 


; CL : = (x mod 8) 

: CL : - 7 - (x mod 8) 


: CH : "' 2 • (7 - x mod 8) (bit mask) 

; Graphics Controller port address 

: Select Mode register (register 5) 

; Set Write Mode 2 

: Graphics Controller port address 

: select register 8 

; load the bit mask into register 8 

; " Graphics read" at address AOOO:ottset 

: This loads 1 byte from each bit plane 

; into the latch registers. 

; (The byte "read" is ignored.) 


; AL : "' pixel value 

; Write at address AOOO;olfset 

; This sets the appropriate bit-masked bits 

; in the latch registers aod stores 

; the latched bytes to the bit planes. 


: Again. select ... 


: ... Graphics Controller "' Mode Register" 


: Restore Write Mooe o (the default) 

: Again, select ... 

(co11/ i11ued) 
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out dx,a1 . . . . Graphics Controller register 8 

mov dx.3CFh 
mov al, 11111111 b ; Default bit mask 
out dx,al ; Restore default bit mask 

re 
wp2 endp 

Listing 4: Sample subroutine usirrg Read Mode 0. 

rpO proc near ; call with AX "' y-coordinate 
BX "' x-coordinate 

; returns ex "' pixel value 

: Calculate byte address (segment & ottset) and bit mask 
mov dx,OAOOOh 
mov ds,dx : OS : "' EGA buffer segment address 

mov dx,80 

mul dx ; AX : = (Y • 80) 


mov ex,bx ; ex :"' x 

shr bx,1 

shr bx,1 

shr b ,1 ; BX : = x/8 

add bx.ax : BX : = (y • 80) + x/8 (offset) 


and cl.7 ; CL : "' (x mod 8) 

xor cl,7 ; Cl :c 7 - (x mod 8) 

mov ch ,1 

shl ch .cl : CH : = 2 • (7 - x mod 8) (bit mask) 


. Read each bit plane 
mov ah,3 ; AH ; = bit plane number 

LI : 	 mov dx,3CEh 
mov al,4 ; Selec Graphics Controller . .. 
out dx,al ; . . . Read Map Select register 4 

mov dx,3CFh 
mov al.ah ; Select bit plane 3. 2, 1, 0 
out dx.al 

mov 	 al.(bxl ; AL : "' byte from bit plane 

; Gather the bits together in CL 
Shi cl , ; bitO of CL : "' 0 
and al.ch ; Apply bi mask to byte read 
jz L2 ; Jump if bit read was 0 
or cl, 1 ; bilO of Cl : "' 1 

L2: 	 dee ah ; AL : "' next bit plane number 
jge L1 ; loop through all four bit planes 

and cx,OOOFh ; ex :"' pixel value 
ret 

rpO endp 

gorithms. require that you determine 
the value of an individual pixel. The 
EGA facilitates accurate programming 
of such algorithms by providing two 
different ways of reading the value of 
pixels. 

In Read Mode 0. the EGA BIOS 
default. the value of the bits in a given 
byte in any one bit plane can be 
determined. As in Write Mode 0. you 
must specify a bit mask and select a 
set of bit planes. 

The programming steps are as 
follows (see listing 4). Calculate the ad· 
dress and bit mask for the pixel. 
Select a bit plane to be read by 
loading a blt number (not a bit mask) 
into the Graphics Controller's Read 
Map Select register (register 4). Use 
OUT to write a 4 to port 3CE. then 
OUT the bit number (0. I. 2. or 3) to 
port 3CF Then read the byte at the 
address you calculated. This byte is 
the actual data stored in the bit plane 
you selected at the address you read 
Then. AND the byte you read with the 
bit mask. lf you are reading one pixel. 
the bit you mask is one of the 4 bits 
that make up the value of the pixel. 
Repeat these steps for all bit planes. 
Put the bits you read from each of the 
bit planes together in the low nybble 
of I byte. This is the value of the pixel. 

Read Mode I is conceptually quite 
different from Read Mode O. In Read 
Mode I you compare pixels to a pre· 
specified value to see if they match 
rather than actually determining the 
value of a pixel. This technique is 
practical when you need to scan a row 
for the occurrence of a pixel of a 
given value since you can test 8 pixels 
at a time. 

Here are the steps involved (see 
listing 5). As usual. calculate the ad
dress of the pixel(sJ in question. Select 
Read Mode I . (OUT a 5 to port '3CE. 
then OUT an 8 to port 3CF to set bit 
3 of this register to 1.J Load the value 
to which you want the EGA to com
pare pixels into Graphics Controller 

Mode 0. the data byte written to the 
bit planes can be rotated by the 
Graphics Controller before it is 
written to the bit planes. The number 
of bit positions to rotate to the left 
is specified in bits 0 through 2 of 

the Data Rotate/Function Select 
register. 

How TO READ A PIXEL 
Some graphics algorithms. particular
ly scan-conversion and region-fill al

register 2. the Color Compare register. 
~OUT a 2 to port 3CE. then OUT the 
comparison value lo port 3CF.) Read 
the byte at the calculated address. 
This byte will contain a l bit in bit 

fc.on!lnuedl 
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EGA PROGRAMMING 

STAY AHEAD OF THE GAME 

WITH TIE LOWEST IN TOWN! 
TECH PC/AT $2099 
PRICE INCLUDES: 
• 6MHZ 80286 CPU 
• 512K 
• ON(& 1.2 MB FLOPPY DRIVE 
• 8 E11PANSION SLOTS 
• 195 WATT POWER SUPPLY 
• COMPLETE MS DOS+.fC DOS. 

XENIX COMPATIBILI 1 r 
• RUNS LOTUS 123. DBASE Ill 

FRAMEWORK AND ALL OTHER 
POPULAR AT SOFTWARE. 

•ONE YEAR WARRANTY/I 
OPTIONS: 
TECH PC/AT WITH 	 $ 
20MB HARD DISK 2499 
TECH PC/AT WITH 20MB HARD DISK,
MONOCHROME MONITOR 
HERCULES COMPATIBLE $ 
MONO/GRAPHICS CARD 2699 
ALSO AVAILA.BLE WITH 6·8 MHZ 
SWITCHABLE CPU,_, TAPE li4CKUPS, 
MODEMS, LARGEM HARD DISKS, 
AND NETWORKING SYSTEMS. 

TECH TURBO PC/XT
$1099

PRICE INCLUDES: 
• 4 TO 7 MHZ SOFTWARE 

SWITCHABLE CPU 
• 640K 
• TWCJ360K DSIDD FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 
• 8 E11PANSION SLOTS 
• 135 WATT POWER SUPPLY 
•ONE YEAR WARRANTY!! 
OPTIONS: 
TECH TURBO PC/XT WITH $ . g
20MB HARD DISK 169
TECH TURBO PCJXT WITH 20MB HARD 
DISK;.MONOCHROME MONITOR AND 
HER1JULES COMPATIBLE $ . 
MONO/GRAPHICS CARD 1950 

TECH PC/XT $799 
PRICE INCLUES: 
• 4.77 MHZ CPU 
• 256K 
• TW!'J 360K OS/DD FLOPPY DRIVES 
• 8 E11PANSION SLOTS 
• 135 WATT POWER SUPPLY 
•ONE YEAR WARRANTY/I 
OPTIONS: 

Jaffa ~CJ~6 'fr/J~ s1449 
TECH PCIXT WITH 20MB HARD DISK,
MONOCHROME MONITOR, 
HERCULES COMPATIBLE $ 
MONO/GRAPHICS CARD 1649 

TE\.EX1 2'72008 

An•-r Back·TECH 


FAXJ 714/5541-8325 


VIS.A, MASTER.CHARGE, 

CHECK ACCEPTED 


TECH Jillt! 	PERSONAL 
- -- - - - - COMPUTERS 

7141754-1170 
2131 S. HATHAWAY,SANTA ANA, CA 
!01005 TECH PC 92705 
·~cu1n is a legl!SIA!tod ndomlW1c of Her:culos COmpu1or 
tocMology, 

~EIM. IBMPC: )er, ondAT oro•-....0 .-.,,1o,, oilr;o'"""°""' 
6u51nHt MllCtline:t Corri 
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Listing 5: Sample subroutine using Read Mode I. 

rp1 proc near : call with 

: returns 

AX "" y·COOrdinate 
BX "' X·coordinate 
ex "' compare value 
ex"" flag 

push ex 	 ; Push the compare value on the stack. 
; (It gets popped into AX later on ... ) 

, Calculate byte address (segment & offset) and bit mask 
mov dx,OAOOOh 
mov ds,dx 

mov dx,80 
mul dx 

mov ex, bx 
shr bx,1 
shr bx,1 
shr bx,1 
add bx.ax 

and cl.7 
xor cl ,7 
mov ch.1 
shl ch.cl 

: Select Read Mode 1 
mov dx,3CEh 
mov al,5 
out dx,al 

mov dx,3CFh 
mov al,8 
out dx,al 

; Specify the comparison value 
mov dx,3CEh 
mov al,2 
out dx,al 

mov dx,3CFh 
pop ax 
out dx,al 

: Read and test the pixel value 
mov al.(bxl 

and 
jz 

al.ch 
l 1 

mov 
ret 

cx,1 

l1 : 

rpl 

mov 
ret 
endp 

cx,O 

positions corresponding to pixels that 
match the comparison va lue. If a pixel 
does not match. the corresponding 
bit position is 0. Then restore the 
default Read Mode 0. (OUT a 5 to 

; OS : "' EGA butter segment address 

; AX : ,,,(y•80) 

: ex := x 

: BX : "' x18 

; BX : = (y • 80) + x18 (oHset) 


; CL : "' (x mod 8) 
; Cl : "" 7 - (x mod 8) 

; CH : "' 2 • (7 - x mod 8) (bit mask) 

: Select Graphics Controller ... 

; . . . Mode register (register 5) 


; Set bit 3 to Ind icate . .. 

: . . . Read Mode 1 


; Select Graphics Controller .. . 

; .. . COior Compare register 


: Al :"' comparison value 

: Load Color Compare register 


: Read at address AOOO:offset. 

: II a bit in Al Is 1, 

: the co rresponding pixel's 

: value matches the 

: comparison value. 


; Apply the bit mask. 

: Jump if pixel didn't match. 


: ex := " true" 

: ex :"' " lalse" 

port 3CE. then OUT a 0 to port 3CF.) 
By default the EGA compares bits 

in all four bit planes to the value you 
load lnto the Color Compare register. 

[co11 li11utd) 
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18M PC is areg istered 1rademark of lnternallonal 81Jsiness Machines Corpora1ion. Framework Is a registe1eo tra.

MICROTEK ,INTRODUCES NEW PC BOARD LINE 

BY OFFERING 10,000 20°/o OFF DISCOUNT COUPONS* 


mIBM PC USERS. 


------------  -,

Please send me the following : 

o 20% OFF COUPON and the name of my nearest participating dealer 

O Information on products circled 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I 
Name _________________________________ I 
Address------------------------------ 

City----------------- State ------ Zip ----- 
 I 

Telephone Number---------------------- ---- 

Dealer and distributor inciuiries welcome. Call (619) 569-0900 

MAIL TO: Microlek, Inc., P.O. Box 23817, San Diego, CA 92123 ...JI 
aemark or Ashton-Tate . SuperCalc is a registered uademarlc of Sorcim/lUS Micro Software. 

This board is fum:tionally 
e11ui\•alent to the IBM Printer 
Adapter. Asynchronous 
Communications Adapter. enough 
meimry expansion lo equal 384 K. 
and a clock card. Plus comes witll 
software lhat aJfows an extra 640K 
ol Virtual Memory (can tie used 
with fixed or RAM diSkand Lotus/ 
lntel/M.crosolt specification 
soltware) . for IBM PC/XT and 
compatibJes. 

This board provides up to 2 
megabytes of paged RAM memory 
for use with Symphony U, Lotus 
1·2·3 (2 .0 version), and new 
versions ot framework. SuperCalc 
and other programs !hat use 111e 
LotusllnteVM1crosoll expanded 
memory specificalions. II is 
shipped with Disk Emulation and 
Prrnte1 Spooler software. 

The GL D·384K Ultrallex Memory 
Board does more than just provide 
up to 384K of extra memory. In 
addilion to print spooling, this 
board comes wilh software lhat 
allows an extra 640K of Virtual 
Memory (can be used with fixell or 
RAM diSk and Lotusllntel!Microsofl 
specification software) . For IBM 
PCIXT and compatibles. 

200/o Off Coupons 
will be honored 

' at your local 
dealer. 
Now you can get the discounts you're 
looking for plus full product support from 
your local dealer. Here's all you do. 
Simply fill out the Coupon Request Form 
at the bottom of this ad and mail it back 
to Microtek. We'll send you your 20% 
OFF COUPON, product information and 
the name of your nearest participating 
Microtek dealer. 

More than 
1,000 dealers 
and over 300,000 
customers know 
the value of 
Microtek's: 
• 	 7-24 Customer Service 


(7 days, 24 hours per day} 

• 	Wide Selection of Products 
• 	Fully-Tested Products 
• 2 Year Warranty 
• Manufacturing Quality 


(Built in USA) 


•20% Off suggested list price 

Lotus is a regislered trademark of Lotus De~elopment Company. 
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EGA PROGRAMMING 


However. in some video modes only 
two bit planes are used for a given 
pi xeL (These are 640- by 350-pixel 
four-color graphics modes on the IBM 
monochrome display or on an EGA 
with only 64K bytes of RAM.) In these 
instances you must specify which bit 
planes are used in the comparison by 
loading a bit pattern into the Graphics 

\bu're inGoodCompany 

When\bu Program 


inBetterBASIC.
',, 


All of these companies relr on BeuerllASIC 
towrite th ir software programs.They hal'e 
found that BetterllASICcombines the features 
the\' need from BASIC. Pasca l, Cand forth in 
one familiar environmenLSome or these fea
tures include the following. 
640K 'ow )'OUcan use the full memo11· 
o[ )'OU r PC lo develop large programs. 
STR CTURED Create well organized 
programs using procedures and functions 
that are easi l)•identified and understood and 
completely reu able in future programs. 
l'ttODULAR Ueprocedures and functions 
11rouped together to form "l ibrari· modules ·· 
INfERACTlVE Betterl~>\SIC a.cts like an 
interpre1er. responding tu the u erS· commands 
in an immediate mode. However. each 

S1ateme111 i actuall~· compiled as it i e111ered. 
EXfENSlBLE Create !'llUr 011~1 
Betterf~SIC moclulcs 111lich contain 

Controller's Color Don't Care register 
(register 7). 

P IXELS AND PALETTES 
The value of a pixel corresponds to 
one of 16 palette registers internal to 
the EGA's video attribute controller 
circuitry. In turn . the content of each 
of these registers corresponds to the 

Beuerl!ASIC extensions ~ of 1merna1im1~l llusi11css 
• lachines l.11rp 1lmd1 i a rCJi,iS

(ldeal fo r 0E.\1s) . ,.. tm:d 1r.adetnarko1 Tandr fArp 

COMPILED Each l.ine B · IC lllU11r.ated :tho1~~rerewsc~rec1" ·tradmlorb or the followln~ rom
0rII1e program 1s ponies· Mobil 011 r.orp •AT& r. 
compiled as it i entered . ... .. . '"'"""I FJocirlc r..o•. 11·.,.mi · 

house f. ledric f.orp •Tl!W. I11c 

ALSO AVAILABLEFOR THE 'JJ\NDY 2000, 1200 A D IOOO 

into the computer's memoryrather than 
interpreted at runtime. The optional Runtime 
System generates EXE. files. 
BetterBASIC Runs on IBM PC. 18~1 
PCIXT and compatibles. 

CALL 1-800-225-5800 (In Canada: 

416-469·52 ) Order BeuerBAS!Cnow. or 

wri te Summit Software Technology. Jnc. '", 

P.O. Box 99. Bailson Park. Wellesler. MA 02157. 
Prices are listed below. • 
BeuerBASIC: $199 Huntime System: 250 

808 i\1ath Module: S99 

Order the Jleue.rllASICsample disk wl1ich 
includes a demo. a tutorial. cornpa1 ibili1y 
issues and more. Onl)' SIO. 
M:IS[etCJ.nl. ~•~ l'O. Checks. Mone1 Order. C.OlJ 
accep1ed. • 
llfll« H.l!' ll'. iH rcgisttred itademirk arSumrrut 
Sof1•~" T« li nolOR'. l11c 
illMPC ond ll1.'11 l'CIXTitt re~1sttml 1radem:11b 

colors displayed. Each bit in the 
palette registers corresponds to the 
IRGB (input red-green-blue) signats 
that drive the video display. Since a 
pixel can have any one of 16 values. 
and any of 64 colors can be specified 
in each of the palette registers. 16 of 
64 colors can be displayed. 

When a video mode is selected 
using the ROM BIOS. the palette reg
isters are loaded with "'reasonable" 
color values. For example, in 16-color 
video modes. the colors correspond 
to those available on the CGA. How
ever. you can alter the contents of the 
palette registers to achieve color-mix
ing. masking, and animation effects. 

You can load the palette color reg
isters directly by writing 110 port 3CO. 
However. you should probably use 
the ROM BIOS function 10 hexadeci
mal of interrupt 10 hexadecimal. 
which programs the palette registers 
either individually or from a list of 
values. This is the same BIOS software 
interface used in the PCjr. 

SUMMARV 
I have covered the fundamentals of 
graphics programming on the EGA If 
you have followed the sample tistings. 
you will have an idea of the type of 
low-level programming required. 

Understanding the graphics archi
tecture of the EGA is the essential first 
step in programming other interesting 
functions. including panning. split
screen display. and RAM-loadable 
character sets. IBM's technical docu
mentation provides programming ex
amples for these EGA functions. 

At this writing. the EGA is still fairly 
new on the market. Few programs 
make use of its enhanced graphics 
capabilities. But as the use of the EGA 
becomes more widespread and more 
ingenious programmers begin work
ing with it. you should see some re
markable graphics programs. • 
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Powerful MS;.DOS Software. 

For the IBM -PC, XT, AT &compatibles with MS-DOS/PC-DOS 2.0 or higher: 

Only s3995 Each 

UTAH 

COBOL™ 
ALL NEW! We believe this is the fastest COBOL compiler on 
any micro; for example, we have compiled 4500 statements 
per minute on an IBM-AT Utah COBOL is based on ANSl-74 
standards with powerful level 2 features, including compound 
conditionals & full CALL CANCEL Speed and simplicity are 
certain to make it a favori te in the classroom as well as with 
professional programmers. Package includes diskette, 165-page 
manual, many examples &16 complete COBOL source code 
programs. $39.95. 

COBOL Application Package, Book 1: $9.95. 

UTAH 

PASCALTM 

Has many advanced features including: 14 digit precision, 
BCD math (no round-off errors), floating point +63 ·64, 
TRACE debugging, Arrays up to 8 dimensions, 64K strings, 
Exlernal procedures & Dynamic Module loading. Package 
includes diskette & 134-page mannual. $39.95. 

UTAH 

PILOYM 
Written by Prof. J. Starkweather, the language's creator, 
Utah PILOT exceeds all PILOT-73 standards. And it has an 
integrated full -screen text editor for easy program develop
ment. Ideal for classroom instruction, business training & home 
study Package includes diskette, 129-page manual & 10 sample 
programs. $39.95. 

UTAH 

EDIYM 
A full-screen, video-display text editor designed specifically 
for computer program text preparation. Completely user
changable, it can be configured to almost any terminal & takes 
only 12K disk space. Package includes diskette & 58-page 
manual. $39.95. 

UTAH BASIC'" $39.95 
Package includes diskette & 239-page manual. 

BIG PRINT'" DISKETTE $19.95 
Great for making signs. Requires 132-print posit ion printer. 

UTAH software requires 128K AAM (i.e .• 90K user RAM) an IBM-PC. XT, AT. PCjr, or compatible (16·bit) microcomputer wit h MS·OOS or PC·OOS Operating 
System. Rev. 2 .0 or higher. For S·bit CP/M·80 systems. ask about our NEVADA Software Series. 

MS Is a tmdoroa1k ol Microsoft Corp. IBM is a rngislered lrademark of lnlernalional Business Machines. Corp. Ulah COBOL. Utah BASIC, Utah PASCAL. Utah PILOT. Utah EDIT. 
BIGPRINT. & Ellis Compu1in9. Inc. are llademarks ot Ellis Comput ing. Inc.(!; 1985 Ellis Compulln.9, Inc. 

r------------------------------------------------,
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. If for any reason you 're not Send my UTAH order to: I 
completely satisfied. just return the Utah package within 15 days 
in good condition, with the sealed diskette unopened-and we'll 
relund your money. There's absolutely no risk to you, so why 
wail?-order today. 

Please send me these UTAH Software packages 
(IBM·PC diskette) : 

0 COBOL 0 BASIC 0 EDIT 
0 PASCAL 0 PILOT 0 BIGPRINT 

Send me _(how many) softwar'l packages: TOTAL$___ 

Utah COBOL Application Book 1; BIG PRINT: 
Galilornia residents add sales tax (6% or 61ho/o) 

HANDLING/SHIPPING: no shipping charge within U.S.; 
Overseas add $10 for first package, $5 each additional. 

0 Check 0 VISA D MasterCard 

Checks must be 

in U.S. Dollars, 

drawn on a U.S. bank. 


CAADNQ _ ___________EXP____ 

SIGNATURE------- - --- ----- 

SHIP TO NAME________________ 

STREET-------- - -------- 

CITY/STATE/ZIP--------------- 

COUNTRY----------------- 

Order now from: ELLIS COMPUTING, INC. 
3917 Noriega Street 
San Francisco, CA 94122 

Phone (415) 753·0186 

(Sorry, no C.0 .0 .s.) Enclosed: TOTAL$ ___

L------------------------- ELLIS COMPUTING : _____ _. 
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IF YOU' RE TIRED OF PAY
ING OUTRAGEOUS LONG DIS
TANCE CHARGES EVERY TIME 
YOURCOMPUTERTALKSONTHE 
PHONE, GTE TELENEi OFFEftS 
AN ALTERNATIVE. IT'S 
CALLED PC PURSUIT~" 

NOWFOR ONLY $25 A MONTH 
~LUS A ONE-TIME INSTAL
LATION FEE Of $25) YOU' LL 
BE ABLE TO REACH OiHEft PC 
SUBSCRIBERS , FREE LOCAL 
DATA BASES AND BULLETIN 
BOARDS IN ATLANTA , BOS
T ON , CHICAGO, DALLAS , 
DENVER, DETROIT , HO US 
TON, LOS A.NGELES, NEW YORK 
(AREA CODE 212 ). PHILA 
DELPHIA , SAN FRA NCISCO 
AND WASHINGTON D.C. AND 
TAKE ADVAN TAGE OF LOCAL 
SOFTWARE DOWNLOADING CA
PABILITIES. AS WELL· 

YOU CAN USE THE PC PU ft
SUIT SERVICE BETWEEN bPM 
AND 7AM WEEKDAYS· AND ALL 
DAY ON WEEKENDS. ALL YOU 
NEED IS AN AUTO-ANSWER 
MODEM AND COMMUNICATIONS 
SOFTWARE. 

AS PART Of GTE TELE NET'S 
DATA NETWORK. THE PC PUR 
SUIT SERVICE OFFERS THE 
QUALITY , RELIABILITY AND 
ACCURACY NEEDED IN THE 
PURSUIT OF INFORMATION. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
CALL 800-368-4215 BE
TWEEN 9AM AND SPM. AFTER 
HOURS CALL 800-835-3001 
ON YOUR TERMINAL TO SIGN 
UP AND START USING THE 
SERVICE. OR USE THIS SEC
OND NUMBER TO GET OUR ON
LINE USERS GUIDE. 

WITH PC PURSUIT, YOU CAN 
FINALLY GET YOUR HANDS ON 
THE INFORMATION YOU NEED. 
WITHOUT PAYING AN ARM AND 
A LEG. 

(Cj i =I Telenet 
Inquiry 77 

NOW YOU DON'T HAVE TO PAY THIS MUCH 

TO ACCESS INFORMATION WITH YOUR HOME COMPUTER· 
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INSIDE THE IBM PCs 

IBM PC 

INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINES 


Guidelines for writing an interrupt handler 
in a high--level language 

~ 

BY PAUL M. DUNPHY 

ONE OF THE most impor
tant concepts in computer 
technology is the idea of 
hardware-generated inter
rupts. Interrupts increase 
the overall efficiency of a 
computer system because 
the external devices re
quest the attention of the 
processor as needed. If a 
system had no interrupts. 
the processor would have 
to poll every device in the 
system periodically to see 
if any of them required 
attention. 

Unfortunately. both the 
hardware and software 
aspects of interrupt sys
tems are poorly docu
mented and tend to be re
served for operating
system functions such as 
peripheral drivers. disk 
handlers. etc. Program
mers wishing to make use 
of the interrupt system for 
customized applications 
are frequently forced to 
resort to complex assem· 
bly-language routines that 
are difficult to write and 
understand. In this article. 
I will describe how to use 
the interrupt system on the IBM Per
sonal Computer and demonstrate 
that you can write an interrupt service 
routine (ISR) in a high-level language 
(in this case. Borland lnternational·s 
Turbo Pascal). (Interested readers 
should consult "I nterrupts and the 
IBM PC' Parts I and 2. by Chris 
Dunford. PC Tech loumal. November/ 
December 1983. page 173. and 
January 1984 . page 144.) You shou ld 

ILLUSTRATED BY IA~IE HOGAN 

be able to use these guidelines to 
write ISRs in other languages. 

A BIT OF BACKGROUND 
ON INTERRUPTS 
Peripheral devices can request the 
processor's attention for many dif
ferent reasons. They may require con
trol signa ls. have data available. or 
simply need to tel l the processor that 
they have fi nished a task. Whatever 

the reason. an interrupt is 
the event that makes a 
processor suspend exe
cution of its current pro
gram to perform some re
quested activity. 

An "interrupt line" is a 
pin on the micropro
cessor chip that. when ac
tivated . causes the pro
cessor to save its current 
location (the processor 
usually does this by plac
ing the contents of its in
struction pointer on the 
stack) and transfer control 
to a fixed address. This 
fixed address is the begin
ning of the ISR. The !SR 
performs its tasks and 
returns control to the 
exact location at the time 
of the interrupt so that the 
interrupted routine is 
never aware that it was 
disturbed. Notice that the 
!SR must save any of the 
processor's registers 
before it modifies them 
and then must restore 
them before it returns. 
Otherwise. information 
that the interrupted 
routine had stored in 

those registers might be lost. 
If a processor has only one interrupt 

line with several devices attached. 
then the ISR's first job is to determine 

lai~ !inutd) 

Paul M. Dunph!I is a microcomputer 
specialist at a11 ocecmographic research 
insti tute. He ca11 be reached at the Bedford 
Institute of Ocean09rapfiy. AOL Software 
Systems. POB 1 006. Dartrnoutfi . Nova 
Scotia. Canada . 
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Most processors 

provide several 

interrupt lines and 

each is associated 

with a different 

ISR start address. 


which device caused the interrupt. 
Most processors. however. provide 
several interrupt llnes and each line 
is associated with a different ISR start 
address. In this arrangement. each 
device is serviced by its own ISR. 
Often. as on the IBM PC. the lSR start 
addresses are stored contiguously in 
memory in an "interrupt-vector 
table." This is commonly referred to 
as a " vectored interrupt" system. 

Whether a system has one or 
several interrupt sources. some or all 
of these may be ignored or ··masked 
out'" at times when the processor is 
executing critical code and cannot be 
interrupted. In addition. when several 
interrupt lines are available. they are 
often prioritized so that the system 
can decide which one should be ser
viced first should more than one 
device request attention simulta
neously. 

THE INTERRUPT SYSTEM 
ON THE IBM PC 
The 8088 microprocessor in the IBM 
PC supports a special instruction, INT. 
which allows programs to perform 
synchronous transfers to subroutines 
through the interrupt-vector table in 
a manner much like a hardware inter
rupt. The operating system takes ad
vantage of these software interrupts 
to perform virtually all of its I/0 
(input/output). You should be aware of 
the fact that most of the documenta
tion on IBM PC interrupts is actually 
referring to the INT instruction. 

As for true hardware interrupts. the 
architecture of the IBM PC provides 
eight lines. designated IROO to IR07. 
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As delivered. the IBM PC uses three 
of these lines. IROO is reserved for the 
system timer. IROl for the keyboard. 
and IR06 services the NEC PD765 
floppy-disk controller. 

The remaining lines are not used by 
the system; they can be used by prop
erly wired cards in the peripheral 
slots. The IBM PC interrupt lines are 
ordered in priority: lROO is the 
highest and IR07 is the lowest. Any 
or all lines can be masked. 1b resolve 
priority- and control-masking opera
tions. the IBM PC uses the Intel 8259 
programmable interrupt controller 
(PIC) . The 8088 processor can only 
handle one interrupt at a t ime. so the 
82 59 PIC evaluates each request and 
determines whether it should pass the 
interrupt on to the processor. An in
terrupt routine can be interrupted if 
the 82 59 PIC receives a request of 
higher priority. On an off-the-shelf IBM 
PC. the clock can interrupt the disk 
controller but not vice versa. 

Suppose the 82 59 PIC receives an 
interrupt request. the line is not 
masked. and no higher-priority inter
rupt is being serviced. The 82 59 PIC 
signals the processor that it has a valid 
interrupt request pending. The pro
cessor finishes any instruction that it 
is currently executing and then 
acknowledges the request by signaling 
the 82 59 PIC that it is ready to service 
the interrupt. The 82 59 PIC then adds 
an offset of 8 to the interrupt-request 
number to obtain an 8-bit interrupt
type number. For example. if the disk 
is requesting attention, the interrupt
type number is 14 ( 8 + IR06). This 
interrupt-type number is placed on the 
system data bus. The processor reads 
the data bus and uses this number as 
an index to access the interrupt-vector 
table stored in memory. 

Each entry in the interrupt-vector 
table consists of 4 bytes. The first 2 
bytes specify the ISR"s segment ad
dress. and the next 2 bytes contain its 
offset within the segment. For IROO. 
IROI. and lR06. these addresses point 
to routines in the BIOS (basic 
input/output system) that service the 
corresponding system device. The en
tries for the remaining interrupts point 
to a dummy routine in the BIOS that 

returns control to the executing pro
gram. 1b add a new !SR to the table. 
you simply overwrite the appropriate 
dummy-routine pointer with a pointer 
to your new service routine. 

ISR HOUSEKEEPING 
Recall that the ISR's first job ls to save 
all the registers it will modify in the 
course of executing so that the orig
inal machine state can be restored 
upon completion. This is best done by 
pushing the registers onto the stack. 
If you write your ISR in assembly lan
guage. you only need to preserve the 
registers that are actually used. How
ever. if you write your ISR in a high
level language- Pascal. for example
you cannot make assumptions about 
which registers the compiler will use. 
Therefore. your ISR must save all 
registers just in case. Turbo Pascal has 
an inline statement that allows you to 
insert machine code directly into the 
program. You can use inl ine to gen
erate the PUSH instructions at the 
beginning of the JSR. and again at the 
end to generate the POP instructions. 

Now that you know how to preserve 
the registers. can you proceed to write 
the actual code that will service the in
terrupt? Not yet. First. there is a sub
tle problem associated with the 8088's 
segmented architecture that you must 
take into account. Remember. an ISR 
is invoked asynchronously. This causes 
no problems as long as the interrupted 
code is somewhere in the user pro
gram. However. most high-level lan
guages (Turbo Pascal included) make 
use of the system BIOS to perform 1/0. 
Suppose the program is using the 
BIOS when it is interrupted. Control 
will be transferred to the user ISR. but 
the data segment (DS) register will con
tain the BIOS data segment. ff the 
code in the !SR attempts to access any 
Pascal variable. the DS register will be 
incorrect and the actual referenced 
memory locations will be somewhere 
in the BIOS rather than the Pascal pro
gram. Needless to say. this will cause 
the program to go haywire. panicular\y 
if the routine attempts to modify these 
variables. 

How do you overcome this problem? 
You must restore the Turbo Pascal data 
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segment after you push the registers. 
There are probably several ways to do 
this. but I have found the fol lowing 
method adequate. A Borland repre
sentative has assured me that words 
5 to 15 of the code segment contain 
nonexecutabte code. and the program 
will not be corrupted if data is stored 
in this area. Therefore, in the main 
program you create an absolute 
variable in this area. and. using Turbo 
Pascal's Dseg function. your first ex
ecutable statement saves the DS ad
dress in this variable. 

ow that the DS segment has been 
determined and saved in a known ab
solute location. our ISR can restore it 
each time it is invoked. First. copy the 
code segment into the DS register: 
this allows you to read the contents 
of the absolute variable into the AX 
register. Then transfer the AX to the 
DS register to complete the operation. 

There is one more thing to do 
before the fundamental "shell" of the 
ISR is complete. Just before it pops 
the registers and returns, it must tell 
the 82 59 PJC that it has finished. The 
82 59 PIC maintains an 8-bit register 
in which it records which ISRs are in 
service. The associated bit for the !SR 
must be set to zero when the routine 
completes. To do this on the IBM PC. 
send a hexadecimal 20 to the control 
port of the 82 59 PIC. This is called a 
nonspecific end of interrupt (EOI). 
When the 82 59 PIC receives a non
specific EOI. it clears the bit belong
ing to the highest-priority interrupt in 
service. This will always be the routine 
that sent the command. 

On the I BM PC. the port addresses 
of the 82 59 PIC are 20 and 2 l (hexa
decimal). You can access l/O ports 
directly from the high-level code using 
Turbo Pascal's predefined array port. 
You now have constructed the basic 
framework for the JSR on the IBM PC 
using Turbo Pascal (see listing I). 

INITIALIZING THE SYSTEM TO 
HANDLE USER INTERRUPTS 
Now that you know how to construct 
an ISR. you must prepare the system 
to process the interrupts. First. you 
have to tell the 82 59 PIC that your !RO 
line is not to be masked. The 82 59 PlC 

maintains an 8-bit register called the 
interrupt-mask register (!MR). Each bit 
from 0 to 7 corresponds to an inter
rupt-request line. If the corresponding 
bit is set to I. the associated !RO line 
is masked and subsequent interrupt 
requests on that line will not be 
passed on to the processor. When 
MS-DOS initializes the 82 59 PIC at 
boot-up. it sets all the bits in the IMR 

to 1 except those corresponding to 
IROO, IROl. and IR06. To activate your 
IRO. you must clear the appropriate 
bit. Listing 2 contains the Turbo Pascal 
procedure for doing this. 

Your next step is to modify the in
terrupt-vector table so that the appro
priate entry will point to your ISR. You 
can find the address of the ISR by 

1contim1edJ 

Listing I: The basic structure of a Turbo Pascal !SR. The order a11d number of 
registers saved differs slightly from what is suggested in the Tur&o Pascal refere11ce 
manual. &ut I have found that this method is necessary to ensure proper 
operation. 

Program Test(input.output); 

var 

dsave : integer absolute Cseg;$0006; 


enable further interrupts 

Procedure lnterrupLService_Routine: 

begin 
inline{$FB/ 

$1El 
$50/ 
$53/ 
$51/ 
$52/ 
$57/ 
$56/ 
$06); 

inline($.8C/$C8/ 
$BE/$081 
$A1/dsave/ 
$8E/$08); 

{ STI 
{PUSH OS 
{PUSH AX 
{PUSH BX 
{ PUSH ex 
(PUSH DX 
(PUSH DI 
{PUSH SI 
(PUSH ES 

( MOV AX,CS restore data segment 
( MOV OS.AX 
{ MOV AX,dsave 
( MOV DS,AX 

{ Pascal code for servicing the interrupt 

port[$0020) : = 

inline ($07/ 
$5EI 
$SF/ 
$5A/ 
$59/ 
$58/ 
$58/ 
$1 F/ 
$CF); 

end 

begin 
dsave : = Dseg; 

end. 

$20; { nonspecific EOI to 8259 PIC } 

{POP ES } 
{POP SI ) 
{POP DI ) 
{POP DX } 
{POP ex ) 
{POP BX } 
{POP AX ) 
{POP OS ) 
{ IRET return from interrupt l 
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STOP 

SOFTWARE 

PIRACY ... 


.. . with one of our new, 
sophisticated copy 
prevention products. 

for Disk Security 
• 	 SAFEGUARD DISK* 

tor IBM PC/ Compatibles 

• 	 SAFEGUARD 64 DISK* 
for Commodore 64 

"Renders Bit ond Nibbler Copiers 
ineffective Software is encrypted and 
protected on eoch disk. 

for Data Security 

• 	 DATA PADLOCK 
• 	 PC CRYPT 

for Telecommunication 
Security 
• PRIVATE TALK 


Why should your valuable 

data or useful software 

program become available 
in the Public Domain? 

Coll or write for 
more information. 

GLENCO 

ENGINEERING INC. 

3920 Ridge I Arlington His.. IL 60004 

(312) 392-2492 
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have a chance to save them. you must With tfte exception add 7 to the offset returned by Ofs so 

of a few in-line 


machine instructions, 
an entire ISR can 
be written in Pascal. 


using the Turbo Pascal functions Cseg 
and Ofs. However. the compiler adds 
a few instructions of overhead to the 
start of every procedure. Consequent
ly. the first instruction of the compiled 
ISR is not the STI instruction that is 
inserted by the inline statement. The 
actual start of the ISR is 7 bytes prior 
to the first statement of source code. 
Since the instructions added by the 
compiler use the registers before you 

they will not be executed. The vector 

table is then modified using the pre

defined Turbo Pascal array memW. 

Listing 3 contains the procedure for 

doing this. 


PUTTING IT ALL T OGETHER 

To demonstrate the use of the IBM PC 

in terrupt system using Turbo Pascal. 

I wrote a program called Acqu.ire. 

[Editor's note:The source code is available via 

BYTEnet Listings. Call (6 17) 861-9774 

before November I: thereafter. call (617) 

861-9764 .] This program reads data 

from a cassette-tape reader transmit

ting 16-bit words at 2000 hertz and 

writes it to disk. No handshaking is 

possible because the tape reader 

simply places the data on the input 

lines and strobes the receiving device 

once every 500 microseconds. 


To read the data. I chose the Intel 

Listing 2: Tfte Turbo Pascal procedure for enabling an inlerrupt. Byle variable 
IRO selects wfiid1 interrupt line is to be "unmasked." 

Procedure Enable_IRQx(IRQ : byte); 

var 
imr, mask : byte; 

begin 
mask ; .. not ( 1 shl IAO ); 
imr : = port($21 ): { Get IMR from 8259 
imr ; "' imr and mask; { clear mask bit ) 
port($21) := imr; { and return to controller } 

end; 

Listing 3: Tlie Turbo Pascal procedure for sellil'lg the interrupt-vector table. The 
variable entry selects which entry in the table is to be set. Note that en!r!J 0 
corresponds to inlerrupt line O. etc. 

Procedure SeLIVT(entry : integer); 

var 
oflse • segmen , lirsLword, seconct_word : integer; 

begin 
oflsel : "' Ofs(lnterrupLService_Aoutine) + 7; 
segment : "' Cseg; 
1rsLword : "' (entry + 8) • 4: 

second_word : firsLword + 2; 
memWl$0000:firsLwordJ : "' offset; 
memW[$0000:second_ wordl : "' segment; 

end: 



INTERRUPTS 

82 5 5 programmable parallel port on 
the 'Iecmar Lab Master board. My 
program reads two 8-bit quantities 
from ports A and B of the 82 5 5 to 
form the 16-bit data word. I pro
grammed the 82 5 5 to generate an in
terrupt when it has latched the data 
and jumpered the board to use 1R07. 

The program Acquire concurrently 
collects data from the Tucmar board 
and writes it to disk. Because the 
capacity of the floppy disk is limited 

to 360K bytes. Acquire terminates 
when the disk is full. 

1b collect data and simultaneously 
transfer it to disk. Acquire maintains 
two large buffers of 12 .800 16-bit 
words each. The program actually in
corporates two interrupt servi.ce 
routines: one fills the first buffer. the 
other fills the second. The interrupt
vector table is initially set so that it 
points to ISR I. When the first buffer 
is full. the vector table is altered to 

point to ISR 2. While the second buf
fer is filling. data from the first buffer 
is flushed to disk. 

CONCWSION 
I have shown that. with the exception 
of a few in-line machine instructions. 
an entire interrupt service routine can 
be written in Pascal. The examples in 
the listings should serve as templates 
for programmers who wish to develop 
their own interrupt handlers. • 

MEX-PC Full-featured 
modem software for your IBM· 
PC (Versions also available for 
Tandy 2CXX> and most CP/M ma· 
chines) . Now can be menu 
driven • Fully programmable 
function keys • Simple built-in 
programming languag_e _ for 
custom applications 
development • Choice of B 
background/foreground 
colors • All popular protocols 
{KERMIT available Dec. 
65) • Automatic & repeat 
dial ing • Runs DOS com
mands and programs whi le on· 
line • "Clones" customized 
versions. 

$59.95 

REO - REmote Operation 
module w ith password security. 
This inexpensive add-on mod· 
ule adds remote access capabil
ity to your MEX program. It al· 
lows you to call up your office 
computer from home - or your 
home computer from your of
fice - and swap data or text 
files, even programs. Download 
a spreadsheet, rework it at 
home, then send it back, updat
ed, to your office. Password se
curity keeps unauthorized per
sons from gaining access to 
sensitive fil es. 

$29.95 

All MEX products have a 30-day, money-back guarantee. 

· MEX 'n' Match 
FEATU RE 

" CLONE" customized versions 
Run DOS commands & programs 

Repeat dialing 
List dialing 

Maximum baud ra.te 
" lnleract ive" scrip! files 

Programmable keys 
Modem-7 batch transfers 

CompuServe transfer protocol 
Price (suggested retail) 

MEX PACK ••.••.•••.•.••........ $99.95
Cross
MEX-PC .., talk* PC-Talk e Symphony6 As a special introduction to our remote oper

YES NO NO NO 
YES YES NO NO 
YES YES NO NO 
YES NO NO NO 

57,600 9,600 1,200 9,600 
YES YES NO YES 
40 10 10 ••• 
YES NO NO NO 
YES NO NO 0 
$60 $195 $35 $695 

.... Symphony supports keyboard "ma.cros." 

MEX cmd MEX-PC are lrademarb ol NlahlOwl Softwano, Inc. • CB:l6ST'.ALI: I.a " 
r.glalarad trademark ol Mlc:ro Seu! • !fYMl'HONY la .. tndamari< ol Lol\ll 
Corporalion • PCTJW[ la a i.ademmk ol Hoadlandll "'- Inc. 

N ightOwl Software Inc., Rt. 1, Box 7, Fl. Atkinson, W I., 53538 

TEM - Intelligent termina l 
emulation add-on module for 
MEX-PC. As shipped, MEX emu
lates an ADM·3A equiva lent 
terminal. TEM expands MEX to 
emulate either a Televideo 925 
or DEC VT52/VT100. 

TEM is fu ll-function emula
tion, allowing you to use re· 
mote text processors and 
spreadsheet programs running 
on mainframes that requi re a 
specific terminal interface. Sim
ple installation. Fully docu
mented. 

$29.95 

Ni~htOwl Connection - A 
multi-user on-line service that 
provides you with round-the
clock access to MEX support, 
plus all the latest and best in 
public domain and user-sup
ported software. The Connec
tion features 36 megabytes of 
free software - some of it ex· 
elusive to Connect ion subscrib
ers - including 18 megabytes 
worth of programs for the IBM
PC and compatibles. MEX-PC 
owners can download all up· 
dates to their communications 
program free of charge! 

$100/yr. 
($SO/yr. renewal) 

at ing module and terminal emulat ion system, 
we're offering an al l-in·one package for a l im
ited t ime only. MEX-PACI( is a complete com 
mun icat ions package that includes: MEX-PC 
(version 1.50); REO remote operating modu le; 
TEM intelligent terminal emulation module; and 
a six-month subscription to the NightOwl Con
nection. Purchased individually, the items in 
this package would cost you $144.85 - a sav
ings of almost $45! 

Give us a to ll-free ca ll at 
1-800-NITEOWL~ ~ 

In W isconsin, 1-414-563-4013 ~~ 

• l'ISA Nig!;}~~~ 
lnqulry 14 1 
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Please send me the following shirt(s) a1$12.50 0 I have enclosed check or money order. Mail this coupon to: I 
each, or $11.50 each for 3 or more. Ih!N8 included 
$2.00 for shipping and handing. 

0 VISA 0 MasterCard 0 Free Color Brochure Robert Tinney Graphics 
I 
I 

Qty. Size 
Adult-EKtra Large 
Adult-Large 
Adult-Medium 
Adult-Small 
Chlld-(sizes 10.12) 

Shlppfng and Handling 
(Overseas add $3.00) 

Amount
$_ ____ 

$__ 
$_ _ 
$__ 
$__ 

$2.00 
$__ 

Exp. Date:------------

Shlp my shlrt(s) to: 
Name: _____________ 

(Business):_________ ___ 
Address: ______ _______ 

City:______________ 

1864 North Pamela Dr. 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 

I 
I 
I 

TOTAL $__ State: ----- Zip: ______ 

70815 
I 
I 

I 
I 

"INSIDE IBM" SPORT-SHIRT! 

~-__...,.,-<..--~ 

I 
' I 

( J 
/ 

l INSIDE IBM 

\ 

I 

/
J 

The classic November '83 Byte cover-and boy, does You'll also appreciate the shirt itself : a real heavy
it look great on this 3/4 sleeve "baseball shirt"! The vivid weight made of 500/o cotton, 500/o polyester. You'll enjoy 
royal blue sleeves and neckline really make the design cotton comfort in a tough, sporty shirt that keeps its 
jump out. And don't mistake this for one of those rubbery crisp, fresh look through many washings-with almost 
patches that cracks and peels off after a few washings. no shrinking! The price for each "Inside IBM" Sport-Shirt 
This is true four-color process: the inks are silk-screened is only $12.50 ($11.50 each for 3 or more). Your order will 
into the fabric of the shirt, resulting in a beautiful, full be shipped within a week. 
color image that lasts. 
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Your System/Controller should fit you 

like a good suit. 


LET MICROMI . T 

CUSTOM FIT YOU 


Whether it 's suits or system controllers, 
you can't buy o ff the rack when you 
need a custom fit . 

That's why Micromint individualizes 
its system controlle rs to meet your par· 
ticular needs and budget . What's most 
important to you? Software compati· 
bility? Speed? Everything on one 
board? Economical computing power? 

#I : "/ want software 
compatibility. " 

Solution: 
TH E SB 180 
COM PUTER/CONTRO LLER 


The SB180, only 4 " by 7 Y2" , offers a 

280 compatible CPU running at 6MHz . 

256K bytes of RAM , up to 32K bytes 

of ROM , two seria l ports, a parallel 

port, 280/6800 1/0 expansion bus, 

and an industry standard 765A·com· 

patible disk controller for up to four 

disk drives - any combinat ions of 

3 Y2". 5%" or 8 " drives. The SB 180 is 

based on the Hitach i HD64180 CPU, 

a microcoded CMOS chip which pro· 

vides high performance, reduced system 

cost, and low power operat1on wh ile 

maintain ing complete compatibility 

with the large base o f stan dard CP/M 

software. 

SB180·1 w/BK ROM monitor . . $369.00 
SB180..5 w/BK ROM monitor, 

BIOS source and 
Z·sy$rem .. . .. .. . . . $418.00 

#2: "/ need speed. " 
Solution: 

THE ZB FORTH 
SYSTEM/ CONTROLLER 

The ZB FORTH System / Controller is 
only 4" by 4Y.'' and includes a custom 
masked ZS version of the FORTH 

language w ith a full screen ed itor. 
cassette 1/0 dr iver pr imitives , EPROM 
programmer primit ives, and other util · 
ity words . h also contains up to 4K 
bytes of RAM or EPROM, an RS·232 
seria l po rt with selectable baud rates, 
and two parallel ports. Ad d itional ZB 
peri pheral boa rds include memory ex· 
pansion , a smart term inal board, serial 
and parallel 1/0. rea l time clock an A/ D 
converter, and an EPROM programmer. 
It's perfect fo r data reduc tion and 
high speed control applications. 

BCC21 	 w/vrilities . .. $225.00 

#3: ,,Let me have an entire 
development system on 
one board. " 

Solution: 
THE BCC52 
SYSTEM/CONTROLLER 

The BCC52 is a news and alone single 
board microcomputer which is bus 
compatible with the Micromint SCC1 1 
/ BCC21 ZS SystemfControllers and ex· 
pansion boards. The BCC52 features 
the Intel S052AH-BASI C micropro· 
cessor wh ich includes a ROM resident 
BK byte float ing poin t BASIC inter· 

For a System ControUer suited to 
you r needs, give us a call. 

preter with extensions for process con· 
tro l work. It contains sockets for up to 
48K bytes of RAM/ EPRO M, an " intel
li gent" 2764 / 128 EPROM programmer. 
3 para Ilei ports, a ser ial termina l port, 
and a ser ial printer port . 

BCC52 .•. $239.00 

#4 : "Give me lots of economical 
computing power. " 

Solution: 
THE BCC11 BASIC 
SYSTEM/CONTROLLER 

The ZS BASIC System/ Cont roller is 
nearly 	 identical to the FORTH 
System /Controller but contains a tiny 
BAS1C interpreter, up to SK by tes of 
RAM and EPROM. an RS· 232 serial 
port with switch selectable baud rates, 
and two pa rallel ports. Add a power 
supply and terminal to start program· 
ming in 	 BASIC or mach ine language. 
Programs can be transferred to 2732 
EPROMS wi th the optional EPROM 
programmer for autO·Start applications. 
It can also use any of the expansion 
boards 	 mentioned under the ZB 
FORTH System/Controlle r. 

BCC11 . .. $149.00 

Addit iona l info rmat io n on peripheral 
boards and OEM pricing is available. 

Order Toll Free 
1-800-635·3355 

In Connecticut ca ll : 1·871 ·6170 

'"'-

~ 
~~ 
~_t81 	 MICROMINT, INC. 

25 Terrace Drive 
Vernon, CT 06066 



Actually, we give you two things free. 
Our source code. And your freedom. 
Just buy part or all of our excellent integrated 

business accounting system, the SBT Accounting 
Software Library. 

We'll give you our source code absolutely free. 
Which, in tum, gives you the freedom to cus

tomize our software to fit your business needs. 
Say, for instance, you want to change the way 

a management report is formatted . Our free source 
code enables you to change it. 

What's more, the change will be quick and 
simple because our software is written in easy-to
use dBASE. 

In fact, the entire SBTAccounting Software 
Library runs with dBASE Ill or dBASE 11~ so you 
get the power and flexibility of those best-selling 
programs. Plus the.freedom to use any computer 
that runs dBASE. 

The SBT Accounting Software library. Great 
softwar·e and &eedom. All in the same box. 

Call today for our demo disk and brochure. 
(415) 331-9900. 

HE SBT ACCOUNfING SOFTWARE LIBRARY. 

cl Professional Time & BiJling $395 
dOrder 
dlnvoice 
clStatement 
dPurchase 
dPayable 
dPayroll 
dledger 
cl Assets 
cl Project 
dBackup 

Im 


Sales Order Processing $195 
Billing/ Inventory Control $195 
Accounts Receivable $ 95 
Purchase Order $195 
Accounts Payable $295 
Payroll/labor S395 
General Ledger/Finance $395 
Asset/Depreciation Sl95 
Project/job Accounting $395 
Menu/Backup $ 65 

Three Harbor Drive 
Sausalito, CA 94965 
(415) 331-9900 

Call today for the name of the SST consultant 
in your area. 

Free source code 

in everybox. 


• c,,mpilcd versions are. lso Ovolilablc. dDAS E Ill and dUA E II""' n.1:io1 ·red 1r.1dcm.uk, or A. hl<>11 ·Ta1c, In . Copyrlsht 1985, SlJT Corno<alion. 
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INSIDE THE IBM PCs 

PICK, COHERENT, AND THEOS 

Multiuser systems 


on the IBM PC XT 

~ 

BY MARC J. ROCHKIND 

PlCK. COHERENT. AND 
THEOS are all multiuser. 
multitasking operating 
systems for the JBM PC 
XT. !Editor's 110/e: THEOS is 
the 11ew 11ame for Uie Oasis 
operati11g system. 111 tliis arti
cle. THEOS refers to Oasis86. 
The name was changed tliis 
year.I None of them can 
run MS-DOS programs. so 
you can't use them with 
the familiar spreadsheet. 
word-processing . and 
other packages for which 
most people buy X'TS. 
These operating systems 
are intended for more 
specialized purposes. Pick 
and THEOS are designed 
as a basis for multiuser 
database appl ications. 
Coherent is more general 
in principle (it's a U IX 
clone), but its most ap
propriate use is for pro
gram development in C. 

Because these operat
ing systems are so dif
ferent from each other 
and are designed for dif
ferent purposes. I won't 
compare them feature for 
feature. Instead. I'll dis
cuss them separately and evaluate 
them only in terms of their intended 
uses. 

1 tested release I. 3 of Pick (from 
Pick Systems. 1691 Browning, Irvine. 
CA 92714 . (714) 261-7425). release 
2.3.43 of Coherent (from Mark 
Williams Co.. 14 30 West Wrightwood 
Ave.. Chicago. IL 60614. (312) 472
6659). and release 7.0 of THEOS 
(from THEOS Software Corp .. Suite 

ILWsrRATE.D BY LYN E BUSCHMAN 

100. 201 Lafayette Circle. Lafayette. CA 
94 549. (415) 283-4290) . Pick and 
Coherent sell for $495 (including pro
gramming language). THEOS sells for 
5595 without a language: C or BASIC 
costs about 5400 more. one of 
these operating systems are copy
protected. 

I tested the systems on my IBM PC 
XT. which consists entirely of IBM 
parts (even the memory board). It has 

a ID-megabyte hard disk. 
a 360K-byte floppy. 512K 
bytes of RAM (random
access read/write mem
ory), and a monochrome 
display. I used a Zenith 
Z-19 terminal (at 9600 
bpsJ to exercise the multi
user features of each 
operating system. My 
printer is connected to the 
parallel port. 

All three systems sup
posedly work on many 
other hardware configura· 
tions besides a plain· 
vanilla XT. but I didn't try 
them on any JBM-compat
ibles or wi th other kinds 
of hard disks. 

These operating sys 
tems are too complex for 
me to claim to have tested 
them thoroughly. In the 
few days I spent with 
each. ! tested about I0 
percent of their functions. 
With such a sampling. a 
defect gets emphasized 
more than it should in 
view of the overall capa
bilities of the product. 

OVERVIEW OF PICK 
Pick is a special-purpose operating 
system designed to run the Pick data· 
base. In fact. when you use Pick you 
do not encounter the usual boundary 

1co11ll11uedJ 
Marc J. Rochki11d is preside111 of Rod1ki11d 
Software Corp. (3080 Valmont Rd .. Boulder. 
CO 80301). which markets the busi11ess pro
gramming language RIDE. He is the autf1or 
of Advanced UNIX Programming 
(Pre11lice-HalL 198 5). 
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MULTIUSER SYSTEMS 

between operating system and data
base system. For example. Pick 
doesn't have an operating-system 
command to list the files in a direc
tory. Instead. you use a data-manage
ment facility to list the entries in your 
account dictionary. Pick terminology 
is different. too: Commands are called 
verbs. records are called items, fields 
are called attributes. and so on. 

For anyone used to more traditional 
operating systems. the Pick approach 
seems strange. But after a day or so. 
I got used to it 

To me. the most remarkable aspect 
of Pick is that it tends to have just one 
of each function or feature rather than 
several. It has only one text editor that 
edits source files. memos. data 
records. and d ictionary entries. 
There's only one file type for data; an 
item can be a data record. in which 
case the fields have their usual mean
ing. or it can be a source program or 
document. in which case each field 
corresponds to a text line. Its unifor
mity of treatment and simplicity of 
design make the Pick system easy to 
understand once you master the basic 
concepts. They undoubtedly con
tribute to the efficiency and reliabili
ty of Pick as well. 

Internally. Pick implements a virtual 
computer in two senses. First. data 
and programs are accessed via a 
virtual-memory system that divides 
real memory into a large number of 
512-byte frames. Data and pieces of 
program are moved between disk and 

real memory as needed. Second. pro
grams are compiled into Pick assem
bly language. which is not 8088 code 
but the code for a virtual computer 
implemented by an interpreter deep 
within the Pick kernel. This interpreta
tion is necessary for the virtual mem
ory to work because the XT lacks 
virtual-memory hardware. In addition. 
the interpreter protects users from in
terfering with one another. This is a 
problem with other multiuser operat
ing systems that run on the XT 
because the machine has no memory 
protection of its own. 

The Pick database is structured hier
archically as shown in table l . For fur
ther information on Pick file struc
tures. see "The Pick Operating Sys
tem. Part I: Information Management" 
by Rick Cook and John Brandon. Oc
tober l984 BYTE. page 177. 

The flexibility of items. attributes. 
values. and subvalues lets you orga
nize data differently with Pick than in 
many other database systems. For ex
ampie. in a medical office database 
you might have a patient record and 
an additional detail record for each 
visit. However. Pick can keep all the 
patient's data in a single item. It might 
have an attribute called. for example. 
Visit. and you could add an additional 
value with each visit This organiza
tion is particularly easy to handle 
from within Pick programs because 
the entire item is read and written as 
a unit. 

You don't have to specify sizes when 

Table I: Tlie Pick database hierarchy. 

System dictionary _ One per system; contains account names, passwords. and other 
administrative information. 

Master dictionary _One per account (user): contains a user-specific vocabulary ol 
commands and the user's filenames, so it acts as a log-in directory. 

Fiie dictionary __Many per account: contains definitions of fields and relationships 
among them. 

Data tile One or more per data dict ionary; contains data. 
Jtem Many per file; contams data for one record, up lo 32, 767 bytes. 

Migh be a data record. source program. etc. Each item has a 
unique ID. All Pick files are accessed by hashing. 

Attribute Many per item: corresponds to a 1eld of a record. 
a line of text, etc, 

Value One or more per atl ribute; can be used to record multiple 
instances or an attribute (e.g .. names of dependents). 

Subvalue One or more per value; similar to value but one level deeper. 

you allocate a file or define an at
tribute. Attributes have a length that 
is used for printing reports. but that 
length does not limit the amount of 
data that' you can insert. In fact. you 
can insert data into records without 
even defining the attributes. All good 
database systems allow some flexibili
ty in handling data, but few go to the 
extremes of Pick. 

The Plck database supports record 
locking but not transactions (a trans
action is a sequence of database up
dates that are to be kept atomic) . If 
a program aborts before a transaction 
is completed. the partial changes re
main intact. There's also no transac
tion log to restore the database to its 
current state if a disk fails. You must 
make backup copies of the database 
at regular intervals. and if the data
base is lost. you will lose all updates 
since the last backup. This naive ap
proach to database recovery is stan
dard for microcomputers. but I ex
pected more from Pick. 

The Pick system comes with several 
major subsystems. The command pro
cessor (shell) is called TCL lterminal
control language). It's nothing spe
cial- it just processes commands a 
line at a time. 

ED is a line editor. not a screen 
editor. You edit using line numbers. 
and you can't see your changes in 
contex.t unless you issue a list com
mand. After inserting or deleting a 
line. you can't do much else without 
gett ing a SEON? message from the 
editor. You have to issue an F com
mand to make your updates active 
before you can proceed. It's bad 
enough that the Pick user has to 
struggle with a line editor. but this one 
is the worst I have ever used. 

The PROC processor is used to col
lect command lines. including those 
for interactive commands like ED. into 
stored procedures. PROC can be 
quite elaborate; it has features for 1/0 
(input/output). branching. terminal 
prompting. and so on. You can think 
of the PROC processor as a 
command-level programming lan
guage. similar in concept but not in 
design to the UNIX shell. 

The query and report-generation 
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language is called ACCESS. Jt has 
facilities for selecting. sorting. adding 
and counting (with control breaks). 
and lfsting- the usual abilities that you 
expect to find in a sophisticated data
base system. You can operate on only 
one file at a time. so the system can't 
do a relational join. For example. if 
you have an employee-organization 
fi le and a sales file. in most cases you 
can't use ACCESS to answer queries 
like. ··who are the supervisors of the 
salespeople who did not meet their 
quotas?" An exception occurs when 
the item IDs in one file are the same 
as those in another; for example, if 
both the employee-organization and 
sales files used the employee ID as 
their item ID. one query can create an 
item list and the second query can 
use it for selection. If you use such 
queries. you must take considerable 
care in designing the database to en
sure that the item IDs are strategical
ly chosen. 

Pick has a rudimentary text format· 
ter called RUNOFF. When used with 
ED. it makes a good 1960s·style word
processing system. 

Finally, the one and only program
ming language for Pick is PICK/BASIC. 
This language bears little resemblance 
to the awkward Microsoft BASIC. It's 
actually a fine litt le language. 

Among the major features in PICK/ 
BASIC that aren·t in Microsoft BASIC 
are typeless variables. strings up to 
32 .767 bytes long. subroutines with 
argumen ts. built-in database func
tions. multiline structured control 
statemen ts. and no line numbers. 

You handle a database item by read
ing it into or writing it from a string 
variable. You can reference attributes. 
values. and subvalues by treating the 
string as a three·dimensionaJ array. 
For example. if R holds a data item. 
then R< 4,3,2 > is a reference to the 
second subva lue of the third value of 
the fourth attribute. Such an expres
sion can appear on either side of an 
assignment statement. 

INSTALLING AND USING PICK 
Installation of Pick went smoothly. I 
booted the XT with the first disk. then 
followed the on-screen directions to 

load the remaining four disks. I didn't 
even have to create a partition on my 
hard disk; Pick automatically found an 
unused stretch of cylinders and made 
it the Pick partition. Therefore. if you 
also want MS-DOS or any other oper
ating system. you have to insta ll Pick 
last. 

Pick is the only multiuser system I 
have ever seen that tells you how to 
wire the cable for remote terminals. 

ot only that. but the wiring diagram 
was correct. However, the list of sup
ported terminals is short and strange 
(e.g .. the VT-lOO isn't listed). 

The problem with the installation in
structions is that they stop after tell
ing you to insert the last disk. I was 
presented with a log-in prompt and 
had no idea how to respond. (I tried 
MARC and it didn't work.) After 
searching the manual for 20 minutes. 
I learned that I should log in as 
SYSPROG (Pick takes only upper
case). Then I was able to create an ac
count for MARC with the CREATE· 
ACCOUNT verb. 

Next I created a file named PGM 
and wrote a small PICK/BASIC pro· 
gram (painfully. with ED) into the item 
TST1 . When I tried to compile it with 
the BASIC command. I received a 
complaint about an invalid source for
mat. After more searching in the 
manual. I found a note in the fi le
structure section to the effect that in 
order to create a program file. I must 
use the editor to "change the D· 
pointer in the master dictionary to a 
DC-pointer:· 1 had only a fuzzy idea 
of what this meant. but I was able to 
use ED to edit the master dictionary. 
find a D. and change it to a DC. I still 
don' t know what this was all about. 
but it worked. I think the Pick people 
should have used their PROC Ian· 
gu~ge to supply a procedure called 
CREATE-PROGRAM-Fl LE. 

In the long run. problems like these 
don't matter. You get used to them 
and you forget how silly they are. But 
they frighten you when you're getting 
started and need all the confidence 
you can muster. 

You can boot Pick off the XT's hard 
disk. When it first comes up. it spends 
severa l minutes doing something 

called "verifying system nodes." dur
ing which time you can't use the XT's 
keyboard. However. the remote ter
minals are activated and you can use 
them right away. I don't know if modi
fying the database while ft is being 
checked is safe. 

Pick can't read or write MS-DOS 
floppies. nor can it access the MS
DOS partition on the hard disk. To get 
to MS-DOS, you have to shut down 
Pick and boot MS-DOS. lb get back. 
you have to reboot Pick and wait for 
it to verify those system nodes. 

I only used Pick for a few days. and 
I never tried anything really sophisti
cated. But it didn't crash. and I didn't 
find any bugs. My feeling is that it is 
very solid. 

PICK DOCUMENTATION 
The Pick documentation is well writ
ten and full of helpful examples. From 
what I could tell. it's also accurate and 
complete. The manual has a good 
index. but it's hidden in the system 
maintenance section where novices 
are sure not to find it. A tiny tutorial 
section covers so little of Pick that I 
didn' t find it useful. 

The Pick Systems people teach 
courses that show you how to use 
Pick effectively. The courses last a 
week and cost about 5900 each. Since 
Pick is so different from traditional 
operating systems, these courses 
might be worthwhile. 

PICK PERFORMANCE 
To get some feel for Pick's perfor· 
mance. I compared it to Revelation 
running under MS-DOS. Revelation (a 
product of Cosmos Inc .. 19530 Pacific 
Highway S, Seattle. WA 98188. (206) 
824-9942) is a single-user database 
system patterned on Pick. 

I ran a program that writes 3000 
records of 150 bytes each to a file that 
is initially empty. !Editor's note: Tlie bencli
rnark programs used i'1 th is article are 
available for downloading from BYTEnet. 
Listings. Call (617) 861-9774 before 
November l. Tftereafter. call (617) 
861-9764.I Each record has a 20-byte 
I 0. When I created the file. l followed 
the recommendations in the Pick 

(co11fi"uedl 
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The important features 

of Pick are very 

well designed. 


manual and determined that there 
should be 503 hash buckets. It took 
Pick 8 minutes and 20 seconds to run 
this program. and the resulting file 
consisted of 531 ,000 bytes. 

Revelation ran the identical program 
(except for a small syntax change to 
the OPEN statement) in 21 minutes 
and 58 seconds and created a file of 
1.016.832 bytes. This file size includes 
lots of space for additional records. 
so it can't be compared to the file size 
for Pick. 

The times don't tell the complete 
story. During the Pick run. the disk 
light came on only now and then at 
the beginning. and then it blinked on 
and off steadily. During the Revelation 
run , the light stayed mostly on. and 
I could hear the disk seeking constant
ly. My disk had never had such a sus
tained workout. 

Don't interpret these results to 
mean that Pick is three times faster 
than Revelation/MS-DOS. They're 
based on only one program. rm sure 
Pick is faster. but exactly how much 
I don't know. 

Also. bear in mind that Revelation 
has advantages over Pick: It's well in
tegrated into the MS-DOS environ
ment jyou can read and write MS
DOS files. and you can execute MS
DOS commands from within Revela
tion), and many of its subsystems are 
better designed (there's a screen 
editor. for instance). It might make 
sense to develop your application 
under Revelation and then move it to 
Pick when it's ready for production 
use. 

CONCWSIONS ON PICK 
Many of the Pick operating system's 
less important features are badly 
designed. but its important features 
are very well designed. particularly its 
file structures and the PICK/BASIC 
language. Pick is simple and power
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ful. and it seems to be efficient and 
reliable. too. It does exactly what it 
was designed to do. 

Pick merits careful consideration if 
you are planning to use XTs to run 
dedicated database applications. 
Because it works well as a multiuser 
system. it's probably the most cost
effective way to use an XT. 

OVERVIEW OF COHERENT 
Coherent appears to be nearly a 
clone of UNIX Version 7. an older 
release of U IX that has since been 
replaced by System 111and System V. 
I write "appears to be" because the 
Coherent manual doesn't say it is 
based on U IX. The failure to men
tion UNIX has a practical disadvan
tage: No advice is given on how to 
port Coherent programs to the 
various UNIX versions. something 
that many Coherent programmers will 
want to do. 

As a UNIX clone. Coherent is amaz
ingly complete. lt includes even ad
vanced features like yacc (a parser 
generator) and awk (a report
generation language). but it lacks 
many commands that are part of Ver
sion 7. Some major commands that 
are missing include !77 (FORTRAN). 
bas (BASIC). trott (typesetter format
ter) . eqn (equation processor). tbl 
(table formatter) . lint (C checker). uucp 
(file-transfer program). and plot (plot
ting program). There are also 19 other 
missing commands. 

On the other hand. Coherent in
cludes about 20 commands not pres
ent in Version 7. including kermit. 
which substitutes for cu and uucp. 
and dos. which allows reading and 
writing of MS-DOS floppies (but not 
the MS-DOS hard-disk partition). 

'!Wo screen editors. trout and elle. 
are based on EMACS. The difference 
between them wasn't clear to me (I 
used trout). but I was told by a 
technical-support person at Mark 
Williams that trout is easier to use and 
elle is more robust. In my opinion. 
either editor is far superior to the 
UNIX editor vi because they avoid the 
command-mode/insert-mode prob
lems that make vi a pain to use. For 
U IX old-timers who want to get 

started in a hurry, the ed line editor 
is there. too. 

Some Coherent commands have 
the same name as their UNIX counter· 
parts. but they are not equivalent. For 
example. the Coherent nroff is much 
less powerful than the real thing. Of 
the 77 requests in the Version 7 nroff. 
only 31 are present in Coherent (the 
most useful 31. however) . 

Coherent has all the Version 7 sys
tem calls except nice (which sets a 
process's priority). and they seem to 
be used in the same way. It should be 
easy to port C programs between 
Coherent and UNIX Version 7. 

INSTALLING AND USING 
COHERENT 
Coherent's installation procedure is 
much less automated than Pick's. I 
was asked to make lots of decisions 
about the sizes of file systems without 
knowing exactly what the impact of 
my decisions would be. I was warned 
that the root partition of my hard disk 
would be overwritten. but the manual 
didn't define that term. 

lnformation about leaving disk 
space for an MS-DOS partition is at 
the end of a rather long installation 
section in the manual. where you 
might not see it until too late. You 
must install Coherent first. leaving 
some space for MS-DOS. and then 
use the MS-DOS FDISK command to 
create the MS-DOS partition. If you 
already have MS·DOS installed. you 
have to calculate cylinder numbers 
carefully when you install Coherent. 
You can't boot Coherent off the hard 
disk; you need to use a boot floppy. 

I doubt that most people who aren't 
XT and MS-DOS experts will be able 
to successfully install Coherent along 
with MS-DOS. But if you don't care 
about MS-DOS. you can just do the 
installation blindly and Coherent will 
take over the whole disk with suitable 
default values for the various file 
systems. The installation instructions 
don't tell you how to wire a cable for 
a terminal. but three wires seem to be 
enough (pin I straight through and 2 
crossed with 3). Only VT--52 and Z-19 
terminals are supported. There is no 
terminal-capabilities facility to sup
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port more term[nals. 
Although Coherent is a mult[user 

system. you might not want to use it 
that way. at least for program develop
ment. The XT has no memory protec
tion. and it's easy for one user to bring 
down the whole system. However. if 
you·re running only debugged pro
grams. multiuser access should be 
safe enough. 

You have to be careful when shut
ting down Coherent. You must kill the 
init process and then issue a sync 
command to flush the buffers to disk. 
Coherent has no shutdown com
mand, as do many other U rx im
plementations. but you can write your 
own. 

I could read MS-DOS files off a flop
py disk easily enough once I figured 
out the proper name for the floppy 
device file. There are different names 
for single- and double-sided disks. 
and for 8 and 9 sectors per track. 
These names are not given in the dos 
command write-up. but in a separate 
write-up for td. 

If you get stuck-and you probably 
will-you can call a toll-free number 
to get help. The support people were 
too busy to talk to me when I called. 
but they called back within a few 
hours and the person who called 
knew what he was talking about. 

After I installed Coherent. I played 
around with it awhile and became 
convinced that it's close enough to 
U IX to qualify as a clone. If you sat 
a UNIX expert down at the keyboard 
without telling him or her that 
Coherent was running. he or she 
would think it was the real thing. 

Coherent didn't crash during the few 
days I used it but I did have trouble 
accessing it from a terminal. The ter
minal would lock up after a while. 
From the console. I logged in as a 
superuser and killed the program I 
was running at the terminal: then the 
terminal came alive again . However. 
one time the shell was running at the 
terminal and I couldn't kHI it (I sent it 
a true kill signal. not a software ter
mination signal). When you can·t kill 
a process. it means the kernel has a 
bug. r don·t think the problem was 
with my hardware. because I used the 

same terminal with Pick for many 
hours with no problems at all. 

COHERENT DOCUMENTATION 
Coherent comes with two fat binders 
full of beautifully typeset UNIX-style 
documentation . There are individual 
manual pages for commands. subrou
tines. system calls. and device files. 
Several major subsystems (e.g.. nroff 
and trout) also have their own 
manuals. 

However. there is no manual on C 
and hence no information about sizes 
of types. signed/unsigned arithmetic. 
register variables. and assembler in
terfacing. A separate MWC86 user's 
manual is referenced. but it isn·t sup
plied with Coherent. 

Most manual sections have separate 
indexes. and an index also covers the 
individual manual pages. The manual 
seems reasonably complete. accurate. 
and well written. but it would be un
intelligible to anyone who doesn't 
already know UNIX. Fortunately, 
many textbooks on UNIX can fill that 
gap. 

COHERENT PERFORMANCE 
I ran five benchmarks to compare the 
efficiency of Coherent to Pc/IX (a 
UNIX System Ill product from IBM). 
Some of these benchmarks were also 

run on MS-DOS and THEOS (see table 
2) . 

I had a problem with the program 
I used for benchmarks 4 and 5. This 
is a 2000-line, three-file C program 
that implements a B-tree access 
method. The Coherent C compiler 
failed to compile two of the three 
source files These files had previously 
compiled successfully on Ave different 
C compilers or computers ranging 
from the XT to the VAX-11/780. One 
file caused a fatal compiler error with 
the message "no match. op - 65" 
and a dozen or so lines of debugging 
information that looked like a parse 
tree. one of the more interesting error 
messages l've seen. The other file 
caused the fatal error " more than 20 
stores:· 

I called the technical-support 
number and was told that in the fi rst 
case a type cast I was using wasn't 
handled by the compiler. and in the 
second case the compi ler ran out of 
registers. After changing the source a 
little. I was able to compile the files. 
and the resulting program ran correct
ly without further incident. 

Since most users of Coherent are 
likely to want it for C program devel
opment. the compiler's Inability to 
handle perfectly legal C programs Is 

1w11ti11uedJ 

Table 2: Benchmarks comparing THEOS, Coherent. Pc/IX (UNIX S~st.em Ill) . 
and MS-DOS. Times are in minutes and seconds. User time is the CPU (central 
processing unit) lime spenl execul!ng inslructions in lne program itself: system 
lime is the CPU titne spent executing instructions in the operating system kernel 
011 behalf of the program; real time is the tot.al elapsed (wall dock) time. 

Test THEOS Coherent PCl lX MS-DOS 
Shell program User 19;24 3;58 
(benchmark l) System 3:25 1:24 

Real 28:33 9:22 
Random 110 User 1:44 0:39 
(benchmark 2) System 0:20 1:28 

Real 2:55 2:35 2;28 3 :24 
Sequential 110 User 4 :42 1:40 
(benchmark 3) System 1:05 0:59 

Real 8 :57 7:22 3:20 7:07 
C compile and User 3 :52 6:32 
link (benchmark 4) Syslem 0:32 0:33 

Real 5 :20 8:05 7:18 
B· ree install User 0:52 0:43 
and fetch System 0:19 0:20 
(benchmark 5) Real 1:43 1:27 2:47 
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IBM/PC 


CROSS 


ASSEMBLERS 

We've been selling these 
industrial-quality assemblers to 
the development system ma~ 
ket since 1978. They are now 
available for the IBM PC. 

FEATURES: 
• 	Fully relocatable 
• 	Separate code, data, stack, 

memory segments 
• 	Linker included 
• 	Librarian included 
• 	Generate appropriate HEX or 

S-record formatted object file 
• 	Macro capability 
• 	CPMBO, MPM, JSJS versions 

available 
• 	Conditional assembly 
• 	Cross reference 
• 	Supports manufacturer's 


mnemonics 

• 	 Expanded list of directives 
• 	 1 year free update 

Assemblers now available 
include: 


Chip Chip 


1802/ 1805 NSC800 
8051 F8, 3870 
6500/ 01102 Z8 
6800/ 01 / 02 Z80 
6803/ 08 9900/ 9995 
6804 Z8000 
6805 68000 
6809 6301 
6811 8048/ 49/ 50142 
8085 65C02/ C102/ C112 

Take advantage ofleading-edge 
technology. Get your own Re/ms 
assembler today. Use your 
Mastercard or order by phone: 
(408) 265-5411 

Relational MemorySystem~ Inc. 
P.O. Box 6719 

San Jose, California 95150 

Telex: 171618 


PrlcH •ubjecl lo cfl•nfl• rirllhout nol/ca 

Sottw.ra dl•lrlbulot lnqulr/H lnvli.d. 

rfllrn~ · 
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Cofterent is based on 

an obsolete version 
of UNIX, but the 

concepts are the same. 
disturbing. You can expect to have to 
mess around a little with C programs 
to get them to run. The technical· 
support people were familiar with the 
problems I was having. so perhaps 
the compiler will be improved in a 
later release. 

For the shell program (benchmark 
I ). Coherent is much slower than 
PGIX. I don't know why this is. The 
Coherent C compiler and linker was 
much faster than either the PC/IX 
compiler and linker or the Lattice C 
compiler and the MS-DOS linker. but 
since these compilers are different 
programs that produce different out
put. the time differences don't neces
sarily say anything about the speeds 
of the operating systems. Coherent is 
nearly as fast as PC/IX for the random 
1/0 and &tree tests (benchmarks 2 
and 5) . but these times are governed 
more by the hard disk than by the 
operating system. which can' t help 
much on random t/O. 

Clearly, Coherent is slower than 
PC/IX. although the difference varies 
and might be insignificant for your ap
pl ication . If you're doing program 
development. the fast Coherent C 
compiler will be a boon. 

CONCWSIONS ON COHERENT 
If you want to learn UNIX and you 
have some space on your Xt you 
shou ld consider buying Coherent. 

, The price of $495 is a bargain. Many 
of the details are different and ifs 
based on an obsolete version of 
UNIX, but the concepts- the hardest 
part to learn- are the same. 

Coherent is probably a better C 
program-development environment 
than MS-DOS. but its C compiler 
needs improvement. Coherent is a 
weaker development environment 
than a complete UNIX system 

because it lacks tools such as lint and 
the Source Code Control System 
(SCCS). 

Coherent costs half as much as 
PC/IX and req uires less memory. Al
though it is less complete and runs 
more slowly. it's a good buy. 

OVERVIEW OF THEOS 
Oasis8 was probably the most sophis
ticated operating system for Z80
based microcomputers. light-years 
ahead of the much better known 
CP/M . THEOS is an extension of 
Oasis8 for 8088/8086-based ma· 
chines. It supports more users. more 
tasks. more RAM. and more disks. and 
it has more commands. 

Unfortunately. while THEOS offers 
many advantages over MS-DOS. it 
also has to compete with operating 
systems moved to the PC from the 
other direction: minicomputers. Ex
amples are Pick. Coherent. and. of 
course. UNIX. Roughly speaking. the 
functionality of THEOS is somewhere 
between MS-DOS and UN IX. 

The THEOS core system consists 
only of what can be properly called 
the operating system: the kernel and 
utilities for configuring the system. 
managing the printer. manipulating 
files. editing text. and executing com
mands. Programming languages. word 
processors. and database systems are 
extra . 

Each THEOS user is assigned a 
fixed memory partition up to 64K 
bytes in size. A program's data space 
is lim ited to what the partition can 
hold. but the instructions are located 
elsewhere. If two or more users are 
running the same program-a com
mon occurrence for multiuser appli
cations-they share the instructions. 

A user might be running a multitask
ing program that consists of a main 
task and one or more subtasks. The 
tasks can communicate through 
shared variables and they can coor
dinate their access via semaphores. 
There are no pipes or messages. 

Multitasking in THEOS is fair ly re
stricted. A single user can't run a 
background task that is unrelated to 
a foreground task. For example. you 
can't compi le some programs in the 
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background while you write a report 
in the foreground. To do that. you 
need two terminals so you can pre
tend to be two users. Another restric
tion is that one user's task can' t com
municate with another user's task. 
And the command interpreter doesn't 
provide for multitasking at all (via a 
pipe operator like :1: you set up multi
ple tasks only from BASIC or C. 

The multitasking printer spooling 
system seems to be an exception. but 
it isn't really. It actually runs as a 
separate user. 

The THEOS fi le system is a three
level hierarchy. but it's less genera l 
than that of MS-DOS or UNIX. A file
name can consist of three com
ponents separated by periods: the 
filename. the file type. and the library 
member name. Each component can 
be up to eight characters long. A l
though there is nothing that cor
responds to current directory, you can 
set various default libraries. such as 
link library and macro library. If you 
edit a file named. for example. Memo. 
the editor treats it as a member of the 
default macro library. If you want it to 
be a file in its own right. you have to 
use periods in the name. 

Each file has an owner. The owner 
can set the file to be accessible by 
everyone or only by the owner. Since 
you need a password to log in. this 
system is reasonably secure. There are 
separate permissions for erase. read. 
write. and execute. 

In addition to sequentia l and ran 
dom 1/0. the file system also supports 
a keyed access method. It has a 
mechanism for record locking. but a 
user can lock only one record at a 
time in a given file. This is inappro
priate for transaction processing. 
where you want to keep all your 
records locked until the transaction 
completes. Also. THEOS doesn't pro
vide other facilities needed for serious 
database management. such as auto
matic rollback of aborted transac
tions. Deadlock is possible. but I 
couldn't fi nd any mention of it in the 
manual. I assume that the operating 
system doesn't detect it. let alone 
resolve it. 

LETTRIX™ Improves PC Printing 
With LETTRIX™ your IBM ProPrinter, Epson, Oki data, 
IBM Graphics, Star Gemini, or Panasonic printer 
can print proportionally-spaced and micro j ustified 
letter- quality text directly from all software. 

Before: ABCDEFGHIJK LMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdef 

After: ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdef 


LETTRIX™ resides in your PC's memory between your 
software and printer, responding automatically to 
spacing, pagi ng, margins, boldfacing, underlining, 
italics, subscri pts and superscripts. Just print as 
you would normally... LETTRIX takes care of the rest! 

"The top of its class." - - PC PRODUCTS MAGAZINE 
"A fun program that is easy to use." -- PC WEEK 
"The sharpness and clar i ty nearly equals that of an 
expensi ve daisy wheel printer.'' -- THE NEW YORK TIMES 
"Surpr i singly low price." -- BOARDROOM REPORTS 

You can design your own characters on any display, 
or use the twenty different typefaces included: 
Broadway, courier, 010 Englisf), A1rt. ID<e<t«>, 
@OBV!l..OOOIE, ~l!l£1!1!:.1£l£1i, ~flgra.,,edl, />Q.AA a..... A"i.u. .. , 

WESTERN, l:'.: HAl!.<l\<!, Roman, BANKER, Gothic, 
Prestige, Folio, ORATOR, OCR-A, and the entire 
IBM foreign language and line-drawing character set: 

k <µ+ 13 ) a3 u au Ax • o 
Ea¢n2e ~ co [ ~- + u ~ ] + ~~ 

n ' I &.718 [ at3 ax aµ/Q 

N I U

Franc;ais, Espanol, Italiano, Deutsch, PyccHH, 
<E).).'l')VlKos , .mP Oi7,,1.'.1'7 ,!> ovi11.:1'7:::i. rucman'7 ::imN ,JN 

You can cont rol l£TTRIX features either by accessing a 
menu that pops- up over your current software, or by 
placi ng simple single-character commands in your text. 

For fastes t delivery, charge LETTRIX to your VISA 
or Mast erCard by dialing (800) 351.-4500. 
LETTRIXlM cost s just $ 98·50. We pay UPS shipping. 

Call and mention this magazine for a free print sample. 
LETTRIX requires a n IBM PC, XT, AT, or compatible with 
50kb of free memory, and DOS version 2.0 or greater. 

This entire advertisement is an actual- size, unretouched 
column of text printed directly from a wordprocessing 
program on an EPSON FX printer controlled by LETTRIX™. 

HAMMERLAB CORPORATION 5700 ARLINGTON AVENUE 

C203) 776-5699 RIVERDALE, NEW YORK 10471 
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THEOS is easier 

to use than UNIX 


or Coherent once 

an expert has set up 
the system. 

THEOS can't access MS-DOS files, 
although it can access Oasis8 files. 
The text editor is a combination 
screen editor and line editor. similar 
in concept to vi and e.x. You spend 
most of your time in the screen editor 
part. but you do operations such as 
global changes in the llne editor part. 
You can use many of the special keys 
on the IBM PC XT keyboard (such as 
the arrow keys) . so I had an easy ti me 
learning and using the editor. 

The C compiler is called Definitive 
C and is described in its manual as 
compatible with UNIX Systems Ill and 
V. However. I didn't find this to be 
true. The compiler failed to handle the 
types enum and void. and the library 
functions worked differently (for ex
ample. there is no fseek function). 
Also. you can't include a file named, 
for example. stdio.h. because a 
member of a macro l ibrary can't have 
a period in it. You have to use stdio 
instead. 

Aside from these irritating incom
patibilities. the compiler worked. One 
nice touch is that it pauses after dis
playing an error message so you can 
read the message when you get back 
from the refrigerator. Then you can kill 
the compilation if you think you've 
seen enough. The linker is also spe
cial: It flashes the object module 
names on the screen as it finds them 
in the library. iceties like these might 
not be important. but they conveyed 
a feeling of quality and attention to 
detail that enhanced my confidence 
in the system. 

A regular BASIC and a graphics 
VBASIC are available at extra cost. 
VBASIC uses a virtual-device interface 
to support a variety of output devices. 
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I did not evaluate either BASIC in 
detail. 

INSTALLING AND USING THEOS 

I made a mistake in installing THEOS: 

l read the one-page installation in

structions. followed them, and then 

got stuck. Although the system was in

stalled. I didn't have the foggiest idea 

how to use it. 


What I should have done is spend 
several hours studying the 58·page in
troductory manual first. Nuggets of 
essential information are spread 
throughout this manual. and you 
really need to know about them 
before you can get THEOS up and 
running. 

For example. to get the printer work
ing you have to know that its physical 
name is centlp. The manual doesn't 
tell you this. but it does tell you where 
to find a file that lists the physical 
names. Then you need to know how 
the ATIACH command works. There's 
a section titled "Attaching Printer 
Devices:· but it only discusses general 
principles. You are directed instead to 
the chapter titled "Using the Printer 
Spooler'." There isn·t any chapter with 
that title. but there is one called 
"Using a Printer:· After more chasing 
around. you finally realize that it 
would have been much easier to read 
the manual sequentially from the 
beginning. memorizing as much as 
possible. Then at least you would 
know where to find information. 

You can boot THEOS from the hard 
disk. but it was difficult to figure out 
from the manual how to do it. You use 
a disk utility with an option titled 
"write boot sectors." 

lt was also very difficult to figure out 
how to install a second terminal. but 
once I did. the actual installation went 
smoothly. Again. if I were an expert 
on physical and logical devices. at· 
taches. and class codes. it would have 
been a breeze. There was no wiring 
diagram for the serial cable. but the 
same cable I used for Coherent 
worked. 

Ignoring the documentation prob
lems, I would say that THEOS ls easier 
to use than UNIX or Coherent once 
an expert has set up the system. Th is 

is partially because THEOS has fewer 
commands. with fewer options on 
each command, and partially because 
of more use of menus and prompts. 
THEOS doesn' t try to be as clever as 
UNIX does. 

THEOS DOCUMENTATION 
The sentences and paragraphs in the 
documentation are written well 
enough. but there are major problems 
with the manual's organization. First. 
it has too little redundancy. For exam
ple. instead of listing the terminal 
class codes in the subsection titled 
"Console Class Codes" in the section 
titled ''Attaching Console lerminals." 
the manual refers you to the chapter 
titled "Console 'Terminal Class Codes:· 

o such chapter exists. I experienced 
fa r too many wild-goose chases to 
track down cross-references. 

The manual is also too verbose. 
Long treatises on the philosophy of 
multitasking are mixed in with essen
tial installation information. Since the 
cross-references are messed up and 
there·s no index. you have to read the 
manual sequentially. This takes twice 
as long as it should because you have 
to wade through lots of stuff that you 
could have read later at your leisure. 

Finally. the target audience for the 
manual is ill-defined. One paragraph 
discusses head load delay for a hard 
disk. while another explains what is 
meant by the word ··abbreviat ion," 
complete with an example. Not only 
that. but the explanation of head load 
delay precedes the explanation of 
how to install a printer. 

In summary, the manual does not 
present information in a logical order. 
has too many cross-references (many 
of them erroneous). mixes non
essential and essential information. 
and has no index. But after reading 
the whole manual. I was able to 
understand how THEOS works and I 
had very little trouble installing and 
using it. 

THEOS PERFORMANCE 
l didn't run the B-tree program 
(benchmark 5) on THEOS. because it 
couldn't read the source code from 
my MS-DOS floppy. and l didn't have 
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time to work out a serial port connec
tion to another computer. Instead. I 
tested just the random 1/0 and se
quential \/0 programs. 

Based on these tests. it seems that 
random 110 is faster than MS-DOS but 
slightly slower than Coherent and 
PC/IX. In sequential lfO. THEOS was 
the slowest of the four operating sys
tems by a wide margin. It's difficult to 
extrapolate from just two programs. 
but it's safe to say that the THEOS file 

system is in the same ballpark as MS
OOS. which is slow. Since THEOS has 
indexed access methods built in. they 
are likely to be fast. although I ran no 
test to prove th is. 

CONCWSIONS ON THEOS 
THEOS is well designed and worked 
the way It should. It's easier to use 
and understand than UNIX, but it also 
has many fewer features. Of course. 
if you are implementing a specific ap

plication. you don't care about the 
number of features: you care about 
whether the featu res you need are 
present. You might well find that 
THEOS is a perfect match for your re
quirements. 

Compared to other operating sys
tems for the XT. the price for THEOS 
seems too high. It costs twice as much 
as Pick or Coherent. and. with the C 
compiler. it costs even more than 
PC/IX. • 

APROTOTYPEFORYOURPROTOTYPES 


METHODS BY DIGITALK. A SMALLTALK PROGR.AM DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT FOR 
THE IBM PC. AN OBJECT·ORIENTED SPEED DEMON. AN EXCITING WAY TO PROGRAM. 

Think about your problem. Browse the Methods 
Smalltalk source code. Select some building 
blocks like pop-up menus, windows, text-editors 
and dictionaries. Put them together. Try it. 
Oops, Methods tells you something is missing. 
No problem. Continue thinking, changing and 
trying. Now you're prototyping! Try out new 
ideas. Redefine your problem. And you don't 
have to throw th is prototype away. Refine it 
until you like the finished product. 

Methods by Digitalk A new way to develop 
software for the PC. Use it for windowing, 
simulation and artificial intelligence applications. 
Use it by prototyping. 

Methods is Smalltalk-SO"' language compatible. 
It includes its own Smalltalk source code. You 
can extend it in Smalltalk and assembly 
language. 

Methods operates on IBM PCs with 512K bytes 
RAM using MS-DOS or PC-DOS. Color and 
monochrome monitors are supported. No mouse 
is required. A Smalltalk language manual and 

5200 West Century Boulevard an environment guide are included. 
Los Angeles, California 90045 

Sma~lalk·80" Is a traclemarl< d Xero~ CotPO'lltkln IBM Is a reglotered tlademark ol (213) 645-1 082 
ln1emallgnal BLJSiness Ma.chines Corpo'lllkln MS Is a trademark ol Mla osofl Cor~otlon. 

Available from Digitalk for $250. Outside U.S. add $15.00 for 
shipping and handl ing. Californ ia residents add 6% sales tax. 
Visa and MasterCard accepted. Educational and Dealer 
Discounts Available. 

DIGITALK, INC. 
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rilling your needs m 

Tod8¥'s PO buyer is no pushover. Not 

only a.re low prices and prompt delivery 
demanded, but professional support, 
sound advice and innovative servicing of 
a.ccounts 18 expected.. It's no coincidence 
then that PO buyers a.ll a.cross the 
nation ca.ll PROGRESSIVE MICRO 
DISTRIBUTORS first. Hera's why. 

LOW COST, 
·HIGH TECH SOLUTIOlfS. 

PROGRESSIVE MICRO DISTRIBUTORS 
has the best prices on popular IBM PC 
ha.rdwa.re and software in the country 
(call and compare). Most orders a.re 
shipped the same or next d8¥ from our 
25,000 sq. ft. we.rehouse. Although we 
ship lltera.lly hundreds of orders daily, a.ll 

PC's a.re burned 1n overnight to 

insure tha.t your system arrives in 

excellent condition. 
We believe it ta.kes a. professional to 

provide professional service. That's why 
a.ll ea.lea and service staff" members, from 
our factory authorized technica.l experts 
to our highly experienced account 
representatives, a.re rigorously trained on 
a.ll current and new hardware and 
software. And if the need ever arises, 
direct a.ccess to our on-line customer 
service and technica.l support centers is 
ava.lla.ble and convenient to use. 

HOW TO KEEP 
UP WITH PBOGBESSIVE. 

As a PROGRESSIVE MICRO 
DISTRIBUTORS' oustomer,you'll e.lso be 
privy to new product Information and 
special money savmg incentives through 
the M.lorogram, '" our monthly customer 
newsservt.ce. You'll a.lso receive monthly 
price lists showing current pricing on 
our complete line of hardware, software 
and services. Lists e.re shipped 
a.utoma.tioa.lly with a.ll system orders and 
a.re ava.lla.ble on disk when requested. 
Plus, l'lUIB UPS shipping is guaranteed 
on a.11 prepa.ld orders with confirmation 
of current pricing. 

Call PROGRESSIVE MICRO 
DISTRIBUTORS tode,y, 'l'OLL :l'Blllll at 
1-800-446-7998, and we'll ma.11 a current 
price list to you immedia.tel:y. And 
remember, only PROGRESSIVE MICRO 
DISTRIBUTORS gives you a.ll of these 
benefits: low prices, sound advice, prompt 
delivery, professional support and direct 
customer service. 
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POLICIES 

1. We accept VISA, MC, AMEX; No surcharge for VISA or MC. 
2. COD requires ca.ah or certifled check; Company check when approved. 
3. Allow 1 week for personal and company checks to clear. 
4 . Wiring ln!orma.tton a.vaJJa.ble upon request. 
6. Corporate, Government and Inst1tut1ona.l volume purchase agreements ava.ila.ble. 
6. Ca.11 for exact shipping charges; air shipments take priority. 
7. Ifwe must split shipment, you incur no additional shipping charges. 
8 . All orders shipped insured - No additional charge. 
9. All products fully wa.ranteed; Some up to 5 yea.rs. 

10. All items subject to ava.ilabillty; Prices subject to change without notice. 

FOBOBDEBS 

1-800-446-7995 1-404-446-7995 
CUSTOMER SERVICE 

1-404-446-7996 1-404-446-7997 
HRS: 8AM-8PM EST. SAT.12N-5PM EST. 

Cll986 ATtlT In!orma1.1on Systems. 

ll!M 18 a N1gi.8t0Mcl l.radem&rk of loll• lnternal.lonal Bus1neas Machines Co.rp. 
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akes us Progressive. 

PC SYSTEMS 1fARD DISK DBIVES MODEMS 

.Internal Kl' lOSMB.. ' .... ' '. "'" 
PC1XT lOMB.... 1:o. Hae AT 140.MB .......... 11111 

AT&TPC 6300 HA.YES 
640K, 2 clrlvos, monochl'omo monltor/ o.cl&pter, Heyes 1200 ( m<Ulrnel 300!1200, wto answer/dial) .. Mlt

AT20MB ............ HH Kl' l90MB . . . . . . . . U4H
DOSJBASIC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U HI Heyes 1200B (Internal 300/1200, W/S:me.rtoom II) .. H'rtPC/XT 20MB•• , •.•• , . H4t AT 280MB. . . . . . . . . . flttlMOK. 2 drives, color monlWr/adapter, DOS/BABIC Hftl Ha,yM 2400 (New external 2400 baucl mOclem) . ..... 1171 
&!OK, l drive, lOMB h&NI cll&k, DOSll!ASIC .•. . •.. Hltl AT 30MB •• ' • . . • • . • • . HU External DOAPCIXT 30Mll. . . . . . . . . HH PCIXT lOMB. , .. , . . . . HHAT&T PC 7300 & 8300 NewFMU!nk lOKBmocl&m .......... . . .... ....... a&LL
AT 86MB . .. , .. , . , . . IUH PCIXT 20MB. , .. .. . . . IHI
Call for your b""L p rlea on your •pacific configura.l.lon We proudlY otter whai. we l.h1nk aro I.ho best Al\TC.HOR AUTOMATION 
IBM PC prlcel!l"riormanea hllt'CI disk ancl streaming taps. Slgnalrnan Mark XII (1200 b&ld at 300 baud price) 1111 
258K. 2 <lrivea. monoch.r0me/prln1.<1r adapter sub-systems available. We wUI glad.ly t&S~ and formllt We also cury mocl&ltlLI by AHr RESEARCH, B!ZCOMP, 
/;fmonltcr .................... . .. .. ... . . ..... .. 11111 &ll,;' hard dl5k wo sell lit a nomlllal oha.rge, Our line PENJUL. QUADRAM. RIXON. VENTEL - plee.se call for 
266K. 2 drives. color/graphics adaptor M monJLor HUI ln~lucles : BEJl.NOULLJ TECHNOLOGY, CIP!iE!I. Oii.TA. curron~ prldng. 
2S6K, 2 drlvo,., I O?.ra Internal ho.I'd dlsk .. . • • . • • . Hltl EMERALD SYSTEMS, DMA. IRWIN, PEACMTR.BB 
IBM: PCXT T8CRNOLOOIES, QUADRA.Ll SYSOEN, TALLORASS. and NETWOBKING 
2!!6K, 2 drives., monochrome/printer a4apt"r WANOTBK 

We carry all the best names tncluillng 300M. Ali"!'/;fmonitor ,, •. , •. , •• , ... , • , , • , , • , , .. , , •• , •• , •• , Hltl 
RESEAI!.CH, l'OX, IBld, NOVELL, a.nd ORCHID256K, 2 drives, co1or1graphl.C$ adapter /;f monitor Hltl MULTIFUNCTION 
TECHNOLOOIBS. Call our NetworltlngAppl1cai.Jons266K. 2 d.rlves, l OMB Internal bard disk .. , . . . . . . 11111 mcperta to design e. coslr<ltt6Ctlvo dmc&.sha.ring256K. 2 drives. 20MB Internal ho.rel d!Bk , • , .. , •. , Ultf BOARDS 
networkecl lo,yout fbr your omcel 

IBM PC COMPATIBLE ABT BESEAJlC.H 
2S6K, 2 drlv&S, 8 slor.s, l35w power supply. , .. , .• , Uts Six Pak (384K. aerial. pe.rallel, CIC. opt, game) . .. . , lHt DISKETTES256K. 1 drtva. lOMB, 8 slotS, 136w pown supply tHH Advantqe ( AT RAM expanslo.n wlt.h opt.Ions) rm. Htl 
SANYO M:BC 888-2 VEJlBATIM:QUADBAM 
MB/DOS w / ! 28K. 2 cll'ive.a, color monitor. • . . . . . • . . HH Sl.njlle ol.dtJcl/81ngle dBfl6ity:........ 1011.H 100/lltl
Quod'boU'd (384.K. serial, po.rallol, game, 
These systems are brand new, ihlppocl fully r.e.sted o.nd CIC.'or...,ket).. . .. . . ........ . ... . . . . . . . . Hllt Doub!B aided/Double dena.il;y: . . • . . • 101HI 10011141 
bW"1led !JI, MlY we.rrani.eed ror ninety deys AND A.RE Quadldeg ( AT memory expansion up w 41d1!) !ram Hll DYSAN 
/\J..WAYS lN STOCKI QuadPOrL ( AT serial and parallel, opt. 4 more serial) not Dout>Je ald8d/Double dftnsity: . . . . . . 101 Ill 10011141 

MICROLOG Hlgh dens!~ AT dlSksu.ea:.... . .. . . l OIHt 100/IHIPJUNTEBS 
llally Blue 11 W/6'1.K ( 64-3&1.K. Z60. :a Mr. par, CIC) MH MAXELL 

EPSON LltUe J\eclll4m (.2B6K memory expansion) UH Rlgh dens11,y AT d.lakett<!S:. • • • • • • • • 10/IH 10011149 

FX..SS (160 cps narrow carriage NLQ doL mat.rlx) '411 PJllD 
FX· le.5 ( 160 cps wide carriage NLQ dot mo.trlx).. , IHI CHIPS Dou'ole sJdod/Dou.blo density • • • • • • • 10/HI 100111111 
LX-80 (100 cps narrow ca.rrtage NLQ dot ma.true ) Htt MK (nine chips) ... .. 110 l26K (AT RAM) ... . IW.I. 
JX-60 ( ISO cps narrow carriage color '1ot. mai.rtx) HH a067 (coproce8"or) .. lilt 258K (Jr & AT boards) SO.FTWARE 
LQ· 1500 ( LQ dot matruc wfpara.Uel !Jlt.or!ace) • , •• , nu 80287 (coprocesoor) Utt . .. . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . IW.I. LCITUS$ymphof1Y..... , , .... , .. ,, . ............. .. .. '461

OKIDA'l.A CALL FOR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AllJfl'ON·T.lll'BPrameworlt ••. ,,,,., •••••••.• , , , , , , • •SH 
t4L 192 ( 160 cpa no.rrow c&rrlacl& clot mntrlX) , .• , HH EN~LE 'Qy Software Oroup .. '''''' ...... ''''..... GI.LL
Ml. 193 ( 160 cps wlcle carria;!e clot matrlX) .••. , • , UU GRAPHICS CARDS SOFl'l'1ARE PUBlJSHINO PfA \'lrU.8, File, Or&ph,
PACllMARK 2410 (350 CJ)S wtde carrla.se We oarry a ve.rlety otcllspla,y adapters. Bo. O&ll ue 11 you Report . .... ... ....... , .. ...... ..... , ...... ,,. , bo•UI 

do•matrlX) ....... , , . , , .. , , .. , .. , .... , , . , . • , ... flttl 
 don't see the on.e you wa.nL or neocl help ch.ooslng. 881 l'/ordJ'Url'ect ........ , ....... , , , , , , .... , , , • • .. .. • IHI 
CANON MULTIMAnl wlspell!ng checker and wtorlol . • . • • • . • H?tHERCULES
LBNlAl (8 ppm, better lhe.n HP) . , . . . , ...•.. . .. Hiii MIOROSOFT\'fo.l'd 4,0 . , .. ... .. , . . ... .... . . . , , , ..... IHI
0JC&phlos Ca.rd (Lotus compllt.lblo monochrome
PW·l080A ( l60cp.sclot matruc) , •• , • .. , . •. . ••.• , , Hit LD'ETRBE Voll<Swrlt.er Deluxe wnextmerge . . . . . . . . . UHgraphics) ..... , . . ..... .... .. ... .. .. . ,., .. . • . .. . . lllt

PJ-1080A (32 cps color printer) • . . .. . . , .• , .. , .. , Utt LOTUS 1-2-3 . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . HOI

Color Orapll.lc.s C&rd (Short-slot COlt>r card wlpar) 1171 
ASHTON·T~dllasem ...... ,,, .. . ....... ,, .. , ... 1111
TOSHIBA PARADISE MlORORIM5000 ...... .... ... , . . .. ................ Ult 

MOcllllar OraphlCll Cl>tld f!I Llutt.1-Diapll\Y CArd rm. UH
P.351 (192 cps w1ds carrlag&LQclO~l!IAl.J'UC ) .. , ., fUH 

MICROSTU'F Ci'oastalk XVl .•.. , . .......... , .. .. .. .. U OI 
TECXAR PERSOFI' SmAI'I'erm 100, 125. 400 • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ow 

P.1340 ( 120 ops narrow carrla4!e LQ dot mai.ruc) . . HH 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS Ora.ph!Cll Me.ater (640x400 16 colore and RELAY ...... ,,,, ........... ,,,,,, ......... ,,, .... cw.L

TI-655 ( 150 cps narrow carrl~e LQ dot matrix) .. H4t moruigraphlr;s) •. ,.,,., .... ,, ... , •• , . , , •• , . , • , .• , Mlt DOW .JONES All procluCIB.............. , , , .. .. .. • • • OW 
BROTHER SOROIMIIOS Complete MCOUntlng mOclulae . . . . !:om tlHPEBSYST
HR- 15 + ( 17 ops narrow can-la!le letter quality) . . •sn BPI ADCOUN'l'lNO Complete acoount:lng moclul"" . . . GiLLBOB Boa.rd ( cleo.r text on a colol' monitor) • , • , .. , • 1411
HR·25 ( 23 cps wtd.e co.rr1ac1e letter qua!Jt;y) , •• . .. . HIO OPEN SYSTEMS Acoowltln! • ... , , , . . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. IWJ. 
Hll.·35 ( 32 eps wtclo carriage totter quallt;y) . •. , •.• lftl SYSTEMS PLUS Books! acocuntln8 l!Yl'tem •.•. , . , . . cw.LTS!INGLA:sS 

Oltral'AK ( 132 ool. mono grapldes, oer, par, CIC). . MHC. ITOH MJroAJTOmAS ~YourMoney • , , .•••••••.• , lllt 
Starwrlter ( 40 cps leu.er qual.lty) • , ... , , .. , •• . . .. Hts MONOORAM DoUa.rs ancl Sons&••••••• ' ' .• ' ' • • • • • • • . mt 
PrlntmMtor (55 cps letter qu&llcy) ,., •••• , •••••• Ultl MONITORS DECISION Rl!SOURCES Slgrune.atarl 

Che..rtm84'ter , ................. ,,,, ....... ,,., , U7t/H4t
NEC AMDEK AUTODESK .AutoCAD wtlh or wtlhout extoos!onsPinwriter P.2 61 P.3 .. , .. , .. . ..... . .. ,,.......... OilL 3000 & 300A ( G resn or Amber, 
 l , 2, N3.... , ... ... . . .. , , ...... , . , , ...... ,,, ...... GALLSp!Jlwrlter 2050, 3650, 8650•. , •. .•.. , • , .. , , • , , • OilL composite vi'1eo monitors) ............. .. . .. 11111'111 
 ZSOFT .PC Paint Brush. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . IHAal<. about our full line of tractors o.nd cut sheet feedeml 3 l OA (Amber "!TL Input, non·alare tul>e) • , .• , ••.• UH HARVARD Harvard Projocl Menajlor .. .. . , , . • • • . . . GALL
COLOR 600 ( 13" 640x240 ROB wit.ext butt.:.n, audio) tu1 MICROSOFl'Pl'OJ6Ct. , , , .... , ......... , . , . • . . • . .. . . lt&L£
PLO'l'TEBB COLOR 700 (13" 720x460 ROB Wl.3lmm do~) .•. . . Mn 

WOl\DTECH c1Base COJI\l)Uere ' ' ........ ' .. • • .. .. • .. • '"' 
COLOR 710 (13" 7201480 ROB, non-g1 ...... 1ruo1<..r) 1171
We carry all HOUSTON lNSTRIJMENTS EUld HEWLETl' BORLAND Turbo Pascal & ~lbox .... , • .. .. .. .. • ... 18' 

PACKARD plotters PRil\TCETON GRAPHICS MICROSOFrAU proclucta.. .. ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . QiLL 


PGS LIAX-12 (Amber TTL Input, non-glo.re r.ube) . • UH DIOJTALRESBAJU)HAUprQduct.e . ............ .... IWJ. 


FLOPPY DISK DRIVES BORLA.ND AU producta ............. , , , , , .. .. .. !ram Ill
PGS HX-12 (690x460 ROB wl.3lmm dot) . ...... . • '441 
PGS SR· l2 (890x460 non-lnte.rla.ced ROB w/,31 dot) HH SOli"I'STYLE Prlntwcl'ks printer UUIWllS. , , , , • • • • • • • • . Ill 

TANDONTM 100-2(DS/DD360K) . ... .. . , .• , •• , . U'9 
 UXAN NORI'QNOtWUee ......... . . . .. .. ... ... .. , . ......... Ill 

CONTROL JM.TA (DSIDD 360 K) , .. , ... , •• , •• , , • . • Un ROBvlaion 12-0, <1201., 4.25 /;f HO ... , .... .. . , . . . . Cl&LL QUAID COpywrtte, Dlek B:iq>lorer Y Zero DIAk . . . QiLL 
HALF-RBIOHT OOOK (PCiXTIATcornpat!'ole ).. U lt We oe.rcy wYSE anc! KlMTROM termll\als, call for prtcas. CENTRAL POINT Cow lI PC copies
HALF-Hl!IOH'J' l.2Mll (PCIXTIAT oompatlble) .... un J)rot<IC\O<lllOftWe.re • . ... ' .•. . . .. ' ....... '' ' ' ...... ''' ..,


PROTOCOL CONVERSION Afl'l'rallllnS ...... ''' ..... '' " .................. '' ' ..,
MISC. HAJWWARE 
We carry an A13T and DCA pl'Ocluet.a, call for prlces. 

POLAROID l'alett<> ( Makes color olldeo from your PC'S 
sereen) ......... , .. , .......... , .. , ..... , , , , ... ... llHI 
ORCHID PC Tut1)0 ( addS 8MH.z processor, mulUtasld:ng to 
PC) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .. .. .. • ltoa Htt 
KEY'mON1C KB 5161 & 5153 keyboards.. .......... C.lLL 
MOUSE SYllTB.MS Optical PC MOOSE w.IPAINT....• ,, HH 
MICROSOl"J' Serial or Bus mouse w/LIOW!b Me.nu .. • , flll 
OlS Puwer Back-ups ( SI'S" and UPS') .... ..••••. ,,.. o.u.L 
QUADRAM Mlcrotazer Printer Bullllr • . . • • • . . • ftom UH 
CUKrI9 flylltem ""°""""ties....... .. ....... . , , • .. .. CALL 

Inquiry 158 

3039 Amw//er Road, Atlanta, Georgia 30360 
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PC Paintbrush: 

Because lite is too short tor 


monochrome pie charts. 

Fun 

is the best thing 
to have. 

With PC Paintbrush, you can add color, flair, 
dimension and creativity to achart, apre
sentation, or an otherwise dull day.From 
chorts and grophs to serious computer art 
our newest generotion 3.0 PC Paintbrush 
will cheer you on with features no other 
grophics packoge can match. 

Best of all, ifs easy to use.'mu don't have 
to learn up to sixty commands, like you do 
with some producls.If you can understand 
Icons as simple as scissors, paintbrush, 
sproy can and paint roller. you're ready to 
start using PC Paintbrush. 

The pen is mightier
than the keyboard. 

None of history's great artisls drewwith a 
keyboard, and you shouldn't have to eJther. 
So PC Paintbrush Is now available with a 
cordless PenMouse, to give you complete 
freedom of expression.Of course, It also 
supports regular mice,Jovsti~, graphics
tablets, and Is compatible with most 
graphics cards. 

PC Paintbrush also has abeautiful way 
with words. The text icon lels you write in 
any of eleven fonls, In nine sizes, with Italics, 
outline, shadow and boldface variations. 

What's more, with the new 3.0 PC 
Paintbrush, you con draw rounded boxes, 
rubber band curves and circles, and edit 
pictures many times larger than the screen. 

· Are we making fun 
of 1-2-3®? Why not? 

For lotus™ users, PC Paintbrush's new PIG 

Go on, live alittle. 


interpreter loads 1-2-3™ and Symphony™ 
charts and 9raphs at your equipmenrs
best resolution, from an IBM EGA™(640 
X350 X16 colors) to aNumber Nine 
Revolution™ (512 X512 X256 colors). 

With our ffilEZE™ frame grabber you 
can pull graphics created bv any program 
right off the screen into PC Paintbrush.So 
you can take your Paintbrush and pallette
anywhere, improving the looks of things 
as you go.And having alot of fun on the 
way. In addftton, our optional presentation
package,SLIDESHOW, allows you to pro
gram your graphics Into afirst class pre
sentation with fades,zooms, quick cuts 
and animation. 

PC Paintbrush supports 19vldeographics 
cards and 30 printers and plotters. 

For more rnfonnation on PC Paintbrush, 
call or write us at the address below, or ask 

your computer"dealer for 
ademonstration. 

•111ru1111111 111 111111111111m•11111111u11 

Z·SOFT 

PC Paintbrush 

· Corporate Headquarters: 
ZSoft Corporation, 1950 Spectrum Circle, Suite A495, Marietta, GA 30067, 404/980-1950 


west Coast Sales Office: 

160 Sir Francis Drake Blvd.,San Anselmo, CA 94960, 415/456-0955 
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INSIDE THE IBM PCs 

ONE MILLION PRIMES 

THROUGH THE SIEVE 


Generate a million primes 

on your IBM PC without running out of memory 


~ 

BY T. A. P ENG 

A POPULAR WAY to 
benchmark microcom
puters is with the Sieve of 
Eratosthenes. It is a sim
ple and effective method 
for generating prime 
numbers. However. if you 
try to use the Sieve to ob
tain more than a few thou
sand primes on your IBM 
PC. you will soon en
counter the dreaded 
phrase. "Out of memory:· 
You would think. then. 
that as far as micro
computers are concerned. 
the Sieve of Eratosthenes 
would be an impractical 
way to generate a large 
number of primes. This is 
not so. Let me show you 
how to use the Sieve to 
generate a million primes 
on your microcomputer. 

Listing I (written in 
Microsoft BASIC) illus
trates how. with very little 
memory. you can put 
500.000 numbers through 
the Sieve to obtain all the 
primes less than 
1.000.000. The idea is 
quite simple. Use an array 
of flags to represent the 
first 1000 odd numbers. After the 
nonprimes among them have been 
sieved out. reinitialize the array to rep
resent the next 1000 odd numbers. 
Lines 120 through 140 initialize the ar
ray and lines 340 through 360 rein i
tialize it before you use it for the next 
1000 numbers. The largest prime 
whose square is less than 1.000.000 
is 997 and it is the 168th prime
starting with the prime 2. To generate 

ILLUSTRATED BY JOAN HALL 

'J,. 

s 7 
26 

all the primes less than 1.000.000. you 
don't have to use primes larger than 
99 7. This is the reason for line 220 
and for the size of two of the arrays 
in line 110. The loop in lines 240 
through 270 flags all numbers less 
than 1000 that do not yield primes. 
(We have K = I + nP. so that K + K 
+ I = (I + I + I) + 2nP ~ P[2n + 
1 ). which is not a prime.) After each 
loop is executed. the value of K will 

be greater than 1000 (and 
K wou ld flag the next 
number if the size of the 
array were larger) and th is 
is remembered as K(C). 
The variable C keeps 
count of the primes gen
erated with C - I as the 
actual number of pri mes 
generated at the end of 
each loop. Line 390 
assures that the value of 
K lies between I and 
I 000. You need line 460 
to give the correct value 
for the prime 0 in line 
490. All the variables ex
cept C. 0 . and A are 
integer-va lued. There is a 
reason for th is. If the pro
gram executes correctly. 
the output of line 540 
should read. "999.983 is 
the 78.498th prime and 
the largest less than 
1.000.000." 

It is clear how to modify 
listing I to generate all the 
primes less than 2.000.000 
or even 10.000.000. but to 
get a predetermined 
number of primes. we 
need to know a little 
about their distribution. 

Specifically. what we need to know is 
the size of the arrays K and P and the 
la rgest prime to be used in the Sieve. 
And in order to know this. we must 
have a rough idea of how large the 

(con1i11uedl 

Dr. T. A. Peng is a faculty member of tfle 
Department of Mathematics of tfie Natio11al 
University of Singapore and may 6e contacted 
al Lower Kent Ridge Rd.. Singapore. 051 I . 
Re17ublic of Singapore. 
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ONE M ILL ION PRIM E S 

Listing I: This program illustrates 
now !IOU can get 500.000 numbers 
tnrougfr the Sieve to obtain all the 
primes less tnan 1.000.000. 

100 DEFINT F-P 
110 DIM F(1000),K{168),P(168) 
120 FOR 1 .. 1 TO 1000 
130F(I) =1 
140 NEXT I 
150 P=2 
160 PRINT P; 
170 c =2 
180 FOR I= 1 TO 1000 
190 IF F(l)=O THEN 310 
200 p,,, I + I+ 1 
210 PRINT P; 
220 IF P>997 THEN 300 
230 K=l+P 
240 WHILE K< = 1000 
250 F(K)=O 
260 K= K+ P 
270 WEND 
280 P(C)= P 
290 K(C)=K 
300C=C+1 
310 NEXT I 
320 R= 1 
330 FOR N "' 1 TO 499 
340 FOR 1.. 1 TO 1000 
350F(I}=1 
360 NEXT I 
370 FOR J.,2 TO 168 
380 P=P(J) 
390 K= K(J)- 1000 
400 WHILE K < = 1000 
410 F(K) = 0 
420 K= K+ P 
430 WEND 
440 K(J)= K 
450 NEXT J 
460 R= R + 2000 
470 FOR I = 1 TO 1000 
480 IF F(I)"' 0 THEN 520 
490 OcR+l+I 
500 PRINT Q; 
510C=C+1 
520 NEXT I 
530 NEXT N 
540 PRINT O;"is lhe";C - 1; "lh prime 
and the largest less than 1.000.000" 
550 END 

Listing 2: A modi/red listing. tMs program generates a mi/Hon primes witnout 
overtaxing the microcomputer's rnernory. 

100 DEFINT F-P:DEFDBL X-Z 
110 DIM F(10000),K(550},P(550) 
120 P=2:PRINT P;:Ca2 
130 FOR h· 1TO10000:F(I)= 1:NEXT I 
140 FOR I = 1 TO 10000 
150 IF F(I) = 0 THEN F(I) = 1 :GOTO 220 
160 P=l+l+1:PRINT P; 
170 IF P>4000 THEN 210 
180 K .= l + P 
190 WHILE K< = 10000:F(K) =O:K "'K + P:WEND 
200 P(C) .. P:K(C)=K 
210C=:C+1 
220 NEXT I 
230X=1 :Z=C 
240 FOR N = 1 TO 799 
250 FOR J =2 TO 550 
260 P = P(J):K"' K(J) - 10000 
270 WHILE K< = 1OOOO:F(K) = O:K"' K + P:WEND 
280 K(J)=K 
290 NEXT J 
300 X"'X+20000 
310 FOR I= 1 TO 10000 
320 IF F(I) =0 THEN F(I) = 1 :GOTO 360 
330 Y~ X+ I + l:PRINT Y; 
340 IF Z = 1000000# TH EN 380 
350 z,,,z+1 
360 NEXT I 
370 NEXT N 
380 PRINT Y; " is the" :Z: " th prime" 
390 END 

one-millionth prime is likely to be. 
Knuth gives an approximate value for 
the millionth prime and it works out 
to be a number between 15.000,000 
and 16.000.000 (see Tlie Art of Computer 
Programming: Seminumerical Algorithms by 
Donald E. Knuth. yol. 2. 2nd ed. 
Addison-Wesley. 1981). The square 
root of 16.000.000 is 4000. so the 
largest prime should not exceed this. 
The 550th prime is 3989. the largest 
prime less than 4000. (You can verify 
this result with listing l .) With this 
knowledge . . I modified listing I to ob
tain listlng 2. which generates a 
million primes as I promised. 

A few remarks about listing 2 may 
be in order. We now sieve 10.000 
numbers at a time and the execution 
time for each loop is much longer. 
Also. listing 2 will need more memory 
to run. but this can be handled com
fortably by most 64K-byte microcom
puters. I used multiple statements in 
some lines to make the program look 

neater. One improvement is in lines 
150 and 320. where the array variable 
F is reinitialized immediately after it 
has done its work. This will save some 
execution time. The efficiency of 
listing 2 could be further improved if 
we replace K - I + P with K ... (P * 
P - 1)/2 , but this would involve other 
changes· and the program would no 
longer be as simple. While you can 
run listing I in interpreted mode. 
you'll be better off if you compile 
listing 2 (using the Microsoft BASIC 
compiler) to increase its execution 
speed. 1b test whether or not listing 
2 runs correctly. you can delete the 
PRINT statements in lines 160 and 
330 (and change the number 
1000000 in line 340 to 78498) to see 
if it produces the same final result as 
listing I. It may not be very important 
to know what the one-millionth prime 
number is. but it is certainly satisfy
ing to find out fo r yourself that it is 
15.485.863 . • 
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Dynamic Rams 

41256-150ns (256K) 
4128-1 50ns (128K-AT) 
4164· 1 SOns (64K) 
Stat ic Rams 

6116P·3 (2K x 8) 
6264P·3 (BK x 8) 

Eproms 

2708 
2716 
2732 
2764 

27128 
27256 

Math Co-processors 

8087 80287 
Disk Drives 

Tandon, Oume 
Mitsub ish i, Teac 
Power Supplies 
135V 150V 

Please CALL or WRITE for pricing/brochure. 
LEO ELECTRONICS, INC. 
P.O. Box 11 307 outside Cali f. 
Torrance, CA 90510-1307 SS 
Call ' . residents 213/212·6133 800/421 ·95 
Telex: 291 985 LEO UR Fax: 213/212-6106 

TRY US ON ANY " HARD TO FIND" 
COMPUTER RELATED ITEMS. 

All major man ulacl urers. All parts prime .. All 100% guaranteed. 

Inquir y 229 

Express Computer Presents:a message to 
our subscribers a DISKETTE SALE 

You CAN buy quality diskettes at low PR ICESFrom nme ro trme we make the BYTE subscriber list 
including a LIFET IME WARRANTY.

available ro orher companres who wish to send our 
subscribers material about their products. We take greac SS DD .81care to screen these companies. choosing only those 
who are reputable. and whose products. services. or -(i)DS DD .90
1nformanon we feel would be of interest co you. Direct minimum quantity
maB rs an efficient medium for presennng the laresr of 50 diskettes I 
personal computer goods and services to our 
subscribers. Includes: TO ORDER 

* Box CALL TOLL FREE:
Many BYTE subscribers appreciate this concrolled use * Labels 800-437-5200of our mailing list and look forward ro finding *Envelope ask for operator 213 
1nformat1on of interest ro Chem rn lhe mail. Used are 

• 100% Error Free MD. residents call:our subscribers· names and addresses only jno ocher 
•Lifetime Guarantee 1-800-638-8890information we may have is ever given) . 

{24 hours a dayl 
While we believe the distribution of th is rnformarion LIFETIME Dealer Inquiries Invited 

rs of benefit to our subscribers. we firmly respect the WARRANTY! 
w ishes of any subscriber who does nor want to receive Send defective diskette back and we' ll replace it 


!if the re is a defect in original ma1erlal and workmans hip) .
such promotional literature. Should you wish co restrict 
C.O.D. and prepaid orders acceptedthe use of your name. simply send your request to the 

following address. EXPRESS COMPUTERBYTE Publications Inc. 

Attn: Circulation Department, 
 1101 Valley Glen Rd . 

70 Main St., Peterborough. NH 03458 Elkins Park, PA 19117 

9-TRACK MAG. TAPE SUBSYSTEM 
FOR THE IBM PC/XT/AT 

s4757 

For information interchange, backup and archival storage, 

IBEX offers a 9- track, IBM format-compatible w· magnetic 

tape subsystem for the IBM PC, featuring: 


• 42 M-Bytes on a single 
reel. I B E X 

• IBM format 1600 cpi. IBEX COMPUTER.CGRir<--t--1
20741 Marilla St. 
Chalsworth , CA 91311 

• Software for PC-DOS, 
MS·DOS. (618) 709-8100 

TWX: 910-493-2071Write, phone or TWX 

for information 
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Compare the 

Hercules·Color Card 


·to IBM.'s. 

Five reasons why the Hercules Color Card is better. 

IBM Color Adapter $244 Hercules Color Card $245 

1. Compatibility Runs hundred of graphics Run the ame hundreds of 
programs. graphics programs. "The 

Hercules Color Card is so nearly 
identical to the IBM Color/ 
Graphics Card that it's almost 
uncanny." PC Mag. 

2. 	Printer port. one. Standard. Our parallel port 
allows you to hook up to any IBM 
compatible printer. 

3. 	Size. 13.25 inches . Limited to long 5.25 inches. Fits in a long or short 
slots. slot in a PC, XT, AT or P01·table. 

4. Flexibility. Can't always work with a 	 Always works with a Hercules 
Hercules Graphics Card. 	 Graphics Card by mean of a 

software switch. 

5. Warranty. 90 days. 	 Two years. 

Any one of these five features is enough reason to buy a Hercules Color Card. But 
perhap the most convincing reason of all is just how easy the Hercules Color Card is to 
u e : "Right out of the box, the Hercules Color Card goes into an empty expansion slot, 
ready for you to plug in ... and go to work-no jumpers, no oftware. For most 
application , it' just that easy.' PC Magazine. 

Call 1-800-532-0600 Ext. 432 for the name of the Hercules dealer nearest you and 
we 11 ru h you our free info kit. H }ercu es. Inquiry 84 

We're strong on graphics. 

dd r · : Hercules . 2550 Ninth St, Borkeley, CA !14710 Ph: 41~ i\.lO-GOOOTelox: 164063 Trudo.mtt•ks/Owner : Hercu les/ Hercule$ Computer Technology; I BM/IBM. 



INSIDE THE IBM PCs 

ToPVIEW 

IBM's long--awaited multitasking program 

makes its debut 
~ 

BY TJ BYERS 

TOPVIEW is a multitasking 
program that. for $149. 
enables your IBM Per
sonal Computer to install 
more than one program in 
the system. This is dif 
ferent from the window 
programs that presently 
claim to accomplish the 
same thing. When work
ing with windows. you 
must quit a program 
before you can begin an
other. With TopView. how
ever. you don't have to 
quit either one of them. 
Both can be resident on 
the screen-and. more im
portant. in the micropro
cessor-at the same time. 

MULTITASKING 
TopView·s multitasking 
capabilities allow several 
programs to run simulta
neously (see photo I ). 
This isn't the same thing 
as switching between pro
grams without quitting 
them: it means that you 
can actually have one pro
gram running in the back
ground while using an
other. Lers say. for exam
ple. that you need to calculate a large 
spreadsheet. and the job will take 
several minutes. Instead of staring idly 
at the screen while the computer 
crunches away. you can banish the 
spreadsheet to TopView's background 
mode and proceed to work on an
other program-the computer will 
handle both tasks at the same time. 
While one program is making calcula
tions in the background. the other can 

ILWSTRATED BY LONN IE SUE IOHNSON 

be receiving data from the keyboard. 
You lose no time waiting for one pro
gram to finish before you start the 
other. 

Multitasking is not a new concept. 
Mainframe computers have used 
multitasking for many years to 
enhance their performance. What is 
new. however. is putting multitasking 
capabilities into a personal computer. 

TopView brings multitasking to the 

IBM PC using a multiplex
ing technique known as 
time sl icing. Basically. 1bp
View divides the micro
processor's time into slots 
during which it swi tches 
rapidly from one program 
to another. The time slices 
are very short. on the 
order of milliseconds. and 
the switching action is not 
apparent to either the ap
plication program or the 
user. so the programs ap
pear to be running con
currently on the machine. 
In actuality. they are pro
cessed consecutively in 
very quick order. The pro
cedure gives a single com
puter the ability to run 
more than one program at 
a time. 

Multitasking is not with
out its faults. however. 
While one program is be
ing processed. the others 
are held in suspension. 
Consequently. the pro
grams tend to run more 
slowly. The more pro
grams you have running at 
the same time. the slower 
each apparently becomes. 

A quick benchmark test using Top
View to conduct a simple word search 
of Writing Assistant on an IBM PC AT 
showed that it took a full 14 seconds 
to search a typical 3000-word file as 

tconfim<ed) 

Tl Bwers is a freelance aulnor of numerous 
articles and books. including Guide to Local 
Area Networks (Prentice-Hal/) . He maw be 
contacted al POB 372. Hanca<:k. NH 
03449. 
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TOPVIEW 

TopView is very memory 

intensive. The minimum 
256K RAM leaves you 

about BOK bytes for 

use by applications. 

opposed to 3+ seconds without 
TopView. 

TopView is also very memory inten
sive. as are all multitasking routines. 
While programs are in suspension 
between microprocessor access 
cycles. their parameters must be held 
in RAM (random-access read/write 
memory). This takes a lot of memory. 
JBM specifies a minimum of 256K 
bytes for TopView and recommends 
more for most applications. Installing 
TopView under PC-DOS 2 .1 using min
imum memory (2 56K bytes) leaves ap
proximately 80K bytes of working 
memory for use by application pro
grams: PC-DOS 3.0 reduces that 
number to 68K bytes. This is not 
much memory when you start talking 
mult itasking. To give you an idea of 
how memory intensive TopView can 
be. let me say that my IBM AT con
ta ins the full memory complement of 
640K bytes. After installing Writin{: 
Assistant. a very hungry program re
quiring 232K bytes. and Filing Assis
tant into TopView. I have a mere 96K 
bytes of memory left. barely enough 
to take on another multitasking chore. 
Moreover. very large programs. such 
as Writing Assistant and dBASE III. 
can't be run at the same time: there 
just isn't enough room for both. 

IBM solves the memory problem by 
modifying some application pro
grams. Writing Assistant. for example. 
can be reduced to I04 K bytes. less 
than half its previous value. by using 
a routine that is outlined in the Top· 
View Applicatio'1 Guide. Unfortunately. 
it also reduces the capabilities of the 
word-processing program . Automatic 
save and retrieve are no longer 
available. and you have to enter these 
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functions by hand. The program also 
runs considerably slower. which is a 
real nuisance if you happen to be a 
good typist. But then. that"s a trade
off you have to make when using a 
multitasking program. whether it be 
TopView or any other. 

USING TOPVIEW 
TopView is not extremely difficult to 
use. but it does take some training 
and a bit of expertise. which you can 
pick up from the IBM Top\fiew User's 
Guide. 'True to lBM form. however. the 
guide is not exactly the epitome of 
clarity. Although the guide is well 
organized. it sometimes glosses over 
very important points with a simple 
sentence or two. Unless you know 
what you· re looking for. the point can 
easily be missed. For instance. I found 
difficulty in releasing the cursor keys 
from 1bpView control when I first 
started using the program. A call to 
lBM resolved the problem. Oh. the in
structions were there in the manual all 
r ight. just somewhat obscured by sur
rounding material. 

To help you learn about 1bpView. 
IBM has included an excellent tutorial 
disk. In fact. IBM recommends you 
study the tutorial carefully before pro
ceeding with the User's Guide-wise ad
vice. because the tutorial gives you in
valuable hands-on experience with 
the various attributes and functions of 
TopView, something that would other
wise take many hours of intensive 
reading before the concepts and pro· 
cedures became clear in your mind. 
Plan on spending at least an hour with 
the tutorial : it's loaded with material. 

INSTALLATION 
Installing TopView is probably the 
simplest chore the program lets you 
do. You just type G and hit Enter; a 
batch file boots the 1bpView com
mand program into the system. This 
is consistent with IBM"s policy of using 
the same command to activate all its 
newly released programs. 

The TopView batch command is dif
ferent from other IBM programs. how
ever. in that it can include optional ex
tenders. lf you wish to bypass the 
welcome window. for example. and go 

straight into the program, you use the 
entry code g /a to initiate TopView. Al
together. there are 18 optional ex
tenders that can be used to modify 
TopView operations. Most of these ex
tenders either specify or modify the 
monitor and/or its screen format. A 
couple suppress certain routines. like 
the welcome window. and one (kl 
assists with the installation of un
disciplined non-lBM programs into 
the TopView environment. 

Once inside, you control TopView 
using a combination of windows and 
menus. This programming concept 
combines the advantages of menu
driven programs. which are normally 
keyboard controlled. with the conve
nience of icons. Although TopView 
has no icons, its menu entries act like 
icons. Unlike real icons. though. which 
are rigidly defined entities. the menu 
entries can be changed. Items can be 
added or deleted at will. and there is 
no limit to the type of application pro
grams you can include. provided they 
are 1bpView-compatible. More on that 
later. 

You install application programs 
into the TopView environment by ma
nipulating a pointer inside the window 
untrl it overlaps the desired program 
title on the main menu. The pointer 
can be moved using the cursor keys 
or with a mouse. Once you have 
selected a program. a single keystroke 
(or mouse click) loads the program 
into 1bpView. You can load as many 
programs into 1bpView as your mem
ory will support. and all active pro
grams may run simultaneously. 

Application programs are installed 
into TopView using a strict set of rules. 
and defining these parameters is no 
easy chore. You must specify no less 
than eight factors and up to a dozen 
more for certain applications. To 
facilitate the process. IBM provides 
you with a program menu containing 
3 8 predefined programs (see photo 
2). These programs. which include 
DisplayWriter and VisiCalc. have their 
values already established. and you 
can place them on the 1bpView pro· 
gram menu by simply placing the 
pointer over the desired program and 
completing a simple 1bpView menu 



TOPVIEW 

routine. You are prompted every step 
of the way. and the table makes pro
gram additions very convenient. Once 
installed. the program remains in the 
menu until you remove it. so you 
don't have to go through the routine 
every time you start up TopView. 

When including other application 
programs for which IBM has not pro
vided predefined parameters. how
ever. you have to enter the values 
yourself. IBM assists you in this by in
cluding with TopView a rather thick 
TorNiew Application Guide. which lists the 
parameters for 88 prominent software 
manufacturers and 3 50 software pack
ages. The listing includes such popu
lar programs as Framework. CrosSJalk. 
and Lotus 1-2-3. among others. To in
stall one of these programs you sim· 
ply look at the printed information 
table and duplicate it. 

For all programs. you need to 
specify both a pathway to the pro
gram and the program command that 
activates its files. When doing this you 
must be aware that 1bpView does not 
support batch files and therefore 
does not recognize batch-file com
mands. If you try to use the g com
mand to start an IBM program. for in
stance. you will be in for a surprise. 
Much to your dismay, the machine 
simply locks up and goes bye-bye. 
Only a machine restart can correct the 
problem. which is too bad if you have 
files in progress that haven't been 
saved before the incident occurs. 

l suspect IBM did this on purpose 
to avoid DOS (disk operating system) 
conflicts. You see. TopView does not 
support all PC-DOS commands and 
supports none of the enhanced PC
DOS 3.0 commands. If you were to ini
tiate a batch file that contained a com
mand that TopView couldn't execute. 
it's hard to say what might happen. 1b 
avoid the issue altogether. TopView 
simply doesn't support batch files. 

TOPVIEW ATTRIBUTES 
The DOS commands that lbpView 
does support. however. are available 
in a DOS Services file (see photo 3). 
This window lets you execute PC·DOS 
commands from within TopView. and 
although the command list is 

abridged. what remains can accom regular menu (you have to type these 
plish quite a lot. Altogether. TopView in). They include COPY and ERASE. 
supports 23 DOS commands. 6 as among others. and a rather compre
selectable-word "icons'" and 17 in a (co11rimlld) 

Photo I: To,Niew's mullitasking features lel !:IOU run simultaneous applications. Tliis 
photo shows BASIC and To,Niew's Calculator program running at the same lime. 

Photo 2: To,Niew's Add a Program utilil!:I contains lfte installation parameters for 38 
programs. Installing these programs involves simpl!:I placing the cursor over a 11ame and 
hitting a ke!:I. 
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TOPVIEW 

hensive SORT command. 
The purpose of DOS Services. of 

course. is to let you step in and out 
of PC-DOS without having to leave 
TopView. IBM also claims that the 
icon-generated commands make PC
DOS easier to use by eliminating the 
lengthy DOS equations. I don't find 
this to be true. In some cases. it would 
be faster to just enter the equation. 
rather than having to dole out the in· 
structlons through three windows. 

The most useful TopView DOS com
mand is undoubtedly PRINT. In its 
new enhanced form. PRINT allows 
you to print files in the background 
while you exlt DOS and proceed with 
other TopView routines. Moreover. 
PRINT contains a flle buffer that per
mits you to specify the printing of 
more than one file at a time: file
names are queued one after another. 
and wild-card entries are legal. If you 
request a PRINT C:*.* . for instance. 
lbpView wou ld type out the entire 
contents of your hard disk. which may 
contain hundreds of files. while you 
busy yourself with other duties. 

The full impact of this accomplish· 
ment is somewhat marred by lbp

View's lack of support for a serial 
printer. Unless your application pro· 
gram contains a serial-printer function 
and you are working from that pro
gram. you are limi ted to parallel 
printer interfaces. Perhaps this defi
ciency will be corrected in later ver· 
sions of TopView. but I doubt it With 
fewer and fewer new serial printers ap
pearing on the market. IBM may have 
simply decided the extra program
ming and memory buffering required 
is not worthwhile. 

Among the attributes particular to 
TopView are SCROLL. COPY. CUT. 
and PASTE. Although these are fea
tures commonly found in most word 
processors. TopView has extended 
their capacity to include interaction 
between programs. TopView lets you 
work between the programs. transfer
ring data and files as you wish . If. for 
instance. you want to transfer an ad
dress from a database file into a word· 
processing program. you can do it 
using the SCISSORS command. pro
vided the two programs contain the 
TopView SCISSORS subroutine. 
Presently. only IBM software contains 
these routines. and not all IBM pro-

Photo 3: Under Top\fiew. you use the Start a Program menu to begin applications 
and utilities. One utility. DOS Services. lets you use DOS commands by choosing from 
a menu (6 commands) or entering from the keyboard 117 commands). 
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grams at that. But IBM has already 
released a TopView Programmer's 
Tool Kit that contains most of the Top
View subroutines on two disks. so I 
suspect it won't be long before we 
begin seeing TopView-compatible 
software from third-party vendors. 

SOFTWARE COMPATIBILITY 
Installing a couple of TopView subrou
tines into a program doesn't neces
sari ly make it TopView-compatible. 
Programs that manipulate DOS or the 
BIOS (basic input/output system) 
routines won't work with lbpView. 
Neither will programs that rely on 
precise timing cycles for their opera
tion (because of the way lbpView 
slices up the microprocessor's time) 
or software that loads at a specific 
memory location. Memory control 
must be the absolute domain of Top
View if it is to function at all. Programs 
that directly con trol computer hard
ware (other than the keyboard or 
communications port) are strictly 
taboo. And certain interrupt calls are 
also not allowed. CopyllPC. for exam
ple. is not TopView-compatible. 
because of the way it modifies the in
ternal workings of the computer. And 
although I haven't had a chance to 
test Flight Simulator on TopView. I 
doubt it will work for many of the 
above reasons. 

Some copy-protected programs also 
have a hard time with TopView. Often 
the problem is getting the program to 
load into the TopView environment. a 
problem caused by the copy-protec
tion scheme itself. This is especially 
true of p(ograms like SideKick that 
use "fingerprints" to prevent un
authorized use. Even when such a 
program is copied to the TupView pro
gram. the disk must remain resident 
in the A: drive for access to the finger
print. Writing Assistant also works this 
way. Unless you have the correct disk 
in the drive at exactly the moment the 
program expects it (or if the program's 
timing cycle is a little bit off). the com
puter shuts itself down. And despite 
IBM's claim that the effects of this ac
tion are nondestructive. it isn't 
necessarily so. Sometimes a warm 
boot (hitting Ctrl·Alt·Del) can recover 
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the system.. minus the flies. but in 
many cases a complete machine re
start is the only recourse. The difficul
ty in loading copy-protected material 
can sometimes be resolved by sus
pending all TopView application pro
grams while the new program is load
ing. 

Communications programs are an
other tough nut to crack. Many of the 
public-domain communications pro
grams simply won't work due to the 
time-slicing effects of TopView. Only 
communication protocols with a pac
ing mechanism are recommended for 
asynchronous communications. This 
wi ll ensure that no data is lost 
because of unavailable t ime slots. A 
few examples of pacing-mechanism 
protocols are XON/XOFF. XMODEM. 
and Kermit. Kermit. by the way. can 
be found in the public domain. 

What is TopView-compatible. then? 
Just about any program that runs in 
PC-DOS and is not limited by the con
ditions mentioned above. There are 
many such programs. Nearly all IBM 
software is lbpView-compatible. as are 
many of the most popular non-IBM 
software packages. such as dBASE II. 
Electric Desk. ProKey. and WordStar. 
A rather notable exception among 
this elite group ls IBM's Debug. which 
is not TopView-compatible. Overall, 
though. you will find that most soft
ware written for the IBM PC is 
TopView-compatible. IBM has gone to 
great lengths to guarantee that 
whatever runs on PC-DOS should run 
in TopView. though some of TopView·s 
attributes may not be available to all 
programs. Even networking programs. 
li ke Telmar's MicroNetwork Service 
5.0. can be used within TopView's en
vironment. 

You have to be a little careful. how
ever. of how you set up your applica
tions. Programs that run under inter
preted or compiled languages. for in
stance. often change the software 
interrupt vectors. Running more than 
one such program under TopView can 
cause both to look into the same 
memory space for program informa
tion . The result is competition be
tween the programs. The same con
dition can occur with two programs 

AT A GLANCE 

Name 
TopView 

Type 
Multitasking environment 

Manufacturer 
IBM 
POB 1328 
Boca Raton, FL 33432 
(800) 447-4700 

Computer 
IBM PC, XT, AT (and compatible$) 
with 256K minimum, 640K and a 
hard disk preferred: requires PC
DOS 2.0 or higher 

Documentation 
Loose-leaf manual in a standard IBM 
binder along with wo application 
guides and a Quick Reference 
foldout 

Warranty 
90·day limited warranty on the 
program itsell; the warranty states 
that if a cusomer finds a program 
defect, IBM will correct it or refund 
the customer'S money 

Price 
$149 

that open files using the same file
name. You can resolve the conflict. Jn 
many cases. by instal ling the pro
grams in different directories so that 
each program has its own unique file 
path. 

TOPVIEW UTILITIES 
IBM has installed its own util ity pro
grams in TopView. Version 1.00 incor
porates four of them. including DOS 
Services. a functional' alarm clock 
(which Jets you set up to five alarms 
within a 24-hour period). and a Color 
Change Program. This last utility 
allows you to specify colors for the 
background. foreground. and window 
borders. 

My favorite utili ty. though. is the 
TopView Calculator. The calculator 

itself is nothing special-you can get 
the same thing at the supermarket for 
about five bucks. But the lbpView Cal
culator is always handy and its bat
teries never go dead. which always 
seems to be the case with the half 
dozen or so calculators I have scat
tered about. 

The calculator does all of the stan
dard mathematical functions like add. 
subtract. multiply. divide. percentage. 
squares. and square roots. It even has 
a memory. You can enter data into the 
calculator in any of several ways. If 
you use a mouse. you can roll it 
around until the cursor is over the 
desired "key:· then click. You can also 
move the cursor with the cursor keys. 
which is quite a chore-it takes at least 
three keystrokes to move the cursor 
one calculator button. Fortunately, the 
calculator will accept input from the 
regular keys and the numeric keypad. 
You can execute math functions from 
either the regular keyboard or the 
function keys. Unfortunately. IBM 
forgot to put a funct ion-key template 
into the TopView package. so unless 
you memorize the functions. you will 
always be looking up their definitions. 
This is not hard. since the calculator 
includes a very comprehensive help 
menu (as do many TopView programs) 
that fully outlines all calculator opera
tions and options. 

Like so many other IBM introduc
tions, TopView may very well set new 
standards for the computer commu
nity. Beyond its computer-based im· 
p lications. IBM has introduced a 
unique feature: It sells TopView with 
a limited 90-day warranty. This means 
that if within 90 days of purchasing it 
you find a defect in the program. IBM 
will correct it or refund your money. 

CONCWSION 
TopView is a very sophisticated and 
potentially useful program. It has its 
problems. such as its voracious ap
petite for memory and the difficulty 
or inability of incorporating some ap
plication programs. but TopView's in
novative multitasking features. its very 
attractive price tag of $149. and the 
limited 90-day program warranty will 
attract a lot of takers. • 
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That's because 27 mill ion American adults 
can't read a chi ld's bedtime story, can't read a 
street sign, can't read .. .period. 

Functional illiteracy has become an 
epidemic, an epidemic that has reached 1 out of 
5 American adults. It robs them of a decent 
living, it robs them of self-respect, it robs them 
of the simplest of human pleasures ... like 
reading a letter from a friend or a fa iry-tale to 
their ch ildren. 

Tragic as that is, it's not the worst part. 
Because people like this could be taught to read, 
if we had more tutors to teach them. Sadly, we 
don't. Today, the waiting period for a tutor can 
be up to a year. 

You can change that by joining the fight 
against illiteracy yoursel'f. It takes no specia l 

~ .! . 0~ 
~U1c1 C~alition for Literacy 

qualifications. If you can read, you can tutor or 
help us in countless other vyays. You'll be trained 
to work in programs right in your own 
community. And you'll experience the greatest 
satisfaction of all ... the satisfaction of helping 
people discover whole new lives. 

So join the effort. Call the Coalition for 
Literacy at tol l-free 1-800-228-8813. Helping 
takes so little. And il literacy robs people of so 
much. 

Volu.nteerAgainst Illiteracy.
The only degree you need 

is a degree of caring. 



INSIDE THE IBM PCs 

WHEN YOUR PC 

DOESN'T WORK 


You can find and fix most malfunctions yourself 
~ 

WHEN YOU BUY an IBM Your IBM PC (Chilton Book 
Personal Computer. you Co.. 1984) . 
get two diagnostic aids 
to help you spot many of POST 
the possible causes of Each time you flip on the 
malfunctions. First. each power switch to the IBM 
time you turn on the PC. POST runs a quick 
power. the PC goes check on the major sys
through a self-testing cycle tems inside. This testing 
called POST (power-on takes from a few seconds 
selt-test). And. second. to about three minutes. 
there is a diagnostics pro depending on how much 
gram in the back of the RAM you have. During 
Guide to Operations manual this time. POST conducts 
that provides more exten quick tests on the system 
sive testing of the various board. RAM. power sup
systems. circuit boards. ply. keyboard. external 
and peripherals on your chassis (if you have one). 
computer. and some of the adapter 

The major difference be J cards. During this testing 
tween these two diag cycle. nothing shows on 
nostic aids lies in the ex the screen. nor is there 
tent of the testing per any indication that any
formed. The IBM folks did thing is happening (except 
not include sufficient in for the delay) unless POST 
structions on how to use finds a malfunction. Then. 
the aids. nor did they pro it signals you with error 
vide simple error mes codes and/or audio 
sages. There are no mes signals. 
sages like " I think your A part of any diag
RAM !random-access nostics aid is knowing how 
read/write memory! is things are supposed to work. 
bad:· Instead you see a After you become accus

BY G ENE B. W ILLIAMS 

string of numbers like 
··0340201:· Once you understand how 
to decode the string. however. you'll 
find that it tells you not just what is 
malfunctioning. but where. Both POST 
and the diagnostics program generate 
the same codes. So. once you know 
the decoding procedure for one. you 
know it for both. 

These two methods of testing. cou
pled with some simple steps and com
mon sense. tell you exactly what has 

ILWSTRATED BY DlANE TESKE HARRIS 

gone wrong and where. for about 95 
percent of all malfunctions. Chances 
are good that you can find and fix 
what appears to be a major fa ilure 
with little more than your fingers. In
stead of spending hours of downtime. 
and perhaps hundreds of dollars. you 
can usually do the job yourself in a few 
minutes. This article covers all of the 
basic steps. For more information. see 
my book How to Repair and Maintain 

tomed to using the PC. 
you can easily forget the exact se
quence of beeps and grinds it makes 
as it boots up. This is important to 

(contin~edl 

Gene B. Williams is a professional writer·and 
the author of the series. How to Repair and 
Maintain Your . . . (IBM PC. Apple. 
VCR. Kaypro. Macintosh). His other in
terests include the martial arts and ham radio. 
He can be reached c/o BYTE. POB 372 . 
Hancock . NH 03449. 
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know: however. without these sounds 
you are less likely to realize when 
something malfunctions. 

For example. one day when you sit 
down at your PC. just before the pro
gram begins to load. you hear a long 
beep and then a short one. You might 
recognize this as being something dif~ 
ferent from the norm or you might 

not. If the program loads successful
ly, you're quite likely to ignore the 
warning-only to lose all your work a 
few hours later when the PC locks up 
or refuses to save your work due to 
a system-board malfunction. 

The next time you begin working at 
your PC. pay attention to the sounds 
of the normal boot sequence. Then. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. 

Here are 87 reasons to 
buy at Elek-Tek, not to 
mention lhe fastest 
delivery anywhere. 

f·MSGA' 
BERNOULLI BOX 

1. 	10 meg 'h height Drive for 
IBM· PCIXTIAT & 
compa!ibles ...• . • .• $ 1675 

2. 	20 meg v. height Drive 1or 
IBM·PCIXTIAT & 
compali.bles •.••.••.• 2335 

3. Non·Boolable lnlerlac:e Card 104 
4. Booable lnterlaoe Card . 2 34 
s. 	10 meg cartridges f0< above 

(3 pak special) ••. .•. •• 125 

23. 	 Amdek 31 OA 
Amber Moni1or ••••••.. S 150 

24. 	 Generic MulU 
Mt1ltihJnovon Soard. 64 K . .• 129 

25. 	 Generic M'ulU 384K 
Multirunction Boald, 364K •• 169 

26. 	 AST Six Pak + 
Multdunctlon Soard, 6"K • . 225 

27. AST Six Pak + Oaaded) 
Muillfunct.on Soard. 364K •• 279 

211. AST Megeplus II 
M<JtillNlClloo Board. 64K ••• 270 

29. 	Quadram Quadboard 
MullilunctiOn Boarcr. OK •• . 195 

30. Quad111.m Quaclbaard 
l.\\J11i. 8oofd, 64KIJ&4K •. 210!2~ 

Save 300/o to 430/o 
off Maoofacturer Suggested Ret. prices on 


EPSON • Dlddata • Siar • lllAlllD 

• 10SI& • COMREX • 


EPSON 
6. LX BO ...............$ 215 
7. AX 100+ .... .. ........ 350 
8. FX85 ...... .. ........340 
9, FX 185 .. . ...... .. .. , • . 475 

10. LO 1500 par~llel . . • . •..CALL 
11. OXIO Daisy Wheel 10CPS • . . 230 
12. OX20 Daisy Wh8'll 20CPS .•CALL 
13. Comrex II Conviter ••••• . • 269 

STAR 
SG 10 .... . . . . ...... .. 23514. 
SD 10/15 ••••••.••••••CALL 


16• SA 10/15 ........ .....CALL

15. 

OKI 
17. 	 120.Oki 182 ••••• • .. ••••••CALL 

18.. Olli 192/193 ... . .......CALL I 21. 

19. Oki 84 ...... . ........CALL I 22. 


PRODUCTS FOR IBM-PC 
31. 	 Orchid Tech. 

PC Turbo 186 ••••••• .• • . 57ll 
32. 	 ""8dlse 

Modular GraJ)hlCS Card .• . 290 
33. 	 Hercules 

Monochrome Card ••••... 329 
34. 	 Hercules Color 

Cd.of Grapl\ic Card •• •. .. . HD 
35. 	 Now.tlari 490&05·1 

24CXJBPS inc. M e Som..are .620 
36. 	N~tlon 490603 

'h Card Modern 2400 BPS 
No so4tware • •••.. , . .•••425 

DISKETTES 

'i!7. 

38. 

39. 

40. 

41 . 

42. 

43. 

44. 

EPSON 
FX 85 

TOSHIBA 
To5Mla P34I. , ........CALL 
bs!Lba P351 , •• •••••• CALL 
Tbstlll)a P1340 •.•.••• •. CALL 

N0"8llon 490603-1 
As ""°"" w:. MSOOS ~Nilre •• 490 
Hll')'91 12008 
lnlBmal modem wlsoltware . 3 59 
AT&T 4000 
30Cll1200 Exl MOdem • •••• 335 
Hayes 1200 
External modem ••••••••• 399 
HayH 2400 
Exiernal modem •••..•••• 599 
US Robot ics Courier 2400 
Ext 24008 S~ Modem .•• 460 
US Rabatfc1 Telpac 
Telecomm. Sohwarn •.••••. 75 
TEAC FDSSB 
\Ii hL DSDO Disk Dnve • , ... 90 

85. DC100A. 
86. OC30DA 

•••••. . .•••• S 14.00 87. DCJOOXL ••••••••••• S 21.00 89. DC60CIA •... •••••• , . 5 23.50 
......... .. .. 18.00 88.. DC300XL/P ..........22.00 90. DC1000 ... . .. ... .... . 15.00 

Cal/ tor Qu1nr/1y pricing tar 10 c•rttldQN or more. 

CALL 10LL FREE 800-621-1169 EXCEPT Dlinois, Alaskll 

BucK•...-eiK 1"nc 6557"" ~ncoln n ... Ch•'""'JO "60G45 
~I • I ~ ~ . 1J121 &Ji 1aoo (J12J 6 n 7660 

make paying attention a part of your 
normal routine. At the very least. let 
yourself become aware that some· 
thing other than the norm catt happen. 

When everything works correctly, 
the cursor begins blinking on the 
screen a few seconds after you tum 
on the power. It continues to blink 
during POST. The light on drive A 
comes on. there is a single short 
beep. and the LED [light-emitting 
diode) goes out momentarily. When 
it comes on again. the program loads. 
Anything other than this sequence in
dicates that there is a problem . 

The original plans for the IBM PC in
cluded a cassette-tape machine to 
load and store programs. Although 
the idea was abandoned almost im
mediately. the cassette port remained. 
So did a form of BASIC resident in 
ROM (read-only memory) to operate 
the cassette. So. if you·re attempting 
to load a program and you suddenly 
find yourself staring at a BASIC 
screen. drive A isn't loading the pro
gram. ROM has taken over and has 
automatically booted up cassette 
BASIC. 

Try loading another program. and 
carefully observe the sequence. As 
the program roads. you should hear 
the drive's stepper motor moving the 
reaclAvrite heads across the disk. If the 
drive is trying to load but can't for 
some reason. the cassette BASIC will 
load from ROM. 

POST ERRORS 
Tuble 1 contains all the primary error 
codes. signals. and symptoms gen
erated by POST. An x in the code rep
resents any number. For example, 
"xxxx20 1" won't appear on the screen 
with the xs. but with numbers. such as 
"034020l :' This code indicates a 
problem with the RAM (the ··201 .. 
ending). and it also tells you that the 
program found an error in the second 
RAM module from the right on the 
front row (the "0340" prefix) . 

A few of the indications given are 
not strictly a part of POST but are 
common enough symptoms at power
up to warrant mention. The ··nothing 
happens" symptom. for example. is 
not a generated error code. nor is the 

31'1 " SSDD 
OSDD 

5V• ' SSDD 
OSDD 

SSDD96fPI 
DSDD961'Pl 

5V•" DSDDtlD 
~IBllAtl 
.. SSDDH 
8" osoo.._ 

• Dmn ma"'Bll. 3M SONY 

25.00 
3Q.OO 
16.00 
20.00 
24.00 
29.00 
31>00 

2S.1lO 
37.00 
14.00 
18.00 
24.00 
29.llO 
39JID 

25..00 
37'00 
14.50 
18.DO 
24.DO 
29.llO 
40.00 

mo 
37;00 
13..00 
16.DO 

Z2.00 
26.00 

29.00 
32..00 

25.00 
29.00 

Cell for Quan llty prlcln9 lor 10 boxes or more. 

3M DATA CARTRIDGES 

h£MOfE(-'-" 
20.00 
24.00 
11 .541 11.541 
12.50 14.00 

2A.DO 

19.llO 
21100 
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cassette BASIC display. Yet both are 
strong indications that something is 
wrong. Some of the error signals are 
audible beeps. These may or may not 
be accompanied by actual error 
codes. 

If you have either an error code or 
a symptom. you should use the diag
nostics disk, which checks the system 
more thoroughly. If the PC won't load 
the diagnostics program. there are 
some initial steps that you can take. 
Most of these are self-evident. If 
nothing at all happens when you fllp 
on the power switch. most likely no 
power is getting to the PC. The actual 
problem could be anywhere. The wall 
outlet might be dead. The cord might 
have been accidentally kicked out. 
The power supply inside the PC could 
be fau lty. Or something deeper inside 
the PC could be shorting out. caus
ing the power supply to drag down 
and shut itself off. 

D IAGNOSTICS DISK 
One mistake many people make is to 
use the diagnostics program only 
when a malfunction occurs. This is 
somewhat like going to the doctor 
only after you're seriously il l. You 
should use the diagnostics program 
as a preventive check. If something is 
starting to fail. the program might 
spot it before it becomes a serious 
problem. If you use the diagnostics 
program on a regular basis, you'll 
have a better idea of how things are 
operating. 

The diagnostics disk that comes 
with your PC does a more thorough 
testing of your computer and its 
systems than POST does. It also offers 
the option of running multiple test
ings. This is very important when it 
comes to testing circuits and IC (inte
grated circuit) modules. Unlike less 
complex components that either func
tion or fail. a chip can work fine. then 
it can fail and then work again. A chip 
is also more prone to operate correct
ly while it is cool and then break down 
after the PC has been going for a 
while. POST or the single-testing op
tion of the diagnostics program are 
less likely to spot such malfunctions. 
The multiple-testing option of the 

diagnostics program should be used 
to detect such problems. If you 
suspect that one of the circuit boards 
is faulty and if you suspect the system 
board in particular. choose the multi
ple-testing option. You should let the 
test run a minimum of 30 times. pref
erably more. 

To run the diagnostics program. in
sert the disk in drive A and reset 
(reboot) the PC (by Ctrl-Alt-Del or by 
shutting it off. waiting 5 seconds. and 
turning lt on again). The normal se
quence of beeps and grinds should 
occur. After POST completes its cycle. 
the light on drive A should come on. 
followed by a single short beep. and 
then you will be able to hear the 
grinding of drive A as the program 
loads. 

As testing begins. you may log any 
errors to disk. The log itself can be 
kept only on the diagnostics disk; 
however. if you choose this option 
you cannot cover the write-protect 
notch. Obviously. to log errors to disk. 
your PC and its disk drives must be 
running well enough to be able to 
write to the disk. 

You can also log the errors to a 
printer, which is how I prefer to do it. 
This frees the disk drive and allows 
you to let the testing run unattended. 

As the diagnostics program ex
ecutes. it tests the disk drives. When 
it's ready to run the test. it stops and 
signals you with a long beep and then 

Table I: POSf error signals and codes. 

If nothing at all 

happens when you flip 
on the power switch , 
most likely no power 
is getting to the PC. 

The actual problem, 
though , could be 
almost anywhere. 

a short one so that you can replace 
the diagnostics disk with a scratch 
disk. (The reason a scratch disk is 
needed is because the testi ng 
destroys any data on the disk.) If 
you've installed additional RAM as 
one or more RAM drives. you will get 
errors on these drives. This portion of 
the diagnostics program tests physical 
drives only. (The RAM chips are all 
tested earlier in the program. regard
less of their function.) 

DIAGNOSTICS ERRORS 
Tuble 2 lists the primary error codes. 
signals, and symptoms generated by 
the diagnostics program. The primary 

(w11Wmed) 

SIGNAL OR CODE MEANING 

Nothing happens Power supoly or ? 
Continuous beep Power supply 
Repeating short beeps Power supply 
1 long beep, 1 short System board 
1 long beep, 2 short Monitor 
No display Monitor 
Ca.ssette BASIC display Disk drive (usually A) 
101,131 System board 
201 RAM 
xxxx201 and Parity Check x _ RAM 
Parity Check x Power supply 
301 , xx30l eyboard 
601 Floppy-disk drive 
1701 Hard-disk drive 
1801 Expansion chassis 
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difference between these and those If there's no display and given by POST is that the diagnostics 
program generates a code even when 
a particular system or circuit is oper
ating properly. POST does not. This 
successful-completion code ends in 

you must resort to the 
audio signals alone, 

all zeros. (For example. when the sys
tem board successfully completes move cautiously. testing. a 100 code is generated. while 
properly operating floppy-disk drives 

Table 2: Diagnostics program codes. 

CODE MEANING 

02x Power 
1xx System board 
20x RAM 
xxxx RAM 
xx20x RAM 
30x Keyboard 
xx30x Keyboard 
4xx Monoch rom~ monitor 
Sxx Color monitor 
6XX Disk drive 
7xx 8087 math coprocessor 
9xx Printer adapter 
11xx Asynchronous communications 
12xx Asynchronous communications 
13xx Game adapter 
14xx Printer 
15xx SDLC communications 
17xx Hard-disk drive 
18xx Expansio.n chassis 
20xx BSC adapter 
21xx BSC adapter 

Table 3: Diagnostics disk audio run-tfrrougfr . 
1. 	 Power is applied: cursor should blink during POST: short beep; program loads. 
2. 	"Select an Option" screen (O- run diagnostics routines, 1-lormat disk, 2- copy 

disk, 9-exit to system disk): enter "O" for diagnostics routines. 
3. "Installed Devices" screen: beep: enter "Y': 
4. 	 "Diagnostics Choices" screen (O- run tests one time, 1- run tests mul iple times, 

2-log utilities, 9-exit diagnostics): enter "O" or "1": program now proceeds 
lhrough tests for the system board and RAM , and there will be a delay of up to 
several minutes: this delay will be followed by a short beep. 

5. "Typematic" (keyboard test) screen; press Enter; short beep. 
6. "Display Attributes" screen; enter "Y"; short beep. 
7. 	"Character Set" screen: enter "Y"; shor1 beep. 
8. "80x25" display; enter "Y": short beep. 
9. "40x25" display; enter "Y": short beep. 

10. "320x200 Graphics· display: enter "Y": short beep. 
11. 	 "640x200 Graphics" display: enter "Y": press any key eight times, short beep; 

enter 'Y''. 
12. 	Long beep-short beep signals beginning of drive tests. Insert scratch disk in 

drive A; press Enter; drive LED will light and drive will grind: two beeps: enter 
''Y''. 

13. Repeat step 12 tor each drive installed (long beep, short beep, scratch in B, 
Enter. LED lights, grind, beep beep, enter "Y') : ignore results on RAM driveS

14. Short delay and a single short beep signals the end of a completed cycle. 

give a 600 code.) 
Audio error signals are also pro

vided. making it possible to run com
plete dicignostics even when the 
monitor is dead. The ·order of the 
tests and screens that are supposed 
to appear are given in the Guide lo 
Operatio'1s manual. However. this 
doesn·t include a key to the audible 
signals. It's a good idea to run the 
diagnostics program before you 
suspect any problems and make ap
propriate notes about the meanings 
and occurrences of these signals in 
your manual. 

If your monitor is not displaying 
anything and you must resort to the 
audio signals alone (see table 3). 
move slowly and cautiously. Pay extra 
attention to what happens and when. 
If you lose track or doubt what is hap
pening for any reason. begin again. 

FINDING THE MALFUNCTION 
Tracking down a malfunction isn·t as 
difficult as you might think. It requi res 
little more than the process of elimi
nation. lust where you begin your 
search depends on the symptoms. lt 
is usually fairly obvious where to start 
looking. There are just so many prob
lems that can occur and just so many 
causes for a particular malfunction. 

The process of elimination begins 
with the simple and the most obvious 
and then moves in a step-by-step 
order to the more complex. For ex
ample. if your PC is completely dead. 
start from the outside and work in. 
Check the wall outlet plug something 
else into that outlet. such as a lamp. 
or use a volt-ohmmeter (VOMJ to test 
the outlet. And check for the 
obvious- is the plug properly inserted 
into the outlet? 

Next. eliminate anything else out
side the PC including any switches. If 
your computer is plugged into a power 
strip or another external device. by
pass it. and plug the machine directly 
into the outlet to see if the problem 
lies in that device. (The internal switch 
on the PC almost tests itself. If the fan 
is running. power is getting to the 
computer and the switch is good. If 
the fan isn·t running. then power isrn 
getting to it. due to either a lack of 
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power or a faulty switch.) 
After eliminating everything up to 

the power supply as the possible 
cause. try to find out if the problem 
is coming from the power supply or 
from somewhere else in the com
puter. You can do this best by testing 
the power supply outputs with a 
VOM. Or you can disconnect every
thing inside the PC. including all the 
ci rcuit boards. If the power returns. 
you know that one of the connected 
devices caused the problem. Then 
connect the devices again. one at a 
t ime. until the power fails. (Be sure to 
shut off the power before removfr1g or connect
ing anything!) 

The same basic procedure applies 
to other malfunctions. Set up an 
either . ..or sequence. Find out what 
is not malfunctioning and then you 'll 
know what is . For example. if a pro
gram fails to toad. the problem is with 
either the disk drive or the program. 
If the drive is failing. the cause is prob
ably either the drive itself or the cir
cuit boards in the computer. (With 
disk-drive problems. you can swap 
drive A wi th drive B. If things begin 
to work again. you know that some
thing is wrong with drive A. If not. 
then the problem lies with either the 
drive card or the system board.) 

PROBABLE CAUSES 
The single most common cause of 
computer malfunction is operator 
error. You may have accidentally 
kicked out the plug or turned the con
trast or other controls on the monitor. 
Operator error is often the last thing 
suspected or checked. Checking for 
the obvious and possible operator 
errors are always the first steps to take 
in track ing down a malfunction. This 
is especially important if you've made 
some change to your system. Installa
tion instructions and software docu
mentation are notorious for being 
poorl y written. It's easy to make a 
simple mistake. 

For example. one PC owner up
graded his system with a new multi
function card that was fully populated 
with RAM. Off came the cabinet. and 
in went the board (after careful ly 
following the instructions). However. 

when he tried to use it. the PC tocked 
up and refused to do anything but 
reboot- and then lock up again. His 
automatic response was to blame the 
new board. but after removing the 
board. his computer st ill didn't 
operate correctly. 

What seemed to be a major com
puter malfunction turned out to be a 

simple problem. When he added the 
new board, he brought the total 
number of COM ports to three. The 
PC handles only two. With that thi rd 
port installed. the PC no longer knew 
what to do and locked up. During in
stallation he had changed the switch 
settings on the system board. When 

(co11tinurd1 

Lattice®Products Are 

Your Best Investment 

Lattice TopView Tool- S250.00 
basket- Provides more 
than 70 functions that 
eliminate the need for 
extensive use of 
assembly language 
when interfacing with 
TopView. Includes func
tions to control window, 
cursor, pointer, and 
printer operations. Also 
provides access to cut
and-paste facility and 
debugging services. 

LMK"'-Automated 
product generation utili· 
ty for MS-DOS, similar to 
UNIX "Make" 

C-SprlteT.,_Symbolic 
debugger for programs 
written in Lattice C or 
assembly language 

C Compilers- MS-DOS 
and PC-DOS- The in
dustry standard 

Panel-~ performance 
screen design and screen 
management system. 
Available for MS-DOS, 
PC-DOS, and UNIX 
systems 

dBC U"" or d.BC III"'' 
C function libraries sup
porting indexed riles that 
are compatible with 
dBASE II or dBASE 
Irr" 

Sl95.00 

S175.00 

5500.00 

5295.00 

S250.00 

C-Food Smorgasbord™ S150.00 
-Includes a BCD deci
mal arithmetic package, 
IJO functions, IBM-PC 
BIOS interface, terminal 
independence packa~e, 
plus many other utility 
functions 

Text Management Utili- $120.00 
ties-lGREP/DIFF/ED/ 
WC/EXTRACT/BUILDl
Essential programming 
and documentation aids 
in any environment 

With Lattice published products 
you get "Lattice Service" including 
telephone support, free updates 
dunng the warranty period, no.lice 
of new products and enhance
ments when you register, and a 
money-back guarantee. Corporate 
site license agreements are 

1available. 

Call us today for further infor
mation on these, or our many 
other C programs1 utilities, and 
tools! 

Lattice, Inc. 
P.O. Box 3072 
Glen Ellyn, IL 60138 
Phone (312) 858-7950 
TWX 910-291-2190 

We practice portability 
International Sales Offices 

Benelux: De Vooght. Phone {321-2-720.91. 28. 
Bngland: Roundhill. Phone: !0672) 54675 
Japan: Lifeboat Inc. Phone: (03} 2934711 
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the expansion board was removed. are brought on by not completely 
the switch settings still indicated the understanding how to use your soft
additional RAM. When it wasn't there. ware. The more complex and power
the PC generated an error. All he had ful a program. the more likely you are 
to do to " fix" his PC was to change to make a mistake along the way. Even 
a switch block on the new board to a complete software crash isn't nec
disable one of the COM ports. essarily a software problem. Accord

Once you've eliminated operator ing to Verbatim Corporation of Sunny
error. check the software. Many errors vale. California. at least 80 percent of 

Earth Computers New,--
Low Cost P.C. Add-In's 
A.T. Performance For Your P.C. 
• SMHz. 80286 • Occupies one 
• 	 512K RAM card slo t 


(Expandable lo • Switch for 8088 

2 MB) • Socket for 


• Works in all optional 80287 
P.C. compatibles • Only $995 (sub

• 	 Transparent lo stan1;a1 reseller 

DOS & applica· discounts) 

lions 


Gel up lo Jive times lhe performance 

on your IBM~ P.C., X.T. orcompatible 

(depending on lhe application) with the new 

TurboAccel-286 board.TurboAccel·286 

is super las1 when compared to lhe 8086 

designs and it is totally software 

transparent unl ike lhe Orchid~ 80186. 


Lightning Fast CP/M"' For Your P.C., A.T., And Others 
• 	 8 MHz. Z-80H • 128K RAM • Runs on the P.C. • Includes CP/ M 


(las1es1 CP/ M • Two RS-232 ports A.T., AT&T 6300 emulalor and 

coprocessor • Up to 16 users and other Microsoll compal

available) per P.C. (lrue compalibles ibfe assembler 


multi-user support) • Runs over 2000 • Low $495 price 

Z·80H coprocessor and 128 KRAM memory for the P.C .. A.T., AT&T 6300 and other 
compatib les. Also included with TurboSlave is a tree CP/ M emulator and S.L.R. 
Systems Z-80 Microsoft compatible assembler. 

Up to 16 TurboSlaves can be connected to a single P.C. lor true multi-user 

compatibility when using lhe oplional Turbo DOS operating syslem. 


To order TurboAccel-286 or TurboSlave· P.C .. ca l l or wrile:--EA- RTH coMPuu u =Dept. MJ-2 • P.O. Box 8067 
~- - Fountain Valley, CA 92728 • (7 14) 964-5784 

-....------------ Telex #910 997 6 120 EARTH Fv----" 

CP/M programs (substantial 
reseller ct;scounts) 

Now you can run over 2000 CP/M programs, lightning fast, on your 
P.C. wilh TurboSlave-P.C. The board contains a high performance 8 MHz, 
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all software and disk failures are 
di rectly due to fingerprints on the 
disks. 

Then there are the bugs that manu
facturers almost invariably miss. A 
program may work just fine in its 
primary form. but when you try a new 
feature. it doesn't react the way you 
expect. This may be a manufacturer's 

bug. but it may also be another oper
ator error. caused by the operator not 
fully understanding how to use the 
new feature. 

Once you have eliminated operator 
and software errors. you can concen 
trate on the PC itself. Suspect the 
mechanical devices before the elec
tronics. Anything that moves is prone 
to wear. A drive fa ilure is more com
mon than a chip failure. (Failure to 
load programs can be as simple as a 
broken or improperly closed disk
drive door.) 

SUMMARY 
Computer malfunctions are relatively 
rare. Despite the fact that computers 
seem to be complex. a computer with 
the power of the IBM PC is actually 
much less complicated than a por
table television set. There just isn't 
much that can malfunction . When 
something does go wrong. it is most 
likely to be caused by: first. operator 
error: second. software error: third. 
mechanica l problems: and last. the 
electronics. By using the process of 
elimination. you can usually track 
down the source of the trouble fairly 
quickly 

POST and the IBM PC's diagnostics 
disk can help you pinpoint the causes 
of many malfunctions. However. there 
are times when neither of these will 
run. Normally. this indicates a more 
serious malfunction. (It can also mean 
that nothing at all is wrong.) There are 
also times when these diagnostic aids 
won't be able to find the cause of the 
problem. Then. when all else has 
failed. you may need to call a repair
man. 

The most important point I can 
make ls this: Realize that you can find 
and fix most malfunctions if you move 
carefully and thoughtfully-one step 
at a time. • 
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INSIDE THE IBM PCs 

IBM PC FAMILY 

BIOS COMPARISON 

BIOS vectors for the PC and its relatives 

~ 

BY }ON SHI ELL AND JOHN MARKOFF 

IBM'S PERSONAL COMPUTER has 
grown into an impressive family of re
lated machines. Jn addition to the 
original system. there are the PC Xt 
XT/370. 3270 PC, Portable PC. PCjr. PC 
AT. and AT/370. as well as several in
dustrial and military versions of the XT. 

As the PC family has grown there 
have been additions and deletions to 
the basic hardware of the machines. 
This article and the accompanying 
tables l. 2. and 3 compare the vari
ous BIOS (basic input/output system) 
features of the PC-family machines. If 
you wish to program on one specific 
machine. these tables can assist you 
in determining which functi.ons can be 
used across all machines in the family. 

The purpose of the BIOS is to pre
sent a common interface to programs. 
be they application programs or oper
ating systems. to minimize the amount 
of code that must be rewritten be
tween machines. The BIOS allows the 
programmer to isolate hardware 
dependency to a single set of primi
tive routines. The BIOS permits por
tability and compatibility between dif
ferent hardware environments_ At the 
same time. almost all of the speed 
and control of direct hardware access 
is retained. 

The BIOS is made up of the codel 
programs that provide the device
level control for the major 1/0 devices 
in the system. In the IBM PC family the 
BIOS ls contained in ROM (read-only 
memory) on the system board. along 
with cassette BASIC and a set of rou
tines (called POST for "power-on self
test) that check out the machine when 
it is turned on. 

The BIOS creates hardware in
dependence by providing a level of in
direction and separation from the 

hardware. For example. when using a 
BIOS call to send a character to a 
printer. the programmer doesn't need 
to know what the 1/0 address of the 
printer port is or how to control it 

The BIOS is normally invoked via a 
set of interrupts that are vectored into 
various BIOS entry points. Other in
terrupt vectors are used to service 
hardware interrupts. such as "disk 
operation finished: · In practical terms. 
the software invokes the BIOS by 
loading the appropriate registers in 
the microprocessor and issuing an 
JNT instruction. For example: 

MOV AH,O ; Load AH with the 
BIOS function code 
for "print the charac
ter in register AL.:' 

MOV AL,'B' ; Character to be 
printed, in this case a 
11B11 

MOV DX ,O ; Print it on LPT1 
(printer number 
minus 1) 

INT 17 ; Printer BIOS entry 
interrupt 

The INT {or software interrupt) in
struction transfers control of the 
microprocessor to the routine whose 
address is in the 4-byte interrupt vec
tor for this interrupt. There are 2 56 in~ 
terrupts in the 808x microprocessor 
family: the first 128 are used by the 
BIOS and the operating system. the 
other 128 by BASIC. These 2 56 ad
dresses are arranged in table form in 
the first I K byte of memory. where 
bytes 0 to 3 are for I NT 0 and bytes 
3FC to 3FF are for INT FF {addresses 
and interrupts are in hexadecimal). 

The BIOS is extensible. When the 
POST routines perform their start-up 
diagnostics. they scan the ROM ad

dress space for "add-on .. routines that 
install themselves. An example of this 
extension is the IBM Enhanced 
Graphics Adapter. which extends the 
video interrupt INT 10 as indicated in 
table I . 

Tu install itself as a BIOS extension. 
a routine 

I . Copies the current interrupt pointer 
into your routine. 
2. Disables interrupts. 
3. Replaces current interrupt pointer 
with the entry address of your routine. 
4. Reenables interrupts. 

If the routine is installed after DOS. 
the DOS functions 3 5 (get interrupt 
vector) and 2 5 (set interrupt vector) 
can be used. 

The rule for BIOS entries is one soft
ware interrupt per device. Additional
ly. there may be one or more hard
ware entries and one or more entries 
that point to tables or blocks of data 
used by the device driver. The inter
rupt vectors used as pointers to data 
instead of code allow easy alteration 
of the enviroment. such as changing 
t~e character set displayed for 80 to 
FF by the Color Graphics Adapter. 

According to IBM. the only time you 
can safely bypass the BIOS is when 
you access the following: 

• I/0 port 21: Interrupt mask registers. 
• 6 l : Sound control. 
• 40.4 l .42 : Timer/counter. (Note: 

(conlinued) 

Jon Sfiiel/ is a systems architect and miao
programmer. He can be reached at POB 
6119 5. Sunnyvale. CA 94088. 

)ofin Markoff. a technology writer for tfie 
San Francisco Examiner. is a former 
BYTE editor. He can be reacfied at 110 Fifth 
SL San Francisco. CA 9412 3. 
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Table I: The ROM BIOS vect.ors for the IBM PC family. 

Interrupt 
Function 
Code PC PC XT PCjr PC AT 

BIOS 
Ext. Comments 

0 n/a y y y y divide-by-zero trap 

1 I n/a y y y y single-step mode (used by Debug) 

2 NMI n/u 

n/u 

y 

n 

y 

n y 

y 
y 
n 

parity-check rouline 
also coprocessor interrupt 
keyboard-interrupt routine (keyboard has data ready) 

3 n/a y y y y breakpoint (used by Debug) 

4 nla y y y y overflow trap 

5 nla y 
y 

y 
y 

y 
y 

y 
y 

print-screen runclion 
uses address 50:0 for status 

6 nlu " reserved 

7 nlu 
r I 

reserved 

8 nla y y y y timer-interrupt handler 

9 n/a y y y y keyboard-interrupt handler 

A n/a n n n n ega vertical retrace in1errupl 

B nla y y y y communications controller (e.g., serial port) 
hardware entry 

c n/a y y y y communications controller (e.g., serial port) 
hardware entry 

D n/a y y y y 

I 

alternate printer 
(PC AT~ 80287 interrupts first come in here) 

E nla y y y y disk-controller interrupt enlry 

F nla reserved 

10 video 1/0 0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
n 

y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
n 

ye 
y 
y 
y 
y 
ye 
y 
y 
y 
y 
ye 
ye 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 

y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
n 

ega 

ega 

set CRT mode 
set cursor type 
set cursor position 
read cursor posit.ion 
read light-pen position 
select active display page 
scrol I active page up 
scroll active page down 
read attribute/character al current cursor position 
write attribute/character at current cursor position 
write character only at current cursor position 
set color pallette 
write dot 
read dot 
teletypewrite to a.ctive page 
return current video state 
set palette registers 
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Interrupt 
Functi.on 
Code PC PC XT PCjr PC AT 

BIOS 
Ext. Comments 

10 (continued) 17 
18 
19 
FE 
FF 

n 
n 
n 
n 
n 

n 
n 
n 
n 
n 

n 
n 
n 
n 
n 

n 
n 
y 
n 
n 

ega 
ega 
ega 
Iv 
tv 

character-generator routine 
alternate select 
write string (with optlonal attributes) 
get screen buffer address (text mode only) _ 
update real display (text mode only) 

11 nlu y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

equipment determination, returns status of optional 
equipment 

uses BIOS data area: EQUIP_FLAG 

12 nlu y y y y memory-size determination, returns amount ol memory 
in the system 

13 floppy disk 0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
15 

16 
17 
n/a 
nla 

y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
n 

n 
n 
y 
n 

y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
n 

n 
n 
y 
n 

y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
n 

n 
n 
y 
n 

y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 

y 
y 
y 
y 

reset disk system 
read status of last operation 
read sectors into memory 
write sectors lrom memory 
verify sectors 
format a track 
read disk type 

(none. disk no change line, disk, hard disk) 
disk change status 
set disk type lor format 
uses BIOS data area DISK_POINTER 
uses disk 'state machine' at 40:90 to 95 

13 hard disk nlu 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

OA 
06 
oc 
OD 
OE 
OF 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 

y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
n n 

y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
nlu 
nlu 
y 
y 

y 
y 
y 
y 
n/u 
n/u 
y 
y 
n/u 
n/u 
y 
y 

not used by PC or PCjr 
reset disk system 
read status of last disk operation 
read sectors irto mem cry 
write sectors from memory 
verify sectors 
format a track 
format a track and set bad-sector flags 
format the drive starting at the desired track 
return the current drive parameters 
initialize drive-pair character 

(INT 41 used by XT, 41 and 46 by Al) 
read long 
write long 
seek to desired track 
allernate drsk reset 
read sector butter 
write sector butter 
test drive ready 
recalibrate 
controller RAM diagnostic 
drive diagnostic 
controller internal diagnostic 
read disk type 

(none, disk no change line, disk. hard disk) 

14 RS232 110 0 
1 
2 
3 

y 
y 
y 
y 

y 
y 
y 
y 

y 
y 
y 
y 

y 
y 
y 
y 

initialize communications port 
send a character 
receive a character 
get port status 

(co11tfnue.dl 
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Function BIOS 
Code PC PC XT PCjr PC AT Ext. CommentsInterrupt 

14 (continued) nla uses BIOS data areas 
y y y y RS23LBASE (0:3) 

space tor four ports but BIOS supports only two 
y y y y RS232_TIM_OUT 

15 cassette 1/0 and advanced functions 

n/u y not used on PC XT 
0 y n y nlu turn cassette motor on 
1 y n y n/u turn cassette motor off 
2 y n nfu read from cassette 
3 y n y n/u write to cassette 
20 n n n y AL= 10, setup of SYSREQ routine· 

n n n y AL"' 11, completion of SYSREQ function• 
80 n n n y device open' 
81 n n n y device close' 
82 n n n y program termination' 
83 n n n y event wait 
84 n n n y joystick support 
85 n n n y AL"' 0, system-request key has been pressed' 

I n n n y Al"' 1, system-request key has been released' 
86 n n n y wail (for N microseconds) 
87 n n n y move block of memory 

(can move to and from extended memory) 
88 n n n y return amount of memory above 1 megabyte 
89 n n n y switch processor to virtual mode 
90 n n n y device-busy loop• 
91 n n n y interrupt complele flag set' 

16 keyboa rd 0 y y y y read next ASCII character 
1 y y y y set Z flag if buffer not emply 
2 y y y y read shift status 
3 n n y n set Typemalic rates 
4 n n y n turn on/off keyboard click 

I 

17 printer 0 y y y y print a character 
1 y y y y initialize printer port 
2 y y y y return printer-port status 
n/a uses BIOS data areas 

y y y y PRINTER-BASE (0:2) space for three printers 
y y y y PRINTER_TIM_ OUT 

18 ROM BASIC n/a y y y points to resident BASIC 
I 

19 nla y bootstrap loader, IPL the system from a disk 
nla y y bootstrap loader. IPL the system from a disk or hard disk 
nla y bootstrap loader, IPL the system from a disk or cartridge 

1A 0 y y y y read current clock setting 
time of day 1 y y y y set the current clock 

2 n n n y read the real-time clock 
3 n n n y set date tram real-time clock 
4 n n n y read date from real-time clock 
5 n n n y sel date into real-time clock 
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Interrupt 

1A (continued) 

& sound serect 

Function 
Code 

6 

7 
80 

PC 

n 

n 
n 

PC XT 

n 

n 
n 

PCjr 

n 

n 
y 

PC AT 

y 

y 
n 

BIOS 
Ext. Comments 

set the alarm (24·hour maximum. 
goes oft and causes an INT 4A) 

rese the alarm 
set up sound multiplexer 

1B nlu y y y y keyboard break address 

1C n/u y y y y timer tick 

1D n/u y y y y video parameters for 6845 initialization 

1E rJu y y y y disk parameters 

1F 

20-3F 

n/u y y y y graphics character extension for 320 (and 640) 
by 200 mode color graphics ada~er 

DOS functions 

40 nlu n y n y pointer to disk BIOS entry 

41 nlu n y n y pointer to first hard disk, parameter block 

42 rJu n n n n ega pointer lo screen BIOS entry 

43 n/u n n n n ega pointer to EGA initializing parameters 

44 

45 

I 

nfu 

n/u 

n n y n ega pointer to EGA graphics-character table (also PCjr) 

reserved 

46 nlu n n n y pointer to second hard disk, parameter block 

47 n/u reserved 

48 n/u n n y n cordless-keyboard translation 

49 nlu n n y n nonkeyboard scan-code translation-table address 

4A-S9 nlu reserved 

SA n/u clu cluster-adapter BIOS entry address 

56 n/u reserved 

SC n n n n net IBM PC Ne work NETBIOS entry point 

SD-SF n/u reserved 

60-67 n/u reserved for user program Interrupts 

6B-6F n/u not used 

70 n/u n n n y IRQ 8, real-ti me clock interrupt 

(amtl~ue~ 
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Functlon BIOS 
Code PC PC XT PCjr PC AT Ext. CommentsInterrupt 

n/u n n n y IRQ 9, redirected to IRQ 2 

72 nlu n n n y IRQ 10 

73 n/u n n n y IRQ 11 

74 nlu n n n y IRO 12 

75 n/u n n n y IRO 13, ooprooessor, BIOS redirect to NMI interrupt (INT 2) 

76 n/u n n n y IRQ 14, hard-disk controller 

n nlu n n n y IRO 15 

78-7F not used 

80-85 reserved by BASIC 

86-FO used by BASIC when the BASIC interpreter is running 

F1- FF not used 

Notes on the table: 
All PC AT interrupts are valid lor real mode only. 
The XT/370 and 3270 PC both use the PC XT BIOS. 
The ATf370 uses the PC AT BIOS. 

Iv TopView function. 
clu Cluster adapter. 
ega Enhanced Graphics Adapter function. 
net IBM PC Network, NETBIOS function. 
n/a Nol applicable. 
n/u Not used. 
n Nol supported. 
y Supported. 
ye Supports a superset. 

These INT 15 functions are just operating-system hooks; 
they perform no BIOS functions. 

The Typematic rate ol the PC AT keyboard is programmable, 
but no explicit BIOS support is provided. Also, the AT'.s 
keyboard has an internal 16-key buffer. 

When a hard disk is present the INT 13 disk interrupt is 
rerouted to INT 40, and INT 13 points to the hard·disk BIOS. 

When !he NETBIOS is installed, interrupts 13 and 17 are in
terrupted by the NETBIOS; interrupt 18 is moved to INT 86 
and one of INT 2 or 3 is used by the NETBIOS. Also. the 
NETBIOS extends the interrupt 15 WAIT and POST 
functions. 

BIOS extension add resses 
COOOO- C3FFF 16K EGA BIOS 
C4000-C5FFF 
C6000- C63FF 256 bytes Professional Graphics 

Display communication 
area 

C6400- C7FFF 
C8000-CBFFF 16K hard-disk BIOS 
CCOOO CDFFF BK IBM PC Network 

NETBIOS 
CEOOO- CFFFF 
D0000-07FFF 32K cluster-adapter BIOS 
08000-DBFFF 
OCOOO- DFFFF 
EOOOO- E3FFF 
E4000-E7FFF 
EBOOO- EBFFF 
ECOOO- EFFFF 
FOOOO-FFFFF 64K ROM BASIC and 

"simple" BIOS 

INT 15 functions 
WAIT function (A"' 90): can be used by the operating· 

system task dispatcher to dispatch another task while 
the current task wails for its 110 operation to Onish. This 
is lhe most efficient form of mullitasking. 

POST function (A= 91): 1/0 operation complete, which can 
be used to inform the operating-system task dispatcher 
thal an 1/0 operation for a waiting task has been com
pleted, and the task should now be moved to the 
ready queue. 
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Table 2: Hardware i11terrupts for the IBM PC family of computers. 

Hardware-Interrupt 
Request Line PC and PC XT PCjr PCAT 

NMI Parity Errors Keyboard Interrupt Parity Errors 

rAO 0 timer ti mer-d ock interrupt ti mer output 0 
IRQ 1 keyboard 110 channel (reserved) keyboard (buffer lull) 
IRO 2 reserved 1/0 channel cascade for 8 to 15 
IRQ 3 serial port 2 asynchronous port (RS-232C) serial port 2 
IRQ 4 serial port 1 modem serial port 1 
IRQ 5 hard disk (not on PC) display vertical retrace parallel port 2 
IAO 6 floppy-disk control floppy disk Hoppy·disk control 
IRQ 7 parallel port 1 1/0 channel (parallel printer) parallel port 1 

IRQ 8 real-time clock 
IRQ 9 redirected to JRQ 2 
IRQ 10 reserved 
IRQ 11 Interrupts 8 through 15 are nol available reserved 
IRQ 12 on the PC, PC XT, or PCjr reserved 
IRQ 13 coprocessor 
IRO 14 hard-disk controller 
lRQ 15 reserved 

NOTE: IRQ 3 and 4 may be used by SDLC (synchronous data·tink control) or bisynchronous communication cards 
instead of serial ports. 

Table 3: IBM PC DOS interrupts used by the IBM PC Network program. 

Interrupt Code Function Subf unction Comments 

21 30 
44 

59 
5A 
58 
5C 

5E 

SF 

n/u 
09 
OA 
08 
n/u 
nlµ 
n/u 
00 
01 
00 
02 
02 
03 
04 

open file with sharing specified 
IOCTL, is device redi rected? 
IOCTL, is handle local or remote? 
IOCTL, change sharing retry count 
get extended error (a,dditional errors added) 
create temporary file with unique name 
create new file 
Jock byte range 
unlock byte range 
get machine name 
set up printer-control string 
get assign-list entry 
redirect device to net 
cancel redirection 

2A 00 nlu check to see ii network BIOS is Installed 
01 nlu execute NET810S request 
02 n/u set net printer mode 
03 n/u get device-shared status 

2F BB 00 
03 
04 

net command installation check 
get server POST address 
set server POST address 

Don't change port 41 .J 
Timer frequency will remain 
fixed at 1.19 MHz. 
• 201 : Game contro l 
adapter. (Note: Use the 
timer for delays.) 

Concern ing abso lute 
memory locations. note the 
following: For interrupt vec
tors (0:0 to 3FF). functions 
will be added but no func
tions will be redefined. For 
the video-display buffers 
(8000:0 and 8800:0). the 
display memory maps will 
not change for a given 
video BIOS mode of opera-..l 
tion. If the bit map is 
altered. a new mode will be 
defined to support it. For 
ROM BIOS data areas (start
ing at 40:0), variables will 
retain their current defini
tions as long as the corre
sponding functions are 
defined- don't count on 
these! • 
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Co1:;:~e hard disk kit $395 
Comes complete with virtually the 
identical controller that's in tlie 
IBM®XT, and Xerox®warranties the 
hard disk for one year do. 

How can we offer this fantastic 
price? Simple. We buy in such 
volume that even the most ava
ricious hard disk businessmen 
unclerstand they have to give us 
the best price possible. We could 
pocket the difference, but we 
don't. 
Instead~ we put the extra 

profit into our testing facilities. 
That's why Xeroxguarantees our 
$395 10 megabyte hard disk for 
one year. 

Xerox knows, as our c us
tomers know, that we have an 
~xtensive testin~ program. Here 
is what we eontn&ute toward giv
ing you the maximum hard disk 
performance. 

Best Dri\'C•s A\·ailahle 

First we buy the best drives 
available. Sounds trite, doesn't 
it? I mean, a drive's a drive
right? Har:dly. You should see 
some of the junk we get in our 
labs. Some have such high fail
ure rates that we even ques· 
tioned our own $10,000 hard disk 
tester. But when we tested other 
manufacturers• drives we were 
assured that our equipment was 
fine, which just confirmed that 
the bad hard disks were not only 
bad-they were real bad. 

But that's just the weeding aut 
process. We then take each drive 
that we've put through our tester 
and test it again with the control
ler you've requested. We call tbis 
a "tested pair." ' 

DOS Doesn't Do It 
In case you're thinking that all 

_ 1 

lllllf lllllllllll 

this is an unnecessary duplica
tion of what DOS does for you , 
let me explain the disk facts of 
life. 

If DOS did what you may 
think it is supposed to do when 
you format the disk, DOS would 
map around these bad areas. 
Unfortunately, DOS doesn' t do 
this. 

DOS 2.0 and 2.1 can't enter 
the bad tracks. DOS 3.0 can , but 
only on the IBM AT. Unfortu
nately, as the press bas so well 
documentated, the AT's hard 
disk develops bad tracks later 
on. 

We do what DOS can't 

We believe the problem is so 
bed, we use a software program 
that eerforms a powerful test of 
your Clislc drive on all of the IBM 
or IBM compatible computers
PCs, XTs, and ATs. Our formal 
takes hours to analyze the disk. 
But when we finish , you know 
that the bad tracks are really 
mapped out so you won't write 
iooa da.ta that will disappear 
mto a black hole. We even send 
you a printed statement of our 
test results. 

Oar software allows you to 
type in the bad track locations 
from the list supplied by the 
manufacturers, so you'll never 
write good data. to them-even 
if DOS didn't identify them as 
bad. The software even lets you 
save the location of these bad 
sections to a file, so that you can 
reforma t your disk without 
spending hours re testing. 

megabyte bard disk with 18 msec 
9f average acces speed. 

-

Compatibility 

To be sure that your hard disk u 
100 percent compatible with the 
IBM XT you don' t ne~ed to bu} 
the same hard disk that's in the 
XT. You can't even be sure wha1 
brand hard disk it is because 
lBM, like Express Systems, goes 
into t~e marketplace and buys 
hard disks from several vendors. 
However, they buy their Xl 
hard disk controller from onl~ 
one vendor-the same one we 

You can buy the lBM XT con· 
troller from IBM for $495 or you 
can buy from us, the functional 
equivalent, manufactured by the 
same company that makes 1t for 
IBM for only $195. ls il the ex
actly identical IBM XT control· 
!er? No, it's better. First, it take~ 
less power, and secondly, it canWe even include a program control from 5 to 32 mega· that will give you continuous bytes-the IBM controller can ' comments on tile status of your work with only 10 megabytes. Ithard disk. No more waiting for is 100 percent IBM XT compatithat catastrophic failure. ble, and 100 percent is lOO per· 
cent. Ifyou want to save a slot. A \'crage Access Time we carry a version tJ1at lets you

As you might suspect, some hard operate two hard disks and two 
disks are faster tlian others ill floppy disk drives. 
their ability to move from one 
track of data to another. The More than 32 Megah)·tes 
time it takes the hard disk to 

You can operate with more than move one-half way between the 
32 megabytes (the limit of DOS)beginning or the disk to the end 
through the use of "device driv· is caJled the "average access 

time." 	 er .'"~xpress ~ystel!1s can suppl.)
yeu with device drivers for ourThe first generation of 10 meg
hard disks for over 32 megabyte abyte hard disks had average ac
formatted. But, if you don' t have cess times of 80-85 milliseconds 
individual files, or databases that (msec). But computer users love 
R!e large, you might want to con·speed, and guess what-the av
sider 011e of our controllers that erage access time for the new 20 
can divide our 65 meJabyatemegabyte hard disk in the IBM 
(formaued) hard disk mto two IJ is only 40 msec. (We ell an 
equal volumes of 32 megabyte AT equivalent with only 30 msec 
each.access time!) , 


Th.ere are some legitimate rea

Reliabilit~· sons for the shortec access time. 

It 's particularly helpful when We offer you a choice between 
lhere are multiple users on the iron oxide and plated media
same hard disk. It's also im~or the stuff that cover rhe hard 
tant when running a compiler. disk and gives it ii magnetic 
But remembec, before you get properties. Iron oxide is.-well. 
too wrapped up in the access it's rust. If you inadverten tl y 
speed, there's always thal ST 506 joust your disk, you may cause 
interface which won't let data the low flying bead to dig our 
transfer from the hard disk to the some iron oxide. A litlle ru i 
computer any faster rhan 5 me flake can ruin your whole day. 
gabits/second. We've bypassed Plated media is more re istant to 
th<1t choke hole, too. If you want damage, and if it happen , less 
the functional equivalent of a data is Jost. 
Ferrari with a turbocharger, or We offer both types of hard 
der our 10 Mbit per second 100 disks. The iron oxide is older 

111111 111111111 11 
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technology, and quite fral}kly, 
manufacturers understand it bet
ter. Their better understanding, 
combined with some of the spe
cial head locking mechanisms, 
give us peace of mind when we 
sell you one. 

Poner 
Hard disks consume power. Our 
small, half-high hard disk con
sume so Uttle power that you can 
use them with your existing IBM 
PC power supply. lf you plan to 
use lots of slots, you'll want to 
increase your power supply to be 
afe. We offer the same amount 

of power for your PC that comes 
intheXT. 

Our Customers 
Some folks just never feel com
fortable buymg mail order. The)'.
forget that Sears began as a mad 
order house or that IBM is now 
into mail order. But, if it helps, 
here is a partial list of customers 
who have felt comfortable to buy 
from us. 
JBM Sears 
American Express Honeywell
U.S. Army MIT 
AT&T (Bell Labs) RCA 
Bausch & Lomb Lockheed 
Xerox Sperry 

t:as~· to Install 
H you're like most of u . raised 
on the boob tube rather than the 
Great Books, you'd rather see 
the movie than read the book. 
Well, now you can choose to 
read our installation manual or 
for only $9.95 more, you can get 
a VHS or Beta video cassette 
showing the simple steps for in
stallation. 

Warranty 

We offer you a one year war
ranty on our hard disks-the 
same as IBM on the AT and 90 
days on the tape drives. {It's all 
the manufacturer gives us.) If 

Forrnanecl Plated 
MB Height Medi• 

JO V2 no 
IO 'h yes 
21 'h yes
21 Full no 
32 'I! ye
32 Full no 
65 Full no 
100 Full yes 

Removable Hard Disk 
IO 'h no 

Tape System and Subsystem 
Forrnaned Seorage capiaoty 

60 Mby1e~ 
60 Mbylcs Subsystem 
21 Mbytes (unfonnatted)Stanlstop Subsystem 24 $ 595 $ S9S 
26 Mbytcs Floppy Tape" Subsy~lem 31 s 749 s 749 

ControUers 
A ll of our hard disk ;md tape ~x1ntrollers arc avai lable scpunucly: Ple1lsc call for prices. 
Subsystem Chassis 
Any of our disk or t<tpe units arc available in an exlc rnal subsy lcm for an additional 
$250.00. You can mix & match any of o ur 'h high hard dish o r 1:.t pe drives toge1hcr or 
add any single full height hard disk. 

Tape Cartridges 
Exprc s Certified 555 foo l 310 Hci 1/1-inch Data Cartridge $35.00 
Power upply 
130 Wall Power ~upp l y 
150 Wall Power upply 

•wilh lhc purchase of any drive 

anything goes wrong wilh your 
tape or disk drive or hard disk. 
send it back in Lhe bo it came in . 
However, we have found that we 
can usually solve the problem 
over the phone . So call first for a 
return authorization number be
cause we can't accept any returns 
without it. 

Comes complete 

All Expre s Systems product 
come complete witb the appro
priate software, tape and/or hard 
disk controllers, and cables 
where required. Hard disks are 
formatted and tested with the PC 
DOS of your choice. All drive 
sizes are formatted capacities. 

If your application requires a 
stacking kit, power spJjtter ca
bles, daisy chain cable, or some 
other variation, we ' ll supply 
these items at a nominal charge. 
We even ship our hard disks with 
Command Assist™ an on- line 
DOS-like manual to give you 
help with your DOS commands. 

TransferA-. PCorPC/XT ATAccess Rate 

5 mscc 5 Mbils/s s 395 s N/A 
85 mscc 5 Mbils/~ s 495 s /A 
85 mscc S Mbils/s s 795 s 595 
3!1 msec 5 MMIS/s s 1,535 s 1,340 
85 m~cc 5 Mbii-/s s 995 $ 795 
JO m!iCC 5 Mbits/s s 1,775 s 1.575 
30 msec 5 Mbi1s/s s 2,295 s 2,070 
18 mscc l!I Mbi1s/s s 4,995 $ 4.995 

T 
90 mscc 5 Mbilsls s 1,095 N/A 

Data 
Transfer PC or PC/XT AT 

Height 	 Rate (k'sec) 
11:: 	 88 s 995 s 995 

88 s 1,295 s 1,295 

More tiucsliuns'? 
Because we spend so much at
tention on the front end with en
suring that our disks will arrive 
in working order, we have a cus
tomer service department that , 
unlike many of our competitors, 
has little to do. When you need 
us, you won't get a constant busy 
signal.

Call our friendly, knowledga
ble customer service s~aff to get 
answers to your que uons-be
fore or after the ale. Our peo
ple, who know the PC, can talk 
you through the sticky parts, and 
they'll respond to you quickly.
Just call us. 

s1s.oo• 
$125.00 

How lo order 


Pick up the telephone and call 1
800-341-7549, to order. We ac
cept Master Card, VISA, Amer
ican Expre and Diners Club. 
Or send a cashier's check or 

~ ~ 
money order (We'll take a 
check, but you'll have to wait for 
it to clear) and tell us if you want 
one of our recommended config
uration or you want to mix and 
match yourself. Corporations 
with a DUNS number may send 
purchase orders for quantitie 
over five. 

CaU Toll Free 1-800-341-7549 Ext.1600 
In IUinois call (312) 882-7733 Ext.1600 
Express ystcm , Inc., 1254 Remington , Schaumburg. IL 60195 
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Race ahead with FastStart 

the only tutorial that works with 

your application software. FastStart allows 

you to use information management software like 

Lotus 1-2-3T~ dBaseT~ and REFLEX™ instantly. Which means that 
the minute you start learning, you start producing. So, if you've never had 
the time to learn the software that you need to know, order FastStart. 

800/421-0833, ext. 288. Jn California, 800/662-6222. P.O. Box641, Del Mar, Cal!fornia92014 
dlhse II and Ill :u~ 1t2dem:uks of Ashlon-Tale. Lotus 1·2·3 ls a trademark of Lotns llevelopmcnl COrporalion. MS DOS Is a trademark of 


Mlcmsoft Corporalion. REFLEX Is a tro.dcmru-k of AnalytiCll Corporation. 


Inquiry 124 for End-Users. Inquiry 125 for DEALERS ONLY. 

r --- - ------------------
P!J!lJSesendme the sojhvare I've dll!Ckl!d. Charge my 0 VISA 0 Mastercard "' 


NAME
D Fas.Start Lotus t-2-3 $79.95 


D FastSlllrl dBase lI $64.95 
 llTl.EJOEPf 

0 FastStartdBaselil S69.95 

"'MASTERCAAO BANK ,
0 FastS1art REFLEX $69.95 


0 FastS1artDOS(2.0or2. I) $59.95 
 EXP. DATE 

D Send me your catalog of computer-
SIGNATURE CITY SWEbased training products. 

(
0 Bill me. My POii ls ___ OA1E PHONE 8512213 
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INSIDE THE IBM PCs 

DEVICE,.lNDEPENDENT GRAPHICS 

Writing software for the IBM Enhanced 


Graphics Adapter using the Virtual Device Interface 


WHEN IBM'S Enhanced Graphics 
Adapter (EGA) was introduced just 
short of a year ago. a fair amount of 
anticipation was generated among 
IBM PC programmers and end users 
who relished the prospects of another 
speedy. feature--bangled accessory for 
their souped-up PCs and ATu. How
ever. anticipation turned to frustration 
as programmers settled down to 
develop applications for the new 
wonder; the board was extremely 
complex and quite different from 
previous IBM graphics-adapter 
boards such as the Color Graphics 
Adapter !CGAJ. 

Application developers addressing 
the EGA have two choices: program 
the hardware directly or program to 
the Virtual Device Interface (VDI) pro
vided by IBM in its Personal Com
puter Graphics Development Toolkit 

Programming the EGA directly has 
two areas of difficu lty-a long 
development cycle and limited por
tability of applications- but one 
perceived advantage: fast execution 
speed. 

Conversely. programming the EGA 
via the VDI has two big advantages-a 
very short development cycle and 
universal portability of applications
but one perceived disadvantage: 
slower execution speeds. relative to 
the direct-hardware approach. 

This article describes VDI program· 
ming techniques and points out the 
advantages to be gained from pro
gramming the EGA with the VDI 
rather than directly to the hardware 
with conventional graphics program
ming techniques. 

First. Jet's take a look at program
ming the EGA directly. 

The Enhanced Graphics Adapter is 

~ 

BY THOMAS B. C LARKSON Ill 

an advanced graphics controller card 
that supports resolution as high as 
720 by 350 pixels on monochrome 
monitors and as high as 640 by 3 50 
pixels on color monitors. lext and 
graphic images are greatly improved 
over their appearance on the CGA. 

While it delivers high image quali
ty. the EGA can cause programming 
d ifficulty. Specific challenges 
presented by the EGA include 

• Board complexity 
• Mode/RAM/monitor variability 
• Indirect access to bit-map memory 
• Write-only registers 

BOARD COMPLEXITY 
The EGA is an extremely complex col
lection of silicon. It contains 52 VLSI 
(very-large--scale integration) circuits 
and a very complex register structure. 
A large number of instructions must 
be issued and coordinated for every 
graphics operation. 

For this reason. it's practical ly im
possible to exhaustively document 
every register combination for the 
EGA. leaving the programmer no 
choice but to take a trial-and-error ap
proach. The EGA Technical Reference 
Manual contains descriptions of the 
registers but tells nothing of how they 
interact. what combinations produce 
what effects, etc. 

MODE/RAM/MONJTOR 

VARIABILITY 

The EGA can be operated in 17 
modes and four RAM (random-access 
read/write memory) configurations on 
three different IBM monitors. In order 
to run. a program must be written to 
a specific mode/RAM/monitor com
bination and then cannot run on any 

other mode/RAM/monitor combina· 
tion without changes. 

Faced With this proliferation or 
boards within a board. in addressing 
the hardware directly you have two 
choices: You can invest a tremendous 
amount of development time and ad
dress every possible mode/RAM/ 
monitor configuration. or you can 
choose a subset of EGA mode/RAM/ 
monitor configurations. 

INDIRECT ACCESS 
TO BIT-MAP MEMORY 
Access to the EGA's bit-map memory 
is indirect. with different access 
modes provided by different EGA 
register settings. These various bit
map memory-access modes provide 
a spectrum of mechanisms for op
timally implementing bottom-level 
graphics primitives. For example. line 
drawing is best done in DX writing 
mode (I 0 in the Write Mode field of 
the Mode register). but copying rec
tangles of pixels from off-screen bit 
maps to the screen bit map is best 
done in processor data mode (00 in 
the Write Mode register). Both differ 
substantially from the direct bit-map 
access familiar to CGA programmers. 
DX mode provides a means of writing 
all planes with particular colors at 
once. and processor data mode lets 
you read and write each plane in· 
dividually. There is no way that a pro
grammer can directly read all bits of 
a given pixel in the EGA. as you can 

(am!inued) 
Thomas B. Clarkso11 111 (GSS. 9590 
Soutfiwest Gemini Dr.. Beaverton. OR 
97005) is chairman and CEO of GSS. 
developer ·of IBM's Personal Computer 
Graphics Development Toolkit and Profes
sional Graphics Series. 
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Try It. 

Then Buy It. 


PC-Write.[m 

A fast, full-featured word 

processing package for the 

unbelievable price of $10. 

Complete. You get a manual 

on disk, mail merge, split 

screen, keyboard macros, 

on-screen formatting, full 

printer support, and more. 


Try PC-Write for $10. 

Then register for $75 to get: 


• latest diskette 
• printed manual 
• two updates 
• phone support 
• newsletter 

Registration supports our 
"shareware" concept that 
keeps our prices low, and 
allows our development of 
PC-Write enhancements. 

Shareware means you can 
get PC-Write from a friend 
or user group to try, and 
give away copies yourself. 
Then register if you like it. 
No risk! 

Byte, IBM 
Issue 1985 
Our current 
version 2.55 
offers many new features, 
like viewing the directory 
from the editor itself. 
PC-Write makes a great 
program editor, too. We 
even provide source code 
in MS-Pascal and assembly. 

" 

Order PC-Write Today. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

9~2~52 · 

219 First N. #224y 

• Seattle, WA 98109 

GR A P H IC S 

with the CCA. All rererences to the bit 
map are mediated by the EGA hard
ware. 

WRITE-O NLY REGISTERS 
Many of the EGA's registers are write
only. This means that a supervisory or 
background program cannot arbitrari· 
ly save and later restore the screen 
state. F'or example. when a program 
is directly accessing the hardware. 
concurrent applications cannot grab 
the current state of the screen. switch 
to a different process. and then 
restore the screen state when the pro
cess is resumed. 

Another challenge presented by the 
EGA is long processor wait states 
caused by its high refresh rate. The 
EGA's number-one priority is to keep 
the screen refreshed. The running 
program may manipulate the screen 
bu ffer whenever it likes. but conten
tion for the buffer is always resolved 
in ravor of screen refresh. The advan
tage of this priority is the absence of 
the "hash" familiar to CGA program
mers. The disadvantage is that. in 
some screen modes. the processor 

may have quite a few wait states 
before a screen buffer cycle is made 
available to it. 

Also, the EGA hardware only direct
ly supports some Boolean operators: 
REPLACE. AND. OR. and XOR. 1b 
support all possible operators may re
quire an extra write of the bit map. 

Most of these programming diffi· 
culties are concentrated at the en
vironmental setup level rather than at 
the graphics functionality level. where 
draw-line commands occur and pixels 
are actually being moved. If graphics 
functionality is complex (such as 
drawing vectors. copying rectangles. 
and drawing on-screen bit maps) and 
the program must run in diverse hard
ware/software environments (the 
situation faced by most IBM PC ap
plication programmers). the direct-to
the-hardware programming task is 
very complex. Writing and optimizing 
the necessary low-level primitives is 
time-consuming and highly memory
intensive. However. if you are writing 
a simple graphics program that will 
never run in an environment with 
other graphics software (that is. there 

SOURCE 
CODE 

COMPILER 
LINKER 

LANGUAGE 
BINDING 

APPLICATION 
PROGRAM 

VIRTUAL DEVICE 
INTERFACE 

DOS 

DEVICE 
DRIVEi'! 

PLOTTERS GRAPHICS 
PRINTERS 

DEVICE 
DRIVER 

~ 

ENHANCED MOUSE METAFILE 
GRAPHICS 
ADAPTER 
DISPLAY 

Figure I: The Virtual Device Interface stands 6etwee11 an appliction program and the 
specific devices lhal the application controls. 
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GRAPHICS 

A challenge presented 

hy the EGA is 

long processor wait 

states caused by its 
high refresh rate. 

is no environmental code to deal 
with). then programming the EGA will 
be a simpler job. 

Making programs compatible with 
different or higher-resolution graph
ics adapter cards that will be pro
duced is another important issue. For 
every new card and monitor intro
duced. the application developer who 
wrote directly to the EGA hardware 
will have to rewrite code-sometimes 
a little. sometimes a lot. 

DEVICE INDEPENDENCE: 
THE VDI 
IBM has provided a way to program 
the EGA in a device-independent 
manner. The Personal Computer 
Graphics Development Toolkit allows 
programming to a Virtual Device In
terface. rather than to specific model 
RAM/monitor configurations of the 
current EGA. IBM's VDI implemen
tation contains optimized device 
drivers to all IBM PC hardware. from 
printers and screens to graphics 
adapter cards. together with language 
bindings to C. Pascal. FORTRAN. 
Compiler BASIC. assembly-language. 
and macro assemb~er. 

The Virtual Device Interface is a 
layer of software at the operating
system level that serves as a logical 
graphics interface between the ap
plication and the devices being con
trolled by the application (see figure 
I). The role of the VDI is analogous 
to that of a JX>rtable operating system: 
As a consistent application interface. 
the BDOS performs alt logical system 
functions while the BIOS handles 
hardware-dependent operations such 
as displaying data on the screen. 

(CDn Ii miedJ 

ToC 

ornottoC... 


The C language used to be intimidating, Then RUN/C came along. It 's an 
interpreter. That means you can run a C program immedialely. without 

compiling it. Per feel for learning C and writing programs inleraclrvely. Use it 
with any standard C compiler for a complele developmenl system. 

AU N/C LfrE •• AU"/ C PROFl:SSIONAli. 

Learn C the naiurlll way w1ll1 the RUN/C Lite AU th!! RUNIC L.t1e adVanlag<s. plus PQWerll.li 

orllr00..cl0< y pock age leatures le< program dc"lllopmen1 


5AMP\.~ PROORAMS. 1:.o.&O&U~ LIU~•Rlt:S""' 


Comas "'1" cnt~ acctaime<l C rcfetcnccmanual Lood and ,.., Y')IJJ la\'001e llb<<'lrvlunc11ons IC.Food. 

and o<Jer 100 sam?e programs on drsk. Hilla. elc) lrom wrthKl )OlJI RUNIC "''"'1l'ele<I code 


£.&.SY COMMA.HOS.& FUNCT10HS Ol!BUGGIHC. TOOLS 

Wnte 8lld e•ec~e prog<ams 'Mlh LOAD, Eon: and Poish program modules belore comphrig, New 

R~ Ocbug with TRON. TRACE , and PRON Use so.-ce·codc dot><Jg9111g racht.es allow you to set 

PC BASIC graptoc luncricru; ~koPtll: GE~ ORCLE, mt.4ilple bmakpoon1s, s.ngle-s1ep lllrough a program. 

and LINE, SCREEN. ond DRAW vtew and change vanobles wing exe<:uliOn 


Call l.Jleboal" ab0u1RUN{C1nta.pwtors and ou1 calalOg o1 quahly p<ograrnm1ng IOOls. 

RUNIC L.t1e, RUN/C- The C lrilllfprcl<l!,RUNJC PlolesStOnal and Loadable I.banes are trademarks 
o4 Ary? o4 Rea"°" Co. 

L1lct>oa1 alld L1lcboal IOgo are traooffilWl<s ot lifeboat Associates 
C.food Smorgasbor<;l is a tradi>mrul< ct Lallice. In¢. 

HalO is a l radcma•k ol Medl8 Cyt>emetics. Inc 

CRUNCH NUMBERS 5 TO 15 TIMES FASTER 
With MATHPAK 87TM by Pro~'"" ~us So1tw110 

For Turbo Pascall , Mlcrosoft2 Pascal and Fortran and IBM PROFESSIONAL FORTRAN3, Compilers 

Make full use of your 8087 chip by eliminating overhead. 
OVERHEAD - It 's the reason your compiled programs perform 

4~1t.. floating point operations 5 - 15 times slower than the capabilities of 
.l. s your 8087 chip! 

'1 Unfortunately, Overhead is inherent with all high-level languages. But 
....______::___.. NOW with MATHPAK 87™ you can ELIMINATE THAT OVERHEAD! 
MATHPAK 87™ is a set ol 4D HIGHLY OPTIMIZED ASSEMBLER RDUT1NES for common mathematical 
ope rations . including: vec1or matriK operations , solution of linear equations , leas! squares curve fit· 
ting , slallstical analysis , lourier analysis (FFT. convolulion) , numerical integration, solution of dif· 
lerential equations and more. These routines were developed by a team of engineers and scienlists to 
encompass the most common mathematical operalions and lo squeeze the utmost performance from 
your hardware. 
MATHPAK 87™ ROUTINES are so EASY TD USE all you have to do is LINK THEM TO YOUR PROGRAM 
AND CALL THEM DIRECTLY! Adetailed and EASY TO READ MANUAL (with lots ol EXAMPLES) shows 
you how to GET STARTED IN 1D MINUTES. 
Whe ther you write programs for you rsell or for someone else, you need MATHPAK 87™. You know 
that lhe " snappier lho program - the happier the user" and the greater the user's productivily. With 
MATHPAK 87™ your programs become blazingly lasl - FASTER THAN YDU EVER THOUGHT PDSSI· 
BLE. MATHPAK 87™ also saves you programming time. Thoroughly tested , BKperl-wrillen routines 
lree you to solve your problems - instead of writing complex but standard routines for matriK inver
sion, Fast Fourier Transforms et cetera . Your PROGRAMS become SHORTER, run FASTER and are 
FINISHED SOONER . 
TO ORDER: Send check or M/ O 10 Precision Plus Soflware. 255 Grea1 Anow Ave., Ste. 650, Oepl . B-10, Bultaro. 
14. Y. 14207·3081 . Introductory prices in eflect until December 31 , 1985. Speclly version required . 
D MATHPAK 87TM - Turbo jlor use wl1h Turbo Pascal 8087) $69.95 (Regular Price $89.95)or 
D MATHPAK 87TM - MS (tor Microsoll Pascal, Forlran or IBM Professional Foriran]@ $109.95 (Regular Price 

$149.95 ) Offer good on orders received by Dec. 31/85 only. 
Acid $5 for shipping & handling. Orders outside U. S.A. & Canada add $20 shipping & handling . 

BONUS We will include FREE wi1h each order ready·lo·run example programs tor electrical network analysis , mulll· 
component dislillalion and lramed structure stress arialysis. Use or adapt these pn1grams lo your t>Wn needs . 

VISA & MASTER CARO ORDERS CALL 1-416-761-5309 30 Day Money Hick Guaran1ea 
Reg . Trademarks : Borland In erna1iona11. Microsoll CGrporallon2, 1n1e1nalional Bu si ness Macnlnes3. 
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1 EJIO(on 

2 Gen_era l Motors 

3 Mobil 

4 Ford Motor 

5 IBM 

6 Texaco 

7 E.L du Pont 

8 Standard Oil (Ind.) 

9 Standard Oil of Cal . 

10 General Electric 

11 Gulf Oil 

12 Atlantic Richfield 

13 Shell Oil 

14 Occidental Petroleum 

15 U.S. Steel 

16 Phillips Petroleum 

27 

million 


Americans 

can't read. 

And guess

who,pays

theprice. 


Every year, functional 
illiteracy costs American 
business billions. 

But your company can 
fight back .. .by joining 
your local community's 
fight against illiteracy. 
Call the Coalition for 
Literacy at toll-fre.e 
1-800-223-8813 and find 
out how. 

You may find it's the 
greatest cost-saving 
measure your company 

has ever taken . 


A literate 
A.merica is a 

good investment. 

~! cialition for Literacy 

, 


GRAPHICS 

reading from or writing to disk. and 
accepting keyboard input. The VDI 
specifies high·level graphics tasks to 
device drivers that in turn instruct 
graphics input and output devices 
to perform those tasks. 

The VDI controller receives high· 
level. device-independent graphics 
commands (called primitives) from 
the application and passes them to 
device-specific drivers The drivers 
translate the hlgh·level primitives into 
lower-level instructions specific to 
each device. The VDI serves as a stan
dardized interface between multiple 
and diverse drivers !devices). the ap
plication program. and the operating 
system. The application never talks to 
specific drivers. only to the VDI. The 
insulation of application from hard· 
ware gives VDl-based software its 
portability. An application will run on 
any device (even one developed 10 

output clrcle 
output arc 
output bar 
output pie slice 

set color 
set character height 
set fill style 
set polyline color map 
se polymarker type 

Figure 2: Sample VDI commands. 

years from now) as long as the device 
driver is resident in the system. 

In addition to providing device in· 
dependence and application portabil
ity, the VDI offers a much shorter de
velopment cycle than device-specific 
programming. The environmental 
setup code that takes so much time 
to write and changes from device to 
device is already written for the ap· 
plication developer in the VDI. and it 
never changes. You can immediately 
begin application design without 
spending your time on systems-level 
software development. 

The VD! deals in very high-level 
graphics commands. one of which can 
replace scores of low·level move-draw 
commands. Figure 2 shows some of 
these commands. 

The VDI also provides full access to 
EGA hardware features such as the 
EGA color·map hardware. This EGA 

Table I: Tlie Virtual Device Interface supports a variety of the Enlianced 
Graphics Adapler"s 17 modelRAMlmo11itor configurations. as sliown. 

Display Mode RAM Colors Palette Pages Resolution 

mono· 
chrome 

OOFH 64 
128 
192 
256 

4 
4 
4 
4 

mono 
mono 
mono 
mono 

color or 
enhanced 

OOOH 64 
128 
192 
256 

16 
16 
16 
16 

16 
16 
16 
16 

OOEH 64 
128 
192 
256 

16 
16 
16 
16 

16 
16 
16 
16 

enhanced 010H 64 
128 
192 
256 

4 
16 
16 
16 

64 
64 
64 
64 

l 640 x 350 
l 640 x 350 
1 640 x 350 
2 640 x 350 

2 320 x 200 
4 320 x 200 
6 320 x 200 
8 320 x 200 

1 640 x 200 
2 640 x 200 
3 640 x 200 
4 640 x 200 

1 640 )( 350 
1 640 x 350 
1 640 x 350 
2 640 x 350 
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feature lets you assign any color in
dex to any color displayable on the 
screen. It can be used for special ef
fects. such as simple animation or 
rapid color changes. With the VDI. 
changing the color map is a quick 
operation: without the VDI. accessing 
the color map is prohibitively difficult. 

Tuble I shows the variety of trade
offs possible with the four key modes 
that IBM has chosen to support with 
the VDI. Note that even the mono
chrome monitor supports four colors 
(black. white. bold. and blinking). each 
of which must be addressed specifi
cally and separately. Page support 
refers to the EGA's ability to store 
screen buffers. or background 
screens. for fast screen switching. 

IS THE VOi SLOW? 
Many programmers associate device 
independence with very low perfor
mance. It's true that device-inde
pendent programs may run slower 
than device-specific programs. simply 
because of the process of "translat
ing" a universal program to specific 
device requirements. VDI translation 
is made up of two key processes 
called transformation and emulation. 

Transformation is the process of 
mapping virtual. or normalized. 
device coordinates (which are not 
specific to any particular device) to 
device-specific coordinates. Transfor
mation enables an application to be 
moved from device to device without 
change. 

Emulation is the process of instruct
ing devices how to accomplish graph
ics commands that they are normally 
incapable of doing. For instance. if the 
VDI issues a command to "draw a 
polygon" and the device is not de
signed to do that. the VDI sees to it 
that the polygon gets drawn using 
whatever capabilities the device does 
have. It might accomplish ..draw 
polygon" by piecing together a 
number of "draw line" commands. 
Emulation takes time. A sophisticated 
application running on low-level hard
ware would require quite a bit more 
emulation and thus run much slower 
than the same application running on 

(ccnti"uedl 

What's 

in a Name... 


BetterBASIC'" is just what it sounds like. Better than lhe BASIC you got wilh 
your PC. Whal's belier aboul it? Jusl about everything. 

..... Sl' IHn....C'TIVI! 
f""9rom• run las1 Eadi hoo ol code 15 complcd as RespondS lo usar OOtnmands., """""1!:>te mQ!le 
111sen1etcdtnlo merfl()(y 

SnlUCTU•~O 
lllC l'mto •lru:;!LMe<J llf<lQmms USlng luncll()nS ond 
8"'aklhe641< tuner Us11ttlo lull rnoo1oryol your PC l)roceOl.l'es. 
ro wr11c bog progiams 

M ODULAR 
~WIEAF'UL Crealc '" LJSat:lo 11b<ary" mo<Ucs ror more effioent 
W•)CIOws and grophocs. DOS and BIOS cal$. progratmiing Easy 01Lorface lo ••serril/y language.

chiwi•ng. cwcriaV", local and gl0bol var10bles. 

tCCUfSK:Nt and moC'e 


Bet IerBASIC Rur~""" Sy•tom. 8087/80287 Math~. and B Trieve" ln4cr lace also 8'llallilble.Cal 
lJl<!l:>oa1abOul BetIO!BASIC arid our e•ten"""' collocilon ol prolessional ~t syslllfllS. 

lJIOboat and L1feboal logo me 1tadoma1ksal L1leboal Associat~ 
BertcrBASIC, Runtime System. 8087/80287 Math Mod~ 8ncl BlllCYO ln1e<lace aie tm00mark" of 

Summit Sollware Teclinology. 

For immediala delrv«y or more 1111orma1ion. catl 
1· 800-1147·7078 lnl\ll'.:(Z12J81S0-0300 

or ..,~e: LIFEBOAT"ASSOCIATES 
1651 ThtJd Avenue New Ye<k, NY 10128 

+ 
If you're really serious about 

playing bridge, it's time to put away the cards. 
Introd ucing TOURNAM1:NT BRIDGE, the computer" program for advanced 
practice and play. Here's a tournament at the flick of a switch. A partner 
always on call and a pair of brilliant opponents who teach you alf their tricks. 
Plus flashback options and tips to fi ne-tune technique. Call l-800-638-6460 
(in MD, 800492..0782) or visit your software deaJer. 

~RAND~O~~ondom House Inc. All rightsroscn•c•l. 
"For WM f'C, l'Cjrand XT. Prosr.:tm deslsn & lmpltmen tJlioo by r~ul A. S<hwa.-i. 
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--------
Mail to:BASF Giveaway, P.O. Box 8920,Westport,CT 06888 
DUX \\'.JlJl1 CHJ(;[S (Lrrired Dire olfer·~bclore L(ll,1161 

D Please serd me the liee cassene{s) indicated al righl,and 

en1e1 me in lhe BASFCompu1erSweepstakes.My order repre

sents a tolaJ o4 D ooe 0 two D lhree Offer Requests. and I am 

enclOsing lor each request lhe special 01le1 sticker(s) and bar 

code(s) rrom the BASF Fle>eyDisk pad(s) I have purchased, 

togethelwith$1.00 postage &~ling (2 requeSls • $2, 

3 requests • S3) 

0 NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. Iam oot parlicipating in the 

BASF Free Mail-In Offer.bul enler my name in lhe Compuler 

Sweepstakes. 

Name------------------------~-
Address _________________________ _ 

Ci1y _______________ State Zip _____ _ 

Name of Your BASF Dealer------------------- 
Mioon:Ji Tams ClllY good" u S.A """"'4'6-'<sb cassetlc(s) clclnoety \Od 
....,,...., pr:t-...:1 a re!bia<d l>f g,. Lml 0'1Cmai·"cmtirca1c rcdcfrjl1m lor"' 
flJ llwee(JJFieeOib ~f}Cl(Wtm(Y. Thiscl!ll6(a1emay na bl!~ 
rcprOO.oced ood rrus1 ~all rllQIJl!Sls Ollel ...,.es r/Jl/86.C<:rr11fler 
~WM$1 w1 be rl)(JfJl!d belacms.86 ~BASF 

FREECASSETIE REDEMPTION ORDER 
Lirrwl ol three (3) OHcr Requestspei customer. 
each reqoost good tor cJl/Jer one ( 1) BASF Video 
Cassette Of two (2) BASF Audio Casseltes.Here's 
the detail lor my !OlalOldef. 

Quantity 
·VIDEO CASSffiE _ _ VHS 

_ _ Beta 

·AUDIO CASSEITES 
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Programming the VDI 

involves opening and 
closing workstations. 
a device with high-level graphics 
capability. 

Even with the need for transforma
tion and emulation. a VDI need not 
drag down performance. The VOi's 
device drivers are highly optimized 
and could give better performance 
than some hardware-dependent ap
plications. Primarily to blame for poor 
VD! program performance is inappro
priate programming techniques. 

PROGRAMMING THE VOi 
The VD! programming flow is a 
repetitive cycle consisting of the fol
lowing steps: (I) open workstation. (2) 
set attributes. (3) draw graphics 
primitives. (4) clear workstation. and 
(5) close workstation. A workstation is 
any logical entity from which the ap
plication receives input or to wh ich 
output is directed: it can be a display 
screen. a keyboard. a mouse. etc. 

The VD! graphics primitives are 
polyline. polymarker. filled areas. arcs. 
circles. bars. and pie slices. Primitives 
are assigned attributes such as color. 
line style. text height. font. and rota· 
tion. You don't need to concern your
self with drawing pixel-to-pixel vec
tors: the VD! does this for you. 

The command open workstation 
generally prepares the device to 
receive output and to return input 
Specific tasks in this step include 
establishing default attributes for 
primitives (color. line styles. fill styles. 
text size. text rotation. etc.). opening 
any necessary flies. clearing the 
screen. form-feeding paper in the 
printer. replacing pens on a plotter. 
and informing the user of device
specific information such as colors. 
line styles. and fill styles. 

Setting attributes involves a variety 
of commands that determine attri 
butes for graphics primitives (such as 
color. line style. etc.) and setting the 

[co1tli1tued) 
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"clipping rectang le:· which restricts 
output to a certain area of the display 
surface. 

Drawing graphics primitives involves 
commands that display the funda
mental units of graphics primitives in 
the lines. text. filled areas. circles. arcs. 
pie slices, and rectangles that make 
up the picture. This is also the step in 

which pictures are updated interac
tively based on user actions and ap
plication program directives. 

The command clear workstation 
dumps the existing picture to a printer 
workstation (or other hard-copy 
device). flushes the printer buffer. and 
returns a blank screen to the display. 

The command close workstation ter-

A BETTER 

WAY TO... 


DRAW, POINT, SELECT & POSITION 
For graphics, and menu selection - for direct interaction 

with your computer - nothing beats a light pen. It's fast. It's 
natural. And unlike a mouse, it won't fight with you for desk 
space. 

Over 7500 FTG light pens are in use world-wide - they're 
the undisputed standard for the IBM PC. 

Software is available for graphics, education, 3278 emula
tion, and much more. Plus, our MOUSETRAPlm is the link to 
most programs that can use a mouse. And, if you do any pro
gramming, you'll find it easy to add light pen support to your 
own creations. 

For added versatility, check out our 
new PXL-350 HI-RES LIGHT PEN 
BOARD. It's fully supported by the DR. 
HALO t11m graphics program . 

The pen is $195. The board is $149 
with single-pixel and TopVieWlm inter
face software. We back both with a 
30-day no-risk trial privilege and a two.year limited 
warranty. 

Call today to try them, or for more information. 

(714) 995-3900 
(800) 962-3900IFTC ~:i:EMS 
(800) 972-3900 (Calif.) 

soon lo be GRAPHIC INNOVATIONS, INC. 

10601 Dale, Suite M-2, P.O. Box 615, Stanton, CA 90680 Telex: 887840 
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minates communications with the dis
play device; updates. rasterizes. and 
dumps the on-screen picture to the 
printer: doses any open files: and 
puts the device in a known and stable 
state. preferably that which existed 
before the open workstation com
mand was received. 

Programming a VDI is quite dif
ferent. conceptually and semantical
ly. from writing traditional graphics 
programs. The VDI operates at a 
much higher level than conventional 
graphics programs that deal on a 
pixel-manipulation. move-draw level. 

In conventional graphics program
ming. the programmer must build 
each function specifically for the par
ticular device(s) on which the applica
tion will run. Traditional graphics 
packages address devices in device
specific coordinate spaces. which dif
fer from device to device (pixels. plot
ter steps. dots per inch. etc.). The VD!. 
on the other hand. addresses devices 
in universal. normalized device coor
dinates (NDCJ. The VDJ ls thus able 
to guarantee a baseline environment 
of useful functions. emulating those 
not present on the device. 

VOi functions are much higher-level 
graphics primitives than those found 
in traditional graphics programming 
environments: VD! primitives such as 
polyline. fill area. and circle replace 
low-level drawing units llke pixel and 
line. Rather than having to tum on and 
off pixels or draw thousands of short 
line segments to form images like 
circles and arcs. the programmer 
enters a few (sometimes only one) 
high-level graphics primitives. For ex
ample. the traditional move-draw way 
to draw a three-segment figure would 
be: 

move x1, y1 
draw x2, y2 
draw x3, y3 
draw x4, y4 

Whereas drawing the same figure 
using VOi would only require issuing 
one polyline command: 

draw polyl ine (4, xy) 

For another example of how a pro
grammer might use the VDI primitives 
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and attributes to write graphics code. 
see figure 3. It shows the VOi code 
necessary to draw a fairly complex 
two-color graphic that. using conven
tional graphics programming meth
ods. could take hundreds of lines of 
repetitive move-draw commands. 
Using the VDI. the programmer mere
ly establishes a few high-level 
parameters: points of the polygon. 
colors used. fill style. text alignment. 
and color and text orientation. The 
VOi interprets these high-level com
mands to come up with the picture. 
thinking in terms of graphics primi
tives {text. color. polygon) rather than 
pixels or vectors. 

VDI also incorporates the notion of 
line styles (dashed. dotted. etc.). so 
you don't have to piece together hun
dreds of short draw line commands 
to create a dashed line. Similarly. to 

data xy (18) = 14000. 22000. 10000, 18000, 10000 
14000, 14000. 10000. 18000, 10000 
22000, 14000. 22000, 18000, 18000 
22000, 14000, 22000 

set color index (display, 1,WHITE) fill area (display,9,xy) 
set color index (display,2,AED) set text alignment (display, center, center) 
set fill interior style (display.SOLID) set text color index (display, 1) 
set fill color index (display,2) text (16000. 1600, " STOP') 

draw a circle in VD! you issue a circle Figure 3: The VOi figures and attributes required to draw a stop sign . 
(co111i1med) 

MONITOR ADAPTORS 

Mono w/ o prlnler port. .. .... •... .• $99 
Color Grcphlcs ................... $99 
Mono w/ prlnter port ............. $135 
Color Graphics w/ p. port ... . .... . $135 
Mono Grophlcs w/ p. port .. . ..... $175 
STB Chaulfer ..................... $299 
Everex EDGE ••.•.•..•• . • ••. ..•..• $299 
Persyst Boe ...................... $395 
Color 400 ....................... S400 

MULTIFUNCTION BOARDS 
AST Sbc Pok 384K .. . •. ............ $299 
Quad 384K ....... . .... .. . ... .... $299 
384K Generic 6-pock........•.... $195 

Floppy controller.................. $69 
OTC Hard disk controller........ . . $215 
Teoc 558 .••.•••....•...•...•...•• $99 
Qume 142 •...... . ................ $75 
135 W Power Supply............... $99 
XT Mottler Boord .......... ... .... $250 
Turbo Mother Boord. ........•.... $350 
Chassis . . . .... . .. . .......... , ... . . $99 
5150 style Keyboord .. . .••..•.. . . . $99 
5151 style Keyboord ........ • .... $155 
Alstvle for XT .................... $135 

IBM X! 
Compatible KIT 

•995 

I:X3 ....,......~. 
ASSEMBLED SYSTEMS 

All System• Include: 8 Slolo. 135W, Keyt>oard, 
90 Dav Warranty. Hord dlslt 5\t51ems os below. 

PC Solution XT 
2 DS/ DD, 256K .............. .. ... $795 
2 OS/ DD. 10 Meg ............... $1295 
PC Solution TURBO 
2 OS/ DD, 256K . ...... . ..... .. ... . $895 
2 OS/ DD. 10 Meg ........ .. ..... $1495 
AT Solution 
Bose. 256K . ..... . ...... . ...... . $2295 
Enhanced, 512K. 20 Meg ........ $2995 

Hard Disks & Controllers 
10 Meg lntemol. ................. $535 ' 
20 Meg rntemol. ......... .. ... ... $835 
30 Meg Internal........... .... ... $995 
10 Meg External . . ... . ........... $699 
20 Meg E>Clernol ................. $899 

MODEMS 
Hayes 1200 ... . . ..... . ........... $399 
Hoyes 1200B ........... . ......... $315 
Everex 12008 .... . . . ........ . ...• $195 

MONITORS 
Tolung . . . . ..... . ... . . ... ........ $160 
Toxon 121 ............ ............ $165 
PGS MAX-12E ............. .... ... $185 
PGS HX·12 ....................... $450 
Toxon 425 ...... . ....•. ...• ...... $425 
Taxon 440 . .... . ..... ............ $550 
Xtron TTL . . ...... . ...... . . ........ $125 

PRINTERS 
Panasonic 1091 .................. $259 
Panasonic 1092....... .... .... . .. $369 
Canon PW1080 .................. $299 
Clllzen MSP-10 . .................. $289 
Epson FX85....................... Coll 
Epson FX185 ..... . ............... Coll 
Toshiba 1340 ...... .... ... . .. .. .. $549 
Toshiba 351 ..................... 1295 
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command with center point and 
radius. In a non-VDI environment you 
would have to draw many short vec
tors and compute their endpoints 
using sine and cosine tables. 

The VD! also assigns colors to each 
attribute individually. rather than forc
ing one universal color to be applied 
to all primitives. This allows a great 
deal more flexibility. 

In a traditional graphics program
ming environment. you build into the 
application assumed knowledge 
about the devices that will run the 
program. Supporting new devices is 
thus difficult if not impossible without 
making extensive program changes. 

The VDI. on the other hand. lets you 
build programs in universal. high
level. device-independent primitives. 
At run time. the program queries the 
device to discover its particu lar capa
bilities or limitations and modifies its 
presentation of images to conform to 

those capabilities or limitations (in the 
case of limitations. emulation takes 
place). The VD! program adapts "on 
the fly." having no preset. hard and 
fast device-specific data built into it. 
This enables the VD! program to 
adapt to new hardware without 
changing the source code. 

The difference between writing 
traditional graphics programs and 
writing VDI-based graphics programs 
is analogous to the difference bet
ween writ ing code in assembly lan
guage and writing code in a high-level 
language. There·s an entirely different 
mindset. 

In the VDI. even many complex 
images (such as a filled star) become 
high-level pr imitives that can be in
voked with a single command (draw 
polygon) . In a conventional graphics 
program. reams of move-draw com
mands are required to draw the hori 
zontal raster lines comprisi ng the 

image. Also. in an image like a star. 
where the same raster line forms 
discontinuous segments of the image. 
it's tricky (and time-consuming) to 
specify begin-/endpoints for each 
raster line. 

With VDI. you can think of your pic
tures as sets of high-level pieces. not 
as millions of dots (pixels). You pre
define data and call a single polyline 
or polymarker primitive to output all 
the pieces. instead of issuing many In
dividual calls. By making inquiries of 
the device to determine its capabili
ties (colors. text sizes. raster writing 
modes). the program can tailor out
put for these device attributes at run 
time. 

VDI primitives and attributes are un
coupled. Instead of having to set at
tributes for each primitive each time 
that primitive occurs in the program. 
attributes are set once and stay set 
until changed. 

The C.Ompltte and Compreher15ive /ri/eJliwareTM 
Laboratory for Expet1 System Concepts on the 
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Experteach Incl udc!5: 
• 	Comprehensive ln1roduction 

to Expe-n Sy ten'I Concepts. 
• On-line Tutorial De.<;cribing 

the Operation or E.lcpen 
Systems. 

• 	 Li:lp Based Expcn Syslcm 
Tools willi Soort:e Code. 

• 	Prolog Based Expcn System 
Tools with Source Code . 

• dBASE nTM B:!Sed Expcn 
SySlem Tools with Sourt:c 
Code. 

• P..i=I Basal Expcn System

Tools with Soum: Code. 


• Compfe1e I p I n1erpre1er for 
the IBM PC®. 

• Complete Prolog lm.erpreter
for the IBM PC. 

• Comprehensive Case twics 
of Seve·rnl Major Expen 

Systems. 


• 	Comprehcnsive bibliog,rnphy 
on Expen sysiems. 

fl ~ nnll n
uf/i)u@«uoW#Hlfl'(j9 uf!i)©. 
t• alaN....r-;aflf"ltt~d ......~, io.: 

IBM Peryortal Computer. 
E•ptrt"""h is • compr<heM i oc guide 10 Eltpcn Syslcm 

l<'<h..>i<>&Y ton<i<liJJ& O[ B uniquely iMeir,)li:d collei;1ion Of 
Expert y.iem iu1orf11I>. case SllJ<hes. oo·linc teaching pro· 
gmm. E~pcn Sl' ombuildiog lools with""'"''" code nd 
Anificiol lntclli~cn:c lnng~l!C'· E.penoa<h l> ba><d on 
UEcmivc npc:rw:~ mtcal'hing Ex.~n Sys.tern OODCcplS. in 
assc i>1ion wi<h IEEE. ACM and ''"' Can1l1111Jn~ ~
tion lrt~ ittdc . 

Er.pcne;idi lruroduoes )'011 10 ll•pcrt Sy>tem 1<-dtoo.logy 
by olk1wing )'OU 10 t.Jild E>pcn Sy>ICn>• and on e•pctirn<111 
with • wric1y at Anirocilil ln1elligcncc tool< ond 1.>ns111&« 
ond>e IDM PC. 

Expcncll<'h in<IU<lt, cigllt ru1"·b<>s<o.l llxpcn Sy""m 
•hell~ wi1fl $tl<!h:C c<>J<: 1m111cn..111<d in u.p. Prolog. 
dllASE II •nd ""-"'Ill . Em;h l>Jtt••b"' has bc<.'fl used 10 im· 
pk:ment bolh a forward chainill,G. :ind 111 bxt:"-'Jrd chnjn~ns 
Elpcn S)'stml sh:l I whM 11. bui!Hn rule «limr. lneJtacC in· 
kn:r>... and how & why <•pl•llill"'° r..:i.h1i"'. 

E•pc:ncoch in<ludcs • ronipn:..,,,.ivc Lnp inu:rpr<l<r 
ond o "'"npk<e Prol<>s irucrpm<r wioh DEC-10 PmllJll
<>''"". 'I'<""""" r"l"ltc$ only 2S6K or """"'"'>'. 
lmel/i~YJl't!, /11c.. 4676 Admiralty Way SJ•itt 40/ 
Man·nn tie/ Rey. CA 90191 (213) 827-1334 
0 	ln11.,duc1ion m Expcn Sy><em C"""'I">· On°lioc 

Tu<1tial. ease 11J11ie.. Bibli<'!lr•Jllly ilfld J>.Nal 8""'~ 
TOOi> S99. . 

D U•p. Pmlot! nr dBl\SE U ~ l 'ool> SW.00 """11. 
0 Complete l;.•p..'f1e>ch System with l.isp •nd Prol•>s 

ln1erprcto1'>. $47~ . a...:~. Money _order.Visa or 
M >tcreard. S9. [or P''''"l!< r11ld "'"'1ll1n~ . CallfnmO.. 
6.S'it tu. 

ili.M • •l'l;f'*-1 11'~ 1ol~.a.u£.•1S"lllUl~otA.-..lt11t 
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Many programmers make the map memory make programming the change. Making a program run on 
mistake of trying to use overly com EGA a challenge. multiple EGA modes. multiple CGA 
plex VDI primitives to do simple Not only is direct programming of modes. and future graphic cards re· 
things. or. conversely. they may fail to the EGA difficult. but the programs quires a mammoth programmlng 
take advantage of VD! commands in are limited to the specific mode/RAM/ effort. 
doing complex things. For instance, monitor combination(s) For which they The Virtual Device Interface offers 
you might use many short polyline were written and cannot be moved to a viable means of writing application 
statements to draw a dashed line in other combinations or to future cards software for these rapidly changing. 
stead of setting the line style to and monitors without extensive increasingly complex devices. • 
"dashed" and drawing a single poly- ,...---------------------------
line. Or you might use four draw line 
commands to draw a rectangle when 
one four-point draw polyline would 
do the same thing in one-fourth the 
code. 

Programmers may have a difficult 
time with the VDI in the beginning· 
there are so many different ways to 
combine the high-level commands to 
achieve the same picture that ineffi
ciencies can result. For instance. there 
may be I 0 difrerent ways to draw a 
blue circle inside a green box using 
VD! commands. While VOi documen
tation covers the most straightforward 
uses for each graphics primitive. it 
cannot possibly list every possible 
combination . Programmers must 
draw on their own programming ex
perience and creativity to develop op
timum VDI programming techniques. 

CGA vs. EGA 
Even without the VOi. the perfor
mance drop in moving from the CGA 
to the EGA is dramatic. A high-reso
lution card will usually have lower per
formance than even a closely related 
low-resolution card: there are simply 
more pixels to manipulate for every With the Digi-Data 2000 PC 112" tape system you can move 
visual representation. Thus. program data between your IBM PC, XT, or AT and a mainframe or mers moving from a CGA to an EGA minicomputer. IBM/ANSI compatible 9-track 1600 bpi 112"environment should be prepared for 

tape is the only truly standardized and interchangeable a significant performance degrada
medium between the PC and mainframes or minis. tion. 
The 2000 PC includes tape drive, PC controller board, 

CONCWSION cables, and complete ready-to-run DOS software utilities for 
The EGA is an extremely capable but just $3 ,995. The utilities provide file interchange in ASCII , 
complex device. It produces beautiful EBCDIC, or binary- as well as high speed disk backup and 
images for users hungry for high restore functions. 

11
DIGl-<DATA 

resolution graphics. but it presents Make the PC/. Mainframe . CORPORATION 
the application developer with special t . C II t d illl 8580 Dorsey Ru n Road COnnec ton . . a . US 0 ay - Jessup, MO 20794-9990 programming challenges that the at (301) 498-0200. (301) 498·0200 Telex 87-580 
CGA never did. Complex register 

In EurQIJe contact: Oigi-Dat~ L4d. • Unit 4 • King's Grov11 • Maldonhoad. Berkshire • England $L6 4DPstructure. multiple modes. multiple 
Telephone No. 0628 2955516 • Telex 847720 

RAM configurations. multiple moni- , 
tors. and Indirect access to the bit· 
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ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY COMPUTER BT/AT 

44 Mb Hard Disk Drive . 
640K Internal RAM. 
8 110 Expansion Slots. 
1.2 Mb Floppy Disk Drive. 
2 Asynch Serial 
Communication Ports. 
2 Parallel Prinrer Porrs. 

BACKUP POWER SOURCE 
ATBOO 
XT300 
SB200 

Battery Powered Up To 

30 Minutes. 

Surge Suppression/ 

Noise Filtering. 

Brownout Protection. 

800, 300, 200 Watt Models . 


Introducing The E 

HIGH RESOLUTION 
COLOR MONITORS 
HR31 200 
HR31 350 (Enhanced) 

.3lmm Dot Pitch. 

14" Diagonal Screen. 

Black Matrix Picture Tube 

Plugs Into IBM Color/Graphics or 

Compatible Adapter Card. 

Resolution (640 x 200). 

Enhanced (640 x 350). 

Tilt/Swivel Base. 


PC HARD DISK 
SUBSYSTEMS 
BT20 (Internal) 
BT20E (External) 

20 Megabyte Capacity. 

Boot From The Hard Disk- No 

Software Patches or Drivers. 

Runs All The Popula.r Software 

Designed For The XT. 

High Reliability and Durability 

SpcciaJly Plated Drives. 

lncludes ldir " Visual Shell" and 

Xydcx Sofrware, Bezels. 


Monochrome Graphics 
Adapter (720 x 348). 

Monochrome Monitor (Green). 
Tilt/Swivel Monitor Base. 
IBM PC AT Hardware and 

Software Compariblity. 
GW-BASIC and MS-DOS 3.1. 

PC KEYBOARD 
BT5151 
AT KEYBOARD 
BT5161 

Solid Stare Capacitive 

Key Switches. 

3-Position Height Adjustment. 

Keys In Standard Type

writer Positions. 

Seperate Cursor Control 

and Numeric Keypads. 

Easy-To-Read Key Legends 

LED Indicators For All Lock Keys. 


HIGH RESOLUTION 

MONOCHROME MONITORS 

HR 39 (G.-een) 

HR 134 (Amber) 


Plugs Imo The IBM Monochrome 

or Compatible Adapter . 

720 x 350 Resolution. 

12" Diagonal Screen. 

Super Crisp Text Capability. 

High Resolution TTL. 

Tilt/Swivel Base. 


MONOCHROME CARD 
HR720 
COLOR CARD 
HR640 

Complete IBM Compatibility. 
High Resolution Graphics 
Capabilities. 
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T/Integrator Series 


EXTERNAL MODEM 
BT212A/ 1200E 

Auto-dial, Auto-Answer. 

30011200 Baud Operation. 

Runs All Hayes Compatible Soft

ware Like Crosstalk, Relay, 

Sma.rtcom II, and Sidekick. 

RS-232C Compatible. 

Snap Hatch For Switch Access. 

Eighc Status lndicacor Lamps. 

External Volume Control Knob. 


AT ENHANCEMENT KIT-I 
BT44 (44 Megabyte) 
BT70 (70 Megabyte) 

Combined With The 

AT4X4Plus-512K. 

No Other Chips Needed. 

Runs All The Popular Software 

Designed For The AT. 

High Reliability and Durability. 

Faster AcCFSS Time 

Than AT - 30 msec. 


PC MULTIFUNCTION CARD 
BT6Plus 

Add 64K To 384K. 

Parallel Printer Port. 

Serial Communicacions Pore. 

Cock/Calenda.r. 

BTPa.k Softwarc--BTDrive 

(Eleccronic Disk Emulation) and 

BTSpool (Prine Spooling) 

Optional Game Port 


-
~ .··· 

SPOOLING TAPE BACKUP 
BT/SPlOE 

10 Megabyte Capacity Reds. 

Backs Up 20 Megs In 30 Min. 

File By File Recovery. 

Uses Standard J/ 4"Tape Reels . 


AT MULTIFUNCTION CARD 
AT4X-1Plus 

Add 128K To 4 Mb . 

Double Splic Memory Addressing. 

I To 4 Serial Ports. 

Parallel Printer Port. 

Optional Game Pon. 


INTERNAL MODEM 
PC212A/1200 

Auto-dial, Auco-Answer. 

300/1200 Baud Operation. 

Runs All Hayes Compatible Soft

ware Like Crosstalk, Relay, 

Smarccom II, and Sidekick. 

Two Phone Jacks . 

Includes PC-TALK III Softwa.rc, 

Modular Phone Cord. 


CARTRIDGE TAPE BACKUP 
BT60Srreamer 

60 Megabyte Capacity. 

Backs Up 20 Megs In 12 Min. 

Image Backup Capabiliry. 

File By File Recovery. 

Uses l/4"Data Cartridge. 


Peripherals designed to enhance systems and sales. Basic 
Time products are the latest technology and highest quality 
available today, at prices that will make you competitive. We 
only sell to V ARs, V ADs and integrators--end users, contact 
your dealer for more information. 

3350 Scott Blvd., Bldg. 52 
Santa Clara, California 95054 

Inside California Outside California 
(800) 841-2474 (800) 323-8437 

Basic 1me 
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When the World Sells Micros, 

the Connnon Language is BYTE. 


Have you considered your international 
prospects already? Good. Then you know 
that capturing this market will have a 
tremendous impact on your business. Now is 
the time to plant the seeds of recognition
the international micro industry is taking off. 
In fact, in Europe alone, annual micro sales 
are in the billions of dollars. 

So how are you going to do it? Let BYTE 
offer you a solution: we have over 50,000 
paid readers outside the North American 
continent- plus 127,000 pass-along 
readers-all of whom comprise the most 
select audience for your advertising 
investment. BYTE is the micro medium that 
communicates your sales message in a 
language understood all over the world. And 
BYTE is the only U.S .-based micro 
publication to earn the reputation as 
the international standard. 

BYTE also offers a special International 
Advertising Section (IAS) which allows you 
to advertise your products only to BYTE 
readers outside the North American 

continent at reduced rates. Call your regional 
sales representative to find out how BYTE 
can speak for you .. . all over the world. 

For advertising information, call: 

Austria, Vienna 
France, Paris 
Hong Kong 
Israel, Bat Yam 
Italy, Milan 
Japa n, Tokyo 
Si ngapore 
Spain , Madrid 
Sweden, Nacka 
U.K., London 
W . Germany, Frankfo rt 
U.S.A . 

Hans Csokor 
Jean Christian Acis 
Seavex, Ltd . 
Gurit Gepner 
Savio Pesavento 
Hiro Morita 
Seavex, Ltd . 
Maria Sa rmiento 
Andrew Karn ig 
Arthur Scheffer 
Fritz Krusebecker 
Dennis J. Riley 

75 76 84 

720 33 42 

260149 

866 56 1 32 1 39 

86 90 656 

581 -98 11 

734-9790 

45 52 891 

44 0005 
493 1451 

72 0 1 81 

(603) 924-9281 


BYTE. The Official Translator 
of the Micro World. 

IJ'1TE

THE SMALL SYSTEMS JOURNAL 

70 Ma in Street 
Peterborough, NH 03458 
(603) 924-9281 


For '"bs<ripllon lnlormallon In Europr, u ll 
Jra n Tobias In Enalond: 621-23431. 
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ISM SPECIAL ISSUE 

IBM PC DISK PERFORMANCE 

AND THE INTERLEAVE FACTOR 


How the distribution sequence 

of sectors on a disk affects read/write performance 


MANY FACTORS AFFECT the perfor
mance of fixed and floppy disks. in
cluding read/write-head seek time and 
disk rotational delay. or latency. A 
lesser known but important and alter
able component of the performance 
curve is the distribution sequence of 
the sectors on a disk. This sequence 
is called the interleave pattern. and it 
defines the sector skewing of the disk. 

This article examines some of the 
factors relating to disk performance 
and outlines a benchmarking method 
for testing different interleaving 
values. we·11 discover how interleaving 
affects the performance of the IBM PC 
XT and AT. 

For a discussion of some of the im
portant factors that determine disk 
performance and capacity. see the 
accompanying text boxes "Calculating 
Disk Capacity" and "Disk-Encoding 
Schemes... 

YET ANOTHER 
HARD-DISK BENCHMARK 
In the case of a moving-head disk sys
tem. two time components are in· 
volved in the delay between receiving 
an address at the disk controller and 
the beginning of the actual data trans
fer. The first. called seek time. is the 
time required to move the read/write 
head to the proper track. This time 
obviously depends on the initial posi
tion of the head relative to the track 
specified in the address. Average 
values in the 30-millisecond (ms) range 
are typical. The second component is 
the rotational delay. also called laten
cy time. This is the amount of time 
that elapses after the head is posi
tioned over the correct track until the 
starting position of the addressed sec
tor comes under the read/write head. 

ea, 
BY MARCUS KOLOD 

On the average. th is is the time for half 
a rotation of the disk. Assuming a disk 
spinning at 3600 revolutions per 
minute (rpm). this is 0.5 (60 sed3600) 
.. 8.3 ms. The sum of these delays is 
usually called the disk-access time. 

The mechanical components of a 
disk drive are not alterable; the phys
ical sequencing of sectors on a disk 
are. That is the crux of the following 
hard-disk benchmarks. 

lb define sector skewing, also called 
Interleaving. picture a disk platter 
spinning in a disk drive. The sectors 
in the track over which the head is 
positioned are passing by the head 
one after another-sector I . sector 2. 
and so on-until the disk has made 
one complete revolution . Then these
quence repeats itself. A standard IBM 
fixed disk spins at 3600 rpm. One rev
olution of the disk (using the 3600 
from before. with 17 sectors/track) 
takes 60/3600 second. about 0.0166 
second per track. or 0.9 ms a sector. 

Now imagine PC-DOS loading a pro
gram or accessing a file from such a 
disk PC-DOS takes a finite amount of 
ti me to read and process each sector. 
Assume that it has to make repeated 
reads to load the file or program. By 
the time PC-DOS has read and loaded 
sector 11. it will be too late to read sec
tor n + I. This sector will have already 
passed by the head and wi ll not come 
around to position for another 
16.6 ms. Proceeding in this fashion , 
al most two-tenths of a second are 
needed to read one complete track 
(this small amount may seem ludi
crous. but these amounts do add up 
over time). 

This problem can be overcome by 
simply numbering the sectors so that 
there are several physical sectors be

tween each numerically contiguous 
sector. 

Figures I and 2 show disks for
matted with interleaves of I and 3. re
spectively. The interleave value is 
specified when the disk is formatted. 
PC-DOS does not permit the altera
tion of the interleave value after the 
disk is formatted. In older versions of 
CP/M. a translation table stored in 
RAM (random-access read/write 
memory) mapped the logical sectors 
to the physical sectors on a disk. per
mitting a crude form of changing the 
pattern of sector reading at any time. 

Depending on the size and type of 
files, the wrong interleave can strongly 
affect performance. It is not a gradual 
effect. either: if you "miss" the in
terleave. the perceived performance 
will be very slow. One of the nice fea
tures about PC-DOS is its use of phys· 
ical-sector numbers in addressing 
media. This fea ture leaves the inter· 
leaving separate and independent of 
PC-DOS. 

The primary storage medium I use 
is the fixed disk. I use floppies 
primarily for archival purposes and 
for program distribution. I had to 
know if there was a noticeable dif· 
ference in disk performance depend
ing on the interleave chosen. To that 
end. 1conducted two logically distinct 
tests. 

The first test functions using the 
following algorithm; 

I. Format the entire drive at a given 
(amtin11ed1 

Marcus Kolod is a wmpuler consultant with 
CN A of Chicago and tfre president of Kolod 
Researcfi . a software-development firm He can 
be reacfied at 2027 Woodlawn Rd.. Nortfr
brook. IL 60062. 
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I N T E R L E A V E F A C T 0 R 


CALCULATING DISK CAPACITY 


T he effective data capacity for a 
floppy disk is calcu lated in the 

following manner: (bytes/sector x 
sectors/track x tracks/side x number 
of recording surfaces). For a disk with 
512 bytes/sector. 8 sectors/track. 40 
tracks/side. and 2 sides. the capacity is 
512 x 8 x 40 x 2 - 327.680. For the 
quad-density drives of the PC AT. the 
capacity is 512 x 15 x 80 x 2 .. 
1.228.800. 

The maximum effective data-transfer 
rate for a 512 bytes/sector. 8 sectors/ 
track disk is calculated as follows: 
Assuming a rotat ional speed of 300 
rpm. a complete track can be read or 
written in 601300 - 0.2 second. This 
corresponds to a maximum effective 
transfer rate of (8 x 512)/0.2 "' 20.480 
bytes/second. For a 9 sectors/track disk. 
the byte-transfer rate is (9 x 512)/0.2 
- 23 .040 bytes/second. The rotational 

speed for a 15 sectors/track disk (the 
highest-supported IBM density in the 
PC AT) is 360 rpm. Consequently. the 
rate is (15 x 5121/0.166667 = 46.079.9 
bytes/second. 

The advantages derived from the use 
of Winchester-technology fixed d isks 
include greater density and a larger 
capacity for a given physical size. This 
ultimately results in lower-cost units. 
Another advantage of Winchester tech
nology is that data integrity tends to 
be greater in sealed units where the 
storage medium is not exposed to con
taminating elements. 

Whereas the different floppy-disk 
formats supported by IBM are derived 
primarily from software-formatting 
parameters. with extensions to 2 sides 
or I 5 sectors/track with 80 tracks as 
opposed to 40. the IBM PC XT and PC 
AT support a variety of hard-disk types. 

The principles of organization and 
addressing are the same for both 
floppy and hard disks. Addressing of 
data on the fixed disk is accomplished 
by specifying the surface number. the 
track number. and the sector number. 

The effective data capacity for a 
given fixed-disk drive is calculated in 
the same manner as for a floppy-disk 
drive. For a fixed disk with 512 bytes/ 
sector. 17 sectors/track. 306 tracks/side. 
and 4 sides. the capacity is 512 x 17 
x 306 x 4 = 10.653.696 bytes. For the 
standard IBM-supplied fixed-disk drive 
in the PC AT. the capacity is 512 x l 7 
x 615 x 4 - 21.411.840 bytes. 

The maximum effective data-transfer 
rate for a 512 bytes/sector. 17 sectors/ 
track disk is calculated as follows: As
suming a rotational speed of 3600 
rpm. a complete track can be read or 
written in 60/3600 - 0.016 second. 
This corresponds to a byte-transfer rate 
of 117 x 512) /0.0166666 .. 522 .239 
bytes/second. close to the maximum 
data transfer possible on the PC bus 
using standard RAMs. 

Tubles A and B summarize the d if
ferent disk types and sizes for all disks 
and the standard fixed-disk drives 
available from IBM . What will follow 
here is an overview of that information. 

In PC-DOS versions Lx. we have to 
give addresses to a total of 640 sectors. 
The first 320 sectors are on the first 
side of the disk and have the same 
addresses for both single- and double
sided disks. The second side of a 
double-sided disk has addresses 320 
to 639 (140 to 27F hexadecimal). 

In versions 2.x. the logical-sector 
numbering scheme has changed. All 
the sectors on a track (or cylinder) are 
assigned numbers before moving on 
to the next track. Tu get a clear picture 
of this. I will compare the logical-sector 
numbering between versions l.x and 
versions 2.x on a double-sided d isk 
formatted for 8 sectors per track. This 
change wrought in 2.x minimizes 
read/write-head movement and con
sequently increases effective data 
throughput since data access from the 
other side of the disk is limited only 
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INTERLEAV E FACTOR 


by the electronic switching speeds of 
the read/write heads as opposed to 
mechanical movement time associated 
with the read/write armature. 

ltack 0. head 0 has logical-sector 
numbering O through 7. In versions l.x. 
the sectors accessed by the second 
head on that track [track 0. head I) are 
numbered 320 through 327. In ver
sions 2.x. they are numbered 8 through 
I 5. The consequences of this dif
ference in logical-sector numbering are 
usually hidden from you. but some
times you need to know that the dif
ference exists. 

In versions 3.x. the logical-sector 
numbering scheme is consistent with 
that implemented in versions 2.x. The 
difrerence here Is that the increase in 
the number of sectors per track (I 5 
possible with a quad-density drive) 
causes a corresponding increase in the 
logical-sector numbering. 0 through 14 
for track 0. head 0. and 15 through 29 
for track 0. head I . 

Logical-sector numbering on a hard 

disk follows the pattern established 
wi th versions 2 .x. All the tracks on one 
cylinder are numbered before moving 
on to the next cylinder. The sectors 
read by head 0 are numbered 0 
through 16. those read by head I are 
numbered 17 through 33. those read 
by head 2 are numbered 34 through 
50. and those read by head 3 are 
numbered 51 through 67. The second 
cylinder begins at logical sector 68. 

Tubles C and D summarize the over
heads and usable capacities ·of 
different media as supported by the 
different releases of PC-DOS. In 
addition. they show the increase in the 
size of PC-DOS over the releases. 

The format of the PC-DOS overhead 
with any disk is the same. There is a 
boot sector allocated. one file· 
allocation table (FAD. and the root 
directory. 1\vo copies of the FAT are 
maintained for integrity. Therefore. the 
amount of space allocated to the FAT 
must be doubled when calculating the 
amount of available space. The formula 

is total number of sectors (from media
size calculations before) - (one boot 
sector) - (2 x the number of FAT 
sectors) - directory-space sectors 
total number of usable sectors. 

The amount of usable space can be 
misleading. though. In PC-DOS. there 
Is not necessarily a one-to-one corre
spondence between physical sector 
and addressable space. The smallest 
addressable unit of space in PC-DOS 
Is the cluster. This duster corresponds 
to an entry in a vector. the FAT. which 
is a map of the available space on the 
medium. 

The implications can be seen from 
table C. Though the total amount of 
space on a double-sided 9 sectors.' 
track disk is greater than that of a 
single-sided 8 sectors/track disk. the 
amount of addressable space in 
clusters is not that much greater. 3 54 
versus 313. With a cluster size of l 
sector. the smallest amount of space 
a file can take up is 512 bytes. With a 

(amti11uedl 

Tuble A: Different disk types for tfie IBM PC family of macfiines and information 011 number of dire.cwry entries 
available. number of tracks and sectors/track. and operati119-system support. 

Total 
FAT Number Number Sectors/ sectors FAT Directory Directory Sectors/ Operating system 
byte of sides of tracks track avai lable size sectors entries cluster supported under 

FE 1 40 8 320 1 4 64 1 1.0, 1.1, 2.0. 2.1. 3.0, 3.1 
FF 2 40 8 640 1 7 112 2 1.1, 2.0 . 2.1 , 3.0. 3 .1 
FC 1 40 9 360 2 4 64 1 2.0. 2.1, 3.0, 3. 1 
FD 2 40 9 720 2 7 112 2 2.0. 2.1, 3.0, 3.1 
F9 2 80 15 2400 7 14 224 1 3.0, 3.1 

Table B: Hard-disk types provided by IBM for tfie PC XT a11d AT and associated data . 
Total 

FAT Number Number Sectors/ sectors FAT Dlrectory Directory Sectors/ Operating system 
byte of sides of tracks track avai lable size sectors entries cluster supported under 

(XT hard disk. PC-DOS 2.0, 2.1) 
FB 4 306 17 20,723 8 32 512 8 2.0 , 2. 1, 3 .0, 3.1 
(XT hard disk. PC-DOS 3.0 , 3.1) 

FB 4 306 17 20,723 8 32 512 8 2.0, 2.1, 3.0, 3.1 
(AT hard disk, PC-DOS 3.0. 3.1) 

FB 4 615 17 41,735 16 32 512 4 3.0, 3.1 
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cluster size of 2 sectors. the smallest 
amount of space a file can take up is 
1024 bytes. 

This limitation in part stems from the 
original specification for an FAT entry. 
which called for a 12-bit number. There 
can be at most 4093 unique sector 
numbers. A maximum FAT would 
occupy 6144 bytes in storage and 
12.288 bytes on disk (two copies). Such 
an FAT could track the allocation of 
only 2.095.616 bytes of data if a sec
tor is 512 bytes. Obviously. a IO-mega
byte disk surpasses this limitation. The 
cluster size under PC-DOS 2.0 for a 
hard disk became 8 sectors. Here 

again. though the smallest physical 
addressable unit is a 512-byte sector. 
the smallest possible file size is 4096 
(8 x 512) bytes. 

With the introduction of PC-DOS 
3.0-and continued through PC-DOS 
3.1- the FAT entry size has been 
modified to support either 12 or 16 
bits. The maximum addressable 
amount of clusters can now be 65,535. 
In addition. on the PC AT hard disk. 
when it is formatted using PC-DOS 3.x. 
the cluster si ze is 4 sectors (2048 
bytes) . This provides a dramatic 
increase in the amount of usable space 
on the PC AT. 

Interestingly enough, if a PC ATs 
hard disk has been formatted under 
PC-DOS 3.x and PC-DOS 2 . .t: is booted 
on the system, the hard disk will be an 
invalid drive to PC-DOS. This is 
because the partitioning specification 
has also changed under PC-DOS 3.x. 
The FDISK utility distributed as part of 
PC-DOS 3.x can now put an indicator 
into the partitioning header that in· 
dicates whether or not 16-bit clusters 
are used. 

If. however. PC-DOS 3 . .i: is used to 
format a standard PC XT hard disk. the 
format will be compatible with PC-DOS 
2.x. 

Tab le C: Calculated overhead for various releases of PC-DOS. 

Number 
of sides 

Sectors/ 
track 

PC-DOS 
version 

Data sectors 
available 
w/o system 

Data sectors 
available 
w/system 

Clusters 
available 
wlo system 

Clusters 
available 
w/system 

Bytes available 
w/o system 

Bytes available 
w/system 

8 1.0 313 289 313 289 160,256 147,968 

1 8 1.1 313 286 313 286 160,256 146,432 
2 8 1.1 630 603 315 301 322,560 308,224 

1 8 2.0 313 235 313 235 160,256 120,320 
2 8 2.0 630 552 315 275 322,560 281,600 
1 9 2.0 351 273 351 273 179,712 139.776 
2 9 2.0 708 630 354 314 362,496 321,536 

1 8 2.1 313 234 313 234 160,256 119,808 
2 8 2.1 630 551 315 275 322,560 281,600 
1 9 2.1 351 272 351 272 179,712 139,776 
2 9 2.1 308 629 354 314 362,496 321 ,356 

1 8 3.0 313 196 313 196 160,256 100,352 
2 8 3.0 630 513 315 256 322,560 262,144 
1 9 3.0 351 234 351 234 179,712 119.808 
2 9 3.0 708 591 354 295 362,496 302,080 
2 15 3.0 2371 2254 2371 2254 1,213,952 1.154,048 

1 8 3.1 313 193 313 193 160,256 98,816 
2 8 3 1 630 510 315 254 32.2,560 260,096 
1 9 3.1 351 231 351 231 179,712 118,272 
2 9 3.1 708 588 354 293 362,496 300,032 
2 15 3.1 2371 2251 2371 2251 1,213,952 1,152,512 

Table D: Hard.-disk overhead for various versions of PC-DOS. 

Fixed-
disk 
type 

PC-DOS 
version 

Cata sectors 
available 
w/o system 

Date sectors 
available 
w/system 

Clusters 
available 
w/o system 

Clusters 
available 
w/system 

Bytes available 
w/o system 

Bytes available 
wlsystem 

XT 2.0 20,674 20.596 2584 2572 10,584.064 10,534.912 
XT 2.1 20,674 20,595 2584 2572 10,584,064 10.534,912 

XT 3.0 20,674 20,557 2584 2568 10,518,528 10,534,912 
XT 3.1 20,674 20,554 2584 2568 10.518,528 10.534.912 
AT 3.0 41 ,670 41,553 10,417 10,387 21,334,016 21,272,576 
AT 3.1 41 ,670 41,550 10,417 10,386 21 ,334,016 21,270.528 
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X-VIEW 86 fN analyzes, 
profiles, and debugs DOS 
application software - for 
improved performance on 
the IBM PC and its 
compatibles. 

Application Program 

Unmodified ·-DOS Appication 

X-VIEW86--··-
...-.. 
DOS Debug ·-Dynamic Execution 
lnfonnation 

To order X-VIEW 86'" by credit 
card, call tol tree 1-800-221
VIEW. In Tens c.11 1-800-213
VIEW or send the COUPOll lod•Y· 

CuS-tOmC!'f SeMce 
McGr3W·Hol Inc. 

8Ul LBJ Freeway 

Danas. Toxas 75251 


X·\11EW 86~ 15 S59.95. All orde<s ore 
subjccl 10 occep1ancc by McGraw· 
Hll. Inc. Prices arc s00iec1 10 change 
without not.cc. 
0 Check "°"IOSCd (Make check 
payable 10 McGraw.HI.I Inc. Clrde<s 
pao<l by check aro subfecl 10 delay.I 
0 A.£. 0 M.C. 0 VISA 0 O.C. 

X-VIEW 86 lets you observe the internal 
operations of DOS application software. 

Helps you analyze, debug, test, port, or convert 
DOS application software - and get faster, more 
reliable results. 

Real solutions to technical challenges. 

Looking for code hot spots? 
X-VIEW 86 helps you find them fast. 

Irritated by bugs that DEBUG can't reach? 
X-VIEW 86 captures them. 

Sweating over hardware compatibility issues? 
X-VIEW 86 pinpoints the trouble spots. 

Struggling with a conversion that just won't work? 
X-VIEW 86 breaks the deadlock. 

What X-VIEW 86 does. 

X-VIEW 86 saves you hours of time-consuming, 
tedious work. It automatically collects data on 
application programs: 

D memory map references 
D 1/0 space references 
D INT call usage 
D instruction set usage 
D segment usage data 

X-VIEW 86 can interrupt the application program 
D on any processor 1/0 access 
D on any proce.ssor INT instruction 
D on a specified execution path address 
D on a specified memory location reference 

X-VIEW 86 can also start the application program 
execution at a specified address. And it displays the 
results of the analysis on screen. 

Hardware and software requirements . 

X-VIEW 86 runs on any member of the IBM PC 
family - or any operationally-compatible machine 
that has at least 64 Kbytes of memory. And it's not 
copy-protected . You use it with PC DOS DEBUG 2.0 
or 2.1. 

Exciting - not expensive. 

X-VIEW 86 is priced at an affordable $59.95. 

To order, call 1-800-221-VIEW. 
In Texas, call 1-800-233-VIEW. 
Then get ready tor a whole new outlook 
on your work. Inquiry 70 

TIO• ---------------- 
Company ---- ----------- 

A<ldre55 --------------- 
C.1y _ _ _______ s1a1o __ z1p, ___ _ 

R1onc .c...l__...c.__ ________ 

Qly --- $59.95 Ami 

Shipping IS2.00 per copy) Texas sales 1a• ($3.67 per copy> 

To1a1 

~gnaiurc ________________ 

Name on card _______________ 

Qlldrl card "°'--- ------ Expiration dale _ _ 
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--crf·~w!~f 

for programs to 

compile and link? 

UseC-terp 
the complete C interpreter 

This is the product you've been 
waiting (and waiting) for! 

Increase your productivity and avoid 
agonizing waits. Get instant feedback of 
your C programs for debugging and rapid 
prototyping. Then use your compiler for 
what it does best..compiling efficient code 
... slowly. 

C·terp Features 
• Full KM C (no compromises) 
•Complete built·in screen editor·· 

no half·way house, this editor has every
thing you need such as multi·files, inter·file 
move and copy, etc. etc. For the ultimate 
in customization, editor source is available 
for a slight additional charge of $98.00. 

• Fast·· Linking and semi-compilation are 

breath-taklngly fast. (From edit to run 

completion in a fraction of a second for 

small programs.) 


• Convenient-Compiling and running are 

only a key·stroke or two away. Errors 

direct you back to the editor with the 

cursor set to the trouble spot. 


• Obiect Module Support- Access functions 
and externals in object modules produced 
by your compiler. New: We are now 
supporting Mlc:rotoft 3.0, Mali! Wlkms 
&AztecC in addition to C.l.C86&Lattice. 

• Complete Multiple Module Support. 

• Symbol1c Debugging- Set breakpoints, 
single-step, and directly execute 
C expressions. 

• Many more features induding batch mode 
and 8087 support. 

• Pri«-: $300.00 (Demo $45.00) MC, VISA 
f'rlre o/ '*""' indude5 documMt.ltion & li'lil>oll>R witNn 
U.S.PA rrsidcf>ts add 6!ll sa/1!> 1... Spmly roriipfl;,1. 

• C·leq> n.ms on llie ll!M PC (0< a>mf>O~)u~ 005 2.x 
will>• tu~ltdminim...,. o/ 256kb of memcxy. 
•~L1Se•ll tt... memoryav~. 

3207 Hoga.rth lane • Collegeville, PA 19426 

(215) 584·4261 
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DISK-ENCODING SCHEMES 


Encoding schemes are designed to 
maximize the usable channel 

capacity of a device. In the 1940s. 
Claude Shannon of Bell Labs rigorously 
defined the quantization of informa
tion. channel capacity, and their 
relationship to transmission. His ideas 
were originally designed in conjunction 
with the telephone operating system. 

If you look at a disk drive as a com· 
munication channel. the nvtions 
created and defined by Shannon show 
great applicability. Associated with 
each channel is a maximum capacity. 
In a perfect channel. data can be stored 
at this maximum. In the case of a disk. 
the abilfty to generate and detect 
signals is limited by numerous factors. 
including the magnetic nux (changes 
per inch) that the medium can support. 
the size of the magnetic field created 
by the read/write head. the error in 
drive rotational speed. and others. 
Except for mechanical aberrations. the 
major physical limitation in magnetic 
recording has to do with the packing 
density. that is. the number of bits per 
inch that can be recorded linearly and 
sti ll be distinguishable. The fewer 
overall changes in state. the closer the 
bi ts can be packed together. 

Many recording techniques are used. 
Figure A illustrates some of these. In 
the non-return-to-zero (NRZJ format. 
when a 1 follows a I or a 0 follows a 
0. no change of state can be detected 
on output. Otherwise. there is a 
change. A variation of this is non
return·to-zero inverted (NRZI) . where a 
change of state occurs only when there 
is a I. A third format. phase encoding 
(PE). changes state in the middle of 
every bit. If it is a l . it generates a 
negative pulse: if it is a 0. a positive 
pulse. This. of course. means that if two 
Os or two Is follow each other. there 
is a change of state between them. 

NRZI. with its fewer changes in state. 
allows a better packing density than 
NRZ. However. since it is impossible to 
tell where some bits start and stop. a 
clock track must also be recorded with 
the data. This is not true of PE. which 
is self-synchronizing and therefore 
allows higher densities. However. the 
many reversa ls PE requires limits the 
density that it can achieve. 

1 I 0 0 I 

I I I I I I 


_r--i____J NRZ 

I I I I I I 
__Jl.__J NRZI 

I I I I I I 
PE......JliLJ1..f 

I I I I l I 

-1l...fU"L..JL FM 

I I I I I I 
MFM~ 

I I I I I I 
_n___n__ GCR llJOO• l lllOJ 

Figure A : Differe11t scliemes for 
encodi11g data 0'1 mag'1etic disks. 

A recording format cal led group
code recording (GCRI. based on NRZI. 
achieves much higher densities by 
encoding the data bits. In NRZI. a stri ng 
of Os will have no change of state. 
causing synchronization problems. 
CCR overcomes this by encoding 4 
data bits into 5·bi t patterns. none of 
which have more than two Os ad jacent 
nor have more than one 0 at either 
end. In the 32 combinations possible 
with 5 bits. 17 meet this requirement. 
Six teen of them are used to encode 
data. and the seventeenth (I l 11 1) is 
used as a synchronization pattern. 

Another type of recording format is 
freq uency modulat ion (FM). or Man· 
chester code. A change of state occurs 
in the middle of a I but not in a 0. 
There is also a change of state at the 
•beginning of every bit. This last change 
makes this format self-synchroniz
ing-there is always a pulse. either 
positive or negative. when the next 
piece of information passes under the 
head. A variation of this is modified 
FM. or MFM. which also has the 
change in the middle of a I. but has 
a change of state at the beginning of 
a bit only when two Os are ad jacent. 
This. in effect. can double the density 
because the bit size can be cut in half. 

IBM uses MFM to define the storing 
of data in both its floppy-disk drives 
and fixed disks. 
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Figure I : The i11terleave pattern for disks formatted with a11 interleave value of 
1. (Disks formatted with 17 tracks, numbered i11 hexadecimal.) 

Table !: Times. in milliseconds. for blocked reads 011 Ifie IBM PC XT. 

Number of sectors per block accessed 

Interleave 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1 17.93 35.86 53.79 71 .72 89.65 107.58 125.51 143.44 

' 
2 18.91 37.82 56.73 75.64 94.55 113.46 132.37 151 .28 
3 19.89 39.78 59.67 79.56 99.45 119.34 139.23 159.12 
4 20.88 41.76 62.64 83.52 104.40 125.28 146.16 167.04 
5 21.86 27.02 32.69 37.36 43.52 48.69 54.35 59.02 
6 22.84 28.99 35.63 41.29 48.42 54.56 61 .23 66.88 
7 7.38 14.75 21.64 29.50 35.90 43.28 50.19 58.05 
8 8.31 16.63 24 .59 33.24 40.80 49.18 57.05 65.91 
9 9.34 18.68 27.53 37.36 45.73 55.06 64.13 73.77 

10 10.08 20.16 30.24 40.32 50.40 60.48 70.56 80.64 
11 11 .06 22.12 33.18 44 .24 55.30 66.36 77.24 88.48 
12 12.04 24.08 36.12 48.16 6020 72.24 84.28 96.32 
13 13.02 26.04 39.06 52.08 65.10 78.12 91 .14 104.16 
14 14.00 28.01 42.01 56.01 70.01 84.02 98.02 112.02 
15 14.98 29.96 44 .94 59.92 74.90 89.68 104.86 119.84 

Table 2: Times. i11 milliseconds. for nonblocked reads on the PC XT. 
Number of sectors accessed 

Interleave 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1 17.80 34.56 51.71 68.85 86.00 103.15 120.29 137.44 
2 18.88 35.54 52.68 69.83 86.98 105.10 122.49 155.07 
3 19.86 36.52 53.66 70.81 88.69 121 .76 138.91 156.05 
4 20.84 37.50 54.65 72.31 105.59 122.74 139.88 157.30 
5 21 .82 22.06 22.80 24.02 40.93 41 .66 43.62 59.82 
6 22.80 23.04 23.78 4U7 41 .90 42.64 60.03 60.80 
7 7.36 24.27 24.27 41 .41 41 .90 59.05 59.54 61 .50 
8 8.34 24.76 25.49 42 .39 43.13 60.03 60.76 77.66 
9 9.32 25.74 26.47 43.37 44.60 61 .01 78.15 78.64 

10 10.06 26.71 27 .45 44.35 61 .50 61 .99 79.1 4 81 .09 
11 11 .04 27.69 44.87 45.33 62.48 63.95 80.1 2 97.26 
12 12.02 28.67 45.85 46.31 63.46 80.61 82.36 98..26 
13 13.00 29.66 46.81 47.79 64.45 81 .59 98.77 100.70 
14 13.98 30.64 47.79 64.93 66.1 6 82.57 99.72 116.86 
15 14.96 31.62 48 .76 65.91 83.05 84.52 100.69 117.84 
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Figure 2: The interleave pallern for disks formatted lVitJi an interleave value of 
3. (Disks formatlid with 17 tracks, '1Urnbered in Jiexadecimal.) 

Table 3: Times. in milliseconds. for the interleave benchmark. 6/ocked reads. for 
lire IBM PC AT. 

Interleave 1 2 
1 17.76 35.52 
2 9.13 18.25 
3 6.17 12.34 
4 12.83 25.66 
5 7.15 14.30 
6 3.21 6.42 
7 5.18 10.36 
8 14.80 29.60 
9 17.02 19.25 

10 11 .84 23.68 
11 13.81 27.63 
12 10.11 20.23 
13 4.20 8.39 
14 10.94 21 .87 
15 8.14 16.28 

Number of sectors per block accessed 

3 4 5 6 7 
51 .81 68.08 85.85 102.62 119.88 
27.38 36.51 45.64 54.76 63.89 
18.51 24.68 30.85 37.02 43.19 
38.49 51 .32 64.15 76.98 89.81 
21.45 28.60 35.75 42.90 50.05 
9.63 12.84 16.05 19.26 22.74 

15.54 20.72 25.90 31 .08 36.26 
44.40 59.20 74.00 88.80 103.60 
21.46 23.69 25.91 28.13 30.35 
35.52 47.63 59.20 71 .04 82.88 
41.44 55.26 69.07 82.88 96.70 
30.34 40.45 50.56 60.68 70.79 
12.59 16.78 20.98 25.17 29.37 
32.81 43.74 54.68 65.61 76.55 
24 .42 32.56 40.70 48.84 56.98 

8 
136.18 
73 .02 
49.36 

102.64 
57.20 
25.68 
41.44 

118.40 
32.59 
94 .72 

110.51 
80.90 
33.56 
87.48 
65.12 

Table 4: Times. i11 mi/liseamds, for the interleave benchmark. 11onb!ocked reads. 
for tfte PC AT. 

Number of sectors accessed 

Interleave 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1 17.80 33.79 49.82 65.85 81 .88 97 .91 113.94 130.48 
2 9.13 25.90 26.39 43.17 44.15 60.44 61.91 77.69 
3 6.17 22.99 23.26 23.93 40.45 41 .58 42.18 57.97 
4 12.83 29.60 29.85 46.86 63.14 79.91 81 .15 9816 
5 7.16 23.93 24 .47 24.91 41.44 42.68 58.70 60.43 
6 3.21 19.98 20.23 20.63 21 .47 21 .96 36.02 38.24 
7 5.18 21.95 22.70 22.99 37.50 39.72 41 .20 41 69 
8 14.80 31.57 46.37 48.84 65.86 82.88 99.51 115.43 
9 17.02 18.99 19.24 19.49 19.98 20.98 21.47 21 .97 

10 11.84 28.61 28.86 45.78 62.16 63.15 80.17 95.69 
11 13.82 30.59 30.83 47.85 64.87 80.89 97.67 114.45 
12 10.05 26.64 26.89 43.42 44.15 60.41 76.96 78.44 
13 4.20 20.97 21 .22 21 .95 22.45 38.73 38.98 40.41 
14 10.85 27 .62 27.87 44.40 61 .17 62 .15 77.94 92.98 
15 8.14 24 .91 25.41 42.22 42.98 57.72 59.77 61.42 
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in terleave. 
2 . Set the clock to zero. 
3. Read a number of sectors (I 
through 8) for the entire length of the 
drive- track by track. cylinder by 
cylinder-until all sectors on the drive 
have been read. For example. if 
reading two sectors. read sectors I 
and 2. then 2 and 3. then 3 and 4. 
etc.-access across tracks and 
cylinders is done automatically. By 
doing th is. the staggered fashion of 
the reads will closely approximate a 
random read. 
4. Get the ending time. 

This process continues for interleave 
values of l through 15 . 

The second test performed the 
same algorithm with this change: If 
reading two sectors. read sectors I 
and 2. then 3 and 4. then 5 and 6. etc. 
This process also continues for inter
leave values of I through l 5. 

Tubles l. 2. 3. and 4 summarize the 
results of these tests as performed on 
the PC XT and AT. Looking at the 
tables. most of the read times are 
linear with respect to the number of 
sectors accessed for a given interleave 
and the required t ime for that read. 

I With some of the t imes. noticeably in
I 

terleave 9 on the PC At the average 
access time decreases dramatlcally as 
the number of sectors requested 
increases. 

Did IBM choose the best interleave? 
There is a discrepancy between the 
stated interleave (6) in the DOS 2.0 
manual and the interleave that both 
showed the best times in my test and 
matched the interleave of a brand
new XT from IBM. namely. 7. Con
sideriQg that. l think the answer is yes 
for both machines. IBM has opti
mized its code around single-sector 
reads. Although DOS may inter
mittently perform multiple-sector 
reads. it primarily accesses single 
sectors. 

If multlple·sector reads are per
formed. it does appear that better in
terleaves exist. • 

I wish to tha11k l.£s Hodges and Tom Forl
ma11 for their assistance in preparing the 
materials comprising this article. 



HIGH QUALITY Heinsohn PC1xr 

IBM PC/XT* COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS DIRECT SALES FROM OUR FACTORY 


···

-

• 	FULLY IBM PC/XT" COM PATIBLE 
• 	640K ON BOARD MEMORIES 
• 8 1/0 SLOTS 
• 	DUAL HALF HEIGHT DISK DRIVES 
• 83 KEYS FULL FUNCTION KEYBOARD 
• COLOR GRAPHIC ADAPTER 
• 	SERIAL AND PARALLEL PORTS 
• 	REAL TIME CLOCK WITH CALENDAR 
• 	135 WATT HARD DISK READY POWER SUPPLY 
• 	12" HI-RES MONOCHROME MONITOR 

ADVANCE SYSTEM: SPECIAL OFFER 
(FULLY ASSEMBLED AND TESTED WITH 6 MONTHS WARRANlY) 

ONLY $94900 
*20 MGB HARD DISK SYSTEM ADD ON OPTION PLUS 

$660 °0 

COMPARE OUR PRICES FIRST BEFORE YOU BUY! 
• 	COLOR GRAPHIC ADAPTER • DUAL RS-232 SERIAL CARD 

RGB & COMPOSITE VIDEO OUTPUT $ 98.00 WITH 2 SERIAL PORTS $ 75.00 
• 	MONOCHROME CARD 720 x 348 • 0/38llK RAM EXPANSION CARD 

80 x 25 TEXT MODE W/PRINTER PORT $124.00 UP GRADE YOUR PC TO 640 K 
• 	FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER MEMORIES $ 48.00 

RUN UP TO ll DRIVES s 52.00 • FLIP TOP CASE s 57.00 
• 	38£1 KB MULTIFUNCTION CARD • 83 KEYS FULL FUNCTION KEYBOARD $ 78.00 

OKB CLOCK. SERIAL. PARALLEL. JOY STICK $139.00 • TEAC S~B DISK DRIVE (360 K) $ 88.00 
• 	XT COMPATI BLE MOTHER BOARD • POWER STRIP (6 OUTLETS) 

LOADED 256K RAM W/BIOS. 8 SLOTS $199.00 W/SURGE PROTECT $ 18.00 
• 	PARALLEL PRJNTER CARD W/CABLE • JOY STICK (SELF CENTERING) FOR IBM $ 23.00 
• 	FOR ALL TYPE PARALLEL PRINTERS $ 36.00 • PARALLEL PRINTER CABLE (6 FT.) $ 12.00 
• 	RS-232 SERIAL CARD • SERIAL MODEM CABLE (6 FT.) $ 12.00 

COMMUNICATION CARD $ 53.00 • FLIP 'N' SAFE DISK BOX 
(HOLDS 100 5%' DISKS) $ 9.95 

• 	135 WATIS POWER SUPPLY $ 95.00 

MAil AND PHONE ORDERS WELCOME a FOR FAST DELIVERY SEND CASHIER"S CHECK. OR MO NEY DIRECT FACTORY PRICES 
ORDER PERSONAL AND COMPANY CHECK ALLOW 3 IM:EKS TO CLEAR C O.D O RDERS ACCEPTE'D DEALERS INQlJIRIES INVITED 
WITH MONEY ORDER. CASH OR CASHIER'S CHECK ONLY 

SHIPPING CHARGES: 5% Of TOTAL PURCHASE. FREE SHIPPING FOR ORDERS OVER S1:000 00 • llM I~ fHf RfGISIEllED l1Wl£ MAH Of llM CORP 


Carl Heinsohn International Inc. 
1455 MONTEREY PASS RD., SUITE 103, MONTEREY PARK. CA 91754 


PHONE: (213) 269-1103 

TELEX: 3716858 
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Inquiry 178 

.-- ------------~~ ~ 

ATTENTION 

MEGABYTERS 


Let your PC grow! 

Vfeature 

for IBM At XT and compatibles 


supports BIG disks 

secures disk data. 


Vl..un op1111n witll AJ. llld xr._.lillt 
hlrd &st: ............ 

Golden Bow Systems 
$80.00 
.MtCl•....-e1 

~-l'dl 
•~..mtu -

Inquiry 75 Inquiry 62 

D!Al.I!~ 1"'0 TED. 
5 549 OO• FAil. SA!fTA ~A 

"C;Ai.l~liLll lltCl«NrtlatJO.. Ml.CS Tl\lt 

PC HORJZONS, INC. 
1701 E. Edinger, Sta. A6, Sanlll Ana, CA 92:680 

(7141953-5396 

Inquiry I4S 

PC EXPANSIONS 
AST SixPaKPlus (64k) .••.•....•• $269 

Si~PakPlus t384k) ..•• • ..... •.. $299 

MegaPlus (64k)................. $269 

Advantage ( 128k)... • .. ....... $419 

Advantage ( 1.5 M). .. • • • • • .. • SS39 

110 Plus ...................... . $129 

PCn et · sl arter kit . • . . • . . •. S809 


Quadbo&rd (64 k)............... $199 

a uadboard (384 kl .. . .. .. . . S249 

Quadmeg·AT ( 128k) ......... $319 

Ouadmeg·AT(2Ml ............ S609 

Quadport-AT......... .. .. .. • $105 


HE RCULES graphics board ..... S319 

Color Card wil h PP.. . .... $159 


HAVES M odems.. 2400 .... .. .. $call 

Smsrl modem 1200 .. .. . • .. .. $409 

Smarlmodem 12009 . . . . . . S379 


Set ol 9 chips (64k) . . . $10 

256k chops (each) .... . $4 

8087 chip ......... . .. . $119 

Meynard Oisk Controlle r . . . . $100 


Sandstar Series. . ... .SCall 

Internal Hard Oosks rrom . • $609 

MaynStream tape backup l rom . $979 


Qume 142A.. .. S109 

Teac f 055B . $109 

Tandon TM 100·2 . S109 

CDC 9 409. •• . . • . $119 

Verbatim Dalalile d1sKs 110) . $25 


VLM Computer Electronics 
10 Park Place • Morristown. NJ 07960 

(201) 267·3268 Visa. MC, Check or COO 

68000 Cross Assembler 
Motorola VERSAdos + Compatible 
Assembler. Linker. Objecl and Macro librarian. 
Absolule and Relocalable Code. Macros. In· 
eludes, and Condolional Assembly. Structured 
Programming. No limll oo source me size. 

Unix (C) Compalible Source 
$7(10 

CPIM-ao· PC/DOSt CPIM-86. 
$200 $250 $250 

Manual '. $20 
(rnlundable) 

.farbware 
1329 Grega<y (3 12) 251·5310 
Wllmolle. IL 60091 

fOf tN!i nJM PC. XT. Al.. PC,r. 11nd COlriDaZ1b'IH 

PC102 oreelsei~emu1a1e.OECVT102. 
10·1, 100. and VT.!!12 lerm1nats 

PC4010 ,,ncll>desolt PCI02 fealures 
plUI Taklrorn~ 40•0 gra,Dh.tcs 

A !low rC'nOfl1...,_., U"Dt.lsonds of c1.1~1omeir1-

~:,=:u~~!~rv,'::':.:O· 
•eri:;1r:~~,=~~~:~::1•on 
• ANSI co4or. IOcal pr1n1er. btc:Urocbonlll l1le 

ar.ani:l&r aupoort 

·::=:!:rPl'..,ir~::ffAl.1..-:IN~ONE..O~U l.X:vt 

. ~q~s~-:ri:O:d~nr3::a,~~'S 
• WRlto111n ·c ·andASM upto3a•IC8 

PC 102....R__ 14900 
PCI02__ S139.00 
/fofFCICf AtONO 

~OIO 111900 
~. c oo~~ 

lnqulry 71 

DATA SWITCHES 

•llcompo1ert 
SuSIO!Os.Se!, Scftools. HoO'li."S 

weALSO CHER; 
011• Butf1r1., Un.a Oroen:, 
Moel~ P101.~Corwett~~. 
P.arallel - Serl•I Co.nv~fl(ttt , 
CAbl•;. comp1,.11trs, Pifil'lli}tS, 
Ol1k OrMI$.. and mor• 

' 

AUTOMATIC - CAR!TAICER II wtl! , to, a blJ:s.neH or 
sc.:hOOl to ShlilrOOpn,,ler Or mOdr:m ormortg: m.any com puteJS:. 
O"ra.lllon Is .lulty automatie wi\h no so•rw~rt.rtq.,.i r ott, 
P11.a"9t or Sci.Ur 4 chlll.ILGb .. s.295 I ch11onn>eb • $3.95 
MANUAL · MAROSWfTCH Is o~r.n•ed wiU'I tM Ulp ol .n 
s.w11eh. 2:2 •rid 2.• .mOd.el.t auow ~multaneous co.mtnu"
&catJQn. 

Se<>o1 12 · \99 1;4 · 515!1 2.2 · S1B9 2.• - $219 
P- 1:2 - S79 1.4 • Sl39 2:2 · Sl19 2;• • SHl9 
'LED and spilr;e protee~ Oii a.oNJ .mode'l1 •dd $20 

COOE ACTIVATEO • POR;TE.A i;oRliQC:l.$ ono COmpur~ tO 
mu£1UJ111t paflJ)he111l1._ Asonw.are ICOCl8Htec'1,N parlpMnil 

Pantll~ Qt ~1111 • d'l•nnels - S295 ecti;m11~1 • $3.'9S 

Bult~r OP\IOO 641< -. $100 256-K • $~ 


REMO TE - TELEPATH COl'lnettl nwu'Hlpre computaq lo 
mul•iple peripl'U!fa~ A !lll~or•t Ncih computeronermlnal 
chOOSe! up 10 4 per1phertl1 •nd distt&a,s busy !lllltu!I•.•. •:e . $1!1.$ ,.. . 13•."'~ _ =---- ,,,...ii!_,,. ___ ==== 

ROSE ELECTRON ICS (713) 933-7673 
P,0 , 80X142171 MC .. \11$A Aeetfl.ct 

liOUSTOH, TX rm• D«illff lnquWn ll'll'i'lett 
CAH US f.OR ALL. YOUR INTERFACE HEEOS 

Inquiry 234 

~ BASF 
F LEXYDISKS 

10-90 

SS/DD 
Soll .92 ea, 
OS /DD 
Soft 
High Densily 
(IBM · AT) 

3.5/ SS 
Micro ea.s2.os 

In Stock - Imm ediate Shipment . 

Masrercard, VISA, Check or Money Ordet 


Add $3.00 shippin~ charges per each 100 or part 

Md $2.50 a~itiOllal for C.0.0, shipme"ts. 


N.J. resldenlS add 6% $ales tax. 


Data Exchange 
Depl. 8, P;O, Box gg,3 
178 Route 206 Soolh 

SomeNllle, N.J. 08876 

(201) 874-5050 

Inquiry 42 

DATA ACQUISITION TO GQi 

INTERFACE FOR ANY COMPUTER 


-	
.. 

Connects via RS·232. Built-in BASIC. 
Stand alone capability. :Expandable. 
Battery Option. Basic system: 16 ch . 
12 bit AJD, 2 ch. DIA, 32 bit Digital 110. 
Expansion boards avai lable. Direct 
Bus units fo r many computers. 

SPECIALISTS IN PORTABLE APPLICATIONS 

(201) 299·1615 
P.O. Box 246, Morris Plains, NJ 07950 

ELEXOR 
Inquiry 55 

NEW LOCKIT u 
• Password Protected Subdirectories 
• Hides files-makes files Read-Only 
• 	 Runs on any PC or compatible 


with Hard Disk under DOS 2.0 or 

Higher

• 	Eas to use - on! S79.95 

• 	 Password Enabled Boot-up 
• For rBM PC or PC/XT 
• Optional Hard-Disk-Only Boot. 
• 	 Invulnerable! $129.95 

PC RESET/QUICKON 
• Reset without turning off power 
• Eliminate tum-on & Reboot wait 
• 	Saves time, frustration & damage to 

PC & PC/XT $89 .95 

Specify PC or XT, MC/VISA 
SECURITY 16 Flagg Place 
M ICROSYSTEMS Sui1e 1028 
CO SULTANTS S.I., NY 10304 

(718} 667-1019 

http:Aeetfl.ct


800-854-8230 
CA Residents 714-558-8813 

• Surcharge lor VISA Ol Mastercard, 
• Volume purchasing agreemenls available. 
• Order• subjecl lo avaflabhry. 
• Pricing subject to change without notice. 
• ACP Retail Store pricing may vary. Nol responsible lor typos , I 

r::tS~ LIQUIDATION 
Retail Value $5000 

Save up to 600/o 

ACP PRICE 
NOW ONLY! 

s1995oo 
Color 14" RGB Included 

1oMb Hard Disk 
ACP is proud to make this one-time 

special offer for a complete compuler 
system that is 110% compatib le to IBM"' . 
This is by far the most significant bargain 
that we at ACP have offered in our 10 year 

histosy. Th is system was successfully designed and manufactured to exceed IBM'"'s PC in terms 
of qualily, expansion modularity and capability, aesthetic appearance, and performance. 

The system design utilizes the latest in state-ofcthe-art technology including: 
• VLSI - Large Scale Integration Circu it Design • High Quality 100 Watt SWilching Supply 
• Ergonomic CRT Design with Till Screen • Complete Integrated System 
• Professional Molded Packaging and Design • Microsoft Compatible Mouse Function 

The system is not a Taiwan or Korean knock-Off. Each component is specifically designed and specified 
to meet the highest performance and reliability standards in the industry. It represents the best that 
Japanese craftsmen have to offer and you wi ll be equally proud to own one of your own. ACP has 
a limited quanlity of these systems in several different configurations. IBM'" PC-DOS"' v1 .1/2.1, MS. 
DOS v2.11 and Concurrent v3.1 compatible. We have found no known incompatibility with any :IBM 
PC application. Our technical staff has 8.5 Megabytes of various MS-DOS software packages install
ed including Lotus 1-.2-3 and Flight Simulalor. Each system comes complete with a 90 day warranty. 

ACP Base System Consists of: 
• (1) 360K 00/DS Floppy Disk Drive 
• Mouse with Software 
• 256K Memory Expandable to 640K 

on ths Motherboard 
• Deluxe Keyboard with LE Ds 
• Serial Port and Parallel Port 
• Color or Monochrome Controller 
• 4.77MHz, 8088 CPU 
• 100 Watt Switching Supply w/Fan 
• Three Expansion Slots 
• Optional 6 Slot Expansion Chassis 

with Power Supply (add S399) 

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION Est IBM Usr Your Prtce 

SYSTEM A Base System (see lell) PC with 
S2100.00 $995.00360K Floppy, Ke\llloard & Mouse . 

SYSTEM B Bas-e Syslem (see /eh) plus Add'I 
$2295.00 $1099.00360K Floppy 0(1Ve 

SYSTEM C · Base System plus 12" Green Monitor 
$2575·00 $1399.00wilh Detlchable TiltJSWival Base. 

SYSTEM D Base System prus 12" r.o1or Monlr0< 
S2995.00 $1699.. 00with Detachable Tilt/SwivaJ Base. 

SYSTEM E 8ase System plus Cir Mcnilor, 10Mb 
$5000.00 $1985.00, Hard llsk and Boot ~gnostlcs. 

SYSTEM F . Sase System plus 80 Col. x 25 Line WA $1299.00LCD Screen 
Base System A (as above) $995.00 "Asswne$ ~111d add-111 - 111 ptOYide sat111 caj)acil~ 

I 

PC Is I tfldtmar1¢ ol I COip. 

LQP PRINTER SPECIAL MaJor Manufacturer 
Daisy Wheel Model 620 

Lett.er Quallty Printer 
with Serlal Interface. 
Perteet for IBM PC and 

Compatibles. Prints 25cps and 
comes with 90 day warranty. 

us1 s149s••. •.• s495oo 
With purchase of 
any system above $395.00 

10 Mb $449.00 
HARD DISK 

w/Conlroller for IBM" PC and 
Compatibles. 

1 0 Mb Standalone 

20 Mb Standalone 

$249.00 

$419.00 

PC UPGRADE SPECIAL 

$895 
SET OF (9) 64K RAMS 

s349s
SET OF (9) 256K RAMS 

$5.95 128K PIGGYBACKS 

IBM Brand ASYNCH 
INTERFACE CARD 

List $100 ACP $49.95 

5 Mb EXTERNAL 
Sharp IBM Look-a-like wfcontr. for 
IBM PC. Sub-Sys Price:S429.00 
External Enclosure Add $195.00 

Internal w/controller 
Sub-System Price: $299.00 

DELUXE JOYSTICK 
$11.95 

Compatible w/Atari 
2600, 400, 800, VIC-20/ 
64 and Apple . Apple re
quires optional cable 
adapter. Add S2.95 

APPLE DISK DR,IVE 
$115.00 

High quality V2 high 
drive for Apple II, II +, 

1•11•11 "e or lie. Apple lie re· 
qulree optional cable 
adapter. Add $1 o.oo 



C.\1' M\.S'I El~ 
"THE ULTIMATE TIME·SAVER" 

Have you ever lorgollen a Fiio Nome? Or you 
recall U'le name bul nol on wlifch Olskttllo II Is 
localed? (,_\.1• ,,IAST t:H · ellmlnales this 
wast!!'d lime as II Is mucl'I more tl'lan a Olsketle 
Ca1a!~uer. It is a Diskette Manager! (;\·r· 
,llAS"l' ll ll ' can o.iend me names be~ond the 
Umits ol COS, so even though you can't 
mmomtlor lhe aclual name. you nee<J only 10 
rocal l a subject, catagory. commenl, e1c., lhal 
was assoclaled with the Ille. 

Just prnsent your Diskettes to 

(,_\ Ol IA S'l'llIt • ll does 1he rest. 


Fa< PC's. xrs. Compalables using DOS Ver. 2. 


Visa, MC, Check· ~9.95 + i2.00 Handling 

(813) M6·5672 

G .llPl 1'E IUZED GN(:EJ"l'S 
5191 PARK 8LVO. 

PINELLAS PARK. FL 33565 

Inquiry 33 

<Jel)ie 

Stomps Sidekick 

Memory resident windowing ulilily in
cludes: KEY MACROS, DOS Services, 
Alarm clock , Two calcu lalors, Note· 
padLEditor, Rolodex Card file with no 
limit on # ol cards. Calendar, ASCII 
lable , Typewri ter, and True cut & 
paste. Each module loads separately. 
Not copy protected for PC compats, or 
Zenith 100. $4995 

for more info. or to order contact: 

0 ADVA NCED 
~f,('1 SOFTWARE 
~l_Y TECH OLOGIES 

452 West 47 Street 
NYC, NY 10036 (212) 247-0150 

Inquiry 8 

Universal Machine 

Independent Assembler 


MOPI: 
The only assembler capable or 

generating machine code for any B
or 16-bil micro using; a universal 
set of instruclions. including proce
dural. the manufacturer's or user 
defined inslructions. 

The firsl assembler to implement 
a proposed Al Standard. applicable 
to an[ computer: simplifies learn
ing A • reduces development time, 
ofrers limited porlabilily. 

Si mple enough for a beginning pro
grammer. sophislicated enou~h for 
experienced computer ~rofess1onals . 

For CP/M or PC-DOS - $195 

Proposed AL Standard - $10 


Special Club. Sile, Dealer Rates 

voes 

P.O. Box 3705 
Mpls. , MN 55403 

Inquiry 209 

Compute the Comet with 
Comet Visionr 

Track Halley 's COmcl on your own 
IBM PC or compallble ~wilh on1phicsl. 
and follow it among the stars and 
plane1s lrom your own location . * Compute I.he comet ' s 

lestl;U coordlnatcs with 
dlsplay of comet and 
planet orbits.* See horizon views of 
Halley·s Comer In the sky 
any time or location 
durill !) l he 85/86 
apparition . 

l ntroductory soflwar offer: 534.95 
plus 2 .00 p051agt> and handling, Nt'w 
Mexico residenis add o.1 .375 sales tax. 
Ca~hil'rs check or monei1 order only. 
mailed same day. Check. allow 3 wks. 
cll'll"ery. 

Order from : KlB 
SOLAR INC. 

2.01 I.a Vela Dr . NE, Abq.• NM 8710 8 . 
For In formation call 15051 848·900I . 
' IBM I~ to renl.l\u~red •mdt·matk or 1nrem., tlunal 
Uu~inL·~~ M~'ChiDl":ii f ,OrfHtr\\rion, 

Jnquiry 105 

64K•128K•256K 

DRAMS 

80287-8. 80287-3 
8087-3 • 8087-2 

8087- 1 
BITTNER 

3E 

ELECTRONICS 

899 SOUTH COAST HIGHWAY 
LAGU NA BEACH. CA 92651 
(714) 497-6200 
CALL NOW FOR FREE CATALOG 

Inquiry 15 

MCFORMAT $50 

Don't let DOS waste your disk 
space! Add up to 50~ more hard 
disk capacity to your IBM PC, XT, 
AT or 1 00~ compat ible by selecting 
format parameters, incl uding cl us
ter & directory size. Fully DOS 
compatible (J.~ or J.1). Complete 
with installation program and res
i dent device driver. Replace DOS 
For111at with interactive and infor
mative MCFORMAT. \/ISA/MC . 

MlCROOO'lPUTER CCJICEPTS . INC. 

971' SE 43 Street ' ' 
Mercer Island , WI 98040 

(800) 722-8088 (206 ) 2J6-2J00 

Inquiry 127 

3M Diskettes 
Lifetime Warranty 

TIRED OF WAITING 

FOR SERVICE AND PRICE? 


9 out of 10 SURVEYED 

DISK BUYERS PREFERRED 


NORTH HILLS 
11 IN SERVICE AND PRICE 


1-800-328-3472 

Formatted and hard sectored d.isks 

i.n stock-Dealer i.nqui ries inviled. 

COD, VISA, MA STERCARD 
AU orders shipped within 24 hrs. 

~~ N{ 
NORTH HILLS CORP. 

INTERNATIONAL 
3564 Rolling View Dr. 

White Beor Lake, MN. 55 110 

MN . call collect-¢12-770·0485 


FORMAT·1·2-3 

* 	Loads ANY ASCI I data into 

1-2-3 and Symphony ! 


• 	 On-line Help System! 
• 	 Send Spread sheets using E·Mail! 
• Runs on PC,XT,AT & compatibles 
• 	 Also Tl Professional & AT&T! 
• 	 Header featu re and more! 
• 	 Extended War ranty ! 

* Dos 2.0+ with 64K, 1 dri ve 
*" $150 MC, VISA, Check, COD 

RELIABLE SOFTWARE CO. 
P.O. Box 99 

Titusville, FL 32781 
(305) 267-2043 

(800) 235·6646 Ext. 581 (natl 
(800) 235·6~7 Ext. 581 (ca ) 

lnqulry 170 

OPT-TECH SORT'" 

SORT/MERGE Program for the 
IBM·PC, XT, AT & Compatibles 
Btrieve Flies Now Supported 

• Wli~l!fl in assenti( langliage lo" ·~ pol1Clll!ln:e 
Example'. 4,0:0 ~of 128 byles sorted lo gM! key 

&.poirllllffile inJOSllCIOl1ds. COMPAAEI 

• Sort osoonding or ~ Ofl up 10 nine Jield5 
• Tllfl "'Piii files may te sorted °' me<ged at ooe lime 
• ~~ maJly flle s~ures & data typeS 
• fllesite hmhed onfy 171 )(llJ• di$IL $paai 

• Oll14M file can 1)e lull r~ eys or pc:1ntets
• can,be run lrom ~ or as a balell COi1'lll'latld 
• Gall be caled as a sublOUIJne 10 many languages 
• Easy to use - Fully OClalmented 
• 	S99 - VISA. WC,C/lecl;, Money Or0er,COO,or PO 

Ouan~I)' discountl and OEM loten$Ul9 available 

To order or to tt!Q!ille ~ilional lnfa<malion 
writeorccill 

OPT·TECH DATA PROCESSING 
P.O. Box 678 Zephyr Cove. Nevada 89448 

(702) 588·3737 

Inquiry 144 



I 

5900 

D type for PCAT 

INFORMATION & CALIF. RESIDENTS~ FORTRON CORPORATION [415] 490-8171 
TL.X: 559291 FORTRON~ 3255A SELDON COURT, FREMONT, CA 94538 FAX: [415) 490 9156 I i4il 

When choosing a POWER SUPPLY for your PC, XT. AT or Compatibles 
please consider this . .. 

FC 135-40 (140 W. max.) 12900

•Fo. r. up9rade IBM PC to XT oame pin out, sa1ne "All look-alike wppUes come with some type of dimens.ion as IBM PC, XTwarranty, only For1loo's power •upplie11 come wUh a • • or 8 pin output connectors for FaradayguarMlee ha.eked by a full U.L. rating . - CPU boa.rdWYour PC repreoents" substantial lnveslmanl, ii does nol 
• With 4 drives connectors ma,ke •eDse to rillk costly downtbne due lo bargain • I.ow noise DC fan, 1101230 VAC convertiblepower supplies, when for a few dollars more you cai:i • Over current, over voltage, short ciTcuit, thermostat have the confidence of Fortroo quality." PC/XT protection.a
• U.L. recognition, one year warrMly Trust in Fortron quality without compromise. 

FC 130-40FC 5192 1190018900 
[130 w. max.] (200 W max.) 

• Identical dimen•ion & pin-out to • For Faraday, DTC me9aboard•, 
IBM AT power supply XT compatibles 

• Faraday type pin-out available • OCP, OVP, short circuit 
• W/4 drlve1 connectors protections 

• Maleh our computer cb.usis• Hi9h air flow, low noise DC fan, 
FC-630110/230 VAC convertible 

• OCP, OVP, short circuit, • DC fan, 1101230 VAC 
convertiblethermostat protection• 

• U .L. recognition, one year• U.L. reco9nilion, one year 
warrantywarranty 

Attractive Prices far Dealers/OEM'sORDER TOLL FREE [BOO] 821-9771 Please Call far Current Prices! 

• IBM XT identical 
• To use FC 135-40 

power supply 
• Slde switch 
• Complete mou.nl· 

Ing parts 

• mM AT identical 
• Complete mount· 

inq hardware 
• LED lamp1, 

spe.o.ker optional 

FC640 
2&900 

I 
111iw1111 li 

Expansion 
Cltsssis 

ExtJFlcv. 
Adaptor 

1791111 

• Comes with 5 slot mothe.r 
brd., 100 W. power supply, 
cooling fan 

• Two 'h heiqht drive bracket 
• Dia. 15\.i ·x l2' x6Y4 • 
• Ext./Rov. Adaptor optional 

FCA27 
8900 

• IBM XT keyboard 
compatible 

• Enlarged return 
key 

• Li9hl and num. 
lock keys 

FC 230 Flopriy FC330 Hard CT-6020 Color/ FC94D RS232 FC 830 512K 
Disk Contro er Disk Controller Graphic/Printer /Real Time Memory 

Clock Expane1on• Drives 4 x SY..• • Up lo 2 Hard • 80 x 25 Hi-Res 
FDD Disk Drives 40 x25 Low-Res • To 9600 Baud • From 64K to Sl2K 

• IBM comJ)lllibla • Fully Bullered 110 • 320 x 200 Doto • Battery back-up • Parity-checked 
• w/cable 'Bua • Comp. video output 	 memory for error 

• 'BuUMn ECC • Li9ht pen conn. 	 det otion 

' 

6900 5900 10900 

189"" 13900 (~)Clock only 

Low Low Cost for IBM " PC, XT, AT Add-On Cards 
FC 930 RS232/ 
Parallel Port 
• RS232 5erial 
• Parallel interface 

12" Green: 99"" 
12" Amber: 109"" 

FC 530 
Monochrome/ 
Printer 

• 8 X25 screen 
• 1 x9 character 
• TTL Level of output 

..._ .... l 

. - - I 
10900 

• Hard Disk Drive Cable 
(34p-34p) ....... ... ... 19"" 


• Floppy Drive Cable . ... 11'" 
• 9 pin D type lo 	25 pin 

...... 19.., 
• Printer cable 25 DB lo 
• Centronics .... , .... , . . 1900 

RS232 to RS232 cable .. 1900 

• Power cord w/female 
5ockel ....... .... ...... 200 

CT-&040 , FC 730 (CT-605DC) 
Monochrome/Graphic/ I 384K Multifunctiona 
Pr inter • Memory Expansion to 
• 80 x25 text mode 384K 
• 720 X 348 graphic mode • Clock/Calendar 
• Runs Lotus 1-2-3 • Serial, parallel interlace 
• 64K Graphic Display Mom• • 	 Game port 

"' ' • - ,llli' f· - . ·"' 
. 'i,. ..- _i·· .. 

12.90012900 

RAM CHIPS DRIVES 

64K ... 8 00
/ 

9 pc.s. 
128K 	5300

/ 

9 pcs. 
piggy back 

256K 3300
/ 

9 pcs. 

Hard Disk 
TEAC Drives

Half Height 
51/t u Floppy TEAC 

Drives Miniscribe 

TEAC SSBV 
10 MB 449°0 

9500 20 MB 559°0 

(w/cahle controller) 

FC 527 
129"" 

• IBM AT keyboard 
COtllplllib!e 

• Enlarged relu.m 
shift key 

• Capacitance low 
profile key 

switch 


A GREAT GIFT Listed 19900 

for Him or Her your cost now 
9900

Thermo 
Call for Qty. Printer Price. 

• 80 characters/line 
• Battery back-up 
• Cenlronlc Parallel lnlerfAce 

INTERNAL MODEM 
only 19500 

• Free PC-Tallc Sollware 
• 300/1200 Baud 
• Auto. Busy RediAI, Auto. Answer 
• Dual phone jack plus R5232 port 
• Sell lest 

TERMS 
• 	Min. shippiDg &: handling 

$6.00. 
Can be more foT actual cost . 

• 	 CA . Res. add 6.5% lax. 
• 	 No return merchandise without 

a RMA No. 
• 	 Rr:>stocklng charge 15%. 
• 	 Prices subject lo change 

wfo notice. 

Inquiry 66 for End·Users. Inquiry 67 for DEALERS ONLY. 	 Fall 1985 B YT E • Inside the IBM PCs • 29~ 
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Get the Proportional Printing 
Program which Really Worksl 

Get type-set quality true proportional 
spaced prlntlng from unmodified WordSter 
end NewWord document files. Pr,opStar 
prints on most daisy-wheel printers with 
ps wheels including Diablo, Qume, NEC, 
Brother, Juld, 5-R, C.ltoh, & othere. 

PropSter is e stend-e lone program, no~ a 
patch to your W.S. program. It maintains 
correct letter spacing, never crowd• 
text (even on short Ji nes), offers con
t inuous underline, givea higher quallty 
print then modified WordStar. PropStet 
supports most WordSter and NewWord 
print feature•. Fully pre-Installed, no 
inatellatlon patching Is requlred. For 
MS-Oos systems on 5" PC dlsks, also for 
CP/M-80 syst,ems on more then 40 8" & 5" 
diok formats. Only $ 79.95, Vise & M.C. 
OK. Specify comµuter & printer mode l. a CIVIL 

COMPUTING 
CORPORATION 

2 I • I itHe-,Udi· Drh"C'. Sul ~c 1 

l.Wttmcwe. c;autornl;I 94!i'.i0 

Inquiry 24 

wltll flXTll PWSI 

Golden Bow Systems 

$95·$110 
... u ...... IB5'Cll!dl,.....,fillllf 

FiXT/B PLUS for 
IBM AT, XT, PC and compatibles 

F"IXTIB PLUS QMs YD• I"' """ of I booubll 
llll'ddisll~jllllllti!lgl\ltl*f-ot 

"""S.IJIGllll Bo1. 
1lo1-~\t1I 

$M _ _tiiti10J 

ts-.. (619) 298·9349 -=-"' 
Inquiry 74 

''CodeSmith really shines .•. '' 
- • l'C 1'f.'Cl1 JOURNAL 

T be urisinal l:ol<n.cth·e Multi-Wiadow Debu~or 
now has Autcmallc SooJ"C:e Code Re•doul or 
ll-llerooon C. Pa.co I • .l Fortnin. 
~ 	& llLaln. dJldlmir irumion,. P9tdi A•Hmblr.r. 

W.rhtt ·m.er-fon:1111ned dituH.mb.IJH to did:. 

C1'/J; IM•IN~J;;;~A~--·~~ 
641 N. Wd1J111a... t IW.-LD• J\nselH. CA 90oo4I H' 

DUMP 
WIN 

Inquiry 207 

EPROM DISKETTE AND 

DISK DRIVE EMULATOR 

IBM PC* COMPATIBLES 


AND APPLE He• 


• Olskress control aM corMJumcalJons systems 
• 	Ot>d'l'Glt.ed works ta tloru for fmproved 


ptO<luaMfy 

• Cus10llllze<I. nroJi speed. smart te<minal 
• Pu1 softw<1re in silieon 
• Solid uate reirilbility and performance 
• 	Serr oon1arned contrOI <ind E'PROM 


ptogram d rCUlll'y • 

• PC and MS DOS · compat10le I 
RQ.l;IOJSI< PC· I 1180KI !495 - · 

ROMDISI< PC·l /36()1() 1595 ! \tlS4" i 

ROMDISK A FOR //e lt44KJ S349 

CURTIS, INC. 22 Red Fox Road 
St. Paul, MN 55110 612/ 484-5064 
•flU .f't~oUI'\ "°""'~,.,.,.. 1~"'·~· r:1 ...<~...vi ~IX1\ 
I\ • ttn"JNl"fd~ olM!l.IOIO'I (.opntllJI) "'* 1~ 1111 .l • t'OWff(I 
1••~, ,·~~(0lf~llb9'1 

Inquiry 40 

51l " 3Nl lr l14 FLEXYDISKS 

10-90 100+ 

SS / DO s1.34 ea. st.29ea.Sol1 

DS I DD $1.63 oa. $1.58 ~ Soll 

PLUS- A $2.00 3M Factory Rebate 
Coupon with each box. along with 3M's big 
$30.00 rebate for other 3M products. 

In Stock - Immediate Shipment . 

Mastercard , VISA. Chec1\ or Money Orde( 


Add $3.00 shipping charges per eacti 100 or part. 

Add $2.50 additional for C.0.0. shipmen1S. 


N.J. resioon lS add 6% sates tax . 


Data Exchange 
Oepl. B, PO. Box 993 
179 Route 206 Soulh 

Someivilfe, N.J. <Nl876 

(201) 874-5050 

Jnqulry 43 

· 0 F-THE-A RTST ATE
MAGNETIC MEDIA 

5'1•" DISKETTES 

• Wl!h Hub Rings 
• With W<lle Prote"I Tabs 
• With Slallc·Froe, 

Oust-Free Envelop..s
• Wlln user ID Labels 
• In Factor~ Se1led 

Polv Pac1<s 

100' • ERROR FREE - LIFETIME WARRANTY 

MEET OR EXCEEO /\Pf'LICABLE Al'ISI. ECMA. ISO 


ST/\1'101\RDS 


~~!~m~.~ ~~J1~~11~hf'::~~~~~sH~~~a~~~ ~r ~00,,o~ 
100<'ts.'lo;4Ntf?S RodUC:OO_s h1p p. nucfi:BrS)B '°'~'l)<tf Q.OOn-
14hC$ C OO iiHld S..s 00 CHrt o.r cer 1 1~~ed ct\eclc M l 
•cs1danl:i.1dd 4~s,o lo- ltl ir Pr lCl'!:5 1ob14"'CI 1oeh:11n9 
wdhoul ool1ce 

Precision Dala Products 
P.O. Bo• Sl6l. Gruwl Roptd>, Ml •9S08p (616] 412-) • Sl • Mi<hlpn 1 ·800"6Jl· l • 6SI.. d,111 Ouu id< Ml<bog.111 1.ll00.258.00211I'll 

Inquiry 156 

-

PREMIUM QUALITY! LIFETIME WARRAHTYI 

DISK SALE! 

MONEY BACK SATISFACTION GUARANTEE! 

1~\\ (800)343-0472 
UNITECH 
f IN MASS (617)"UNl·TECK" 

20Y HURi.EV STREET 
CAMllRIOGE, MA 02141 

0 • Uniitt.tL llK' 

Inquiry 205 

BUY 
UNITED 
STATES 

SAVINGS 
BONDS 

maxell DISKS 
LIFETIME WAR RANTY 

TIRED OF WAITING 

FOR SERVICE AND PRICE? 


9 out of 10 SURVEYED 

DISK BUYERS PREFERRED 


NORTH HILLS 
n IN SERVICE AND PRICE 

1-800-328-3472 

Format!ed and hard sectored disks 

in stock-Dealer inquiries invited. 


COD, VISA, MASTERCARD 

AU ordets shipped within 24 hrs. 


NORTH HILLS CORP. 

INTERNATIONAL 


3564 Rolling View Dr. 

White Bear Lake, MN. 551 10 


MN . c111l collecl- 612-770-0485 


http:Uniitt.tL
http:Ot>d'l'Glt.ed
http:94!i'.i0


What the world really needs 

isa69cent 


Double Sided, Double Density Diskette 

with a LIFETIM'E WARRANTY! 


And DISK WORLD! has it. 

lnt.roducing Super Star Diskettes: 


the high quality diskette with 

the lowest price 


and the best LIFETIME WARRANTY! 

In Ille course or selling more than a million diskettes 

every month.we've learned some1h.ing: higher prices don 't 
necessarily mean higher quality. 

In filCI , we've lound that a good diske tle manufacturer 
simply manufactures a good diskette... no matter Whal 
Ihey charge for ii. (By way or example. consider that none 
ol the brands thal we carry has arelurn rate of greater than 
1/1.000th of I percent!) 

In other words. when people buy a more expensive 
diskette. llley aren't necessarily buyrng higher quality. 

The extra money mi9hl be going toward flashier adver
tising. snmier packaging or simply higher proms. 

But the extra money In ahigher price isn't buylng better 
quality. 

All of the good manulacturers put out a good diskett.e. 
Penod. 

How to cut diskette prices 
, •. without cutting quality, 

Now this discovery l)Osed a dilemma: how to cut the 
price of diskettes without lowering the quality. 

There are about 85 companies claiming to be "diskette" 
manufacturers. 

Trouble is. most of them aren't manufacturers. 
Rather they are fabricators or marketers. taking other 

company's components,possibly doing one or more steps 
o1 llie processing themsell'l!s and Jll!Stlng their labels on 
the finished pmduct. 

The new Eastman Kodak diskettes. 1or example. are one 
ot these. So are IBM 51/o' dlskettes. Same fof OYSAN. 
Polaroid and many. m~ny othe~ lamlliar disketie brand 
names. Each of these cl1skettes 1s manufactured in whole 
or mpart by another company! 

So. we decided lo acl just like lhe big guys. That's how 
we would cut diskette prices...without lowering lh~ 
quality. 

We would go out and find smaller companies to manu
lacture a disketle to our specilications... specilications 
which are higher than most.. .and simply create our own 
·name braod" diskette. 

Name brand diskettes that ollered high quality at low 
prices. 

DISKETTE STORAGE 
CASES 

msK CADDIES 
The original flip-up holder fo r 

10 SY." diskettes. Beige or Grny 
only. 

$1.65 ea. + .20 Shpng. 

DISKETTE 70 STORAGE 
Oust-free storage for 70 514 " 

diskettes. Six dividers inc luded. 
An excellent va lue. 

S9.95 ea. +S3.00 Shpng. 

~,, 

(> 

•· 

HOURS: 

Human:8AM-6PM Centra l Time, Monday through Frld·ay 


Answering Machine: 6PM·8AM, All Times 

MCI MAIL; 24 hour$ adav. 


INCDISK WORLDI 
• ' • 

Boy, did we get lucky. Our Super Star 
Diskettes are the s.ame ones you've been 

using for years •. . without knowing ii. 
In our search for the low priced, high quality diskette of 

our dreams, we found something even mofe interesting. 
We found that there are several manufaclure1s who 

don·t give a hool aboul the consumer market for their 
distootles. They don"! spend millions ol dollars in advertis
ing trying to get you. the computer user. to use their 
disketles. 

Instead,they conc.enlrale their efforts on 1urnlng out Ille 
highest quality diskettes they can...because they sell 
them lo the software publishers, computer manufacturers 
and othef lollls who (Inturn) put their name on them ...and 
sell them for much higher prices to you! 

Allerall. when a software publisher or compuler manu· 
lact1Jrer or d1sketle marketer puts their name on adiskette, 
lheywanl it to work time alter time, everylime.(Especially 
soflware publishers who have lhe nasty habit of copy. 
protecting their originals!) 

HOW TO ORDER: 

ORDERS ONLY: 
1·800·621-6827 


(In lllinoi$: 1· 312· 256-7140) 

INQUIRIES: 

1·312-256-7140 
FOR FASTEST SERVICE. USE NO-COST MCI MAIL: 
Our address is OISKORDEA. It's a FAH MCI MAIL 
letter. No charge to you. (Situation permitting, we'll 
ship theseorders in 24 hours or less.) 

SHIPPIN 6: S " & J~· DISKETTES-Add $3,00 111!1 e<1ch 
100 or feWl!r d15kettes. CITllER ITEMS: Add shippint ch•rves 
as s~own In addition 1.o olhet s./llPl!int charges. PAYMENT: 
VISA, MAST~RCARO and Prepaid orders a~p1ed. COO OR· 
DERS: Add additional SS.DO special handllno cllarge. A.PO, 
FPO, AK, HI & PR ORDERS: lnclud~ Sll•PPlllD charoes as 
shOwn and •ddillonal 5% of total order amoun110 cover PAL 
and insurance.We ship only to United Stales•ddresses. excep1 
for !hose listed above. TAXES: Illinois resldenls. add 7'11\ 
S.11Ula~-

MINIM UM ORDE.R: $35.00. 

Super Sl.ar Diskettes. You alre.ady know 
how good they are. Now you can buy 

them .. . che.ap. 
Well. that's the story. 
Super Star diskettes don't roll off the boal from Pago

Pago or emerge from a basement ptant ius1 east of 
Nowhere. 

Super Star diskettes have been around lor years... and 
you 've used them for years as copy-protected soflware 
originals, unprotected originals. Sometimes, depending 
on which computer you own, the system master may hal'l! 
been on aSuperStar diskette. And maybe more thanonce, 
you've bought abox or lwoor moreof Super Stardiskenes 
without knowing it. Tiley just had some "blg" company's 
name on them. 

Super Siar Diskettes are good. So good that a lot ol 
major soflware publishers. computer manufacturers and 
other diskette marketers buy them in the tens or hundreds 
of thousands. 

We buy them in the mill ions. 
And than we sell them lo you. 
Cheap. 

When every little bit counts, 
it's Super Star Diskettes. 

You've used them a hundred limes...under different 
names. 

Now. you can buy the real McCoy. the same diskette that 
malor soltware publishers. computer manulacturers and 
diskette marketers buy...and call their own. 

We simply charge less. 

Super Special! 

Order 50 Super Star Diskettes 
and we'll be happy to sell you an 
A.maray Media-Mate 50 lor only 
se.75. shipping included ... a lot 
less than the suggested retail price 
of $15.95. 

Regular DISK WDRLDI prlce: S9.69 ea. 
+ S2.00 Shpng. 

The Super Star 

LIFETIME WARRANTY! 


Super Star OiskeUes are unconditionarty warran1ed 
against defects in original material and workmanship 
so long as owned by the original p~rchaser. Retums 
are simple: just send the defective diskettes wilh prool
of purchase. POSlage-paid by you with a short expla
nalion of the problem,and we'll send you the replace
ments. (Incidentally, collee stained diskettes and 
diskettes with staples driven through them don '! 
qualify as "defective".) 

WE WILL MEET OR BEAT ANY NATIONALLY 

ADVE.RTISED PRICE 


ON THE SA.ME PRODUCTS AND OUANTITIES 

SUBJECT TO THE SAME TE.RMS AND CONDITIONS. 


629GreenBayRoad 
Wilmette, Illinois 60091 
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INTEl/LOiTlJS 

4 M1EGA1BYTE · =~~:5
$·34995 'WHlil 64K Installed 

, tcr IBM PC 

For 'lrour I SM PC IFOi" Yow IBM PC-Al" 
2s&'K  1·39.'il"' 12llK  ·•52:9"5 
512K -""'~ 5,12K - '629'5· 
1 NB _•549'5· 1 we. _•729• 
2 MB - •749"'" 2 MB - '929"5 

4 IMD __:•1ss!P'· 

1iAlLTREE JRAM-2/JRAM-3· 

2 MEGABYTE CARD 

.s'199'95 JRM1"2 ' , With.GIJl M:emollJ' 

1 NB .JRAU-2 '· ~ 
2 MB JRA'M·2 '5!1191"' 
256K JHA.M-3 •J;29115· 
1 IMB JRAU-3 ~99!5 
2 MB JRAM-31 '6Z91"' 

Hercule-J: Col'or Giraph'iclS ___ "2-t5 
H'en::ules Mo110Chrome Graphics '4.99 
ll'ecmar (haphics IMalS'ler ___ '699 
Paradlls>e Gra;p'1ics •Card ___ '385 
&ereo: G1.1111lllcs IEd'ge '599 
JA'DE RGB· wlP.a.rallel P.or1 __•199 
J.-.'DE RG B· w/P.a:ralel & Serl'a'I _ ''299 
JA'DE 1iTL Mlorlochrorn:e720x341B '299 

'1 '99... 
'1 ·49."' 

LOW PRICES! 
FAST SERVICE! 

135/'150 WA'fi 
Dr,op.:in teplacement 

POWER SU 1PPl'Y 
Fo·r your I.BM PC 

UST J ill!£ 

135 Walt 
150 Watt 

s199 
5249 

'9595 
'511595 

High SiJeed RAM u pgrade kitwfth mee: paii;y (er
ror detedion} a.rad one year warrain~. We shi p 
thousands ol lhe:se klits to salis1iied custo.meirs 

every "'eek. LIST ..I.ADE 

AK RAM Chip Kil tor IP"C -- '4'9 1'9..'1• 

1281(, RAM Ch'lp Kll tot- Ai -- '395 ''99.."' 

10 1MEGABYTE 
Hard Disk Systiem 
,,..._ =s"- · .. ..... FOR YOUR 

~BM PC

S,46995 
Complete wi th oontrolrer c.arcl. data cabre. 
am!Imounti119 h ardwar•e. l.otall)'PCl.XTcom
patible. Eic!emal mod'el i ncludes cabinet & 
power supply. lllS"I' J•EJE 

1'0 MB l 'nllemal 'h HJgb __ '990 "4619.."'· 
2111 M'.B l n1emal %1High __ 11550 '699."" 
33 MB Internal 45 lllll --'2164 '1!22!11."5 
20 RB Hl·S,pe.ed lor Ail' _ •1250> '6i!19.:os 
30 MB HJ-Speed 10I' A.T _ "1550 '89!91_1ts 
For eiilemat callilnet.& ~rs~ry ad(I s199'5 

Arndek 300G --- -
Amclet 300A ------
Arnclet: 310A -----
.Armlet Color 710 •799 
PGS MM:-12E: '12fJ :1. 150 -- "209 
PGS HX-112 640 IC 2:4:0 "6'!19 
PGS HX-112E S!Kl1.: 350 ____ s7115 
PGS SR-1.2 no 1: 48m s.7:9191 
PGS Sein-Doubler l'o• SA-12 _ •,2991 
il'a.:arn 440 U llra IH"RI" RGB __ s7991 

'589.•• 
' ·119•."5 
'4:49:15 
'5'9.15 
'629... 
'199.'15 
•ssg:•s 

~ r,OM'° 
<::) 1s15 ~ s.s5 ~;. 

q TDYEARS· ff" 
-, S.ATISfl11C:TrnN ,:C 

Gl.JARANlEEl!I!"'° . ~ 49on1 u 1 t.~ 

JADE 1200 S 1519915 
IBAUD Mod1em 
HA'.rES Smartmocfern ·1200 Compalmle at" frac· 
li<JO <>.I lite p llice. FCC apj!llOYed. LIS.J 

.IAEIE ·11200 BAUD Ecllemal -'549 

.IAl!llE 112009 Card l orilBIM -':399 

.IAl!llE 24:00 IBAl!JD E1.!em:al - '6199 
Soltware lor I.BM ,PC '99 

Soplnlstic-ated direct-coonect auito-ans-.·eir/auto 
dial mooom. to1J1Ch tone or l!KJlse drahng RS-232 
int-eriace programmable.. LIS"I' J.iliDE 

IHA'lfES Srnantmodem 2400 __ "899 '629.15 
lilA'l"ES Sm111 11'd nM>dem ·1200 __ "699 '389."' 
IHA'lfES 11200B w/ o Smal1com II _ '539 "339."' 
IHA'll'ES 11200B f.ar llBM PC __ '5991 '\159.os 
IHA'lfES Sm<1ntmodem 300 ___ '289 '169.15 
IHAY1ES Mlicromodem lie ___ '299 "1 69.15 
IHA'll'ES Smantmodem lie -- '399 1169."' 
IMod'em1Cable '35 ''2'4 .."' 

ILIJST 

P'roModem JO()c lor ~le lie _ ·•199 
ProModem 12009 lor llBM PC _ ''399 
ProModem lZOO IFIS-232 -- "4:96 
ProModem 1ZOOA lor A:i:1p'le - "ll49 
Pro&todem 1200 lor Maocinllosh _ · 14~ 
Alpllalnum Disp~a!I' Opliion ___ rg9 
Oplions. Processor '99 
641< Mem IExparulon lor .A:bave __'99 
Mochim Cabl'.e '35 

Sii.OE 

'149 .... 
'289... 
~.15 

•3419,15 

'J49.. 15 

'79..15 
0]'9,.15 

"1•9..15 
"24.'5 

...... 
Cll 

"' .,, 
..."' 
o:> 
-< 

C'I 
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HIGH RESOLUTION 
640 x 2&01, .38 Dot Pitch 

TAXAN 415 
RGB ,CO'LOR 

MON1ITOR 
UST PiAlCE '699 S295 
for cabl.e add •19'JO , 

EPSON FX-85& FX-1185,0KIDAT.A 1912 
&. 193., C. ITiOH, ClliTIZEN, STAR 

PRIC:E,Oi TOI L10W 
TO PUBLllSH! 

Ca'll Us T,ou Free fo:r·Tlile !Best 
Deal In The Oounlry! 

.::w.:ss.:ss_uff. 

ISO-BAR 

'These illd'lll>'llial quality ISO -Bl\fls co.ntaim surge 
S1Jppre:ssiom circuitry amd buill-in noise filters 
pl'us . ~ 15amp circuit breaker. 

L'IST 
6 Soc:lile't, 1 A lter ISO-BAR __~ 

4 Soc:lileit; 2 A lfet' ISO-BAR -- l.819 
1!1 Soc:lileit; 4 A ltet: 150-llAlil __ '991 

.l"lllE 
~.•!IS 

'S.'9... 
~.. 

l.ININlERRU:P'Tl\IB'LIE POW,Elil SUPPLY 
Emerge,..;.y baoli;-trp JIO"'etf to saveyourca.mputer 
s.yst:em. A mus1 for evecy axnputer system. 

U ST JAIDE 
20lll Wall IJIPS :l:l59 '279.... 
42!5·Wat! IJIPS 1539 '459\.~ 
1000 w.au UPS •1119 ''995."s. 

WHIV PAY 111491f 1Q,R AC. lil"OH 

STAR'WRITER™F-10 
Willen ,our40 'cps.Lel1er Quarily Daisy

Wh.eel ·from lhe same m:amlifacturer 
is. •onlr

s491991s 

E:Jq>andable 10 64K 1Parane1 model expaooJS to 
5121:<1 

u s .1 JADE 

Par.allel ini/F'aralfel out __ 5169 '139.. 15 
Parallel in/Parallel out __ '225 s164."' 
Parallel inlPMalet oul __ '445 '269."" 

Your choice: serial in/serial 001. parallel inlselli'al 
out. serial W parallet ou'L 

LIS0T .u.o:e 

JAUE 

3211: M.iea'obtlffer •299 '22:9.."" 
641!C Mi(;l'ob11tter '349 "249.15 
&41!C Add-on Board '179 ..1!49-"' 

Besl schematl c and meohamical draltiing package 
"'e·".-e'tes-iea! Powerful aa:uraie, fast. easy1D leam 
alld use for. • Circu~ Board Layouts 
• Spa>ee Engimeed rog • Flow !Charts 
• lnleri0€ Decocating • Organ:izalioRal Charts 
• · Eled.rical Engimeering • Projecl Scllledules 
• Logic Diagrams • Amd llAOt"el 

CAO Sottwar.. '1790 ''8!JS 

JADE XPC 
,. 6AOK of R~M 
• 135 Wa,U Power Su..ly· 
• .aE>eipansio:n Slots 
• Dehne Keyboard 
• 90 Day Wa.ll'F8nty 

Ftdly bi-direc1fona1 swilch allows your computer 
10 rum eilher of lwo primleo:s,, or a11ows two com,IJ'U
lers IO sha.teome printer,1'lai1d.arrdA-B s..,iiclh box. 

UST J\ADE 

Paralre11Pirilnll!'I A-'B S w'llcih ___ ' '149 ''till ."' 
Serial A-B S..llch •129, ''79'... 

IBM PC1 

·• 256K ol RAM 
• 63 W.att Power Supply 
• 5 E11pansion SOOts 
• IB,M Keyboard 
• 90 Day Warramty 

256K o,t RAM, Two· :MiOK Disk Drives & Dlsk Com1trol1e:r 

5995 
OP111011 #1 
256t:< •olRAM 
T·wo 3601K Drives 
Monochrome Grapl\ics Cafd 
Am.de!lc 310/f. 

l1BM p,c,_ s·1995 
J:AD'E XPC _ s1295 

O'PllON #3 5161195 
6-@K o1 RAM 
10 Megaby.;e of Ha.rd Disk 
One 36DK Dri.-e 
1:lO Wat~s ·Of 'P'OM!t' 
Parallel & Serial Ports 
COior C'ard 
Taxan RGB· MOmtor 

IBM PC-'2995 
JADE XPC _ 51995 

OPTION #2 
2S6K of ANAi 
Two 361!JK Dri•es 
Color Gfaplncs Caird 
Ta:ioan FIGS Mooitor 

IBM IPC_S2.395 
ADE XPC _ 1 1395 

JADE XPC PORTABLE 
• Four IBM Expa1nsl.'Gn Slots• 256K Expand!S to•5111K 

• 1600 x 400 Hi-Res Video 
·• 111,01·watt Power Supply 
• P.arallel and Serial Perts 

$1395
lndlldes 

I Two 3610IC 
, 1 Dist omes 11i 

Old: Control~ 

• Delue 1Keyboard 
• ·90 IJ'ay Warranty 

10 MIEGABYTE PORJABIE 
512K ol RAM 
10 M.S Hard Disk 
Ome 3601(. Driw 

$'19195 
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Subscription Problems? 

We want to help! 

If you have a problem with your BYTE 
subscription, write us with the details . 
We'll do our best to set it right. But we 

must have the name, address, and zip of 
the subscription (new and old address, ii 
it's a change of address) . If the problem 
involves a payment, be sure to include 
copies of the credit card statement, or 

front and back of cancelled checks . 
Include a 11business hours" phone 

number if possible . 

N 
US.MAIL 

E~TI 

Subscriber Service 


P.O. Box 328 

Hancock, NH 03449 


BYTE ADVERTISING SALES STAFF: 
Dennis J. Riley, Advertising Sales Manager, 70 Main Street, Pet.erboroqh. NH 03458, tel. (603) 924-9.28 I 
NEW E GLAND 
ME. NH. VT. MA, RI, 
EASTE:RN CANADA 
Paul McPherson Jt. 16 17] 262· 11 60 
McCraw-Hlll Publications 
57S Boyl>ton Sueet 
Boston. MA 02116 

ATLANTIC 
NV. NYC. CT, NI !NORTHl 
Lean RablllOWltz 12121 512·2096 
MCCraw-Hlll Publieatlons 
1221 Avenue of the Amer!cas
)91h Floor 
New York. NY 10020 

Oick McCurk (20)1 968· 7111 
McOraw·HIU Publi~atlons 
BulldlP(j A- lid Floor 
777 L.ong Ridge Road 
Stamford. CT 06902 

EAST 
PA (EAST). NI lSOUTlil. 
MO. VA. W.VA. DE, D.C. 
Dilnlel Ferro 12 l 5) ~96-3M3 
McGraw·Hlll PIJblic'ntlons 
Three P;utway 
Phlladelphl.a. PA 19102 

SOUTHEAST 
NC. SC, CA. FL. AL. TN 
Maggje M. DoNee 14041 2>2-0626 
McGraw-Hill Publications 
4170 AShford·Dunwoody Road
Suite 420 
A!lanta. CA JO'l 19 

MIDWEST 
IL MO. KS, IA, NO. SD. MN, WI. 
Bob Denmead I) 12) 751-l740 
McCraw-HIJI PublicatiOns 
Blair Bulldlng 
64 5 Notch Michigan Ave. 
Chicago. IL 60611 

GJIEAT LAKES, OHIO REGION 
Mr, OH. PA (ALL.;f.CHENYI . KY. 
ONTARIO. CANADA 
Ml~e Kls.sebenh 13131 '52-9760 
McOraw·Hill Pllblicauons 
4000 Town Center-suite 770 
Soulhllekt. Ml 4son 

NB. IN 

International Advertising Sales Representatives: 
Mr. Hans Csokor 
Publlmedia 
Rl!ISDeJ$!rasse 61 
A- IOH Vienna. Austria 
222 n 76 84 

Mrs. Gurit Gepner 
McCra..•-HIJI PubllshlPi Co. 
PO Box 2156 
Bat Yam. 5912 1 lstae1 
J 866 561 n1 J9 

Mr. Fnt1 Krusebecker 
McCraw·Hlll Publishing Co. 
Ueblgstrasse 19 
D-6000 Frankfurt/Main I 
West Germany 
69 72 01 8 1 

Mrs. Marla Sarmtento 
Pedro T@ixel r.i 8. O(f. 120 
lberla Man I 
Madrid 4, Spain 
1 45 52 891 

Mr. Andrew Karnlg 
Andrew Kamlg & Associates 
Flnnbodavagen 
$Ill 3 I Nacta. Sweden 
8-44 0005 

Mr. Jean ChrlsUan Acls 
McGraw-Hiii l'\Jbllshlng Co. 
17 rue Georges Bltet 
F 75116 Paris 
France 
Ill 47-W·JN2 

SOUTH PACIFIC 
SOOlliERN CA, A'I.. NM. I.AS VEGAS 
Jack Anderson 17141 557-6292 
McGraw-Hiii Public"atlons 
JOO I Red Hill Ave. 
Building /I-Suite 222 
Costa Mesa. CA 92626 

Ka1en N~les (2131 48C>-S24), 487-1160 
McCraw·Hill Publlcatbon$ 
JHJ Wiishire BOu~vard 1407 
Los Angeles. CA 900 I 0 

NORTH PACIFIC 
HI , WA, OR. ID. MT, ORTHERN CA. 
NV !except LAS Vi::CASJ. w. CANADA 
David fern 141 51 162-4600 
McCraw·Hlll Publleations 
42' Battery Street 
San Francisco, CA 94111 

Biii MtAfee 14 1>I 964-0624 
McCraw-Hfll Publication' 
1000 Elwell Coun-Sulte 22> 
Palo Alto. CA 9430'3 

Mr. A<thur SCheiler 
McCraw-HIU Publl5hlng Co. 
H Dover St. 
London WIX 1RA 
E.ngland 01 493 1451 

Mr. Savio Pesavento 
McCraw·Hlll Pu blishlng Co. 
Via Flavlo Baracchini I 
20123 Milan. Italy 
02 86 90 617 

Sea•e• Ltd. 
400 Orchard Road. II0-0 I 
Singapo<e 092 3 
Republic of Sil'lgapore 
Tel: 734>9790 
Telei : RS3SSJ9 SE1WEX 

SOUTHWEST, ROCl<Y MOUNTAIN 
UT. CO. WV, OK. TX. AR. MS. LA 
12141 4)8-24 00 
McGraw-Hiii PIJbUcadons 
Pr1!$tonwoocl Tower-Suite 907 
5 I 51 BeltUne 
Dallas. TX 7S240 

WEST COAST SURPLUS 
AND RETAIL ACCOUNTS 
Tom Harv<>y 18051 964·&577 
J46J Staie Street-Solle 2S6 
Sarua Barbara. CA 91105 

The Buyer's Mert 
Karen Burgess (6011 92 4·9281 
BYTE Publ1eations 
70 Moln Street 
Peterborougli. NH Ol 08 

Post C4rd Mo U Ln1s 
tlaUonal 
Btadley Bro11111e 16011 92Hil66 
BYTE Publbtions 
70 Main SIJer:t 
Peterborough. NH 03458 

Seavex Ltd 
503 Wilson House 
19·i7 Wyndham St. 
Cti'nt1al. Holli KOR\! 
Te): H60149 
Telex: ~ SEVE':X HX 

Hiro Morita 
McGraw-Hill Publishlfli Co 
Oversea• Corp. 
Room 1528 
Kasumleaseil Bld41. 
J.2·5 Kasumigasel<i. 
Chlvoda·Ku 
Totyo 100. lapan 
J >Bl 9811 
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IBM COMPATIBLE INTERFACE CARDS 
ALL WITH A ONE YEAR WARRANTY 

MULTIFUNCTION CARD $129.95 
ALL THE FEATURES OFAST'S6PACK PLUS AT HALF THE PRICE 

II! :g.~~~"i-c..f~ENDAR 
• SERIAL PORT 
• PARALLEL PORT 
•GAME PORT 
• SOl'lWARE INCLUD ED 

PRINTER CASU: $9.95 641< RAM UPGRADE 9/$4.41 

COLOR GRAPHICS ADAPTOR $99.95 
FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH IBM COL.OR CARD 

: ~;.:-:-:~ : ,. :-: , . . : ~ .. : ~. ' . - ' 

• •VIDEO INT£RFACE.S: RGQ. 
COMPOSITE COLOR. Hl· RES 
COMPOSITE MONOCHROME, 
CONNECTOR FOR RF MODULATOR 

• COLOR GRAPHICS ,..OOE; 320 • 200 
• MONO GRAPHICS MOOE: 640 • 200 
• LIGHT PEN INTERFACE 

MONOCHROME GRAPHICS CARD $129.95 
FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH IBM MONOCHROME ADAPTOR AND 

HERCULES GRAPHICS CARD 

t .• - • • -+ ~-' -~ • LOTUS COMPATIBLE 
•TEXT ,..ODE; 80 • 25 
• GllAPHICS MOl>E; no. 348 
• PAAAUEl PlllNTEll INTERFA.CE 
• OPTIONAL SEA i.Al PORT 

$59.95 
• INTERFAC•ES UP TO FOUR 

STANDARD DISK DRIVES TO tBM PC 
OR OOMPATIBLE.S 

• INCLUDES GA OLE F•OR TWO 
INTERNAL DRIVES 

$195 

1 

WIRE WRAP PROTOTYPE CARDS 
FR-4 EPOXY GLASS LAM'9NATE 

WITH GOLD·PLATED EDGE·CARD FINGERS 
~!_,........,_____,~-·· 

I fj!:.oq M!giuin..•r..

1.¥lll lmllll l 
SHOWN: IBM·PR2 

BOTH CARDS HAVE SILK SCREENED LEGENDS 
AND INCLUDES MOUNTING BRACKET 

IS.lll· Pll1 WITH •SV AND G ROUND PLANE 
IBM~ PR::Z: AS A8.QVE WITH DECODING lAYOUT 

IBM COMPATIBLE KEYBOARDS 
DKM-2000 $79.85_____ _ 
• FULLY IBM GOMPATIB LE 
• 83 KEY WITH CAPAC.I.• 

TANCE TYPE SWITCH ES 
•LED STATUS INDICATORS 

FOR CAPS, NUMBER LOC K 
• AUOllllE CUGK 

Kl-5151 
•ENHANCED IBM, 

COMPATIB E 
•SEPARATE CURSOR ANO 

NUMERIC KEYPADS 
·CAPS LOCK l!o NUMBER 

LOCK INDICATORS 
·IMPROVED KEYllOARD 1.AYOUT 

IBM STYLE COMPUTER CHE 
ATTRACTIVE STEE CAU.. WITH l<INGEl> UD. FITS 
POPUl.JlA PC/ lCT COMPATIUU: MOTHEA·llO.ARl>S. 

• SWITGM CIJT-OlJT ON S IDE FDR PG / XTSTYLE 
POWER SUPPl.Y 

• CUT·OlJT FOR 8 EXPANSION SLOTS 
• ALL HARDWAR~ INClUDEO 

ONLY $59.95 

DISKETTE FILENEC V20 µPD70108 
THIS REPLACES THE 8088 

TO SPEED UP IBM PC 10 TO 40% 
* HIGH-SPEED ADDRESS 

CALCULATION IN HARDWARE 
•PIN COMPATIBLE WITH 8088 
* SUPERSET OF 8086/ 8088 

51/.i " SOFT SECTOR 
OS / DD WITH HUB RINGS $8.95 

INSTRUCTION SET 
* LOW POWER CMOS 

$9.90 ascea 79Cea 
BON BULK BUUI 

OF 10 OTl 50 on 250 
NASHUA OISKffTES WERE JUOGEl> TO HA~ 

THE HIGHEST POLISH AND REOOROED 
AMPUTUOE OF ANY DISKETTES TESTEO. 

[$EE "'C-OMPARING FLOP.PY OIS.KS'·. BYTE 9/a.4~ 

SAKATA 
COMPOSITE COLOR 

MODl!L SC· IOO 
• TOP RATED FOR APPLE 
1 13" COMPOSITE VIDEO 
• AESOWTION: 210H J1 300\I 
• INTERNAL AUDIO AMPUAEA 
' ONE 'tEAA WARRANTY 

MONITOR SlAMD 
UNIT TILTS AND SWIVE.LS TO 

PROVIDE THE OPTIMUM 
VIEWING ANGLE 

MODEL DM·2168 
• PllAHCT COSMETIC MATCH 

FOR 18M PC 
• •eM COMPATIS.LE TTL ;I N PUT 
• 12'" NON,<GLAR£ SCREEN 
• P39 GRE:IEN PHOSPHOR 
• Hl•A(S U MHt DANO WIDTH 
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COMPAQ COMPAQ 
256k. 2 floppies 

IB M AT 20 + 20IBM PC 20 + 20 IBM XT 10 + 10IBMPC 
DESKPRO 10 MB 

20M8 HO &roMB 8atla.ip 
S12k, l or 2 floppies256k. 1 or 2 Hopples 256k. \ or 2 lloppies 

64 Ok . 1 Of 2 IIoppIes20M BHD ~HOMO ElilekuplOMB HD & lOMB ~ ~MJ;] CO.MPAQ 
256~ . 1 or 2 floppies 

IBM AT 30 + eoIBM XT IBM XT 20 + 20IBM PC 10 MB 
DESKPRO 10 + 10 

20MB HD &20MB Backup 
512k . 1 or 2 lloppies256k. 2 floppies 256k. 1 or 2 floppies 
JOM BHD &60MB !lockup \OMB l!D & IOMB Backup 

COMPAQ 
256k, I or 2 floppies 

IBM AT 40 + eoIBM XT 10 MB IBM AT 20 MB181111PC20 MB 
DESKPRO 20 MB 

40MB HD &!iOM BBackup , Backup Ava flable 
512k. 1 or 2 floppies256k. I or 2 Jloppies 512k , I or 2 ltoppies 

COMPAQ COMPAQ 
2.561!, 1 or 2 floppies 
IBM PC 30 MB IBM XT 20 MB IBM AT 30 MB J 

11 lg wl .. !'fil-l ·;i 
m1111111m1111m11mm1111111111111111 : · ifL 1 

LJ LITI 

=cr__..~~\M''~._.- _ I \ 
DESKPRO 30 MB 

256k. 1 or 2 floppies 
PORTABLE2561<. 1 or 2 floppies 512k. I or 2 lloppies 

Backup AvailableFOR EXTRA SAVINGS 
Call for the latest prices foc your custom 

COM,PAQ COMPAQIBM PC 10 + 10 IBM XT 30 MB IBM AT 40 MB configuration. All systems are configured 
256.k, 1 or 2 lloppies PORTABLE 10 MB DESKPAO 40 MB256 • 1 or 2 floppies 512~ . I or 2 lloppies and tested at no ex:tra cost and come 

Backup Available256k . I or 2 lloppleslflMB HD & IOMB Baclalp only with Compumail's 90 day warranty. 

* PRl,CEWA R * CAll us LAST WITH YOUR BEST QUOTES 
PRINTERS FLOPPY/HARD DISKS MONITORS MODEMS*EPSON Daisy Wheel OX·10/OX· 15 . . . . . .. CALL 

Fx-85+ LO .... $339 FX· l85+ LO ....$459 
Shl fdr fX·B5/FX· 185 ....•.....$249/$299 
NLO Upgrade Kil !or FX·80/FX· l00 ..••.CALL 
LX·SO/Hl-80/JX·BO .....$219/$359/$469 
T1aclor LX·80/FX·80/Hl·80 •. •$501$601$10 
L0·1500w/Pararlel Module ....... - ...$800 
l O Tract/Sing/Dual Shi Fdr .. S70/S<l50/S750 
LX·90 w/Parl nlerface &Tractor ••.•....$279 

DKIDATA ••.••••... . _. . ..TOOLOW TO QUOitE 
. . .. . OKIMATE 20 w/IBM Plug & Prin1 .. .. .. 

182·P/182·1BM .. _..•..... 192·P/192·1SM 
193-P/193·1BM . . • .••. S.4-P/8'1 ·1BM 
192Traclor S70 2410 PIBM __ .CALL 

TOSHIBA 1340P • .. . ..$499 
TOSHIBA 351P . . . ''REDUCED"' ...•..$1049 

351 Tractor/Shi Fdr .• - . . • • • . $190/$790
JUKI 6100/6200/6300 • .$349/$549/$679 

6XOO Tractor/Shi Felr .........$150/$250 
5510P(160cpsJ .SJ69 5510 Color Kil ..$150 

BROTHER ....•.•..•••.•. TOD LOW TO QUOTE 
HR· IO/HR·15XL ......... _.... _.. _..CALL 
HR· 15 Trac/K\'brd/Shl F$' ... .. .. .. . . CALL 
HR·25P/HR·35P •........... ... - .. CALL 
HR·25/35 Tractor/Sh! Fdr .. . .. • CALL 
2024L LO/Graphics-24 pin. 160/80 cps .CALL 
2024L Shi Fdr·Narrow/Wide ..••..••. CALL 
1W1NRUER 5 • • .Vi.IJrfd 's First Cb! Matrix & 
Daisy Wheel OOIRlined In OHE • • .. . •Best Price 
TWINRITER 5Trac/Shi Fdr •.•..... CALL 

C. ITOH ProWriler Jr w/NLO ............$219 
llSlOBPI .s:m S510$EP+NL0 .$379 
8SlllSCEP+ L0 .$449 1550-EP ......S429 
15!iOSEP+NLO. ,$519 1550SC&+NL0.$619 
24LOP . . .$949 A10-30SP . . • . $439 
VI0·20P. • .•S379 A10Tractor.•... $160 
F10·4ilP • ..$869 F10-55P ....S1069 
F!OTraclor/Shl Fdr •..•.•. . .•. $190/$290 
CX·4800P 4PenPI011er . . -...•.• -....$429 

OUME LellerPro 20P (20 cps) . . • . • . •• $399 
20PTrac/Sh1 fdr .. - - - - . - -- •. $150/$390
SPRINT 1140+/1155+ .......Sl299/SIJ99 
SPA INT lnterfaoe Moclu e ...•..•. - .. · .$80 
SPRINT Trac/Shi Fdr . • • • • . . •. $210/$690 

PANAS ONIC KX·l'3151LO (22cps) .. - . . - · .$459 
KX·Pl~/91192193..•$179/S249/S349/S449 

STAR Powet Type/SB· 10 ••.••.•... $329/CAl.l 
SG· 10/SG· 15 (120Cps) . . - - ...$239/$389 
S0·10/S0·15 (160cps) . • ·$349/$459 
SR·lOISR· 15(200cps) .. -- .$499/$599 

NEC PINWRITER P-2/P·3 . • • ..5499/$699 
Shi Fdr fOI P-2/P-3 . . . . .. -....$350/$420
2050/355018850 .. .$5491$9991$1399 
SPINWRITERTrac/Sh1 fdr . .. .$190/$790 
ELF 360Par 116c!lsl.. • • -• • · · · - · · · · _$419 

DIABLO Advanlage f>-25 · ·. · .. • · • • · · • · $499 
630 API .$1499 630 ECS·IBM ...$1599 
Trac/MecllSlngfeBln Shi Fdr. . .$230/$470 

CITIZEN: 18 rnonll\s manuiaclurer warranty 
MSP· 10/IS(\6()/40cps) • . .... .$299/$449 
MSP·2Dl25 (200/SOcps) .......$439/$589 
Shi Fdr (Specify Moclel) • · .. - · • - • • ..S229 

LEGEND CP·Vfl ... $899 1200 ....$259 
880/1000/138011385. ..$1991$219/$259/$319 

ANADEX. 9620Bl9625S·PLUS • .. · · $1199/$1299 
97258 COLOR ...... ·• - · · -· · · · - - · .$1399 
WP6000tDP6SOO • • • · • • · · • .$2299/$2569 

CDC/MITSUBISH!/PANASONIC ITAHDON/TEAC 
Half HI DSOD ...... 'REDUCED' $90 
Free Mounting Kil with 2 Drives 

CDCn ANDON Full Ht DSDD !99 
HARO DISKS tor IBM PC/XT 

10 MB Int w/ConlrOllel 'AEOUCED' S399 
10MBEXI w/Confrollel 'REDUCED' S649 
20 MB Int w/Conl!Ofle1 'AEOUCED ' S529 
20 MB EXI w/Qin11ollet 'REDUCED ' $799 
33 MB Int w/ContrOller • ' REDUCED' S849 
3J MB EX! w/Controller .. 'REDUCED' $1CM9 
44 MS Int w/ContrOller 'REDUCED' .S1CM9 

MAYNARD C01111Jlete line 
MAYNSTREAM p(JlatfelapebaC~~B . $9'.l'J 
MAYNSfREAM pMabie ~ badql OOMB .Sl299 

HARO DISKS/ BACKUP FllR IBM PC AT ... CALL 
GENOA GALAXAY TAPE BACKUPS 

20 MB Int/Ex! $749/5849 
2() MB lnllExL . . - . S999/$109'J 
32 +60 MB Ex! Disk/Backup $2399 

TALL GRASS NEYI PCIT FORMAT 
2S/l5 MB w/60 MB Backup S25991S3399 
50180 MB w/60 MB Eliltkup .$4299/$5499 
!iO MBTaJMlllaCl<uponty . . S1199 
Controller . - .S140 Cartridge(60MBI .. $40 

EVEREX 10/2() MB lnl w/Conl . . .$579/CALL 
EVEREX 60MB Int/Eld Tape Backup.· S899/S999 
EVEREJC Expansion Chasts Hall Heigll1 - .$699 
EVEREX E.qlanslon Chasis Ful Heighl S749 

INTER DYNE TAPE BACKUP 
10 MB lnl/Exl.. 'REDUCED'... $369/$549 
20 MB Int/Ext .. 'REDUCED' CALL 

HARO DISKS/BACKUP FOR COMPAQ CALL 
Bernooll Box by 1~10+ 10 • . CALL 

Aulo Bool also Avaiable 
BERNOULLI Box llV Iomega 20+ 20 - · CALL 
EMULEX JAVELIN HO &BACKUP • . .CALL 
FYIR SUPPLY l30/150Wans $89/Sl09 

AST SIXPAK 64K .$219 384K • S245 
R.;~age! Ad\lant..a.geO-K.. SJ]g 

ORCHID BlossomO-K .. $169 384K $19'3 
Conquesl for 18 PC/XT (up IO 2MBJ . __ CALL 
~111"1BMXTslD1slul(uplo2MB) .• CAU. 
EctellforlBMAT (uplo4MB) CAll 

TECM AR Gaptain O·K .$169 J84K .$199 
AESTRO ATw/Treasure Chest .... Best Price 

INTELAbove Board (up 10 4MB) CALL 
PAllAOISE 5-Patlt O·K.$159 3S4K- -$189 
BT6 Plus w/64k . . . . $175 384k $199 
MF-100 0·K .........Sl79 384k . S209 

Par, Se1 & Game Pons. Clock/Cal 
OUAOBOARO O·K .....$189 384K ...$219 

Silver OuadbOard: O·K lo 640k .... - - ..CALL 
Gold Ouaclboatd : MUltlluncllol1 &Color ..CALL 

I Quacmeg:AT (up 104 MB) .. . • . . ... CALL 
Ouaclpoll·AT/Expansion Kil. ......CALL 

INSTALL RAM & lesl brd lor PC/ AT • $201$40 

PGS MAX·12/HX·12/ HX·12E $169/$4191$499 
HX·91HX·9E/SR-12 .$419/$499/$549 
SR· 12 w/ScanDoubler • . . ..•. S6'.:l9 
SR·12 w/Sigma 400 . . . . $999 

TAXAN COMPOS IT 115 Green/116 Amber S129 
MONO 121Gr/122 Amb . . . $139/$149 
COLOR 620 4 lei(! modes 640X262 Res $359 
COLOR630 4 lexl modes 640X400 Res . $399 
COLOR 640 Top ol lhe line rmnitor S489 
COLOR 640 w/TAXAJI 555 RGB car~ $749 
COLOR 640 w/Pelsysl BoB Ord • • S799 
COLOR 640 wI Sigma 400 . $')39 
COLOR 640 wtSigma 400 & PC Mouse .S!O:l9 

AMOEK 300GIJOOA/310(11M) .$139/S1491$159 
COLOR 30015001600 . . . ,$239/$349/$419 
7l0 $489 w/Tecmar G~ic:s Master . $899 

IBM Enhanced Color Monitor . . CALL 
ROLAN 0MB·142 t4 "/Col« Monilors •Best Price 
TECMAR CoO' $529 w/Grain&s Master . $'339 
TILTI SWIVEL Monl!or Pedestal • .$30 

HEACULES Monolilaphlcs ... $279 COior •. Sl49 
HERCULESCOMPATIBLEMoooGraphiCs . .$199 
EVEREXThe Edge Best Price EYer 

Graphics Eclge . . Even BeHer Price 
AST Mor109raph Plus . _ . .$339/$3&9 

Preview for Mono Graphics . S279 
Graphpack w/64k . _. . _ . . . . _.. $549 

PERSYST SOO:t Color/Mini Mono .$159/CALL 
ColorCombo: Multilunctlon&Color .rromS299 
Mono Combo. Multilunclion & Mono frnm S299 

PERSYST SoB Board $339 
PERSY ST w/TAXAN 440 . $799 
IBM EGA (Entianted GraP.hics Adapler) • CALL 

Gold OuadllOard: Mulhfun&lion &COiar ,CALL 
STB Chauller " REDUCED" • . . .$299 
PARADISEModu~r Brd . • . . 11om S259 
ORCHID TurllO Graphics Conlroller ..... _. CALL 
TECMAR Graphics Masler $429 

GMasterw/TECMARColorMonilor _ ... $939 
GMasterw/AMOEIUIO Color Monitor • $899 

GENOA Spectrum .llest l'lice 
MYLEX Chairman . • • . .. SJ99 
SIGMA COLOR 400 (specify MOl1i11lf) $47'3 

COLOR 400 w/PGS SR· 12 S999 
COLOR 400w/TAXAN 440 . $939 
3Bu11on PC Mousew/PC Painl . • Add $100 

HIG·H- -ES

. Major 

8
QUALITY! rands 

64.KRAM Set _£7 lO+Sels..$6 50+ ... $5 
128l< RAM Se1. $35 10+ Sels . . S33 50+ . S30 
2S(jl( RAM Sel •. $30 10+ Sels .. $28 50+ .. S25 
8087 MalhsCo·Processor ......... Best Price 
80281·3 tor IBM AT .. _. . 'REDUCED' .....$23ll 
ORCH ID PClurbo w/l2Sk . .$549 640k .. $699 

PORTABLE 288 
Cuslom Conflgurallons 

COMPAQ 
DESKPRO 289 
Cuslom Conflguratlons 

IBMXT 
COMPATIBLE 
Custom Conllgurallons 

IBM AT 
COMPATIBLE 
Custom Conriguralions 

IBM COMPATIBLES 

ARE YOUR LOW COST 


ALLTEA NATIVE 


NEWLm PACKARD PAINTERS •• - •..••.• CAL.L hiimlll't'l'm'.Fi:~;;t;'iiffip;;j;;;:&'i:oiiiit;';;t;;;;nitm;-ov;raiiiii'!rat;:-§iii*ii7fiiiin'miii\in.I CALL FOR OUR WEEKLY 
SILVER REED Oalsywheel · Paralel Models. A'md'1C21t!~a:~=~~~·~bv.b~&~kJ . cm~aifls 

400/500/550/770 • • ·$189/$269/$3791$669 <1mu\111mm"<i'..sil lsret1adalsiils nln.I. FIMll~~., 20%~(1di1$50). Pto1dS!IWdi'1 UNADVERTISED SPECIALS 
T'ELE'4 IDEO 750 Daisywneel. 50 cps ••.••.• CALL fatby <2'lni aire ,.;u, ll'ilUltUa" WTn/. f(r tte:s. ~ lllM ~ C31 lldl l!."'11 tr....,, a.I>. I kr l'llmly 

A8/A8ClABCO Swilch Saxes ..... . - .•.•CALL ~rtn«locMllJr6Wtal~diletMlttjltl D10%le\Qd'aV!tMILSW).ltl~tr~cnolt.m 

KENSINGTON Universal Printer Sland .......$20 IXJT!liti!Yl1-ll'f f;l.1Xl.l:i, rt>(\!11¥1axl RJ'sctln1!711Wt1n. rt>~.~ct ..at:-ftsas,P1mR11 ct:~ 


t!u:tos IN 3~ l> dllt'. ~ .IOl»/a fll'IMOOS O'. PICICl.P. IUASE CN.I. ARST RIA \\OOll.aUll.I . 

~~ra• 

_ EllEHEX ExpansiooCllasis Fu I H ght 
OUADRAM OUADsprinl. .. 'REDUCED' ... $499 l------------- 
MICROWAY'S Fullmllllt/# Smasher •.. . ••. CALL 

ElsyOi!la 128 :nl/1200 Bd 1111 w/PC1 Ill S199 
SmuTEAM 212A 1200 Bd E:d w/o s11 .S209 
Ii.AYES 1200 Bw/SmartCom II S319 
HAYES 1200 Ext. w/o Sollware . S349 

Smartoom II .$89 NEW 2400 Bd EXI S589 
HAYES Transel 1000 . " REDUCED" S299 
POPCOM C· 150 lnl w/PFS:Access . S289 
l'llPCOM X·150 Eit1 w/PFS:Atcess S299 
AST Read\! 1200 Bd soon card w/Crosslal $35'3 
PROMETHEUS Pi\OMODEM 1200 Ex! . . S269 

Options ProoesSOI • $79 w/Moclem . S6!i 
Aiphanum Display S79 wI Moelem S6!i 
PllOMOOEM 1200 Ex1 + Bolh Options S399 
PllDMOOEM 1200 B lnl w/MITE so.tlware S229 

OUADMODEM II shortcard w/Crosstal~ XVI CALL 
2400 Bd Upgrade Kil for Ouadmodem II CALL 

Yen ·Tel Hall Card w/Crosslafk XVI S349 
1200 Plus Exl w/o software $349 

BIZCOM p 1n1ern Modem EXT SJ 19 
STIXL/XT • S289/S319/$359 

WATSON ln1egraled Voice Data. odem CALL 
FJ/eREX 12008 lnlernal wlsollware S249 
U.S. ROBOTICS Complete Uoo CALL 

08 ERON OM NI READER 
A m11S1l tor any one usin9 word processing. 
W:>rks like a scanner. translerring lexl from 
paper to rour COl'lljluter. Reads common type
laces. Wll save hours of laborious 1ypin9. II is a 
greal teclmOlogical breaklltrough al a very rea· 
sonable price. Comes complete w11~ inlerface 
ancl software for ywr compu1er $599 

IBM lERMI AL3161 · 1 .CALL 
IBM TERMI Al3161 · 11 . , .CALL 
GENERAL Parametric 's VldeoShow CALL 
CHORUS PHOTOBASE/PC·EYE CALL 

MISC. ADD ONS 
CADLE Parallel, 611 . $20 Serial. 6 fl . $25 

KeybOardExtension. 6N •.. $10 
FLOPPY Drive Controller $109 
FLOPPY Controlle1 w/P,S.G & Clock/C.11 $199 
FLOPPY & HO Conflofler . " REDUCED " $299 
HAYES Transet 1000 . . . REDUCED . &299 
MOUSE SYSTEMS PC Mouse w/PC Pairu $129 
MICROSOFT MOUSE w/PC Painttlrush 

Bus/Serial. . . . .$1291$139 
KEYTRONICKB 515L.$165 ATUpgradeKil SlS 

KB5l53Twnouch P~d . _ CALL 
A8/ABC/ A8CO Switch Boxes CALL 
COMPUTER ACCESSORIES P 1·2·3 _ $299 

POWER DIRECTOR P2t5J $89 P1216) $129 
KENSINGTONMasl111 Piece (5 oollelS) .$89 
KENSINGTONUniveisal P!lnter Sland. , S20 
KENSINGTON Master Piece Plus . CALL 
PC ~~board Slarage Drawer S99 
STANDBY PWR SUPPLY wfsurge pro!OOJOn 

200Wal1s .••$269 300Wans CALL 
aoowaus (Sine wave) . .. $679 

TILT/SWIVEL Monitor Ptlleslal $30 
PWR SUPPLY 1301150 wans . • .$89/$129 
EVEllEX E.qlansloo Chasls Hall Heigh! . $699 
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BOMB CARD EXPLANATION 
lust as with your regular issues of BYTE. the editors would like lo survey First-place winner will receive a bonus of SIOO. second-place author 
how effectively each art.icle in our 1985 BYTE special issue serves our will receive $50. and the article that scores third will be mentioned in 
readers. Please fill out lhe card opposite lhe readers· index. mail ii in. these pages. Articles written by anyone under the aegis of BYTE 
and look for the tabulation of your votes in the February BYTE. automatically forfeit the bonus to the next-placed article. 

ARTICLE# PAGE ARTICLE AUTHOR(SJ ARTICLE# PAGE ARTICLE AUTHOR{S) 

I II An Annotated Bibliography 12 187 IBM Compatibility Issues .Dahmke 
of Recent Books ............Crabb 13 195 Benchmarking the Clones ..... Edwards. 

2 39 Public-Domain Util ities ....... Edwards Hartwig 
3 59 ROM BIOS Extensions 14 203 Four Hard Disks 

for the PC AT . . ...... Norton for Under $1000 ............Grehan 
4 66 The 8087180287 15 209 Programming the 

Performance Curve .......... Fried Enhanced Graph ics Adapter ... Wilton 
5 92 Moving from the 8088 16 223 IBM PC Interrupt Service 

to the 80286 ...... . . .. .....Claff Routines ........... . ...... Dunphy 
6 105 Writing Desk Accessories ..... Wadlow 17 231 Pick. Coherent. and THEOS . .. Rochkind 
7 127 A MIDI Recorder .. ... ......Swearingen 18 243 One Million Primes 
8 143 Circuit Design with Lotus 1-2-3 .Haynes Through the Sieve ........... Peng 
9 159 Adding a Hard Disk to 19 247 TopView ...... . ..... .... . . . Byers 

Your PC AT ................Shiell. 20 253 When Your PC Doesn't Work . . Wil liams 
Markoff 21 259 IBM PC Family BIOS 

10 167 Fixed Disks and the PC AT ....Shiel I. Comparison ................Shiell. 
Markoff Markoff 

II l77 A Survey of Debuggers ... ... Drake. 22 269 Device-Independent Graph ics .. Clarkson 
McCaffrey. 23 283 IBM PC Disk Performance 
Sadowsky and the interleave Factor . . . . . Koloc! 

STIP 
SEND FOR YOUR 1) 
SUBSCRIBER I.D. CARD 

SUBSCRIBERS ONLY!* 
Use BYTE's Tulephone Inquiry Processing System 
Using TIPS can bring pzuduot information as much as 10 days earlier. 

If you are a new subscriber or have lost your l.D. card, circle #1 on the Reader Service 
Card; attach mailer label. We will immediately send yow· personal TIPS subscriber card. 

GET PREPARED 2) 

3) 

Write your Subscriber umber, as printed on your Subscriber I.D. Card, in boxes in Step 5 below. 
(Do not add O's to fill in blank boxes) 

Write numbers for information desired in boxes in Step 7b below. 
(Do not add O's to fill in blank boxes.) 

CALL TIPS 4) ow, on a 'Ibuch-'Ibne telephone dial: (418) 442-2668 and wait for voice commands. 

ENTER YOUR 
SUBSCRIBER AND 
ISSUE NUMBERS 

5) 

6) 

When TIPS ays: "Enter Sub criber umber'' 
(Enter by pu hing the numbe1 and symbols [ II or "' enclosed in the boxes] on telephone pad 
ignoring blank boxe ) 
Enter 0 0 D D D D D D 111111 

·when TI P says ''Enter magazine code & issue cod " 
Enter 111 00 rn IID [5J CID 00 

ENTER YOUR 
INQUIRIES 

END SESSION 

7a) 

b) 

8) 

9) 

When TIPS says "Enter (next) Inquiry Number" 
Enter one inq uiry selection from below (ignore blank boxes) 

Repeat 7a as needed (maximum 17 inquiry numbers) 

1. 0 D D Ill 6. D D D 00 10. D D D 00 !II 14. DD 0 00 CID 
2 . D D D CID ll!l 7. D 0 D CID rII 11. 0 0 D l1J 15. D 0 D l!I Ill 
3 . D D D Ill Ill 8. D 0 D ll!l 00 12. D 0 D rn Ill 16. D 0 D 1!1 [!] 
4. D D D ll!l ll!l 9. D 0 D ll!J lil 13. D 0 D 1!1 ll!J 17. D 0 D l!I 00 
5 . DD D Ill[!] 

End session by entering ~ ~ lID al Ill [!] 
Hang up after hearin final message 
II you are a subscriber and need assistance, call (603) ~-9281. 

lf yQu are noL a su~criber fill QUt the subscription card found in this issue or, call BYTE Circulation 800-258-5485. 

•Domestic and Canadian ubscribers Only! 
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Inquiry No. Page No. 

211 AS.T. RESEARCH •...••.•.•••........ 8, 9 
222 A$T. RESEARCH .. . ................. 8, 9 

3 AB COMPUTERS , . , .••.•••.•• , .•..... 48 
4 ACSINTL••••••.•.....•••.•.•••.•••• 15 
5 ADAX INC. .......................... 42 
6 ADDMASTER CORP. ................... 46 
7 Ar:NA CED COMPUTER PROD. INC. •••.•293 
8 ArNA CED SOFTWARE TECH.••••.••.. 294 
II AL.PHA l.OCIC BUSINESS SYS. , •••.••••• 80 
12 ATRONICS INTERNATIONAL.. INC. ••••••• 88 
14 BASF SYSTEMS ... . .•....•... 274. 275 

224 BASIC TIME . . . . . . . ........ 280. 281 
15 BllTNER ELECTRONICS ..... ......... 294 
16 BMDP STATISTICAL SOFTWARE ••.•.•.. 109 
17 BORLAND INTL ..................... Cll 
18 BORLAND INTL ...... .......... Cll 

BYTE PUBLICATION ................. . 282 
BYTE SUBSCRIB£R MESSACE .......... 245 
BYTE SUBSCRIBER SERVICE ...•••••••. 300 

21 CANON US.A. . . . ....•..• 124. 125 
20 CANON U.S.A. •••••.••••••••..•••••• 175 
22 CAPITAL EOUIPMENT CORP. •...•.•.• ,. 155 

130 CARL HEINSOHN INTL. .............. 291 
24 CIVIL COMPUTINC CORP. ..•..•••.•••• 296 
25 CLARITY SOFTWARE ..•••....•••.•••.• 43 

COMPUMA1L ....................... 302 
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33 COMPUTERIZED CONCEPTS ........•.• 294 
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36 CONROY-LAPOINTE ................... 27 
J7 CONROY.LAPOINTE ...•..........•...• 27 
38 CO ROY.LAPOINTE ........ , .......... 27 
39 CUESTA SYSTEMS ........••.•.••..... 24 
40 CURTIS. INC. ........... .. •. .. ....•.. 296 
41 DATA BASE DEClSIO ·S ... .•..•••...•..• 6 
42 DATA EXCHANOE ................... 292 
0 DATA EXCHANOE ......•...•.. . .... . 296 
44 DICl·DATA CORP.......... . •.•••••••. 279 
46 DlCITAL PRODUCTS INC. .............. 215 
47 DICITALK ••••••••••••••••.••.•.•... 2J9 
48 DIRECT AID DATA INC. ............... 156 
49 OISKWORLO!. I C. ................... 297 

223 OYNAX ••• . •••.•••.•••••••.•.•..••. 123 

50 EARTH COMPUTERS . ........•••••••• 258 

51 EARTH COMPUTERS ... .............. 258 

52 ECOSOFT . .. .. ................ 208 

54 ELEK:rEK .. , . . ... . ........•.••.••.• 1'4 

55 ELEXOR INC. •.••.......•.••.. .. .... 292 
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56 EVEREX SYSTEMS ................... 179 
57 EXPERTEACH ....................... 278 
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58 EXPRESS SYSTEMS INC. ••••.••••• 266, 267 
59 f'TC DATA SERVICES ................. 216 
60 flC DATA SERVICES .....•.•••••..••. 276 
61 FACIT AB ... . .. .. . .............. .. . 111 
62 FARBWARE ••••.•••••••••.•.••.••••. 292 
6l FIFTH GENERATION SYSTEMS .......•. 129 
64 flAGSTAFF E GlNEERING •••••••.... , 115 
6S Ft.AGSTAFF ENGINEERINC ... .. •...... 115 
66 FORTRON, INC. ••...........•••••••• 295 
67 FORTRON. INC •.••.•......••••••••• 295 
68 FOX SOFTWARE INC. ................. 289 
69 FUNK SOFTWARE. . • . . . . . . . . . • . . ... 47 
71 GENERAL MICRO SYSTEMS ••.•••..•.. 292 
71 CENOA SYSTEMS CORP. .............. 153 

ClMPEL SOFTWARE ••••••..•••••••••• 288 
13 OLE CO E ClNEERlNC JNC. •...•.•.• . 226 
74 GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS . . ... ......... 296 
75 GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS ......••.•.•.• 292 
76 GTE PRODUCTS CORP................. 185 
77 CTE'!'ELENET .•..............•..•... 222 
7a HAMMER COMPlJTER SYSTEMS ••••••.• 50 
79 HAMMERLAB CORPORATION •....•••. 2J7 
80 HARVARD SOFTWORKS................ 14 
81 HAUPPAUGE COMP. WORKS •••....••••• 11 
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116 MACMILLA SOFTWARE .............. 113 
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118 MANZANA •••..•...•...•..••..••••..• 2 
119 MARC SOFTWARE •.••••••••••••• 200. 201 
120 MARC SOFTWARE .•..•..•••••..• 200, l .01 
121 MARK WILLIAMS CO. ................. 23 
122 MAXELL DATA PRODUCTS .......•.... CIV 
123 MAYNARD ELECTRONICS ........••..... 5 
10 MCCRAW.HILL INC. .................. 287 

124 MCCRAW.HILL TRAINING SYS..••..•..• 268 
125 MCGRAW.HILL TRAINING SYS.•••...... 268 
211 MEGA-OMEGA SYSTEMS •••.••.••.. 56. 57 
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129 MICRO DESICN ltlTL.. ................. 31 
131 MICROCOMPUTER ACCESSORIES . • . • 58 
132 MICROCOMPUTER ACCESSORIES .•••••• 58 
127 MICROCOMPUTER CONCEl'l'S •.......• 294 

MICROMINT. INC. .............. . ..... 229 

MICROSOFT PRESS . . . . . ..... 104 


IJ4 MICROWAY .••..•........•..•.. . .... Clll 

135 MICROWAY ......................... . 4S 

149 MICROTEK .....•....•........ . ..... 219 

150 MICROT£K ......................... 219 

136 MULTf'T'ECH SYSTEMS ................. 55 

137 MULTl'T'ECHSYSTEMS •.....•.......... H 

138 NATIONAL MEMORY SYSTEMS ........ 101 

139 NAnJRAL MICROSYSTEMS ••.••....... 139 

140 NEW OENERATLO SYS. ............... 30 

141 NIGH'TOWL SOFTWARE ...•.••••••.... 227 


NORTH HILLS CORP. .........•....•.. 294 

NORTIH HIUS CORP. ................. 296 

144 OPT·TECH OATA PROCESS! C . • . •...• 294 
145 PC HORIZONS I C. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 292 
146 PC NET\l.ORK ................... 140. 141 
147 PC'S LIMITED •......•........••••• 16, 37 
151 PHOENIX COMP. PROD. CORP.•••...•..• 79 
152 PICK OPERATI C SYSTEMS ......•.... 133 
153 POLARIS SOFTWARE ................. 2 IS 
IS4 POLA.RIS SOFTWARE ..•..•••••.•..... 215 
155 POLYCO ASSOCIATES INC. ....•...... 158 
156 PRECISION ~TA •••.••••.••••.•..... 296 
157 PRECISION PWS SOFTWARE •••.•••••• 271 
158 PROCRESSIVE MICRO OISTR.•.••.. 240. 241 
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161 OUA TECH. INC. ...................... 54 

162 OUADRAM CORP. .................... 111 


QUAID SOFTWARE LTD. ...•.••..••...•. 22 
163 OUANTEK CORPORATION .......•..... 126 
164 QUA TEK CORPORATION ............. 126 
165 QUANTUM SOFTWARE .•....•..•..•.• 147 
166 OUBIE ........................ 102. 103 
167 OUICKSOFT ............•••..•.•.... 170 
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11) ROLAND CORP. . ... .................. 81 
234 ROSE ELECTRO !CS . . . ... 292 
174 ROSESOFT INC. ...................... SI 
175 SATELLITE SOFTWARE ................. 7 
176 SBT CORPORATION •....•.•...•.• . . , • 210 
177 SBT CORPORATION .•...•............ 230 

SCl'TOR . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . • • • • . • • • • 191 
178 SECURITY MICROSYS. CONSULT ...••. 292 
179 SOFTCORP INC. ..................... 119 

SOFTCRAFT INC. ..................... 74 
180 SOFTCRAFT INC. rrx1 .................. 18 
181 SOFTLOGIC SOWTIONS INC. •••••••••. 149 
182 SOFTLOGIC SOWTIONS INC. •••.••.••• 151 

SOFTWARE DIRECllONS •..••••••••••• 174 
183 SOFTWARE LINK. THE ................. 53 
184 SOLA ELECTRIC •....•••••••••••••••.• 69 
185 SPECTRA FAX CORP•••.••••••••••••••• 77 

SPERRY COMP. SYS. ••••••••••••••••• 186 
186 SPRUCE TECHNOLOGY CORP. ••••.•.•.. 38 
187 SPSS ...••...•...•............•.••. 165 
188 STSC INC. .......................... 41 
189 Sl'SC INC. . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • • •.•. 207 
190 SUMMIT SOFTWARE TECHN. I .•... 220 
192 SYNCHRONY SYSTEMS ..... , ........ , . 42 
195 TAXAN CORP. ................ . ....... 49 
196 TAXAN CORP. ........................49 
215 TECH PC •••... , ••••••••.•...••••••• 218 
216 TECH PC .... ... .................... 218 
197 TECMAR INC. .. • . . . . . . ....... 3 
198 TELEBYTE TECHNOLOGY INC. ..•. ... ... 46 
53 TICERTRO ICS ....................... 54 

TIN EV. ROBERT GRAPHICS .....••.... 228 
199 TOPAZ. I C. ..... •.•..•..•.......•.•. 7 5 
200 TOPAZ. I C. .............. 75 
202 TORRING10N COMPANY. THE ••.. 89. 90. 91 
203 TWIX EOUIPMEN1S AG ••••••••.•••.••• 29 
204 U.5- ROBOrJCS ...................... 211 
205 UNITECH .......................... 296 

UNITED SOFTWARE .................. 206 
206 UNIVATIO .....•...•..••.....••..•. 157 
207 VISUAL AGE ..... . ... . .............. 296 

VLM COMPUTER ELECTR............. 292 
209 voes ...... . .............. . ....... 294 
210 VOTRAX. I C. ... . . ................... 44 
211 WALONICK ASSOCIATES ••.........•.• 174 
212 WARP SPEED COMP. PROO. ... . ...... . 142 
213 WARP SPEED COMP. PROD. ...•.•..••• 142 
232 WESTER COMPUTER •..•...........•. 52 
211 WESTER COMPUTER ................. 52 
217 WINTEK CORP. ••.. ,., ................ 10 
218 WRITING CONSULTANTS ............... 16 
228 ZOOM TELEPHONICS ..•...•••.••.... 214 
219 Z..SOFT CORPORATION •.•............ 242 
220 Z.SOFT CORPORATIO ........... . ... 242 

10 GET FURTHER ln lorma!loll on tne p-roducts adver
tised 111 BYTE. elctier pick up )'OUr touch~ooe telepnone 
and use TIPS {If you are a subscriber>. or fill out cne 
reader service c;atd. Either way lull Instructions are pro
vided lollowlng llll.s reader seIVke Index wnkh ls pro
vided as a11 additional service by the publisher. who 
assumes no llablll t y for errors or omlssloos 
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